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The situational model is based upon the recognition that 

Man operates always within a system, consisting of his natural and 

social environment as it is reflected in and by his consciousness. 

He continuously reacts to ''situations'' which together constitute 

the "stream" to which his consciousness reacts. 

In the most simple form, this can be presented as 

follows: 

Mentality 

1' 
Situation ~ Social Action 

Motivation 

At any given moment there is a "situation" (the 

"situation" of the social and natural environment). 11an reacts to 

this situation in terms of motivation (positive or negative; never 

completely neutral as in this case there is no "processing" of the 

environment) while the reaction to the situation takes place with 

a mentality which is the result of previous experience. 

As the mentality reflects previous experience, it is 

always "relational" and never absolute in regard to the situation. 

It presents a pattern or a configuration of patterns of 

consciousness (inclusive those termed 11 sciencP 11 )which reflect 

greater or lesser experience but never directly reflect "reality" 

as our patterns of consciousness are a function of this consciousness 

itself and the unknown factor 11reality11 • Patterns of consciousness 

in the form of ''mentality'' for this reason can only present more or 

less experience, resulting in more complex or simpler structures 

of consciousness. 
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If ''mentality'' is only considered as such, we operate 

with a static concept because the mentality is, apart from 

experience, also shaped by motivation, An overriding strong 

motive, like hunger or desire for power, gives a different form 

to mentality than a less intense or diversified motivation, 

The social action which results out of the situational 

context can be either habitual or it can contain a new element 

if either the situation is a different one or the motivation differs 

in content or intensity or if the mentality has acquired new 

elements, for instance by the process of invention or learning. 

Thus we can distinguish two types of social 

t . -, system changing 
ac 1on: 'SJ 

system maintaining, 

If the amount and weight of the social actions of the 

first type is significant, we speak of "dynamic systems" in 

contrast to "static systems". There is no objective preference for 

either of these systems as they are both "situationally" determined 

so that value-judgments cannot be applied to them, 

If this simple model is applied to international 

relations, a number of problems present themselves: 

Mentality 

~ System changing 

Situation Social !t.ction 

System maintaining 

Motivation 

In the first place, the factor ''mentality'' presents 

itself in a different manner than it does in internal ra~ations. 

The factor "mentality" in terms of previous experience 

applied to internal relations of nation-states or blocs has a 

fairly direct relationship to the motivation of social groups 

(political, economic and other interest groups). In the case of 

the external situation the factor "mentality" is more stabilized 

and less flexible because the "international mentality" of country 

A, B or C is produced by a relatively small group of politicians 
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and image-builders while for long periods there is often no strong 

link to the motivation of a referent-group. 

The "international mentality" tends to create a .social 

system of its own which is more remote from the motivation of 

people than most other activities of governments. In the image

of-self which the international system creates, there are obviously 

always the usual contemporary image-building concepts, like 

progress, democracy, self-determination, global organisation, etc. 

but their verbal value and their "action"-value show great 

differences, much more than in internal. relationship. 

Secondly, the factor "motivation" also plays a different 

role. 

Hotivation in international relations can be brought 

under the heading of capability-increase, capability-maintenance 

and capability-decrease (power-fatigue). Capability means political, 

ideological, military, economic-industrial power, etc.: in each 

individual case the capability-pattern of nation A, B, or C or 

bloc X of Y shows a different structural pattern of these 

components. 

If the motivation aims at capability-increases, we speak 

of imperialism; expansionism, a high rate of outer penetration·, etc. 

The capability-concept helps to dispel ambivalent notions like 

considering.only political-military .expansion as. 11 imperialism"-; 

b.ut not economic expansion or penetration·. They both come under 

outer-directed capability increases·. 

In regard to world-society, it is· exceedingly difficult.-. 

to obtain data on·motivation as it can only be measured indirectly 

and because no accepted standards of measurement ·are available;:.· 

Outerdirected capability~increase~ over a-longer period create a 

high probability of continued motivation in· the same direction 

but only if all other factors (situation, mentality). remain constant. 

In applying the situational model to international 

relations, the greatest difficulty .lies, however·,. in the ·concepts 

of "system-changing" and "system-maintaining". 
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As international society is in our days the field of new 

experience and new situations, it has not led to the formation of 

a ''system" in the proper sense of the word.Inthe international 

field all social action can obviously be interpreted as part of a 

"natural order" but not in terms of a systematic social order 

which is needed, even if it were only to define what "system

changing" means. There has to be a system before it can be 

changed. 

As international society can be only characterised by 

the term "chaotic", we have to ask what systems of order are read 

into it. If there is no agreed-upon system, efforts will 

nevertheless be made to interpret situations and actions in 

terms of an order which seems desirable. 

Of those desired systems we may distinguish three: 

A. The power-system. 

B. The coordinated interstate system. 

C. The global or regional industrial system. 

In the case of these three systems the projected carriers 

differ: in system fl the carriers are nation-states or groups of 

states. 

in system B nation~states and international 

organisations in which nation-states appear as the social actors. 

: in system C the carriers are functional groups 

(employers, workers, consumers, technologists, etc.) which, 

however, appear within national or regional societies and not to 

a great extent within a world-society as such. 

The "international mentality" as such operates strongly 

in terms of system B, the desired traditional system. It ignores 

system fl and is hesitant and uncertain about the role of regional 

industrial systems while advocating a global industrial system 

of which it does not present a concrete or workable image. 

Thus, we have arrived at the following position: 
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~ Power system 

---} Coord. state system 

~ Regional industrial 

System changing 

System maintaining 

system 

? Power system 

~ Coord. state system 

~ Regional industrial 
system 

This confronts us with great complexity and great 

difficulty of analysis. The factor "mentality" is not helpful for 

the analysis of structural changes in the world-society because 

every conceivable international action can be rationalised with 

the terminology of either of the three systems as we witness daily 

in our newspapers ( 11 National glory"; ''We are preserving the 

stability of the international system"; "All our efforts are 

directed at the progress of Mankind"). Abrupt changes in the 

terminology used occur if the "situation" makes one verbal 

pattern seem more desircJ.ble than the other. 

An analysis of the structural attributes of world-society 

therefore has to concentrate on motivations and situations more 

th.cm upon mentality. 

The motivation can be maximalist, preserving (status quo, 

balance of power, etc.), or minimalist (power-decline, power-

f'l. tigue). 

As the world population is rapidly increasing while the 

present population has increasing economic demands, the major 

aspect of world-society in general is the economic one~ This 

causes a great deal of ambivalence because economic 1naximalisation 

seems at the same time a national, a regional and a global goal. 

This would lead to a more unified world-society if the global goals 

had priority over the regional ones; the regio11~l ones over the 

na tiona.l ones. The first condition, viz. the priority of global 

goals would lead to a certain coordination between the regional 

industrial societies (groups of economically integrated countries 

or very powerful individual industri~l systernsc 
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Let us recapitulate in terms of the three systems: 

The power-system, This system in its political form 

will not lead to a world-society, and this is not claimed or 

advanced as a solution by any country. 

B, The coordinated state-system. As the identification 

of the majority of the worldpopulation is in relation to economic 

systems which are no longer national, this system does not offer 

a rational solution or a workable structure. It is the projected 

order of the predominantly political society of the past. 

C. The regional industrial systems are the dominant 

social systems of the present b_mh They can be maximalist, 

preserving or minimalist (The Gandhian society, for instance)o 

The maximalist attitude. The regional industrial 

society can be maximalist in regard to its own population or, 

more concretely, its followers who may consist of people from a 

number of nationso If it is maximalist in regard to its outer-

directed capability, it will come into conflict with the other 

regional industrial societieso These conflicts can only be solved 

by compromises which mean a limitation of the maximalist attitudes 

in the interest of global integration. This limitation could be 

achieved by a world industrial codei regulating access to raw 

materials, markets, limitation of production, preservation of 

resources, etc .. 

c. 2. The preserving attitude. If the most powerful 

regional industrial society would seek to limit its capability, 

this would be in the interest of worldsociety as there would be a 

relative increase in the role of the other regional societiesa Aid 

to pre-industrial societies is only positive in terms of world

society if it is preceded by coordination of the most powerful 

industrial societies.. Otherwise it might create 11 negative 

capabilities". 

The minimalist ~ttitude, for instance, in terms 

of the GClndhio.n society, the cultur.:-:tl society, etca Not 

significant in terms of the motivation of people, but useful as 

an image in ordGr to achieve corrections in the maximalist attitude~ 
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Possibilities of measurement 

The question arises in hoVJ far the situational model can 

be used scientifically in terms of measurement of the factors 

involved: capability-structure (the situational factor), mentality, 

motivD.tion. 

The capability-structure is measurable in terms of 

production, import and exports, investment, technical. assistance, 

etc. Mare difficult to measure arc the cross-national 

developments, for instance~ within the ~tlantic s6ciety as the 

financial fusions do not fall under the control of a given n~tion 

or a supranational agency. The rel~tion between inner- and outer

directed capnbility is Qlso measur~ble. 

Whetl1cr military expenditures can be analysed in a 

comparable fashion is questionable unless some standards in 

regard to lower and upper ceilings would be accepted, for 

inst~nce, ~s a percentage of the n~tional income~ 

Although the cap~bility-structure 2nd its changes are 

undoubtedly to some extent reflected in the international 

mentality of countries A, B, C, etc. it does not seem possible to 

make this f~ctor measurable, except by very crude methods like 

counting hostile utteranceso This method cnn, however, be 

rejected as unreli,:tble while also opinion-.:lnalysis ic only of 

limited V3.lue ns the image which n.::t tions htJ.Ve of one :::tnother are 

to a considerable extent situationally determinedo 

Opinion-analysis c'l.n, however, be helpful in regard to 

non-maxim~list attitudeso They occur in the form of the rejection 

of capability maximalisation in terms of political and industrial 

power while there :1ro also groups which are concerned :1bout the 

ecological crisi.s which seems to develop out of the continued 

maximalis~tion processesQ Particularly the latter group is 

beginning to have some impact on planning on the national, regional 

and glob'l.l level and it may operate in the direction of a more 

coexistential pattern of the regional industrial societies, and to 

an incr·ease in the possibilities of coordination and cooperation 

vi~ functional internntional agenciesn 
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The factor "motivation" can be only measured in terms 

of overt-behavior which can be maximalist, preserving or 

minimalist. The periods chosen for measurement should be fairly 

long, like ten year periods, to get a fairly reliable degree of 

probability for the following period. 

Overlapping outerdirected capability defines the 

conflict-areas. 

It is submitted that analysis in terms of the 

situ~tional model by an independent, non-political sciehtific 

institution could furnish a useful tool to determine probable 

conflict-areas and to calculate the intensity of the conflicts 

for periods of about ten years. Compromise-solutions could 

result from such analysesu 
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P R E F A C E 

The present paper is an effort to bring together some ideas 

concerning the training of what may perhaps be called 11 peace workers", 
11 peace-makers 11 , 11 peace-consultants 11 or 11 peace specialists", The ter.;, 

minology is far from settled, nor does it have to be for the time 

being. But the idea is to try to start bridging the tremendous gap 

found today between peace research and peace action by training well

chosen people in the implementation of, among other things, peace 

research findings, The paper coincides to some extent with talks 

given by the author at the Oslo Conference on the plan for a peace

makers' academy (organized jointly by the Peacemai{ers' Academy Com

mittee, Vermont and the International Peace Research Institute, Oslo) 

in Oslo, November 14-17, 1968; and at the conference organized by the 

International Peace Academy Committee (IPAC), London, June 28-.30, 

1969). But the conferences were so constructive that the paper also 

reflects much of the discussion, Deep gratitude is expressed to 

fellow participants for extremely stimulating discussions, but the 

responsibility for the points of view put forward rests with the 

author and are not necessarily represen ta ti ve of IPAC as a whole, 

The entire discussion is concretized in the form of a proposal 

for a World Peace Academy, to start its operation on a pilot project 

basis during the summer of 1970 and its possible full scale operation 

fall 1971, 

It should be emphasized from the very beginning that the latter 

proposal is by no means original, nor is it in any sense final, The 

present proposal ~ncludes many elements taken over from other pro

posals, among them a proposal prepared by the author for the In~er

national Peace Research Association, presented at the Second IPRA 

Conference in Tallberg, Sweden, June 1967 and published in the Inter

national Peace Research Newsletter 1968, and some new ones, put to

gether in a ne\v framework, and presented here for discussion, Any 

criticism and comment would be most welcome, 

Finally, I \voul d like to express my gra ti tu de to the Gandhi an 

Institute of Studies for excellent working conditions and to Sri 

Sushil Sharma for excellent clerical assistance. 

Varanasi, 
February 1969 

Santiago, 
August, 1969 Johan Gal tung 

. , 
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1, Introduction 

In the struggle for peace, defined negatively as the absence of 

~ersonal violence and positively as the presence of social ju~tice, 

and carried out by means of associative or dissociative strategies or 

both; in the struggle to manage ~fll£1, whether by controlling it 

or resolving it; in tb e struggle for development in the bori zon tal 

sense of increasing averages and in the vertical sense of decreasing 

dispersions; concrete actions are needed and concrete peo~ are needed 

as the carriers of these actions, 

Peace research, defined as research on bow peace policies, past 

and present, worked and work in practice is not enough, It is indis

pensable because of the insight it may yield in what has been the case, 

but to the extent that research is an effort to bring propositions 

about data and propositions derived from theories (hypotheses) to

gether to compare them, peace research is limited to the past since 

only the past has produced data, 

Peace proposals giving concrete blue-prints of future states of 

affairs as well as the means of attaining them, with explicit theories 

as to why these states of affairs are peace-productive, come cl.oser. 

Such peace proposals will, of course, in part be based on peace re

search but not on peace research alone, since that would assume that 

the future will be an extrapolation from the past so that from what 

worked/did not work in the past one can infer what will/will not work 

in the future, This type of sociological determinism is probably 

among the more harmful carry,-overs from the physical sciences, and 

still seems to be believed in by many, 

But peace proposals, however laudable, are only words more or less 

well put together, What is needed is peace action, and many types of 

peace action can be seen in the world today, Some. of them, such as 

the various peace corps operations (particularly US), the peace

keeping forces (particularly UN) and tb e abortive world peace brigade 

(various peace organizations) also make use of the term 11 peace 11 , Most 

of them are based on fairly limited conceptualizations of 11 peace 11 , bow-

ever. 

In the peace corps the theory is often simply either that under

development i.tself is a source of 11 unrest 11 or that difference in 

development levels is a source of 11 unrest 11 , The first idea often 

fails to distinguish between the structural violence so often found in 

connection wi tb underdevelopment, and the manifestations of this in the 
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forms of some kind of personal, direct violence. On" (;l,en tries to 

quell or prevent the latter witbout understanding that this is at-

I 

· .. te.cking the symptoms rather than the disease. Thus, a development 

project is regarded as successful from tbis point of view if personal 

violence disappears, regardless of how much social injustice tbere 

may still be in tbe structure, And as to the second tbeory, which is 

more egalitarian and hence o"ften takes the form of rigbting social 

wrongs: this may reduce structural violence, but it is rather naive 

to believe that open violence cannot still take place after gaps have 

been bridged and/or the parties have become more similar, It should 

also be empbasized that one nation may still depend on another or be 

exploited by another long after economic and social indicators of all 

kinds have been brought to the same level. 

Anotber objection to the peace corps approacb is, of course, tbat 

it operates at the micro level. Its frame of reference is the com

munity, and there is little doubt tbat it may lead to improved com

munity structures as well as help in diverting con fli et energy to more 

constructive outlets than open violence. But intra-community con

flicts, however important they may be in some parts of the world, ~a

count for ·only a fraction of the total conflict volume at the group 

level, and certainly not for the most consequential ones. 

The peace-keeping forces are constructed in such a way that they 

can operate both at tbe micro and at the macro levels. The basic 

formula is dissociative: to keep antagonists apart by drawing a 

demarcation line, or defining a no m·an 1 s land, to be policed by the 

peace-keeping forces, It is a typical example of a type of dissocia

tive peace making based on third party intervention, and usually only 

operative in a symmetric conflict between underdogs, with some top

dogs appearing in the role of the third parties, Typically, UN 

peace-keeping operations hav~mainly been carried out by center nations 

and been used to separate periphery parties, as in the UNEF, ONUC, 

UNFICYP, etc. operations. 

A difficulty witb the peace-keeping· operations is that they seem 

only to be legitimately used under two conditions: that the violence 

is open, and that the parties are nations, Under all other conditions 

the violence is usually referred to as an 11 internal concern", and. even 

if both conditions are satisfied but the nations belong to the same 

bloc the 11 problem 11 is also often said to be an 11 internal 11 one. that 

can 11 best 11 be handled by the appropriate regional organization where 
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a big nation usually has Qegemonial power. 

To obviate this difficulty many people have been thinking in 

terms of world peace brigades that would mobilize volunteers to pene

trate through national borders and intervene in cases of in tra-na ti onal 

open and/or structural violence. In order for such operat:ions not to 

be inte~preted as efforts by a third power to use intervention as a 

pretext to conquest thf:ly would probably have to take place under the 

conditions of 1. non-violence, and 2. international composition, 

and 3. non-governmental auspices. But the problems involved in or

ganizing such efforts seem to far almost to be insurmountable, since 

we are deeply imbred with the· billiard-ball image of the nation-state. 

At this point it should be strongly emphasized that one should 

not be misled by semantics here. The correlation between the tenden-

cy of an organization to use the term 11 peace 11 and to be 11 pea.ce

productive11 is probably neither positive nor negative but rather close 

to zero. For that reason just as much attention should be given to 

the many other policies instituted in the world today of relevance 

for the gross problems of peace, conflict and dev'llopment that do not 

necessarily sail under the banner of 11 peace 11 , but often under quite 

different and even, at the verbal level,. contradictory terms. 

Thus there is the whole international machinery, governmental as 

well as non-governmental, non-profit as well as profit, that· every day 

contributes to associative, if not necessarily egalitarian, structures, 

There are many institutions for associative conflict maJlagement 

through mediation and arbitration. 

1~ere is the military machinery that not only is used to wage 

wars, but also no doubt saves the world from some wars because the 

various balance of power theories, like most social science theories, 

are neither completaly true, nor complately false. Of course, this 

machinery is a typical expression of dissociative peace-making. 

There are the efforts to control the military machinery referred 

to as "arms control" and the efforts to abolish them referred to as 
11 disarmament 11 • As to the latter it should be emphasized that the 

attempts towards disarmament often seem to be based on a very basic 

misconception: when spatial distance can no longer be relied upon, 

internalized social distance mechanisms are insufficient, and associa

tive peace policies are so embryonic as to be virtually non-existent, 

then disarmament is tantamount to leaving the system almost t.ri thout 

any mechanism at all, neither dissociative, nor associative. Hence., 
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in spite of all· efforts disarmament is likely to he. the consequence, 

not the cause of associative peace making, But this critique does 

not affect arms control efforts that can be seen as efforts to get 

rid of imperfections (technical failure, human failure, faulty com

munication of intentions, unwanted escalation etc.) in a dissociative 

system based on military deterrence, And it is certainly not impos-

sible that very special conditions, like superhuman statesmen, immi

nent catastrophees or what not, might get us out of the vicious 

armament-fear circle and into a virtuous disarmament-trust circle. 

Then, there are all the revolutionary and evolutionary efforts, 

violent and non-violent, to bring about more just social orders. We 

have touched the relation between open and structural violence before, 

and however laudable the motivations and often also the achievements 

of revolutionary movements in terms of social justice it is bard to 

see that the use of open violence should be unavoidable and inevita-

• 

bl e. A revolutionary movement that decreases social injustice but 

keeps the level of open violence constant or even increases it is, in 

our view, as unsatisfactory as a peace-keeping operation or a tech

nical assistance operation that decreases open violence but keeps the 

level of social injustice constant or even increases it. 

iV:e would now like to emphasize the following very stronlgy, 

sinc·e it is basic for the concept of a world peace academy that 1ve are 

driving at: 

1. The various peace policies or forms of peace action, often with 
direct or indirect conflict or development relevance, that have 
been discussed briefly above, all have their shortcomings, but 
should in our mind be regarded as incomplete rather than as wrong. 
They may be good in and by themselves within a certain limited 
range of goals, but usually fail to justify the all-embracing 
claims often made for them by enthusiastic protagonists • 

2. \"/hen enacted singly these policies may often do much more harm 
than good, when operated in combination they may be highly 
meaningful. However, they are so often defined as antilthetical 
to each other that many people feel they have to choose between 
them so that support for one automatically implies opposition to 
another. This makes it difficult today to find personnel with 
versatility when it comes to peace action, and also to find orga
nizations that can act on several peace fronts simultaneously. 
However, what individuals cannot combine for reasons of ideolo
gical or intellectual limitations organizations may be able to 
combine by means of compartmen tali za tion, as witnessed by the 
ability of the total UN system to play on many factors of a 
peace-productive-Dature. 

). It would be wrong to say that we do not have people in the world 
today with impressive training in the fight against violence, 
and for social justice. But there are important biases in the 
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quantity and the quali.ty of the personnel available. 
biases can be expressed as follows: 

Some such 

a. Whereas there is an impressive amount of personnel available 
for dissociative peace policies, there is much less available 
for associative policies. Thus, more people are working (as 
politicians, as diplomats, etc.) in the dissociative, com
petitive self-interests of the nation-states than for the 
associative, cooperative international org;'lnizations, ·that 
associate nations, but may be dissociative among themselves. 
An impressive number of people are working for the dissocia
tive military machinery, extremely few for truly international 
peace-keeping forces that as third parties are less dissocia
tive. 

b. \"Jhereas there is an impressive number· of persons concerned 
with the control of open, personal violence on a professional 
basis, a$ witnessed by the magnitude of police forces and 
military forces, by much of the work done by court personnel 
and by others, there is much less professionalism involved 
in the control of structural violence. Of course, much of 
the political machinery in any country is concerned with 
this, but the professional part of it is.usually concerned 
wi.th the maintenance of a certain level of injustice rather 
than 1vith its change towards more justice. 

c. Whereas there is an impressive number of persons professio
nally trained in violdnt methods of effecting and counter
acting change (e.g., as· guerillas and counter-insurgency 
forces), very few people are systematically trained in 
nonviolent means of effdcting or counteracting changes, in 
spite of the fact that such methods have been used extensive
ly in this century (India, the US South and recently in 
Czechoslovakia). 

d. 1\lbereas there is an impressive number of people professionally 
trained in creating, maintaining and increasing the strength 
of the military machineries, in armament, there are very fe•< 
•vho are professionally trained in arms control and dis-. 
armament. 

e. 1\lbereas many people are trained in techniques of' conflict 
control, i.e. of keeping the attitudinal and behavioral mani
festations of conflict under control, relatively few are 
systematically trained in conflict resolution,. i.e. in re
solving the incompatibility underlying th.e conflict. 

f, Whereas many people are trained in techniques of horizontal 
development, i.e. of increasing averages of various kinds in 
a population, relatively few people seem to be systematically 
trained in vertical development, i.e. in decreasing the 
dispersion of resources in a population. 

All these six biases are important, since they all contribute to the 

present structure and tendencies of the various forms of peace action. 

Instead of searching for evil intentions behind these tendencies we 

often find it more fruitful to analyse them in terms of the training 

imparted to people available, and instead of blaiming available people 

for the training they do not have, ask: how can new training programs 
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be started so as to correct some of the biases? If you do not have 

them and feel you need them, make them~ To this we now turn. 

2, The peace worker 

First, some words about terminology, It is suggested to use 

the term "peace ''orkers 11 for the kind of people we have in mind. 

There are several reasons for this. 

One is the pretentiousness inherent in other, competitive terms, 
11 Peace-makers 11 suggest that they really, de facto, make peace, not 

only that they work towards it. 11 Peace specialistsn and 11 peace 

experts" suggest a level of commonly accepted knowledge and skill 

(c'tbat.d.t is bard to associate, today, with such a hazy concept as 

11 peace". Moreover;. it suggests a hierarchy of "high priests" re

moved by their expertise from the people they are supposed tii work 

together ''ith. 11 Peace comsultants 11 is better, but suggests the re

latively passive role of the wise man who is called upon to drm; upon 

his brilliance and pronounce his verdict upon hearing the merits of 

the case. It does not suggest personal involvement and bard work. 

Another reason is tho academic connotation of all three competi

tive terms, as opposed to the more practically sounding term 11 peace 

workern. This term indicates less distance to the common man around 

the world, A third reason, closely related to this, is the analogy 

with the social worker: the idea of the peace worker as a world 

social worker. This does not mean that there cannot be specialists 

in the field, just as for social workers there is room for a distinc

tion beh<een the generalist and the specialist, to be developed later. 

The basic point is only the idea of training in knowledge and skills, 

of being .at the disposal of those who ask for their services, and a 

complex combination of impartiality and engagement, of detachment and 

attachment. 

The peace workers are then to be used as instruments to diffuse 

those forms of social action that are compatible wiht, or conducive 

to, peace in both meanings of the term. il'hich are these forms of 

social action? 1Ve shall now try to be more precise where the con

crete content is concerned. 

First of all, it is relatively easily seen what they are not. 

Any form that would imply the use of open violence by one group 

against another, or the repression of one group by another, would be 
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ruled out. 'l1>us., a. world p.oaiJe academy would not train people from 

one group (nation, class, racial/ethnic group) in waging open or 

structural violence against another group. But this formula, how

ever satisfactory it may look on the surface, hides at least one im

portant problem, 

Thus, does the formula apply to the third par.ty, the peace 

workers th.emselves? Are they also subject to the same rule, or are 

they somehow exempt from it? Could a world peace academy train people 

as participants in international peace-keeping forces? The answer 

would to many probably hinge on the precise meaning of the word 
11 international u: does it mean the type of 11 peace-keeping 11 occasional

ly carried out by the lead·ing power in a bloc or region, to keep 

deviants in lin·e, or does it mean action accordi.ng to much more gene

ralized norms in the international community? In the latter case 

thex:e is a UN machinery available for the definition of situations 

under which the use of violence is seen as legitimate. Is this im

plicit formula acceptable? The answer will probably have to be that 

although it can be improved upon, no better formula seems to be 

available today, 

.Or, to take an argument more from the social justice aspect of 

pea ea, To many this concept seems to imply higher standard of living. 

But as is only too well known the average standard of living can in

crease without any corresponding decrease in social injustice; the· 

development can be horizontal only, not vertical, With higher stan

dard of living on the average there may .even be more opportunities· 

for groups in power to exploit .lower ranking groups; because of im

proved. technology :that may favo:r the dominant group more than .others 

(this is particularly cle<J,r .in some of the racist societies still 

existing), Would it then be proper to assist in training for the 

type of development that may lead to such consequences? Again the 

argument may be that it. matters whether one trains a local, national 

hierarchy so that it can maintain its privileged power po si ti on, or 

trains an international hierarchy that has a power position, but de

rives it more legitimately from some international, close-to-universal 

organization, But then the counter-argument would be that an inter

national bureaucracy can be even more oppressive because it is harder 

to reach, The answer obviously lies in the autonomy of the common 

man, in his liberation, but it is not always so easi.ly seen how this 

is done. 
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is 

In ge110ral these·problems are complex, and 

to direct the attention to their existence. 

the 

But 

least one can do 

we are raced t;ith 

the very concreto problem of what to include in a course trai'ning 

peace t;orkers. One could imagine a highly restrictive line excluding 

anything that might conceivably be converted into actions leading to 

personal or structural violence, and a highly tolerant line that 

would include a very wide range of training on the old assumption that 

"legitimate action is actio~ carried out by a legitimate body" - and 

then bingo it on to the UN formulas. But there are severe difficul

ties with both pmsitions. 

The restrictive line would probably lead to the exclusion of al

most everything, since it is difficult to see that there is any form 

of social action in this world that cannot somehow be abused, especial

ly if it is not balanced by other forms of action. If this argument 

sounds too general, it may easily be specified in one particular 

direction. Any kind of training gives a skill to the trainee, and 

this skill makes him different from those who do not have the skill. 

If the sl<ill is important enough and difficult enough to acquire, 

then it may easily be converted into power by setting up society in 

such a ,;ay that people with that particular·.'.skill somehow come up on 

top, or close to the top. Thus, if one is trained in community dove-

lppmont of a particular type, and this becomes an important task in 

the social structure, then it is not far-fetched to believe that 

people possessing that particular skill will end up somewhere close to 

the top of the community. Thus, any speciality may become a weapon, 

not in the service of others,- but to dominate others - and that ap

plies to tb e specialist in peace as well as to the specialist in war. 

But the specialists in peace would at least not puotect themselves 

by means of secrecy but practice a maximum of openness and sharing of 

knowledge with people in general. 

The tolerant line would lead to other types of difficulties, but 

they would not rest with the training program as such. The formula 

above would place the responsibility for action firmly on the sboul-

ders of some other body, such as the UN. But even if this formula 

were acceptable to vary many, this would essentially convert what 

might become an initiative in a new direction into a subsidiary under 

an existing organization. The t<orld peace academy would become a 

voluntary organization performing training for a UN that might be com

pletely uninterested, even hostile towards its operation. The problem 

is not so much that of accepting its goals as that of also taking over 

all of its methods instead of constantly trying to develop new methods" 
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Hence, a better fonnula would probably be to say that any fonn 

of social action, or peace action, may. backfire and have consequences 

very different from What was intended. But this may to •some extent 

be counteracted by foresight and by training in a wide spectrum of 

types oL.peace a.ction. Peace workers should be trained 'in many 

dire.ctions, and the peace academy should give a wide range of courses. 

The legitimacy of their actions should not be derived from efforts 

to hide behind some other organization, but from the intrinsic value 

of their con tribu ti on s. 

J. Peace t;orkers and health workers: som~en eral comparisons 

At ·.this poin.t a parallel may perhaps be drawn with medical science 

and the training of health workers, 11 nurses 11 or 11 physicians 11 as they 

are commonly called. n,ey derive the larger part of their legitimacy 

from an uninterrupted flow of evidence to the effect that they are 

instrumental, not by being voted into action by an assembly. .And .:.:: 

thi·s versatitity seems to play a crucial role. The physician has his 

knowledge spnead ·over a wide field, all over the body so to speak 

(although not necessarily evenly) so that there is at least some 

guarantee against too narrow and one-sided conceptions of health. 

And even if one physician should be unable to perfonn a certain ope-

ration he may 11 leave' this to be. done by men who are practitioners of 

this work" as it is expressed in the Hippocratic oath. In other words, 

the versatility lost at the level of the individual physician may be 

regained at the level of the collectivity of physicians. 

In designing· courses for peace workers this parallel with medical 

si::il~nce can perhaps be squeezed further. In most countries there is 

a certain general pattern according to wbich the theory and practice 

of medical science are taught. We shall draw on two aspects of this 

in the following general design of the courses, and the.methods of 

teaching. It is unnecessary to stress that there is considerable 

variat.ion b!'Jtween the medical schools of the world, so the followi;,g 

does not in any sense pretend to give a comprehensive picture of the 

situation, 

Basic to the course design is the distinction, certainly found in 

all professions, between a general and a special part. By the latter 

we do not mean 11 special 11 in the sense of dealing wiht specific dis

eases instead of with the general theory of pathology, nor do we mean 

the division of courses according to the parts of the body, into 
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ophtalmology, oto-rhino-laryngology, etc. These are only subdivisions 

of the general course, ll'hat is meant is 11 special 11 in the sense that 

he who studies it can handle difficult cases better than a genera

list; he who masters the general part becomes a generalist ( 11 gene-

ral practi-tioner 11
, GP, in the medical case) whereas the who in ad

dition masters one of the specialities may become a specialist, 

\.lsually the general training in the speciality is organized around 

hospitals rather than medical schools and often takes many years, 

This lays the basis for a very important division of labour 

''between the two: the GP i:s supposed to diagnose and cure some of the 

easier diseases, the specia'list is .supposed to take care of the more 

difficult cases within his field, however his field is defined, 

Ideally, the GP, or even some medical technician, should be trained 

in mastering the most common diseases, for diseases are by no means 

evenly distributed on people, A very small percentage of the total 

number of diseases known to the science of pathology accounts for a 

very high number of the cases of disease among people. However, one 

often has the impres.sion that the borderline between what belongs to 

the generalist and what belongs to the specialist is drawn on basis 

of tradition rather than on empirical research into the morbidity 

distribution in a population and theories as to what would be the op

timal basis for the division of labor. At any rate the generalist 

buys versatility at the expense of a certain superficiality and the 

specialist thoroughness at the expense of narrowness - which means 

that they should ideally operate in teams with the generalist serving 

as a filter that takes care of the most frequent cases, knowing to 

which specialist the more difficult cases should be referred. 

The, basic assumption is that whereas everyone will have to go 

through the general training, there is a comPletely different rule 

concerning the specializations, The general course is a sine qua non, 

and may even give a basis for practice as a physician, Specializa

tions may be added b]lt they also may not, but in general one adds 

only one speciality if any at all, 

exclusive, if not exhaustive, 

Thus, they are seen•as mutually 

The second basic point has to do with the method of teaching. 

We are not thinking so much of the various ways of obtaining a two

way flo'" of communication and more equalization of power in the 

teaching process, by means of seminars, discussions,· independent 

student presentations, students witnessing debates and dialogues be-

tllfeen teachers llfith different views just as much as or rather than 
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being exposed to only one of them, and so on. All of this is impor-

~·tant, and it is only to.behoped that in the search for new methods 

of teaching one will not i·n the enthusiasm for every new device be 

completely blind to possible virtues of old methods so that one l>'ill 

have to rediscover them at some later date> But the point here is 

rather bow training in medical sci•ence has been based on a combina

tion of teaching,with research and practice. 

In a sense one may surmise that much of the success of the medi

cal science in our days is due to the way in which one has been able 

to combine, within one person - the university professor of medicine 

- both the teacher, the scientist and the practitioner, In practice 

this means that there may b.e a process of immediate transfer: what 

the professor learns fr;om his practice and his research he can imme

diately translate into teaching, and vice-versa. Along all sides of 

the teacher-scientist-practitioner triangle there is a potential two

'"ay traffic of ideas and knowledge, immensely facilitated by the loca

tion of the triangle within one person. Nevertheless, we say 11 poten

tial" because there is such a thing as mental compartmental.ization, 

But if one imagined for a moment that the three functions were sub

ject to complete division of labor, being carried out by completely 

different persons, then the transfer would in general be much more 

difficult. And such was, in fact, the situation to some extent before 

the revolution in medical science Some centuries ago, and such is 

still the situation in peace science. 

The basic point, however, is not only the combination in one per

son of these virtues, but also that he serves as a role model for 

coming physicians. In so doing he becomes a contact point to a rich 

social experience which he can draw upon and hand over to the students, 

He can have them as students in the auditorium, as research assistants 

in the laboratory and as onlookeTs and assistants in the operation 

room - which means ·that the same person has contact with another 

person along at least three channels. 

It may be argued that this is too much and that the power impli-

cit in this type of' relationship is too overwhelming. This is pro-

bably eo rrec t. TI1e university professor of medicine becomes an omni-

potent father figure, his. advice takes the. form of commandments, and 

this may easily serve to institutionalize patterns of thinking and 

make it very difficult for new ideas to penetrate. The feudal struc

ture of many medical schools testi'fies to this. But· that should not 

serve as an apology for the opposite pattern with complete detachment: 
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research by the person who never sees a patient, practice by the per

·>son who has never been exposed to search and research, teaching by 

the person who never has touched a patient, nor bad his teaching 

challenged by new insights derived from research. 

In the field of peace many of these shortcomings are predominant, 

so if one should translate tbi s in to the training o,f peace workers it 

is obvious that the parallel is very imperfect, for these and many 

other reasons, However, that is beside the point, We are not con

cerned here with description of the present state of peace research 

or training of peace workers, but with the question of bow a useful 

profession of peace workers could come into being, Hence, the medical 

profession does not serve as a descriptive but to some extent as a 

normative model, and not as an infallible one to be copied blindly, 

but as one that can serve as reservoir of ideas and inspiration that 

can be dratm upon, 

4. A general design for the training of ~ce workers 

The first idea, then, would be to design courses keeping a cer

tain parallelism between the training of heal tb workers and peace 

workers in mind. Here is one such outline in diagrammatic form: 

di vi si on 
Subdi vi si on s Heal tb Workers Peace workers 

---
Preparatory I Physics Basic from micro to macro; 

Chemistry social from psychology to ----
Biology science in tern a tional rela-

tion s including methods 
of research 

General -

Basic Anatomy Applied Development theory 
Physiology social Conflict th eo r:l:: 
Pathology, general science Peace th eo rz:, general 
Pathology, special Peace theory, special 

. 

-
Theory Surgery a. In tern a ti onal or gun i z a ti on 

Internal medicine b. Peace-keeping 
Oto-rhino-laryngo- c. Conflict resolution 

logy d. Arms control & disarmament 

Psychiatry, etco e, Development 
f. Non-violence 

Special 

Practice, Praoti ce 1 intern- Pra c ti·c e, intern ships 
Research ships Research experience 

Research experience Training in diagnosis and 
Training in diagno- prescription 

si s and prescrip-
tion 
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The Table is rather self-explanatory, Four stages are envisaged 

iri the training of peace workers, although these stages· should over

lap considerably in time, First a ~solid grounding in social science, 

then basic courses in conflict and development theory indispensable 

in connection with peace theory, then general· peace theory followed 

by special peace theory in the form of application to cases in past 

and present, 

Then there are the special practice- or action-oriented fields 

of which we have mentioned six, More could be added to the list, but 

we doubt tba t much can be subtracted without doing damage to the total 

concept of training peace workers. For these six fields are taken 

from the list of biases that were postulated earlier in the intro

duction, tvhi eh means tba t t.J>aining in tb em would be tantamount to an 

effort to correct the biases mentioned. More precisely, the. field of 

international organization would train people for associative rather 

than dissociative peace policies; the field of peace-keeping would be 

in an intermediate position between the purely dissociative and purely 

associative policies; the field of conflict resolution would emphasize 

resolution and not only control (as opposed to peace-keeping which 

would be more control-oriented); the field of arms control and dis

armament, although concerned with dissociative policies, would be 

focussed on making these policies less dangerous; the field of 

development would focus on structural violence and efforts to fight 

it by means of vertical social development and the field of n.an

violence would essentially focus on asymmetric conflict and bow an 

underdog group can increase its own self-reliance and. self-respect • 

.fl.nd finally, there is the practice and the research. Here one 

might emphasize such elements as internsbips, in organizations using 

the type of skills given during the training as well as. training in 

elaborating proposals as to future application of the skills. 

But let us retlilrn to the six special fields of· training for the 

peace worlk:ers, among otb·er reasons to justify the assumption that they 

are all compatible with both aspects of peace, and that they are, in 

fact, fields that can be meaningfully taught. 

The six specialities can be organized along two dimensions. First 

of all, the re is a dimension of level. The two specialities of "deve-

lopment 11 and 11 non-violence 11 are, especially as conceived of here~ 

.mainly international approaches. Then, although the distinction is 

not very clear-cut, 11 conflict resolution 11 and 11 disa·r.mament-arms contro1 11 
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are above all seen. as internationally relevant approaches, Finally, 

11 international organization 11 and 11 peace--keeping forc.,s 11 have clearly 

sup ran a tional components. 

On the other hand, there is an associative-dissociative distinc-

tion: development, conflict resolution and international organization 

are more associative approaches in so far as trey consist of building 

up something that did not exist before; non-violence, arms control and 

disarmament and peace-keeping forces are more seen as dissociative 

approaches focussed on the removal of evil (exploitation in the first 

case, means of violence in the second and the exercise of violence in 

the third). Thus, we get: 

Supranational 

In tern a ti anal 

In trana tional 

Associative 

Intern. organization 

Conflict Resolution 

Development 

Dissociative 

Peace-keeping 

Arms Control & Disarm. 

Non-violence 

We mention this not as an exercise in making taxonomies but to 

point out how the six fields supplement each other. In fact, one 

almost immediately encounters the obj ec ti on that a fully-fledged peace 

worker should be knowledgeable about all - but we rule this out by 

definition, since we assume that this would be impossible, The-courses 

would be so diffi~ult and so time-requiring that one could not request 

any one to take all six, However, to avoid too much specialization 

two simple devices . could be brought in from the very beg]_nning. 

FirstJ there is the idea that instead of picking one speciality 

each participant should p:Lek two. It is immediately seen that this 

would impose a burden on the teaching, and a traditional way of orga

nizing it is to see to it that the lectu~e~ etc~ do not overlap in 

time. This would be impossible for all pairs of spec:i;alities, but it 

would not be impossible to stipulate that each candidate could pick 

one associative and one dissociative speciality, and that the associa

tive ones might be taught in the mo~ning and the dissociative ones in 

the afternoon, or something of the kind. The other obvious solution, 

that one set of specialities could be taught in the fall and the ohter 

set in the spring is much less fortunate since we would assume that 

the re would be so much material to pack into any one of thorn that 

students would need an extended time-contact to digest it successfully 

together with their teachers. 

Second,. there is the idea that a general overview of basic con

cepts and approaches within the six specialities should be included in 
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the general course. In other words, nobody should be completvly igno-
• rant of \vhat is being taught in the other specialities, But it would 

be fool-hardy to insist that di.vision of labor in this field should 

be avoided at all costs: there is much too much material to give and 

to absorbe 1 and there is also. the very essential problem of highly 

differential interests. A pemon may be interested, and very legiti

mately so, only in one of these.specialities and it is felt that he 

should be given the opportunity to pursue that interest unless it is 

stipulated that everybody would have to choose two ;:;peciali tices. In 

that case it does not seem unreasonable to stipulate further that the 

two specialities should be at the same level,. since there is a high 

degree of functional interrelation between specialities at the same 

level (to be developed further in section 7). 

5. The meaning of "examination 11 

All of. this could then end with some kind of examination. But 

what would be the meaning of an examination in this type of training? 

Aga:tn;, a distinction should be made between the debate about the form 

of examination, and the debate concerning the content of the exami

nation. 

As to the for!!! a good general principle is probably that any ,. 
!:0 examination should have a form that is as similar as possible to the 

type of work the candidate will have to carry· out when he has his 

degree. Since it is exceedingly rare that one is not allowed to con-

sul t books and references and talk with colleagues before some task is 

to be achieved, this simple principle would throw out most forms of 

examination, written or oral, that depend on memory alone, Thus, in

stead of the traditional written examination the candidate may be given 

three \<eeks to write an article which be then will have to defend in 

a seminar;,instead of the oral examination be may be given one week to 

prepare a lecture, and so on. We mention this because this is intima

tely connected with the way in which one would train professionals· 

with.an action.,orientation rather than intellectuals who are usually 

trained in a tradition that goes ba.ck to centuries before the device 

of printing books was discovered: 

knowledge, as a walking library. 

the intellectual as a live reservoir 

However, the dimension of content is even more important in 

this conn ec ti on • Training professionals means to train people who can 

act, who can bring general knowledge to bear on action in a special 
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·situation so as to realize goals, and not only people who remember 
• 

knowledge or ~te more knowledge. This is very general, and should 

apply to peace workers as well as to architects, to physicians, to 

engineers etc. Hence, the appropriate way of assessing his or her 

ability is not by testing him in how much general knowledge he has 

absorbed, nor in how much new knowledge he can create, but in how able 

he is to apply it to a specific situation, 

The latter means two things: how able he is, on paper, to write 

about what should be done; and, indeed, how able he is to do it. 

In other words, the classical concept of science as intellectual 

pursuits designed to bring a mass of appropriately processed reports 

on sense-impressions, called.data, in as close correspondence as pos

sible with a mass of appropriately structured hypotheses called a 

theory, can no longer be used as a model for the thesis, The thesis 

will have to deal with situations in the future, not only with the 

past and the present. This means that the candidate will have to peer 

into the future since the state of affairs he is supposed to contri

bute to 1<ill only exist in the future, if at all. He shall of course 

use general theories that at· least in part are based on data from the 

past. But in addition there will be specfic demands ari~ing from the 

existing, concrete situation be is supposed to pronounce himself on, 

and from the goals be is supposed to take into account, In other words,., 

he is not given the fre~ choice of the 11 pure 11 scientist who can choose 

his problem and select data accordingly. Here the problem will be 

given for him, and he has to choose his tools, his combination of gene

ral theories accordingly; and variables and concepts are no longer 

just "interesting~ or 11 fruitTui 11 , but have to be 'concerned with bow 

certain states bf affairs rather than others can be brought into being, 

It is prescription for the future, not only description of the past. 

In short, we may put it like this: the thesis will have to be 

future-oriented rather than past-oriented, and explicitly goal-

oriented rather than 11 value-free 11 • General theories will have to be; 

used, but they will have to be utilized in clusters that have a rich

ness that covers many aspects of the concrete situation the professional 

is dealing with. It is not very fruitful to speculate as to whether 

this ils more or less difficult than the tasks attempted solved in pure 

research because the degree of difficulty probably depends much more on 

the amount of talent that has been brought to bear on the task so far 

than on any intrinsic aspects of the task. It is also obvious that 

this applied research depends on pure research as a reservoir of 
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general theories, just as much as it depends on insight in the con

crete situation and an understanding of the goals to be pursued, 

Even more concretely, the candidate would no't write about,·,the 

fate of a development project that has been carried out but suggest 

one, be would not write about conciliation in the nineteenth century 

but suggest some basis for conciliation in a concrete conflict, etc. 

In short, the whole program would be focussed on implementation rabter 

than on pure theory, and on the future rather than on the past. 

Some time in the future one might also, perhaps, go one obvious 

step further. Of the professional one would require not only a focus 

on implementation in the future rather than a. focus on understanding 

the past (and the present). One would also require loyalty to the 

goals, to the values around which the whole activity is built, For 

the health worker this is obvious: it is a question of loyalty to the 

value of life, of saving life and of enriching life, any life -

friend or enemy, rich or poor (the former dilemma so often solved 

much better than the latter), For the peace worker one would require 

loyalty to the value of peace, for instance defined as loyalty to the 

fight against open and structural violence, for a world saved from 

the scourges of war and social injustice, 

Thus, one could imagine future forms of graduation from such 

academies where those who have bad their theses accepted are called 

upon to declare their loyalty to such values, much like the health 

workers do in connection with the age-old Hippocratic oath. One 

would probably need much time and experience before a sufficient con

sensus about such value.s could develop., to crystallize them into the 

form of a declaration of loyalty - but sooner or later it will pro

bably have to come. And when it comes, the graduation from a peace 

academy might prove to be a highly meaningful counterpart to the 

graduation from a university, precisely because it is different in 

content. 

5. A world peace academy: a proposal 

In principle everything that has been suggested in the preceding 

section could be carried out by universities, sibce universities have 

a long tradition in housing faculties for pure research and schools 

for the training of professionals in various fields. But since most 

universities so far do not even have courses in peace theory one would 
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certainly not expect them immediately to create schools in peace prac-

tic e. One could therefore rather imagine the creation of a world 

peace academy (WPA), with a maximum of cooperation from universities 

and other sites of higher learning and research (such as academies in 

the socialist countries, researbh institutes, etc.). 

A note should be added here about terminology again: we prefer 

"world" peace academy to "international" peace academy. "Internatio

nal" is no longer a neutral term. It stands for an ideology, for a 

vision of the world as divided into nation-states, a vision that ne

glects (and some time even rejects) the cross-, trans-, and supra

national trends. The term 11 world 11 is more neutral, it does not re

flect any particular organization of the world, 

An academy of that kind would of course be of value in itself, 

as a place where peace workers could .be trained, But i.t could also 

have another function: to serve as an experimental ground for uni-

versities in forming curriculae for the general part, the part that 

does not imply spcialization or practice, To, set up institutional 

arrangements for practising what a real peace specialist should learn 

requires an institutional network that only few universities could 

develop, the major reason being that most universities are ge~graphi

cally tied to some territorial unit (a province, a state, a prefec

ture, a ·department, a country). The major universities in each coun

try are national in practice, not only in theory, and almost none (if 

any) are cross-, trans-, or supra-national, This should not be con

fused with having an international student body, an internationally 

composed staff or a geographically unbiased curriculum. The quest:Lon 

is whose interests. the university would serve and where the ultimate 

loyalties lie, particularly in times of crisis. Even in a small coun

try like Norway professors are requested to declare their loyalty to 

the King and the Constitution - an idea which may prove to be incom

patible with the loyalties a peace academy would tro to engender, 

Thus, a truly international peace academy could develop the gen

eral course and give it much more meaning by tying it intimately, 

within the framework of the academy, to the specialization courses. 

Just to mention a figure: let us imagine that one year was devoted 

1).6 the general part and one year to the speciril part, on .the condition 

that people admitted to the first year would already have a solid 

basis, somewhere between the MA and Ph.D. levels at a good UN uni

versity - or similar level of maturity acquired in practice, The 

assumption, then, is not that they would be admitted so much on the 
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basis of the. concrete knowledge acquired befun,band as 011 the basis 

of the intellectual and emotional maturitz attained, A solid fraction 

of the value of any deg.ree, as a matter of fact, probably lies in 

the degree as an indication of how old the person is, and not in the 

chronological sense but in the sense of how much he has been through 

intellectually and emotion·ally, etc. 

The academy could then bring the candidates up to the level of 

as solid profession~l training as one could offer; something corre

sponding to the good national diplomatic academies, but ••ider in 

scope and above all universal, not national in identification, After 

some time experience will be gained in how to run courses at both the 

general and the special levels. The universities that have been 

closest in cooperationg with the academy would then have shared some 

of this experience, since much of the staff at the peace academy would 

have to be part time staff on leave from universities, even for very 

short periods, to give intensive courses of two weeks duration etc. 

This means that after some time, for instance after the general 

course has been run through three to five times at the international 

peace academy and much experience has been gained, universities might 

take over the general course, · This would make it possible for the 

international academy to devote itself more fully to the specialized 

courses, possibly with a very brief introductory course corresponding 

to the former general course in order to standardize terminology etc. 

In the meantime it could also be imagined that the experience with 

the specialized courses would lead to an extension of them so that the 

time gained could suitably be used for expansion of the specialized 

courses. 

With this broad outline in mind it is not inconceivable that the 

output of truly world-minded and interdisciplinary trained peace 

workers could be considerable already within a decade, The 

then, is that one should devote the decade of the 1970's to 

instance with the following time table: 

suggestion, 

this, for 

First phase: 

Summer 1970, 
15 July to 

15 September 

a mini-course of two months, extremely intensive, 
fashioned after the ontline given in the preceding 
section, with the first month devoted to the general 
part and the second month devoted to the special 
part. This mini-course would be a highly concentra
ted model of the real course, and serve as a pilot 
projec~o gain experience and to show in action 
wha~A would stand for. Obviously one would have 
to select from the general outline, see below, This 
course could be repeated every summer, and also be 
given on a regional basis around the world. 



Second phase: 

Starting 
October 1971 

Third phase: 

Starting 
October 1972 

Fourth phase: 

Starting 
October 1974 

Fifth phase: 

Starting 
October 1976 

Sixth phase: 

Rest of the 
decade 
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a maxi-course of two years, also fashioned after the 
outline ·in the preceding section. Th,e general course 
would start again in September 1972, so that ••i th 
30 well-selected candidates each year and not more 
than five drop-outs theve would be an output of 25 
peace specialists each year, from spring 1973 on, 
This means that each year general and speci~l cour
ses l<'ill be run at the same time for Year I 'and 
Year II students respectively, utilizing the staff 
optimally.. 

Universities that have been particularly cooperative 
may incorporate some of the experience gained and 
start general courses at a post-graduate level~in 
development theory, conflict theory and peace theory. 
TI1ese courses would probably not be so intensive as 
in the "hotbed" atmosphere of an academy entirely 
devoted to this, but might, for instance, take two 
years instead of one, They would call for a maximum 
of cooperation between various s0cial scientists in 
the university, 

The world peace academy can nol<' receive among its 
candidates students who already have taken general 
courses in conflict, development and peace theory at 
universities. The specialization courses can then 
be extended, and the general course may, possibly, 
be reduced to a summer courseo 

Some of the general course graduates from various 
universities l<'ill nol<' also possess the special 
training offered by the academy, and could then go 
back to their alma mater and possibly intuoduce com
plete courses ~their-universities. This should, 
of course, only be done at universities that would 
give graduates sufficient freedom in their implemen
tation of what they learn and not tie them to natio
nal loyalties, 

TI1e various institutions would nol<' trontinue in close 
cooperation. No doubt, there will develop separate 
trends and schools of thought, emerging on political 
and scientific grounds (or on one as a rationalization 
of the other), but this should be ·regarded as a 
strength and not as a l<'eakness provided some formulae 
of contact and exchange of ideas and experiences are 
developed, 

Lot us no" add some more details concerning the course itself. 

The general outline has already been presented, so l<'ha t we should do 

here would be to emphasize some important points. 

1. Student recruitment. The students would have to be recruited on 

the basis of some simple principles: 

a. Background: a representative mixture where sexes, races., 
ethnic groups, nations (especially East-West and North
South) and disciplines and other forms of training are con
cerned. 
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b., Training: diversified experience, not ueuessarily academic. 
The best ·is probably close to Ph.D. (on either side) in a 
social science, combined with some practical social, poli
tical and/or administrative experience. 

c. Personality: open-minded, undolflllatic, not in the sense of 
not resisting any 11 brainwashing by the academy (some ele
ment of this is hardly avoidable, regardless of intentions), 
but in the sense of always being able to question assump
tions and to seek new answers, yet not be ·too paralyzed by 
doubts to be able to act. · 

The students should be selected on the basis of application and 

personal interviews. 

2. Fellot<ships: since the financial background of the candidate 
should not be any objection fellowships must be made available to 
cover all personal expenses during the two years duration of the 
course. ll'ith the age and experience level of the candidates one 
should not calculate with less than US $500 per month for ten months 
in each of the two years, which would mean a total of US $10.000 per 
student, or, Plith a student body of sixty (th:i>rty in each year course) 
US $300.000 per year. This would be the largest fraction of the total 
budget, and would of course include board and lodging expenses. For 
the mini-course accommodation in a collective basis might be arranged, 
but it is strongly adviced not to use this solution for the maxi
course, the students should not be forcred to be together always. 

2. Location: TI1e World Peace Academy should not be tied to any in
stitution existing today, for many reasons, oneof them being to be 
able to build its own image without any carry-over from. any mother
institution. It should not be located in any country that is aligned 
with any of the big power-blocs in order not to be associated with 
major powers on the political arena. Nor should it be too closely 
linl<ed to any international organization. Rather, it should be an 
international organization in its own right. Ideally, it should be 
located between East and West and between North and South, close to 
all of them. Countries like Malta and Cyprus might be ideal from 
these points of view, particularly since they also speak English 
that is obviously going .to be a major language at the Academy (per
baps even a prerequisite for admission),.an,d because they possess 
sufficient infrastructure to systain an institution of this kind. 
Cyprns would_ also exemplify development problems as well. as communal 
conflict; Malta would be located '-'' very centrally between these four 
corners of the world. Another good possibility would be. Vienna, 
or some of the countries South of the Mediterranean. 

4. Excursions: However, there is also another possibility that might 
be considered in conjunction l<ith the preceding point: the Academy 
could possess a bus, or a small plane (such as a DCJ) and in some 
periods circulate the students between institutes and other sites of 
higher learning. Thus, if a subject can best be taught at a certain 
institute (e.g., conflict resolution by means of contact, arbitration 
and mediation at the Conflict Research Centre of the University of 
London College) then one might move the whole student body to that 
place. This would combine instruction with excursions to major places 
of _interest, e.g. to foreign offices and IGOs for discussions, to cen
.ters of conflict and development problems, etc. (In the beginning one 
would probably be limited by financial considerations to Europe and 
the l\!edi terranean basin.) But ono method does not exclude the other, 
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which means that residential location of the academy with most 
teaching tied to that place could be combined with some itinerant 
teaching and field study. 

5, Methods of teaching: Students should of course be presented with 
much concrete knowledge, analytical schemes etc,, but above all be 
trained in independent analysis and constructive proposal-making, 
not to mention in action, The follo1.ring are some basic principles: 

a, Lectures should always be combined with discussions, 
e.g. according to the formula 11 one hour lecture, one 
hour discussion", 

b, The double lecture using two lecturers with opposed views 
should often be used, e.g. contrasting liberal and marxist 
interpretations, Students should of course be encouraged 
to participate in the discussions, 

c. Seminars with as egalitarian participation as possible 
should be used, 

d. Teaching machines should be developed for fundamentals to 
speed up assimilation of analytical schemes etc. used in 
di s cu s si on s . 

e, Simulation of roles and situations would also be basic, 
both as a teaching instrument and as a research tool. 

f. Case studies and ·general theories should be interspersed 
so that students may get insight in bow ideographic and 
nomothetic approaches supplement each other, In general, 
great care should be eclectic in methods and theories, in 
presenting methods et,, as complementary rather than as 
anti tbetical. 

g, Instruction should ·be given in intensive courses rather 
than dispersing a topic over one, two or four hours ev-ery 
"hteek. 

h.· 'D1 ere should be a maximum of symmetry between teachers -
bette~ defined as resourte persons - and student parti
cipants, All work together in a team to learn from each 
other and to d'evelop the best possible course and the 
most meaningful learning experience, This means not 
inerely feed-back but full multi-:lateral .. _discussions and 
decision-malcing - and particularly evaluation by all parti
cipants of all aspects of the course. Thus, the first 
summer course should also be seen as a conference designed 
to develop the course together, 

6, Faculty: The faculty should consist of a verysmall {tl<o, three) 
nucleus with permanent residence and a great number that would be 
flo1m in for short periods to teach their speciality, This way they 
1<ould more easily get leave of absence and also be optimally made 
use of, They 1<ould be guaranteed a heterogeneous student body really 
able to "squeeze" them and be guaranteed that ther-e would be no waste 
of time, TI1e Academy should from the very beginning aim for the best 
and invite only top specialists, theorists as well as practitioners, 
to come and lecture. They should be 1<ell remunerated {e.g. UN ex- ' 
pert pay scale and all expenses covered), but experience seems to 
indicate that the best people are much more attracted by intellectual 
challenge and feeling of being used and pressed hard than by any form 
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of material remuneration, It is important that the .Aca<lomy should be 
able to compete with any university and other institution in the 
world where quality of faculty is concerned, <i>therwise it is doubtful 
that it would be worth the effort. However, it 'should not be one 
more summer school in social science, but have a real action focus, 
For that reason students should perhaps not be admitted for the 
general course only, The faculty would perhaps consist mainly of 
university professors for the general course, and mainly of practi
tioners, often \<ithout academic qualifications at all, for the 
special course. 

7, TI1e general course: This is divided into two: basic social 
sciences, and applied social sciences, with emphasis on development, 
conflict and peace, One may devote one term to each, or teach one 
in the morning and one in the afternoon over two terms - the latter 
would be more expensive since individual teachers from the outside 
would not be so well made use of, but would also lead to more time 
contact with each subject, Great care should be taken that the in
tensive course in each subject should not be introductory under
graduate courses, but lead straight to important assumptions, 
methods, findings, perspectives and to the research frontier, The 
participants are supposed to be mature persons and the courses should 
be designed accordingly, Tentatively, one might dedicate four hours 
every day, to teach the following subjects: 

psychology 
social psychology 
sociology 
anthropology 
economics, developmental 
economics, international 
political science 
international relations 
international law 
military sci,en cc 

all of them with a 
special view to 
development, conflict 
and peace 

and then introduce historical material {past and contemporary) in 
case study sessions and have an additional series on research methods, 
As to the latter, the students should be able to evaluate research 
reports and also make small studies themselves. Even some insights 
in empirical techniques often have a very sobering effect: 

·o8, The special course: In these courses the permanent staff would 
have to help students apply what they have been given in the ·general 
course, since new faculty members would be called in, Just as the 
teachers in the general part should be researchers {in order to a·¥oid 
routinization and· dogmatism), teachers in the second part should as 
far as po ssi bl e be practi ti on ers tog.'lth er with theoretically o r:l en ted 
people, Evidently, much more emphasis would be placed on case studies 
~1d above all on real or imagined situations involving conflicts, 
J.evelopment and peace problems, Some sentences to define more expli
citly the content of the six spcciali ties: 

a, International organization: This would emphasize not only the 
structure and function of existing IGOs and ING·Os, but also train 
participants systematically as international civil servants, able to 
!'nticipate problems and solve them constructively, to have a clear 
international identification etc. Obviously, a number of IGO and 
INGO officials would ·be asked to lecture, as well as scientists who 
have done research on such organizations. 
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b, Peace-keeping forces: This would emphasize the same matters as 
the course on international organizations, but in addition bring in 
problems of logistics, coordination, legal problems etc. connected 
with such operations, A great number of case studies should be pre
sented as well as scenarios, and simulation games for future opera
tions, do1;n to the most minute details, Lecturers would again be 
participants in such operations, past and present, officers and 
privates, and scientists who have done research on peace-keeping 
operations, 

c. Conflict resolution: This course would emphasize all the techni
ques currently available for solving symmetric conflicts, A major 
distinction 1•ould be between conflicts without and l<ith pre-existing 
third parties (particularly legal insti-tutiOiiS), and the course should 
deal '"ith the many roles such third parties can play in bringing 
actors together, in facilitating discussions, in acting as mediators 
and arbitrators, and above all in making constructive efforts towards 
resolving (not only controlling) the conflicts should be indicated, 
By 11 resolution 11

, then, one means not merely a verbal agreement, but 
some self-supporting organization· of the relations between the con
tending parties, Again, case studies would be a major method even to 
the point of drilling students in imaginative conflict resolution by 
presenting them with scenarios of real and imagined conflicts asking 
for proposals, Lecturers 1vould be judges, mediators etc. with ex
perience from domestic and international conflicts, and scientists, 

d. Arms control and disarmament: There is already considerable tra
dition in this field where teaci;ing is concerned.(for instance at an 
informal level by the .suminer. school organized by the Italian Pugwash 
Group), but not so much case material to draw upon, except for unsuc
cessful cases, which are abundant, But a considerable literature 
exists already, and lecturers would be drawn from among disarmament 
conference participants, people who have already supervised such 
agreements in the past from agencies preparing to supervise them in 
the future, and from scientists. 

e. Development: The general idea here is planned social change, but 
this specialization course should be different from the numerous 
courses on development presented all over the world, The major empha
sis should be on vertical development, on equalizing, not only on 
increasing life chances, on mass participation, on liberating the 
creative energy of the people at large, on political development etc. 
General development theory would undoubtedly have to be dra'-'11 upon, 

but new material ·an how to decrease social ·inju~tice and equalize and 
extend human rights lvould have to play a major role, Essential h ore 

would be the experiences gained within evolutionary and revolutionary 
traditions 16th majo·r redistribution of resources, not only '"ith 
_£Eeating new resources, Lecturers would be politicians, often of a 
militant nature, administrators of welfare state and socialist pro
grams, and scientists~ 

f. Nonviolence: TI1is is the course that is likely to cause most 
controversy since it may train people for action directed against 
governments, for second party rather than third party participation. 
By and large there are two broad traditions in the field of non
violence, one dissociative and the other associative, In the dis
sociative tradition the emphasis is non non-cooperation and civil 
disobedience, on mass strikes and demonstrations, on decreasing com
munication li'ith the other party and increasing it li'ithin one's own 
group. There are very many technicalities in connection l<ith such 
political strategies and they should be taught since the alternative 
is either passive acceptance of structural violence, or active in-
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vol vement in manifest violence. Such technit:t.uo~ 0nn Ut= used in sym
metric conflict as defense· against occupation by a foreign army (and 
hence be a useful ingredient in a world where attempts towards dis
armament have been successful), ~5.! in asymmetric conflict as defense 
:;~ainst exploitation and hence be useful in the fight against oppres
sive minorities and the fight against structural violence in general, 
But there is also an associative school in nonviolence, emphasizing 
contact between the parties, efforts to convert through persuasion 
more than through coercion as a result of non-cooperation, efforts to 

demonstrate in practice what one is for not only refusing to partici
pate and in what one is against, etc:- This tradition should also be 
stressed, and together they should be used to extend the spectrum of 
effective forms of creative conflict behavior, particularly in asym-

.. metric conflict (by first using dissociative nonviolence to gain, 
autonomy, then associative nonviolence to gain cooperation and, pos
sibly, integration). Lecturers should be practitioners. 

Again, we should like to emphasize that the new factor in ~ 

World Peace Academy would be the coexistence, in one organization, of 

the se courses, They could all be presented separately as training 

programs somewhere in the world, But to present them together would 

be something new, and it is expected that only relatively broad

minded people l.r-111 be able to accept this coexistence of what is so 

often defined as incompatible and hence kept apart. In our mind this 

is ·because development, conflict and peace are exceedip-gly complex 

matters so that all ideologies, programs and systems catch only a 

little part of this complexity and very little one can say about them 

is completely wrong or completely right - the present paper not 

excepted, 

If these courses should be separated organizationally, one \vould 

be back in the old tradition. The virtue in this way of organizing it 

is___!o truo show the unity in these various attempts and to integrate 

them better than has been done so far, And this is of course a pro

cess where courses .would be continuously improved upon, new will be 

added, old ones \vill be split up and parts will be removed, etc, The 
• 

m<:>ment one settles down to a 11 final 11 course plan the Academy will be 

dead. 

9. Internship: The Academy should as soon as possible contact a num
ber of IGOs and INGOs that could imagine taking on students as interns 
during their second year - or possibly as a third year during which 
they would also write their thesis, This should of course be done in 
complete understanding with the students, 

10. Summer courses: TI1e regular course would have a two or three 
months break each year, e.g. from 15 June till 15 September. During 
this period a summer course may be organized, This course could either 
be a repetition of the mini -course, or specialized courses, In gen oral 
one should be careful and require full attendance in the two year 
course, but it is obvious that this rule should not be too rigid; the 
Academy should be willing and able to present highly concentrated 
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versi·ons of tlH:;} whole course on some occaslons .. tu accept students for 
the general course only, or for the special co~rse only (but thi·s 
should only very rarely be done), and to present some course material 
in specialized courses" 1bere would also be direct feed-back to the 
Academy in doing such things: one will reach more persons and persons 
irr more responsible positions who have less time, these persons may 
be h Glpfyl in cri ti ci zin g and improving the courses, some of -them may 
servG as teachers after knowing from participation what the Academy 
is like, etc. All this is particularly true for the participants in 
the first mini-course: they will play a crucial role in planning the 
maxi-course and perhaps also be among thG future teachers. 

11, Courses of shorter duration: The. Academy should be abJ e to orga
nize courses down to one-day institutes- for particular auG..::.H.1C:P.:.::e for 
instance for decision-makers for whom time would bG much toe sc01rce 
to permit participation in anyhting more extended, Such couc,·::.•c·s 
would also be built around the presence at the Academy of pa.T·c:cc;c;1.ar 
resource persons, and hence be organized inside a course .of longer 
duration o 

12, Who will use thGm? This problem is important, but its solution 
should not necessarily be regarded as the responsibility of the 
Academy alone, The Academy may facilitate, may bring employer and 
employee in contact wiht each other, and so on, but should not guaran
tee anything in this direction and not be directly responsible for 
finding jobs, for job execution or for authorisation to ent~r a con
flict (just as a medical school does not assume any similar responsi
bility for their students), But it is obvious that specialists in 
international organizations would be placed in IGOs, and above all in 
the UN system - in fact, much of the training should take place with 
the needs of the UN system in mind, TI1e sainG applies a fortiori, for 
the course in pGace-keeping forces, The conflict resolution specia
lists would be found, it is hoped, among the members of mediation/ar
bitration and fact-finding commissions and teams despatched all over 
the world; the arms control and disarmament specialists would find 
their way into the many national and international agencies dealing 
with such problems; the specialists in development would have ample 
organizational basis in the countless development agencies and pro
jects all around the world (altbough these are mainly concerned with 
horizontal development); and the people trained in non-violence would 
l<ork for oppressed groups anywhere, 

Will they be used? If the courses are sufficiently good there is 

hardly any doubt -.if for no other reason because of snobbishness and 

curiosity in 'organizations looking for somethigg new. But it is to be 

hoped that this would not be the only motivation, For the world needs 

cadres of tbis type, for the simple reason that almost any problem 

today, on our sbrinking planet, is a world problem and hence calls for 

the skills and the loyalties of truly world-minded people, 
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PEi<CE THROUGH CONFLICT? 

On the future of the nation-state • 

. by 

Per Olav Reinton 

International Peace ·esearch Institute, Oslo 

1. Introduction 

.According to statements frequently made by nation-state effec

tors all nations and all people gathered in nations seek three con

vergent and. complementary goals: Peace, cooperation and.. development. 

We are so accustomed to this that we accept it - sometimes with cyni

cism, but always as a natural and expected form of expression - as 

part of a ritual. As an image, or as the totality of one•s know

ledge of one-self, it is amazingly simple. 

1-HlY do not responsible men in state bureacracies claim tb.at vio

lence and conflict are necessary and good elements in the dynamic 

struggle for happiness? 

Items never discussed should alarm an observer, because they 

are the pillars of society, much more solid than valaes and. events 

that are under discussion. The claim that nations seek peace, eo-

operation and development may just be statements necessary to pre

serve the nation-state system in its present form, 

Stagrw.tion may be one form of peace, conflict. a: n5dium for 

development and violence seems to be inherent in all soci6tics L':!ore 

or less institutionalized. Such ritualistic statements :nay have a 

nucleus of rationalization: violence in the cause of peace (USA :Ln 

Vietnam), conflict in the cause of cooperation (friends and allies 

must keep together), stagnation in the cause of development (fighting 

inflation ~n poor countries). But first of all: peace, cooperation 

and develo?ment are seen as positively valued simply because they 

are contrasts to negative experiences. They are negatively defined., 

and by sucl1 negative definitions they become values in theP.oclvco .• 

The ~~and the purpose of peace, cooperation and developBent 

become se,ondary problems. 
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2, Characteristics of the nation-state 

One of the most total organization f'orms to--rl.ay ; s the nation

state, similar to the prison or the ghetto where boundaries play 

equally il!lportant roles, Boundaries are erected both physically 

and in people's minds, in order to facilitate steering and control. 

The main purposes of the nation-state is to make people similar, to 

make them change regularly timed, to make needs consistent and re

concilable. 

This is done by grouping like-minded people together, either 

through convention·, purchase or force. Around this group a boundary, 

militarly defended, is formed - though the military forces both 

function far outside the boundaries as well as within the boundaries, 

depending on conceptions of security. 

Sin·ce the ne~n3 flo~J .is audience-oriented, people get expected infor

mation from outside to a considerable extent, and this is dispersed 

by newspapers that have the same sources of information. This is 

one way of making social surroundings homogeneous and make people 

conform, together '~i th legislation, and the emergarice of social norms 

and standards. 

Adjustment, stability and order is achieved if people follo~1 

the rules; The justification of the nation-states is iboth mythical 

and utilitarian, to make the leaders of the nation-states the focus 

of identification. Extra-national boundaries and converging points 

arc covered up by the control and the steering of the nation-state. 

The nation-myth becomes as potent as the race-myth to make people 

secure and satisfied and know where they belong. Those vlith other 

superficially dissimilar characteristics like language and place 

of birth are kept at a distance. 

In that way state bureacracies monopolize conflict behavior. 

Conflict behavior - that is: behavior based on incompatible values -

is made a national concern, Three important consequences are: 

1, Conflict within the nation-state is wrong, values should 

con:form. 

2, Conflicts between nations start and continue on the bases of 

ritualistic considerations inside state burEJ[lucrncias. 

J, Conflicts are reserved for pe9ple on top of .• tha' r:Kctiono::.l 

bureacracy, for those who accept the rules of the gane; 

The general principle is that those creating conflict si1.all be 
subordinated those creat::Lag orde:·:',, 
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J. Re-organization: why and how? 

).1. Criteria for re-organization 

One of the most comprehensive and penetrating studies of the 

t . d K lW D. '. 1 1 ) creation of tho na J.on-state was ma e by ar • eutscn et.a • 
at Princeton. The creation of the nation-state, or integration as 

they call it; took place within the context of a nevl ,qay of life 

which involved a sigr,_ificant measure of social innovation as against 

the recent past. In all their cases of successful amalgamation they 

found ,;idesprcad expectations of greater social or ·political rights 

or liberties. In all their cases the basic issue of integration 

became acute in the course of a process of habit-breaking. The 

emerging nevr vJay of life involved necessarily a change i!l many 

habits of behavior. 

The issue of political integration arose primarily when people 

der.nnded "·greater capabilities, greater performance·, greater res

ponsiveness, and more adequate services 11 from the governments. 

Integration were first considered as possible means to further these 

ends, rather than ends in themselves. 

As to leadership it was furnished by a cross-class coalition, 

uniting the "oast outside of the insiders" with the 11 most inside 

of the outsiders". In other vrords, some of the less secure mem

bers of the established ruling class became allied with the top

status outsiders. The basis of such cooperation vJas not necessarily 

similarity of valuGs or outlook, but rathGr complementary, or -

as they call it: 

and nGeds". 

0 an interlocking relationship of mutual resources 

The :r..ain point here is that the process of integration and 

the process of revolution Z) have got some identical premises in 

the beginning of the process. Or as Deutsch et.al. put it, this 

ne1>1 Hay of .life and the interlocking relationship of r:IDtual re

sources and needs may as well lead to secession. They refer to 

other bacl<ground variables that decidG the outcome, like capa

biLities and connnuni.cation processes, mobility of persons, multi

plicity <md balance of transactions, mutual predictability of bc

havior. But they do not mGntion that in the process o:f habit

braking, integration or revolution as a path is decided by the 

politics of the rGpresenta:tives of old habits, the state'burGa

cracy. If the old state bureacracy just d'dndle atJa;r and the 

representatives of old habits are replaced by a younger generation, 
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then the probability of a smooth process of change by the mea~s 

of the state burcacracy is high, But if the represent·atives of old 

habits arc stubborn and w·ell established, this change and challenge 

for r0-organization gay be violent . .. 
Such dCL'1and.s follo,·Iing a new way of life have been underesti

mated or neglected in integration theory. A coalition of state 

burcacracics is a sort of unification, but ~as so far been status 

, 

quo alliances: The examples arc EEC, the Andean Common Earket and 

the La tin .American Free Trade Association, The Central Aoeric,',n :::om

mon I~arket and EFT.?.. They add strength to the nation-state by an 

extension of their capabilities. That is probably the reason '·Jhy 

integration is identified with regional integration so often, '·1ith 

thG nation-state as the paragon, with no new contents but with a lar

ger scale, 

'i'hore is no reason to abandon the nation-state or deny that the 

nation-state has a future. Nation-states are still in thei·r making, 

and will probably remain the most important form of human organi-

zation for a long time to come. But to believe that the nations of 

today uill be simi.lar to-morrow, is naive. It is not dangerous to 

predict that nation-states will change, .and we must understand the 

elcr1Gnt of conflict in that process of change. In order to under

stand conflict it is of fundamental importance to analyse the role 

of the sh:lil;;t;r'ity/dissimil~ri ty dichotomy in thi·s '"iorcicess. 
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3.2. 'l'he role of similarity and dissimilarity. 

Comparative variables (similarity/dissimilarity), '"hi.ch are the basic 

matrices or charter for interaction, nn.tst be consisten<t with interact

ional variables (reciprocity/dominance) to create security and stability 

in a social system. 3) Comparative dissimilarity and interactional reci

procity create a structure where change is an c:xpe:cted ·.outcome. i'fnen 

comparative and interactional variables are inconsistent, as they are in 

social situationswith dissimilarity and reciprocity, the change will 

either be towards more similarity along the comparative dimension, or 

towards dominance along the interactional dimension. 

In an.y case similarities are ~ the bases for reorganization. Dis

similarities, which consequently lead to incompatible values, are con

ductive to change. Conflict is then an important element in change, pro

bably even a necessary condition. 

The present theory of international relations, and particularly the 

theory of integration, is fa· more occup ed with similarity as a funda

mental pramise in the extension of the scope and domain of cooperative 

aspects of interaction. 4 ) 

Through the 

Latin America 5) 
findings of a small survey of students in Africa·and 

we shall discuss .the expected content and criteria for 

cooperative interaction. The criteria seem to be dramatically different 

in these t>Vo continents, as shown by Table 1 and 2. 

, 
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Type of criterium Most important Lea si; i 1:1portB.i1. t l\Iot; Ill..a.t.·l"'"~d 

1 . Common econ. interest 91% o% 9% 
2. Ident, vic1·1S on foreign policy 41 5 5~-

J, Ident. vievJs domestic policy 27 16 57 

4. Similar lcv·~l of in~ome/cap 17 22 60 

5. Racial or cultural simil. 15 J1 sL~ 

6. Geographical proximity 12 19 69 

?. Common language 1 72 27 

Table 1~- 'Cri~~ri\3.~-tor- iiit~lftai1on°in LaiitCAihe:fica--

Type of criterium ~fast important Least important Not marked 

1 • Geographical proximity 58% 5)% 37% 
2. Common language 42 26 J2 
J, Racial and. cultural si m. 42 26 "J2 
4. Common economic interest 26 0 '1~> 

5. Similar colonial past 11 42 47 
6. Identical view on foreign pol. 10 16 74 
7. Ident, vie'\<Ts on domestic pol. 5 16 79 
8. Similar incone/cap 5 53 42 

Table 2. Criteria for integration in Africa 

The African sample is so small that not even the oarginals shall 

be discussed later in the paper. But just at this point the emphasize 

is on opposite criteria, and I think it valuable to present the dra

matic discrepancy: the three criteria considered most important in the 

African sanple ere anong the three least important criteria in the L·atin 

AP.J.erica sample. 

These tables do not show what s:iJmilarity means in the integration 

process, but they demonstrate that a common language means much more to 

Africans that do not have it, than to Latin Americans that to some ex

tent understand each other! 

There is more to it, however, and we shall discuss some of' the most 

important criteria below. 

'" 
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.· 
J,J. Ge~apn{car proxiririty 

Geographical proximity is relevant for regional integration, and 

Latin American respondents list this criterium among the least impor

tant, This cl.enonstrates a rather sophisticated attitude, a position 

that is rather advanced in one sense: International reorganization 

goes beyond territories. Those believing in geographical proximity as 

one o··f the most i!:!portan t criteria, think naturally - that integration 

should start with sone few sa-lected nations - in opposition to those 

listing other criteria as most important. 

Non-territorial integration is seen as quite realistic within 

Latin America, but Africans adhere to the territory as the most im

portant fact in consideration. 

3.4. Similarity versus complementarity 

Since geograpJ;Iical proximity is a particular criteriur.:~ in this 

context·, we shall leave it here and concentrate on the others, Only 

one respondent in Latin America believed that conunon lc-.nguage wns among 

the most iEiportant criteria, and we delete this item as uninteresting, 

The six other criteria are grouped along a similarity-cornplementarity 

continuum as shown by Figure 1. 

Similarity 

Complementarity 

1. Similar colonial past 

2. Racial or cultural similarity 

J, Similar income pr. capita 

4. Identical views on domestic policy 

5. Identical views on for.ei:gtic;policy 

6. Conwon economic interests 

Figure 1: The similarity-complementarity continuum 
The reasoning behind is the following: Similar colonial past is 

the most general similaritY we can imagine in Latin America, All. have 

a colonial past·, and all had common fate and experiences on coloni

zation. Racial or cultural similarity is less general, though not 

very specific, There are racial and cultural cleavages ~Tithin Latin 

American nations as ~1ell as between them, traditionally categoriz.ed 

as Spanish·, African and Indian, Similar income pr. capita is the most 

specific among the genuine sirnilari ty-i toms, Identical viev/S on domes-

tic policy may imply some similarity, but we are now approaching a 
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category which may be characterized as a form of common interest, 

Complementarity may enter, as well as similarity, The same also holds 

for· identical vie\1S on foreign policy, but here is similarity along the 

comparative dimension weakening. Common economic interests is farthest 

towards the complimentarity-end of the continuum. Similar economi :s 

create competition, and are not easily reconcilable with common economic 

interests. On the other hand, there is some similarity involved in 

this criterium also, because Latin America countries may have both 

similar and common economic inte1~sts towards their international 

surroundings. 

Now we ask five questions: 

1. Should one try to carry out integration as quickly as possible 

2.E should one be careful·and take one step at a time? 

2. Should ono try to integrate as many countries as possible at once 

or should ono start with some selected countries· and areas and take 

the rest afterwards? 

3. Do you think all nations want to integrate, but hesitate to do so 

before other nations are willing, 

2.E do you think that there are some nations that want to preserve 

the independence they have and not yield anything of it? 

4. Do you think the common man wants integration more than the leaders 

or do you think the leaders want integration more than the common 

man? 

5. Do you think serious conflicts could arise in an integrated area 

or do you think that relations between nations would be completely 

changed? 

Ue then combine answers on these questions with responses evalu

ating the impo1'tanoe of different integration criteria. The measurement 

is very rough because the material does not invite more sophisticated 

statistics, and "e shall make use of two types of numbers to make 

points easily detectable. The first type o:f number is placed on top 

of Table 3 belm• after a .. -sign and represent the difference bet\·/een 

those who answered affirmative to the first part of the question and 

those who ansuered affirmative to the second part of the question 

among all respondents. The other type of number is fou .. "ld within the 

cells and represent the difference between those who ans~Jered ai'firr;1a

tive to the first part of the question and those who answered affirma

tive to the second part of the question among those who found that 

particular criterium the most important. Table 3 looks'then like this: 
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I: -29 [. -24 [ -1 J )' -10 L. +49 
'-~ 

Common Many Nations Quickly Relations 
man + nations want to + change + 
Leaders + .few inte- Care- Serious 

nations grate + fully conflicts 
No - ·-

1 • Similar colonial 
past -1J -50 -25 -50 +88 

2. Racial or cul-
tural similarity -14 -42 -21 -J7 0 

J. Similar income/ 
cap. -47 - 6 -JO + 6 +47 

4. Identical views 
domestic policy -27 -12 -15 + 4 +65 

5· Identical vie,vs 
foreign policy -J7 -15 - 5 - 5 +47 

6. Common economic 
interests -J8 -26 -1 J . -14 +46 

Table J, Integration: questions and criteria 
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1'Te see that the tvw criteria at the similarity end of the continuam 

- "similar colonial past" and "racial or cultural similarity" follo" 

each other: 1) .They tend ·to believe that the common man desires inte

gration slightly more than the others, 2) they tend to be the Jaost 

careful among all 1 thinking that one should start with some selected 

countries and areas and take the rest afterwards, 3) T'ney tend to be

lieve- together witn those thinking "similar income/cap." most impor

tant - that nations vJant to preserVIe the independence they have and 

no-!; yield anything of it, 4) and they want to take one step at a time -

but 5) they differ violently when it comes to the question whether 

serious conflicts could arise in an integrated area, or whether re

lations betueen the nations would be completely changed. i'/e shall 

turn to this point later. 

He see that criteria organize in two groups, with "similar in

come/cap." in-1)Gtt1een~--- <Dn the one hand "similar colonial past" and 

"racial or cultural similari ty 11 , _on the other hand "identical vie~ls 

on domestic and foreign policy" and "common economic interests". 

Those belonging to the similarity-end of the continuum tend to be 

more careful and in a ceTtain sense more conservative than others. 

3. 5. J'ime and domain 

Along h1o variables we find a V- shaped curve in Table 3 with 

11 sO.milar level of income/cap. 11 as the bottom. This occurs "hen ;qe 

ask whether integration should include many nations or fevl nations, 

and whether it shall be quick or careful. This is shovm by Figure 2. 
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Uhen ~1e go :from the most. goner 1 simila ti ty to the more 

specific·, respondents become more daring. They need less time 

and ~mnt to enlarge the domain. The smaller the scope, the lar

ger domain and shorter time. This is consistent vli th functiona

list theory. 

Time and domain decrease in the direction from general 

similarity to more specific similarity, but increase some,;hat 

tm·mrds no re coniplemen tar:Lty. The respondents believe, in 

other 

based 

1o1ords·, that integration is most difficult when it is 
sit21ilari ty. 

on eei!i'f)I'-E>llfe>~1S";;r;-t<Mtrjlf. The empirical bases of this atti-

tude should be tested, but it is consistent with our theo

retical premise that reorganization is least probable in 

cases 1vi th overall similarity. 

3.6. The role of conflict 

As ~le saw in Table 3, respondents considering "similar 

colonial past 11 and "racial or cultural similarity" as most 

important,_ followed oach other· in attitudes on integration, 

except 1·1hen they came to the question whether serious conflicts 

could arise in an integrated area or relations would chango into 

a more peaceful state. Those suggesting that "colonial past" 

·rated among the most important criteria were far more assured 

that relations ~10ulcl change than the others, while those sug

gesting "racial or cultural similarity" rated far belovl the 

others 1·1hen they considered the possibility for a change into 

peaceful relations. 

The reason seems to be that race and culture is sometlT:i.ng 

f.loating and dynamic with a great possibility fo:c change. Race 

in Brazil, for instance, is not a polarized matter betv1een 

blacks and whites, but it is floating between pr<O>_to, moron<?,, 

!!!!"la tee, £!!~, creole, cabo, vercle, branco. Categorizations 

may differ within families and between generations. Culture 

is also usually considered something heterogeneous, something 

developing through debate. This is not so with "similar colo

nial past" - nor vlith "similar level of income per capita". 

Heterogeneity seems then related to tolerance of con

flict·; a conflict within an integrated area developing by moans 

of debate. The questionnaire is biased towards siiailarity in 
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cooperation and processes of integration. Ue may now go further: 

At certain points in history there are not only questions of debate, 

but of habit-breaking. Habit-breaking may imply destruction of 

boundaries that at present facilitate the steering and control 

by representatives of old habits, creating dissimilarity among 

people, l'laking people change untimed, making needs in a population 

inconsistent ·and irreconcilable - and the process l'laY enter phases 

of polarization. At that point change means someone's defeat -

and the debate becomes a game, and the game becomes a fight. 
6) 

To take one example: Multinational business firms are less 

defeats to the nation-state than the student proletariat. The 

student proletariat will then meet l'lore re.pression. The change 

towards a world governed by multinational business firms will be 

peaceful, and a change towards a world governed by the values of 

the student proletariat will be violent. 

Uhen two or more ways of life compete, what do we do? Try 

to l'lake people like incompatibilities, make them like and live with 

conflict, or do we try to reconcile the conflicting ways of life? 

To achieve. this aim, social science has contributed with some 

receipts like fractionating conflict 7) and establishing mul-

tiple group loyalties. S) 

But if the concepts of peace, cooperation and development 

shall get a positive content, it seems evident that science has 

to be future-oriented. And then it is both a question of ana-

lysis and '\·Iishes. It is unavoidable: Political research has 

to present wishes, made explicit through the recti tu de which 

is distinguishing science from other. types of social activity. 
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4. Conclusion. 

A man interested in cooperation or integration as a value 

in itself', or a man supporting old habits, would recommend action 

along dimensions of' specific similarities - as functionalists do, 

and according to findings in this paper. 

Vli th the emergence of nel< habits, for instance those we 

anticipat·e through student revel ts versus the growth of llllll ti

national business corporations, this receipt becomes neutralized 

and l!leaningless, Do we want integration through state burea

cracies, through monopolistic capital, or through the student 

proletariat? T.ae functionalistic technician may work within 

each group lvhere values are consistent and salient i terns similar. 

But what about the relations between three ways of life and the 

choice betv1een them? 

' If we we"nt to be guided - not only by "background vari-

ables" like family, friends and acquaintances -but by science, 

a future must be imagined based on explicit wishes, Politics 

must become decent scientific behavior - and science become con

science engag~. 

There is no rational choice when two ways of life compete, 

and. the request for a strict justification may be unreasonable, 

The apology of our choice should, according to Radnltzky 9),ap

peal to 1) previously accepted engagement, 2~ a survey of social 

and other consequences, J) our world design, 

According to both him and Jdrgen Habermas 10
) our practice 

of life should be a striving for incrased autonomy, liberation, 

Mt'tndigkei t. Those striving for liberation are just those who con

duct the dialogue in which humanity has been engaged ever since 

it became humm, the dialogue in which mankind build up the lwrld 

in which we live. 

., 

If peace research aim at structural as well as manifest vio

lence, such a practice of life appear necessary, trying to diminish 

de-humanization and humiliation both within existing structures and 

within processes of structural change. 
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Introduction, 

Inter-Nation Simuaation ~an be and indeed has been used for 

a variety of different research purposes: among other things 
to test hypotheses about the referent international system, . 
foreie,'ll policy decision-making behavior, or interpersonal _ 
patterns of perception and behavior. In the present paper a 
somewhat different perspective will be used, insofar as simu
late behavior is regarded as expressions of cor.unonly held 
attitudes to foreign policy in the culture from which the 
participants are recruited, In this way simulation experi
ments functions as a kind of projective intervewing session 
in which the participants constantly have to choose within a 
given set of alternatives-. The simulate nodel of the inter
national system is the equivalent of the interview guide or 
the questionnaire, while the main dimensions in the model re
present itens or questions in an interviewinG situation, 

Conpared to survey research sirmlation r.1ay prove fruitful as 
a vehicle for catching essential elements of what may; be 

called the "foreign political culture" within a group or a 
nation, because it provides the participants (respondents) 
with a meaningful context within which they have to make their 
policy choices, A context of this kind is often lacking in 
an interviewing situation. This does not imply that answer 
categories chosen in response to a questionnaire item on 
foreign or international poJ:iticSJ.re in any Bense "wrong" or 

"invalid", But most persons have very liBited experience in 
this field, and a great deal of probing would be needed in 
order to be able to draw coherent inferences about political 
culture on the basis of survey results. The contention of 
this paper is that INS may serve as a "probing device" for 
this purpose by analysing the patterns of behavior and choices 
made by the participants in their assigned roles as decision

makers in a fictitious international system, 

The Project 

The data used in this analysis have been recorded during four 
r1-ms of Inter-Nation Simulation, in a project designed to 
"gather data relevant to decision-making on a cross-national 
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basis".' The initiative to this cooperative project was 
1 

taken by the Vic3tern Behavioral Sci'€mces Institute and re-·· 

searchers fror.1 6 nations took part in the initial planning of 

the desi6~. However, due to a :urixture of difficulties only 
two research groups (USA and Denmarlc/Norway) completed their 
part of the experiment and i:J.ade all data available for analy
sis, with the deplorable result that the basis for cross
cultural co:u1parison was reduced to a mini~;1um of two. The 
planning conference was held in Septeraber 1966 and the runs 
conducted in January/February 1967. The participants were 
students of political science who volunteered. They were 
assigned to nations and roles on a random basis. 

It is difficult to get indisrutable evidence of cultural 
background as causal factor producing different patterns of 
events in the Norwegian and American runs. However, when an 
actor is placed in a situation in which he has a number of 
possible alternatives for action, the natural tlling for hi:o 
is to draw upon and make use of the resources provided by 
attitudes and norms farailiar to hira throuGh his own culture. 
To the extent that consistent behsviourdifferences are found 
between the American and the Norwegian experi11ents, we shall 
regard the D~pothesis of differences between political cul
tures in the two nations as supported. To a li1J.ited extent 

comparisons with sor.1e available surmydata will also be made. 

The Model. 

The model used as a basis for the experiraents is considered 
to serve the SaJilepurpase as the questionnaire in a survey 
project, as mentioned above. Thi. s implies that the main para
I:leters and relationships by which the sinulate international 
structure is defined linit the nunber of possible action 
choices available to the participants in the experinent. In 
order to clarify assuuptions behind the present project, ·· 
sane of the nain elements in the uodel are presented and 
discussed below. In addition an effort will be uade to con
nect key diuensions of the model to the specific research in
terests which the project was designed to cover, ancl to dis
cuss some iuplications of the design. 



On the basis of "standard" INS nodel developed for educatio
nal purposes a nt.liilber of adaptations were made in order to 
nake it better suited for the specific denrmds of the par
ticipants in the cross-cultural project. The main changes 
aimed at making the original raodel less power- and L1ilitary 
oriented, prir;nrily by strengthening its political and eco
nonuc aspects. In the absence of a coherent theory for a 
model of the kind needed for the present research purpose, 
the result was to a large extent a model structured on a 

rather ad hoc basis. However, to compensate for a lack in 
theoretical perspective, the model gained insofar as it bec::me 
mJ.ch richer and with more possibilities for alternate policy 
choices than is the case with an "or~inary" INS r;wdel, 
designed to test one major hypothesis. 

The sinulate consists of a fictitious world with 8 nntions, 
representing soDe main types of national profiles in the re
ferent systen. There are two 1:uli tary alliances: the Green 
and the Blue, each with three menbers and each with one of the 
two superpowers as the dominant partl{er. Two of the nations 
are the parts of one previous nation, having been divided as 
a result of war. The two parts now belong to different 
alliances and have no diplomatic contact. There is an inter
national organization, 0f which all but two of the nations 
are ner,1bers. The nations differ in ec on01:uc e..nd Dili tary 
capacity as well as in "degree of industrialization", but all 
have essentially the saDe internal political structure. 

A Iaaj or reason for the effort to design a sinulate Bodel 
with a highly diversified structure was the fact that the 
original group of participant researchers in itself represented 
a variety of nation types: Japan, Mexico, Korea, Scandinavia 
and USA. By air:Ii.ng at c. fairly close correspondence between 
types of nations represented among the participating researcherp, 
and in the structure of the sinulate, one hoped to arrive at 
conclusions regarding the general validity of INS research 
findings. This is of interest because aluost all INS expe
riBents conducted so far have taken place in USA and have 
been staffed with American participants. In this perspective 
the loss of data fron"three members of the original research 
groups is particularly to be deplored, since Norway and USA 
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represent only the nortwesten1 segment of the international 
systee, al thouch they clearly differ radically along a nru:l
ber of dimensions relevant to foreign policy. One possible 
further limitation in the sane direction should also be 
mentioned, even though its importance is difficult to esti
r:mte, Alnost all adaptations of the oric;inal American model 

were sug[iested and incorporated by the Scandinavian uenbers 
of the plaiL."ling group. The intention was to make it as truly 
"international" as possible within its necessarily narrow and 
simple framework, particularly along the economic dimensions, 
Still the possibility remains that a similar kind of iupli
cit cultural biases are present in the uodel as well as in 
the data produced in the experiments. 

Hypothesis &"l.d data, 

There are two uultilateral institutions in the siDulate inter
national system: the Llili tary alliances and the international 

organization, The following analysis is centered arounc1 be
havior related to these institutions, The correspor.c1ing 
institutions in the real world, NATO and the Uni tec1 Nations, 
both represent integnal parts of the foreign policy for Nor
way as well as for USA, although with a widely different 
relative iraportrmce for the two nations. Both are raeh"lbers of 
NATO and of the UN and thus fornally r:mintain equal status 
within the organizations. But as an eleuent of the total 
foreit,'ll poliqr ronducted by Norvvay and by USA respectively, 
multilateral activity clearly repre~c-mts a rauch larger part 
for Nol'Way than it does for USA, .,,~,,. j • - · · 

On basis we expect the Norwegian participants in the siEmlate 
to pay nore attention to and to nake more use of the multi
lateral institutions available to then than their Auerican 
colleagues. In the followine; sections forrnl as well as 
informal alliance- and I.o.-related behavior will be examined 

of 
after a brief description of each these simulate international 
institutions, 

Fiil~PWlcalliance-related behavior. 

As mentioned above there are initially two alliances in the 
sinulate world, the Green anc1 the Blue, with three ueDbers 
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each. The two reoainin.o· nations are neutral. The alliances 
·~ 

are prinarily ,.u.J.i tarily defined, insofar as the nili tary 
capacity of all oaober nations in one alliance are pooled and 
used as basis for the calculation of each nerJber 1 s VSns (Vali
dator Satisfaction with National Security). Apart fron this 

there are no fornal obligations - or advantages - connected 

with alliance nenbership. 

In both the Norwegian runs there were formal chances in 
alliance patten1s (although in different directions). In 
N I LoAl changed her Llembership fro11 the Blue to the Green 

bloc, while the initally nonaligned Rena and Soro joined 

into a.new Red bloc. In this run the alliance systen was 
naintained and even strengthened. In N II on the other hand 
the tendency was to dissolve the blocs. At the end of the 
run all nations except Soro had forually disarned (see the 
list of I.O. agreenents baow), and cc4eidered thenselves to 
be oeobers of one (universal) bloc with Soro reuaining non

aligned. 

In the American runs there were no chances 11ade in alliance 
for=lities in the sense that existing alliances were dis
solved or new ones forned. However, the sinulate newspaper 
the World Tines for US I reports three cases of nutual de
fense agreenents between neutral and allied nations. Accor-, 
cling to experiuent instructions such agreements make the 
signatories "de facto allied" in the sense that their "VSns 
will be computed by conparing the strength of your alliance 
with the strength of any opposing alliance." Still the psy
chological_difference between formally joining an organiza
tion and making an agreement for a liLuted practical purpose 
should not be dismissed c:,s insignificant. 

Informal alliance~related berillvior. 

SiEmlate decision-makers may interact with each other by 
trading and by writing.messages. Unfortunately no detailed 
analysis of the extent to which nessage connunication is 

alliance dependent can be oade because systematic records 
of 11essage coElLlunication between the Dlds exist for the two 
last periods only. The reason for this was that the colm~u
nication flow was not oric;inally intended for detailed ana-
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lysis. One of the r1enbers of the group needed the partici-'' 
' pants 1 evaluntion of' degree of friendliness or hostility of 

nessage content, and it was prirmrily for this purpose that 
the coLJBunication for the two periods 8 and 9 was put on 
cards. 

Trade. 

There are no e~uivalent of noney in the sinulate, so all 
trade has to nade on an exchange basis. The exception to 
this is the possibility to ship goods from one nation to 
another unilaterally as "loan" or "aid", The shippin13; nation 
narked off which category the sbipr:ent belonged to. The pro
portion of unilateral shipnents was about 1/10 in the Norwegian 
runs and 1/4 in the Auerican, The present analysis is limi tec1 

to the category of shipnents which was intended as bilaterrl, 
even though this did not alwaysfunction in practice, It 
turned out that uany of the participants had great difficul
ties in Bastering the technicaliti:es of trade, with the re
sult that a great deal of shipments never were paid for and 
thus in effect became unilateral, . Only in one run, N II, 

were these difficulties overcome to the extent that prolon-
ged trade agreements were fulfilled, 

There are three types of "goods" which may be produced, 
bought and sold: Capital goods (BRs), consunption goods (CGSs), 
and military (li!Fs). Because the nations differ in their 
capacity to produce the various types at a profit, advanta- · 
geous trade agr:euents are possible between most pair, Trade 
within alliances was "cheaper" than across alliance borders, 
because there was a shipuent cost of 1 % on intrabloc anc1 
3 % on interbloc trade, The difference is too small to in
fluence the profit rmrgins or nearly all possible trade 
a(';reeEtents, but was intended to create an objective basis 
for alliance e;ohesion of a non-military nature, In the pre
sent context it will be usecl. to exanine the degree to which 
intra-alliance trade was preferred by Norwegian and American 
Dl\ls respectively, 

The following table shows the pattern of total .. bilateral ~ 

trade as well as within alliances, 
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Table 1. 

N I 
Nil 

US I 

us 1I 

Trade participation in four siEmlate 

No of No of % intrabloc 
shipnents traders (< %. ) shipments 

28 21 ~38) 43 % 
72 31 (56) 48 % 
21 21 (38) 29 % 
28 17 (30) 25 % 
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runs. 
% intrabloc 

traders 

38 % 
92 % 
33 % 
18 % 

There are 56 potential traders in the simulate systen, be-
cause each of the 8 

7 other nations.~ 
nations Lmy send or receive goods from 

If all members of the systen trade with 
each other at least once, the tradi!J_.natrlX would have. no 
empty cells. However, as table 1 shows this of course not 
the case. Apart from the fact that in three of the runs the 
total number of shipments was much lower than the nru~ber of 
potential traders, the trade flow is influenced by at least 

two other factors: alliance Llenbership and halJi t. 

Used in this connection the term "hati,t'' signifies the cmmla

tive effect of interGction, There is a tenc1ency to C'lontinue 
to keep up a relationship once established, unless it proves 
unsatisfactory. In this connection this tendency will lead 
to a certain degree of concentration of trade. In table 1 

this concentration is measured by the nru~bor of the 56 

natrix cells which are involved in bilateral trade at all. 
The effect of habit shows up inN II, where the number of 
shipments was about three times as high as that of the other 
runs (in which, as mentioned, trade never really was nastered), 
Still the nmnber of traders in N II was only 50 % higher 
than in the rest. More nations traded in N II than in the 
other runs, but the traders also traded more than in the 
others, 

The two right-hand colunns s1ow intrabloc trade. Here Nor
wegian alliance awareness shows up clearly, Alnost one 
half of the shipnents took place between alliance partners 
which r;take up 12 of the 56, or 21 %~ In the ABerican runs 
the nmiller of intrabloc shipBents are on the saBe level as 

the proportion of allied traders, 

If the.percentages of traders in the total systeu 
are coupared with the ~orresponding percentages of allied 
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traders 1 one sees that the .'Llev'el of pa±'ticipation" in this 

group is dll:creased for the two A:oericari,rtms; while one of 
the Norwegian re=ined the sane and the other was raised 
alnost to the naxinusa level possible, The effect of shipment "'· 

cost, then, is not present in participation to the extent it 
it was found in shipnent frequency 1 but the tendency is in 
the expected direction both for the Norwegia11. and the US 
runs, and the hypothesis at least not disconfirmed, 

Alliance awareness in trading patterDs nay also be exanined 
fron the point of view of profit, A "Trade Profit Chart" has 
been developec1 for all possible exchanges between each ·· 
pair, based on the ascribed differences in generation rates 
for each of the three products in the simulate, The chart 
shows the profit available to each pair exchanging any two 
kinds of goods, Because reciprocal trade took place to such 
a linited degree in three of the runs, this angle can only 
be studied in N II, It turns out that in 7 of the 11 intra
bloc exchanges conducted in this run, one or both partners 
could have nade a better deal by trading across alliance 
borders, even accounting for the higher shipElent cost. In 
these cases alliance partners were preferrec1 to profit. 

International Orrpnization, 

As with forLml and infornml alliance-related behavior, the 
hypothesis predicts a siLrilar patte= in the participants' 
respective use of the International Organization in the sinu
late, I,O, activity LJay be in terns of nenbership 1 fornal 
agree11ents arrived at in the I,O, neetings and/or in the 
nane of the organization, or by financial or other contribu
tions which serve to strene;then the I,O,. 

Fornal I,O,-related behavior. 

At the outset of the experiment all nations except Ingo and 
Rena are nembers of the I.O. With only two nonnerabers the 
membership patte= varies very little between the nms, In 

N I, N II and US I both nonuenl1ers had joined the I.o. at 
the end of period 3. In US II Ingo joined in period 2, while 
Rena never did, In none of the runs did any of the nations 
leave the I,O, Unlike alliance nembership I,O, E101;1bership 
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had no forml consequen~es for the nations. However, a 
nunber of participants strossed" c_,-_::_• ··; .. the useful function 

of the I.O. Lleetings, which was the only occasion on which 
Dlvls from different nations were allowed to confer verbally. 

The 

N I: 

following agreeBents were 
World arny established 
World bank establishLd 

nade in the I.o.: 
and contributed to. 
and contributed to, 

N II: World baru~ established ~nd contributed to. 
Total disarmanent decided. 
Both alliances dissolved, reliance on I.o. protection 

US I: Military freeze agreed on and (partly) executed. 
A single world alliance agreed on, but not executed 

( t iue was up ) 

US II: No agreenents nade. 

Infernal I.e.-related behavior, 
Contributions to the I.o./ 

/ is the area in which the behavior towards the I.O. differs 
uost fron run to run. Nun.ber and size of such shipnents de
pend both on the number of international agreements arrived 
at and on the tiLle at which they were nade. The last point 
was decisive in the present case. N I established both an 
I.O. force and a 'ilorld Baruc, but still lags behind in oontri
butions coLlpared to N II with an I. o. force only. The N I 
agreements were made in period 8 anc1 the N II in __ period 2. 
The nru~ber and size of contributions to the International 
Organization (counted at the end of each run) is presented 
in table 2. 

Table 2. NuHber and size of contri1:mtions to the International 
Orc;anization in four s ir.,ul:a 'E e runs. 
No. of ship- BRs accum. MFs accum. 
ments to I.o. in I.o. in I.o. 

N I 8 4420 166 
NII 36 1730 32525 
us I 3 0 314 
us II 0 0 0 

Both forr.ml (o.greeBents) and infori:1al (contributions). I.o.
relatec1 behavior confirms the hypothesis. Not only were foUr 
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agreeBents coneluded during the Norwegian runs compared with . . 

one in the A11erican, but the agreenents also differed in an 
inportant respect. The .Norwegian agreenents requirec1 the 
signatories to take active steps (disarB, contribute to the 
I. o.) 1 while the Anerican Llili tai"J freeze agreement merely 
obliged the Elenber nations to refrain fro11 certain acts (en
gage in further arras race). The figures in table 2 show that 
the agreements were actually adhered .to. 

Simulate behavior and survey research. 

The previous section has confir11ed the hypothesis on a ten-
' dency for Norwegian simulate decisiori-nakers to pay nore 

attention to the nultilateral dimensions in the sinulate nodel 
than ABericnn. 

Still the question renains: Vlhat does behavior patterns of 
this kind tell us about the "real world" ? It has been arglled 
above that it is possible and useful to regard sinulate beha
vior as equivalent to reponses to a survey interview or 
questionnaire. This l)erspective Bakes the sir.mlation run 
serve as a kind of projective test to uncover elenents of 
the systeD of political norms held by a troup or a nation. 

A thorough test on this nethodological point would require 
extensive data frolil surveys as well as fron INS runs with the 
respondents as participants. It should nlso be studied how 
representative the respondents are of their own group/nation/ 
culture. 

The present project raakes no clain of possessing data good 
enough to pernlit a test of this kinc1. But in a ''Social 

Opinion Survey" which was adninistered to the participants 
before it started, there are two items which relate to the 
bilater-nultilateral dinension exanined above. 

The itens are formulated as sta•,;e 1ents to which the respon
c1ents are asked to 1uark off their degree of agreement or 

disagreenent on a 7-point scale. The nean scores of each 
national sanple were coupared to see if there w "re signifi
cant differences between the samples on any of the i toLls • 

. ( 
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The items are the following: i) "It would be better if 

nuclear weapons were controlled by a supernational organiza
tion rather than by individual nations," The Norwegian raean 

score on this was 2.22, or close to "sonewhat agree", while 
the U,S, r:.eaJLscore was 3,lt,, or "wenkly ac;ree"; The differ
ence is .92, which is statistically sic;nificant. The Norwec;ian 
students are more in favor of givinc; binding power to a super

national organization than the Americans, 

2) "There should be a world gover-.araent able to control the 

laws nacl.e by each country", Here the Norwegian nean score is 
3.14, while the Ar.1ericans are ah:10st in the nic1dle, neutral 
position of 3,89, The difference is .75, which is not signi
ficant but strongly in the expected direction, 

Needless to say there ought to have been a battery of iteEJs 
related to foreign and international policy, Still the 
result of the available data strene;thens the clain made aoove 
that INS results can c;ive ir,lportant infornation on the foreic;n 
policy "clinate" fron which the participants are recruited, 

Discussion. 

The data exanined above confirn the hypothesized difference 
in behavior patterns produced by American and by Norwegian 
students placed in an experimental situation, It was found 
that Norwegians tended to pay nore attention to and to uake 
uore use of the ElUl tilateral institutions in the siEulate 
syster;~ than the Anericans. This was the case for behavior 
Telatec1 to forr.nl as well as to informal aspects of these 
institutions. 

On the basis of a general knowledge of Norwegian and U,S, 

foreign policy the results contain nothing new, The Anericari 
participants behaved as Aaericans in their runs, and the 
Norweginn as Norwegians, The nodeL.is validated insofar as 
it was".ca]lnble""of catching. najor dii:tensions in the political 
.cultur,., This is further·enphasized by the correspondence 

found between patterns of sir:mlllte behavior and responses to 
the two relevant items on the Social Opinion Survey, 
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The question rermins whether the results perni t further in

ferences of a nore general nature, The final sections of 

the paper will be concentrate(', on two lines of discussion, 

one on sone possible theoretical ir;1plications of the findings 

and the other on methodoloc;ical problens related to this way 

of using simulation. 

Sor1e theoretical irJplications, 

If the explanation1 for the differences in behavior patterns 

has to be sought prinarily in the national or perhaps regional 

(Scandinavian) background of the participants, then the results 
have a fcti:t'ly lim ted value as o. basis for further theoretical 

discussions, However, there is a finding fron a previovs 

effort of cress-cultural sinulation research which puts·our 

results in 
experinent 
replicated 

a wider perspective, An Inter~Natio~ Sinulation 
designed to test certain strategic hypotheses was 

in Mexico after the initial Anerican runs. The·· 

results of this replication are sur;1ned up by the researchers 

as follows: "In c;eneral the results of the hypotheses were the 

sane as with the Anerican participants. The Mexic2.ns, however, 

exchanged far nore nessages, concentrated nuch uore energy 

on the international interaction, neglected their internal 
econonies, did not engage in arns races, enphasizecl the iLJ-.. 

portance of the International Ore;anization, and shared power 
nore with subordinates," l) We do not have infornation on how 

"sharing power with subordinntes" is defined and cannot nake 
a coDparison on this point, But the rest of the itens are al

uost identical with the diffGrences observed in the present 

runs (except for cormunication: Norwegians seer.1 to have com:m

nicated less, not more than their Anerican colleae,oues). On 

this basis the loss of Mexico as e. participant country in the 
present project is a lossparticularly to be deplored, vVhat 

in the Winsafe replication appe2.red to be "Mexican", and in 
our project "Norwegian" behavior, nay well be expressions of 
general slimll-power behavior in the intern2.tional systeu, 

In the first part of the paper sone points were raised to ex

plain why suall-power international activity would have a ten
dency to cluster around the Emltilateral institutions in the 
systen, One reason is clearly scarcity of resources. Bila-
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teral relations are a nuch more expensive way for a nation to 

interact with other nations than through regional organizations 
<;>r: the United Nations. Chadwick Al,;er has pointed out that 

86 % of a sanple of U.N. diplonats considered the U.N. as 
vetter suited for contacts with diplomats fron other nations 
than a national capital.2) Unfortunately his figures are not 

broken down on size or rank of nations. In a case study of the 
Norwegian Foreign Service it was found that there is an in 
creasing tendency to concentrate diplonatic activity on per

nanent Llission to international organizations rather than on 
bilateral relations~) 

One effect of nenbership in an :international governnental or
ganization is that low-ranking nations in the international 
systen are put nore on an equal footinc; with the powerful high
ranlcint; nations, In a sense such organizations serve an 
equalizing function, by enhancing the status of its snail
power nenbers and constraining the big. This tendency C>~Uld 
explain why low-ranking nations pay nore attention to fornal 
aspects in their international behavior. Lacking in coercive 
power, a wee.ker nation can conpense.te by insisting on the 
norns and rules which clefine acceptable behavior in the inter
national systen. By sticking to the rules thenselves, and 
thus setting a good exanple, they are in a better position to 
expose deviants anc1 thereby exert nornative power. 

For a powerful nation the situation is different, because for
nal rules will often serve the purpose of liEliting its free-
don to act. By enphasizing bilateral relations it becones 
possible to avoid a good deal of the control exerted in a nulti
lateral orcanization. The powerful participate in the r,mlti
lateral institutions, but for different purposes than nations 
with-less-power. This difference M.s' been shown by Ib J~rvaa 
r: -,--, 
inhis research on the role and function of the International 
Court of Justice. He found a tendency for low-ranking nations 
to stress the norn-creating function of the Court nore than the 
high-ranking nations did. The hich-ranking nations, on the 
other hand, were nore frequently representec1 on the board of 
judges - the group which has in its power to apply these norns. 4 ) 
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It appears that snaller nations tend to use normative power as 

a way of influencing the international systeu, A prerequi

site for success in this is the presence of a corruon value 
systen fron which these norns nay be derived.. Strong and 

high-ranking nations, on .the other hand, he.ve coercive as well 

as normative power at their disposal and can change between 

altering and observing rules. Unless the nations of lower rank 
are able to find broader power bases, or in other ways redefine 

the values of the international systeu, their influence will 

continue to be linited. 

Methodolop;ical probler1s, 

The structure of a questionnaire in an attitude study de.cides 

which itens the researcher regards as relevant to include, 

Likewise the parar:mters and relationships in an INS nodel de

fine the borderlines of the types of activity available to the 

participants in a simulation experiuent. Although there are 
a nuraber of options open to the siraulate decision-Eakers, they 

had no possibility to influence the sequence of events in a 

discontinuous way, by introducing new elenents etc. A few 
efforts of this kind hctd to be disnissed by the experinentors, 

because it would have violated the research design agreed on 

when the project was planned. 

After the close of the runs, the Norwegian participants were 

asked tci give their reactions to the experiuent on a "post

siuulation questionnaire". The answers show that nost of 
theEt were concerned with the practical problems they had ex

perienced in filling out forns correctly, naintainincs; contact 
with other DMs, lack of time etc, Further a nuuber corJplain 

of a t;eneral "lack of realisn" in the play, but this tends to 

be on weaknesses which can be ret:lOved by longer training periods 
etc., rather thc:m on the structure of the world in which they 

had been behaving. 

Very few of the participants mention points with vdder inpli

cations: the absence of ideologies (in other worc1s: the ab

sence of political goals), unrealisEl in the relations letween 
rich and poor nations, too weak basis for identification \U th 

ovm nations. One reason for the snall proportion of critical 
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connents on the basi(!) structure is probably the fact nentioned 

in t'le beginning that the original cross;:.cultura.l design was-reduoeC 
to a oonparison between Norwegian and Ar.mrican behavior in 
an Anerican no del aodifiecl by Scandinavians. 

But in addition there is reason to stress another aspect of 
sir.mlation: its value as an educational tool. By providine; 

the particil)ants with a coherent ancl "neanine;ful" frane within 
which they are asked to function, the sinulate nodel of the 
world nay be used to inpose a particular perspective on the 
international systeu which is likely to be biased according 
to the knowledge and preferences of the designer. The sane 
kind of blas is present in textbcoks anc1 other literature on 
international relations, but it is nore difficult fo discover 
it in the experinental situation, precisely becaus8 of its 
"realisn", 

Consequently, in order to r.1ake Inter-NatiDn Sinulation a better 
tool for couparative research on political cultures it is 
necessary to pay much r.JOre attention to the clevelopnent of the 

noc1el, One strategy night be to have political scienctists 
with different backgrounds develop. their own Lloclels for instance 
on the basis of international statistics. Then it would be 
neanincful to nake conparative o.nalyses of the noclels o.s well 
as of the sinulate behavior, and infornation would be ,;;ained 
on the extent to which different structures do produce varying 
patt8rns of political behavior, Rather than taking the uodel 
as a given fact and nake inferences about relationships in 
nore or less "realistic" constructs of the international systen, 
we would conclude by arguing that Eloro 
r.my be gQined ·by analysing the riodel as 
cultural bo.ckgrounds, 

inportant insight 
a product of specific 
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* This paper is a pm.rt of a larger report, "Perception and 
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NON -TERRITORIAL ACTORS AND TilE PROBLEM OF PEACE* 

By 

Joban Galtung 
International Peace Research Inst:btute, Oslo 

1. Some assumptions about "peace 11 

It is today customary to talk about "peace 11 as, at least, a two-

sided concept. Thi.s does not mean that one cannot meaningfully de-

fine 11 peace 11 as 11 absence of violence", provided one uses a sufficient-

ly extended concept of violence. One way of doing this would be as 

follows, There is, 

"personal violence", 

on the· one band, what could be referred to as 

the violence committed by person(s) against 

person (s), It takes various forms,. depending on whether it att.acks 

the human body anatomically by piercing, tearing, crushing, burning, 

poisoning etc., or physiologically by controlling the input to the 

human body (through suffocation, starvation, dehydr.ation), or by con

trolling the output from the human body (through chains, imprisonment, 

detentfuon; or by use of more modern weapons affecting the higher nerve 

centers). This kind of violence is well known; it is dramatic and it 

is, literally speaking, deadly significant, 

Then there is what could be referred to as 11 structural violence", 

where the violence is built into the social structure, Typically it 

takes the form of a pyEamidal or feudal structure, something lil<e 

this: 

Lords 

Serfs 

All legitimate interaction is vertical, and mostly from high to low. 

There can also be horizontal interaction, but then it is much more 

developed on the top, for good or for bad, than lower down. 'Ibe 

structure produces the primary, secondary or tertiary sector products 

of·society, but usually in such a way that surplus is extracted from 

* Revised version of a paper presented at the lforld Order Hodel:s 
Neeting·, Northfiel<;l.· Inn, Massachussetts, 18-24 June,' 1969. 
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the lower levels and transferred upwards, making the higher l~vels 

richer and richer at the expense of the lower levels. The result is 

high differentials in morbidity and mortality rates, just to take one 

example', between high and low among nations, districts and individuals. 

And the ~ay the structure is organized makes it exceedingly difficult 

for the underdog to organize and overthrow the structure since the low 

levels are fragmented and atomized and have to go via the higher levels 

to inte:~,--act. 

But sometimes there are revolts, as is well known ~ and this 

brings out clearly not only the difference between personal and struc

tural violence, but also how they are continuous with each other. For 

imagine there is a revolt against the higher echelons of the structure, 

whether the structure ,is referred to as truly feudal, as capitalist, 

as state capitalist or what not, and whether the revolt is intended to 

substitute underdogs for the topdogs holding the top positions or is a 

truly revolutionary movement with the intention of changing the feudal 

structure as such. It is generally assumed that the topdogs will react 

to defend not only the structure, but also their own position in the 

structure. Ultimately they may use personal violence to obtain this, 

but usually as a response: they do not have to do so before the und.;r

dog throws the first stone. Hence the underdog can be labelled as an 

aggressor - there are laws and legal institutions to do this - and all 

types of personal violence can be used, singly or combined. 
'' 

But imagine further that the revolt is a very feeble one, very 

easily crushed. It will still be registered by the attentive observer, 

and even put into newspapers and on the TV. But if one extrapolates 

even further, down to the point where there is no revolt simply because 

it is already crushed in advance, then one sees more clearly how con

tinuous these two types of violence.are with each other. However, 

structural violence is only continuous with personal violence bet~1een 

unequals, in vertical or asymmetric conflict. Between equals, in a 

horizontal conflict, the structural violence element is absent or negli·,· 

gible and the violence there is of the personal variety. 

If to work for peace is to work against violence·, then it means to 

work for the absence of both types, This J1¥'ans, more concretely~ to 

work not only for the reduction of personal violence, but also,for 

egalitarian structures and social justice. Economic development is not 

included in this picture, but the distribution of the results of econo

mic development are. 
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If w·e now study 11 peace 11 in its more classical sense, simply as 

absence of personal or direct violence, then there seem through history 

to be::t';o major trends in peace thinking. 1ve shall refer to them as 

the dissociative and the associative trends respectively. According 

to dissociative thinking the best thing one can do is to keep actors 

on a collision course apart from each other, whether by geographical 

(oceans~ mountain chains, "natural borders 11 ) or social (prejudices, 

stereotypes·, deterrence) techniques. According to associative thinking 

the best one can do when they are on a collision course is exactly the 

opposit-e: to keep them to~ether in cooperative relations. A typical 

example of the former is alliance formation, polarization. and balance 

of power policies'; equally typical examples of the latter are exchange 

and cooperation across conflict borders and the creation of supra

national orgru,izations. 

At'this point it is interesting and import-ant to bring in the two 

types of violence;· It is generally held. today that dissociative stra~ 

tegies are somewhat old-fashioned, tailor customed. as they were to a 

world with slow speeds of communication and a doctrine of national 

self-sufficiency;· Today, with communication and transportation still 

on an exponential increase and with a corresponding increase in cross-, 

trans- and supra-national bonds the objective situation calls for ex

tensive use of associative r<3_ther than dissociative strategies;- A 

good example is the relation between France and Germany. Three in

vasions by one of the other during 70 years could. have lead to in

creased efforts to come up with the final, dissociative answer·, but 

what today is being moulded. between the two within the::'framew~rk of the 

EEC is certainly of the associative variety. And it is certainly not 

impossible that it will eliminate large-scale use of personal violence 

behveen the t';o for any foreseeable future. 

But lvhat about structural violence? Dissociative peace policies 

have the advantage of killing two birds with one stone: it often pro

duced absence of violence at least in the short run (except for the re

markable success in the European system in the nineteenth century) and 

at the same time often solved the. problem of exploitation and injustice 

in vacuo: where there is no interaction there cannot be any exploi

tation either; 1-Tith associative strategies, based on interaction, this 

becomes a major point - and not only because exploitation may lead to 

personal violence later and bence is not stable, but because it is 

violence in and ~y itself. 
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Ho,;"; then', should one conceive of associative "Peace making? There 

seem to be five factors or conditions that are at least heuristically 

very helpful·; and also seem empirically to play considerable role: 

1; Symmetry- that the relationship is really egalitarian"; that 
no party enriches itself at the expense of the other;"" 

2";· Symbiosis - that the relation is based on needs that lead to 
real interdependence, and so nmch so that both A and B kno1V 
that if they destroy the other they also hit themselves. 

3; Hoinology - that rthe t1Vo parties are reasonably similar in 
structure so that cooperation is easy because they knm·; where 
the »opposite number" is to be found. 

4; Entropy - that all interaction channels are used", if not 
equally at least in such a way that heavy concentration on 
one channel alone is avoided. 

5; Supra-actors - that there are movss in the direction of inte
gration so that there is medium in which conflicts can be 
articulate:cl. and attempted resolved. 

A typical example of a region where these conditions obtain reasonably 

well is the Nordic countries. They are among each others' highest 

trade partners·, and not only of commerical goods, but of cultural goods 

and human manpo.ver as .vell; this exchange and cooperation take place in 

a reasonably non-exploitative .vay, partly due to the fact that the 

countries are not that different in size (Ic<Oland excepted)·"; the 

cotmtries are institutionally very similar and become increasingly so 

through processes of 11harmonizat ion"; an impressive number of d1' nnels 

of,communication exists and are used; and there is a certain supra-

structure: the Nordic Council .vith its various ramifications:· And -

there is peace·; by and large in the double sense of\"·this term; Of 

course", one exa'?Ple proves nothing, but it serres as an lillustration", 

particularly if it is compared with other regions of the world (such 

as the Uestern Hemisphere or Eastern Europe) where condition no; 1 is 

typically not satisfied; 

What·; then·; does one do if one has an associative structure that 

satisfies all conditions but the first one, a structure with j:l.bsence of 
• 

personal violence but presence of structural violence? There are many 

answers to this·; but one simple answer is as follo,vs: one destroys the 

structure by dissociative policies, by severing t:i.es bet,;een high and 

low", by ';i thdra.ving cooperation and assoc'iation - for instance by bloc 

members severing ties w:i_ th the big po,;er, ·whether military·, political, 

economic; cultural or all four - to gain autonomy and independence and 

build their mm institutions. Later on time may come to change from 
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fission to rusi.on poJ.icics, from dissociation to associatior:{; but then, 

on a basis of egality, In other '"ords : for horizontal conflicts; as-

sociative. techniques may be the most appropriate ones·, for vertical 

conflicts a first phase of. dissociation is probably needed before as-
' sociation can coma into play, This is not because association is in-

effective·'; it is probably the most effective bulwark against direct 

violence there is.'; ·but exactly for this reason it may be too much·, too 

effective·; 1fuere dissociation may buy freedom, from structural vio~ 

lence at the expense of isolation, association buys freedom from per

sonal violence very often at the expense of structural violence: 

This leads to the well known polarization in political thinking 

bet,veen those (to the right) who say that the human animal can only be 

kept nonviolent in a structure of "law and order" provided a: basically 

hierarchical set-up; and those (to the left) who have the vie'" that the 

human being can only set himself free from structural ])ondage by means 

of personal violence, According to these ideologies freedom from one 

type of violence can only be bought at the expense of the other: 

According to the present au'thor' s ideology these are false dilennnas 

that represent a political and intellectual capitulationist view in 

human affairs: the task is to strengthen those institutions and forms 

of action that try to maximize both types of peace;· 

1·lhat·; then; is the role of arms control and disarmament in all 

this? The p.resent author,!<s view is that when most conferences and 

negotiations in this field of disarmament fail it is due not to ill 

,;ill or lack of skill·, but to something much more basic; 1·lhat. one tries 

to do is to square the circle: one tries to disarm a highly dissocia-

tive structure ·prepared for the violent ea taclysm called "'ar·; and refer 

to the result as peace, But a disarmed dissociative structure is still 

a dissociative structure, only this time an unprotected one; It has 

neither the peace-building effects of the associative structure ~<'here 

parties are tied together in a web of exchanges and cooperation', nor 

the peace-building effects of the dissociative structure where parties 

are kept a part by the threat df severe punishment if they transgress 

called retaliation; One little incident, and the disarmed dissociative 

stntcture ''ill cntmble: one party will prevail ~ver the other and/or 

there will be a quick arms race up to and even surpassing pro-disarma

ment levels';' 

The answer to this is not that 11 in addition to disarmament one of 

course has to do other things". For the problem is that disarmament in 
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a dissociative structure can only take place in an atmosphere of dis-

trust ·for ,Lhe rea sons already mentioned. If one conld fall back upon 

geographical distance there \<ould be no problem, but in our days the 

alternative to a dissociative peace structure maintained by the threat 

of violence is an associative structure. And it is probably far more 
• 

correct to say that such a structure will lead to disarmament than vice 

versa, for in an associative structure \veapons may cease to be targeted 

on the other party and only remain as a capability, until they even 

"wither m•1ay 11 ;· ·Or, stricktly speaking: they do not even have to 

"•vi ther mvay 11 ; Norw·ay and Sweden have more than enough weaponry to 

stage a respectable war: the reason •vhy there·': is no feeling o;f threat 

is not disarmament but dis-targeting (after 1905); 

Quite another thing is arms control aiming at reducing the chances 

of war by "accident 11 and "escalation 11 - even though one may say that 

all \·Tars are caused by some escalation and are by accident', only that 

the human frailty or madness is usually not found at the level of the 

soldier·; sergeant or trigger-happy officer, but much higher lip~:; '!hey 

are the definers of madness and sanity, exempt themselves from such 

accusations; and it is built into the structure that they can make 

others~·aecept their definitions. Nevertheless, there is undoubted 

virtue to such measures since tbe y aim at pe·rfecting a dissociative 

peace structure - even though we would ·certainly rank it lo•v relative 

to an associative peace structure. 

2. Some assumptions about non-territorial actors 

Unfortw<ately·; all these premises were needed to arrive at one con

clusion that can now be stated quite briefly. The peace-building role 

of non-territorial actors is not as the purveyors of disarmament to a 

world overfed with arms, but as the framework providirrg the world \vi th 

an associative structure. Of course, the non-territorial actors, may 

serve as meeting grounds for disarmament negotiations that typically are 

organized by one such actor and on neutral ground·, and they can supply 

ideas and the staff di'or the needed opera:tions. But they eanrlot, as 

pointed out so often·; provide the means for enforcing disarmament;;. The 

01mers of~ most arsenals of arm.s are nation states 'j hence it is between 

nation states an accord has to be reached and by nations states,.singly 

or in concert'; it has to be enforced. 

All this 't'lould change under the follo1vin.g t1;.1o scenarj_os,, however: 
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1 ;· Iifon-territorial actors get arms themselves.'~- for wars among 
themselves or with territorial actors. It is possible that 
this may provide a balance (see below), but it is also pos
sible that it only means that future disarmament 1vill have to 
comprise non-territorial as well as territorial actors; 

2·;· Arms are transferred from territorial to non-territorial 
actors; This is not inconc<Oivable: if':the point of gravity 
of decision-making in general is moving :from T to 1'11~·, then it 
,;ould not be strange if 1;eapons followed the same p01;er 
gradient·; There are b;o sub-cases : 

2; 1 ;' The transfer is to several NT actors; In this case 
everyhting would be set for armed conflict bet1;een NTs 
and one is back to, for instance, religious 1;ars in 
Europe. It is difficult to believe that such 1;eapons 
possessed by NTs 1;ould not be either the cause or the 
consequence of conflict. 

2 ;2; The transfer is to one NT actor. In this case, very 
often described in the literature·, the NT would have the 
pouer monopoly so often aspired to by nations·; 'Ihe 
transfer·; according to classical thinking', uould not 
have to be complete: it is sufficient to overpo1;er any 
conceivable coalition of Ts. 

1fe shall keep these possibilities in mind in connection 1vith the fol

lo•;ing brief resume of basic aspects of NT growth, of the gro1'lth of the 

world's sixth continent·, the invisible continent of non-territorial 

actors;· 

Underlying any analysis of this continent is the fundamental vari

able of communication/transportation speed and capacity; This remained 

basically constant for the first million years of human history·, but 

started growing e:x:ponentially after the first successful attempts to 

install steam engines in ships (Ful ton) and engines (Stepl~enson); The 

system of territorial actors (T) developed in the first phase 1vhere 
' spatial continuity was a basic and undisputed assumption for at least 

metropolitan states;·· That the ensuing exponential growth should lead 

to the emergence of non-territorial actors (NT) is hardly strange'; but 

it should also be pointed out that we are just at the beginning of 

this process;. 

The standard typology of NTs into IGOs (international t:;overnmental 

organizations); INGOs (international non-governmental 
.;\· 

and Bil'JGDs (business international non-governmental 

oragnizations) 

organizations) 

Hill be used in the follo><ing and it should be pointed out aht this 

general system of NT actors now seem to have gained sufficient momentum 

to have reacl1ed a stage of self-sustained growth. In the first phase 

* Credit for this felicitous term goes to Tord H0ivik; PRIO;· 
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governments came together, :first bilaterally and ad hoc·, later multi

laterally and in an institutionalized :form, and the result is an IGO; 

Correspondingly·, "non-governments" came together·, also :first bilateral

ly and ad hoc·, later multilaterally and in an institutionalized :form·; 

and the result was an INGO. In the second phase IGOs and I!'JGOs are 

started directly, one proceeds immediately to the multilateral-, insti

tutionalized form oten using a strong base developed in one nation. 

The result is offices in national governments, national chapters or 

members - and local subsidiaries: this is the typical way of forming 

a Bil'>IGO;· 

But then comes the third phase when the system has become more 

autonomous, more detached from its territorial base;· First of all·, 

there is the formation of super-IGOs, super-INGOs and super-DD1GOs·, due 

to the necessity of coordination·, articulation and solution of conflict 

and so on:• There is also the formation of links between the three 

types:; at any level of complexity. Second, there is the tendency :for 

each IGD', D·TGO and BINGO to foster, through the usual social dialectics, 

a counter-IGO·, D•!GO·, BINGO in competition with it·, vying with each 

other for political, socio-cultural and economic markets among the ter-

ritorial actors. In fact, they may often cancel each other out·, like 

matter and anti-matter·, leaving behind only a lot of noise;· Thirdj 

there is the equally dialectical differentiation in the NT system along 

class lines: as it is now-, masters and servants are already emerging, 

and al thouc;h the smaller, younger and less pO\<erful HTs are badly orga

nized it Hill hardly last long before they see the need for some kind 

o:f trade union :formation. A stratification system llk'-Y sooner or later 

crystallize into a class system- and the result will be gigantic super

IGOs, super-D•TGOs and super-BINGOs, pitted against each other. 

In other 1<ords: the invisible continent will gro1·1·, and unlike the 

visible continents there is no :f].xed borderline. One cannot postulate 

any upper limit if comnmnication/transporta tion speed and capacity con

tinue to develop as they have done, except, perhaps·; by the number of 

human beings and the time they have available to make the organizations 

meaningful. Some figures may il.lustrate this (from Kjell Skjelsbmk's 

research at PRIO): 

Table 1 .' Number of NT actors. 

19 51 

1968 

IGOs 

124 

229 

INGOs 

82J 

1899 
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In these figures are uot included 273 EEC and EFTA commercial and pro

fessional groups and 16 national organizations that have consult.ative 

status ,.,ith the UN~· The ratio bet,veen IGOs and lll'GOs has been approxi

mately 1 to 9 during the period.·, again excluding the Im.tshrooming 

'festern European groups; The present number o:t: BmGOs seems to be 

around ono thousand·, but we do not have good. data for· them~ as yet:· 

Let us then make some extrapolations to the Year 2000: 

Table ') .,; ' 

~ .· Elxtrapolations to the Year 2000. 

IGOs Il\IGO's 

A grmvth· rate of ,;ould yield A growth rate of 

3:5% 
h.5% 

5: 5'/s 

635 

855 

J215 

3.5 

2....Q 
6.0 

,;ould. yield 

6000 

.9600 

13400 

The present rate is tmd.erlined, but we have also· given one loHer and 

one higher estimate; The results '"ith the highest growth rates but 

also ,.,ith the present growth rates, are impressive:• There is hardly· 

any doubt that this will make the invisible continent a ·rather important 

one; Even today there are only 13 nations in the 'vorlcl. ';ith a higher 

product than General Hotors, and. although it is dit'ficul t to locate 

such IGOs as the UNESCO·, or mGOs as international prof'essional associa

:t·ions ·; or the emerging, informal mGOs like the worJ.d wide New Left; 

the Studen.;t Hovement:~ the Vietnam movement, etc. on a scale of' nations 

when it comes to pm•Ter·; they would certainly not be among the lowest 

ranking nations ;• And it should also be noted that the grm·1th of NT is 

a post-war phenomenon as indicated. by the fact that of all the IGOs and 

INGOs in eodstence in 1966, 75-80~~ were founded since 19lf5: 

In acldi tion to thisc•.one certainly also has to take into account 

ho,·l the existing organizations are broadening their membership bas·e~· 

PRIO sent a questionnaire to the general secretaries of all of them', and 

got response from lf2~1, that seem to make up a very representative sample. 

Amone other things they report the follm·1ing: 

Table J. National chapters 

report from past 

image of future 

loo sing constant expanding 

100')'~ 

100% 
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The :figures are clear enough, although it should be added that organi

zations in crisis may be less inclined to answer a questionnaire. 

As to super-INGO formation - like the International Social Science 

Council 'vi th the various ·international social science associations as 

members - as many as 93 ,;ere found from the Yearbook for 1968. This 

is 4% of the total It'<GO number, and is expected to grow. 

But in all this change there are also some very stable factors. 

Thus, when it comes to types of INGOs there is a surprising stability: 

the only· category that suffers a substantial decline as percentage of 

the total is the category called "religious and moral organizations •t; 

And, when it comes to geographical location of headquarters and secon

dary offices it is even more dramatic because of the tremendous poli

tical implications: 

Table 4; Percentages of Headquarters and Secondary Offices, 
IGOs and INGOs. 

REGION 

Africa - 1fuite 
Africa - Black 

Arab 

Latin America 

\vestern Europe 
North America 

Oceania 

Asia (- Japan, Israel, 
Communist countries) 

Communist 

Rest (mainly Japan·, Israel) 

1960 

.5 
1 • 7 

1. 2 

7.8 

82.5 

.7 

3.4 

1. 5 

0.7 

.2 
1. 8 

1. 4 

6.9 

82. 1 

.8 

4.0 

1.7 

1 • 1 

1964 

.4 
2.7 
1.7 

7.5 

79.9 

1. 9 

1. 5 

1966 

.2 
2.8 

1.7 

7.2 

80.0 

.8 

3.8 

2.2 

1 • 2 

--------------------------~------------------------------------------
Total 

N 

100.0 

2' 137 

99.<;J 

2,209 

100.0 

2~429 

100.0 

2,815 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Percentage 
secondary offices 27.6 21.6 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

The time-span is Short, but the general conclusion is nevertheless 

clear: 4/5ths of the NT machinery is located in the North Atlantic 

area; And this 'muld become even more pronounced if one included the 

EEC and EFTA groups mentioned. Hence, it is difficult to escape the 

conclusion that this structure is very similar to the colonial pattern, 

with a cent er located in the world North-\{est, so richly endowed with 
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superiori ty-onmpl exes, spreading out to the world periphery, This not 

only means that the power center of gravity is located in the North

West, ·but the invisible continent is also anchored there in other 

ways. The whole conception underlying NT will have a North-West calor 

or imprint. Dominant personnel will be taken from that region, sources 

of finance will have to be found there, and so on. However, one does 

not have to see this merely as a deliberate, madchiavellian plot to 

engulf the rest of the ,;orld, using NT as the machinery of nee

colonialism just as much as T was used for colonialism, with a chain 

of bases and supply points reaching out to the colonized periphery. 

One can also see it in terms of the post-industrial North-West having 

to expand to make the nee-modern socio-economic system meaningful at 

all, 

However, there is another aspect to this pattern that should be 

pointed out. In the rich and capitalist North-h'est there is one group 

of nations that probably benefits particularly from the development of 

the invisibl·e continent: the small nations, If we calculate INGO 

membership per one million population, and exclude territories with 

less than one million inhabitants, the ranking list is as follows: 

Table 5. The first nations in· te·rms of INGO/capita and IGO/capita. 

Rank INGO/capita IGO/capi ta 

1 Israel Panama 
2 Norway Costa Rica 
3 Switzerland Nicaragua 
4 Denmark Mauritania 
5 Finland Liberia 
6 New Zealand Paraguay 
7 Panama Central African Republic 
8 Ireland· Israel 
9 Uruguay Norway 

10 Austria Honduras 

The two lists are quite different and the reason simple, There are 

many IGOs in the world today to which a nation simply has to belong in 

order to be a nation; h·ence the nations on top of the list are about 

all the very small nations. That does not mean that we do not have the 

same post-colonial pattern in the IGO .system, even for UN specialized 

agencies,. noen of which has a headquarter in East or South - head

quarters are either in the military organized West or in nations· 

"neutral to West". But it does mean that the whole world is taken in 

in a way that is not the case for the INGOs, INGO membership presup

poses a certain social structure, above all developed and capitalist, 

and this is clearly reflected in the list. 
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It may be argued that the absolute number of memberships is more 

significant than tbe relative number per million inhabitants, but 

tbey botb are. Thus, it is not unreasonable to assume that with a 

constant number of memberships the smaller of two nations is more pene

trated, more people are affected, the invisible continent is more 

visible. And tbis brings us to the important perspective that tbe in

visible continent is tbe continent the smiHl, developed and capitalist 

nations try to colonize; particularly since all other continents bave 

to some extent been colonized by the big powers, capitalist 21: socia

list. 

The importance of this factor, and tbe validity of this general 

hypothesis, can be further appreciated by studying 

Table 6. No. of International Officials per Million Inhabitants, 1954* 

1. Switzerland 86 6. France 22 

2. Belgium 55 7. Norway 19 

J. Netherlands 42 8. United Kingdom 16 

4. Denmark 25 9. Italy 9 

5. St<eden 2J 10. North America 4 

* International Associations, Vol. VII, no. 2, February. 1955. 

Although tb e site of the organi za ti on definitely is an important factor 

here, it is an important indicator of the extent to wbicb small, rich 

nations bave made use of this resource, 

But it is also quite obvious that numbers are not enough here. It 

is an indicator: if the NT system grows as en'visaged in Table 2, there 

is little doubt that it gains in salience. The growth in !!_umber of 

cars would not in itself be sufficient as an indicator of how dominant 

cars are as cultural themes: socio-psychological investiga~ions would 

also be .needed to say something about the grip cars bave on people's 

minds, And the same with NTs: we do not know to What extent there is 

real identification with the NTs. ·This is probably a function (but 

not a simple linear one) of the extent to which NTs really satisfy 

perceived needs, and even can start competing with tbe T system in so 

doing. ·And if this competition really gets off the ground to the 

extent that T is threatened, how will it bit back in· efforts to con

trol and possibly stifle T growth? 

All we can say tvbere tbis is concerned is the rather trite con

clusion tbat for the last decade of this century there will be three 
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possibilities when it comes to relative salience: 

1. NT weaker than T. in sali0nve 

2, NT equal to T in salience 

J, NT stronger than T in salience 

We shall now turn to the basic problem of peace, in both meanings of 

that wo'rd, for all three possibilities, and in that order, 

J, Non-territorial actors and peace 

The question is now what influence in general this growth, barely 

started, of the "invisible continentw is going to have on the problem 

of peace, both in the sense of absence of violence and in the sense of 

.presence of social justice, That the NT system will, by and large, 

affect development in the sense of economic growth positively is pro-

bably beyond doubt: if anything permits economics of scale - not only 

of" the systems of production and consumption in the more narrow sense, 

but of the systems for circulating information, skills and manpower -

this system does, 

We shall discuss this problem in· three separate sections, under 

the assumption that NT is less, equal or greater in salience than T. 

Needless to say, this is a very gross way of characterizing the inter

national system - or the world system as it will have to be called 

when international relations decrease in relative salience. For one 

thing, at any one point in time there will be some regions in the ,;orld 

where the NT system has penetrated so far that one i·s already in the 

third phase, other regions will be in the second phase and in the first 

phase, and there will be regions where the NT system is virtually non

existent (although it shall be difficult to find a region where s.ome 

major US dominated BINGOs, producing cars, gasoline or at least Coca

Cola does not have some degree of penetration), But by and large we 

assume that the development is in the direction indicated by the phases, 

all over the world, only that the· development is very poorly synchro

nized, and that this asynchrony ':i:S in itself a major factor on the 

world scene, 

J,l, Non-territorial system lower than the territorial system in 
salience, 

This is the system we have today, and the question is how it can 

be improved from the point of view of peace theory - assuming that the 
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terri toriai actors will still be the major foci of de!Jision-ma~ing and 

that NT will to a large extent stil.:b depend on T for their existence, 

They may be granted some extra-territorial ri~hts, but they will 'still 

be oontrelled by T and be f1nano1all,y dependent; en national or~aniza'-·." 

tions, governmental or non-governmental, In this general settitHt NT 

will continue to grow and has ample opportunities for grow~h,-•btit 
undirected growth will not in itself change the world structure,in a 

direction that favors peace automatically. :For that to happen nqw NT 

organizations have to be ce-eated with more relevance in this particular 
.;. : 

field of peace, 

deeply into the 

old and new NT organizations have to penetrate more 

T system, and this entire NT 

symmetrically distributed over the T system, 

three points in some more detail, 

C· 

system has to be m!lre 

We shall look into .these 

As to new INGOs a suitable point of departure is the already 

existing international organizations of parliamentarians and inter

national civil servants, These INGOs unite people with a particular 

direct concern with peace problems, and although the participation as 

usu~l is very asymmetric in terms of the T system the former is un

doubtedly an efficient channel of communication and thd latter an in

strument for the internationalization of a real world administration. 

But much more could be done ii>.long these lines. World perspectives 

will be the cause as well as the effect of world movements and world 

political parties. The general formula here is, of course, that· -sub

national movements find each other and create an international organi

zation, as conservativ.e, liberal, socialist and communist parties to a 

large extent have done, But this is still only an NT coordination for 

Taction: the parties are active in an institutionalized form only at 

the national level, The perspective changes completely when sucq 

INGOs can act in an IGO setting - as to some extent they do in the 

European Parliament and the Council of Europe, Hence, a basic problem 

is to find institutional settings within which world organizations can 

act, and one general formula would be to extend the system of "consul

tative status 11 tying professional INGOs to the UN specialized agencies 

and ideological INGOs to the UN itself, But this system will only be

come effective when INGOs are called upon to do some real decision

making - and that belongs more to phases II and III to be treated below .. 

Whether one likes it on not an NT infrastructure will cont.Dnue to 

grow, preparing the ground for a real Weltinnenpolitik, to use van 

Weizs!cker' s apt expression. The J:nformal world movements will pro

bably prove to be much more important than the formalized movements 
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"Wllu.l't: this is concerned: the (world) Hippi P mov~meut, the New Left, 

the anti-Vietnam m<'vement and other youth movements, are good examples. 

We say 11 youth" because tbes'e movements are based on persons who are 

highly explicit in their ideological orientation precisely because 

they are low on occupational identification. They are preparing for 

occupations, but statuses such as 11 youth 11 or 11 student 11 do not command 

lasting attention and organizational potential because they are tran-

sitory so that the turn-over is too high, But this may change: youth 

may start working earlier and people may study at later stages in 

their lives, In this phase, however, this type of organizational 

grow·th must be seen as prepar.ition for a later stage when such informal 

movements can act as direct pressure groups in relevant global decision

making institutions. 

Hence, of much more immediate importance would be organizations 

tying together people occupationally concerned with the politics of 

peace and '"ar. More concretely, we are thinking of international orga

nizations of 

beads of state 

beads of government 

foreign ministers 

defense ministers 

generals and other top military personnel 

ambassadors and other top diplomatic personnel 

This may l.ook strange because one is used to conceive of these statuses 

as highly competitive, playing zero-sum game·s against each other, But 

this is a very partial vision indeed, 

First, it is well know that such organizat.ions are being developed 

every day on a regional and sub-regional basis. This is partly because 

of 11 opposite number" diplomacy: a ranking decision..:maker in one coun-

try seeks his opposite number in another country rather than using the 

cumbersome road often involving two foreign ministries and two embas-

sies. Such contacts may start bilaterally and ad hoc and end up in a 

multilateral and institutionalized form, as with the Nordic meetings of 

foreign ministers and so on. 

Second, it is of course trivially true that such informal or formal 

organizations derive much of their significance frmm the circumstance 

that ther define (sub-)regional actors, to some extent engaged in 

zero-sum games with other (sub-)regions, But not all political games 

are of that type at the world level: the very existence of the UN is 

a demonstrati.on of this fact. And even if they were there would be 
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some need for regulation of the competition and for direct, efficient 

channels of communication to increase the level of predicta'bili ty in 

the system, Summit meetings serve this function, to some extent, b\It 

they also perserve the feudal structure of tge world by facilitating 

interaction at the top of the international system, among big powers. 

For that reason summit meetings (including one or more of the three 

top statuses on the l~st above) should be really univ~rsal and insti

tutionalized - for instance linked to the opening of the General As

sembly every year (and not only to random bead of state funerals, al

though that no doubt also may be useful), 

Third, tber.e is a more subtle reason why such organizations pro

bably will proliferate in the near future: as a response to the rapid 

growth of the NT system. General-secretaries - the heads of govern

ment (presidents being the beads of state) on the NT continent - will 

easily find each other because thts type of interactioniis the sine 

qua non of their existence, In the near future the world will probably 

see the first clear signs of general secretaries pitted against prime 

ministers, almost forcing a tighter coordination among the latter, 

Thtly are going to have common interests in their relations wi tb the NT 

system, perhaps even in fighting it in the first phase after they wake 

up to discover that the baby cre<l>ted to serve T interestss has out-

grow·n many of its parents, The adequate response to the NT challenge, 

hence, will be continued growth of the NT system - one more indication 

of bow invincible this system is, because it is the only system com

patible with the technological infrastructure in communication and 

transportation. 

Of equal significance would be institutionalized cooperation be

t\veen military and diplomats in all countries, The World Veterans 

Association is an approximation to the first, the Quaker seminars all 

around the tvorld for diplomats a very informal but significant start 

of the latter. But much more can be done and in all probability will 

be done to give an organixational basis for articulation of their com

mon concerns. ~!ili tary people all over the world can meet on a basis 

of shared res en tmen t against "civilians 11
, They can define civilians 

and politicians as ignorant and develop a certain professionalism 

around a nucleus of arms control (not disarmament) ideology: if it 

only tvere 1 eft to ~ there should be no problem, we know botv military 

systems work. Moreover, in a world that somehow tvill have to be beaded 

for arms control and disarmament, sooner or later, military people will 

have extremely difficult and often also humiliating transition problems 

to face - and tbi s will probably also drive tb em togetb er, There will 
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be a premium on military from countries \vith experience in demilita

rizing armies, giving them increasingly civilian functions, 

Diplomats will have corresponding problems, As NT grot•s at the 

expense of T bilateral diplomacy will recede into the background and 

multilateral diplomacy will be on a constant increase in salience, 

~!any of these problems will be handled by the foreign ministries that 

will gradually have to transfer personnel from the bilateral to the 

multilat~ral sector, reducing the size and number of embassies and in-

creasing the size and number of delegations to IGOs, 1nis will mean 

that an· increasing number of diplomats will have their horizons 

extended from a bilateral to a multilateral view, and some of them may 

de facto, if not de jure, bec0me rather like international civil ser

vants. Th)ls, they trill have trade union:.;problems in commop and they 

will have a gradually increasing communality in their views on world 

affairs, or rather; .their views will tend to be less correlated wi.th 

national background and more with other factors (personality, 

ence, ideology), 

experi-

• 

This leads us to the possibility of creating inore IGOs with direct 

relevance for peace and war, Since this will be elaborated elsetvhere 

we shall not go into much detail here, only mention that the following 

organizations, to our mind, seem particularly relevant; 
• 

a system of regional security commissions, parallel to the 
system of regional economic commissions, under the UN 

a UN arms control and disarmament agency, 

a UN space agency, UNSA 

a UN space communica·tion agency 

a UN ocean floor agency - the latter three partly to see to it 
tbaj; space, s"'ace communicati:on and ocean floor are demili
tarized, at .least below an acceptable threshold, 
partly to see to it that the benefits from these activities 
accrue to all mankind, and 
partly to secure for th.e UN independent sources of in come 
(that will be spent, however, in accordance.wi:th standard 
UN procedures). 

All this is within the UN system, But the UN, with its Security Counci:L 

and generally strong big power dominance not only reflects, but also 

to a large extent maintains a status quo in the international system 

of stratification of nations, Hence, as will be argued extensively 

elsewhere, there is a need for; 
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an organizcttion of non-aligned "onntdoes (to cballenge the 
p:J-oq system) 
. ' ·' 

an organization of poor (often formerly colonial) countries, 
(to challenge j;heworld distribution) 

an organization of small countries (to challenge the system 
0 f big power domina nee) • 

These organizations would not be universal, nor regional in a geo

graphic sense, and consequently cannot be accommodated inside the UN 

system, U1ere is also the important argument that the UN system tends 

to gloss over and usurp these important contradictions: UN becomes to 

a large extent an ins trwnen t of bloc poli ti os, of the ri eh nations and 

of the big poweTS, This is c ertainly not an argument against the u"N, 
but an argument 'iln favor of organizations to supplement the UN for 

efficient articulation of bas~b conflict, for new power group~ to 

emerge unimpeded by the status quo orientation of the present system• 

Of course, these groups are already emerging, to some extent: the 

• Bandoeng, Cairo and Beograd conferences are examples of ad hoc forms 

of an organization of non-aligned countries, the Habana-based Tri

continental and the Algiers group of 77 (but certainly not the entire 

UN.CTAD system) are examples of organizations of poor countries - but 

organizations of the third type do not as yet 

type of organization t>here countries 1 like the 

exist. This would be the 

Dominican Republic and 

Czechoslovakia would be side by side, joining each other in a shared 

interest to be protec~ed against protection from certain big powers, 

'The very circumstance that their situation was handled by the respec

tive big powers inside a regionalframework dominated by them (the OEA 

a11d the Warsaw Pact organization), to the exclusion of the UN, is a 

solid indication of the need to develop new instruments in this sphere, 

In short we are arguing both for associative and for dissociative 

policies, both for integrating the international system by strengthen

ing the U'N so that it can offer more services and enter more effective

ly in the security field, and for disintegrating the international 

system by more organization of the uncommitted, the poor and the Heak. 

We do not see any contradiction here, but are also aHare that most 

people probably do: most people tend to be either "integrationists" 

favoring the former course· of action, or "disintegrationists" favoring 

the latter. But to take a nation level parallel: in certain stages 

of social development theue is value both .to trade unions for t<orkers 

only, pitted against employers union - and to governmnntal organiza

tions where the tHo parties meet. It may well be that the course of 

development leads towards the elimination of one or another of the 

groups (socially, not necessarily biologically), but that is another 
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dimension of the total system, ThP.: basic point t10:?:'(~ is that a neces-

sary condition for the poor and tl::€ ~;e::ak -'vo a~t.a:in G.utonomy and iden

tity,_ is to do it ~-lO~"!e,) to be 1\ritho,_:t st:r·i!'::g:s~ v.r:L~:,::.!c·'.;_t crutches, 

withoui;; aid ... Bl~cl ·LJ.t~;lo: en 3. i:::.c:.r;~,_.s Cl~( o_-~_:...-;.::-.1~-._-;_:y, t~~, ~:-_~-l.:,,::;·;;;:...:::l.ish ties 

with tb0 rich a.nU \:lt'2: stl'OIJg (Nho are thB:u lees :r·i c~':l a.~d less strong 

sine e these are r0la ti ve terms) o 

Let us then look at the possibility of more penet.;_·ation of the NT 

system into the T system. The first suggestion that may cvme to on et s 

mind could be the following 

establishment of a UN embassy in all mc:-r.ber states, with sections 
for the various UN and Specializea.-·;;-;;6nci;;·;;]_;:r-0i:1:am in that coun
try, and- a UN ambassador from a diff'(~:cent rbgion, 

in_t.ernationalizing the moJ;'i~lJ:!!_Q._I;?iJ,.<:_teral cor.J?_!l~1 .. ~'!'<:t_!iq~ by 
making the UN ambassador doye1_~ of the corps diplomatLque, ex 
officio and using the CD, gradually, as an instrument for arti
·culating UN agenda points concerning the host nation in a multi
lateral form, not only bilaterally, 

penetration of UN personnel into the local executive and legi
slative, e.g. as observers on foreign relations commi-ttees, as 
pcrSOililel :O,n bilateral technical· assistance agencies and even in 
foreign ·ministries - gradually internationalizing the 11 foreign 
affairs" of a country. 

The rationale behind this kind of proposal is simple, In past centu

ries, with a relatively low degree of mutual interpenetration of nations 

and a low level of interaction in general, 11 foneign affailrs" were, 

perhaps, more bilateral in their con58'lU'cllces and above all ·less signi

ficant, affecting a lower fraction of the lives of fewer people than 

today. Today l<e are fac9d with the anomaly that decision-makers in. a 

democra ti c•,country di souSfJin g. domes tic affairs would have the represen

tatives _o:f p.ar·ties c_~;-nei:~:r·r!-c::cl built irJto tl"3G dr.:·:-i .. <::-l.c:--!~·;~l3.king machinery. 

A ·parliament discussing comr;;unicattoil and. transpo.;··t y;rogrums wou~d do 

.so with due weight given to the districts affected (or not affected) by 

the program. But a parliament discussing a toch!lical assistance pro

gram in communicatfuon/transportation can still do so without building 

diuectly into the decision-making machinery the parties affected, i ,e, 

the "developing" countries, 

To many the idea of having the receiver countries permanently re

presented on the boards of the bilateral TA agencies with a right not 

only to listen but to speak, and not only to speak but to vote, might 
• 

seem somelvbat utopian, But nothing of this is very utopian. The UN 

Resident Representative (for the UNDP program) acts de facto very much 

like a UN ambassador would in some countries, and his staff has 
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important repnrt·ing f'Utt<.:d ... l~_.us both -ways,. Bu-t the corpS diplomatique 

is not directly built into this, and-we feel there should be so~e pos

sibilities along these lines, particularly because of the factors men

tioned above in connection with diplomats. Hence structures of this 

kind may start developing any year, and there is no reason why all 

member states should embrace. the total package at once. Some coun

tries might go further than others along this scale of UN penetration 

and although this would intr-oduce certain asymmetries it might still 

be a highly valuable contribution to the internationalization of 

foreign policy. 

But the NT system does not only consist of IGOs, there are also 

the INGOs to consider. How can they beo-.ome more international? One 

way of doing this is structural, another is more attitudinal, and they 

can easily be brought to work band in hand. Thus, the classical way of 

making an INGO was a weak coordination center for national asspciations. 

If not all nations were represented, in the seoorld phase one bad to 

look for organizational bridgeheads into non-member nations. In this 

case the initiative would come from the international center, but it 

could of course also come from interested persons in non-member states 

and from groups in any number of member-states. However, throughout 

this phase the idea is still to have national associations, although 

they may be more 11 cbapters 11 than associations, because the internatio

nal center is so strong. 

In the third phase there is direct membership in the INGO, which 

then becomes an association of individuals and not of national associa-

ti on s. 

vacuum: 

rbviously, such an INGO may easily find itself operating in a 

there is no other organization at the international level 

(for instance no IGO) with which it can have institutionalized inter

action, and at the national 1·0vel where such organizations may exiSt 

there are no local chapters, only individuals who are connected in tar

nationally only. In this sense this type of INGO i:s ahead of its 

time: it is -an actor in search of contra-actors at the right level of 

operation which is the world level (not the international level which it 

has transcended). Of course the INGO will always find ~ roots in 

the NT system b!-'t generally be too weak to convert organizational in

vestment in-to real socialaction. 

It is important that this type of structure with direct affilia-' . 
tion (or affiliation mediated through very weak national chapters 

only) should be combined with a global pattern of ·identification - for 

if the basic identification is still at the national level the incon-
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gruence betwe>en structure and attitude will lead to basic friction. 

As an example take scientists,. both in the natural and the social 

sciences. With increasing technification of warfare they become in

creasingly important and relevant to the national cause, and there is 

a very basic imbalance today between the international nature of 

scientific research - international teams, published in international 

journals etc. - and the ~plication of scientific reeearch. In times 

of crises scientists employed by national uni versi ties and academies 

of science are supposed to rally to the na.tional cause, and may even 

be pledged to do so by oaths of loyalty (like in Norway, to take an 

example from a small country without belligerent traditions). For 

this reason it is so important to work for new loyalty patterns in this 

field, not tying the scientist loyalty to supposedly value-free science 

(such a thing never existed and will never exist) but to a more global 

identification, that 11 tbe benefits of his scientific activity should 

accrue to all mankind, etc." 

that would correspond to this 

university, or a proliferation 

perhaps even defining national 

as national chapters. 

Of course, one organizational structure 

would be a UN university (or a UNESCO 

of non-governmental world universities), 

universities (to the extent they want) 

The Pugwasb Conferences, and the International Peace Research 

Association are examples of efforts to internationalize the war-peace 

interested sctantist, Such organizations may or may not have national 

chapters, ~he important factor is whether the members are dominated by 

their national values and loyalties or by more universalistic, inter-

national loyalties. Scientists are important examples here but they 

are not the only Oi1es whose work i·tself transcends national boundaries 

(if not necessarily national interests). This is also to a large ex

tent the case for businessmen, so let us turn to the BINGOs for a 

moment. 

And that can be done by entering the third point of our discus

sion of this first phase: bow to guarantee a more symmetric distribu-

tion of the NT system over the T system. This is a general problem: 

the NT system is terribly biased in favor of the North-Western corner 

of the world and thus serves to preserve and maintain a certain struc-

ture with highly feudal and exploitative aspects, 

to do about it. 

The question is what 

As to BINGOs the typical pattern in the multi-national corporation 

is a strong initiative from one nation (notably the USA and the UK in 

which the 8 major multinational corporations, handling enough money 

I 
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to be located among the J2 richest nations in the world), establisping 

daughter companies in other nations, Later on they may gradually ap

proximate equality among the national companies, but there may be 

considerable lag, and the predominance of the mother 11 branch" 1nay car

ry over into all later stages both in terms of input and in terms of 

output. That this is problematic is more than well known: the BINGO 

may be so strong that decisions taken in a BINGO meeting may affect 

smaller and even bigger nations significantly, as an exogenous variable 

of the same magnitude as basic endogenous variables, but not easily 

controlled by the planners and the decision-makers in the host nations. 

Of course, BINGO executives know this - often by learning it the bard 

way - but that knowledge is not necessarily translated into adequate 

organizational structure. 

There are. two basic apporacbes to the problem of symmetry here, 

both of them aiming at reducing the predominance of the North-Western 

corner of the world. One has to do with the territorial location of 

the central focus of decision-making, and the other with the ultimate 

pow~ over that decision-making, The two approaches are heavily re

lated since it is obvious that territorial location means a lot: the 

host country will contribute not only site and housing, but also very 

often personnel, patterns of work, basic concepts of work, sometimes 

capital and the power that flows in its wake, and so on. 

As to location the NT system is extremely biased, but much of that 
' 

can be recovered if there is a serious concern for the problem. In 

general, it will not be so easy to move old headquarters, nor is it so 

crucial. New headquarters, however, should as much as possible be 

stablished in the East and in the South - and as communications become 

better and better old objections should decrease in significance. This 

is particularly true for new specialized agencies under the UN, such as 

the examples mentioned above, and, e,g,, an agency for housing (whi>ch 

is today not handled· by any one UN agency), Potentially tbe number of 

UN agencies may become very vast, especially if more non-UN IGOs are 

converted into such agencies as they very well could: the borderline 

is often an artificial one, There are also other solutions than 

symmetric distribution of location, and the classical ones '"ould be 

ro.ta_t~ (not very practical) and the creation of a world federal 

territory. The latter is a much more attractive solution, provided 

tbat territory were located outside the North-West (thus, West Berlin 

would not be a good idea here, although it might very well function 

as a site for all-German and all-European cooperation agencies). It 

may well be that some important present or future conflict over. 
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disputed territory can .be .solved by federalizing it and putting into 

it a high number of NT o.rgani za tion s. 

In this connection it shoul'd be emphasized that much of what has 

been lost so ·far in terms of asymmetry can be regained by focussing on 

the super-INGOs, super-IGOs and super-BINGOs, They are bound to come 

in increasing numbers, and since they will control to some extent the 

lower levels of organization it is highly important that their loca •• 

tion is more fair to hie needs of synimetry than the distribution of 

the lower levels. And· this 'also applies to the secon'd basic approach 

to the problem of symmetry. 

According to this approach location is not the essence of con

trol, con.trol itself is. If one wants symmetric control of IGOs, 

INGOs and BINGOs, then the lasting solution is not symmetric terri to

rial distribution, but symmetric power distribution. It is rather 

similar··to the problem of land reform: the old model was equality by 

means of territorial distribution according to the one family-one farm 

principle; the more modern approach is in terms of·distribution of 

power to decide over enormous farms - in other words, industrial 

farming with industrial democracy. 

In the field of BINGOs this is referred .to as "eo-production", 
• whereby t;;o countries enter an agreement to eo-produce something.· The 

11 co 11 stands for symmetry, although often more in theory than in prac-

tic e. Often an ad hoc organization is. created to manage the eo-

produc·tion in order to start from sera tch with something that is suf-. . 
ficiently symmetrical. Thus, one form is. bilateral, ad hoe, IGO 

managing a BINGO betweem the same countries - although we should use 

these terms for mul.tilateral relationships only. 

However, our point here is rather the possibilities of generali-

zation implicit in this scheme. The general principle would be to con-

centrate ultimate power over the NT system in the most representative, 

most symmetric NT organizations, This is probably the way it will 

have to develop anyhow, so why not anticipate it? 

There·are many possibilities, In the first phase there will pro

bably be a 1ot of cases where BINGOs are put under IGO .control: the 

multilateral corporations are internationalized just as the national 

corporations have been nation.alized before them. Exactly which forms 

this will take is not so easily predicted. But one beginning could 

be a very small tax levied on all BINGOs, to and by the UN, using the 

rationale that these BINGOs operate on the international level and 
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benefit from general peace and prosperity on that level, In other 

words, the basic point would be that the operation of a BINGO concerns 

not only the nations in Which daughter or sister companies (why these 

feminine terms, is that in order to appear more in no cent?) are lo ca

ted, but is of· basic interest to the whole international system. 

In the second phase there will probably be a lot of cases where 

IGOs are put under INGO control - although there will also be instan

ces of the opposite, In short, all nine combinations of IGOs, INGOs 

and BINGOs being controlled by IGOs:, INGOs and BINGOs could be ex

plored - all these avenues will somehow have to be tried. But we 

focus on the 11 INGOs controlling IGOs 11 pattern for the simple reason 

that this is our model of democracy: people shall control government 

and not vice versa, at least ultimately - so associations of people 

led gradual-should control associations of governments, Thus, one is 

ly toward a world government model with world-wide elections, based on 

world-wide parties (all of them INGOs, of course) to a world-wide par

liament tied in with a world-wide executive (an improved. version of 

the UN secretariat and specialized agencies). 

However, this is only one pattern, and so many others are pos

sible. Instead of INGOs controlling IGOs controlling BINGOs it seems 

just as descripti~e of our situation 

controlling IGOs controlling INGOs, 

today to 
• 1\.t least 

say that we have BINGOs 

both trends are quite 

discernable in the European Common No.rket system and it would be a 

fascinating task for a political scientist to try to disentangle them 

and assay their relative significance. But all of this in a sense be

longs to the second and third phase where NT growth relative to T 

strength is concerned - all we can say here is that this first phase 

will t<i tness, and in our mind should witness, the first efforts to 

control for the asymmetries in the system of non-territorial actors 

by means of new patterns of control, transcending the territorial ac

tors completely. 

J,2, Non-territorial system equal to the territorial system in 
salience. 

This is a system that will some time come into bei·ng. Under this 

condition the three basic patterns of influence are about equalized: 

NT commands about as much loyalty (normative power) as T 

NT renders about as much services (utilitarian power) as T 

NT has about as much force (coercive powa r) as T 
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Obvionsly noCthing lik" this will come into being simultaneously all 

over the world, nor is it ·so essential that it does. ~1oreover, .these 

three aspects of power ·will not be equalized simultaneously. For in

stance, since most T-oriented people pr.o.bably are prone to believe that 

ultimate power is coercive power they will not surrender this kind of 

power monopoly· easily - especially not when t;h.ey see that NT commands 

more and more loyalty and renders more and more services to increasing 

fractions of the world populati.on; They will not understand that 

ultimo ratio regis is not necessarily ultimo ratio secretaries gene

ralis or they will understand this too late. 

Hence we proceed on the assumption that there is some kind of 

equal balance between T and NJ' where loyalty is concerned abd· that this 

loyalty is not merely an attitude but is tied in with services. The 

individual exchanges loyalty for services in both directions - and 

there will be intermediate phases where be will be overrewarded by T 

and underrewarded by NT. What does all of this mean.-.for the prospects 

of peace? 

It is difficult to tell. More particularly, there are theoretical 

approaches to the·problem that 1·ead to rather different results. In 

this future world, for instance, a man will share his loyalty between 

his own government and people with whom he identifies in some other 

country because they belong to the same race, ethnic group, class or 

association in general. The problem arises when his confreres in the 

other country are suppressed by the government in that country. To 

"this man non-intervention now becomes meaningless, Whether his own 

government joins him in his effort to h~lp or not is not so important. 

1Vbeth.er it takes the form of governmental intervention or rank-and

file infiltration is of less significance - he cannot refrain from 

doing ~e~hing. The whole doctrine of non-intervention is based on 

the assumption that T dominates in salience so that governments can 

hold their people at bay with soft, normative. strings (it also presup

poses bad means of communication and a generally low level of political 

consciousness and information), In short, in this phase the doctrine 

of non-intervention will have to go or take on new forms - it cannot 

survive when patterns of loyalties work completelp~~against it. It 

shall be interesting to see how international lawyers will tackle this 

problem. 

In other words, a balanced criss-cross of loyalties may in some 

·cases break down t"o impediments of the past against intervention and 

infiltration. But it is also clear that it may lead to a higher· 
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p().tt":utial £or C':Ommnni oati.ou, mediation/arbitration, for neutrals who 

c·an w·ithdraw and serve as bridges between the beliigerents etc. than 

when NT has very low salience. Just as wars to help brothers abroad 

may increase, wars against other countries as a whole will probably 

decrease for the simple reason that they would also be wars against 

people with whom ther~ is solid identification because of NT bonds. 

So the conclusion is that thi·s phase will be dominated by other types 

of wars and we are there already: international relations are strained 

by wars of liberation rather than wars of conquest,. and the old T 

system fails, of course, to come to grips with the realities of this 

world. 

But there are, of oourse, many other aspects to this world. First 

of all: all the trends we have mentioned in··the preceding section 

will continue, mostly at an' increased rate. Soon er or later this will 

lead to a stronger consolidation of the relations between the IGOs, 

INGOs and BINGOs. More pa~ticularly, we assume that in this phase 

BINGOs will be much more controlled by IGOs than in the first phase, 

and ·also that IGOs will be much more controlled by INGOs. And one 

way of obtaining some of the latter could be as follows. 

There are many ways of conceiving of a future United Nations and 

particularly of the General Assembly and the Security Council. To us 

it does not seem unreasonable to assume that in this phase the trade 

union of small powers will have been able to reduce the power of the 

remaining two big powers, the USA and the Soviet Union, considerably. 

Today we have some kind of upper .. ·house,-lower house 'system in the UN: 

one, the Security Council based on ascription (bigness, as in classi

cal national assemblies all over the world), and one, the General 

Assembly, more representative. The upper house .has become diluted 

and of the original five one is represented by some poor, hated by 

tenacious, grand-uncle and two have lost most of their property and 

are frequently devaluating their· currencies. There are two to go, and 

pax americana is being curtailed effectively as a system and pax 

·--~vie~, 

tremendous 

possibly even more oppressive, will probably be exposed to 

strains in the 1 seventies and 

a decade or t,,;o and the veto system will 

mately come to international system. 

the 1 eighties. Give or take 

have to go - 1789 will ulti-

But there is a need for a two-chamber system in the UN because 

the world is a complicated one.; it is certainly not uni-dimensional. 

In this phase, hence, one might think in terms o·f a General Assembly 

with two chambers, one representing nations more or less as now, and 
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one ropresont:i_ne i_ntcrnatiuual organizations. In other words: one 

chamber for T, one for NTo This contrasts with the most current pro-

posal at present which is to have one chamber as now and another cham

ber, corresponding to the House of Representatives in the US Congress, 

representing people more directly, in proportion to their number 

(e.g., with one representative for each million inhabitants). But 

the trouble \vith that proposal is not that it is potentially more 

democratic, but that it also is basically territorial, assuming that 

people basically identify with theiT territory. Kence, an. alternative 

model might be as follows. 

One chamber represents T, and that leaves us with two problems: 

1. Are we to continue with the old one nation-one 
or should we move to one man-one vote system? 
should we accept one of the many proposals for 
voting? 

vote system, 
In other words, 
weighted 

2o How shall. the delegations be constituted - shall we continue 
with the old pattern that they are appointed by the executive 
and/or legislc:·;;ive branch&s of goveTiiiiienT:or should we try 
towards more democratic procedures encouraging direct· 
eleo~iO!!_ for rarticipation in the UN delegation? 

If we combined these t'w proposals we would in reality have a world 

parliament, since this could hardly happen without the crystallization 

of present and future formal and· informal INGOs into political partieso' 

But both tdll not happen at the same time, the changes will be both 

tra~~atic and dramat~c, and certainly not synchronized for the world 

as a whole. 

But tv.e are right now mo.re cone ern ed with the s eoond chamber re-

presenting NTo This smacks of the cmrporate state tvh:Lich to Europeans 

and Latin Americans alike has rather unfortunate connotations. Hot<

ever, it lo'oks ·as if we have to leave that aside since we simply can

not go on forever pretending that territorial foci dominate all other 

in relevance and salience. Hence it is a question of building on the 

existing institution of INGOs with consultative status of various cate

gories. The nucleus exists already and could be expanded and given 

more formal power. Like for the inclusion into the UN of mini-states 

it tvould arise the general problem of standards for inclusion, and if 

seniority and level of crystallization are accepted as criteria the 

system will be severely weighted in favor of existing establishments 

of all kinds - in favor of the topdogs in the topdog· nations to ex

press it briefly. It is highly important to find some way of articu

lating the interests expressed in very new and very informal INGOs. 
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In short, in this chamber the principle of voting would be ~ 

organization-one vote. It may be objected that this will indirectly 

give multiple votes to individuals with multiple memberships and zero 

votes to those Who aro members nowhere - and this is in a sense true. 

But the '"orld has had tremendous capacity so far for accepting un

equal de facto voting distributions, the UN itself being a major 

example. Moreover, nothing has been said about the relative power of 

the two chambers, and here a host of possibilities are open to us. We 

·would be inclined to think that in this phase the NT chamber should 

perhaps have-, more than a consultative, deliberate role but somewhat 

less than equal power to the T chamber. 

A third aspect of this world is the real power some of the NTs 

will now start acquiring. We are not thinking so much of the IGOs 

since that is rather trivial, but of some of the INGOs. The point is 

simply this: just as a national trade union organizing workers in 

some key occupation (e.g,, concerned with communication or energy) ca'n 

paralyze a modern nation and throw it back to a t;ce.ditional stage in a 

well organized strike, an in tern a tional organization will in some time 

be able to do the same to the international system. Nore effective 

than international asso•3iations of longshoremen will probably be such 

organizations as the international pilots ass.ociation. Their effort 

to strike out against the Algerian government during the 1968 capture 

of the El Al plane is a telling foreboding of things to come. The 

question is to what extent these strikes will be for peace and not 

only for higher salaries or in the interests of certain nations (domi

nating the INGOs) rather than others - and this latter point under

scores again the importance of equalizing the power over the NT system. 

Thus, what lvould be the impact of a world-wi:de strike of the 

future INGOs of heads of state, of heads of governments, of foreign 

ministers, of defense ministers, not to mention of diplomats and 

military? The latter seems somehow to be directly related to the 

prospects for peace, but perhaps too utopian to hope for in the near 

future. More likely would be the emergence of other forms of defense, 

non-military forms, based on non-cooperation and civilian defense etc. 

But that belongs perhaps even more in the third phase. 

]. 3. Non-terri tbrial system higher than the territorial system in 
salience o ----

This is a world bard to imagine for many, but not bard to imagine 

for people living in nation-states where district identification is 
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quickly appruauld.ne zero, where territorial mobility is high., and 

identification with organizations and associations correspondingly 

high, This world is that nation-·state writ la!:£.!!. Actually, we al

ready have a system in the world that can serve as an illustration: 

India, As a nation-state this continent is badly integrated•, but as 

an international system, and it really is an international system, it 

if: highly successful, Of course there are local protests against 

super-system penetration, and these protests might conceivably one day 

accumulate and lead to a new and loose India, more reminiscent of the 

world as a whole, But the present India is certainly not only cut 

through by s.tate borderlines, but more so by overriding loyalties to 

the total system and by horizontal loyalties that follow caste lines 

(the castes are possibly the first trade un.ions in the world), by 

ideological and occupational associations and so on, Hence, one way 

of studying mechanisms for sewing .. ;together an international system 

is to study India. 

In this system, to stick to our image of the two-chamber UN, a 

chamber represent:lng the territorial subunits •wuld disappear. That 

would leave us with two possibi'lities: to develop that chamber into 

a world parliament basc:d on ••orld political parties and movements, and 

the chamber of organi Z'l ti on s. But this is not a question of either/ or. 

Inside the nation-states of today there will probably also arise a 

necessity to giv6 more of a chance for the organizational/associatio

nal system to articulate itself, not only the old territorial system 

based on district representation, Hence, one might think in terms of 

retaining two chambers, but uSing nations in the first chamber only 

as administrative subunits to organize locally world-wide elections. 

Another possibility \<ould be to proceed as outlined· above under 

phase II, but giving all real power to the NT chamber, using the T 

chamber (lvhcih we then assume to be of the one nation-one vote variety 

with appointed delegations) as an ornament, something like the House 

of Lords, 

·In this system war as it is known today will be considerably less 

probable simply because it is less feasible. There is a very simple 

reason for this: people live together in such a way that fri·ends and 

enemies are too spatially mixed to permit the free, unimpeded use of 

explosives. Explosives, from the smallest dum,-dum bullet of that kind 

to the fusion bomb, are effective means in warfare but they presuppose 

low entropy in the spatial distribution of people: a bomb is to be 

placed at po.ints of maximum enemy and minimum friend density. If such 

points do not exist or are not satisfactory because of the growth in 
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• enlil·opy resul tin·g from general NT gruwth bombs simply can-

But people fought religious wars under such coridi tions, 

one can use cloak-and-dagger techniques, one can use. selective 

poisoning, and there is the possibility of placing homing devices for 

mini-missiles on the backs of enemies- and so on. ll'e are in no doubt 

that military technical ingenuity, to which any number of scientists 

and technicians seem to be willing to pro sti tu te themselves, ·will be 

able to overcome this setback to the 11 bigger bang for the buck 11 en-

thusiasts. "~lore kill for the buck" will simply have to be done with-

out so much 11 bang 11 • 

The question is, however, whether this will not offer a relative

ly good basis for non-military defense, since that type of defense by 

its very nature is social rather than spatial. It is not a question 

of !(eeping territory clean from enemies, but of rataining values and 

forms of life and organization. But this point will not be developed 

here, but in a future article on the NT system and peace-keeping. 

Our gene.ral conclusion would be that in this world the loyalty 

entropy as well as the geographical entropy are both so high that we 

very much doubt that major world wars will be feasible. There will be 

local violence, and it may well be that this world will be so compli

cated and so taxing on individuals (because the simplicity of spatial 

organization is lost and because functional organization is much more 

abstract) that there will be more micro-level violence. In other 

words, it may well be that what we haven·gained at the macro-level t<ill 

to some extent be lost at the micro~level. Nevertheless, if a major 

world t<ar leading to total elimination or major setbacks of human 

civilization would be the result in any system with low -entropy this 

may not be too high a price to pay. 

In this world there will sooner or later be a transfer of all 

kinds of power towards a single power center. 'lb ere will be some kind 

of world government, in other words - for instance based on the deve

lopment-of UN that we have traced in the various phases. According 

to this model some world power center will have to serve as a reposi

tory of arms of a11 kinds, and a number of transfer models could be 

spelt out. And then we are, in a certain sense, back to the beginning 

again: instead of a set of nation•states we have a world that is orga-

nized as one giant nation-state, a world state. This is a conclusion 

also arrived at by many others, but the standard scenario is to see 

this process in terms of city-states that coalesce to nation-states, 

nation-states that coalesce to super-states (regions), and super-s:tates 
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that coalosue to a l.Vorld state. Our point is that this scenario is 

1, not very probable - because there will also be disintegration 
and secession, and the NT growth does not resepct tetritorial 
contiguity and will be much quicker than the coaleschnce into 
super-states anyhow, and 

2, not very desirable - because the last step towards the \vorld
state is a very dangerous one, because the super-states will 
have important grievances against each other and because 
super~states have a tendency to fight super-wars. 

We feel that the present scenario is just as or more likely. · An,,d for 

that reason we feel one should from the very beginning stop thinking 

in terms of the "international system" because the term itself has a 

T connotation, and talk about the "world system". 

And then it remains only to say that this world system depicted 

here is also one with tremendous opportuni tics for structural violence, 

for a feudal order organizing the topdog, for alienating the man in 

the street, often left behind because he is still busy identifying 

with the foci of the pa;;t, with the foci left beb:'.•d by the canter of 

the world system genere.tions ago, And this is perhaps the major chal

lenge to any such visio;c of the future: how to reconcile it with the 

demand and the goal of ·;-,moral and equal participation. 

15/9-69 
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1. Introduction 

The Marxist theory of capitalist society maintained that a dialectical 

conflict existed between capital and labour, such that the greater the 

surplus produced by capital, the greater the poverty of workers would 

come about as a direct and necessary consequence. Marx hypothesised 

that this process of the pauperisation of the masses would lead to the 

consciousness of workers as a class and that the class conflict so 

produced had revolutionary implications which would eventually bring 

about the downfall of capitalism. 

In the majority of advanced capitalist societies, the masses have 

not been pauperised and they have not become politically conscious as 

a class either. However, the absence of one phenomenon does not 

necessarily explain the absence of the other. There is no reason to 

believe that if the masses had become peuperised, they would also have 

become class conscious. The Marxist theory therefore produces a 

number of problems that demand explanation and there is no shortage of 

these; 

Marx failed to predict the degree to which capitalism could raise 

the standard of living of the masses without altering its basic struc

ture. In the last hundred years, the distribution of wealth in capi-

talist societies has remained stable. A small elite still owns and 

uses most of the surplus value produced by labour and labour has not 

increased its slice of the cake in any significant way, In fact it 

has bee.n the role of the trade unions to fight for the slice of cake 

that the masses have traditionally received and this role is now 

institutionalised in the. productivity agreements which form the normal, 

bargaining process in industrial relations. If the distribution of 

wealth has not changed, the absolute amount of wealth available for 

distribution has increased by whole orders of magnitude. It is true 

that all classes in modern capitalist societies have "never had it 

so good". This fact by itself fails to explain why the masses are 

apparently satisfied with what they have and do not struggle as a 

class for a bigger slice of the cake. In order to explain this, it 

is necessary to theorise about the subjective image of the system that 

the masses believe in. The following table indicates in simplified 

form what has happened to the amount of wealth over the las:t hundred 

years and how it has been. distributed amongst the population. It 
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TABLE 1 

1960 

wealth 

1860 

% of population 

appears that the masses are more influenced by increases in their 

absolute wealth than in the relative distribution ·of total '~ealth. 

In some capitalist societies, the distribution of wealth has actually 

become more unequal than it was one hundred years ago and in relative 

terms, the masses have indeed suffered pauperisation. However, it 

was absolute pauperisation that Marx referred to and that has not come 

about; nor is there any predictable likelihood that it will come about 

in the conceivable future. So Marx's theory of the formation of class 

consciousness apparently falls on this count alone, though the perspec

tive remains fruitful even if only to produce an accurately pessimistic 

conclusion about the chances of revolutionary change in many advanced 

capitalist societies. 

A second reason that is commonly put forward for the failure of 

the Marxist model is the nature of the Communist Parties in capitalist 

societies and the reactionary role that they play as a result of their 

ties to Nos cow with its policy of maintaining socialism in one state, 

Another reason stems from the empirical finding that it is not 

the poorest who are necessarily the most revolutionary but rather those 

sections of the population that hvae been exposed to unfulfilled expec-

tations. At different times this might be different groups but evidence 

indicates that the most radical demands are made by a working class when 

a period of rapid absolute improvement comes to an abrupt end, not 

when absolute wealth deteriorates year after year. The latter process 
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is more likely to produce a fatalistic and anti-political response which 

in the last analysis is determined by the day to day problem of fulfilling 

basic needs like getting enough food to live,· etc.; ·The least revo

lutionary and class conscious group that can be imagined is a starving 

and uneducated group, Both these reasons would lead one to suppose 

that if the masses had become pauperised by the apparent dialectic of 

capitalism, this would not in itself have led to a revolutionary potential 

far from it, the potential might have grown objectively smaller as a 

result of this. 

All these reasons for the lack of class consciousness in advanced 

capitalist societies pale into insignificance when compared with another 

explanation which has been relatively ignored. It is highly signifi

cant that those societies that have very little class conflict exhibit 

a great deal of ethnic conflict, In the U.S.A. there is race conflict, 

in Ireland there is religious conflict, in Belgium it is language, in 

Sweden it is racialism - in fact these societies exhibit every con

ceivable type of social conflict except overt class conflict. Why? 

Is the correlation accidental or is there a causal relationship? 

This paper examines the hypothesis that ethnic conflict prevents the 

formation of class consciousness and integrates capitalist societies, 

that in addition, ethnic conflicts are consciously manipulated by 

elites to serve this end. It focuses on the relation between the 

language conflict and class conflict in Belgium. As such, it is part 

of a wider study which includes an analysis of religion in Northern 

Ireland and race in Rhodesia. 

2. Some Belgian History 

After the 1848 revolutions, during which the Belgian bourgeoisie 

retained full political control of the state, Marx called Belgium the 

paradise of capitalists. In many senses it still is, but in order to 

investigate the reasons for this, it is necessary to go back to the 

decisions taken at the Congress of Vienna in 1815. The Belgian 

Provinces were at that time made part of Holland by the great powers. 

Holland was predominantly under Protestant control and one of the 

first consequences of the unification involved the persecution of 

Catholics; in 1824 many small seminaries were suppressed. This 

policy was followed by the replacement of French by Dutch as the 
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official language. This alienated the aristocracyand the bourgeoisie, 

most of whom were Francophones. 

The revolution in 1830 was nationalist and bourgeois. Although 

it was the workers ><ho defeated the Dutch, it ><as the old aristocracy 

and the rising bourgeoisie that gained political po><er and established 

a monarchy in 1831. Shortly after..ards there was a fresh Dutch invasion 

which defeated the Belgian forces and forced the ne>< king to call on 

French troops for support. Belgium was eventually given international 

recognition and protection by the great powers as an independent and 

perpetually neutral state. 

Immediately after independence, Belgium started an industrial boom 

which was rivalled only by Britain. Much of this was financed by the 

Soci{t: G~n{ral which was founded by the king, primarily to finance the 

construction of the railways and to prevent Dutch capital from gaining 

control of the communication system. In order to float the capital, 

there was a large influx of loans from Britain starting as early as 

1836. The pattern of large foreign investments has remained and has 

had important consequences for the structure and development of the 

Belgian bourgeoisie. Industrialisation took place under the French

speaking bourgeoisie which came to power with the 1830 revolution and 

this resulted in the IValloon part of Belgium becoming industrialised 

first. The easily worked coal mines around French-speaking Liege 

rapidly became the backbone to heavy industry which was concentrated 

almost entirely in IVallonia. 

The Flemings became very much an underclass during this period, 

providing a convenient supply of cheap migrant labour as the industrial 

belt in Wallonia expanded. No significant Flemish movement existed 

at any stage between the revolution and the First \{orld Har. Politic

ally, this period was marked by the expansion of the French-speaking 

bourgeoisie, much of it dependent on the import-export foreign-financed 

sector of the economy whilst the bourgeoisie founded on domestic 

capital remained smaller than in the great powers like France, Britain 

and Germany. In one sense, Belgium has never had an independent 

nationa~ bourgeoisie whose power derived from its ownership of domestic 

capital and the implication of this fact is clear - the power of the 
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Belgian bourgeoisie resides in other factors besides its capital. This 

is where, first religion and later language fit into the total structure 

and knit it together. Most of the political issues of the late 19th 

century were in fact religious, and centred around the organisation of 

education. This conflict mostly took place within the ranks of the 

bourgeoisie between Catholics and Liberals, since the franchise was 

limited to the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie. The Flemings were 

thus excluded from the political scene altogether and it is significant 

that the only 19th century Flemish movements were entirely cultural in 

focus. 

Class identifications did not enter until 1880 when the first co

operative movement was founded, and in 1885, when the socialist party 

which included Flemish and Walloon workers t<as formed. 

By 1914, politics had become a mixture of religious and class issues. 

In the meantime, the Flemings were beginning to get vocal. Successive 

laws allowed Flemish to be used in the lower courts in Flanders, and 

allowed primary education to take place in Flemish. Even so, it was 

impossible to get any secondary education in the language. 

The First Horld lvar changed this situation drastically. The German 

occupation lasted four years. "Various groups soon arose in Flanders 

which were willing to co-operate with the Germans in return for linguistic 

and administrative reforms. Collectively they became known as the 

Activists. In 1916, the German governor-general, Baron von Bissing, 

acceded to two of their main requests by splitting the Ministry of Arts 

and Science into Flemish and Halloon sections and re-opening the University 

of Ghent as a Flemish institution (two reforms which were to be granted 

again by later Belgian governments). Encouraged by these successes, 

about two hundred Activist leaders met in a Brussel's cafe in February 

1917, to form a 'Council of Flanders'. The following months, von 

Bissing agreed to their requests that the country should be split into 

two administrative units. This was done on March 21, with Brussels 

as the capital of Flanders alone and Namur as the capital of the south." 

(Huggett, 1969, pp. 39-40) 
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Although the Activists only gained the support of a minority of 

Flemings, the Flemish Front Party gained five seats in the 1919 

elections. In the same elections, the Socialist Party became part of 

the Liberal-Catholic coalition and in 1925, the Liberals were excluded 

and a brief coalition of Catholics and Socialists formed a government. 

Reconstruction after the war entailed another huge influx of foreign 

capital, which by now formed a 

domestic investment. In 1926 

significant proportion of total Belgian 

the Vlaams Nationaal Verbond (Flemish 

Nationalist Party) was formed under the slogan of "Weg met Belgie" 

(Away with Belgiu~) but it tended to concentrate more on nationalist 

demands within Belgium than partition as such. 

The Second World War provoked a large amount of collaboration with 

the Germans by Flemish nationalists though the German occupation command 

never tried to exploit the Flemish demands as previously. 

After the Second lvorld Har, Belgium received $150 million, in 

direct aid from the U.S.A. and a further $518 million under the Mar shall 

Aid scheme all of which created an economic boom but also opened up the 

country to the increased control of foreign investment. "Since 1959' 

the biggest prop to the economy has been foreign investments, which are 

needed, not only to provide more jobs in the economically underdeveloped 

and declining regions, but even more to maintain the inflow of techno

logical know-how of which the country is deficient, mainly because of 

its low spending on research and development. No restrictions are 

placed on the import or export of capital or the repatriation of profits 

of foreign companies. Neither need any of the company directors or 

auditors be Belgian; they may all be foreigners and live abroad. There 

is no requirement that Belgians should own any part of the equity. In 

fact, the foreign firms are treated just the same as native firms and 

share all the advantages and inducements provided by the government to 

stimulate economic grm<th. Some of these are: subsidies on interest 

rates, which may be as high as five per cent over a period of five years; 

subsidies of up to 30 per cent on the cost of investments in buildings; 

double the normal rate of depreciation for the first three years of 

business; a contribution to the expense of training workers, which may 

include up to 50 per cent of the travel and living costs of foreign 

engineers and supervisors sent to Belgium; and participation of the 
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Soci~t~ National d'Investissements in the capital, of the company." 

(Huggett, 1969, pp. 220-221) Since 1968, the Belgian government has 

even gone further with these measures and is now willing to provide up 

to lOO per cent of the costs of new foreign investments. Apart from 

the foreign control of the economy that indirectly arises from such 

good facilities for foreign investors, these measures inevitably have 

consequences for the Belgian bourgeoisie, whose power and control in 

the total economy necessarily becomes smaller. One sure effect of 

foreign investment is to undermine the power base of the indigenous 

bourgeoisie. This is one of the keys to the language conflict in 

Belgium, one of the reasons why the language conflict is so important 

to the maintenance of the present power structure. 

Recent political history has been complex, Since the Second World 

War there have been the usual coalitions between the Catholic, Liberal 

and Social Democrat Parties, all of which have changed their names from 

time to time and are most conveniently identified as above, For 

religious reasons, the support fer the three main parties has always 

been differentially distributed bet"een Flemings and Walloons. The 

Catholic Party is strongest in the Catholic north and is more dependent 

on Flemish than l-lalloon votes. For the same reason, the Social Demo

crats gain more support in the less Catholic Walloon areas than in 

Flanders. Only the Liberals, who have recently emerged from a fifty 

year eclipse, gain more or less equal support from both linguistic 

groups. Even the Communists find more support amongst the Ualloons 

than the Flemings - again because of the dominant Catholicism of the 

north. The relationship between political affiliation and voting 

patterns and the two ethnic conflicts - religion and language - is best 

shown diagrammatically. 
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Catholic Patty (Christian Social Party) 40 - SO% of total vote 

SO - 60% Flanders vote 

mostly peasants and 
industrial workers 

30% Brussels vote 

mostly bourgeoisie 

30% Wallonia vote 

mostly bourgeoisie* 
and lower-middle 
classes 

* Wallonia bourgeoisie includes the S% French-speaking elite 

Social Democratic Party (Socialist Party) 30 - 40% of total vote 

2S% Flanders vote 

mainly industrial 
workers 

40% Brussels vote 

intellectuals 
middle-classes 
industrial '~orkers 

SO% Wallonia vote 

industrial workers 
and middle-classes 

Liberal Party (Part of Liberty and Progress) 11 - 12% of total vote 

French-speaking 
bourgeoisie 
some lower-middle 

bourgeoisie 
lower-middle 

lower middle 
classes 

Voting statistics are a relatively good measure of political affili-

ations because it is illegal not to vote. It can be seen from this 

diagrammatic representation of voting patterns that each of the three 

main parties is socially heterogeneous. This is m~st true of the 

Catholic Party, which attracts support from totally different strata 

in Flanders, Wallonia and the capital. The apparently greater homo-

geneity of the Social Democrats is not real because the Flemish and 

Wallonian wings are split over the federation issue. The Wallonians 

(with SO% of the Wallonia vote), see themselves becoming the government 

in a federal parliament of lvallonia and are therefore in favour of the 

idea. The Flemings see themselves as a minority in a predominantly 

Catholic Flanders if federation comes about and are consequently 

opposed to the idea. For this reason, the party is permanently 

strongly 

split 

and cannot even~ut up single lists of candidates in the elections, 

where candidates from the two linguistic groupings stand against one 

another. 
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The smaller parties that are presently at the periphery of the 

parliamentary system are either distorted by the. language conflict -

like the Communist Party - or have their very basis in the conflict -

like the Flemish Volksunie, and the Walloon Front Democratique des 

Francophones and the Rassemblement Wallon. 

are fundamentally federalist. 

The language-based parties 

There is not a single political party which represents the_ interests 

of a single class in the 1;hole country. However, this is not simply 

because of the language conflict but because of the religious issue as 

well. Both of the parties that are normally class-based (the Social 

Democrats and the Communists) gain more support in Wallonia than in 

Flanders because of the religious issue, though this fact then has con

sequences for the language conflict of course. The purpose of this 

discussion of the political parties has been to show that politics in 

Belgium is frequently and dominantly a matter of religion and language, 

not class or the distribution of wealth. This is a second key to the 

permanence of the language conflict and its importance in maintaining 

the capitalist power structure. 

3. The Present Structure 

Before looking closer at the social functions of the language con

flict, a diversion into some more abstract notions of social control 

is desirable. 

In section 1 it was noted that advanced capitalist societies 

tend to exhibit ethnic conflict in inverse relation to class conflict 

and that the dominant pattern is for them to exhibit every conceivable 

type of conflict except class conflict. First, some general remarks 

about this type of society. There is ample evidence for significant 

individual mobility within the middle strata of these societies. At 

the same time, there is evidence which suggests that entry into the power

holding elite is almost impossible whilst at the bottom of society, 

there is a similar phenomenon - a 'pariah' group that is collectively 

identified and denied social mobility either individually or as a 

class .. It is an ascribed as well as an achievement criterion that 

maintains these groups at the bottom. The members of this group are 
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at the bottom because they have not achieved mobility and they have not 

achieved mobility because they are, in the case of Belgium, Flernings. 

The Belgian bourgeoisie is essentially French-speaking; Flemish peasants 

and unskilled workers are not seen as part of Belgium soci.ety but as 

a residual category - almost a lumpen proletariate. Inherent in this 

double - achieved and ascribed - explanation of their position as a 

'pariah' group is an important key to their perception of themselves 

as a group and thus; their social consciousness and political potential. 

Their perception of themselves allows of two possibilities: 

1. They are poor and at the bottom of society - or excluded 

from it - because of personal inadequacy like lack of 

intelligence, laziness or lack of other values that are deemed 

to be social pre-requisites of success by the wider society. 

It should also be noted that there is invariably a large 

discrepanc.y between the subjective theory of social mobility 

and the real facts. In the U.S,A, for instance, the 

"American Dream" deems that mobility sterns from achievement 

but the facts show that it is the white, anglo-saxon prote

stants who get to the top and they are identified by ascribed 

characteristics, 

2. The alternative explanation for persona.l pover·ty is the 

belief that because they are Flemings and the society is 

basically run by francophones, they are kept at the bottom 

as an exploited group. The fact that they see themselves 

as an oppressed group does not mean that they wi:ll necessarily 

engage in class conflict as a class. Far from i. t, they 

see themselves as an oppressed linguistic group, not as a 

class in the Marxist sense. lVben those at the bottom of 

the structure are characterised by an ascript.ive identification 

- like being Flemish - they will have a high degree of group 

consciousness simply because their ascribed characteristic 

is easily identified. It is also likely that they >~ill 

believe their position to be inevitable since cha.nging their 

position implies changing the structure of the 't.'hole society. 

There is every reason to believe that an ascriptive society 

fosters fatalistic philosophies, There have always been 

oppressed classes and races but the achievement of a revo

lutionary self-consciousness is after all, a rare historical event. 
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One self-explanation is self-blame, the other blames the wider 

society for discriminating against them as members of a groupo The 

criteria which keep groups at the bottom of a society, and the reasons 

that people at the bottom give for their plight are, of course, related. 

Those at the bottom who believe they are there because of personal 

inadequacy are therefore there because they have not achieved anything 

-which is a consequence of the first belief. Those at the bottom 

who believe they are there because their group is discriminated against 

are thereby made into a conscious group based on ascribed characteristics. 

Only in the years immediately after the 1830 revolution could it 

possibly be argued that the majority of Flemings formed an oppressed 

Ever group with a socially-blaming ideology to explain their position. 

since then, more and more Flemings have gained access to the middle 

strata of the society, though even now, their access to the real power 

elite is more or less barred. However, as a result of this upward 

mobility which has continued since 1830, there has necessarily been a 

movement to the self-blame ideology by those left at the bottom of 

society. This shift in consciousness from a social-blame to a self-

blame ideology has had t,;o set-backs - the First and Second Horld 

Hars, during which there was much higher Flemish consciousness as a 

national group than at other times, even to the extent of spawning 

purely Flemish political parties. The social consequences of these 

two underclass ideologies are quite different, Self-blame leads to 

the attitudinal integration of the society whilst social-blame leads 

to ethnic conflict. However, the two ideologies can also be seen 

as complementing one another from the perspective of the maintenance 

of the total social structure, 

Like other advanced capitalist societies, Belgium is characterised 

by an ascribed (Flemish) group at the very bottom of the social 

structure - a group which has no chance of mobility and which is in

creasingly becoming peripheral to the economic but not the social 

structure. Given that the dominant value of the society is undoubtedly 

personal achievement, this ascriptive group at the bottom becomes the 

basis for the attitudinal integration of the rest of the society. This 

is simply explained in terms of in-groups and out-groups. An ethnic-

ally different group, which is seen as separate from the sodety as 
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theless, they do represent an increasingly powerful group, 

maintaining close contact with each other, and constituting what 

can best be described as a Flemish grapevine, ,,, Some of the 

French-speaking elite purposefully helped to create this 'mini

EIItablishment 1 in the 1930s ,when it was realised that the almost 

total absence of a Dutch-speaking elite in Flanders had inevitably 

produced a serious deterioration in Belgian national feelings in 

that part of the country. From 1932 onwards it was made possible 

for the first time for Flemings to be educated in their own language 

both at the school and university level. It was hoped that this 

would dissipate the sepratist tendencies which had appeared in 

Flanders at that time. That it has done so is mainly due to the 

fact that the problem is not linguistic alone, but also socio

economic!' {Huggett, 1969, pp. 78-79) 

Tokenism does several things at once. It increases the tendency 

to adopt a self-blame ideology amongst the 'pariah' group. It cuts 

off the potential leadership from the 'pariah' group as a group without 

any significant chance of mobility, so the integrative consequences of 

such a group for the whole system is maintained. The tokenised 

Flemings in Brussels show up in a recent survey as a small administrative 

and intellectual elite which is so marked that French-speaking members 

of this strata are actually discriminated against in favour of Flemings, 

One further factor complicates the Belgian situation and that is 

assimilation. Although being Flemish is an ascribed status, it is 

not permanently so, like having a black skin, It is possible for 

Flemings to 'pass' in public as Walloons, and indeed, this is what 

many do, One of the more important language controversies has arisen 

as a direct result of assmiliation and passing. The last national 

census that asked questions about language came up with the conclusion 

that only 18 per cent of the population of Brussels were really Flemish. 

This created an uproar and the production of other data that contra-

dieted this information, For instance, the sales of Flemish-language 

newspapers in Brussels are more than 36 per cent of the total and this 

discrepancy cannot be explained simply by taking commuters into account 

either. The conclusion is that many people are Flemish in the home 
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and pass as Walloons in public. However, passing and assmiliation 

are not identical phenomena. One results in two conflictin~personal 

identities - one public, one private, whilst the other results in a 

total change in identifications. Some Flemings pass as Walloons; 

others in effect, become Walloons. It is not uncommon to find 

families where the grandparents speak only Flemish, the parents speak 

French and Flemish and the children speak only French. 

There are thus three mechanisms for Flemish social mobility 

within the present structure: 

L Move. into the tokenised elite as a Fleming. 

2. Pass as a Walloon outside the home. 

3, Become socialised as a Walloon from childhood. 

These three factors make it exceptionally difficult to give a unique 

interpretation to any statistical material on mobility since it is 

by no means easy to separate these groups with questionnaire data. 

A further paper will analyse the mechanisms of social mobility in 

more detail. Here, i.t is sufficient simply to point out that the 

situation is quite complex though the different mechanisms all appear 

to serve the same function of inducing stability in the system as a 

whole. 

So much for the mechanisms that stabilise a society where in

equality of income, property and wealth is enormous, No doubt the 

system could have been stabilised for ever but for one factor, 

mentioned earlier. Foreign investment in Belgium has reduced the 

power that the bourgeoisie has over the economy. The la'? actually 

encourages foreign interests and in no way protects Belgian capital 

against foreign take-overs of important sectors of the economy, 

Behind this there is another conflict - between international 

capital and indigenous capical, International capital has come out 

on top - the Common Market and its legislation enabling free flows 

of capital and labour between member states has seen to that, As a 

consequence, the Belgian bourgeoisie based on indigenous capital no 

longer has the freedom to use economic power as a means of manipu

lating and controlling Belgian society, Even such mechanisms as 
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tokenism are no longer in the hands of the bourgeoisie so much as the 

international corporations which are in no way answerable to the 

Belgian government, 

The increase in influence of foreign investment, plus the dis

covery of North Sea Gas have begun to change the whole structure of 

Belgian society, All the mechanisms of control stimulating ethnic 

conflicts to the detriment of class consciousness, instigating tokenism 

and encouraging assimilation - do the same thing; they maintain the 

unequal distribution of wealth on which capitalist society is based, 

There is one phenomenon that these mechanisms cannot deal with and 

that is now taking place, The ascribed group at the bottom of society 

has gained access to a source of value (north sea gas and its conse-

quences) which is independent of the Belgian bourgeoisie. There has 

been an enormous industrial boom in Flanders and especially around 

Antwerp, which has built one of the largest ports in the world, At 

the same time, the material base of the Walloon bourgeoisie that has 

controlled Belgium for over. a century has gone into rapid decline; 

the old coal seam which runs from one end of Wallonia to the other is 

practically used up and the industrial towns built on that belt are 

all in decline. Whilst the bourgeoisie has become threatened by 

international capital, its own source of capital has become exhausted. 

A new Flemish managerial class is taking over the elite' position in 

the name of international capital. 

4, The Future 

There are many instances of one bourgeois elite wresting power 

from another without upsetting the exploitative structure of the 

society but there are good reasons for believing that a transition 

from a predominantly Walloon elite to a Flemish elite cannot take place 

without having profound consequences for the whole social structure in 

Belgium. It is reasonable to suppose that the unemployed Walloon 

workers from the coal fields might become the new 'pariah' group in 

Belgian society, thus taking over the role of the Flemish peasantry 

and workers and affording the society the same degree of attitudinal 

integration as before. However, this is not a simple transition and 

there are many things that might happen on the way. In addition, 

the tokenised Flemings being recruited into the international 
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corporations are becoming the new elite and accumulating real wealth, 

thus dominating the Walloon bourgeoisie. Whatever happens at the 

top and bottom of the society - and a reversal of roles between the 

two linguistic groups is not impossible - there are quite different 

consequences for the middle 80 per cent of the society. 

Since politics is dominated by religion and language, there is 

no basis for class consciousness or class conflict in the near future. 

Even the unions are split amongst the Catholic, Liberal, Social 

Democrat and Communist Parties, each of which is completely bound up 

with language issues. The language boundary adopted by law in 1964 

makes the situation relatively inflexible at the same time as it 

necessarily binds politics to the language issue. What might be 

expected, as Flanders increases in prosperity and Wallonia continues 

to decline, is an intensification of the language conflict. One can 

predict Wallonian feelings on the matter - here are these Flemings 

accusing us of persecution and exploitation yet their part of the 

country is expanding industrially at our expense. In Brussels, 

feelings are likely to run even higher as less Flemings find it 

necessary to assimilate or pass as Walloons and the Flemish influence 

on national affairs increases. An intensification of the language 

conflict seems almost inevitable. There will also be an increase 

in separatist and federalist movements and none of them can possibly 

come up with any proposals for Brussels that are in any way acceptable 

to the other side. 

Belgian politics have been changed twice already this century'by 

foreign influence. The first two times it was through the direct 

influence of the German occupation; now it is the indirect influence 

of foreign capital. As before, one can predict a rise in hostility 

between the two language groups, and as before, the basic exploitative 

structure will stay intact. 

paradise for capitalists. 

In the meantime, Belgium remans a 
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5. Some Implications for Conflict Research 

I have argued throughout that where ethnic conflict exists in 

capitalist societies, class consciousness does not, that in addition, 

the bourgeoisie uses ethnic conflicts as a means of maintaining ex-

ploitative. social structures, The political implications of conflict 

research on ethnic conflict are therefore complex, If one sets out 

to do applied research which ends up with policy implications, then 

policies which are aimed at reducing ethnic conflict can undoubtedly 

be either reactionary or radical, If the research concentrates on 

the maintenace or creation of an att.itudinal integration, as so much 

bourgeois social science does, then it can be accused of trying to 

mystify the people in order that they might continue to be exploited, 

If the research concentrates on the potential for the formation of 

economic classes and political parties, then it can be accused of 

encouraging revolution, One thing is certain - the notion of a 

symmetrical approach rapidly breaks down and any study necessarily 

stems from a political perspective, My own perspective must be 

abundantly clear and .for that I make no apologies, In return, I 

would hope that those who study ethnic conflict from a different 

political perspective also make their sympathies clearifor in the 

long run, the confusion of science and politics and the dishonest 

presentation of political preferences as scientific facts does a 

disservice to both science and politics. 

Note 

This paper is one of several on the language conflict in Belgium. 
The research has been financed by the Joseph Rowntree Memorial Trust, 
York, The Polemological Institute, Gronigen, and the Social Science 
Research Council, Copenhagen. The project is sponsored by the Conflict 
Research Society, ,L~ondon, the Polemological Institute, Groningen and 
the Institute for Peace and Conflict Research, Copenhagen, I am 
grateful to staff at all three centres for helpful discussions and to 
the Nordic Co-ordination Committee for International Politics for 
financing my stay in Copenhagen where much of the preliminary work 
has been done. 
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PEACE RESEARCH AS PACIFICATION RESEARCH 

by 

Herman Schmid, Dept. of Sociology, University of Lund, Sweden 

ABSTRACT of a paper submitted to the Third General Conference of 

IPRA, Karlovy Vary 20 - 23 September 1969. 

In order to bring the realities of peace research into the discussions 

I decided to present an examination of three cases of applied peace research 

plus a concluding analysis. This, however, was both more laborious than I 

had expected and more stimulating. Four days before the conference the 

manuscript was well above 40 pages with a substantial section yet to be 

completed. Rather than presenting a nearly-finished paper of 50 pages 

I decided to EJake an abstract of it. No one would have had time to read 

the full paper during the conference anyway. 

The three examples chosen for exe.mination are the following ones' 

l. The contributions to Volume X (1968) of Papers, Peace Research 

Society (International). These contributions apply peace research 

to various aspects of the h:1erican war in VietnaEJ. 

2. A study called "Productivity and Conflict" by Oppenheim and Bayley, 

which applies peace and conflict theory to a process of change in a 

British factory. 

3. An IPRA project initiated and sponsored by the European Council, 

carried out Johan Galtung and reported by him as "Co-operation in 

Europe". (Doe. 2363, Appendix, Council of Europe, Strasbourg 1968) 

These three projects are all examples of applied or "oriented" peace 

research. They are directed to decision-makers and they contain policy 

suggestions. The three cases have been selected as representative examples 

of peace research, both in the sense of being typical and in the sense of 

being different from each other so that they together reflect some of the 

dispersion within peace research. 

Case 1, Peace Research as Research for Pacification in Vietnam. 

It is pointed out that the intention of the volume is to apply peace re

search findings and skills to a particular critical problem, that the vo

lume is directed to US foreign policy decision-makers, that the intention 

is to increase the possibilities for a peaceful solution to the conflict 

and that, finally, the editor of the volume takes it to be neutral and 

symmetric in the sense that peace is a common interest to all involved. 



The volume contains 13 contributions. 

Ithiel de Sola Pool in a paper on "Rural Pacification and Insurgency" 

applies wellknown social science theories to the following problem; How 

shall the Saigon regime be able to establish its legitimacy in the eyes 
• of the Villager? 
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Samuel Popkins ("Village Authority Patterns") says that "the central problem 

of pacification is how to translate economic resources and military power 

into village control" and proposes "the development of an effective, hier

archical system of government." 

Ralph White approaches the Vietnam conflict with "a pluralistic minorities

in-conflict conception of government in a society wherein a majority of the 

population is apathetic to any government". As the "dove" in the company 

he suggests that careful consideration before intervention is valuable, 

since intervention involves "costs and very great risks". 

David Schwartz proposes that the development of "theories of revolution" 

must be given priority and argues that the "Vietcong" as all other revolu

tionary movements recruit mainly criminals (also called "terrorists"). 

The contributions by Robinson/Jackso~ and Brickman/Shaver-Archibald assume 

that US foreign policy is to a significant degree determined by US public 

opinion, especially the opinions of the intellectuals, but on the whole 

they are more concerned with things like attitudinal consistency, cluste

ring of attitudes etc than with the contents of the opinions and their 

underlying determinants. 

To Robert Strausz-Hupe Vietnam is an arena of the big powers. He suggests 

a settlement because "the United States is bogged down in an immensely 

costly war in Asia which strains US commitments in Europe and the Middle 

East, and erodes the US defense budget for the development of strategic 

weaponry" .. 

Allan Goodman emphasizes that any agreement must protect the reactionary 

part of the population by means of US bases at Da Nang and Cam Ranh, and 

presumes that the UN can provide the peace keeping machinery "to maintain 

strategic presence to assure peace". 

Nigel Howard, Thomas Schelling and Walter Isard discuss the Vietnam war 

in terms of the prisoner's dilemma game, thus assuming the Vietnam conflict 

to be symmetric and "tit-for-tat" policies applicable. Neither in other 

respects are they much concerned about the realities of the Vietnam situa

tion. They build up the most incredible constructions in order to 

squcczo rc:clity into thGir rnodols. 

][ilstein/Mi tchell writes about a computer simulation technique tested on 

useless data from Vietnam as a helpful device for - according to the "doves" 

at the conference - "the more efficient (optimal) use of their resources 

for destructive purposes". 
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The editor, Walter Isard, presents all this as objective peace research 

on the basis of the theory that 
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"through exchange of findings, methodology, theories and ideas we are able 
to chart out more thoroughly and systematically the alternatives which 
participants in conflict situations might adopt. Through such exchange we 
are able to spell out more comprehensibly and accurately the implications 
of each alternative under different possible contingencies. Accordingly, 
\ve are able, certainly in the long run, to decrease the probability that 
poor decisions by good-intentioned leaders and policy-makers - as has 
characterised the foreign policy of the US and many other nations - will 
be avoided and increase the probability that wise actions will be taken. 
It is this long-run orientation involving the constant accumulation of 
knowledge, analytic technique: and methodology, theory and ideas, which 
lies behind the conferences and activities of the Peace Research Society 
(International). 

It is in this spirit that the Peace Research Society (International) offers 
these papers for the enlightenment of either those with the curiosity to 
know more about the complicated behavior of world society, or, more impor
tant, those who must make decisions which affect the structure, function, 
and viability of this society." 

During the recent European conference of the PRS(I) in Copenhagen, a number 
of people raised a discussion about the Vietnam volume. In many respects 
this discussion was highly illuminating. Kenneth Boulding one of the pio
neers of peace research, most actively defended the PRS(Il and he came out 
very clearly indeed. 

Case 2, Peace Research as Research for Industrial Pacification. 

The management of a firm - which in the succeeding months was likely to 

go through a number of "conflicts and upheavals" due to the introduction 

of a new bargaining system and a new management policy - contacted Oppen

heim. Presumably because he was known to be a peace and conflict researcher 

they expected him to be able to say something about how "conflicts and 

upheavals" could be kept at a minimum. 

A consultant firm was appointed to collect data on productivity, workers 

attitudes, etc. The workers were paid £ 1 to attend a meeting where the 

new policy was presented. A ten day wild cat strike took place in a part 

of the factory where the workers belonged to a minority union. Increased 

"communication and participation in decision-making" eventually led to 

decisions about which the workers were informed during a series of meetings. 

These are the major features of the process studied by the authors. 

The attentive reader of the report will notice that the implementation of 

the new policy took place under considerable resistance on the part of the 

workers. Some of them are reported to have "had difficulty in adapting to 

'committee procedures'" and "the further one went away from this group (the 

union leaders) the loss apparent were the shared attitudes •••• the rest of 

the factory was more inclined to see the major issues in value terms",etc. 
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" •••• one of the shop steward workers pointed out that in the past the role 

of the union had been to protect workers from management and try to get a 

bit more for everyone; now they were talking about hiring and firing and 

keeping other workers out." 

The authors, however, are happy about the changes. In the end they report 

"the new system to be working well" and "genuine co-operative efforts". 

Than three of Oppenheims assumptions are documented,and discussed. 

1. Workers and management (owners) have basically common interests. 

Conflict is seen as conflict behavior and attitudes and conflict resolution 

as the elimination of such attitudes and behavior. Such an elimination is 

in the interest of all parties since there is no structural incompatibility 

of interest. The authors - and according to them also the actors - see the 

new productivity bargain as "in everyone's interest; it would lead to the 

gradu'il elimination of slow workers." 

2. Industrial conflict is caused by the workers. 

Since conflict is seen as existing only when manifested in behavior and 

attitudes, it is logical that the authors see conflict as caused only by 

the workers, because the management never strikes or engages in similar 

old, hostile" behavior. The authors list the following reasons or functions 

of conflict in industry: conflictas a game, conflict as a ritual, conflict 

as catharsis and conflict as display. Obviously they do not think of the 

management when they talk about the need to "blow off the steam after long 

weeks of arduous, monotonous work" or about "their sense of worth and inde-

pendence"u 

3. Strike is an outdated and deplorable kind of behavior. 

The strike is a relict from the era of "authoritarian relations~ips" and 

an expression of "expressive behavior"'l based on "black-and-white" and "win

and-lose" thinking. Strikes generally are seen just as peace researchers 

use to see war: "Wars and strikes are both forms of communication, if rather 

primitive ones." And "Wildcat or unofficial strikes might be similar to 

terrorist raids., 11 

Throughout the report the authors employ a management perspective ("the firm 

had been a difficult year in its labour relations") by focussing on the fac

tory as ~ social system. 'I'o identify with this system as a whole necessari

ly means to identify vli th its decision-making nuclous. 

The authors do not mention the concept of class. Instead they have a section 

on "the caste system" (referring to attitudinal and behavioral distinctions). 
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The policy implications - drawn from thG "criss-cross theory" and other peace 

research theories - all suggest manipulation of the workers. 

Yet, between the lines is is possible to get at the main features of a socio

logically extremely instructive process, which has not been understood at 

all by the authors~ a process of co-optation loading towards a corporative 

structure. In the end the senior shop stewards "have virtually become part 

of the Personnel Department and to some extent deputise for the Personnel 

officer."They function in their new roles as conflict solvers and peace ma

kers on the shop floor, and as such they arc likely to he more efficient than 

any old type management representative, in the short run at least. 

Case 3: Peace Research for Pacification in Europe. 

The sponsor of this study - the European Council - was founded in 1949 as a 

move in the cold war. It has only VIe stern members. Not even communist MPs 

from Western countries are eligible as representatives. Instead (?) there 

is a refugee "Committee of Non-Represented Nations" which has acted as a 

spearhead against the East. Also more generally the Council has been a centre 

for ideological manifestations against the East (the Korean war, Hungary 1956, 

the "German problem", etc). 

One may ask, why is this organisation interested in peace research for Euro

pean co-operation? A quote from the report may give a hint• 

"It is also wellknown that a certain competitiveness bordering on jealousy 
exists between some of the organisations with regard to obtaining contacts 
in the East, which after the decline of the cold war is regarded to some ex
tent, as 'open territory'. It is felt that the total co-operation potential 
in the East is limited, for political reasons and for reasons of resources, 
and that it matters who gets there first and gets most. The question is what 
this 'co-operation offensive' looks like to the other side, to the East. The 
impressions can be summarised as follows: 
The'co-operation offensive' not only comes from multilateral organisations 
but also from individual nations in the West, making the total co-operation 
pressure and offer considerable •••••• there is an impression that the \Vest, 
avoiding CEIVJA, wants to establish links that are basically asymmetric since 
they involve an organisation in the West and a nation in the East ••••• there 
is a fear of Western intentions behind such offers. The theories seem to be 
that there are three kinds of unmentioned motives behind them: 
(a) To isolate the Soviet Union and East Germany ••••• 
(b) To isolate the smaller countries in the East from each other •••• 
(c) To create internal changes in the Eastern countries ••••••••••••• In short, 
it was felt that ••• the basic motive or one basic motive was to demoralise the 
East in ono, two or all the tl1ree ways indicated above, that this was tanta
mount to 'continuation of the cold war with other means' ". 

Ono may also wonder why IPRA and Galtung accepted to do the study, especially 

as Galtung admits that there is "considerably more than a grain of truth" in 

these Eastern perceptions. 

However, Galtung seems to have hoped to be able to solve the problem by in

sisting on a symmetric study of the East-West relations. The central theme 
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of his study could be called "the problem of symmetry in an asymmetric 

world", Symmetry in the report is seen (1) as a value in itself, (2) as a 

methodological device and (3) as a peace-making factor, and tho third of 

those is most predominant. 

Four ways of getting out of the dilemma of symmetry in an asymmetric world 

are found in the report. 

L Using a Formalistic Conception of Symmetry. 

The problom is made more manageable by reducing it to a problem of forms: 

"equal rights and duties", "one part, one vote", "Symmetric participation: 

equal votes, quotas in the secretariats, rotating Secretary Generals, even 

rotating the location of the organisation" etc. When the author says, for 

instance, that symmetry "must also be built into (the) relations between 

North and South", he must have this formal conception of symmetry in mind. 

Galtung thinks that "the formal equality offered by participation in an 

international organisation is one of the most significant ways in which 

real equality may be achieved", but sometimes the difficulties seem to 

exhaust him" "the 'formal' equality inside the intornational organisations 

clashGs with the 'real' inequality in the world outside. But, then, who is 

to say what is formal and what is real?" 

2, Using an Idealistic Approach to the Study of Society, 

The indifference to economic and material realities is one of the most stri-

king characteristics of the report. Galtung, like Boulding in the Copenha

gen discussions, seems to think that what really matters is ideas and images. 

In the introduction he states that the feeling of being European will be 

used as a basis for European integration in his approach, and the East-West 

asymmetry is not soen as caused by socio-economic differences, but by sub

jective reactions and perceptions. Galtungs viow of conflict is precisely 

the same as Oppenheims. Hence, the problem is how to create trust and confi

dence, rather than how to cope with structural incompatibilities, such as 

those, for instance, between a market economy and a planned state economy. 

Through this approach Galtung reduces the problem of symmetry to a problem 

of perceptions. 

3. Accepting Symmetry, 

But the author also has to accept some asymmetry in order for his problems to 

to be managoablo. For example, after having pointed out the asymmetry between 

developud and undordeveloped countries, he continues: "Such asymmetries may 

greatly benefit both parties, but if confidence and trust between them are 

less than perfect" it does not work so well. (Emph. added) This was pointed 

out also in my earlier article on this topic; as long as the slave has trust 

and confidence in his slavcmaster,. the system is peaceful and beneficial to 

both within thG frame of a subjectivistic conflict definition. 
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Galtung's willingness to accept asymmetry if trust and confedence is there 

instead, makes one suspect that the symmetry as a value is subordinated to 

the values of peace, order and system preservation, And indeed: "But the 

system can stand some asymmetry: it is only when the dominance becomes too 

extreme, too explicit and too naked, that the system disrupts" and one will 

have to introduce some symmetry in order to maintain it. And as far as 

Europe - his research object - is concerned Galtung rather accepts asymmetry 

than having contacts and co-operation cut down. 

4. Assuming a Theory of Convergence. 

The author's fourth way out of the dilemma is to assume a "natural" develop

ment and to guess that only increased co-operation is compatible with "the 

general trend of development" and "the logic of our time". Galtung describes 

this "logic" in a strange way,," •• post industrial or neo-modern societies are 

global societies, encompassing most of the world if not all of it. As social 

orders they are indivisible in general, and particularly by nation-states, 

it is only that they have arrived a generation or two (or three or four) 

before a world political order" etc. If "postindustrial or neomodern" was 

changed into "imperialist" the description would have been all right, except 

for the fact that China, North Korea, Cuba and Vietnam have demonstrated 

that imperialism is divisible. 

The author goes on to outline the convergence theory as describing a necessary 

trend in East-West relations. Concretely, in order to speed up this conver

gence, he suggests: in the East decentralisation of the economy, de-ideolo

gisation, decentralisation in decision-making, bypassing central bureaucra

cies in business deals, eo-production with the West and eventually "new types 

of economic systems"; and in the West an expansion of the public sector. 

This certainly sounds a bit "asymmetric" and it is difficult not to believe 

that Galtung somehow finds a market EJconomy much more consistent with a "true 

peace structure" than is a planned economy. The market economy leaves so much 

more room for "entropy"~ "multilateralisation", "criss-crossing relationships"j 

"diversity", "dissociativG thinking" etc. 

Since the convergence theory is based on totally unscientific assumptions 

about"the trends of development", "the logic of our time", and "what is in 

the cards", it is necessary to regard the whole theory as ideology. And 

this is so much more serious since the theory of convergence in Eastern pub

lications has been called "the most important anti-Wlarxist and anti-communist 

concept of modern imperialism" which is also used as "an instrument of psycho

logical warfare" and which has been propagated by people like George Kennan, 

Vlalt Rostow, John Kennody, Vlilli Brandt, Franz Josef Strauss and others like 

them. 

In other words, it seems as if - objectively - Galtung has joined a company 
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of Western ideologists and propagandists, 

No wonder: Galtung attempts to study the prospects of European integration 

without analysing Lurope's role in the world; without any attempt whatsoever 

to look into the economic realities of the European situation; without paying 

attention to the fact that nations are not monolithic units but social sys

tems whose bohavior as units can never be understood without a proper under

standing of class structure, social and political constellations and econo

mic situation in the nation; without outlining even the major features of 

the "German problem". 

And finally, Galtung has produced the kind of report one would have expected 

from a Council of Europe project. 

Concluding Remarks. 

Above most of the theoretical analysis has been cut out in order to give some 

room for empirical illustrations. Also here some very brief comments will have 

to suffice. 

The most obvious conclusion from the three cases above is that there is a 

wide gap between the ethics of peace research and the political'realities 

of applied peace research. Therefore a discussion on the values of peace 

research and peace researchers is not very meaningful - the values obviously 

do not matter much. Far more urgent is a scientific analysis of why peace 

research applied tends to become another technique for the preservation of 

status quo. 

While there is this gap between ethics and practise in peace research, there 

is a logical consistency betweGn the theoretical orientation of peace research 

and its political consequence8. The three cases examined have in common a 

set of integration theories, first developed by classical European, bourgeois 

social thought and later diluted and vulgarized by contemporary American 

sociology. Th_is is where we will have to start if we want to do something 

about the nature of peace research: a critical examination of our theoreti

cal foundations. Otherwise we will never be able to move from ideology to 

science. 

This also means that the remedy does not lie in the inclusion of new fields 

and topics as relevant for peace research. To include the study of "internal 

war" or "theories of revolution" only means an extension of our ideology to 

new fields. What matt0rs is not really what we study, but how we study it. 

When we study, say, revolutions, it matters whether we approach it as a clash 

of incompatible values or as a manifestation of contradictions in the- social 

and economical structure; it matters whther we 'look on its present manifesta

tions in the light of our hopes for the future, or whether we try to under

stand the prose.nt in the light of history. It matters whether we have a spe

culative, positive approach or an empirical, critical one, It matters whether 

we study possibilities or realities. 

17.9.69 
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2.1 

THE RELEVANCE OF INTERNATIONAL LA\~ TO CIVILIAN DEFENCE 

by Olaf Hasselager 

Peace research has shown a considerable interest in the phenomenon of 

civilian defence. It tt.erEfore seems worthwhile to ccnsider this pro

blem from the p~int of view of the internaticnal law cf war. This also 

Frovides a new perEpective on the rules of war, namely·how they can 

assist in carrying out non-military defence. 

The main purpose of this paper is to discuss some fundamental 

aspects of the relevant rules of war. It is meant as a starting 

point for a further study of .the usefulness of the rules from the 

angle of civilian defence, leading to a sort of manual showing how 

the rules might protect the defenders and how they can act to take 

maximum advantage. of the propaganda value, which the denunciation 

of delicta under this regimen seems to constitute. 

It is outside the scope of this paper to formulate a definition of 

civilian defence, but it might be stressed that in this paper civil

ian defence is understood in its broadest sense. Sabotage against 

property, for instance, is included in our use of the term. 

The basic questions to be discussed are: 

I. The practical importance of the rules of war. 

II. The contrast between the humanitarian and military views. 

Ill. \fuether rules of war prohibit civilian defence. 
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I. The Practical Importance of the Rules of War 

When surveying conflicts in modern times, one may get the impression 

that the rules aiming at the protection of the victims of war are 

ineffective and obsolete. 

While some of the rules might be obsolete or at least riot easily 

adapted to the standards of modern times, it does not follow that 

these rules are completely ineffective. 

It is quite true that the rules cannot be fully effective in the 

present system, especially because of the monopoly or near-monopoly 

of communications which nation states enjoy and their almost inviol

able sovereignty. 

Furthermore, rules in this category cannot always be applied in a 

straight forward manner, because in an armed conflict the situation 

and the personal safety status of the combatants and belligerents 

change very much and are difficult to ascertain. 

As a rule, war crimes are prosecuted only after the cessation of 

hostilities, and only the defeated are brought to trial. This means 

that very strong aggressors, on the whole, can have it their way: 

they are practically free to commit any atrocities whatever. While 

one is sorry to acknowledge this fact, the origins of which lie not 

so muCh in the rules of war but in the fundamental anarchy of inter

national law and the weakness of the United Nations, it is gratify

ing to note that the rules are not fully devoid of sanctions against 

the war criminal. The mere fact that the winning state does not 

prosecute its own forces of war crimes testifies to the fear result

ing from the possibility that violation of the rules of war may be 

used for propaganda purposes by the defeated state. 

The rules of war are based on fundamental and widely acknowledged 

humanitarian principles, and it is obvious that violation of these 

rules makes good propaganda material to move the masses. The more so 
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t~cause civilians are presumably more easily moved by atrocities 

perpetrated against civilians than by the fact that the establish

ments fight each other in war. 

The importance of psychological impact of propaganda denouncing 

delicta against the rules of war, especially those protecting the 

victims of armed conflict, seems to appear clearly from modern 

history. 

The atrocities perpetrated by the Japanese Imperial Army during the 

ever intensifying Sino-Japanese conflict in the thirties certainly 

did very much to decide the US to enforce economic restrictions 

against Japan. Even though there may have been other reasons for 

the Americans to impose sanctions, it is clear that the atrocity 

propaganda helped very much to escalate the feelings among the 

American population. The atrocities committed by the French armed 

forces during the Algerian struggle for independence also show how 

violations which might be considered a military necessity by the 

occupying power nevertheless in the long run give the victims or at 

,least the side of the victims the goodwill of third states,' in some 

cases bringing recognition in the wake. The Nigerian-Biafran conflict 

shows some likenesses to this. Similarly the war in Vietnam shows the 

immense value of war crime propaganda. 
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II. The Contrast between the Humanitarian and Military Views 

The rules of war seem to have evolved concurre*tly with the growing 

concern for human rights in European social philosophy. (Other 

factors have been involved and will be disctissed below.) 

The development can best be traced from the 17th century, when Hugo 

Grotius wrote his treatise on "The Rights of War and Peace" as a 

reaction to the cruelties of the 30-Years l~ar. Emerich de Vattel (1) 

elaborated these views or rather revised and stippiemented them, 

introducing the concept of wars not fought against the population 

of a nation but against the State, meaning the establishment. This 

was a rather natural reaction as the wars during the 17th century 

seemed to be fought, not so much for the sake of the population and 

their religions or ideologies, but for the sake of the establishments • 
. ' 

These establishments, armies, courts' apparatus etc., which had been 

introduced as a means to an end, now seemed to have become ends in 

themSelves, as institutions are apt to. The American and French 

Revolutions stressed the humanitarian aspect. 

Likewise we can see_ the trend through the Lieber Code of 1863 (2) to 

the Code of Brussels, 1874 (3), and the Hague Conventions of 1899 (4) 

and 1907 (5) (not to mention the First Geneva Convention of 1864). 

The Red Cross movement did much td ptomot~,this development and indeed 

instigated the Geneva Conventions of 1949 (6). 

Because of the close connection between the rules of war and the 

ideologies of the principles of human rights, which have had a very 

high moral value, widely spread among the populations of the world, 

the violation of these rules leads to a high degree of moral indign

ation, which in many cases might have great political importance and 

therefore great impact on the political decision levels. 

Another important factor in this respect is that we might find an 

antagonism between the ordinary citizen of a state and the establish-
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ment. Whatever the reasons, the fact remains, and it is important in 

this paper because it helps to understand the tendency of the civil

ian populations to be aroused and antagonised by doings of an occupy

ing establishment, even ir these might seek justification by the 

express reference to military necessity as provided for in the rules 

of war. 

The humanitarian view may be substituted for the civilian defence 

view. 

To discuss the concept of military necessity, it is convenient, 

following Dunbar, to consider three different theories· (7). In 

various epochs one or the other has been heid to be correct. 

The military necessity is a denominator of all the circumstances 

which speak in favour of the use of every available means indispens

able for bringing about the submission of the enemy. It thus 

. justifies all measures of violence in such cases, notwithstanding 

any rules which generally should protect against these measures. 

Also this view stands for justifying a war of aggression if the 

interests of a nation are involved. This view permeates through all 

decision levels, from the decision for bringing about a war, to the 

decision to execute civilians suspected of hostile activity without 

the benefit of fair trial as stipulated by the rules of war. 

Indeed this is the "regimen" which used to be in force until the 

rules of war were put up. It is clear that no protection rules are 

effective under such a "regimen". 

Also this view clashes with the rules laid down in the UN-Charter 

(Art. 2(4) ), which forbids the use of force in international 

relations, i.e. aggressive war, If this rule cannot be used as 
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context to the war rules, for example because of exceptions due to 

which retaliation in self-defence can be.legalised, one may at least 

allow the act of aggression into the country of the former attacker 

as a reprisal. 

This might mean that the context of the anti-aggression rllles becom<>8 

irrelevant, and so would.the absolute need for the rules rif war to 

this context. Nevertheless, one should not allow the former defender 

to use "military necessity" in retaliation beyond. certain rEasonable 

limits. 

However, the fact that the reprisal rules in this connection may 

allow a certain "stretching" of the concept of military necessity 

does not preclude the assertion that the context of the UN-CQarter 

refutes the ultra-view in general •. Also it is often difficult to 

ascertain who is the aggressor, and in all these instances the context 

cannot fall away. 

It should be very clear from what is mentioned above that this concept, 

which standS for the moSt reactionary itJ.eiJ opposed to the humanitarian 

principle, ~ust be absbluteiy negated as reridetirtg any protection use

less arid logica1ly urt~otind as hindetihg the operation of the war rules, 

and likewise being in absolute contradiction with the fundamental laws 

between the nations. 

Military Necessity (8) is a common denominator for the exceptional 

circumstances of practical necessity contemplated by express reserv

ations in several articles of the Hague and Geneva Conventions in 

regards to acts otherwise prohibited. 

The conclusion must be that the rules of war are always binding upon 

the belligerents and that they cannot be disregarded even in case of 

Military Necessity. 
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The fact that military requirements have been taken into account when 

the rules were formulated ~trongly supports this concept (9). 

Logically too, this concept seems reasonable the more so because it 

would seem somewhat aimless and .contradictory to establish clear rules 

and to include exceptions; if.these exceptions did not eo ipso pre

clude the use of moregenetal (supP,osedly) · excep_dons. lfilitilry Necessity 

has been built into the ~tiles as ail exception.in .several articles. If 

the high contracting powers h£d iAtendedHilitary Necessity to be an 

overall overriding exceptiori:clause, they would clearly not have 

explicitly included the sever<ll special exception clauses which refer 

to Hilitary Necessity. 

" ' ' - ·, 

This view has been advocated ,bY the Tribujlal iri the Nuremberg Trials 

(F.M. v. Hannstein Trial), where the Tribun~i·rem~tks that it would 

have been unnecessary to make a' spE!C:i.al proiris,lon .to Necessity of War 
- ~ . 

in Article 23 (g) of the Hague Cohventioh Ai:lnex, if this necessity 

were an overriding consideration to be taken into account in regards 

to all the at-tides of the cbnll~ndi:>n (16): 

:L ThE! Hicldle View (11) 
_____________ _._ 

ThE! tules or wat must ordinariiy be ~esp~tted, bht the obliga~ion 
itiay be displaced by urgent and overwhelming nec.,ssity. "Kriegsra:l.sbri 

geht vor Kriegsmanier". 

This concept is, if not equally, then at least nearly as dangerous 

for the rules of war as the "ultra-view" mentioned above. 

Firstly all the logical objections may be put forward in the same way 

as mentioned above. 

Again we find support from Nuremberg. In the German High Command Case 

before the Nuremberg Tribunal, the Tribunal refuted this "middle ·view" 

very strongly (12). 
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It is very clear that it would be dangerous to provide commanders, 

even low-level commanders, with the possibility of construing the 

rules when under the stress of action in changing situations and 

with the ultimate view of winning the war dangling befote the eyes. 

Of course it is correct to a~Jsert that the makers of the conventions 

could not make a rule for every contingency, and that in times of war 

situations may arise in which the fulfilment of the belligerent's war 

aims is dependent upon actions'which might violate the rules of war. 

But this argument springs from the theory that the nations are free, 

in the last resort, to use unrestrained force to ensure the fulfil

ment of their war aims. That theory is not compatible with the UN

Charter. It would be far tbo dangerous to let the parties themselves 
: ;: 

decide when a rule is to be broken. Also it is very difficult to 

decide when such an action wouid be necessary. 

If, hypothetically, one were t6 accept that a belligerent could, 

nevertheless, break a rule under certain circumstances, one should 

at least not deprive the victim bf the moral support which the 

assertitin of an un-violable protection rule constitutes. When the 

propaganda sanction exists; and even if no other sanctions exist, 

the breaker of the ~le will certainly hesitate before committing 

the delict. This view of the ihviolability of the rules of war 

clearly has a law preserving and strengthening function in so far 

as "world opinion" is one of the sources of international law. 

We may then conclude that the moderate view ought to be valid, and 

that at least logical and precedential grounds speak for the adoption 

of this concept, i.e. that the Military Necessity under no circum

stances may encroach the rules to the detriment of the humanitarian 

principle as this is formulated in the conventions with the single 

exception of explicitly.stated;:situations of Military Necessity. 

One may submit that Military Necessity is an institutional view, which 

takes mainly technical or institution favouring aspects into account. 
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When evaluating the question of Military Necessity, other factors 

seem to be of interest. 

The Hague Conventions were formulated at a time when total war was 

not an effective possibility. Communications and organisation did 

not permit the full exploitation of all of a country's resources, 

and such modern mobile warfare was not envisaged. 

One might then, from a Military Necessity point of view, argue that 

now that the whole of the population of a belligerent country is 

drawn into the conflict, either as soldiers or as contributing to 

the conduct of war by working in industrial plants, in agriculture 

etc., the invading army ought to have a wider freedom of action than 

envisaged in 1907. 

First this argument might be opposed by the fact that the Preamble of 

the Hague Conventions, rather than taking provisions for the reduction 

of the protection, provides for even more far-reaching protection by 

saying that the civilian population remains under the protection of 

international customary law as a whole (13), i.e. there may be 

further protection than that provided by the convention proper. 

Secondly, those who drew up the Geneva Conventions of 1949 knew of 

modern warfare. And the Geneva Conventions have not reduced the 

protection; indeed, they have increased it. 

As to the Law of Occupation, which is the most relevant for CD, the 

"total war" argument has no relevance. The increased use of civilians 

in the war contribution might conceivably be invoked in a discussion 

about the right to bomb undefended cities, but when an area is 

occupied, the population evidently cannot contribute to the war 

potential of its own country because of the occupation. Civilians 

might be compelled to work for the occupant, but this clearly cannot 

be an argument for increasing the scope of the concept of l'1ilitary 

Necessity. 
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Another point is that there is a greate:· likelihood that civilians 

'\Vill be. pl~ce(;. in Gitt.i.::ltions whGt'e they find they contl:ibute to the 

enemy's war aims. But this. clearly is of no ~·elevnnce when discussing 

Hilitary Necessity. 

!!urth~7.'~ howe"~.rer~ He find that the pe.rties to the Geneva Conventions 

dici. take ac~ount: o:: the ccncept o£ total t.VEr ~Ji1ei1 form,llaticg the 

rules. Article 51 (2) of the Civilians' Convention stipulates which 

e.ar.t of 'I;Jork the OP may comp~l the civilians to undertake, restricting 

th~ tvvrk to that ,,;:hi,.;h benefits the _occHpyin~ army (not the fighting 

for,e.o of the enemy ao a ,.;hole) "nd tl:e dvil.ian · (14). The !ilere fact 

tb.2.t ·t~le OP :nf!y co~pel ei'r·ilians to t·JO~l~ for the needs of the occupy

ing amy seemc; to be a g::eat concession <:o l1ilitary Necessity. It 

sh~ur. th.?.:: 1'-!ilitary Nece,3sity is taker.. into account, and that this is 

tJ.1e fartheat the con~ .. rent~on goes. 

~·-~e also finrl th~t the OP m.::y only use the l.:t:1ot:r i.n the occupied 

~~8~~ritory to s~tisfy the needs of s~lf-defence and fulfil his 

obligati0n to take care of th"' needo of the occupied population. 

Another characteristic of moder:n we.r3 is that they seem more or l<:!ss 

to include icleologicaJ. elements i.n their 11motivation". 

At least the ideoJ.ogical factor is very prevalent, either as the main 

cause of the Har or as the mflin iP.citement to bring the people to 

fight, ~1hatever the real goal would be. 

It has been asserted that ideological (or religious) ~Tars tend to be 

more brutal ancl. indiscriminate, as t=~q ideologies in themselves confer 

on their r.artis~nr. a conviction of e philosophy carrying with it both 

incitement to, and rationalisation for the extirpation of all those 

whose ideas are considered "evil" (15). 

A very comncn facto:· among these philosophies is th-: tendency to divide 

the whole hu:nanity according to O!le polar principle: "Those who are 
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not for, are against". This may be a necessity in conflict, and its 

result is that there can be no neutrality. Thus in the situation in 

which a worker choses not to work for the OP because the work might 

involve him in a war contribution for the OP, invoking the rules of 

war allowing for neutrality, his attitude may be construed not as 

neutralism but as antagonism. This might further provoke reprisals 

against him. While the assertion that he is not neutral might be 

right, the Geneva Convention, nevertheless, protects him (14). But 

this is only the consequence of the assumption that the use of 

force in international relations is illegal. The fact that the 

invader possesses the production apparatus shall not involve the 

civilian in the war contribution at all. If international law could 

proscribe the forced involvement of civilians in war contribution 

everywhere, it clearly would do that. But the exclusive jurisdiction 

of the national states forbids such an interdiction. Now international 

law has a chance to be effective by stipulating that the population of 

an area which in fact is under no sovereignty, the original sovereignty 

being ineffective and the effective occupation only giving a factual 

jurisdiction suffered by international law, shall not contribute to 

any potential if they want the full protection by international law. 

If the rules seem biased in favour of the civilian, this is only the 

consequence of the concession given to self-defence. 

Ostensibly "ideological" wars are supposedly fought, not among the 

establishments of states, but among the adherents of the different 

ideologies. While pure ideological wars seem never to have been fought, 

as the ideologism has often been used only as a cover for or mingled 

with more obscure motives, nevertheless, the fact that ideology has 

been invoked tends to weaken the concept of the army as being 

necessarily the instrument of the government of the state and the 

need for conferring combatant status to wider groups of the popul

ation becomes stronger. This seems to be taken into account by the 

Geneva Conventions, when it is stipulated in Article 4 of the Prison

ers of War Convention that armed resistance movements under responsible 

command are included in the combatant category privileged by the 

Prisoners of Har status (16) in case of capture. The Article does not 
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demand that the movement shall belong to the establishment forces of 

a nation state. 

As the Conventions also seem to have taken account of the "ideological 

military necessity", and because the Conventions, read in the context 

of the fundamental prohibition against the use of force, seem to 

support the civilian's right to claim neutrality status, we cannot 

find support for the "ultra-view" on Uilitary Necessity in the 

'ideological war" argument. 

E. The Ucitivation for Formulating the Rules of War of the Hilitary 

___ §~!~~!!~h~~~!~-------------------------------------------------
If we assume that the rules of war have their origins in the reaction 

to the ideological wars of the 16th and 17th century, culminating in 

the Thirty-Years War, we might desire two clear points of view: the 

humanitarian and the military. These views ha~e been discussed above 

as factors in the evaluation of the jurisprudence as the the rules 

of war. 

Also the issue between the two points of vie~t might be seen as an 

issue between the typical "civilian" view and the typical 

. "institutional 11 view. 

That the Rights of the Individual are in favour of the civilian 

population is rather clear. 

It might be valuable to trace the "institutional" view through the 

period after the middle of the 17th century 'in Europe. 

Before and during the Thirty-Years War the civilian population as 

such had no protection at all by any rules. Warfare was brutal both 

towards belligerent and non-belligerent. 

The lack of discipline hindered the operations and the common use of 

pillage and reprisals against the population of the combat and 

occupied areas tended to destroy the discipline of the troops. Thus 
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from the officers' point of view much time was wasted, and too many 

otherwise operational units were engaged in fight with the civilians, 

~tho of course defended themselves against the troops, whatever side 

they belonged to. 

The pillage also devastated the country, and this was soon observed 

by the diminishing revenues. So also from the point of view of the 

rulers the situation was intolerable. 

This of course called for a revision of the rules, or rather imposing 

a minimum of rules. 

Imposing the rules was helped by the fact that the nuclei of the 

officers' corps of many of the countries were mercenary professionals. 

They often changed nationality, and the enemies of to-day might be 

the comrades of to-morrow. So step by step a sort of professional code 

was coming into force. 

One result of these rules was that to some extent warfare developed 

into a kind of game. The professionals on both sides regulated warfare 

between themselves. Often a treaty was drawn up at the beginning of the 

war, regulating the conduct of the war and providing rules for the 

exchange of prisoners, deserters etc. 

The armies were small and professional, so the discipline factor was 

very important. Both the discipline factor and the purely institution

al view of maintaining their professional position tended to make the 

wish of monopoly of warfare for the professional. Civilians would not 

have the same outlook as the professionals, because for the civilians 

the question was not whether they came under the sovereignty of one 

ruler or another, but for them the fight was about their lives and 

property. So if the professionals had had to fight the civilians, it 

would have been a costly fight, which would not have suited the 

professional concept of war as a game and the maintenance of the role 

of the establishment. Thus the professional system helped to contain 

the devastations. 
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At the end of the 18th century the situation changed somewhat. During 

the French Revolutionary Wars and the Napoleonic Wars most armies 

became composed of conscripts, i.e. of people without the professional 

outlook, and also with a strong element of idealism in their motiv

ation to fight. The ideology in this instance happened to be a sort 

of nationalism. After the French Revolution the officers' corps in 

fact became professional again. But the new element, the conscript 

rank-and-file remained. 

The conscripts of course did not have the same professional point of 

view as the old professionals, as many civilians learned at their own 

expense during the following wars. 

The Spanish Peninsular War, 1808-13 showed the new form of warfare 

particularly clearly. The Spanish guerrillas and the French soldiers 

fought an unrestricted war, the fighting probably instigated by the 

French unrestricted use of requisitions. This kind of warfare under

mined the precarious discipline of the French Army, making it prey 

to the much lesser Anglo-Portuguese Army, which took pains to protect 

the inhabitants of the occupied territory against pillage and 

requisitions. 

One may presume that the professionals (the officers) were facing a 

dilemma. On one hand they had to use nationalism to increase morale. 

But nationalism and ideology tended to bring about the unprofessional 

method of fighting, thus destroying discipline and hindering operations. 

And of course there was a need for discipline, because discipline was 

necessary to ensure the position of the officers' caste. In many 

countries is was necessary to establish the power of the establish-

ment. 

Thus the need for international war rules became evident •. The human

itarian principles became necessary_for the professionals to establish 

the rationale for rules protecting the discipline of the armies and 

providing a sort of monopoly of violence (17). 
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On the other hand, as the rationale of humanity was only the maintenance 

of discipline, it should under no circumstances restrict the soldier's 

freedom of action. 

Thus it became evident that the conduct of operations should prevail 

over the humanitarian rules whenever this was required to reach the 

ultimate goal, the submission of the enemy (i.e. the ultra-view on 

Hilitary Necessity mentioned above). 

As to the rules for occupation this became clear during the Hague 

Conferences of 1899 and 1907. A split between small and great nations 

occurred (18). It was suggested that the population of an occupied 

territory should be allowed to rise against the OP. Proposals to this 

effect were presented by Belgium, Holland, Greece and Switzerland, but 

counter-proposals were presented by Germany representing the view of 

the great states. It was clearly in the interests of a great state to 

diminish the number of enemies when invading enemy country. And it is 

obvious that great states have many more pos.sibilities for being the 

invader than small countries. 

·In the end no provisions were made.about the legality of popular 

risings in occupied territory. 

The Geneva Conventions made the status somewhat clearer by giving legal 

status to organised resistance movements under certain conditions. To 

allow a general right of the civilian population to rise against the 

occupying power ~as not possible, however. The UK-delegation argued 

against such a proposal on the formal ground that the provisions for 

the conference constituting the Geneva Conventions did not allow a re

definition of the combatant status. In this position the UK was backed 

up by all the World War II occupation powers except Russia, while small 

nations as Denmark and Israel, supported by Russia, tried to get a 

proposal adopted which would confer prisoner of war status to such 

popular risings (19). 

The fact that the parties to the Hague Convention expressly held the 

question open seems to have escaped the parties in this case. 
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Ill. Whether Rules of War Prohibit Civilian Defence 

When we have established the moderate view of Military Necessity, 

the main question becomes what attitude international law requires 

the civilian population to take. 

This question is important because the rules of war do not define 

the limits for the civilian defender's freedom of action. The nearest 

we can come is the proviso in Art. S (2) of the Civilians' Convention, 

which mentions "activity hostile to the security of the occupying 

power". 

The civilian defenders might participate by: 

1. Activity directed against the OP's war aims in general, not 

related to the occupation per se. 

2. Activity hostile to the security of the OP. 

Directed against the occupation establishment only. 

3. Activity hostile to the occupation of the territory. 

Directed against the actions of the OP without actively 
endangering the security of the OP-forces, but obstructing 
eneruy war aims~ 

If we define civilian defence as a method using non-violence in a very 

broad sense of the word, it is still clear that civilian defence might 

constitute actions in each of the above named categories. 

Examples: 

1. Sabotage against industrial plants providing potential for the OP 
for the conduct of warfare outside the occupied territory. 
Collecting or transmitting intelligence on the potential of the OP. 

2. Propaganda causing members of the occupying forces to desert. 
Sabotage against war material of the occupying forces. 

3. Denying guides, denying cooperation, denying labour, propaganda 
against the occupation or the occupation policies, destroying 
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means of communication not vital to the security of the OP, but 
necessary to the aims of the OP. Non-obedience in general. 

When we discuss methods 1 and 2, the rules are clear enough. 

Art. 5 (2) of the Civilians' Convention provides that the OP may ensure 

its own security by detaining protected persons which are suspected of, 

or engaged in activity hostile to the security of the OP. Also it may 

take actions against spies and saboteurs. 

Still the Convention provides rules which demand "fair ~rial", i.e. 

that the punishment shall be in reasonable proportion to the degree of 

danger of the delict, and no retroactive laws may be invoked against 

the defendant. 

The question. becomes more delicate when we consider the methods under 

3. 

Here it might be valuable to consider the whole problem of the status 

of the civilian population of. an occupied territory. 

Until about the beginning of the 19th century the general view was that 

the sovereignty automatically passed into the hands of the OP, ~o that 

the civilian population owed an unrestricted allegiance to the OP (20). 

Later on, under the influence of the humanist philosophers, the rule 

emerged which is still valid to-day, that sovereignty can be conceded 

only after the cessation of hostilities. 

At first the rationale was that the civilian population owed a 

temporary allegianc~ only. But this theory was very soon abandoned. 

This was emphasised in the Brussels Code and in the Hague Conventions, 

Art. 45 of the latter prohibiting the population of an occupied 

territory to swear allegiance at all to the OP. 

Now the prevailing view was derived from the fact that the OP, 

according to Art. 43 of the Hague Regulations, was to "take all the 
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measures in his power to restore, and ensure, as far as possible, 

public order and safety". The assertion was that the civilians in 

return for this "protection", had to observe strict obedience, 

especially refraining from committing acts hostile to the OP. 

The consequence of this 'social contract" was of course that the civil

ian population, if it did not respect it, would no longer be entitled 

to the protection provided by the rules of war and could be treated 

at discretion. 

There are many reasons why this concept of duty of obedience is false 

and unrealistic, at . least by modern standards. 

It is clear from the Preamble of the Hague Convention as mentioned 

above that 'Military Necessity has been taken into account. As the 

duty of obedience would constitute the price for the concessions to 

humanity, this duty clearly is a concession to Military Necessity. 

But then we cannot construe an additional element of Hilitary Necessity 

into the rules. If the powers which participated in the formulation of 

the rules had intended a duty of obedience, they would have formulated 

such a rule. They refrained from so doing. 

Even if at the time of the Hague Conference there had been some doubt 

as to the real status of the civilian population in armed conflict, 

the tendency in modern times has clearly gone in a direction more 

favourable to the civilians. 

This became particularly obvious after the Second l{orld Har, in regards 

to which it '·muld have ;been very hard indeed to make the civilians 

understand that they owed obedience for the so-called "protection" 

administered by the Axis-Powers. 

Also the UN-Charter making aggressive wars illegal makes the theory 

of duty somewhat precarious. One can hardly imagine international law 

(i.e. the Hague and Geneva Conventions) on the one hand making 

aggressive war illegal and on the other hand imposing on the inhabitants 
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of an invaded area a duty to obey the illegal aggressor, thus making 

it a war crime not to obey the aggressor war criminal. 

During the 1949 Geneva Conference it was argued that prisoners of war 

rights should be conferred on all civilian combatants because when 

all nations condemned aggressive war, the population of the attacked 

country ought to be entitled to rise against the invader, thereby 

constituting an act of legitimate defence.In this absolute form the 

issue was turned down, mostly due to formalities, as Jmentioned 

previously. But it is evident from the meetings that the concept of 

illegal aggressive war played a role in determining the concessions 

to resistance oovements. Resistance movements are clearly defensive. 

They cannot effectively be used outside their territory for organ

isational and logistic reasons. 

One could argue from Art. 5 (2) of the Civilians' Convention that a 

duty of obedience existed the violation of which would constitute a 

war crime delict (21). It is clear that the persons envisaged by the 

article in question cannot claim the fnll protection provided for by 

the convention. He may even be shot if the law provides so. 

But he is not a war criminal in the sense that the occupying power is 

obliged to prosecute. Nor are any other obliged to prosecute. The 

article only provides that the OP, if it prosecutes, does not itself 

become a war criminal. 

It might be said that the OP's ability to enforce respect derives not 

from international law, but from the superior power compelling obedience. 

"International law suffers the occupant to legislate, but will not lend 

its authority or assistance to the enforcement of such legislation." (22) 

It is clear that Military Necessity plays an important role in Art. 5, 

as all the sections in it carry provisos as to Military Necessity. 

The concessions to }lilitary Necessity are: 

The occupying power may fight the 'unprivileged" belligerent, it 
may submit him to the sanctions imposed against the delict in 
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question, restricted by the protection as to procedure laid down 
in Articles 64-78 of the Civilians' Convention. 

The· concessions to the Humanitarian Principle are: 

The actions are not prohibited by the rules, there will be no case 
of war treason, and thus no per&ission for the occupying power to 
retaliate otherwise than by the limited actions against civilians 
conce!'ned. 

Art. 5 simply makes it a duty for the government (if any) of the 

occupied territory to accept that the OP prosecutes. Thus when ~~e 

cannot construe a duty of obedience from an article making provisos 

for the stronger actions, this holds a fortio•i for the less strong 

actions under heaving 3. 

As •~as mentioned before, t~e shall consider the rules of war in context 

with the fundamental rule that resorts to war is prohibited, especially 

the action con~tituting aggressive war. Civilian defence is a very 

important instrument to strengthen and support this rule. So it becomes 

clear that the regimen governing the rules of war ought to be construed 

as far as possible in a way favouring the civilian defence, thereby 

providing the defender with material for propaganda sanctions against 

the aggressor. 

We may have established that no duty of obedience exists, but does 

there exist a duty of no~-participation? 

While there is no doubt that the non-participating civilian is fully 

protected by the rules, some doubt mig:1t remain as to the CD which, 

while not endangering the secur.ity of the occupying forces, still 

actively coun.tP.racts the politiotl aims of the OP. 

As the provisos giving the occ•Jpyin.g pet<er a right to prosecute only 

mention "activity hostile to security", ·the civilian defender cannot 

be prosecuted on this account, if the action is not made a crime 

according to the national law of the territory. 
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So we may assume that the duty of non-participation only goes so far 

as to prohibit act hostile to the security of the forces of the 

occupying power. 

We may then conclude: 

1. That the rules of war can be used by civ11ian defenders with some 

effect, at least for propaganda purposes. 

2. That in< order to achieve consistency ~ith international law in 

general, Military Necessity ought not to be invoked above the 

explicit provisos in the rules. 

3. That it may be argued that the civilian population of an occupied 

territory does not owe a duty of obedience, and that even a duty 

of non-participation extends only to actions which endanger the 

security of the occupying forces. 
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1. Vattel, Ennnerich de,: Le Oroi t l:ies Gens., ,i7SB. 

2. Lieber: A Code for the Government of AnrtL~s-in the Fiei:d as Authorized 
by the Laws and Usage!! of War. ori Land, 1963 . 

. ' ' ·. : ; '. ' : --~ ~ .-· . •' '. - ' . ' . . 
3. The Conference held in Brussels fot the_Regulat~oh of ~he Laws and 

Customs of War. (27/7-27/8 1874) was ohiy a prEiparatory conference. 
The Conference proper was nev!'ir ~Cti.tally held,· but the rules drawn 
up were used by the Hague Conference of i899 as a drdH. 

4. The First Peace Conference of the Hagtie, i8/5-29/1 ia99. 

5. The Second Peace Conference of the Hague, 1S/6.:.l8/lo _1907. 

6. The Four Geneva Conventions_of 1949: Of relevance ate: 

Ill Geneva Convention rel~tive to the Treatment of Prisoners of War 
of August 12th, 1949 (Prisonets of War Convehti6ri), 

IV Geneva Convention for the Protection of Civilian Persons in 
Time of War of August 12th, 1949 (Civilians' Convention). 

These Conventions were based on a draft approved by the XVIIth Interna
tional Red Cross Conference at Stockholm in August 1948. 
In 1929 a Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War was 
signed. This and the Hague Convention IV with Annex was the base for the 
1949 Prisoners of War Convention. 

7. Dunbar: Military Necessity in War Crimes Trials, p.443 ff. 

8. Cfr. the Preamble of the Hague Convention IV of 1907, which stated that 
it was formulated with "a desire to diminish the evils of war, so far 
as military requirements permit," 

9. Dunbar: l1ilitary Necessity in l~ar Crimes Trials, p.444. 

lo. Ibid. pp 444-445. 

11. Ibid. p.445. 

12. Ibid. p.446. 

13. Cfr. Preamble of the Hague Convention IV of 1907. 

14. Art. 51 (2) of the Civilians' Convention. 
",. the Occupying Potver may not compel protected persons to work unless 
they are over 18 years of age, and then only on work, which is necesar 
either for the needs of the army of occupation, or for the public uti
lity services, or for the feeding, sheltering, clothing, transportation 
or health of the population of the occupied country. Protected persons 
may not be compelled to undertake any work which would involve them in 
the obligation of taking part in military operations •••• " 

15. Baxter: So-called 'unprivileged belligerency. p. 323, quot. 
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16. Art. 4, A (2) of the Prisoners of War Convention. 

"Members of other militias and members of other volunteer corps, inclu
ding those of organised resistance movements, belonging to a Party to 
the conflict and operating in or outside their own territory, even if 
this territory is occupied, provided that such militias or volunteer 
corps, including such organised resistance movements, fulfil the fol
lowing conditions: 

(a) that of being commanded by a person responsible for his subordinates. 

(b) that of having a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance. 

(c) that of carrying arms openly. 

(d) that of conducting their operations in accordance with the laws and 
customs of war. 

17. In this context it is interesting tb note following commentary to the 
section ell of the Soviet Hilitary Criminal Code, as rendered in an artic
le by Bernard A. Ramundo in the Am. Jorlm. of Int.Law, 1963, p.79(quot.): 

"The prdscription Of violence against the population is said to be 
necessary in order to eliminate conduct which 
a) weakens the combat effectiveness of troops and 
b) in violating the interests of the peaceful population, can undermine 
the authority and prestige of the Soviet Armed Forces in the Area of 
Operations." 

Mr. Ramundo cites: "scientific and practical Commentary on the Law of 
Criminal Responsibility for Hilitary Crimes" by Maj .Gen. of Justice, 
A.G.Gornyi, Chief l1ilitary Procurator, !1oscow 1961. (in Russian). 

While I cannot submit to the tendency in the Article by Mr. Ramundo, 
this extract if correct is interesting as a support of the assumption 
that the military establishments stress the discipline-factor very much. 

18. Graber: The Development of the Law of Belligerent Occupation. p. 83 ff. 

19. Final Record of the Diplomatic Conference of Geneva of 1949, 
Vol. II, Sect. A. Committee II, Special Committee. 

2o. Baxter: The Duty of Obedience to the Belligerent Occupant. p. 235 ff, 
also 

Graber: Op. cit. p. 7o ff. 

21. Art. 5 (2) of the Civilians' Convention. 

" •• Where in occupied territory an individual protected person is 
detained as a spy or saboteur, or as a person under definite suspicion 
of activity hostile to the security of the Occupying Pm•er, such person 
shall, in those cases· where absolute military security so requires, be 
regarded as having forfeited rights of communication under the present 
Convention. n 

22. Baxter: The Duty of Obedience to the Belligerent Occupant. p.243(quot.) 
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Introduction. 

A discussion of the present activities as well as of the assumptions 

of peace research was provoked from inside the research community by 

the criti'!ue by Herman Schmid in his paper: "Politics and Peace 

Research" in Journal of Peace Research, 1968, No. 3. The present paper 

wus provoked ~y a recent event in the history cf the mo"!ement; the 

publication of tiw proceedings fro;n the conference on the Vietnam issue, 

~<hich 1~<'.3 arranged last B~•mmer by th" Peace Reaee1:ch Society (Inter

national)~ the PI:.S (I), ( l )·. This publicntion corA:ohorates some of 

the more sinister Lnplicationc i::t Schmid' s p.flper; that the int:ar

nationaJ. ethos vf re ace research is .operations.li.sf!d :i.n aa identifi._cation 

>Jith the interest~ of tho~e who have po"er b. the international system 

(and. as such aegates the value of internationalism), and that even the 

commonly accepted concept of neg.s!:ive pe.a~e ~ecoT.es negated ( 2 ) . 

That this was the case can be seen from the fact that the Vietnam 

Confe'rence proceedings »ere openly cl·~dicatcd to the American decision 

makero. Further ::he scientific •mclertakings included in the proceedings 

1~ere only attempts to develop techniqees ,,·hich could help US decision 

makers in various areas of their pol:i.cy to·:.rards Vietna:n 9 be it negoti

etio!ls, rural p~.cification, impact of diffe:cent means of the conduct 

of the .... rcr, or h.o-;.r to ccpe :·;~th publ~.c opi:J.ion at home. Several of the 

pap·~rs could aa " prP.ctical application well ha,re implied a prolong

ation of the effO>rtG of t:c.e US gov":cnmcnt and were therefore counter

productive to negatio:;e peace. ~\re have else~:·rhere ( 3 ) criticised this 

pubEcation in detail.. 

One could argue ':hat this outcome WCJS a regrettP.b).e exception partly 

due to the nearly exclusively American participation in the Vietnam 

Conference, and that such results can eanily be avoicled inside the 

!'resent frame of the pea;::e resem~ch mc,.rement. On<> 0bvious 'Nay out of 

the dilemma is of cou~se not to arran3e more conferences on specific 

international conflicts. (This seemed to be the conclusion Walter 

Isard drew from our critit;:ne of the Vietnam papers.) Bn:: firstly this 

concluoion is contradictory to the et;1os of peace ~escarch as an applied 

science, and secondly we do not finrl any substantial difference be tHe en 
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the research focus, the kind of problems investigated arid ·the_ quality 

of the Vietnam papers when compared with the papers usually presented 

at other peace research conferimces; The only difference was that the 

former papers include Vietnam in the title and the latter do not. We 

therefore feel Justified in coiicihdlh~ tliat the proceedings from the 

Vietnam criri£etert~e Wet~ rather a ptedictable outcome of the present 

set up bf the peace research movement than is was a regrettable except-

ion. 

' 
So far we agree with the analysis and critique of the peace research 

movement as it was presented by Herman Schmid. But in his presentation 

Schmid uses a rather abstract analytic scheme to deal with the problems 

of applied social science, i.e. the problem of who shall apply the 

results of the scientific undertaking and the relation between this 

choice and the kind of problems the scientist can deal with. But 

Schmid's rather formal approach completely leaves out the question of 

the factual applicability of the present products of peace research. 

Ar't~roducts relevant for practical purposes at all. The answer is· 

possibly that the main part of peace research until now cannot possibly 

be applied to anything ( 4 ) • In so far as we find the latter to be the 

case, we cannot fully agree with Schmid's characteristic of peace 

research as an applied science on vertical control in the international 

system. Where Schmid sees a tiger, is in reality only a paper-tiger. 

But this leads to the question whether science can serve other 

functions than practical applications, which we think it can. 

Often science has served the function of legitimising a policy 

and lend-the prestige of the scientific establishment-to serve this 

policy and therefore directly or indirectly the people responsible 

for it. The danger of serving such purposes is in our opinion a much 

more realistic threat to the peace research movement than is the more 

direct participation pointedm by Schmid. 

In the present paper we aim at revealing important internal as well as 

external factors which can explain the development of the peace 

research movement in order to enable a conscious control of this 

development. In the first section we present an analysis of what we 
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consider the distortion of this once radicai scientific movement 

concentrating upon three factors: the assumption of the movement; 

the scientific tradition of the movement; and the profit or survival 

motive. In the second section we discuss the political function of 

social science with particular reference to peace research. Arguing 

from a number of concrete examples, we conclude that social science 

rather produce knowledge and explanations to social phenomena than 

means ?f social control, and point to some immediate dangers of 

political misuse. In the conclusion we draw the implications of our 

analysis for future activities of peace research. 

3 



Section I. 

In the first section we want to present and discuss three different 

factors, which we claim have determined the development of the 

peace research movement; a. the assumptions of the movement; b. the 

scientific tradition of the movement; c. the profit or survival 

motives. 

a. The Assumptions of the Movement. 

The movement has a pacifist origin. It sprang out of scientists' wish 

to reconcile their professi'onal work with their ideologies. When the 

movement gained moment\nn in the fifties, the Cold War was the dominant 

issue, and in this situation the value of peace - seen as absence of 
. . . . . '- - ' ' 

phys1cal y1plence - was felt to ~e a fairly consensual value to which 

an international ~~ientifi'c effort could be applied and should be 

applied. 

The working hypothksis of the ~ovemerit has been that positivist 

scientific wotk in the tradition of the'~xace• sciences can contribute 

significantly to the realisation of this humanitarian value. Further 

4 

the movement - not without much dissenting opinions and much discussion -

has assumed as a working hypothesis that it was meaningful to pursue 

this value alone, disregarding for a while other values. Peace can be 

pursued as an end in itself and is not perceived as a byproduct of the 

realisation of other values. This position is illustrated by the slogan 

"better red than dead" from the fifties. 

To realise this end, various institutions have been created. Their 

formal structures are thus a means to this end. The purpose as defined 

by the statutes of the Peace Research Society (International) is then 

one such manifestation of an attempt to formalise rules that could 

guide scientific efforts to the common goal. 

The guidelines for the Peace Research Society (International) ran as 

follows: 
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"The Society op~rates .::!S an G~jectiv..: s.c:.entific organ:l~ation 
Without political, r.o":ial, finan:'!ial O!' nationalistic bias. 
Its main objective is to foster exchange of ideas and ptomote 
studies fo~ussir:g on peace ar.alysis <:?.nd utilising to0ls, 
methods and theoreti~;c.l fr.am'::!t·mtk~ spP.cific.:-11:' <i-2signe·d f(r: 
pe.-:1ce reseo.rch as Hell 2.-1 c.once.pts, prco;edures and analYtical 
~echr45.C!ues of the -.:.rn.r.i.ou.s oocial end n~tu!: ~-~-1 nciences, lcn;, 
engineer:tng and otiteJ~ C.iscipJ.in3s aacl ?ro:Eensioi.ls·. 

Tl12 Peace Reaearcl1 Society does i.J.('t pL:rtir.ipat:~ in activit].cs 
involving c:::n~:-yL~g cr.. l_)royagc.a.:!.a, er other-1i~e atte!npting to 
in:f:luen~e lesislation or d,)ffi2~::i.e o?: ir~~e:.:r.at!.C'~.1al dcliberatiohs;, 
n.or dnes "i \.:. port~.cip:1::e in:J cl:' in~::ci::ven~ in (int~ludfng the 
publishing or. G{st:ri:.:"1ltior._ nf ;1tatements) ~my poli::icc:l campaign 
en behi:ilf cf any canc.ii:c~atc for pt:1)1J.c :')ff~:c2~" (5) 

:.'he :nter:taticnal Fea(":e R2G·2.?.rch 2~er.~oci.atio:J. v.Tas le'3s specific. Art. 3 

of its st~tutes ~cadR: 

"The purpane 0f. IPPA ~_r:; to .:.d:'.:-an~(:: in~.e::,J.:!.3ciplin·c_;:y rese·arCh into 
the cond:;_ tinP.:::~ o:~ re,s.r:c ;~nd t£12 eanres o:( t>Ja:L. To ~hi"s end IPRA 
e"hr.:L: t;ndr--.=tr.~~~e f.l'2.2.Screr: o= i_n·::e.ru;:;_tio~.a~- c.ollabora-r:.ion designed 
to e.ssio:: t2e aci.vcmcement of :'?2.S.c~ r.eneatch. 10 (6) 

These rnle.s r2:(lect ·~ e.;:: is ·.:.:he c.:1se wi·::h ,,::.'.OSt otr:.er vol::mtary o-::-gan-

fsati0ns - the mexi!illli11 the.:: 2ll pa:-::icipants have bee11 <!.bl2 to ngr.ee 

~po:-1. Th~ disc,Jsr.io!l -?.t ~h.e :::la•.'.f.r-~.ral ~onferP:~ce <?.bo•Jt C2finitions of 

the pnrpor1e of I~~./~. left do rlo~.-.b:: thP.t ~.:lle c.O!!CP.:?t r.f negative peace 

"'as the ma1:imt~·n that all pe.rtic:pm~tc wcrf' c.ble to ag:::ee upono 

Negative peace d:i.d P.Ot cover [>J.l e'!e r Cand;J:;.·6.::; th2.t r:el:ticipants deemed 

importa!l.t as a goal fer 3cientifi.c acti,_:•ity j_n thiB fi~ld, nor C.id the 

agr~ed l'.ron 8U.i.C.e]_i;:',J~S ~0~~ G~.ict'l_t.if~-C effo;.:tn t.ClW2:.c~s thiG p,oal cover. 

what aL!. participc.nts deemed iE\;?O:':"ten·;:. 0~ the contre.ry the greatest 

cc-mmon rl.enominator. nf nege.ti.ve peace Ile.c he~·,: ender cor.stant criticism 

for th-3 last j'e.nz-s fo:r i~s insuff:~ciency. Of these c:::itics ·He will only 

mention tHo: Johan Galtun-s br.onght fon!ard the concept of positive 

peace (which vaguely mee.nr, j_nteg~:e.tiot.~) :!.n 0rder to integrate the 

movement; Heman Schmid pointed to ~he value of social justice in 

order to pro-.:1oke a cl~a;:- EiJl~-it of t!.H~ move:r:12nt. 

Uithout enter~_ng the cliscucsio:::1 o:Z r;~ilooop!1:1 o£ science, "{>le ':·:ill here 

concentrate on the organi3ational level. 



On this level the commonly held value has been negative peace. On this 

level further the main working hypothesis has been that scientific 

work primarily in the sphere of international relations can contribute 

significantly to the realisation of this value. It is further assumed 

that the realisation of this value can be taken up meaningfully as a 

separate task, and other humanitarian values can be disregarded in this 

effort. 

Although only very few actually subscribe to these assumptions, this 

is the only basis of the movement. 

b. The Scientific Tradition of the Movement. 

The movement is part of a broader development of social and political 

science in North America and areas under North American dominance 

towards a blank acceptance and take over of rather superficial 

characteristics-of the natural sciences, especially physics. 

The quantitative "hard" positivist social science is "value free". 

The value of peace is seen as an external value, a common goal of· 

peace which all humans presumably could subscribe to, and science 

is seen as one among several means to contribute to the realisation 

of this goal. In the words of Rapoport ( 7 ) peace research is 

"a programme of investigation aimed at understanding the conditions 
conducive to war and peace. This tacit assumption, which usually 
underlies such a programme, is that once these conditions are 
understood, war.can be attacked as a problem similar to other· 
global problems such as disease, poverty, natural disasters, over
population etc." 

A scientific debate in this' tradition is a technical discussion about 

technology, and values have no place in it. Values - except for the 

overall common goal of peace - are only seen as possible sources of 

biases. Biases cannot be tolerated in science, so therefore, one claims 

that researchers state their values, in order to facilitate control of 

the biases or if necessary, to counterbalance the research efforts. But 

apart from their possible bad effects upon objectivity, values belong 

to the sphere of privacy. 
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The c'onception of social scierice as a "'!lltie ftee technology is tO.rell 

illustrated by a. recent attempt _to apply game theo:ty to the Vietnain 

conflict. In our first paper on peace research ( 8 ) we cdticis~l 
this attempt for being both hopelessly impracticable and fbr livoiditig 

the basic issues of the conflict. Both points were hotly contested at 
the presentation of the paper. While the first point certainly is 

debatable - what the term practicability conveyed to the different 

participants became never very clear - then the second point certainly 
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must be one that could - in principle at least - be decided finally. 

A closer scrutiny of this application of the tools, techniques and the 

know-how of the theory of bargaining and games does not only substanti

ate the point repeated above, and thus corroborate the main thesis of 

the paper that this type of institutionalised peace research was 

counter-productive to its overall goal by yielding tacit support to 

US interventionist policy, but also does it reveal in detail how and 

why this is possible. 

To avoid irrelevant controversy let us assume that the first point was 

plainly wrong, and that this application of game theory was optimal. 

Then we can deal with our second point, which is that the application 

of this and similar models for conflict resolution unavoidably leads 

to problems which cannot be solved within the framework of a positiv

ist social science which defines conflicts subjectively. 

The game theorist provides his model - his tool - for solving the 

actual conflict; it is up to the decision makers to accept it or not. 

The theorist presents an application in the hope that the decision 

makers thus can be persuaded to use it to bring an end to the•deadly 

quarrer~ 

In one of its simplest forms the model has two parties, X and Y, who 

each have two options for action. The two options for action for each 

party produce together four possible outcomes. The four possible out

comes are then ordered according to the scales of preference of each 

of the parties. The preference scales are usually transformed into 

comp~rable and even mutually substituable utilities (~money). 



With a subjectivistic definition of conflicts the researcher feeds 

into his model the options for action that the parties see as avail

able to them, their goals as they see them, and their preferences as 

to outcomes as they state them. 

In the Vietnam conflict in its present stage this procedure is 

impossible. The 10 point programme offered by the National Liberation 

Front (below referred to as NLF) and the 8 point programme offered by 

the US government are not symmetrical. The 10 points elaborate the 

preferred or - as a bargaining offer - acceptable social structure to 

be built up in Vietnam after the war, while the 8 points elaborate 

procedures for cessation of hostilities and lay down of arms. The 10 

points briefly mention complete withdrawal of foreign troops from 

Vietnam as a condition for discussing peace settlements. To put it 

extremely brief the US government only proposes procedures for 

negotiating peace without mentioning the outcomes of the conflict 

that the US government aims at or could accept, while the NLF only 

proposes what outcomes of the conflict it could accept as a part of 

peace settlement. Thu~ the parties are talking besides each other, 

and there are obvious historical reasons for this. 

The Vietnamese liberation movement has twice accepted procedures for 

negotiating peace settlements, and twice they have seen themselves as 

cheated. Having laid down arms, the agreed upon procedures (after the 

Second World War French withdrawal and after the Geneva Agreements 

general elections) were for various reasons never started. With this 

perception of the two former attempted settlements, it is not strange 

that the Vietnamese are reluctant to lay down arms before the final 

agreements have been settled. 

The two programmes that have been offered·by tlie two parties.thu8 

function as bargaining strategies regardless of whether the parties 

admit· it or not. If the mobilisation time differs between the two 

opponents - as it does· between a popular guerrilla army and a 

technologically refined mobile expeditionary army - then the bargain

ing strategies are determined by this fact. The party which needs 

long time to build up its force - the guerrilla army - cannot lay 
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down arms until a settlement is implemented; while the party which 

can throw in its force on the spur of the moment - the marine corps 

for example - must strive for demobilisation and mutual lay down of 

arms before negotiating on reality, as it then will be able to enforce 

physically its solution upon the other party. 

We need not discuss whether this is the conscious strategy behind 

the US government proposals; we need only observe that they function 

so. 

Applying game theory as a tool for resolving the conflict defined 

subjectively then is impossible as one cannot feed into the model 

other options, goals and preferences than those which empirically 

can· be deduced from the verbal or actual behaviour of the parties. 

In this particular case it leads the researcher to feed into the 

model only the options etc. that both parties refer to, i.e. negoti

ation procedure. Thus that study became an investigation of how the 

protracted.bargaining strategy of the US government most effectively 

is implemented. The application.falsifies reality as the NLF openly 

has stated its objectives. The only way out of the dilemma is to 

feed into the model the goals that the US must have in order to 

contrapose them with the goals that the NLF must have. 

But not even in the cases where the stated options, goals and prefer

ences of the parties fit such or similar conflict resolution models, 

is it permissible to use a subjectivistic definition of the conflict. 

The two preceeding attempts t_o resolve the Vietnam conflict of liber

ation demonstrate this point. In these cases the stated interests of 

the foreign powers and the Vietnam liberation movement have been 

brought to a convergence point where both could agree upon a negoti

ation procedure. The subsequent cessations of mutually hostile 

behaviour have only superficially frozen the underlying real conflict. 

This example from reality disrupts the subjectivistic definition of 

conflict, as it is demonstrated that in this case the simple juxta

position of the subjectively defined goals etc. of the parties to the 
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cbnflict heces~it:~t~~ an inve~tigation of the real interests of one 

of thl! patties. By implicati6n t~i~ rt~cessitates art i~ves~igation of 

the real intetests in any conflide. Thus the concept of co~fiict must 

be redefined as one cannot tOletate eitceptions to definition~. turther 

the concept of real interests or structurally inbiiilt i:ohti:l.etil bat 

Schmid points to ( 9 ) is therefore not an alternative as he suggests, 

but an imperative. 
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This argument does not imply that subjectivistic elements of conflicts 

are unimportant, neither does our argument imply that we claim to be 

able to define real interests, but rather that the above exposition of 

the structurally inbuilt bargaining strategies may serve as a demonstr

ation of the possibility of using the concept. 

In practice real interests are not investigated. It is contrary to the 

conception of social science as value free technology, even if it - as 

here - can be demonstrated to be a necessity. The scientist as a 

technician cannot probe into and question the motives of those he must 

persuade to use his cost reducing (costs in sufferings from physical 

violence) tools, techniques, know-how etc. 

c. The Profit or Survival l1otives. 

These factors, which are operative in distorting all other non-profit 

organisations, are also operative here. We will not argue, however, 

that these factors are sufficient to cause a distortion of the peace 

research movement, as the moral indignation, which triggered off the 

movement, indicates the opposite. One cannot argue that peace research

ers or other dedicated scientists cynically calculate in terms of 

prestige and money which type of effort brings the largest profits, 

but on the other hand both at the individual level and at the organ

isational level peace research must get funded from the existing 

sources. In the US more money is available for research on the military 

budget than from any other single source. Some sponsorships have been 

sought from the international institutions, which generally, however, 

are dominated by Western governments. Scientific institutions have to 

be part of the existing science and education system to prosper. Profes-



sional careers have to be pursued within the existing structures of 

Western societies. These factors are seldom decisive alone, but the 

sheer lack of funds will inevitably impede or hinder some efforts, 

while affluency will - in some cases - speed up others. In cases where 

no important human standards may guide the judgment of the individual 

researcher, the simple profit motive may be decisive. 

The economic factors described here become much more important when 

they materialise themselves as in the formal financing system through 

contracts which dominates all research in the US and which is spread

ing rapidly in Europe. Research tasks are contracted by consumers of 

science with scientific firms or instituions. Not only ar the specific 

costs of a specific research project borne by the outside sponsor, but 

in most cases the wages of the researcher as well as the running 

expenses (overheads) of the scientific institution to which the 

researcher is attached are being financed through contracting scientif

ic labour. Not only do "independent" research outfits (as Hudson 

Institute, Rand etc.) finance themselves this way, but also univers

ities in the US finance their research activities partly or totally 

this way. 

In Europe universities and other centers for scientific inquiry have 
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had a long tradition for financial independence or semi-independence. 

Research was made by scientists in often life long university positions, 

and the research was sponsored by regular yearly budget appropriations 

directly to the users or was sponsored by foundations which to a large 

extent were controlled by members of the scientific community. Over

simplifying the issue, one may say that the typical outcome of scolarly 

research in this tradition was in the form of essays and treaties of 

theoretical and often even_speculative nature, while the typical output 

from the contract system is in the form of numerous shorter papers 

where the researcher is expected to state·policy implications of his 

efforts, this being warranted or not from the nature of the specific 

scientific work. One may debate whether science in the European tradition 

had any real independence, but the notion that science had an obligation 

towards society as a whole, and not to individual consumers of scientif

ic work has been widespread. The spreading contract system puts some 



effective constraints upon the researchers, as the output shall be of 

some use to the contractor of the research. We will not argue that the 

traditional European system is "better"·than the contract system; is 

has its own shortcomings, especially its inherent resistence towards 

change. 
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Peace research has had to rely much on contracting work also in Western 

Europe, both because it has tried to innovate political science and 

international relations and therefore has had to combat the conservatism 

in these newly established disciplines, and because the explicit aim 

of peace research of avoiding nationalistic dependence, which involved 

a risk of nationalistic bias, made it preferable to balance the finan

cial contributors and to have many small rather than few big. In 

sociological jargon this way of gaining independence is called criss

cross ( 10). 

Ad a, b and c. 

Above we have outlined three factors which we claim have been operative 

in shaping the development of the peace research movement. The first 

factor is specific to peace research, the second specific to the main 

stream of modern North American social science, and the third is 

specific to science in modern private capitalism. 



Section II. 

On the Political Use of Social Science. 

In Schmid's conception (11) science aims at control of human environ

ment, and social science is no exception. The fact that social science 

deals with a system of which scientist is a part makes for some import

ant differences, but it also aims at control. Schmid distinguishes 

between social control from the top of the society and social control 

from the bottom of the society. 

liTe wi 11 question this ·conception. of science. It may be true that 

science aims at control, but we hold that this is not its only aim. 

Science also aims at understanding and describing the reality which 

is its subject matter. Even if one accepts the conception of science 

as aiming at control which obviously peace research does, it does not 

necessarily follow that control is achieved. On the contrary we will 

claim that the majority of peace research yields very few and 

insignificant means of social control. The impracticability of wDst 

of peace research is recognised and has not infrequently given rise 

to papers pointing to the desperate need for a technology of peace 

( 12 ). So we hold that this needs no documentation. In so far Schmid's 

idealistic conception of science leads to the belief that peace 

research produces means of control, we must claim that this is mis

leading. His subsequent critique of peace research for being inherent

ly conservative therefore collapses because its premises are wrong; it 

can only be applied consistently in so far as peace research actually 

produces means of control. 

l~e will claim, however, that this is a very insignificant aspect of 

the critique that can be raised against peace research and other 

branches of contemporary social science. We will illustrate this by 

pointing to the actual uses of social science. Social science, or more 

generally knowledge about the ways societies function, is used both as 

means for manipulation and as justifications for particular policies. 

The latter use of it or function we hold to be of high importance, and, 

as it has been overlooked in this debate, we will devote our attention 

to it. 
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To clarify this point we will first give a historical example which 

shows how a partial description and explanation of a specific social 

phenomenon served as a justification and legitimation of some severely 

criticised inhumane enterprises conducted by a special power group in 

the European societies at that time. 
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The European slave trade from the West Coast of Africa - now the Ivory 

Coast, Ghana, Togo, Dahomey and Nigeria - to the plantation owners in 

America had its heydays around 1800 ( 13). The slaves were never taken 

by Europeans, they were all sold by their fellow Africans. The European 

trading companies sold guns and alcohol. These products were only sold 

in exchange of slaves, so that these goods could only be procured by 

the local population through sale of slaves. The local tribes were 

habitually fighting each other, and slaves for local agriculture were 

provided by this tribal warfare. Once guns were introduced in this 

local warfare, even if only as a possibility, every chief of a tribe 

necessarily had to sell as many slaves as possible to defend himself 

and his tribe from being caught by other tribes and sold to the 

Europeans for guns. Under the vastly expanding tribal raids were also 

caught a great number of people who did not fulfil the standards of 

European slave trade, children, elderly people and physically less fit 

people, who could neither be absorbed by local slaveholds in agriculture 

as hitherto because of their increasing number and who could not either 

be set free. These people «ere executed at religious rituals, funerals 

etc. Thus the slave trade provided its own justification against 

occasional moral criticism against it in Europe. The slave trading 

companies could only refer to the fact that the Africans did sell their 

own brethern, refer to the cruelty of the ritual executions of children 

and elderly people and to the rather total social and cultural corrupt

ion which accompanied the expansi~n of slave trade and the excessive 

consumption of alcohol. Finally, when rather late the Danish government 

wound up its slave trading company, which was running with a deficit, 

and after much external and internal public pressure forbade slave trade 

from its colony in Ghana, this was met with a flat refusal by the power

ful king of the Ashianti ( 14). Now we are able to recognise that the 

essential decisive factors in this development were the European 



monopoly on guns and gunpowder coupled with the need of European 

capital for cheap slave labour in the colonies in the Americas. But 

the contemporary public was effectively mystified and deceived by 

the cultural aspect and the tribal conflict perspective. These factors 

were important elements in this development, but not the essential 

elements in the explanation of how European slave trade reached so 

huge proportions. The function of the former types of explanation was 

to provide justification and legitimation of the European slave trade, 

and it was used by the slave trading companies as a defence and in 

their propaganda, which for long periods silenced the critique. 
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A contemporary example of the political function of partial explanations 

is illuminated by Franck's (15) critique of contemporary sociology of 

development. We assume that our readers are familiar with the debate, 

and we therefore only recapitulate Franck's argument that the various 

schools of development sociology by concentrating upon cultural, ethnic 

and other factors in the underdeveloped societies fail to see that the 

more basic cause for underdevelopment is the exploitation by the 

capitalist developed nations of the surplus generated in the under

developed nations, and further that the cultural, traditional and 

psychological barriers against development and modernisation that 

these schools focus upon are produced by colonial and neo-colonial 

exploitation. Now evidently the criticised theories can be contained 

within the theory Franck advances, and cultural, traditional, psycho

logical and other factors in the underdeveloped societies are presum

ably important elements in the process of underdevelopment and in 

attempts to reverse this development. But the political function of 

these partial explanations and narrow or middle range theories focussing 

upon factors in the underdeveloped world is to direct attention away 

from the essential factors of private Western capitalist exploitation 

in these countries. Indirectly this type of theories justifies a 

continued expansion of Western capitalism in the underdeveloped world, 

as the local population has to be changed and educated in the "entre

preneurial spirit" to break the barriers against modernisation and 

become receptive to development. 
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Fanon's (16) work on psychiatric disturbances among Algerians under 

colonial rule led him to reject contemporary French psychiatric 

·studies and theories about the psychic characteristics of Algerians, 

and led him to formulate a theory of psychiatric disturbances being 

caused by or released by external social factors such as colonial rule. 

The criticised theories played an important role in the formation of 

widespread myths that it was necessary to retain French authority in 

Algier to curbinnate Algerian impulses towards violence. 

In the recently published "Vietnam: Some Basic Issues and Alternatives" 

( 17 ) we have in the field of peace research a nice demonstration of 

this tendency. Pool (18 ), former advisor on rural pacification to the 

Kennedy and Johnson administration characterisai,in striking contra

diction to the evidence he cited, revolutionary as criminal behaviour. 

This approach was accepted by all contributors to the volume, The 

appointed discussant of Pool's paper at that conference Schwartz 

writes: "All revolutionary movements recruit from among previously 

criminal and/or deviant groupings; indeed at some stages and/or places 

most such movements disproportionately recruit from among such elements. "(19) 

No substantiation was attempted for this allegation; it •ms simply a 

dogmatic point of .departure, and its function was precisely to justify 

the US policy of disregarding the wishe~ of the Vietnamese people. With 

this view it is only natural that the researchers advocate "laH and 

order" programmes, and that they see the social reform programmes 

implemented by the National Liberation Front, the effects of which 

they admit, as clever schemes by these criminal communists, and they 

advocate reform programmes only as counter-measures to outwit the 

opponent ( 20 ) • 

The three examples given illustrate how research into social conflicts 

can be used in the interests of the ruling classes in their policy of 

exploitation. Their prime value to this group which finances the 

research is not the tools it provides, but the justification it yields 

to policies of oppression. The contract system facilitates this use of 

social science, as the contractor of scientific work has a recognised 

right to determine t<hat aspects shall be studied. Even when for example 



particular conflict is studied from both the ethnic conflict aspect 

and from the aspect of imperialism, the results of the research are 
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the property of the contractor, who has the right to determine its use. 

Still, even when the researchers have a right to publicise their work, 

one cannot expect the scientifically fruitful to survive. The idea 

which seems to be implied in many arguments for a pluralistic approach 

fl • d. (Zl) k. d f b 1" f . . . to con 1ct stu 1es 1s some 1n o e 1e 1n surv1val of the f1ttest. 

To believe that the market mechanism will publicise and utilise the 

most fruitful scientific theory is naive. This belief misses the central 

point that the main value of social science to the consumers of social 

science is to provide justification for their policies. Therefore this 

fact is more likely to determine which theory is likely to survive; the 

theory which justifies best is going to be the one backed up by 

affluent research grants, promotion and publication in the centrally 

controlled mass media. 

Relating the political use or maybe even misuse of social science 

in general and peace research in particula~ to the determinant factors 

outlined in Section I, ~Je can see how these produce such science as a 

result. The external factors, the profit or survival motives and 

especially the contract systems enable the consumers of science to 

determine what shall not be studied. Those aspects on reality on 

which effective justificatory ideologies can be built are promoted by 

affluency, while those aspects which serve as basis for critique of 

the preferred policies of the ruling elites in the l~estern developed 

societies are impeeded and hindered. The conception"of social science 

as value free technology and the subjective definition of conflict 

form the normative basis for letting the consumers of science not only 

exclude effectively certain research topics, but also for letting the 

consumers of science determine what the topic of research shall be. 

Thus the aggregated effort of the knowledge producing sector of the 

Western developed societies can become a distortion of reality, a 

popular myth which serves the function of legitimising the preferred 

policies of the ruling elites. 
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The working hypotheses of the peace research movement become in this 

setting elaborated by the following additional hypotheses: peace can 

by promoted by feeding ·peace research into decision makers, and the 

more powerful they are, the more effectively is peace furthered; 

decision makers will not be convinced that they can use the peace 

research technology if they have reason to believe it is not effective. 

From these two hypothetical statements are then deduced the following 

guideline for peace research: no piece of peace research must be 

criticised by other peace researchers ( 22 ) • 

Of course the exclusion of critique is a most effective hindrance to 

any progress of this or other disciplines, therefore we will hold that 

these guidelines for peace research are likely to cause the peace 

research movement to defeat its own ends. 

In this section we have brought forward a "negative" critique and have 

focussed only upon actual and potential misuse of social science and 

especially peace research. We find it more important to deal with what 

is wrong and to explain how this can come about than to express our 

respect for the peace research which has been properly conducted. 

Winding up this section, it must be noted that even the most peaceful 

of studies are sponsored by the same pm~erful consumers of science that 

sponsored the Camelot project. The US Navy, Army and Air Force and the 

NATO sponsor studies in humanities and letters, and they sponsor studies 

into non-violence and civilian defence as alternatives to military 

defence. They are tolerant and do not care too much about the relevance 

of each particular research topic, and as can be seen from available 

listings of research sponsored by these organisations; they seem to be 

as catholic in their tastes as the small and big European princes who 

patronised universities and centers of higher learning during the re

naissance. We will thus not argue our theory so strictly to let it 

resemble a conspiracy theory. But we will maintain that even with a 

considerable degree of looseness and a considerable waste of money 

also these researchers by accepting this kind of sponsorship contribute 



to the prestige of these institutions and help them create an image of 

tolerance and democracy. And if any of these projects could become 

dangerous, it is alwaysbetter to have the researcher inside the system, 

where pressure can be put en him, than outside. 
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Conclusion. 

In this papet we have attempted to outline the contours of a theory of 

the political functions of social science. The results of its applic

ation to peace research demonstrates that this is a fruitful line of 

inquiry. By studying the functions of social science as determined by 

the external material constraints upon the process of producing 

knowledge, one is better equipped for explaining the outcomes of 

earlier efforts and better able to predict the consequences of future 

efforts. By studying the internal factors, one is better equipped for 

assessing whether the working hypotheses were and-are realistic 

_statements of what is possible in the framework of the material 

constraints. The internal factors are at the same time the means for 

manipulation that are available to the researchers, and thus change 

of these may in some cases enable the researchers to influence the 

world in their desired direction. 
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We conclude from our application of this theoretical frame firstly that 

the conception of social science as value free technology is grossly 

misleading as a statement of fact. Further we must conc-lude that the 

conception of social science as technology produces distorted or unim

portant descriptions of reality when the scattered research efforts are 

aggregated. (This point obviously needs empirical evidence which is 

better than the examples that we have been able to give so far.) 

In this connection we must give a final critique to Schmid's conclusions. 

His formal and idealistic model of social science leads him to propose 

revolutionary research as desirable. This revolutionary research is 

also seen as technology. This immediately begs the questions of why the 

researcher should be able to produce tools, techniques and know-how for 

revolutionary movements when he in most cases is unable to produce such 

toots for the holde111 of power. The revolutionary research is faced with 

the same difficulties as other applied research ( 23 ) • Further one must 

imagine that the task of selling scientific technology to the oppressed 

groups in our world must be immensely more difficult than the task of 

selling scientific technology to the oppressors. Further if this 



technology is publicly available {and of practical value,. which we 

doubt), it may be of more use to the oppressors in preempting 

revolutions than to the groups to which it is addressed and dedicated. 

This problem can only be met by classifying these types of research. 

Then we will agree there would be little if any meaning in conducting 

such research under the name of peace research. 

If we drop the conception of social science as technology - which we 

believe one should - then one is able to operate with such concepts 

as revolutionary research, meaning research that is revolutionary in 

itself. Being well aware of the richness of connotations of the term, 

we l<ill tentatively define revolution as a qualitative change in the 

basic parameters determining a social system. Scientific revolutions 

occur when the empirical finding of phenomena which cannot be 

explained and understood l<ithin the existing theoretical frames 

necessitates a rejection of these frames and their replacement with 

new theoretical frames. In this process the unexplainable empirical 

findings are explained by ad hoc explanations, and the scientific 

revolution has taken place when the old frames have been rejected 

and replaced with new that explain these hitherto inexplicabl~, 

phenomena. 

Understanding scientific development in this way, l<e must evaluate 

the research efforts within inherited theoretical frames as important 

as the reformulation of theoretical frame. In the history of science 

the sudden and drastic changes which are seen as the land marks of 

scientific progress usually will be connected with the researchers 

who formulate the new theories. History then often overlooks that 
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the piling up of inexplainable findings is as necessary to scientific 

development (24 ), We will argue a fundamental change in the field of 

peace research. The present status of peace research is in reality 

pre-theoretical, it is the era of groping in the dark, where everything 

is seen as equally important; it is the time of heuristic devices and 

the "towards a pre-theory" of this or that. l~e will argue. that the time 

has come for being less eclectic, for giving prioritJes to certain 

research tasks before others. The firststep towards the theoretical 
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stage of peace research is exactly to claim that some aspects are more 

important than others. The concern with this critical task will determine 

if peace research shall become a society for mutual complimentory art or 

a cumulative scientific enterprise. 

The lesson of the Vietnam War has been that stable· peace cannot be 

achieved by attempts to solve the conflict between the US and the 

National Liberation Front. The papers given at the Vietnam Conference, 

much referred to in this paper, which dealt with a part of the reality 

of the Vietnam conflict, imperatively posed the questions of why the 

US fought the war against the Liberation Front. These imperat~ve 

questions were and are: which are the interests pursued by the US in 

developing countries? How does the internal structure of the US 

function to involve the US in this type of warfare? The questions can 

be summed up under its usual denotation: how does US imperialism 

function? 

We will claim that there are good scientific reasons for studying the 

problem area usually denoted by the term imperialism. We will further 

claim that there is good empirical basis for claiming that imperialism 

vaguely defined, as it is in most current writings on the subject - is 

one of the major obstacles to achievement of stable peace in the 

developing world, and the three examples given in Section II point in 

the same direction, too. Thus we can claim that the peace research 

movement in order to fulfil its programme of investigation of the 

conditions conducive to war and peace must study imperialism. This 

field of study and the scientific means of study will form a break 

with the dominant research tradition of the movement, though there 

are some examples of studies of this area within the movement (25 ). 

The study of imperialism, which we deem imperatively imposed by the 

programme of peace research "to study the conditions conducive to war 

and peace", does not exclude other fields which have been of value in 

the peace research movement. The conflict between the underdeveloped 

and the capitalist developed world does not make the problems of arms

races and terror balance obsolete. 
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Scientific revolutions in social science may have a bearing upon social 

revolutions. In so far as the popular myths which justify and legitimate 

certain policies conducted in the interest or the ruling elites can be 

exposed as misleading descriptions of reality, the possibility exists 

for a new policy• This does not result in social revolutions per se of 

course, but in some cases it necessitates socil revolutions, again 

meaning basic change in the parameters determining the social structure. 

For example the exposure of the irrationality of stratigic thinking has 

not necessitated any revolution per se; it has necessitated a change in 

policy. 

A realistic assessment of what types of research are feasible in the 

present Western societies points out studies of imperialism as clearly 

controversial. They are not going to be backed up by the strong 

consumers of science. The peace research movement and the institutions 

created to implement its programme have therefore a well defined duty 

to back up the claim of scientists to be allowed to study the problem 

areas and find empirical answers to the problems and questions which 

are posed by their own research. 

Relating this proposed scientific programme of the peace research 

movement to the goal of removing the conditions conducive to war, one 

needs a political philosophy of how this is done. It is clear that 

studies of imperialism conducted in the Western world cannot become 

immediately technologically oriented. Rather they will be of relevatory 

nature, the kind of research we have described as aiming at description 

and explanation. They will not be tools for changing the world, but in 

themselves they form the basis for political action. In this context 

we will hold that this type of studies must be conducted in the Western 

world and especially in the US for two reasons. Firstly because it is 

best studied from its own base, and secondly because knowledge and 

subsequent political action are most needed there, if the war producing 

effects of imperialism are to be curbed. 

In presenting this paper containing a description of external factors 

and internal factors determining the development of peace research, we 

will finally make our standpoint clear with respect to the term determin

ants. 
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The factors labelled determinants are only seen as determinant in so far 

as they explain a historical development. Of these three factors the 

external factor is obviously the most stable one. Therefore we advocate 

change of the internal factors, the hypotheses of the peace research 

movement and the conceptions of social science. By manipulating these, 

we will claim that the researchers have a possibility for manipulating 

their environment of which they are integral parts and society at large 

into their desired direction. This working hypothesis is of course to 

be subjected to criticism for its practicability, and we will claim that 

we have provided a frame for this assessment. The ultimate test of this 

1~orking hypothesis is praxis •. Therefore ~<e submit this paper to'· the 

Third IPRA Conference in order to induce IPRA to include the subject of 

imperialism as the preaeritly most pertinent subject of study among the 

possible conditions conducive to war. 

Post Scriptum: It follows from the view on scientific development, which 

is the basis for our concluding remarks, that 1~e must regard the notion 

of continuous revolution to be disasterous. \Vhen we argue for fundament

al change, we argue for a specific change, and the change consists part

ly in specification of the new theoretical frames that are to replace 

the old. Once this change takes place, the old frames are rejected as 

such, but at the same time one must claim that the theoretical frame 

that is taking its place is a scientific theory, and this means in 

particular that exceptions and ad hoc explanations are to be avoided. 

We hold it to be unfruitful to speculate about possible future 

fundamental changes. If, and only if, the empirical study of reality 

disproves or invalidates the new theoretical frames, can we start 

formulating new theories ( 26 ) • 
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Notes. 

(1) See Peace Research Society (International), Papers, Vol. X, 1968, 
Cambridge Conference, June, 1968, "Vietnam: Some Basic Issues and 
Alternatives", USA, 1968, which contains the proceedings of the 
conference. 

(2) See Schmid, Herman: Peace Research and Politics, Journal of Peace 
Research, 1968, p. 229. 

(3) See our The Vietnam Conference Papers, 'A Case Study of a Failure 
of Peace Research;, Paper presented at the Sixth European Confer
ence of the Peace Research Society (Internationalh Copenhagen, 
August, 1969, mimeo. 
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(4) This is discussed by Boserup, Anders, in Power in a Post-Colonial 
Setting: The Why and Whither of Religious Confrontation in Ulster, 
Studies in Progress, No. 2, Institute for Peace and Conflict 
Research, Copenhagen, September, 1969. 

(5) Quoted from the cover of Peace Research Society, Papers, ibid. 

(6) Quoted from Pro~eedings of the. International Peace Research 
Association Inaugural Conference, Ass en, 1966, p. 13. 

(7). Quoted from Rapbp6rt, Artatol's introduction to von Clausewitz' 
Ort Wat, Penquirt Ed., London, 1968, p. 40. 

(8) !bid, pp. 8-11. 

(9) !bid, pp. 224-229, esp. p. 227. 

(10) We doubt, however, whether this is a conscious strategy or an 
after-rationalisation. 

(11) !bid, p. 218: "All science aims at control". 

(12) Several papers by Galtung deal with the need for a technology of 
peace, see esp. Galtung, Johan: Peace Research: Science or Politics 
in Disguise, Prio Publication 23-6, Oslo, 1967, mimeo. At the last 
IPRA conference two papers dealt exclusively with this need, see 
Pontzen, Theodore: The Hissing Link: A Technology of Peace, and 
Lentz, Theodore F.: Towards a Technological Orientation for Peace 
Research, Proceedings of the International Peace Research Associ
ation Second Conference, Vol. 1, pp. 50 and 60 resp. , As sen, 1968. 

(13) An outstanding and well documented historical account of Danish 
slave trade is given in literary form by Thorkild Hansen in his 
Slavernes Kyst, Copenhagen, 1969, see esp. pp. 26-33, on which 
our account is based. 

(14) See Hansen, op.cit., p. 154. 
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(15) Franck, Andre Gunder: Sociology of Development and Underdevelop
ment of Sociology, Cataclyst (State University of New York in 
Buffalo), No. 3, Summer, 1967. 

(16) Fanon, Franz: The Wretched of the Earth, Penquin Ed., London, 
1969, Chapter V. 

(17) We refer to the three papers by Ithiel de Sola Pool, Samuel L. 
Popkin and David C. Schwartz, op.cit, pp. 23, 36 and 46·resp. 

(18) Ibid, p. 24, and Pool, I. deS.: 
national Violence, Peace Research =.:.;::..;;=:.::_:.=-=..:;= 
p. 92. 

(19) Op.cit., p. 58. 

Village Violence and Inter
Society, Papers, Vol. IX, 1968, 

(20) This is the policy advocated by Popki.n and by Pool, op.cit. 
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(21) This view is what seems implied in the arguments by Boserup, see 
Boserup, Anders:.Case Studies of Social Conflicts: A Note on 

·Methodology, Institute for Peace and Conflict Research, Copenhagen, 
1969, mimeo. 

(22) It is our impression that this holds for most branches of North 
American social science, though we have only heard these prin
ciples pronounced explicitly within the peace research movement. 

(23) Practicable theories of revolution and revolutionary fighting seem 
only to have been formulated by active participants and leaders 
such as tlao, Lenin, Giap., Guevara. 

(24) In an oral report on a research project by John Vovodsky at the 
recent meeting of the Peace Research Society (International) in 
Copenhagen, August, 1969, war was desC:ibed as an orderly process 
in terms of reciprocal losses of the opponents, mutual force 
employment etc. After having observed the striking regularities 
of the relationships, one was struck by some sharp discontinuity, 
to which only an ad hoc explanation could be given. A closer 
examination of the graphs reveals (private communication from 
Vovodsky) more minor discontinuities and the striking fact that 
the discontinuities had a tendency to coincide with presidential 
elections in the US. (The wars studied were the wars in which the 
US had participated.) The obvious next research task is then to 
study how the internal political system of the US government can 
account for changes that in the model presented, which operated 
with nations as discrete entities, could only be described as 
discontinui ties ~1ith ad hoc explanations. 

(25) One obvious reference is to Kawata, Tadashi: "International Solid
arity" and Economic Inequality, Proceedings of the International 
Peace Research Association Second Conference, Vol. II, p. 152. 
One may even claim that the main topic of the second IPRA confer
ence: "Poverty, Development and Peace" was an attempt to raise 
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these questions, which, hm~ever, partially failed because it was 
premature in relation to the theoretical development of the move
ment. 

(26) This view of scientific development is also the strategy of the 
present paper. Though we have been much inspired by the presently 
on-going debate about Marxist sociology and philosophy, we have 
deliberately avoided specific references and quotations to back 
up our argument, and have been content with exploring the incon
sistencies in the research traditions in which we have been 
brought up, and tried to use only this tradition as our vocabul
ary. In so far we have been able to explore this research 
tradition in its own terms, we owe gratitude to those who we 
regard as our teachers, especially Johan Galtung, though he 
obviously beam no responsibility whatsoever for what we have 
used it for. 
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Introduction 1 

Central in the discussion among peace researchers and about peace research 

are the conceptions of "violence" and "conflict resolution". Some apply 

these conceptions as if the choice were to be either for them or against 

them. A far more fruitful - and scientifically more relevant - attitude. 

would be to discuss what these conceptions may signify. 

So what is violence? How to understand what causes it? What is conflict 

resolution? What are the conditions for conflict resolution? What does 

a revolution imply? On what grounds can it be argued that such a thing 

as a revolution is relevant for peace researchers? 

These basic questions are all too often met by superficial and simplistic 

answers even within the new discipline which has begun to root itself at 

our universities and academies under the name of peace and conflict 

research; at the same time the scientific foundation of the discipline 

is being questioned more and more intensively by an increasing number of 

young peace researchers. 

In these notes, through discussing the above questions, I shall try to 

illuminate the conflict between what I think can be called the established 

conventional or conservative peace research (Pc) and the young, radical 

or revolutionary conflict research (Pr) ,also called "militant" peace 

research by its adversaries. 

Now, what is the.difference between peace research and militant 

peace research ? Is it at all possible, does it make any sense, to use 

the term "militant peace research"? Does one speak of militant political 

science ? Or militant economics ? Is it a special duty of peace research 

to be ucn-tti: itant ? Must peace research be pacifistic in any absolute 

sense of the word ? Why would this be of an advantage - and to whom ? 

The"conventionaJ!' peace researchers are shocked by the new tendencies 

in peace research that the younger "revolutionary" peace researchers ad

vocate and the latter are highly dissatisfied with the conservative tender

cies in peace research which the former group defends. Supporters of (Pc) 

characterise supporters of (Pr) as "persons that are considered to be 

peace researchers,but to whom pacifism has been replaced by Marxism, con-
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flict resolution by class-struggle, "peace" by revolution, and if necessary 

bloody revolution". 2 . I would say that this cha:o:acteristic is essentially 

correct, but the surplvs meaning often implied in it, namely that the young 

radical peace IEsearche:o:s at the universities, and particularly certain groups 

in the Scandinavian countries, should have develo]Jed into unrestrained worshippers 

of violence, maybe even thirsting perversely for blood, is most certainly not 

correct. 

Part of the criticism against (Pr) seems to indicate tsa~ because of their 

appearance on stage, pe2ce research could no longer claim to be a scientific 

activity with such goals and contents, th?t those '~illing to sponsor ·it·, uith the 

idea hereby saving lives and freeing resources now tied up in military armaments, 

can do so unqPestionably. 

Peace in the sense of absence of violence Hould not any longer be the 

common goal of allpeace resea~chers. This is the accusation.(Pr) peace research 

is als6 said to be bad as science, or even non-scientific. 

Here I will maintain the op]Josite thesis, namely that the criticism 

against the neu radical. conflict research is actually in itself ideological and 

thus unscientific. I am of course fully alli:!!'C of ~he feet, that by maintaining 

this thesis I am on my part aiming a very serious accusation at the prevailing 

traditions in peace research. But neve:o:thel.ess, ! intend to aim ar.other - and 

perhaps even more serious - accusation at the adherents of the conventional 

traditions in peace research. The accusadon that the allegation of these (?c)

adherents that "peace research could no longer claim to be scientific activity 

t-Iith such goals arid contents, that those ,,Tilling to sponsor it with the idea of 

hereby saving lives ••• etc." is true and that it is they themselves who confirm 

this. 

Furthermore I will maintain that it is just through a profound and thorough 

analysis of the basic concepts of "violence" and "conflict" resolution, that the 

new revolutionary tendencies in peace research have spread. Thus, it is actually 

not an ideological trend to~mrds a more re,olutionary attitude that cor stitutes 

the new tendencies in peace and conflict research, but rather a deepened scienti

fic insight into the character of the violence in the «orld of today and the 

thereupon resting poss;_bilitie.s of reaching conflict resolution. 
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A Brief Historical Background 

In its earlie stchildhood some ten years ago peace research was 

imprinted by the Cold War and the threat of a Super Power conflict hanging 

like evil thunder-clouds over the world. Pacifists and sensible persons all 

over the world at first formed action groups and marched against the use of 

nuclear weapons and late~ moved into the universities, where peace research 

was developed as a scientific discipline based on more or less pacific 

values. Many of those who joined were physicists suffering from a bad 

conscience. Johan Galtutg of Norway became one rf the most outstanding and 

luminous promoters. Later on SIPRI - the International Peace Research 

Institute in Sweden- was founded. 3 

The peace researchers developed a science which aimed at control and 

integration of the international system. They forgot, or just did not seem 

to realiZe, the obvious fact that integration is always carried out on 

somebody's conditions, and that somebody always have to inflict the control. 

Furthermore they overlooked the fact that the po':Ner-dimenGion al!{ays tend 

to be determinant - that integration always tend to demand particular 

consideration to the conditions of the stronger party, and that control 

always tend to fall in the hands of the power-holders, i.e. the stronger 

party. By overlooking these facts - the reason for which I think is to be 

sought rather in the ideological assumptions of traditional peace research 

than in sheer misfortune - peace research become both unrealistic and 

idealistic. In the shade" of the East-l~est conflict, the perspectives of 

peace research also tended to be limited to symmetrical conflicts. 

The fundamental idea of peace research was to serve the decision

makers with kno~rledge and suggestions in such a way that it could be accep

ted by the politicians and thus, as was the hope, contribute to a more 

"peaceful" world. 

Behind this attitude towards the problems, which characterises what 

I have here called the (Pc)-tradition in peace research, lies a basic 

assumption of harmony and irrationalit~ : that the parties of a conflic~, 

in the final stage, always have a coinciding interest in avoiding open, 

violent confrontations, for instance war. This is a basic ideological 

(liberal) assumption. Hm~ever, should the parties still steer into open 

fights, then it is considered as accidents mainly due to lack of insights 

into the situation in which the parties are to behave. Thus, within the 
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the frames of this model it becomes the object of the peace researcher to 

correct misconceptions and to fill gaps in kncwledge, hereby fullfilling his 

high mission to save lives and keep peace. 

The sixties brought us new experiences and new knowledge. We have 

witnessed another kind of confrontation than the one we feared ten years 

ago, and we have seen how USA and the Soviet Union with slogans like "peace

ful coexistence" and similar catchy phrases, tacitly agreeing with one 

another, have. divided the world into "spheres of interests". The wars of 

liberation, and the Vietnam War in particular, has led to new protest 

marches and also to new analyses and new knowledge. Peace research i.s no longer 

what it used to be; it has learnt from experience. Therefore when in fact 

the opinion is brought up by the traditional and established peace researchers 

that this is not as it ought to be, I fail to see this as anything but a 

dogmatic standpoint interlocked wi t!l conservative ideological attitudes. 

An Example 

By looking at the history of a recent confrontation between the "old" 

· conservative peace research and the "new" revolutionary peace research 

I hope to be able to throw some light on the differences between the two 

approaches. 

During the last days of August this year the Sixth European Peace 

Research Congress was held in Copenhagen, it was arranged by the Peace 

Research Society International. Present were such internationally 

reputed scientists as Professor Walter Isard and Professor Kenneth 

Boulding from the U.S.A, a large number of the "new generation" of 

North European Peace Researchers were also present. In his opening address 

Mr K.Helweg Petersen, the Danish Minister of Culture and Disarmament, stressed 

the need for closer contacts between politicians and Peace Researchers -

the role of the latter being to advise the politicians on the resolution 

·of international conflicts. In avoiding the issue of the loyalties of the 

Peace and conflict researchers he made the problem seem little more than 

one of communication. As the conference got under way it soon 

appeared that for the younger peace researchers anyway the issue was 

much more complex. The previous year the P.R.S.I had held a 

"Vietnam Conference" in Camb~idge, Mass. U:S.A. The proceedings were 

published in a vo~~me entitled Vietnam: Some Basic Issues and Alternatives 
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(Peace Research Society International, Papers Vol.X, 1968) These papers are 

in substance typical of what I have called the "conservative" trends in 

contemporary Peace Research. In their search for "alternatives" they_ are 

explicitly policy oriented and as such fulfill Mr Petersen's requirements 

for fruitful peace research activities.· The critique of the whole 

orientation of these papers (c f in particular Jarvad and Olsen: "The Vietnam 

Conference Papers: a Case Study in the Failure of Peace Research", Copenhagen 

Institute for Peace and Conflict Researcgh) provoked a major conflict within 

the conference itself. The "Vietnam Dossier" exemplifies in an extreme manner 

a tendency which is characteristic of Peace Research in general. To gain 

acceptance for policy proposals - which is an admit.ted goal - peace research must 

of necessity accept the broad frames· of reference of policy makers. This 

necessarily precludes peace researchers from using other frames of reference -

leading to a biased - that is ideological - viewpoint. Thus science is openly 

corrupted. 

The idea of "more information and more understanding" ,as Professor Isard put it, 

is at best based on the assumption of a basic underlying harmony of interests. 

Conflicts are seen as resulting from misperception and misunderstanding. Hereby 

the peace researcher avoids to take into account any notions of conflicting 

interests, thereby believing to rest safely upon "scientific neutrality and objec

tivity" 4 • Apart from being naive this is profoundly mystifying. The establishment 

of "peace in the sense of absence of violence",as it were,again becomes the same 

thing as pacification, and peace research becomes its technology. Although not in-

tendedly, but implicitly, peace research based on this assumption will 

serve the interests of status quo. Again it becomes conservative ideology dressed 

up in "scientific" clothing. 

In rejection to this open and disguised tendencies of peace research to serve the 

interests of the power-holders the majority of the participants at the Congress 

in Copenhagen signed a declaration that clearly opposed the viewpoints held in 

the traditional, conventional peace research (The declaration is added as an appen

dix to this paper). 
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Discussion 

It might well be said that no adequate theory of conflict and conflict 

behaviour so far exists and I will certainly not try to develope one in this 

paper. 

I will here only maintain that one has to make a very clear distinction 

between conflict as such and conflict behaviour. Conflicts are here concieved 

as inbompatible interests and conflict behaviour as somehow openly violent 

behaviour. They are of cource interrelated but should nJvertheless be con~ 

ceived as logically independent. Incompatible interests are here defined 

objectively i;e, by the observing scientist according to his theory and is 

independent of the actual subjective cons·ciousness or the actors involved. This 

means that incompatible interests are conceived of as structural (actor 

indepehdent)' .the structure defined according to the theory of the scientist. 

Conflict behaviour on the other hand is defined through the actual· behaviour 

of the conflicting subjects. Taking the existence and non-existence of in

compatible (basic conflicts) and conflict behaviour as the logically possible 

instances and plotting them against each other we have the following cases: 

Table I Incompatible interests 

yes no 

Conflict 

' - -· ~----·-·--·-··-·- ·"-···-· r 
! , I 

. yes 

1

, (A) i (B) 1 

behaviour ----+--·---1 
I ! I 

no I (C) i (D) 1 

'---·--·-' -----·-.-... -J 

The {A)case could be referred to as "manifest conflict", the (B)case as 

mystifie4:onflict", the case as "latent conflict" and the (D);:ase as "re-

solved conflict". The respective cases then imply the following states: 

(A) implies "realistic war" , (B) implies "unrealistic war", (C) implies 

"unrealistic peace" and (D) implies "realisti.c peace". 

This might need little clarification. The (A) state denotes the 

situation when th~ conflicting parties are involved in violent behaviour over 

basic (according to objective criteria)incompatible interests. This would be 

the case when,according to !1atxist theory, workers and capitalists confront 

each other in open class struggle. 

The (B) state denotes the situation when there is subjective conflict 

behaviour over an issue that objectively (according to the theory the scientist 

applies) does not involve incompatible interests of the adversaries. Here we 

could imagine two different types of case·s·: 
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i. the conflict behaviour simply goes on (due to social inertia) after the 

basic conflict has been resolved (rather than mystified this could more 

precisely be called "inertal conflicts"). 

ii. an existing and unresolved basic conflict produces conflict behaviour over 

issues that are not relevant to the solution of the basic conflict. These 

"seccnd order conflicts" are than seen as epiphenomenal to a certain con-· 

flier regarded as basic according to the applied theory (rather than mysq

fied this could more precisely be called "displaced conflict". 

An instance of (B). would be the former slaves fighting the former 
1 

slave 

owners after the abolishment of slavery. An instance of (B)ii ,e.g., be noticed ,, 

in the confrontation between black and white labour in Britain, assuming that 

the issue being security of work and therefore - according to theory - ·the basic 

conflict being the general one being one between labour and capital. 

The (C) state denotes the situation when two parties have objectively in

compatible interests while no conflict bahaviour between them is manifested. This 

is the"peaceful coexistance" between the oppressor and the oppressed. 

( ) · · a/ · 1 · h The D state denotes the s1tuat1on when part1cu·ar confl1ct as been re-

solved through the removal of the incompatibility of interests that previously 

constituted it and when the conflict behaviour over the particular issue has 

stopped. An instance.here would be the post-revolutionary relations between former 

latifundistas and share-croppers both parties having ceased to exist in these 

capacities • 

In this context the basic conceptions to peace research, "violence" and 

"conflict resolution", should be illuminated. When many of the conventional peace 

researchers and other suppn.rtPrs of t-hp e~t:~hJj ~hmcnt: f:po::.lt::. of"v:inlcn-t..:.e" in 

cnnt•e..:Lion wi~ pea"o research, they mean wars or revolts. Although not always 

being pacifists themselves, they seem to think that other peace researchers ought 

to believe strongly in pacifism and thus do their absolute utmost to develop 

conflict resolution techniques to avoid "violence". 

Thus the basic criteria of peace research is the presence .or non-presence 

of violence in the situation. This criteria can be used to characterize the con

ditions defined in table I within the same frame of reference. 

It should be noted, that the concept of "violence" in the (Pc) tradition 

of peace research was almost exclusively used in the meaning of "open violent 

behaviour". This is above all what convEntional, conservative peace research, 

considers its duty to control and prevent. However, within the new peace and 

conflict research (Pr) one tends to stress that violence does not necessarily 

have to be palpably carried out by somebody against somebody else. Violence may 

be built into the very relationship between two parties so that for instance one's 
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possibilitites for development may be limited. by the other's ever so "peaceful" 

presence. Violence - in the sense of value-deprine of one party by the other -

is said to be based on the structural conditions. This kind of structural 

"silent" violence may then have much more destructive and disastrous consequ~n

ces than the open, palpable violence. The biological existmce of most peopl~ 

in the Latin American slums and black ghettoes of the U.S. are not harmed by; 

bullets or napalm, but by exploitation. 

By 'violence' we shall here refer both to "open" violent behaviour, i.e. 

hitting, shooting, bombing etc., and "silent" violence, i.e. oppression and exploi

tation. The four conflict states are characterized in the following way: 

.A. Manifest conflict - implies open violence 
. I' .. 

My 'f' d .H. . 1' · B. stl 1e confl1ct - 1mp 1es open v1olence 

C. L3tent conflict :~ implies silent violence 

D. Resolved conflict - implies freedom from open and silent violence 

The conflict states here discussed should be interpreted dialectically. 

The concept of level has to be introduced. By the level of a conflict we refer 
. tl/ 

to that what the conflict goes "bout in ~erms of incompobility cf intereet8. It" 

might thus well be that when a conflict between two parties is resolved at one 

level they·find themselves involved in a conflict at another (sometimes called 

'higher')level with the same, or more likely, another adversary. Peace in this 

model is established relative to a specific 

the possibility of conflict or conflict behaviour 

compatible interests (different level). 

conflict, but does not exclude 

with respect to other in-

Given this and in order to elucidate somewhat the concept of conflict 

resolution we shall very briefly look into the transi~ion possibilities involved 

i.e. a) the general techniques for transforming one conflict state into another 

- sometimes called the conflict management techniques b) the general irilplicaticns 

of such operation and c) what it leeds to. This gives a set of postulates that 

of cource in each case should be applied and tested against empirical evidence. 

Summilig this up we may get the following table• 



Table II 
---·,----,---.----, 

c. L D. I A. B. 

A. manifest conflict --?> 1) --;~--1 ~ 
B. mystified conflict ---""" 4) 

C. latent conflict ~ 

D. resolved conflict -----7 

:-+---+-,, -~ 

1> ~ I 9> . 
! -1-0)---4-11) "~--rn-t---1 
~---- J 

1) Transferring a conflict from 

A to B 

is ccnceivable through 

displacement 

this implies 

false consciousness 

and leads to a state of 

unre_alistic war 

an example is 

~£.!!1!~SQ.!!!:i!!S 

3) Transferring a conflict from 

A to D 

is conceivable through 

class struggle 

this implies 

2) Transferring a conflict from 

A to C 

is conceivable through 

pacification 

this implies 

domination 

and leads to a state of 

unrealistic peace 

an example is 

imperialism 

4) Transferring a conflict from 

B to A 

is conceived through 

raise of consciousness 

this implies 

9 

structural changes 
and leads to a state of 

-realistic peace 

reveiiing the basic contradictions 

and leads to a state of 

an example is 

revolution 

5) Transferring a conflict from 

B to D 

is conceivable through 

procedure 4) 

followed l:y 

procedure 3) 

realistic war 

an example is 
"black and white unite and fight" 

6) Transferring a conflict from 

B to C 5 

is conceivable through 

pacificaticn 

this implies 
dominance 



7) Transferring a conflict from 

C to A 

i~ conceivable through 

f~veiling of contradictions 

this implies 

poiad g1tion 

and leads to a state of 

realistic war 

an example is 

liberation wars 

9) Transferring a conflict from 

C to D 

is conceivable through 

procedure 7) 

followed by 

procedure 3) 

11) Transferring a conflict from 

D to A 

, .. ; 

8) Transferring a conflict from 

c to B 

is conceivable through 

displacement 

this im{i lies 

false consciousness 

and leads to a state of 

unre-alistic war 

an example is 

pogroms 

10 

lO)Transferring a conflict from 
1 

D to B 

is not conceivable 

on one and the same level 

12) Transferrin£ a conflict from 

D to c 
;s not conceivable is not conceivable 

on one and the same level on one and the same level 

We have not included the dialectics of the inter-level transformation of 

conflicts, i.e. the predispositions created for a conflict at another level • 

as consequence of a transition of the conflict from one state to another 

at a certain level.(E.g. class conflict on the national level is resolved through 

revolution (A to D ; procedure 3) thereby creating a new conflict on the inter

national level) neither do we believe that it is fruitful or even possible to 

include dialectics in fourfold or sixteenfold ~ables. The point, however, in 

putting up tE.bl.:s as the ones above is precisely to get some first ideas and 

insights from where to start the discussion on the problems and implications 

of conflict resolution - not in its abstract as seems to have been much of the 

case in previous reserach - but rather in its concrete relation to the differen~ 

possible conflict. states derived from table I 

From table II we derive in principle 12 conflict management techniques 

, three of them being immaterial, three combined of the others and some of the 

remaining very similar. It appears that at least two principal and sharply 
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distinguished remain. These could be caJ_led 

conflict resolution proper in contrast to conflict control. The first implie~ a 

removal of the incompatible interests, whereas the second doesn't imply this )>ut' 
,, 

instead the manipulation of the conflict at the subjective level, i.e. manipu,}a-

tion of the attitudes and overt behaviour of the involved subjects. Galtung h~s 

provided a useful analogy with two basically different ways of attacking a di!iease. 

One way is to try to eradicate its symptoms,, while the underlying diseace itself,· 

is not tackled,an example being to try to "cure" small pox by sticking-plastej:. 

This would nowadays be regarded an unscientific approach. But it is bcdcally th~ 

way conflict control works, and I would say, this is also what characterises the 

ambitions of prevailing (Pc)-type peace research. Hence the allegation that it is 

unscientific. It has, due to its ideological bias, so far been more interested in, 

reaching what I have here called unrealistic peace than realistic peace. 

This implementation of unrealistic peace has its counterpart in a certain ,, . 

strategy for conflict resolution ,pacification, whereas the implementation. of 

realistic peace, which would correspond to the scientific approach to cure small;_ 

pox as a diseace at its roots, has its counterpart in a quite diffemt strategy 

to resolve the conflict - a strategy according to table II contained in following 

dialectic sequence: 

Table _!l:l: technique I implication 
(for conflict resolution) 

Conflict at level-1.,----------------------------------------------~ 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Phase 3 

Conflict at level 

raise of consciousness/ reveiling of contradictions 

polarisation 

demands for 
changes 

-r· 
I class struggle ----r--
'1', 

structural/ revolution 

-r 
-r> 

The differences between the pacification strategy and what I will here 

call the revolution strategy for achieving peace (unrealistic vs. realistic) is 

thus,9f course, mirrored in peace research itself, where we find those working 

according to the pacification strategy - those peace researchers (Pc) earlier la-, 

beled conventional and conservative, and those working according to the revolutio, 

nary strategy- the (Prtesearchers. It is evident according to the definitibns 

that the pacification strategy for conflict management is unrealistic qua conflict 

resolution. In praxis this strategy merely aims at "freezing" conflict behaviour,, 

and mystifying conflict attitudes while conserving the conflict as such and thus 

e, g. a state of oppression and exploitation. When the liberation movements("the 

instigators of violence") have been pacified, the exploitation (the structural 
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violence) can continue. 

If it is not always true that (Pc)-research. , sponsors its technique par, 

preference pacification it is still largely dwelt in the pheres of unscientific 

imagination. Conc.eiving of conflict basically as misconceptions and leaving ~he 
incompatibility of objective interests aside, it has turned out ide·alistic a~d 

r: 

unrealistic: according to the scheme above ( the relevance of which of courc~ 
' could and should be questioned) direct transitions of conflict from latent or 
·"~-

mystified states to resolved states are not possible. The underlving conflic~ 

must first be manifest (which probably, if not necessarily c!ue to the v£sted 

interests/ the conflicting parties will result in an open and more or less 

violent confrontation) and be resolved as such. But insofar as the (Pc)-researcher$ 

at all have dealt with the problem of turning, say, latent conflicts into resolved 

conflicts. as when they tackle the problem of "underdevelopment"' their efforts 

have - and I don't think I am overstating it - almost in all cases turned out as 

complete failures ~ Basically their approach has been to press for "aid" and to · 

try to influence the decision-makers to take a more generous and benevolent 

attitude towards the underdeveloping countries. According to their basic ideolo

gical assumption of harmony they have failed to perceive incompabile interests 

in the situation (the idealistic failure} .and have very often instead concentrated 

on smart lobbying to "smuggle" the conflicts over the borders between (C) and 

(D) or (B) and (D) (the failure of lacking realism), to use the signifiers in 

table I. 
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Conclusions. 

Some of the points which I have argued in this admittedly 

sketchy outline can perhaps be simplified in the following diagram 

based on the logical distinction between type of behaviour and 

implication of behaviour. Under each category two main types are 

separated which gives us four separate conditions within the same 

frame: 

Table IV 

Type of behaviour 

"openly violent" 

"value example: 

Implication depriving" war 

"peaceful" 

example: 

exploitation 

c f behaviour. ---------.--- --1---------------- · 

"not value example: example: 

depriving" expressive acts peace 

I have here maintained that conventional,'liberally based 

peace research either overtly and consciously takes the manipulative 

conflict perspective of the established power-holders ( this would 

be the case of,e.g. It~l de sole Pool in the Vietnam dossier of 

the Peace Research Society ( International) I have been referring 

to) 1 or does so tacitly and unconsciously ( this would be the case 

in most existing peace research), and that it for this reason 

naturally concentrate on problems that fall into the ~ategory of 

"openly violent behaviour". This is regarded as dysfunctional for 

the system which the peace researchers with their technology en

deavour to maintain. 

Essentially two points of criticism against this tradition 

within peace research have been put forward: 
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l. That it is based on an ideological fixation which precludes any 

scientific analysis that bursts the liberal framework. 

2. That, accordingly, peace research tends to become a tool of the 

Super Powers to minimize frictions which arise in their repression 

of the greater part of the people of the world. It becomes the 

"scientific " rationalisation of this repression. Founded on liberal 

ideological assumptions, it becnmes status quo oriented. Stability -

concern a•out the prevailing international power relations- becomes 

its goal in praxis rather than s~cial change in an attempt to have 

these power relations restructured. Peace research evolves into 

Pacification Research 

If, on the other hand, one does not start ~ff the analyeas 

within the liberal and subjectivistic frame ~f reference, but rather 

takes a structural or a nbjectivistic starting point, one tend to 

reach the conclusion that openly violent behaviour as such is not 

the only, or even not the main, canse of physical harm to Mankind 

as a whole, hut that the conditions that people are forced to live 

under ( the structural "silent" violence contained in the existing 

s~ructural conditions) may be even more damaging - this is evidently 

what now an increasing number of independent peace and conflict 

researchers seem to recogni~e. To these researchers, what falls 

under the category " value depriving relationships" therefore catches 

the main interest. Contrary to what conventional peace research 

prescribes, it is maintained that in order to achive its basic goal, 

a world characterised be less violence ( in the full sense of the 

word), peace research must do precisely the opposite to pacification 

research, that is primarely to develope means for abolishing ( under

mining, overthrowing) those structural power~elations that make for 

the violence, and for restructuring of the situation. This then 

becomes no less than peace research for subversion and revolution, 

Revolution Research. 

At this JOint many 0therw,ise sensible peace researchers are 

deceived by the assumption favoured by all power-holders ( those 

who have a vested interest in preventing revolutions) that ~'revolu

tion" in itself is dangerous and unacceptable, that it is violence 

for the mere sake of violence. But no theorist on revolution and 

no revolutionary ha~ ever realised revolution to be of such nature. 

A revolution is a complicated but necessary method .. - involving a 

lot of"peaceful" organisation and educational work - to obtain a 

qualitative change in the established power structures. And as the 

established power-holders are not usually willing to give up this 

position without any struRgle, nne can foresee that open violence 

will be applied. Being a revolutionary, one must be prepared to meet 
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such violence and defeat it. Being a peace researcher claiming to 

be honest and scientific, one must be aware of the fact that violence 

is already built into the structure, and that in certain situations 

an open confrontation may be the most effective,or rather only way, 

to bring about liberation from this structural violence. The anale.gy 

of curing diseases in medicine might well be applied again. The 

scientific method to escape a greater harm ( small-pox infection in 

the example ) is precisely to accept and use cleverly a smaller 

amount c f that harm ( vac i:l.nat:'.on). Similary in certain si tu a tions 

"revoluti<"nary violence" may be the necessary me!l.ns t" ebtain conflict 

resolution proper, This is more or less, I think, the reason why so 

many young peace researchers consider it quite compatible with,and 

even imperative to the role <"f peace research to actively support 

e. g., the NLF in Vietnam in its struggle for liberation. 

The new generation nf peace researchers have now seriously 

begun react against the corruption of traditional and 11 ~>atablishment" 

supporting peace research. They turn against the idea of peace research 

being a research of and for control, integration and pacification, 

and they demand that it takes up research of and for liberation, 

polarisaticn and revolution. This is found tm be the necessary way 

to eliminate at its roots the violence in the world with all that it 

contains of exploitation, brutality and deformation of lifea and 

aocietes. 

Peace research, to fulfill its scientific task which is to 

resolve conflicts ( promote realistic peace includi~g freedom/6p~Wssion 
and exploitation ) rather than tc play around trying to fin~ techniques 

for keeping its symptams down, must turn to the now ( on ideological 

grounds ),overlooked proceedures 3), 4) and 7) summed up in fable III, 

in order to improve these techniques to resolve conflicts. This is the 

scientific insight with which a new peace and conflict research, or 

revolution research,will confront the ideological blindfolds of 

traditional peace research. 
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Postscrip•. 

Having stated a theory or recomrrendation scientists are faced 

with their momente de la verdad. Will it work? Is it applicable? 

Praxis is the only generator of truth. I have here argued that on the 

whole peace research so far has studied and promoted the transition 

of manifest conflicts into latent conflict states, characterised by 

what I somewhat provocatively have labeled "unrealistic peace". I 

have also more or less openly stated that this is as immoral as un

scientific and that therefore something else shou1d be done. What 

should most urgently be done, as I see it, is to find ways of studying 

and promoting the transition of states of latent co;1flict into states 

of realistic peace, i.e. procedure 9 in Table III. By developing a 

frame of reference such as hinted at in the discussion contained in 

these rather scattered notes,I maintain that it should he possible 

to study such transitions meaningfully,and to gain insights for 

mubsequent applied research along the(within peace and cnnflict 

research)now overlooked or even doomed lines of revolution research. 

And if this cannot be done within •he accepted framework of peace 

researr.h we will simply have to change them or go outside them. 
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Notes 

l) This article is triggered off by the debate (or should one say 

crises?) within peace and conflict research which have arisen 

out of Herman Schmid's article "Peace Research and Politics" in 

Journal of Peace Research 1968:3 

The concepts and arguments put forward in the present article 

are of course nourished by common scientific knowledge in the 

field,but precisely because of the fact that they will sometimes 

carry resemblance to ideas put forward by, e.g. Lewis A. Coser, 

Johan Galtung,Herman Schmid and others,I would already in the 

outset like to ask the reader not to compound them with these 

- that would just cause confusion and misunderstanding. 

It should also be said at the outset,that according to the con

ventional rules of scientific discourse there is maybe a slight 

lack of concrete exemplifications to the general propositions 

put forward.This is simply due to the fact that the author,at 

this stage of the work,not regarded it as absolutely necessary to 

present detailed references.However this should not preclude the 

reader from using the frame given to seek for himself.To provoke. 

this was one of the motivating ideas of putting together the 

observation set forth in this paper. 

2) quotation from Kjell Goldmann's article "Militant fredsforskning" 

in Dagens Nyheter, l/9 1969. 

3) It deserves mentioning that among the members of the present 

Scientific Council of SIPRI is Henry A. Kissinger,also known as 

~resident Richard M. Nixon's special adviser on international 

affairs. 

4) For recent discussions on the implications and applicability of 

such concepts as "scientific neutrality and objectivity" in the 

context of social conflicts cf. Anders Boserup,"Case studies of 

social conflicts: a note on methodology" (Paper submitted to the 

Eigth Pugwash Symposium,Elsinore,Denmark,Sept. 1969) and 

Lars Dencik (ed. ),"Scientific Research and Politics','Studentlit

teratur,Lund,l969. 
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5) The transformation of a conflict from a mystified (inertial or 

displaced) state to a latent state may be harder to conceive than 

the other transition processes in the table. 

i. If it is the question of an inertial conflict, no transitions 

at all are possible (this thus also applies to the processes 

4) and 5)) according to the definitions.A conflict once resol

ved is resolved. 

ii.If it is the question of a displaced conflict a transition is 

conceivable.This would be through the control (pacification) 

of overtly violent behavior between groups over a "false" issue 

(relative to a certain set of incompatible interests). By ser

ving as a (fal§ly) functional alternative to the parties,the 

open violence can well reach such magnitudes that it must be 

held down by outer force. This is the case when the police moves 

into the ghetto to stop (pacify) intra-ghetto rivalry. 

Actually to provoke such intervention might be a useful tactic 

to the cons:lious revolutionaries in the ghetto. By the intru

sion of the police the basic contradiction (between the white 

establishment and the black communes) might be demonstrated and 

reveiled,thereby supposedly -. raising consciousness 

within the black society and demystifying their internal con

frontations. 

A final word should be said to this. Whereas the content of Table I 

was states of conflicts at a specific level,what is denoted in 

Table II is conflict processes,i.e. the transition of a specific 

conflict between the different possible states.These processes, 

although possible to illustrate by examples, in several cases 

still lack compr~hensible and apt labels or catchy words. But when 

they are once caught in an appropriate frame of reference,they 

will certainly soon be coined.To do so might be a useful first step 

to reach understanding of these problems. 

6) For a profound and well-documented analyses of this cf. Andre 

Gunder Frank,"Sociology of develepment and underdevelopment of 

sociology'',Catalyst,l967:3.(Reprinted as Zenit Reprint 1, Zenit, 

Stockholm,l968.) 
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APPENDIX 

Statement 

At a time when the number of intellectuals is increasing constantly 
and their role becomes radically different from what it was in the past on 
the plane of science and technology, production and management, education 
and communications, and also cultural creativity; at a time when the fate 
of intellectuals is linked more and more to that of the working classes and 
of the movements of national liberation - a fact of which scientists all 
over are becomming increasingly conscious; at a time when U.S. imperialism 
poses a universal threat to the future of culture and to the future of 
mankind itself: 

We, peace and conflicts researchers from seitetal countries assembled 
in Copenhagen for a congress of the Peace Research Society (International), 
August 26 - 28, 1969, want to express our deep concern about the present 
international situation. Increasingly the world is dominated by the super
powers. In Vietnam and elsewhere the U.S. supresses the pecp1e,-fights the 
national liberation movements and supports facists or otherwise reactionary 
puppet regimes: In the llast-liluropean countrie-s the U.S.S.R. by military · 
force or latent threats of military force denies the peoples tr.tir right to 
self-determination and their right to find their own way to a socialist 
society. These two super-powers increasingly develop common interests in 
international stability and status quo. Under the slogan of "peaceful co
existence" they divide the world into "spheres of influence" and openly or 
tacitly support each others"pacification" policies. '· 

As scientists in the field of peace and conflicts research, we see 
as our responsibility to proclaim our active solidarity with the peoples 
struggling against imperialism and super-power supremacy, particularly with 
the heroic people of Vietnem. 

We recognize the tragic fact that due to their eno~c~ financial 
resources, the super-powers and particularly the U.S.A. are able to carry 
out their ideological and cultural penetration with the help of propaganda 
agencies disguised as scientific or even p_eace research institutions. 

We have considere dthe so-called Vietnam conference of the P.R.S.I. 
and the subsequent publication of the papers in the series of proceedings 
and as a book. Hhereas any peace researcher must support the intention of 
the editor to move from an exclusive concern with abstact model building and 
empirical research of marginal policy relevance, the execution of this 
intention is extreemely deplorable in this case. 

The basic perspectives of all the papers are American perspectives: 
"What are options for the US on the conditions x, y, z, ••• ?" Furthermoxe, 
several papers are of a doubtful scientific quality. 

Although it is important to encourage discussion of the many political 
assumptions ( explicit or implicit ) in the variuos papers, an equally 
important consideration for P.R.S.I, is that conferences like the one on 
Vietnam will only serve to discredit peace research as a discipline and to 
reduce peace research to an unwitting tool of American polivy. 

Imperialism seeks, by the most varied te,hniques of indoctrination, 
to insure social conformity and political passivity. At the same time, a 
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systematic effort is made to mobilize technicians,men of science and intell,c
tuals generally in the service of capitalists and neocolonialists interests1 
and purposes. Thus, talants and skills which could and should contribute to' 
the task of proggress and liberation become, instead, instruments of the ' 
commercialization of values, the degradation of culture and the maintenance: 
of the capitalist economic and social order. 

It is the fundamental interest and imperative duty of intellectuals to 
resist this aggression and to take up, without delay, the challange thus po~ed 
to them. What is required of them is support for the struggles of national !ibe~ 
ration, social emancipation and entrance in the political struggle against ~on- •· 
servative, retrogate and fascistforces, to demystify the oppressors' ideolo$ies· 
and to attack the structures upon which these rest and the interEsts they •' 
serve. 

This is why, after a confrontation of ideas marked by a freedom of 
expression which is as essential for the struggles and the ~asks of today as 
it is for the creation of the new world which will tomorrow be their outcome, 
we call upon writers, men of science, artists, teachers and students to joi~ 
and intentify the fight against imperialism, and to take up the part which,is 
theirs in the struggle for the people of the world. 

(Signed by the majority of the participants of the Sixth European 
Conference of the Peace Research Society lnternational) , CcpEnheg~n ,Deumalk). 
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POWER IN A POST-COLONIAL SETTING: THE llliY AND WHITHER OF 

RELIGIOUS CONFRONTATION IN ULSTER+ 

by 

Anders Boserup 

1. 11ethodology 

1.1 

The logical starting point of this,paper, and therefore its first aim, is 

the presentation of the elements of a theoiy of how.racial, tribal and sectarian 

divisions might be p~r~etuated ih a ~6st-colonial situation. The second, but more 

important aim is to appiy the concepts so introduced to the understanding of cur

rent conflicts. The religious conflict between Catholics and Protestants in North

ern Ireland is the case we shall consider in more detail. 

To gain such understanding as is likely to be of any help in attempting to 

predict the course of a particular conflict or to intervene in it, it is .essential 

to study the role and. "function" of that conflict in the social system within which 

it unfolds - or, at the very least, to enquire l<hether there might not be such a 

function. Indeed it would appear that from the point of view of conflict theory 

the most fruitful starting point in studying a protracted conflict is the qypo

thesis that the antagonistic relationship is not only the key to understanding 

the social system within which it occurs and the exchange relationship on which it 

is based, but that it is also the prerequisite for understanding the very nature 

of the antagonists as social entities. Only when this has been tried and has fail

ed is it commendable to make the o~posite assumption and study the conflict as 

though it were no more than a passing convulsion of an otherwise well-integrated 
system. 

+) I gratefully acknol<ledge support in various phases of this work from the 
Carlsberg Memorial Fund for Brewer J.C. Jacobsen and from the Nordic Co
ordination Committee for International Politics, including Peace and Con
flict Research. Figures from the survey of "Opinion in Ulster" (NOP/2577, 
unpublished)are quoted by kind permission of the Belfast Telegraph and the 
National Opinion Polls Limited (London). 
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Hence, if one were to study, say, the current conflict in Vietnam he would 

first consider the general relationship between industrialised and non-industria

lised countries (or, if he prefers.it that way, between anti-communist and com

munist countries). He would investigate to what extent it is an inherently an

tagonistic social relation (I add the word social to avoid confusion with a stra

tegic relation which is antagonistic by definition); that is, he would try to cla

rify and to assess the limitations of the complementary concepts of "imperialism" 

and "subversion" (or the nature of the confrontation betlreen capitalism and com

munism as the case may be). Then he would try to ask to what extent this conflict 

in the larger (world) system structures the antagonistic blocs themselves. Alto

gether this woul~ lay a foundation for understanding what the conflict is about 

and hence for predicting its general evolutionary trends and desiening strategies, 

whether for the actors in the conflict or for the habitual 11deus ex machina". 

The best known example of this approach is of course Karl Marx' theory 

of the industrial conflict. That conflict, which was no less manifest in his day 

than are today the conflicts in Ulster or in Vietmam, he tried to interpret as 

being the defining and dynamic principle of the society as a whole within which 

it. took place and the determinant of the nature of the antagonists+, Opinions 

differ as to the validity, or the continued validity, of his results but the metho

dology is obviom:f the most appropriate starting point for conflict analysis. Con

sequently, the third purpose of this paper has to do with the methodology of ap

plied conflict studies. 

To conform with the remarks above we must therefore in this paper try to 

deal, not with theoretical constructs and empirical facets which, however cor

rect, are nevertheless marginal to the course of events. Instead we shall have 

to consider the key factors (if any) which determine the situation. In the case 

of Ulster the key factor, I believe, is the inherent weakness of her post-colo

nial polity, institutions and ruling class and the consequent need for privileges 

and sectarianism to uphold the political system. 

+f For an example of the opposite (piecemeal) approach, see Vietnam: Some Ba
sic Issues and Alternatives, Volume X, Papers of the Peace Research Socie
ty (International), 1969. 
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Although this is written ~>rhile the first death-casualties in Belfast are 

making the headlines, and events have only started to gather momentum there would 

be little point in vindicating the usual right to be wrong for lack of historical 

distance. When we launced peace and conflict research as a scientific discipline 

we claimed that we would be able to foresee, and hopefully to affect, the course 

of conflicts while they were still in the making. This is one opportunity for prov

ing or falsifying that claim. 

The limitations imposed by the brevity of a "paper" are a more suitable 

cause for indulgence, as are those resulting from my own inability to look into a 

number of questions of fact which I believe to be of crucial importance. The two 

main gaps should be stated at the outset: the lack of any analysis of the econo

mic structure of Northern Ireland and its relation to the British economy - at

tributable to lack of time and skill, more than to lack of data - and the absence 

of a detailed survey of the structure of the ruling elites in Ulster - principally 

caused by the lack of sources. 

The role of Britain raises serious problems in this analysis. The intercon

nections between the Unionist leaders and the Conservative Party in Britain, the 

interests, economic or otherwise, of Britain as a whole, and of particular British 

groups in various sections of Ulster society, the role of Irish labour in Britain 

as well as the nature and strength of purely sentime,tal ties are all of them un

known factors; Two assumptions are possible: that British interests in Northern 

Ireland are marginal and mostly of a negative kind, namely to avoid trouble and 

nothing more; or that some substantial interests are involved. He have no reason .. 

able grounds for chasing between these alternatives, except that the latter might 

require the parallel analysis of two inter-related conflict situations, one in

volving Britain and Ulster and one involving Catholics and Protestants within 

Northern Ireland. We. have consequently opted for the "null-hypothesis" for reasons 

of convenience only - well aware, however, that if indeed it holds this would be 

the first time in the long history of Anglo-Irish relations. 

It has not escaped my attention that this assumption, if it were to prove 

false, could completely invalidate the conclutions but it would still be necessary 

to conduct an analysis of the internal conflict in Ulster along lines not too dif~ 

ferent from those used here. 
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2. Weakness of the Elite and Sectarianism 

The first theme .I wish to develop here is the &bsence of any firm domestic 

power structure in Northern Ireland. 

The parliament at Stormont is on a number of essential points more like 

a provincial council than a national parliament and has little freedom to fashion 

Ulster's policies, and particularly her economic policy, according to her needs. 

Finance and credit are heavily dependent upon conditions in Britain and most ta

xes and duties are Reserved Reveriue, controled by the parliament of the United 

Kingdom. Policies in these areas are evidentiy determined primarily with British 

needs in mind. 

Ulster's domestic market is very small and her main trading area, Britain, . . . 
which takes ah est:ilna.ted 55% of her GNP (foreign cotintries taking another 15%; 

N.I. Economic Report, 1968) is completely outside the control of Stormont and 

even cannot be regulated via tariffs or monetary policy. The main tools at the 

disposal of the government for promoting local enterprise appear to be direct 

subsidies and, to a much lesser extent, its long-term influence upon transport 

and production costs. 

A rapidly growing part of the industry consists of subsidiaries of British 

firms and the largest Belfast paper is British-owned; All matters of foreign po

licy and defence policy are conducted from Westminster and the fatal political 

weakness of a country with no regular army has been vividly demonstrated when 

the government recently had to rely upon British troops. Other means of social 

control like the courts, the educational and electoral systems etc. are also 

either directed from Britain or they are mere copies of similar British insti

tutions, only slightly adapted, if at all, to the particular requirements of the 

Irish scene (with some notable ecceptions of a purely repressive kind: the Special 

Poweit Act, the antiquated franchise system, the volunteer corps of the B specials, 

etc.). 

Nor does there seem to be much bywayof ·a powerful ruling elite. Reference 

is often made to the landed aristocracy of Ulster but it is clear that whatever 

power the proprietors of the large estates. might have retained after the Land 

Purchase Acts around the turn of the century which enabled tenants to bUW out 

the land they occupied, they are sure to have lost as a result of the steadily 
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declining .share of agriculture in Ulster's econo~ (in 1966 agriculture contribu

ted only 9.4% to G.D.P.; N.I. Economic Report, 1968). From its ownership of land 

the aristocracy of Ulster is more likely to derive social prestige than the more 

tangible economic and political power it formerly had. 

This class, however, is closely intertwined with the present industrial 

elite. It was responsible for the early industrialisation of Ulster, first by 

creating the linen and later the shipbuildin~ industry, both of which are still 

among the main manufactures of Ulster, with shipbuilding accounting for 10% of all 

industrial employees and the textile industries· for 23%. Corresponding figures 

for the United Kingdom as a whole are 3 and 6% respectively (HcCrone, 1969). It 

seems reasonable to assume that this "traditional elite" holds the better part 

of the many small family-owned comp8hies which are a chatacte~istie feature of 

Ulster's economY (Isles and Cuthbert, 1957, eh. VIII). 

'ro what extent the modern commercial and industrial elite associated 1rith 

the rapidly expanding new corporate industries in Ulster has economic interests 

which diverge significantly from those of this traditional family-based elite is 

not clear. Moreover this is an important issue to investigate because there ap

pear to have been profound divisions l<ithin the leadership of the Unionist party 

in recent years. The fact that the "traditional elite" provides most of Ulster's 

top politicians should at least not be taken too literally as it might well re

flect more on the traditions of Unionist politics than on any real distribution 

of pol<er, At any rate the policies pursued in the economic field with large sub

sidies to new industries while the traditional ones are given insufficient as

sistance to keep them alive do not point to such a predominance of the traditio

nal interests •. · 

Nor should too much reliance be placed on an analysis of the recent divi

sions among the Unionist leadership on the occasion, first of the elections in 

February and then again in April during the cabinet crisis. The apparent coa

litions changed considerably during those two months and one would also have ex

pected that disagreement on how to deal with the current crisis or simple politi

cal tactics played a larger role than the long-term material interests of the va

rious groupings. 

In discussing the various outcom~of the present crisis a clear picture 

of the composition of the ruling groups in Ulster as well as their relation to 

the middle- and lol<er-middle class becomes crucial, but for the present it suf-
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fices to note thct even though & ne1·r c1m:.ng and managerial elite mcy h~.ve develop

ed in Northern I: .. ela.'14 c. large :part of tt-.e ne\? inclust:.-ies e..re ~~foreign !I as f&r ns 

Ulster is co~ce~ed. 

A sit,.1.ation siBiJ.e.1· to thHt in Northern Ir~~land Rcemn to haYe arisen in 

me.ny of the nev countries e.fter th9y g~in2d forr.:?.l i.nd.epeadence< 'I'he::"e is little 

by way of a local bourgeoisie e.nd l<rbere a bourge0~:.ni~ e~{istR the bP.sis of it~~ 

former powP.r, the land estatzs, are now of deo:·reasing import.a:nce, econo:roic resourc-

tu.ti.ons are often mere rcpli:::!c.s of the ~orr2spo::.d~.ng :nDtitutions in t~e mother 

c0untry instead of having evolvecl. grad1lally f::om the pc:·rer struggles of opposing 

domestic clae.ses. Ft•r this ~~caseD -~ht-:y only :r€pr0scnt e.nd :Protect the national 

interest groups tmd their r"tc-~ual power reJ.rcti.ons very i!'lpe~fectly. 

One ua;{ ot coping ~.rith t1":8 result:.l!g polit:f.~P ... l :i.nstc.b7.lity ic the military 

~akecver ~ fan3.1ia:;:- from Latin Americc. an{;. nc~-r rr.._picll:,,. sp!"ce.ding O"tt:r Africa, Asia 

P.nd southern Eu:::-opc. I"J:h9 thE'::d.i:i hc::~e ar:voc3:~'::.:1 lC- that J::!aintair.dng di8criminction 

c.1;:0_ p:-n-onotine s~cte.'!"~_cni~T!'l. is just anothe:" li2..Y of e.d~.p~iPg to ~..rha~~ is essentially 

the same ::?roble:n: on oliearch:~c :!."rclG w~.th insu.fficie:tt (;acking aud insufficie:a.t 

me&ls of socinl c::.n"t!"ol .. 

In thei::." st11.d;v vf Ghana during ·t-h~ tll:;:rum?.b. r:ra ri·{;-:i1 gnd Oppenheimer pro

vide a""J. illt,_stro.tion of -a sit.uo:G:i.cn v.'":1ich is s.:pparentl;;r anal~gous t:-> that '"Nhich 

exists in Ulster: '"tlhen in 1956 the Conven-ticn People's Party 1\ras forced to go to 

the polls it had al::."'e;1dy lost 5_ts pcJ:::u].a.r nppe,'iJ~ ancl. ~om:ol'2.tely lacked any signi

ficant p01?~J:- bs.se. As a res~l.I.t i·~ ;,~cvi,red s..:.C_ e:::plo.itci loca.l and tribal clisp,1tes 

during its electr-:'"e.l cmn.pai:;n rlesp:!.~;::; its officiE-.1 e.r,.d. loudly proclai!llcd opposi

tion to i;ribalism (Fitch enO. Oppenhei,ncr, 1966, '?P· 76-.:n). 

The tv1J ?:'.r.in pn.rtie.s in U]_ste:-? the Unionist party e,nd the Naticnalists arc 

formed 
. . . lli.~r-~3 on exclusJxel~,. ::-el:t.g:i.CU5 '-"'.EO. only the r~l:1"';ively small Labou.!' and Lib2ral 

" · · · " · · " · l " c ' 1 B t' U . . ~ d p£-rtJ.es :':'.J:'C ·.:.0 (e>.~·.Y s1e:n.J.fJ.cr:.nt C:{"G2nu !."!l··:.e:-c·-c c-non1v:-: ..... J..Ol~~a .. o .i."! nJ.on.l.suz an 

Nationa.listr:- ~Ja:.re com~ to g~~oup s.ll the C.i·;er[Sil"'.1_5 c:_;inions and_ in-terests existing 

within er~·r.!h CO!TI...~un:i.ty and ao a ec:.~r.,;e.1l1.0l1(!:~; "th~y C:-~~~e i~1C·8.:pabJE. u.r. ~-utt-.j-ng forwe..rd 

any cl ea!" social o::..~ economic p:!.~ogrc.::'Ll.e { -~l-:.e l~\·~e:rG U~icnist clecll=l~'"P.ticn of prin-

cl.ple, f' ..... 1~ · + 1 t ~ " t'1a ''"""ln"t "" ..... ~ ~ .• ".-.s~~ uncontrcv12:r:Jin.l ,q:enerali-_.___,_ l.flSv8.::.1CG, Q"'a_,_;f CO!l 8...~..:::1,) l .:, ,-,,0 ~ -~.::o • ·:~:.~-;J. ~ ~ 

~3es abou·;; fv.:rthP.:."ing eco~cmic ;!~:ogress ~ne~ scci~l ~:relfa.re; see Ulster at the Cross

roe.0..\'3~ 1969),. ~nsteai~ ·Gh-~ :9arties h'3.7(~ to ::.~evi~rc -~he ne:::.i.on2.list :i.nG'..le at each 

snccessive ~~J.ec-'cici; (B2.r:r:--itt c::~:J. Cartr:-:.:-~ ~S62, :p_, l~J+), Et2ligious divisions h-:."T,Te 
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always played a dominant role in Ulster but this does not imply that they consti

tute the fundamental issues, only that party leaders on either side know that re

ligious prejudices, especially where there exists a substratum of economic com

petition, are most easily exploited. 

The idea that "Ulster Unionism is basically sect...rian and that· it keeps 

itself in power by keeping alive relir,ious division and prejudices" is by no means 

new and a recent pamplet by the Ulster Unionist Council, Northern Ireland: Fact 

and Falsehood, devotes· a page to repudia~ it. The main argwre~t which is brought 

forward is, however, simply that the Nationalists are doing the same, which few 

would deny. 

The disappearance of class distinction as a significant factor in politics 

appears to a casual observation to be a fairly general feature in ethnic conflicts 

of which the Unionist party in Ulster is but one illustration. In Belgian Flanders 

the dominant party, the Social-Christian Party, similarly croups all social clas

ses as does the Democratic Party in the American Deep South. 

It is of course not enough to show that there might be a need for the rulers 

to foster sectarianism and grant privileges in return for political support. One 

must consider in more detail the way in which it is done, the relative importance 

of attitudinal and purely material factors in maintaining cohesion, the institu

tional framework which makes an exchange possible and the rationalisations ~J 

which the system is made morally acceptable to its perpetrators. 

He shall return to this presently but first we shall have briefly to clarify 

the relation between, on the one hand, the theory here advocated according to which 

seCtarianism in Ulster, far from being a local idiosyneracy added on top of a ty

pical western-type democra~J is in fact the base principle of Ulster society, the 

background against which all other features of that society must be understood, 

and, on the other hand, two theories of the origins of ethnic conflict which we 

refer to in terms of their associated attitudes as the theories of race prejudice 

and of intolerance. 
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3. Race Prejudice and Intolerance. 

"Probably the clearest distinction between intolerance and race 

prejudice is that the intolerant group welcomes conversion and assimilation, 

while the race-prejudiced group is antagonized by attempts to assimilate, 

• , .Anti-Semitism is an attitude directed against the Jews because they are 

Jews, wnile race prejudice is an attitude directed against Negroes because 

they want to be something other than Negroes. The Jew, to the intolerant, 

is· an enemy within the society; but the Negro, to the race-prejudiced, is 

a friend in his place." (Cox, 1959, pp. 393-394). 

The race prejudice theory has been developed by the marxists and 

particulary by Cox ( 1959). It holds that racialism arose with capitalism, 

is inseperable from it, and was ( and is ) a device for creating a readily 

exploitable sub-human class; further, that by fostering divisions among 

the workers it also serves as a means of subordinating the major proletarian 

struggle to artificially intensified minor cultural conflicts. The pre

judice of the victimised groups ( against their oppressors or against 

other victimised groups ) is held to be a secondary defensive or adaptive 

reaction. There is considerable supportive evidence for this theory if 

it is taken in a broad historical sense (Cox, 1959 ), 

The intolerance theory simply holds that it is normal for societies 

to be intolerant of culturally divergent groups which, like the Jews, 

refuse to be assimilated. The feelings aroused and the perEecution of the 

minority group of course become particulary violent if the group is believed 

to threaten the status quo or to be in collusion with an external enemy 

and if its members hold positions of some power within the society. Thus 

intolerance - which is often reciprocated - serves both to protect the in

group and to enhance its social solidarity ( Coser, 1956, chap. V ). 

Both of these theories have obvious applicability to Northern 

Ireland. 

I would suggest, though on admittedly insufficient evidence, that 

a straightforward interpretion of religious conflict in Northern Ireland 

in terms of the economic interests, the exploitation of Catholics by 

Protestants or the exploitation of both by domestic (Northern Irish) 

or foreign (British} capital can at best supply part of the explanation. 
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It is plain and on the whole undisputed that the exploitation of Ireland 

by Britain in past centuries and its relegation to the status of supplier 

of cheap labour and food to the British market without competing with 

its industries has been the key determinant of the whole economic, social 

and political development in the south as well as in the north and that 

the origin of the communal strife must be understood in that light. At 

present, However, these factors are clearly of diminishing importance, 

one illustration of which is the fact that it is precisely the new 

industries in Ulster and those which are subsidiaries of foreign firms 

~rhich are least prone to practice discrimination ( Barri t and Carter, 

1962, ch.VI ). 

The kind of theory here advocated owes much to the marxist analysis 

of classes and of the function of ethnic conflict in a more general sense. 

Our analysis cannot be conducted without adopting a sort of class per

spective on society because its very base is the assumption that "ob

jectively" diverging interests of one kind or another ate temporarily 

bridged over by sectarian strife. Ethnic conflict, on this view, cannot 

exist in isolation and necensarily interacts with one or several other 

dividing lines and it is only by considering these conflicts as .rell, 

that the perpetuation or the break-up of a given ethnic confrontation can 

be discussed. In our terms the ruling class, however, (!lliether foreign or 

domestic) is not necessarily characterised by its ownership of the means 

of production. That is normally an accessory factor, the specific importamce 

of which must be determined en each particular case. The class concept 

used here is therefore closer to that of Dahrendorf ( 1959, p. 193 seq.) 

for whom classes are defined by their relation to the exercise of authority 

(see also Allardt, 1965, p.l24 seq.). 

The importance of intolerance as defined above, that is to say of 

the feeling of emhattlement in both communities in Northern Ireland cannot 

be doubted. Among the protestant lower middle and working class in parti

cular, stories abund of Catholic atrocities perpetrated on Protestants, 

often in outlandish places, and since they circulate within a fairly closed 

group their thruthfulness, it seems, is never effectively challenged. The 

pages of the "Ulster Protestant", the Orange Order weekly, provide many 

examples of this and of the way in which world events are normally 
• 

interpreted as instances of the great struggle of Roman Catholicism 

against the reformed churches. I have found in discussions with Protestant 

workers that these facts and interpretions are held to be unquestionabl~ 
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true and demonstrabl·e to quite the same extent as are every-one else's 

beliefs on similar second-hand information, i.e. they are not simply 

convenient rationalisations. 

The militancy and religious fanaticism often ascribed to them as 

a general category are not found among Catholics if one is to judge by 

surveys ( Opinion in Ulster, 1967; Boserup and Iversen, 1968; Rose, 1969 ) 

or by journals and papers. In particular, most Catholics appear to have 

reconciled themselves to the existence of the Border, in which the better 
I 

material conditions available in Ulster as compared with the Republic, 

probably plays no small part. 

Among the upper middle class Protestants on the other hand, 

these strongly distorted views of Catholicism are of course not found, 

or not to that extent. There it is more common to simply deny that any 

discimination exists or to claim that it is o~ its way to disappearing 

( see for example: Northern Ireland: Fact and Falsehood, 1969) or, 

finally, to refer to "The tendency, which 'is worldwide, for people to 

ptefer to give jobs to their own 'sort'" ( Ibid. p. 7). 

To sum up: th.e question is not whi.ch theory is true in an absolute 

sense, since all thr~e we have considered here are perfectly compatible. The 

theory of race prejudice has undisputed historical importance and quite 

conceivable some validity even today; while the intolerance theory is the 

theory subjectively held by part of the populatiov (whereas it is ob

jectively false, at least in its most extreme versions), The question 

is simply which theory will give the simplest and the most complete picture 

of those aspects of the situation we are most concerned with. In broad 

terms it >muld seem that if all m~ re equally applicable ,a theory of the 

economic interests behind prejudice would provide the best long-term 

projections of inter-group relations and some of the constraints on the 

short-term developments as well;the theory of intolerance is useless 

from the point of view of application because it is entirely static,unless 

supplemented with a theory of how perceptions change; and· the theory of 
' 

political cohesion here advocated <Vould provide the simplest guide to the 

short-term strategic considerations of the parties r.oncerned and to the 

feasibility and effects of various political measures. This latter approach 

is l!herefore D. convenient starting point, subject to modifj:ing it by 

additions if need be. 
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4. The Pillars of Protestant Rule *) 

The key to understanding the political setup in Ulster is the 

institution of the Loyal Orange Lodge, the Orange Order, and the way 

they have come to group whoily diverge~t class interests under the 

Protestant loyalist banner. Histodcaily this institution arose in the 

countryside as a peassant organization aimed at protecting Protestant 

tenant's interests against Catholic competition. As other secret socie

ties of the time (the Oakboys, the Hearts of Steel, etc.; see Connolly, 

1967, eh. IV) it see~s to have been largely directed against the land

owners, even though at the same time it was formed on a sectarian basis. 

Cortriolly quotes Archbishop whatley to sh~u that Irish politics and 

divi~ions turned primarily around questions of property arid only nomi

nally around ~ile~tiohs of r~ligibn. Says Whatley:"Many instances have 

come to my knowledge of the oost furious Or2ngemen stripping their 

estates of a Protestant tenantry who had been there for generations 

and letting their land to Roman Catholics .•. at an advance of a shilling 

an acre." (Quoted in Connolly, 1967, p. 3~ ). At th9 end of the eight-

,~eenth century the Orange Orcer l~as used for the first time to uphold 

the social order by crushing 1-lolfe Tone's United Irishmen, a secret 

society with a. programme not too different from that of the French 

revolutionaries. Tone had achieved considerable support among the urban 

middle-class, Catholic .tena.nts in the l''orth, and, to a lesser degree, 

the Protestant tenants. The Orange Order, however by"defending the 

British Crown, shoulder to shoulder l~ith the royal troops" ( newer, 

1965, p. 14) evlt!euLly left poas•n~~ <li"i""d· The political alliance of the 

Lodges ~Ti th the Protestant landowners probably dates back to this period. 

Until partition at the beginning of this century the cement of the 
nqt 

Orange Order and other Protestant societies t<a.S probably {only, or not 

even primarily, a com'l!unity of interests in opposition to the Catholic 

peasantry of Ulster but rather the divergence of interests between 

predominantly Protestant Ulster l<ith its relatively advanced industry 

and cash crops on the one hand, ~~d en the other, ~redominantly Catholic 

Munster, Leinster and. Connaught with industry almost non-existent and 

a vital need for protective customs ba"riers if any was to develop. 

:t)Parts of this section r.'ra•• heavily on Gibbon's analysis, especially 
his pp. 26-27. 
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The specific "miracle" of Crangeism therefore appears to have 

two components: its transmission to, and survival in the growing urban 

environment of Ulster, and particulary its integration of a section 

of the Protestant industrial workers, and secondly,its survival <'lfter 

partition had, I should think, largely undermined its raison d'Hre. 

The traditional values and the intense religious feelings 

of the peasantry which became the Belfast lo~ret middle class and >TOrking 

class were maintained in this new environment by the Orange Lodges 

which established themselves in the tmms and became "congregationally

based urban centers of political and cultural life" (Gibbon, 1969, p,26;), 

paralleling in t.heir functions for the urban middle- and working class 

the Working Mens Clubs and Friendly Societies in England. They came to 

comprise the political, leisure and religious activities of their 

members, in keeping with the precepts of the Presbyterian, Calvinist 

or Welsleyan faiths (Ibid.). 

The Lodges finally came to serve more directly the interests 
of their members as a result of "the capture by the landed and business 
elite of two senior Orange institucicns, the Apprentice Boys of Derry 
and the Royal Black Preceptory ••• The local Lodges had previously maintained 

a cultural continuity for the Protestant urban poor without providing 

them with a direct political expression or J.ink with the ruling groups, 

Throcgh the intervention of the officera of the Apprentice Boys and 

the Preceptory, Protestants could nou find access to housing, employment 

and social promotion, and the historical separation of differentiated 

education and residence Has confirmed. In return, all that <Tas demanded 

of the poor t~as their political allegiance." (Ibid.p.27). 

Although several of the trade unions in Northern Ireland are 

effectively segregated by religion by virtue of the different occupations 

held by the two communities ( see Barrit and Carter, 1962, p.lo3 and 

eh. 9) the unions have nevertheless often taken a stand against sec

tarianism and they are one of the very few institutions which have 

provided a place of meeting and common action for Protestants and 

Catholics. Protest;ants were ( and are ) mainly found in the craft 

industries and as such they were in opposition to the unskilled Catholics, 

organised by the tura of the century into the new mass unions under 

Larkin's and Connolly's leadership. These were initially succesful in 
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getting some supl)ort among the lower paid Protestant workers and at 

the dockers strike in Belfast in 1907 G~een and Orange banners were 

parad'O!d side by side. But as Conolly changed his stand on the natio

nality issue and took part in the Easter rising in 1916 which was 

later to result in the p£rtition of Irel&ncl, the unity of the industrial 

workers •~as effectively broken for n J.ong tirce to come as he had himself 

anticipated: "The effect of such exclusion ( i ·"· ra:tition ) upon labour 

in Ireland >·Iili be .•• uis&st:;:ous. AlJ. hopes of uni ti.ng the •mrkers, 

irrespective of rclinion er old political battle cries, will be shattered, 

and through North and South the issu'O' of Home Rule >Iill still be used to 

cover the iniquities of tr.e capitalist and landlord class. I am not speaking 

uithout due kn.owledge of the sentimenta of the organized labour movement 

in Irelanll t~ben I sny that ue ~~ould much rather see the Home Rule Bill 

defeated th2.n see it carried with Ulster or any part of Ulster left out". 

(Forw.~rd, ll/4 1914, quoted in: Barrit and carter, 1962;,,p, 139). (On 

this per:cod and the break-up of the anti-Unionist front in Belfast 

see also: Boyle, ch.XII in Becket and Glasscock, eds.,l967.). 

It ~ms the common opposition to Hom~ Rule t<hich finally fused 

all these diverse elements and interests into the "Orange Bloc", politically 

represented by the Unionist party, held together by the Orange Lodges 

and ideological/hr1ified by Protestantism or, mo~e precisely, by opposition 

to"Romanism". Unionist ar>.d Protestant, Nationalist and Catholic had 

become synomyms. 

!1ansergh describes as follows the development since the Act 

of 1920:"The Uniodsts have remained in office in Por::hern Ireland 

for more than forty years. No aovernment in Europe, is the boast, has 

been so stable. In this respect, therefore, the calculations of 1920 

(regarding the appropriate size of Ulster if it were to retain a 

Unionist majority) hnve proved ~Jell founded. In a province where po

litical. parties are foun1~d on differences in creed, . • . n floating vote 

does not exist. A party thnt has a majority retains it, for at the least 

threat of disaffection, the old p2rt!• cry in raised and every issue 

of political or social reform is subordinatec to the chill hand of 

sectari;o~.n prejudice. As a :result the Unionist tajoriti.es at successive 

elections have remained virtually unchanged .••• The forms of democracy 

remain, but i t3 spirit can scarce J.y nourish i;. a political atmosphere 

so frozen that up to i'O per cent of the seats have been uncontested 

at a general election." ( 1965, p. 211). 
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However obvious, it must be said that in describing Unionism 

as the main perpetrator of sectarianism in Northern Ireland I am trying 

to expose the key factors, not to distribute the blame. The Nationalist 

Party which Gibbon calls"The miserable Catholic obverse of the Unionist 

Party - miniature and mirror of it" ( 1969 p.28) similary survives 

largely through its constant appeals to sectarianism and antiquated 

divisions. Nevertheless, the difference is important, not only because 

the Nationalists never have been and never will become the ruling party, 

but mainly because they control only a third of the Catholic electorate 

as compared with some 80 per cent of Protestants which support the 

Unionists. (Opinion in Ulster, 1967) The Catholic pendant to the Orange 

Order, The Ancient Order of Hibernians, never succeded in gaining a 

firm foothold in Belfast, partly because of the strength of the pre

dominantly Catholic unions, partly because there was no substantial 

Catholic middle class and no ruling group with which to link up and 

with which a fruitful exchange could take place. 

The main political function of the Nationalist Party has un

doubtedly been that of a convenient scarecrow to keep the Unionists 

together, the fourth pillar of Protestant rule. It does not seem un

likely that if the Catholics in the Nationalist Party had not also 

felt embatteled ( this time, however, within Ulster, not Ireland as a 

whole) and had not also exploited the Border question as a means of 

keeping together its diverse followers, it would have been much more 

difficult for the Unionists to avoid fra~Ltaticn,as the experience 

of Tone in the late eighteenth century and of Larkin and Conolly in 

the twentieth had shown. Thus the two parties and their associated 

organisations stand in a perfect polar relation to one another: they 

are made of the same sectarian cement, they are one another's opposites 

and yet neither could exist in isolation. 
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5. Precipitants of the Present Crisis·. 

To determine in detail why a particular historical event like 

the eruption in Ulster in 1968 took place at that particular moment 

rather than at any other is presumably an impossible task. Nevertheless 

we shall try to point to a few factors which appear to have been partic

ularly important, mostly in order to ascertain whether these disturbing 

factors are of a permanent or of a transient nature. 

A proper place to start what might otherwise become an infinite 

regression is at the increasingly audible protests of the Catholic pro

fessional strata in the mid-sixties. One organisation, perhaps not the 

only one, was the Campaign for Social Justice, a small group which tried 

to attract the attention of British politicians and newspapers by 

issuing pamphlets and writing personal letters to them. The solidly 

upper middle class basis of the Campaign is unmistakably clear from any 

of its publications, the composition of its Committee or the type of 

discrimination which apparently it was most concerned about. A very 

large part of the material published by the Campaign deals with discrim

ination against Catholics in top positions within the civil service, on 

public boards and so forth; another major topic is gerrymandering.+) 

Why that particular type of political activity emerged in the mid-sixties 

must, I believe, be seen within the general context of the economic 

development of Northern Ireland since the war. It is a widespread but 

untenable myth that the economy of Ulster has by and large been stagnating. 

There was a temporary depression in the late fifties after the post-war 

expansion due to reconstruction had subsided- as in so many other.parts 

of Europe - but during the sixties production has been growing rather 

faster than in Britain. As already pointed out (section 2, supra), this 

growth must be seen against the backdrop of a rapid decline in the most 

important labour-intensive industries. As a result the new jobs in the 

subsidised foreign industries, which were coming into being, more or 

less balanced the new vacancies in the declining sectors. Unemployment 

changed fairly little during the la~t decades. 

+) See: The Plain Truth, 1964 and 1969. 
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Thus the lower classes and particularly the unskilled Catholic 

workers and the small farmers have probably not witnessed much improvement 

in their position over the years, and the increase in wealth must have 

primarily accrued to the upper middle class, the managerial groups and 

the professional .strata. Moreover, as the new foreign employers tended 

to discriminate less than the old domestic Protestant ones, it seems 

that the very top among the Catholics have been facing fast improving 

opportunities in the private sector during the sixties when the growth 

of the foreign industries gathered momentum. In comparison with this 

their limited opportunities in public positions and political roles 

gained a saliency which they had not had previously. 

The political means at the disposal of this Catholic elite were, 

however, rather limited. Our own survey in 1966 showed a widespread 

passitivity among the Catholic poor (Boserup and Iversen, 1967) and 

little or no expectation that the future would bring any improvement 

over the present. Besides, as the nature of its activities showed, the 

Campaign did not really think in this direction but concentrated upon 

influencing opinion in Britain and elsewhere. 

This could probably have gone on for ever but for the change of 

government in Britain at the end of 1965. Prior to the election the coming 

Prime Uinister had pledged a Labour Government "to do everything in its 

power ••• etc." (The Plain Truth, 1969, inside flap). Whether or not 

anything was done, I do not know. Nor does it matter for it is clear 

that the Campaign and its likes now had an audience in Britain, the 

mere existence of which would force the Government of Northern Ireland 

either to liberalise or, at least, to pretend that it was in the process 

of doing so. Once again, true intentions are largely immaterial, for as 

we have said already, and as we shall discuss further in the next section, 

liberalisation is the only policy which the Unionist Party cannot survive. 

Consequently, the mere rumour of reform would create a reaction from the 

Protestant middle and working class in the form of Paisleyism, a movement 

which in the Spring of 1966 had still appeared. like the rumble of a 

distant drum. By the end of 1967, 20 per cent of the Protestant middle 

class and almost 40 per cent of the Protestant working class found that 

they "usually agreed with what the Rev. Ian Paisley said" (Opinion in 

Ulster, 196 7). 
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Social misery in itself has apparently never bred revolt, and I 

would think that the rise of the Civil Rights Movement and its capture 

of a section of the Catholic working class is partly the result of the 

fluid situation as the Protestants polarise the conflict, and partly a 

simple reaction of fear as it clearly was in some of the recent riotings. 

Returning now to our original problem, that of the permanence of the 

factors responsible for the "recent disorders", as the Government calls 

them, three points may be noted: first, that the push by the Catholic 

elite can hardly be stopped now, but second, that in itself it plays a 

secondary role and can achieve nothing without first provoking a real or 

imagined pressure from Britain, and finally, that the Protestant back

lash is constantly available. 

So much for the disturbance of the "peace". From a political point 

of view an essential factor is the organisational structure and the 

strategic guidance available through the combination of the students from 

Queen's and the Catholic poor of Derry. Together, there is at least the 

prospect of a political movement, while separate, the former are powerless 

and the latter an amorphous group, merely reacting in self-defence. Gibbon 

points out the particular role of the students in Northern Ireland: "It is 

important to emphasise that Queen's University, Belfast, is one of the 

very few unsegregated institutions of any description in Ulster. This 

meant that it provided a natural base from which an attack on sectarianism 

could be launched. Horeover, Queen's University is decisively not a 

regulative institution of entry into the Ulster ruling class. The children 

of this group are sent to English schools and thence to Sandhurst, Oxbridge 

or Trinity College, Dublin. Queen's students, on the other hand, are over

whelmingly middle and petit-bourgeois ••• Accession to the university 

potentially separated them from their political and religious backgrounds 

The preconditions for political radicalism thus existed." (1969, p. 34.) 

We shall consider in a moment the political options, constraints 

and likely strategies of these groups. For the time being, it suffices 

to note the coincidence between the student revolts in Paris and elsewhere 

in the Spring of 1968 and Ulster's hot summer the same year. Once again, 

to quote Metternich, France sneezed and Europe caught cold. 
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6. Liberal Reforms 

Turning now to a consideration of the prospects for the future and the 

available political options let us begin by considering the likelihood of effec

tive liberal reforms in Ulster being carried through. 

Successive governments have pledged themselves - in more or less vague 

terms - to various measures of political reform aimed at admitting Catholics as 

full members of the society. From what has been said so far it should be plain 

that in our view such reforms are simply not possible within the present politi

cal system in Ulster. This is so because any substantial reduction of the diffe

rence of opportunities offered to Protestants and Catholics would destroy Unio

nist cohesion at its base: the Unionist party would break up long before reforms 

had become effective. In other words, a parliamentary majority cannot exist to 

carry them trough. Considered within the sole frame of Northern Ireland, i.e. as 

a voluntary act by its government, reforms would be stopped at this point, if not 

long before. 

As we have seen it was precisely the prospect that the previous govern

ment would actually carry out the reforms it had promised which led to its fall. 

To ask whether the present Prime l4inister, or his successor, is personally more 

or less in favour of granting equal rights to Catholics is completely irrelevant 

as it counts for nothing in determining the policies actually being implemented. 

The forces which count are the centrifugal forces in the.Protestant coalition 

and the real or imagined pressure from Britain. 

A considerably less ambitious programme for pacification is the co-optati

on of the Catholic middle-class. Baran and Sweezy (1968, eh. 9) refer to this po

licy as "tokenism" when describing the increased social opportunities now avail-: 

able to middle-class Negroes in the United States. In their view this social pro.:. 

motion reaches only an infinitesimal part of the Negro communfty and merely serves 

to detach its political and intellectual elite from its masses, the continued ex

ploitation of which is thus assured. 

Leaving aside the question of the practicability of such a policy in the 

United States, ~re can assert that it would not be practicable in Northern Ireland. 

This is so for two reasons: The first is that the abyss in social distance between 

the "black bourgeoisie" and the overwhelming majority of the Negroes in the black 
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ghettos of the United States is not matched by a comparable distance between up

per and lower class Catholics in Northern Ireland, Co-optation might conceivably 

work in the United States because the recruitment to the black bourgeoisie from 

below is small and coUld be stopped if need be, but in Northern Ireland upward 

mobility within the Catholic community could probably not be prevented because 

in this case the middle rungs of the social ladder are not so depleted. Further

more, middle-class Catholics are much more numerous in relative terms than are 

middle-class Negroes in the U. s .. Opening up for the top stratum of the Catholics 

would therefore mean admitting many more than the system might be willing to 

absorb, 

The other reason, which alone would be a sufficient one, lies in the dif

ferent functions which disc~:l.mination serves in the two instances. If we assume 

unquestioningly (since it is at any rate immaierial to the isstie at hand) that · · ·' 

Baran and Sweety are right in claiming that unskillea Negro masses are needed 

for economic reasons, the only problem in the u.s. wotild be to prevent excessive 

upward mobility. In Ulster, however, we hold that the function of discrimination 

is a political one. It is the maintenance of the social distance as such which 

matters, and this social distance has to be maintained in all strata. Co-optation 

of middle class Catholics while excluding the rest would not silence Catholic grie

vances and it uould alienate the Protestant middle-class by depriving them of both 

status and material benefits (the latter being probably more imaginary than real). 

The Protestant middle-class is precisely the most aware and the most vocal among· 

those Protestant groups which would be threatened by a general Catholic emanci

pation, and it is for this reason that it is the most fertile soil for PaisleYism. 

Tokenism in another ser-a~, namely the granting of concessions (such as an 

extension of the franchise for local elections), which do not significantly af

fect the real distribution of power between the communities could perhaps be car

ried through (and even that is by no means certain) - provided their token-cha

racter is absolutely plain to everyone concerned. Such measures can of course do 

no more than postpone events but it does not seem unlikely that actually granting 

a few such token-reforms and promising more substantial ones (which, as we have 

seen would not be carried out) could for some time create enough confusion among 

Catholics and create divisions about strategy· among them so that the present sys

tem could survive a little longer, 
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All this does not mean that effective liberal reform is not possible in 

Northern Ireland, only that it would have to be in:posed from outside, To do so 

would be to destroy the Unionist party and the Protestant bloc in general, and 

~s this would become clear long before the process was completed it seems unlikely 

that this forced liberalization would be carried through to its end unless this 

particular col:!sequence had been foreseen and "·· were actually accepted as a neces

sary cost or B.ctiverpureued as a goal ~n itseif. 

The first group to split off is of course precisely that one which is al

ready threatening to do so, the gtoup around the llev. Paisley. Its violent op

position woUld entail ~ verY definite danger of an armed Protestant uprising ~d 

a political turh towards fascism or sb~ething similar. This fascist danger, to 

which we now turn, Would provide an opportunity, and a very reasonable motive 

perhaps, for shelving any reform programme. 
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Two sections belong here which have not yet been written: 

Section 7 deals wtth the Protektaiii: middle and working classes 

and the 'posSibility df an alternative of a fascist or 

militat:)t type by considering the structural and institu

tional facilitants of such a develppment. 

Section 8 deals ,i.J.tn the feasibility of two types of alliance, the 

Catholtt middle and wo~kidg ~lass coalition on the one 

hand, and the inter~denominatiortal workirig class coalition 

on the other, their potentiai ~tabiiit~ ahd their ~f~ecti~e~ 
rie~s iri changing the syst~m. 
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9. A Thought Experiment: Constitutional Reform 

I have claimed - or rather it has been understood throughout - that the 
. ' 

religious conflict in Ulster is an artifiCial c,on:f'lict in the sense that the 

relationship between the two communities is no longer a nece~~a.rily antagoni:Stic 

one, and only the social institutidns make it remain so. I have further Claimed 

that contrary to appearances not so long ago, the institutions by which sectari

anism is maintained in Ulstet- are in fact elttrefuely winerable and are probably 

now verging on collapse, It should follow from th~s that it m~ght not be so dif

ficult to assist "the forces of history" a little. 

Let us therefore consider what kind of approach Britain might adopt on the• 

assumption (entire~ gratuitous) that she has no particular interests in Ulster 

save that of finding a long-term solution to the problem. Those sceptics wno learn 

from history, and from Irish history in particular, may take the following as a 

mental exercise. 

The one institution which has dismally failed in the past is Stormont

parliamentarism, Only one proposal by the opposition has ever been accepted by 

the majority and it has to do with wild-bird life. It is also clear that a parlia

ment where one party has a permanent absolute majority and votes never shift from 

one party to another is worse than no parliament at all, because it merely provi

des a democratic varnish to the dictatorship of the majority. If either condition 

is relaxed there will be some motivation for the majority to anticipate future 

needs and seek the cooperation of the minority, 

Another obvious observation is that it is hardly a durable solution to patch 

over the conflict, but on the contrary that if one recognises it, formalises it 

and establishes an institutional frame within which it can be fought as a clear

cut power struggle this is likely to defuse the powder-keg. A well-known example 

of this is the ritualisation of the class-struggle which has been achieved by 

means of the organised wage negotiations. 

One may therefore consider replacing the Senate and the House of Commons 

at Stormont by a new bicameral parliament, one elected by Catholics and one by 

Protestants, and re~uiring a majority in both houses for certain types of legi

slation. An example might be the location of highways for which a delay in deci

sion is bearable, yet costly to all involved. This constitutional device alone, 

which reproduces the ficticious equality of the parties to a wage negotiation, 



would force the representatives of the two communities into dialogue and mutual 
• 

concessions. 

To give Catholics a real say in matters,concerning them, and to give 

Protestants a reasonably larger share of the total budgetary recources, each 

house would need to have a separate budget which it can dispose of on its own. 

This might cover the most sensitive areas like subsidies to housing, schools, 

hospitals and new industry. It would again force the two houses into a minimum 

of cooperation,or coordination at least, of their programmes, but the more im

portant effect to be sought is the redirection of some of the grievances "in

wards" towards one's own community. 

The separation of Catholics and Protestants into two communities which 

vote for separate parliaments would have as a major benefit the immediate break

up of the Unionist and Nationalist parties because there would no l.onger be any 

electoral advantage in remaining as a bloc. Protestants may go on discriminating 

in favour of Protestants but this would no longer be a cement to Orangeism. Po

litical fragmentation inturn would lead to the manifestation of the divergent 

interests of classes and other political groupings and result in a more fluctuat

ing electorate and a greater likelihood af political alliances crossing the re

ligious barrier on particular issues. 

There is a large body of legislation which cannot be dealt with in these 

ways and which would have to come before a joint session of the two houses. Al~ 

though this would probably have a Protestant majority (a Labour + Catholic majo

rity is also quite conceivable) the Catholics would have to be listened to, be

cause their cooperation is needed in other contexts. 

The executive would obviously need the confidence of both houses and this 

would create a pressure from above, not only on the parliaments but also on the 

electorate towards less sectarian attitudes, once more, presumably, a complete 

reversal of the present situation. Finally, the-Protestant fears of being "out

breeded" would become less tenable in a system where the minority had extensive 

veto-rights. 

This "homeopathic" approach to "solving"ethnie conflict of this particu

lar nature is very far from the "All-Irish Horker' s Republic" wh~ch some demand, 

but it is also far from the "Protestant Country for a Protestant People" of ot

hers. It is probably as impossible 'of execution as- either of these. The' aim in 

r 



bringing it up is of course not to present a blue-print for anything (many other 

types of reforms would have similar effects ~d some, no doubt, would be more 

easy to o:Perate in practice) • The aim is simply to point out that the problems 

may n~t be inca.:able of soluti~n if. the simplistic dichotomy between 

integr~tion and polarisatioh i~ drppped, ah..ii one re~lises that in real situa

tions where a number of diff~r~nt conflicts interah with one another, these 

two conce~i:s ·are more complementaty than contradictory; · 

The atmosphere of irreality surrounding this last section arises, I 

think, not primarily from the crtidity of argument and opposition, but from 

the optimistic assumption that di~interested, yet powerful, actors exist. The 

latter being said without particular reference to Britain. 
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lo, Prospects {or the Future. 

So far there is little to suggest that any among the principal actors 

has any particular interest in doing much about the situation in Northern 

Ireland, except restore "law and order." Probably this applies even to the 

Catholic middle class which, having seen the considerable forces which it 

itself unleashed, both on the Protestant right and on the Catholic left, might 

not be hard to convince that tolerating the present situation is preferable 

to both available alternatives, 

Breaking the system "from below" through a coalition of the Belfast 

workers on an inter-denominational .basis, whether through the trade unions, 

the Northern Ireland Labour Party or the People's Democracy, appears to be in 

the long ruri the most likely way out bf the'deadlock. Nevertheless, as the 

dockers' strikes in Belfast in the late fifties showed, .this alternative is 

extremely vulnerable to ~ revival ?f sectarianism. At any rate, recent riots 

have presumably poiarised th~ relatlo~ betwe~n Catholic and Protestant workers 

still further and, for the time being, postponed any such development. 

~Je have seen that the forces which press for change and bring the 

conflict to the surface are likely to continue to operate in the foreseeable 

future. One reason for this is that the activation of the conflict does not 

require any mass movement by the Catholic middle class but can be provoked 

by quite small groups within it, Hence we should expect a long period with 

governmental instability - each successive government balancing uneasily 

between the need to show the outsider its willingness for reform while appearing 
and 

to Ulstemen to be firmly conservative -/with a succession of violent outbursts, 

interspersed with periods of "armistice" in which the Catholics wait for 

promised reforms to become effective. As the credibility of the reform program

mes declines over the years, periods of relative quiet may come to result 

increasingly from sheer police repression. 

~ether or not that day will come when international, and particularly 

British opinion will be ripe for accepting a "temporary" regime based on 

physical strength is impossible to tell, but it should be clear that there can 

be no simple peaceful settlement under the present conditions, for if there 

appeared to be, if the Catholics appeared to have accepted their inferior 
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position, the Protestants would have to reactivate the conflict in order to 

maintain their unity. Such is, according to this analysis, the delicate balance 

upon which the social structure of Northern Ireland is based. 
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1, Introduction 

The rapidly increasing number o:f international .organizations 

o:f all kinds is o:ften noted in text books in international relations, 

but very little systematic research has been carried out that could 

give us a better un~erstanding o:f this development process. There is 

a·tendency to exclude :from the analysis most o:f the about 2,500 inter

national organizations in the world today and concentrate on some 

thirty big intergovernmental organizations that admittedly are very 

important, but nevertheless only a :fraction o:f the total picture, 

Moreover, the history o:f international organization is o:ften equal to 

the sum o:f histories o:f international organizations, disregarding the 

:fact that there is much inter-organizational activity so that many 

clusters o:f organizations may be considered social systems in their 

own right and with their own history. 1 This report represents an 

e:f:fort to remedy some o:f these shortcomings. Both the concepts used 

and the diachronic data available leave much to be desired at the 

present time, but some new insights are hopefully gained. 

2. Basic Concepts and 

General systems 

Dimensions. 
2 theory seems to give us a use:ful approach to 

our problem. A system is a number o:f interrelated units, and a 

social system consists o:f social units - actors - that are interrelated 

in interaction. The simplest social actor is the individual. A number 

o:f individuals may be so integrated as to :form a new and more complex 

actor usually labeled group or organization. Groups and organizations 

may :form superorganizations, .etc. Social actors are very di:f:ferent 

both in terms o:f the total number o:f individuals integrated in them -

there may be only one - and in terms o:f the number .o:f levels in the 

intra-actor structure, l!fe shall call these two dimensions .size and 

complexity respectively. In the international relations literature the 

most :frequently encountered actor is the nation state that in most 

cases scores high on both dimensions. The corresponding social system 

is called the nation state system. 

The actors or system units we shall be concerned with here vary 

considerably on both dimensions. The smallest and simplest o:f them 

consists o:f little more than a dozen individuals usually devoted to 

some cause or with some other shared interests. The largest and most 

complex is composed o:f big national and/or international organizations 

and/or nation states. For easy reference, those international organi-
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zations whose major members are nation states will be called IGOs 

(intergovernmental organizations) and the remaining INGOs (international 

non-governmental organizations). A better term is transnationai organi

zations,3 but the abbreviation of' it is less appealing than INGO. 

Common to both categories is the trans-, multi-., or extranational 

composition of' the membership. 

One social system or set of' social systems may f'unctioh as a 

channel of' interaction f'or other social systems and vice versa, largely 

depending upon one's perspective. In our case, the international 

organizations may be considered as bonds or links between nation states 

or at least between various elite groups in different nation states. 

This approach makes most sense in the case of' IGOs. INGOs may have 

members that are not at all representative of' their respective nation 

states. But to the extent that international organizations tie nation 

states together they serve as indirect bonds between them, A direct 

bond would f'or instance be an alliance. In this case no third actor 

is involved. 

Conversely thereare direct and indirect bonds between inter

national organizations. Direct bonds are f'or instance exchange of' 

information, observers, money and cooperation in programs. If' we only 

take into corisideration the direct relationships, we will end up with 

several systems of' international organizations plus a number of' iso

lated units. Hany of' the organizations have no direct contact and may 

not even be aware of' each other. Indirect bonds go f'or instance 

through representatives from the same nation states, from the same 

business corporations,· universities, etc. Again this makes more sense 

in the case of' IGOs as many states attempt to coordinate their activi

ties in various international organizations while such indirect bonds 

through third partners in the case of' INGOs seem to be more accidental, 

In this report we shall use the second perspective with inter

national organizations as the system unit but without neglecting the 

relationship between the systems of' international organizations and the 

nation state system. One of' the most important questions to be asked 

is how one system maps on the other. Let us imagine two extreme situ

ations. In the first case, one unit in one system has all the connec

tions with the units in another system. In the second, there is a 

uniform distribution of' connections with units in another system. If' 

we define the first system as the social space in which the second 

system operates, we would say that in the first case the entropy of' 
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·the second sys tern was zero, while in tho socond case there was high 

negative entropy. If two systems map in a similar way on a third 

system, they are isomorphic with respect to that system. In our case, 

an IGO system and an INGO system may or may not be isomorphic with 

respect to the nation state system. 

The notion of development of a social system is extremely dif

ficult to operationalize. Below is a list of dimensions we feel are 

important, "Importance" presupposes a sociological theory and an 

ideological goal. These problems will be dealt with to a larger extent 

in a subsequent report, For the time being it suffices to state that 

the dimensions seem to be relevant for the evaluation of the peace (or 

conflict) conduciveness of the systems of international organization. 

Development is changes on these dimensions, not speci,fying the direction 

of change. 

Domain. Domain is defined as the number of actors in a system. 

If the actors are individuals, there is no problem. Domain is 

in this case equal to size as defined above. i!!e, however, deal 

typically with very complex actors and large systems that are 

not sufficiently integrated to be called an actor. The con-

cept of domain should always correspond to the level of analysis, 

The domain of the system of international organizations is the 

number of international organizations, and the domain of IATA 

is the number of air-line companies on the membership list. Con

sequently, the domain of a research group is the number of re

searchers participating, The size of a system is the number of 

individuals actively contributing to its functioning, 

Scope, By scope we mean the number of functions a unit performs. 

There 'is, however, no function ~t and that makes the concept 

very difficult to use empirically despite its theoretical 

attractiveness. 

Intensity, This is simply the rate at which the functions are 

carried out. 

Political implications. Some functions have far reaching poli

tical implications, others definitely have not, It is of 

course very difficult to rank classes of functions according to 

their impact on political decision-making, but in some cases it 

is quite clear that functions of international organizations 

have to do with the alloca t:i.on of' consensual., important, but 

• 
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SCarce Va1ues. SllCh AS security, ecuu.umic clovolt"\pTnOJ.lt, .t'reedom, 

etc. In other cases the organi_omtions function to promote aims 

that are irrelevant to most persons, groups or states. 
4 

Interconnectedness. By this we mean the number and frequency of 

positive interactions between the actors in the systems. Another 

important variable in this dimension is the relevance of the 

interactions to the goals of the actors. In other words, a 

system is more interconnected the less trivial the content of 

the transactions are to the actors. 

Entropy. Galtung discusses how much peace theory can be organ

ized around the concept of entropy. 5 A very simple peace 

:theory is that high negative entropy correlates with a high 

degree ~f conflict absorbing ability of a system. We do not 

know how realistic this proposition is, but as it reoccurs in 

various connections, the dimension will be important for the 

testing of several theories. 

Isomorphism. This dimension is defined above. "Ti th our present 

data we are only able to distinguish between two categories of 

international organizations, not between several systems. We 

do not have diachronic information on inter-organizational 

relations or interconnectedness as defined above. We assume, 

however, that there are more connections within the categories 

than between them. 

On these dimensions we shall try to describe the development of the 

system of international organizations. Increase on the dimensions 

domain, scope, intensity, interconnectedness, and possibly political 

implication shall .be defined as growth. i-Je should be able to· get some 

idea of the growth of the systems of international organizations in an 

absolute sense, but we will not be able to compare this growth with 

the growth of other systems on similar dimensions. A very interesting 

hypothesis is that the INGO and IGO systems grow more than the nation 

state system. If that is true, the world of tomorrow will be qualita-

tively 

pursue 

different from the world of today. 

that further. 6 

J. Data 

In this report we shall not 

Most of the data used are taken from International Associations, 

a periodical published by the Union of International Associations in 

• 
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Brussels. Besides we were generously given some unpublished material 

in addition to the tables in the periodical. None of the tables 

appear in their original form as we have split and regrouped data, The 

most important problem is the relatively high percentage of missing 

information on some variables, but in general we think that this 

source is very reliable, In addition to the secondary analysis of 

this statistical material, we used data from the Yearbook of Inter

national Organizations, 1964-65 and 1968-69, and from a questionnaire 

mailed to Secretaries General of international organizations in the 

fall of 1967. Another good source of information on IGOs was an as 

yet unpublished study by Michael D. liallace and J. David Singer. 7 The 

tables based on their material may be slightly revised as the number 

of IGOs to be included in their list is not fixed once and for all, 

but it· will certainly not affect the main trends, 

4. Domain 

This section is split into two parts. First we shall be con-

cerned with the systems d0main or the number of organizations, then 

with the average domain of the syAtem units, 

In an historical perspective the phenomenon of multilateral, 

permanent and formally organized international cooperation is ~uite 

new. The first INGO - the Rosicrucian Order - is claimed to have 

fitted our definition of an international organization since 1693. 

The first IGO - the Central Commission for Navigation on the Rhine 

was founded in 1815. 8 
Both these organizations are still in existence. 

Diagram 1 shows that the number of IGOs increased very little before 

the turn of the century. There was a boom after the first world war, 

a decline during the second, and a new boom afterwards, Unfortunately 

we do not have correspondingly reliable data on INGOs so far back in 

time, but Diagram 3 shows the development since 1951, In 1968 alto-

gether 1899 INGOs were recorded not counting 16 national organizations 

having consultative status with ECOSOC and being generally internationaJ. 

in character, nor the 273 European Common Jviarket and EFTA business and 

professional groups. The latter group has its own trajectory from 

1962. At the same time there was 229 intergovernmental organizations 

including the 28 members strong UN family. We have also drawn the 

curve for the number of international meetings these organizations 

arrange, but since the-definition of an international meeting has 

changed the minor ups and downs of that curve should not be consider oc: 
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signif'icant.9 Table 1 below gives the percentage change for each 

period of' numbers of organizations. 

Table 1. Growth Rates in the Total Number of' IGOs and INGOs from, 

1954 to 1968 

Period IGOs INGOs 

1954 - 1956 4.8 -3·7 

1956 - 1958 14.6 8.8 

1958 - 1960 3.4 18.4 

1960 - 1962 -2.6 5·5 

1962 - 1964 19o} 11 • 0 

1964 - 1966 11 • 2 14.6 

1966 - 1968 1 5· 1 12.7 

Average for all 
periods 1954 - 1968 9.4 9.6 

Average per annum 4.6 4.7 

Average for periods 
1962 - 1968 1 5· 2 12.8 

Average per annum 7·4 6.2 

The growth rates are on an average high and increasing, mostly for 

IGOs, but in general the relationship between the two groups is very 

stable. There are about nine INGOs for every IGO, ·Projections of' 

the.se trends into the future are shown in Tables 2 and 3: 

Table 2, Projected Increases in the Number of' INGOs (1966 - 2000)* 

Year 

1966 

1975 

1985 

2000 

Slower 
increase 
3. 5'% 

1 935 

2 630 

;3 700 

6 000 

Current 
increase 

5.0% 

1 935 

2 860 

4 650 

9 600 

Faster Much faster 
increase increase 

6.0% 8.0% 

1 935 1 935 

3 110 3 850 

5 600 8 300 

13 400 24 000 

*Included here are national organizations with consultative status 
with ECOSOC and the EEC business and professional groups but not 
the corresponding five EFTA organizations. 
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Table J. Pro.jected Increases in the Number of IGOs (1266 - 2000) 

Year Slower increase Current increase Faster increase 
J. 5% 4. 5% 5-5% 

1966 199 199 199 

1975 270 290 320 

1985 J80 450 545 
2000 635 855 1 215 

Sources for Tables 2 and J: A study by Compagnie Generale d'Economie 
Appliquee: Les associations internationales et leurs congres, Paris, 
CGEA, 1968; as reported in a paper by A.J.N, Judge: Classification 
of International and National Organizations and the Relationships 
Between Them with Special Reference to International Non-Profit 
Organizations, Brussels 1968, U.I.A., Exhibit 13. 

The growth rate of numbers of organizations may be influenced by···-

mergers or splits that take place, and to get an impression of the 

frequency of this we present a table based on our questionnaire data: 

Table 4. Percentage Org~~izations Having Experienced or Expecting 

Splits or Mergers 

Org. 
Type 

INGO 

IGO 

Time 

Past 

Future 

Past 

Future 

Splits No change 

J 92 
2 89 

0 94 
2 94 

Mergers Total N 

5 100 739 
9 100 739 

6 100 52 
4 100 53 

In most cases there has been no change of this kind nor is it 

expected, but for the rest mergers seem to be more frequent than splits"" 

The growth rates of international organizations are not artificially 

high due to splits; they are rather .a little low. For INGOs this may 

be even more true in the future, although future of course is a very 

unprecise concept for the respondents. 

Diagram 1 raised the suspicion that great international conflicts 

inf'luence the growth of the system of international organizations. 

Paul Smoker has shown this in more detail and given a theoretical 

interpretation of it. In his 

INGOs,is a global integrative 

terminology, particularly the system of 
10 subsys tern. During inte.rna tional cri seE 

the integrative subsystems decay. In the postwar period covered in 

Table 1 there have been two major periods of crises, namely in 1956 
(Hungary- Suez) and in 1961-62 (Berlin- Cuba). Both these periods 
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are clearly reflected in the growth rates. The pattern is 

most easily interpretable in the case of INGOs. It looks as if INGOs 

recover more· slowly than IGOs. 

ifallace and Singer's data gives us the possibility of tracing 

total and net gain for every two-year period since 1907 for IGOs, 

Diagram 2. Again we observe deep ditches on both curves in the 

beginning of the two major conflict periods. lvallace and Singer 

record the actual life of organizations and consider an organization 

dead from the period after the period of its last meeting, disregarding 

the date of any formal termination. There is consequently a time lag 

of about two years between the beginning of a crisis and the dip of 

the curve according to the theory. The IGO data do not exactly 

comply with this hypothesis, 

The first low point on both curves is exactly at the beginning 

of the first world war. In the between 'qar period, there is a 

general decline in the increase of the number of IGOs, but the new 

upward trend starts during the second major crisis. ''e now compare 

these findings with interpretations of Diagrams 5 and.6. The 

definition of IGO used here is different from Wallace and Singer's, 

but still we find the same trends. The deepest dips are found before 

the crises and there is modest increase in the formation rate during 

the crises. INGOs show a different pattern much more complying to 

the hypothesis. Unfortunately it was not possible to calculate net 

increase for INGOs, 

How should these differences be interpreted? The increases .of 

the number of IGOs during periods of crises or shortly afterwards may 

be part of the general alliance formation in such situations. Nation 

states are strengthened both internally and externally (within an 

alliance system) relative to other types of social actors. 11 The 

general increase of transnational cooperation between secondary 

groups is for many obvious reasons temporarily halted. 

Di'agram 4 shows the number of international meetings year by 

year up to the second world war. 'lle are not able to split the meetinge 

of IGOs and INGOs, but despite this and other liabilities 12 this 

measure of activity of international organizations clearly illustrates 

the close correlation between crises and amount of international 

cooperationo 
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Table s. In tergoven1.men tal Organizations, 1815 - 1965 

No. o:f No. of No, of Average Average Average 
nations organi- member- · no. of no, of J)ercentage 

zations ships member- member- univer-
ships per ships per sality 
nation or g. per org, 

1815- 23 1 6 .3 6.0 26,1 

1820- 23 1 6 .3 6.0 26,1 

1825- 25 1 6 .2 6,0 2lf, 0 

18JO- 28 1 6 .2 6,0 21 "4 

1835- 31 .2 17 .s C.5 27.4 

1840- 35 2 17 .5 8.5 24.3 

1845- 33 2 17 .4 8.5 22.4 

1850- IJ.o 2 17 .4 8.5 21.9 

1855- 43 3 22 .s 7.3 17.0 
1860- l!-5 3 21 . .s 7;0 15.6 
1865- l~O 6 54 1. 4 9.0 22.5 

1870- 35 8 79 2.3 9.9 28.2 

1875- 3lf 9. 11 3 3.3 12,6 37. 1 
1880- 35 11 135 3.9 . 12. 3 35. 1 

1885- 38 18 214 5.6 11.9 31.3 
1890- 38 23 290 7.6 12.6 33.2 
1895- l..t1 25 324 7.6 13.0 31.7 

1900- l!-3 32 469 10.9 14.7 3/.,t, 2 

1905·- 45 ' 1}6 700 15.6 15.2 33.3 
1910- lf4 52 788 17.9 15.2 3/{. 5 

1915- 51 _5/j 903 17.7 16.7 32.7 
1920- 51 77 1486 24.4 19. 3 31.6 
1925- 6l; 88 1713 26.8 19.5 30.5 
1930- 65 92 1759 27. 1 19. 1 29,L!. 
19 35..: 66 91 1927 29.2 21,2 32. 1 
1940- 67 87 1719 25.7 19.3 29.6 
1945- 73 127 2434 31.2 19.2 24.6 
1950- OL;. 152 2855 34.o 18.8 22 ,/.,t 

1955- 92 184 3634 39.5 19.3 21.5 
1960- 124 214 4908 39.6 22.9 18.5 

Source: l·Tallace, Jl.1'ichael D • ' & Singer, David J.: Intergovernmental 

Or~anization in the Global System, 1815 - 1964, mimeo 1969, first draft. 

Tables 2 and 3. 
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. The main inference one can make .on the basis of these curves is 

that the system of international organization, ·whether separated in

to a governmental and non-governmental part or not, is by and large ~ 

post World War II phenomenon,· One half. of all the INGOs in existence 

in 1966 were founded after 1950 and as much as 25% of them were no 

more than seven years old, IGOs statistics show corresponding figures, 

This should be borne in mind when we below will present data mainly 

from that period and to a certain extent only from the last decade, 

The reason for this limitation is not selectivity, however, but non

availability.lJ) 

From system domain we proceed to a discussion of system unit 

domain, In principle this is simply the number of members of inter

national organizations. In practice the members may be so different 

in size and complexity that it is not sensible to add them together. 

Individuals, national and international secondary groups as well as 

nation states may have memberships in the organizations included in 

this .study. Some organizations admit membership status to actors of 

very different complexity, for instance individuals and groups or 

groups and nation states, The most prominent example of the latter 

combination is the I.L.O, A possible solution to this difficulty is 

to use tho concept of size instead of domain adding up all the indi

viduals that directly or ind,_rectly are members. But one soon rea

lizes that this is to go too far. For one thing, individuals at the 

grass root level in a hierarchy may not even be aware of the fact that 

their national associa~ion has transnational affillations.141 On the 

contrary, if there is dire et individual membership these individuals 

are likely to have important positions in governmental or non-govern

mental national hierarchies and indirectly represent much more than 

their own private interests< I·t is generally assumed that for in

stance national interests often are well taken· care of by the respec

tive national subjects or groups regardless of whether they aro govern-

ment appointed or not; We consequently have much better statistics on 

national representations in international organizations than on domain 

and size as defined in this report, Ideally one should 

study domain at all levels and the connections between the levels and 

hopefully arrive at a formula for something to be called 11 to tal 11 

d·omain of an organization, Increase in the total domain dimension 

would mean a larger number of persons, groups and nation states in

~olved in internation~l cooperation. For the time being we have to 

be satisfied with something loss. 
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Table 5 column 5 gives the average number of memberships of .. 

nation states in IGOs for the last one and a half century. There was 

an almost monotonous increase up to the period starting· in 1940. \"le 

f)Otice that the world war did not only influence the number of orga-

ni·zations but also the average 

was not recovered before 1960, 

number of memberships,· The set-back 

Another interesting finding is that 

the level of' average 0 domain 11 have changed very little since the first 

world war. May be about twenty is an optimum level, Both the number 

of' nations and the average number of memberships per nation have in

creased considerably during the same period• so this is not an indi

cation of little growth in the system, 

Table 6. 

Org,_ type 

Year 

Average Number of l(~tional ~!emberships in IGOs ·and 
National Representations in INGOs, 1951-1966, 

Average 

INGO 

Total no, 
of org, NA Average 

IGO 

Total no, 
of org, NA 

---------------~-------------------------~---------------------------
1951 

1956 

1964 

1966 

21.0 

22.3 

23.7 

25.7 

823 240 

973 76 

1470 12 

1685 269 

. 20,1 132 12 

25.5 179 2 

26.1 199 20 

--------------------------------------------------------------------·-Sources: Cfr, Table Q 

Table 6 makes it possible .to compare IGOs and INGOs on this variable, 

but only for one decade.: There is also much missing information, It 

looks as if IGOs expand· a little faster than IN.GOs, but the .difference 

is.n.ot great. '-'.i·'·· !.c:···co·,.-.,,~-Itis .. easily explained by the.relatively 

higher involvement of. new .nations in the .. IG:O sys.tem, cfr, page 29, 

The figures. above are a little higher than those in .Table 5; .partly 

because we have included many more nations and territories in our 

analysis than Wallace and Singer ~end partly because they also register 

bilateral organizations, 

It is a pity that we do not have data for more years, but as a 

substitute we shall present a table based on data from our question~ 

naire in 1967; The organizations were asked about past and future 

(expected) gains and losses of "regional branches". The term "region a:. 

branch" is an unfortunate one but we have reasons to believe that most 

,;.esponden·ts in this context have equated it with ilnational branch", 
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Table 7, 
Percen ta.ges 
Past e.nd Future Losses .and Gains of "Regional Branches" 

Loss No change Gain Total N 

Past 4 41 55 lOO 728 
INGO Future 2 37 61 lOO 723 

Past 2 78 20 lOO 54 
IGO Future 2 67 Jl lOO 51 

Keeping in mind that apast" and "future" are very imprecise terms, it 

is still worth notice that more gains are expected than experienced. 

The biggest difference is once more found in the IGO group. Very few 

organizations ever loos·e branches, The surprising thing about this 

table is that IGOs report less gain in the past and expect less in 

the future, and this is ·contrary to our expectations from Table 6, 

There are many possible explanations to this, both statistical and 

substantial, and we shall only present two, Tile expansion of IGOs 

may be more 'unevenly distributed on the number of organizations, This 

means that few IGOs increase the number of memberships, but those that 

do, have large increases, Most IGOs have a regional orientation and 

that support our hypothesis, In addition new,IGOs may on an average 

have more national representations than new INGOs and that is not un

likely either. 

Closely connected to the unit domain dimension is the universa

lity-regionality dichotomy. In the case of IGOs the number of natio-

Auniversal orga-nal memberships is an adequate indicator of domain, 

nization is one having (almost) a~ large domain as 

zations with a smaller domain are of two different 

members come from the same' region, it is regional. 

po ssi bl e. 

kinds, If 

Organi

all 

In the opposite 

case we may simply call them non-regional for the lack of a better 

label, The last column in Table 5 gives the average percentage of 

nations being member of each IGO, ·From 1880 to 1935 there were un

systcmatic fluctuations and then a monotonous decline as there was a 

boom in the number of nation states, This raises the suspicion that 

much of the increase in the number of IGOs is due to more regional 

that this at least t<as tho organizations, Robcrt C, Angell found ''' 

case for INGOs between 1956 and 1964.1 5) 

hypothesis for INGOs, Table 8. 

Our data too confirm.~ this 
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Table 8. Distr:ibution of Regional INGOs in Percenta~e per Re~ion 
+ the Total Pei'centage of Regional INGOs, 19_5~-1962 ·-----· 

Region !_9.54 1956 196q 196~ 

Europe 55.1 60.7 65.0 61.1 
America JJ.5 28 0 0 24.6 2.$.5 
Africa 6,J 4,8 4.6 7.0 
Asia 5.1 6.5 5.7 6.4 
-----------------------~---------------------------------
TOTAL 

N 

% of all 
INGOs 

100.0 
158 

1J.9 

100,0 
186 

18.2 

99.9 
280 

24.2 

100,0 

298 

25.0 

---------------------------------------------------------
Sources: International Associations 

The question of what constitutes a region most be temporarily post

poned, but we find that the number of region ally oriented. organiza

tions is relatively higher at least for the regions in the above list. 

The share of each region is rather stable except that the relationship 

between Europe and America is changing a little in the favor of 

Europe. Some words of caution are necessary here. We tried to clas

sify organizations ourselves, and it is very difficult in many cases. 

It is for instance bard to put Arab organizations in any of the cate

gories used in the table, <~·nd we definitely think Arab organizations 

qualify for a separate general regional category, Another problem is 

that there is not always correspondence between the orientation ex

pressed in the name of an organization, whether regional or universal, 

and the actual membership distribution, 

Fortunately we ba11" d 1::i.lgbtly different classification of regions 

that has been used for the distr·ibution of both IGOs and INGOs, and 

we want to see whether this gives us different trends, Data for 

only two years, 1960 and 1962 are available. 
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Table 9. Distribution of Regional and U~~vcrsal Organizations 
in Percentages per.Region and of the total Number of 
Organizations, 19bo and 1962 

Re~ on INGOs IGOs 

1960 1962 1960 1962 

Africa 3.1 3.6 5.5 11.1 

America 18.7 20.0 24,2 21,2 

Asia 4.4 5.1 5.5 5.1 

Commonwealth 4,4 4.7 4.4 5.1 
; 

Western Europe 62,1 56.7 28,6 26.3 

P;acifi c 1,6 1.5 3.3 5.1 

l:jcandina vi a 2,8 2,5 2.2 1.1 

~iscellaneous 2.8 5.8 26.4 25.3 

~-------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 

N 

% of all org, 

99.9 

251 

20.0 

99.9 

275 

20.8 

100.1 

91 

59.1 

100.3 

99 

58.2 

--------------------------------------------------------------
Source: International Associations, 1963, no, 11, pp, 694-695. 

For INGOs the change between 1960 and ·1962 is small and exactly equal 

to the corresponding one in the previous table, Except for the two 

categories 11 Western Europe" and 11 Misoellaneous 11 there are no signifi

cant changes as expected for such a short period, and we suspect that 

the exception is due to inconsistent classification, The percentage 

regional IGOs is almost three times as large as the percentage regional 

INGOs, The sizeable rest category makes cross comparisons almost im

possible, but sti.ll it is hard to explain away the big increase in the 

African share between the two time points. It seems also safe to con-

. elude tha·t in· l'lestern Europe there are relatively more regional INGOs 

than regional IGOs, 

The percentage of regional INGOs increased from 1954 to 1962, but 

it did not increase evenly every year, Actually the increase in gene

ral became less towards the end of the period: 

Table 10, YearlJ:: Increase in the Percentage of Regional INGOs, 
12,2Ii-191l2. 

m~ Per cent increase per :!::ear 

1954-1956 2,2 

1956-1960 1.5 

1960-1962 .4 
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This concludes the 'dispussion of unit domain, 1rie do not expe9t a 

much higher average number of national representations in the future 

11either in IGOs nor in INGOs, partly because of a ceiling effect on 

the number of nations variable and partly because very large domain 

puts heavy stress on the operation of an organization, cfr. the U.N. 

tll'e do expect, however, at least in the case of INGOs, ·- relatively 

less increase in the number of regional organizations. 1ifuether this 

holds for other and perhaps more realistic definitions of regions 

than used in the above tables, is an open question. 

5. Scope. ttre have no diachronic information on this dimension, pro

bably because it is so difficult to define just what a function is. 

For practical purposes and ~ith a limited sample of relatively similar 

organizations it should be possible for instance by paired comparisons 

to get a measure of the relative scope of the organizations. Our 

complex universe of international organizations of the most diverse 

kinds requires better methods. 

6. In ten si ty., The variety of organizations is so grllat that no single 

variable could possibly tap this dimension alone. The nineteen cate-

gories in Table give a good indication. of the problems. 

If each organization was to put up a good criteria for the mea

sarement of its efficiency, there certainly would be large number of 

different variables suggested. We have only a few that do not tell 

the whole story of activities of international organizations, but that 

we think are reasonably h".gb1y correlated to the amount of output. 

The size of the budget is intuitively a good indicator, but un

fortunately most organizations do not report data of this kind, Thz 

figures in Table 11 must therefore be interpreted with extreme caution 

but we claim that they are more reliable in diachronic than synchronic 

analysis. The patterns are strange 
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Table 11. Averago Size of Budget in U,S, $1000, 1951-1968, 

Org,Type: INGO IGO + UN-family 

Year Average No, org, i% answers Average No. org. % an St>lers 

1951 134 315 38 274 42 

1954 710 327 32 

1958 610 477 45 2776 61 

1960 587 521 42 1529 52 

1964 629 417 28 ( 67) 

1968 7679 67 

Sources: International Associations, Nov, 1953, pp, 450-451; 
Oct. 1958, pp, 682-683; Dec, 1960, pp, 734-735 

Yearbook of International Organizations, 12th edition 

41 . 

47 

39 

( 42) 

33 

indeed as one would expect with so much missing data, IGOs have much 
a], so 

higher budgets than INGOs, There isfa very clear increase in the IGO-

cateogry, much more than could be explained by'inflation alone, In 

both cases 1960 seems to have been a relatively low point, In fear 

of overdoing the analysis of this table 0 we turn to another variable 

that in our 1964 data are very highly correlated to the average size 

of budget16 l namely the average size of the paid staff of internatio

nal organizations, Table 12, The percentage answers is very lol.r here 

too, but it should be pointed out that the samples of responding orga

nizations are not identical with the ones in the previous table, Very 

often they give information on only one o{ the variables, 

Table 12, Average Size of Paid Staff 

Org.Type INGO IGO + UN-family 

Year Average No, org, % answers Average No, org.- % answers 

1958 12.5 478 45 12,5 55 
1960 8.3 491 39 15,0 60 

1964 9.0 615 

I 
42 140,0 65 

1968 158.0 67 

Sources: InternationaJ.Associations, Oct. 1958, pp, 682-683 and 
Dec, 1960, PP• 734-735 

Yearbook of International Or·ganizations, 12th edition 

42 

45 

41 

33 

Our data show no expansion of the average size of the INGO staff 

but considerable change in the IGO group from 1958 to 1964, The IGO 

trend is identical with the one found for the average size of the 

budgets. Very many INGOs do not have paid personnel and make up a 

--- --~- -----.. -- -----------~----......... -.---....... -... -pQ~--:L-vu-, -:~.ne·-gen erar·-impre·s-Sl.oi1 is

that fields related to production and economy gets an increased rela

tive number of in torn a tional organizations _ trade unions being the 
only exception, It is difficult to give a common denominator for 
areas showing no change or decrease 

' little related to politics, 
but several of them seems to be 
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very large portion of the NA category. 

INGO staffs is much lower than shown in 

Actually the average size of 

this table, ll'e do not know 

~hether this holds for IGOs too, but large IGOs are more apt to give 

official information on such matters, 

In· spite of this there must have taken place a very signifi

cant increase in the size of the IGO secretariats, It does not neces

sarily mean that IGOs are more effective than INGOs, Many INGO 

officials seem to hold the opposite position, ~~t it does mean that 

several times as many people are now making their living in inter

national organizations than was the case in the beginning of the 

fifties, This is not less true for the U,N, system, excluded from 

the above tables, 

Increase in the bureaucracy does not imply higher activity at 

the grass root level, One possible but not all too good indicator of 

the latter is the frequency of the assembly meetings in the organi

zations, General assemblies usually discusses the general policies 

of the organizations, Table 13 cover a brief time span, but still 

the lack of change is noticeable, particularly if one compares the 

IGO category with the corresponding columns in Table 12, Internatio

nalism has become professionalized and bureaucratized. In the INGO 

category there is a slightly opposite trend, but the differences are 

too small to warrant rigid e-vnclusions, 

Table 13, Frequency of Assembly Meetings of IGOs and ING0s.t....!.96o-64, 

Organization type IGO INGO* 

Year 1960 1964 1960 1962 1964 

Frequencx 

-Annual and more often 69,4 6.5.7 40,9 41,6 43.2 
Every tl'JO years 11.6 16.7 22.8 22.4 22.9 
Every three years 4.1 .5.3 20,.5 21 '7 21.7 
Every fourth years 4,1 .5.3 9.4 9.6 8.8 
Every five years 7.4 5.3 5.8 4,1 2,8. 
Every six years and less often 3.3 1,8 .5 • .5 .5 

Total 99.9 100.1 99.9 99.9 99.9 
N 121 114 823 603 750 
Total no. of org, 154 179 942 991 1096 

. 

Per cent answers 78.6 63.7 87.4 6o,8 68 • .5 

* For some reason four categories of INGOs were excluded from the 
tables in our sources, namely: Health, Education, Arts and Sports, 
We have compared the full list of INGOs to the incomplete list used 
here for the year of 1964, and found very minor differences on this 
variable, Inferences for all INGOs can therefore safely be made 
from the above table, 

Source: International Associations, 1960, no, 12, p. 73.5, 
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7. Political implications. The political implications of the acti

vities of international organizations is one of the main problems in 

the field, The term means app:o.•oximately the same as spill-over or 

secondary priming used by theorists of integration,l7) The main idea 

is that success in influencing mora or less important political 

decisions taken· by national leaders will encourage and strenghtan the 

international group or organization that is the source of this in

fluence. There may also be an indirect and unintentional political 

effect of the regulating and standardizing functions of many organi

zations in less politically relevant fields, Regulation in one field 

may necessitate internatiomal regulation in another field of activity 

and so piece by piece a cooperative network is developed that even

tually leads to cooperation in political and contested aroa. t:Te do 

not intend to judge the soundness of these theories or should we say, 

political ideologies, but look at the fields i>~1 which there are inter

national organizations and find out where the largest increases take 

place. 

Table 14 gives the percentage of various types of organizations 

founded in the period prior to World War I, in the between-war period 

and in the period after lolorld t1Tar II, respectively, Many of these 

organizations do not longer exist, but the death-rate is claimed to 
17b 

be approximately equal for the largest categories, Going down the 

list, we notice that both 11 Philosophy-ethics-poaoe 11 and 11 Religion 11 

are on decline. On the contrary, the category n·Eoonor.tits-Politioal 

economy-Finance" is sharply moving upwards and this is striking as 

many of the activities of the organizations have not only economic 

but also poli ti oal implioa tion s. The 11 Labor 11 ea tegory shows an oppo

site trend. Labor ·movements very early organized internationally, but 

there is also a ·small ·increase in the latest period. 11 Commeroc

Industry11 goes up as well as "Engineering-Technology" and 11 Agri-

culture-Domestic Science". 1 Transport 11 is usually considered the field 

in which interna.tioncl cooperation started, but our data cast some 

doubt on this. The percentage is lowest in the first period, An

other surprising trend is found for 11 Pure science", vle would have 

expected it to follow 11 Engineering-Teohnology 11
, but it is going down. 

11 Sports 11 seems to be an area saturated with international organiza

tions already in tbe betl"Jeen-war period, The general impression is 

that fields related to production and economy gets an increased rela

tive number of international organizations - t·rade unions being the 

only exception, It is difficult to give a common denominator for 

.. areas showing no change or decrease, but several of them seems to be 

little related to polit.ics, 
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· · . 'I'able 14, DiEt;:•:lbution of IGOs and INGOs Founded in Percentages 
per Chapter, 1693-1954.• 

Period 
Chapter 

1693-
1914 

191.5-
1944 

-~------------------------------------------------------------------,. 

General - press - documentation 

Philosophy - ethics - peace 

Religion 

Social science 

Economics - Political economy - Finance 

Labor 

Lat·l - Administration 

Relief .• Education - Youth and 
t~omen t s movements 

Commerce - Industry 

Philology - Languages 

Pure science 

Medicine -Health 

Engineering - Technology 

Agriculture - Domestic science 

Transport 

The Arts 

Sports 

Literature 

Geograppy - History 

6.3 
7.1 

5.3 
1.8 

3.3 
8.6 

10.0 

8.6 

5.7 
5 • .5 

10,6 
9.4 
2.9 
4.9 
2,0 

2,0 

5,1 

0 

,8 

3.5 
5.0 

3.8 
1,2 

9.5 
3.0 

9.2 

ll,6 

8.3 
2,0 

6.5 
10.5 

4,1 

.5.1 

4 • .5 

5.6 
5.0 
1.2 

.9 

5.6 
4.0 

2,9 
2,1 

12,.5 

.5,2 

8,6 

12.1 

9.2 

.9 
4,9 
9.6 
4.6 
6,0 

4 . .5 

4,7 

1.7 

,2 

.7 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 

N 

99.9 
509 

. lOO, 5 

666 
100,0 

803 

-~-------------------------------------------------------------------
*~About lJ.OO organizatlr>ns <1; it. not 

these .are not in existence now, 
1952, p, 247. . 

gi~ve a formation date, Most of 
Cfr, International Associations, 

Source': Speeclcaert, G. P.l The 1, 978 International Organizations 
Founded Since the Cong~?ss of Vienna - Chronological List. 
Brussels, 1957, Table II, p. XIII, 

~l.e turn now to the post World 't'Jar II era and use shorter time

cuts, The variable is also iifforent, namely the percentage of orga

nizations in existence at various time points counting INGOs only, 

Table 1.5. The categories are invented by the Union of International 

Associations and the variable "organization type" is clearly on the 

nominal scale level, On the other hand, some of the categories of 

organizations are in our opinion more politically relevant than others, 
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Table 1.5, Percentages of INGOs per Chapter, 19.54-1968, 

Organization type 

Bibliography., docu
mentation, press 

Religion, ethics 

Social sciences, huma..; 
nistic studies 

International 
relations 

Politics 

Law, administration 

Social welfare 

Professions, employers 

Trade unions 

Economics, finance 

Commerce, industry 

Agri culture 

Transport, travel 

Technology 

Science 

Health, medicine 

Educa t.i on, . youth 

Arst, literature, 
radio, chinema, TV 

Sport, recreation 

1954 

2.9 

8.3 

8.5 

1.2 

3.3 
5.1 

_5,4 

4.9 

1,5 

11.7 

3.2 

2o8 

3.4 

7.9 

10.1 
_5,4 

4.1 

6,6 

1956 

2.7 

7.5 

5.8 

6.4 

1,1 

3.0 
5.1. 

6.9 

4.9 

1o5 

2.8 

4,1 

J,7 

7.0 

10.2 

5.8 

3.6 

_5,2 

1958 

J,l 

6.7 

1.3 

2.8 

5.0 

6,J 

4.6 

L5 
12,6 

3.1 

4,2 

4.7 

7.3 
9.8 

5.8 

3.2 

5.2 

1960 

2.7 

6.9 

4.5 

7.3 

1.4 

2.9 

4.5 

5.8 

4.3 

2,1 

13,0 

3.7 
4.5 

4,8 

6,6 

9,8 

5.4 

4,5 

5.2 

1962 

J,l 

6,5 

4,3 

7.5 

1,1 

3.2 

4.8 

5.7 

4.1 

2,3 

12.1 

lj., 2 

4.3 

4,8 

6.9 

10,0 

5.4 

4.3 

5.4 

1964 

3.7 

5.9 

4,6 

1,0 

3.1 

4,8 

5.3 
4,0 

2.2 

1L4 
4.4 

4,3 

lf,8 

8,.0 

10,2 

5.6 

4.4 

5.2 

1966 

3.4 

5.5 

4.7 

6.6 

.9 
2,8 

4.5 

5.6 

3.8 
2.1 

12.6 

4.5 

4.3 

4.9 

8.7 

10.3 

5 .l~ 

4,2 

6.6 

1.2 

2,8 

11-.6 

5.5 

).7 
2.1 

12.3 

4.4 
4.0 

_5,4 

8.0 

11.3 

5.5 

3.9 

4.9 

~-------------~-----~-----------------------·------------------------
TOTAL 

N 

1~0.2 99.9 99.9 99.9 100.0 100,1 100,1 99.9 

1012 975 1ci6o 1255 1324 147o 1685 1899 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Source: Yearbook of International Organizations, 5th - 12th edition, 

particularly International Relations, Politics, Trade Unions,· Econo

mics & Finance, and Commerce & Industry, There is an ordinal element 

in the variable. ll'e encounter several difficulties in using the indi

cators in Tables ·14 and 15, First of all the classification of orga

nizations itself is difficult ap~ involves a certain degree of arbi

trariness, but as the job has been done by a limited number of persons 

in cooperati·on, we trust that at least the diachronic ·reliability is 

high, There are more serious. liabilities. For one thing, we do not 

take into consideration that the amount and scope of activity of the 

organizations vary, Again this is less serious in a diachronic per

spective. More important is that there may have taken place changes 
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in the nature of the activities within each category that are not 

revealed because of the very crudeness of the measure, For instance, 

social welfare organizations may have turned from pure relief work to 

pressure group activity for social legislation and development, and 

that change makes tha whole category. of organizations more politically 

relevant, It is also a real disadvantage that we know nothing of the 

changes of domain within each group, For a study of the integrative 

effect of the systems of international organizations it would have 

been much more satisfying to have diachronic data on number, scope, 

relevance, and intensity of the organizational connections between 

each pair of countries in the world, For the time being that is not 

possible and we return our attention to Table 1.5, EEC and EFTA 

business and professional groups are excluded, and the frame of re

ference here is the world as a whole since we have included both uni

versal and all kinds of regional organizations. 

The distribution on the nineteen categories is remarkably stable 

in the post-war period. lYe find no significant trend of relative 

increase in the number of organizations in more politically relevant 

categories, The only striking change is the decreasing percentage 

religious organizations, possibly a consequence of the much noted 

general secularization of modern society. In our context this finding 

is less relevant. Technological organizations have increased their 

percentage all the time, but this group we are inclined to characte

rize as not very politically relevant, In short, this table does not 

indicate any dynamic changes in the system, but leave all questions 

about regional differences unanswered, 

organizations 
8, Interconnectedness, 'Ih.e bonds between A are of several diffe-

rent kinds, INGOs and IGOs may join in superstructures, super INGOs 

and IGOs or organizations with mixed memberships. There is joint 

participation in programs, exchanges of observers, consultative status 

with other organizations, joint secretariats, informal contacts on an 

individual basis, etc, When international organizations enter into 

relationships of this kind they act as institutions in their own right 

not only as fora of consultation of national delegations. The number 

of bonds consequently is a measure of the cohosiven<:oss of the systems 

and their strength relative to other kinds of systems, For this im

portant dimension thoro exist no diachronic data, 
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9. Entropy. A definition of entropy. useful for our purposes is given 

on page 2, High negative entropy in the .sy'stems of international orga

nizations corresponds to an equal distribution of memberships and 

other colinect:i.i:m's with the organizations on the nation states, The . . . ·, .·: .. 
number of·nation 'states is too high for separate analysis of each 

single one, and they must therefore be grouped into categories usual

ly. referred to as regions, In general region simply means proximity 

or similarity or location Within .a specif:i.ed range on a variable, 

Thi.s. definition is very liberal ·and very gi:meral and permits one to 

cboose a·· variable and ran·ge that is relevant for one• s problem, Dif

ficulties arais~ when not only one variable seems to be relevant and 

the several.relevarit variables do not place the units within tile same 

regions, It gets still more complicated l·Jhen some of the variables 

seem to bo of an entirely different ·nature, In the littorature we have 

discovered t"JO basically different approaches, One possibility is to 

use one simple variable, namely geographical location.l8) A little 

more sophisticated attempt along the same lines would be location in 

the communication network, for instance using airline connections as 

the variable, Another possibility is to apply several cultural, eco

nomic and political variables, 1 9) Factor analysis is a possible so

lution to the problems of using several criteria, 

For our purposes·it 

cussion of the problem, 

is not necessary to go into· a detail.ed dis

We only want to poirit out that cultural simi-

larity and geographical proximity seems to be moderatoly correlated 

and that cultural differences are probably more of an obstacle to 

positive inter~ction than geographical d:i.stance in large parts of the 

world tod~y •. lt~ 'therefo;e do n·~t require. that regions should ·be ter-: . . . ' . . . . . . . . 
ritor:i.ally conti.guo~s~ On. a pure1y_.subjective basis we. defined seven 

·such categories _of nations plus a._rest group, The .seven corresponds 

rather .weii to clust~~s· found by .empirical metho~s: 2o> . 
. . _ ... 

North tifest 

La tin Ameri ea 

Arab countries 

Includes North America and Western Europe plus 
Israel, Turkey, Cyprus, 'Australia, New Zealand, 
Japan and South 'Africa, The reason for the addition 
of very distant countries to the core araa n·ations 
is that the former economically are similar to the 
Tatter and more connected to that group than any 
other in terms t)f joint participation in IGOs and 
INGOs, 

All states in the Americas except Canada and the 
u.s;· 

All mbmbers of the League of Arab states plus Iran, 
Iran is clearly a borderline case but seems t6 have 
more affinity to the Arab group measured by eo
memberships than "'ith typically Asi.an nations. 



Wostern l\.sia 

Communist Asia 

Eastern Europe 

Black Africa 

Rest 
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'TI1e label is not a good one for a very mixed cate-. 
gory of nations in Asia not ruled by communist 
parties, 

China, North-Vietnam, North-Korea and ~!ongolia, 
Mongolia has been the most active of the four in 
terms of number of memberships in international 
organizations. 

The Warsaw Treaty nations plus Albania and Yugosla
via, Albania does not add much to the statistics, 
l~hile Yugoslavia is the most active country in 
this category, She is also a borderline case, a 
little more oriented westward than eastward in the 
IGO ·system and vice versa in the INGO system, The 
main reason for referring her to "Eastern Europe 11 

was that "North West 11 already was very large, 

All sub-Saharan states that not are ruled by white 
elites or still under colonial rule (in 1969). 

All· African states not covered by the previous 
labels plus more or less soverEiign islands in the 
Pacific. 

( .. 
f' 

The "North tJast 11 region .ac9ounts for so much of the total activi

ty in international organizations that it is useful to distinguish 

some subregions: 

Canada and the u.s. 
be members of the Nordic Council 

North America' 

Northern Europe 

EEC-group The six members of the European Economic Community 

A complete list is given in Appendix A. 

The.classification above'may of course be discussed ad infinitum, 

but it is sufficiently meaningful for our purposes. Two regions are 

developed, namely "North Wes~'1 and ~~'Eastern Europe 11 , two are socialist, 

namely "Eastern· Europe 11 and 11 Comrimnist Asia". The four other regions 

are all less deve·loped and probably generally less homogeneous too, 

The simplest indicator of involvement in the IGO and 

is the number of memberships or national representations, 

gives data for IGOs back to the Congress of Vienna in 1815 

INGO systems 

Table 16 
that meant 

the inauguration of the era of intergovernmental organization. The 

regions defined with reference to the situation in 1969 are not meaning, 

ful for most of the century and a half, but we have used them to faci

litate comparison. Intergovernmental organ.ization was exclusively a 

European phenomenon until the 1865. Eastern Europe bad a moderate 

share of the total number of memberships up to the Second World !ffar, 

From then on it drops rather much. but this is partly due to the in

creased share of t):le new nations. The Latin American trend, resembles 
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the "Eastern European" except that the total level is higher and that 

the peak was reached five years later, and the subsequent drop is even 

more dramatic. The 11 North Western" .share was rather stable from 1915 

to 1959 and then newcomers brought the percentage duwn. The region 

is still very overropres(mted even if we control· for the number of 

nations. The Arab countries have increased their share since the turn 

of the. 'century but this trend also reflects the increased number of 

Arab nations. 11 Western Asia 11 improved their percentage after the war, 

but have not been able to prgress further, while there is a tremendous 

boom {or 11 Black Africa 11 in the last period. "Communist Asia" is al-: 

·most unrepresented in the system. In later years "North America" and 
11 Norther Europe" show minor fluctuations while the 11 EEC-group 11 trend 

is steady decrease, In conclusion, the system moves towards a higher 

degree of entropy, but there are still gross difference particularly 

if we eontrol for the size of the population in the regions" 

Data from the Union of International Organizations make us able 

to analyze more carefully the development in the post World War II 

period. The percentages in Table 17 correspond well with those in the 

previous table. The most remarkable change is accounted for by 
11 Black Africa 11 that cannot only be explained by the increased number 

of African states sine e many of them were con side red as indopenden t 

units before their respective dates of liberation. The average number 

of memberships per country must also be higher relative to some other 

regions, The Latin American share drops considerably as already noted 

and 11 1vestern Asia" i·s rather stable. Comparing "Eastern Europe" and the 
11 North vJest 11 we see that the communist developed region does re!'ati

vely a little better than its capitalist counterpart, but not as well 

as 11 Northern Europe"· compared to the total "North West" ·region. In 

short;" we retain our conclusion based on the previous table, 

The IGO syst0m and INGO system are compared by simultaneous ana

lysis of Tables 17 and 18. 11 Black Africa 11 mov0s upwards on the INGO 

variable too but at a somewhat slower pace. 11 Eastern Europe" and 

"Latin America", 11 Western Asia 11 and 11 Arab countries" change very littlE 

while tho "North Western" share decreases. Tho t~tal change for all 

regions is clearly less than in the case of IGOs, but there is some 

development in the direction of more even distribution. The developed 

regions have higher percentages on the INGO than the IGO variable •. 

This means that less developed areas are relatively more involved in 

the governmental organi~ation networko 
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Table 16. Membership in IGOs in percentages per region, .1815- 1964* 

z 
0 
H 
c!) 

~ 

Year 

1815- 100,0 

1820- 100.0 

1825- 100.0 

1830- 100,0 

1835- 91+.1 

1840- 94.1 

1845- 94-. 1 

1850- 91~.1 

1855- 90.9 

1860- 90.5 

1865- 87.0 

0 

0 

0 

;o 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 5. 6 

1870-

1875~ 

1880-

1885-

1890-

1895-

1900-

1905-

1910-

1915-

1920-

1925-

1930-

1935-

1940-

1945-

1950.:. 
1955-

1960-

8L;.,8·J,'3 3,8 

?6.1 :0.0 3.5 
7l! .• 8 1 0. • l} 3. 0 

72.413.1 1,9 

61! .• 5- 2:3. 1 1 • 4 

61~.8 21.6 1,9 

61 • ~~~ 2 9 ,>0 1 • 5 

59.9:26,1;. 1.1 

57.0 28.6 1.3 

48, D 31f, 9 1 . 4 

50.8 20.9 .8 

1!-8,8 29.7 1.1 

48.9 29.9 1,0 

L:- 7. 3 30. 8 2 • 0 

44.3 37.9 2.2 

z,s.~~ 31.6 4.7 

lf6.6 28,0 6.0 
L;.7 .2 21: .. 5 7,8 

JB.9 20.8 8.7 

Source: Cfr. Table 5. 

e 
(j) 

+' 

"' (j) 

?-

.9 

.7 
1. 2 

1. 3 

1 • 1 

1. 3 

1.6 

1 • 1 

1 • 5 

1.3 
1 • 2 

1.3 

6.6 

9.9 
9.8 

9. 1 

+' 

"' ·ri ; 
0 
0 

0 

·. 0 

0 

0 

5.9 

5.9 

5.9 

5.9 

. 0 9. 1 

0 9.5 

0 7.4 

0 7.6 

0 12.4 

0 11.9 

.. 9 10.7 

1,0 9.3 

.9 9.6 

1.3 8.5 

1.0 10,1 

1,0 10.7 

0 

0 

.3 

. 3 

TOTAL 

100.0 

100.0 

100,0 

100,0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100,0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

6 

6 

0 

0 

§' 
0 
I; 
QO 
I 

0 
fx1 
fx1 

0 50,0 

0 50.0 

6 0 . 0 50.0 

6 0 0 50.0 

17 0 0 2J.5 

17 0 0 23,5 

17 0 0 23.5 

17 0 0 23.5 

22 0 0 27.3 

21 0 0 38. 1 

54 1.9 9.3 37.0 

100.0 79 3,8 11.4 

100.0 113 3.5 8.0 

100,1 135 J,O 7.4 

26,6 

29.4 

29.4 

26.2 

25.9 

99.9 214 3.7 6,0 

100.0 290 J.4 5.9 

.100.0 .. 324 4,0 7.1 

100.0 469 3.8 

100.0 700 3.9 

100.2 788 J,4 

8.1 23.0 

8. 6 22. 1 

1.3 12.6 .2 100,0 903 3;2 

8. 8 20. L;. 

8.1 17.1 

9.6 15.8 

7.3 15.3 

7.5 13.9 

'7.3 14.5 

7.1 12.7 

8.5 13.0 

1.3 16.4 .7 100.0 1486 4.0 

1'. 4 16. 9 . 8 100. 2 17 1 3 3. 6 

1 . 3 16 .'9 . 8 100. 1 17 59 3. 9 

1.1 16.9 .7 0 100,0 1927 4.0 

1.2 12:2: .8 0 99.9 1719 5.0 

-7 10,0 .9 0 99.9 2434 5.1 

,1 8.5 .9 0 100.0 2855 4.8 
.2 9.1 1.4 0 100.0 .3634 4.1 

.7 7.4 14.3 0 99.9 4903 3.2 

8.2 13.1 
7.9 14,1; 

6.4 11.5 
*~ means that there was no nat-~i-o_n_i~n~t~h-e~r-cgion 

that could participate in the int. system. 
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Table 17, !G-O-memberships in Percentages per Region, 19.56-1966* 

Year 19.56 1960 1962 1964 1966 

Re~on · . . ... . 
--------------------------~-----------------------------------------"· 

North West 4.5.9 4.5 0 4 . 40,8 37 • .5 3.5.8 

Latin America 25.2 23.0 21.7 20.6 18.9 

Arab Countries 7.6 8.0 8,5 8.2 8.7 

~~est ern Asia ·u.1 11.7 10.0 10.3 10.6 

Communist Asia .2 • 1 .2 ,4 .4 

Eastern Europe 8.5 8,4 8.2 6.7 6.7 

Black Africa 1.5 3.1 9.7 15 '7 18.0 

Rest 0 .3 1,0 .6 1,0 

--------------------------------------·-------------------~----------
TOTAL 100.0 100,0 100.1 100,0 100,1 

N 2647 3115 3589 4515 4676 

Total no. of 
organizations 132 179 199 

NA 12 2 20 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Subregion 

North America J,6 3.3 J,l 2.9 2,7 

Northern Europe 7.5 7.7 7.0 6.1 6,0 

EEC,..group 13.9 . 14,4 lJ,O 11,1 10,6 

--------------------------------------·------------------------------
Sources: International Associations, 19.57, no, 10, pp," 708-'709; 

1963, no, 11, pp. 688-605 . . . 

National Participation in International Organizations, 
Tables from a Study to be Published in International 
Associations, Circulated in Advance for the Use of the 
Committee on Non...;governmental ;Organizations of the Economic 
and Social Council, Dec, 1967, Union of International 
Associations, Brussels. 

Yearbook of International Organizations, lOth edition, 
1964-6.5. 

* T!le have included White Russia and Ukraine in this table, 
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Table 13, Na'tional Representations in INGOs in P.ercentages per 
~gion, 1951-1966.* 

Year 1951 1956 1960 

E!S!2~---------------------------------------------------~-----------. ' 
North t;Test 66.2 63.5 58.3 57.8. 54.5. 53.5 
Latin America. 

( 

15.5 17.2 16.4 15.9 16.5 16,6 
Arab countries 3.5 5.4 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.3 
t'lestern Asia 6.6 6.7 8.5 7.4 7. 7 .. 8•3 

0 

Communist Asia. .1 .• 4 .3 .3· :· . • 5 .5 
Eastern Europe 7.9 6,6 7.5 7.7 8.o 7.9 
Black Africa .2 .3 3.5 4.8 6.7 6,8 . 
Rest· 0 0 .9 1.0 :9 1.1 

, ..... ---------------------------------------------------------------------
·TOTAL :100.0 100.1 100.2 100.1 100.0 100,1 
N 12249 20027 24144 28827 34486. 36341 
Total no, of 

823 973 1470 1685 organizations 

cNA . -'' ., ·~ . ,. 240 76 L12 269 
-------------------------------------------------------~-------------
Subrogion 

North Am£ rica 6.0 . 5~ 2 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.3 
-North Europe 12.2 11-.3 10.2 10.0 9.3 9.4 
EEC-group 20.9 20.0 18;9 18.4 17.0 16.4 
-------------------------------------------------------------~-------
Sources: International Associations, 1952, May, p, 215 

plus the sources listed und<3r Table 17, 

* Wo have excluded excil e groups but included ~lbi te Russia and 
Ukraine in this table. 
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One disadvante.ge of' using the membership variables is that they 

are somewhat inflated by the large and increasingly larger number of' 

very small nations, Another disadvantage is that we are not able to 

distinguish between smaller and larger organizations, The distortion 

due to such factors are much less on the next variable, the number of' 

international meetings held f'rom 1950, Table 19. Unfortunately IGO 

and INGO meetings are not .given separately and the UoN. is excluded, 

but the advantage is that active organizations carry heavier weight 

than others. 

The "North 1-lestern 11 bias is much more pronounced here, Roughly 

So% of' all international meetings in the last decade were held in that 

region,. but the relative number is nevertheless decreasing, The 
11 Latin American" trend is characterized by a series of' inconclusive 

ups and downs, while the "Arab countries" can report a very modest 

increase. The two Asian categories do not contribute to change, but 

tl:]e 11 Eastern European 11 increase is no tabl eo It compensates f'or much 

of' the 11North \vestern 11 decrease so that the total decrease of' the 

developed regions is very small, 11 Black Af'rica 11 trend cul(llinates in 

1962. It does not correspond to the boom in numbers of' memberships, 

Of' the three 11 North Western" subregions, "North Amerioa 11 is most stable 

a11d the 11 EEC-group 11 least. Except f'or the 1958 figure, probably to be 

explained by the l11orld 1 s Fair in Brussels, there is an unmistakable 

downward trend. Central Europe seems to become less of' a canter on 

this as well as on the previous variables. 

The next variable in this section is the regional distribution of' 

headquarters of' international organizations, Table 20, This is in our 

opinion a better indicator of' the decision-making cantor of' the systems< 

The nationality of' the Secretary General or his equivalent corresponds 

in most cases to the location of' the headquarters, but there are 

exceptions f'or instance among the man·y organizations situated in 

"international" cities like Geneva, Paris and New York. The North 

Western bias is larger than on the previous variable. and shows a much 

slower decrease. This is not surprising since headquarters f'or obvious 

reasons do not rotate among member nations as do international meetings. 

On this variable there are almost monotonously increasing 11 Latin 

American" "Arabian" 11 \ifestern Asian" and 11 Black African" shares but . ' ' 
the changes are f'ar f'rom impressive bearing in mind the high number of' 

organization.s founded during the period and particularly since 19.50, 

In the post World War II period "Eastern Europe" does improve its posi

tion, but the region still has not reached its percentage f'rom 1906. 

The EEC subregion f'ollotvs the general pattern of' the 11 North ~test 11 , but 
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Table 19. Distribuition of' Sites of International Meetings in percentages ----

~{d-...!'2gion, 1250 - 1966. *) 
lll • 

-+> () . 
ctl (j) Ill z () .. 

()] 'M .. 'M Q, () 0 'M ;l 
z <JJ .. -+> ()] <I' 0 'M H .. i%1 
0 ~ (j) § ~ -M .. .. ~ (j) g. H s Ul ;l "" i%1 s .: 
~ ..c: <: 0 .: <li fz< < IZ ~ k 0 

~ -+> () k 1!'1 (j) h .. .: (j) . ..>:: p ..c: ..c: 1>0 
0 'M .0 -+> § -+> () -+> (fJ -+> -+> I 
z -+> Ill ()] ()] lll ()] h h 0 

r.l h (j) 0 ro ,.; (j) 0 0 ril 
...:1 ~ ;;; 0 ii1 p:) p:, z z f>l 

Year TOTAL l>J 

1950 90.6 5.0 .6 2.0 0 1 . 1 . 6 .2 100 0 1 721~ 9.7 7.3 47.9 

1951 87.0 6 8 [} 1 . 1 3. 1 • 1 .7 .6 . 3 100.0 711~ 7.0 7.6 4h.5 

1952 87.7 6.8 .• 6 2.3 • 1 .• 7 1 • 1 .2 100.0 996 10 . .1 ?.6 43.7 

1953 87.9 5.5 .5 2.0 0 1 • 7 - 1 . 6 .8 ' 1086 8. 1 ~~-6. 0 100.0 7.0 

1954 83.3 9.6 1. 3 2.0 • 1 2.0 1 . 4 .4 100. 1 1095 12.0 4.8 40.3 

1955 84.6 7.2 .8 3.4 0 2 0 1.9 .2 100. 1 1J?5 '.'7. 6 l:-.8 42.7 

1956 83.3 8.2 1. 0 3. 1 . 1 2.8 .8 . 7 100,0 1120 9;4 5.8 39.5 
1957 83 .I; 6.2 1.3 3.8 0 3. 1 1.7 . 6 100. 1 1130 11.0 5.? 4o.4 

1958 84.3 5.7 1 . 4 3. 1 . 1 3.8 1.5 • 1 100.0 1432 : 7.4 5.5 49.4 

1959 80.7 6.6 1.7 3.5 0 5.4 1.8 .2 99.9 11114 9.0 6.2 39. 1 
1960 77·5 9-~ .__, 1.7 3.8 • 1 4.6 2.5 .2 99.9 1899 8.4 7.0 36.8 

1961 78.0 7.8 2. 1 1;. 0 . 1 4.2 3.4 .4 100.0 181~5 -9~2 5.5 35.3 
1962 76.8 7.'-1 2.1 4.4 .o 4.6 3.5 .5 99.8 2004 ~.6 6.6 36.2 

1963 80. Lf 7.2 1.9 2.8 .o 4.0 3. 1 .6 100.0 2366 3.7 6.J 39. 1 
1964 78.5 8.0 2. 1 4.0 .o 4.8 2.2 .2 99.9 2113 10.8 5.3 33.8 

1965 79.9 6.h 1 . 8 3.4 .o 5.9 2.5 . 1 100.0 1868 10.3 6.6 JJ.4 
1966 75.5 s.o 3.3 3.2 .o 7.5 2.5 .2 100.2 2226 7.8 5.5 33-3 

*) East and Uest Germany ><ere not treated separat,oly before 1961, and 

meetings that may have ueen held ·in the East ,;,ere consequently re

ferred to ·the ea tegory "North \'Test 11 ; There were probably very, 

·very feu such r.1eet:ings, however. 

Sources: International Associations, 1959, June, pp. 444-445; 1962, 
bee., pp. 799-SOJ; 1968, Feb., pp. 92-97. 
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Table 20, Locations of Headquarters .of International Organizations 
in percentages per region,. 1906 - 196~. 

.. 1.906 
1912 

1921 
1926 
1 21~ 
1938 
1950 
1951 
1954 
1958 
1962 
1964 
1966 
1968 

:& 
k 
0 
z 

97.0 
97·3 
98.4 
98,2 

97.9 
96. 1" 

95. 1 
93.2 
93.2 

92.0 
90,8 
89.4 
88,7 

87. 1 

"' <ll 
·rl 
k .., 
§ 
0 
0 

. ;;6: . ' 0... . 0 0 
,7 . :2 ;2 o 
,6 .3 . . 3 .3 

.7 0 0 .3 

,6 0 0 0 

.7 .1 .4 0 

2.6 

3.5 
3. 1 

3.7 

.5 ;2 .. 0 

. 5 • 9 
:4 1. 3 

. 5 1. 5 

0 

0 

0 

3.7 ·.5 1,8 0 
4.4 1,1 1 • .7 0 

4.8 .9 1.7 .o 
5.4 1,1 2,1. ,0 

!' 

•: . 

-~.4 

1 • 6 
.0 

. :7 
1. 6 

2.7 
1 • 4 

1.7 

1 . 3 

1 • 6 

1 • 8 

1.8 
2. 1 

2. 1 

.. " ~· 

0 0 

o· o 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

,_a · o 
•• 1 0 

,2 0 

. 5 . j. 

1. 6 • 1 

1.2',1· 

1 • 4 • 1 

1. 5 . 1 

1 • 9 • 2 

1oo.o· 
100.0 

99.9 
99.9 

100. 1 
100. 1 

99.'9• 
100.0 
100. 1 
100.0 

99.9 
99.9 
99.8 
99.9 

. 169 . 

437 
321 

397 
524 

705 
804 
941 

1i98 

1257 

"1549 
1758 

2207 
2663 

ro 
0 
orl 
k 
<ll e 
<: 
.<:: .., 
k 
0 
z 

<ll 
p. 
0 
f.<· 
::l 
l"il 

·s:: 
.k." 

·Jl .., 
k 
0 z 

.6 1. 8 

3.4 2.3 
5.9 2,2 

6 .• 0 2. 5 
4.8 2.3 

3.7 3.0 
i1.6 3.9 
12.9 3.5 
12,2 3.4 

9.8 3.5 
11.0 3.1 

10.9 3.2 
10.5. 4.6 
10.4 l!,8 

i)ources i ·International . .As·sociations, 1954, no. 11, pp. 548-549.; 
i951.:.; no. i1,~p . .5413-5"49"; ··1·959, -~·o. 6, pp: 44(5; 

• 1"9§5; no. ?; pp:,89-89; ·· i967, rto;2~p/ 166-169 . .. "'-
' ' 

' Yearbook of International Organization·s, 12th edl. tiori ... 

70.5 
72.8 
54.8 
51. 1 

58.0 

52.5 
47.4 

42.8 

45.5 
46.1 

46.9 
IJ-5. 2 

43.5 
42.9 

----------------------------------------------- ----
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Table 21. Locations of Headquarters and Secondary Offices of Ili tar
national Or~anizations in Percentag~s per Region, 1958-68, 

Year 1958 1960 1964 1966 1968 

E~~!22---------------------------------------------------------------
North West 87.0 84.6 84.3 82.5 82,3 81.1 
Latin America 6.2 7.8 6.9 7.5 7.2 7.4 
Arab countries 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.7 1,8 
tJestern Asia· 3.2 . ). 0 3.7 3.5 :J.5 3.9 
Communist Asia .1 .o .o ,1 ,1 .1 
Eastern Europe 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.9 2,2 . 2.2 
Black Africa 1,0 1.7 1.8 2.7 2,8 3.3 
Rest ,1 .1 .1 ,l ,1 .2 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 100,0 99.9 99.9 100,1 99.9 100,0 

N 1873 2137 2209 2429 2815 3341 
~------------------------------------------------~-------------------
Sub region 

North America 14,8 11.7 ll,J 11.4 10•4 10,2 
Northern Europe 3.3 3.0 2.9 3,1 4.0 4.2 
~~£:~~2~E _______________ Jz~~----~2!~----~!!Z ____ J2!2 ____ J2!~----J2!2_ 
Sources: Cfr. Table 20. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 22, Locations of Secondary Offices of International Organi2:

tions in Percentages per Region. 1958-68, 

Year 1958 1964 1966 1968 
Region ---------------------------------------------------------------------
North Hest 76.6 68.9 64,4 58.9 57.5 
Latin America 11.2 14,2 15.8 15.9 15.2 
Arab countries 2.1 3,6 3,3 4,8 4,6 
Western Asia 6.5 8,2 8,0 10,2 11,2 
Communist Asia .2 .2 .3 ,3 ,3 
Eastern Europe L3 1,5 1.9 2,3 2,1 
Black Africa 1.9 3.2 6.1 7.4 8.7 
Rest .2 .2 .1 • ,2 ,l 
----------------------------------------------~----------------------
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 99.9 100,0 100,0 
N 616 66o 671 6o8 678 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Subregion 

North America 25.2 12,0 12.7 10,2 9.6 
Northern Europe 2,8 2,6 3,0 2.1 1,8 
EEC-group 18,8 29.5 24,7 26.5 26,4 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Sources: Cfr, Table 20. 
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"Northern Europe" seems to .reverse the trend in later years, 11 North 

Africa' s 11 percentage drops slowly from 1951. 

Further comments are imneoessary,for this variable, except that 

it does not distinguish between larger and smaller organizations, 

If we assume that larger organizations in general are more apt to 

have secondary offices, th eh the to tal number of headquarters and 

secondary off1oes is a better indicator of regional distribution of 
! 

international decision-making, Table 21, The trends are not diffe-

rent, holve'ver, but ~he bia-s towards the 11 North West" smaller, 

Looking at the distribution of the two kinds of offices separa-

* tely, one discovers great differences between the regions, The North 

West has relatively a much greater share of the headquarters than 

the secondary offices, The opposite is the case for all other re

gions except Eastern Europe that is pretty even on the two variables. 

An organization may of course have headquarters and secondary offices 

Within the same region, but we presume that in most oases secondary 

offices are located elsewhere, If that is true, traits of a colonial 

structure are found in the system of international organizations too. 

Three modifying factors should be mentioned, The number of secondary 

offices is low and decreasing, from about JJ per cent of the total 

number of offices in 1962 to about 20 per cent in 1968, Most regions 

follol> this pattern except Black Africa that has definitely lagged 
** behind, The other modifying factor is that some organizations with 

he~dquartors in th_e developing regions have secondary offices in the 

North West, Third, the lesser developed communication systems in the 

former regions may be an impetus for more intraregional secondary 

offices than for instance in E~rope, Correspondingly the decreased 

total percentage of, secondary offices may reflect the general improve-

-~e~t of communications in the_ world, More regional and more small 

organizations probably contribute to the same trend, 

The data presented in this section are summed up in Table 24, 

that gives the percentage of involvement of the "North 1~est 11 at 

various levels of the internal structure of international organizations 

at various time points, 

The "North West" is the topdog region also in the systems of 

international organizations, and the main contribution to a higher 

degree of negative entropy would be a reduction of the topdog monopoly 

* Tables 20 and 22, 

-** Table 2), 



Table 23. 

Year 
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Percentage S.econd~ry Offices of the_ Total Number of 
Offices of International Organizations per Region, 
i958-1968. 

19.58 1962 1964 1966 1968 

~~~~2~---~--~--------------~----------------------------------~-----
North t<Jest 29.0 24.4 21.6 1.5.6 14,4 

Latin America .59 • .5 61,8 .57. 9 47 • .5 1-1-1,9 

Arab countries 68.4 7.5.0 .51. 2 .59.2 .50.8 
Western Asia 67.8 6.5.9 64.3 62.6 .58.0 
Communist Asia "' * * * * 
Eastern Europe . 28.6 .54.2 28.9 23.0 21.9 
Black Africa 63.2 53.8 62.1 .57.0 .53.6 
Rest * * * "' * 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 33.5 27.6 21,6 20,3 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Subregion 

North America .55.8 31.7 30.7 21.2 19.0 
Northern . Europe 27.9 26.2 26.3 11.4 8 • .5 
EEC-group 16.7 ?1.2 17.3 14.4 13 • .5 

Sources: Cfr. Table 20. 

of connections tnth the systems. We see it useful to differentiate 

between various ·levels in the structure of international organiza

tions. The closer one is to the top level, the greater influence one 

presumably has, ·The orde>-:- of· the levels corresponds roughly to the 

order of the variables printed to the left in th.e table, Four dif

ferences as t"o the degree of entropy can now be made: 

- The IGO system shows a higher degree of negative entropy than 
the INGO system and the difference is largest at the bottom 
1 evel, 

- For both categories of organizations the negative entropy is 
lowest at the top level, 

-·On all levels there is a general trend towards higher degree 
of negative entropy. 

- The changes in the degree of negative entropy are greatest at 
the bottom level, 



Table 24, Percentag-es of' the "North tfestern" Involvement in International 
Org-enizations, 19 51-1968-~ 

Year 

Variable Org.type 

1951 1954 1956 1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Place of' publication* INGO 9J.J 91.3 

IGO 89.6 
0 

Location of' H,Q., Both 9J.2 93.2 92.0 90.8 89.4 88.7 87 .l 

Nationals on INGO 88.4 
executive organs IGO 80.5 

International meetings Both 87.0 8J,J 8J.J 84.J 77.5 76.8 78.6 75·5 

Location of' secondary Both 76.6 68.9 64.4 58.9 57.5. 
offices 

Memberships INGO 66.2 6J.5 58.) 57,8 54.5 53·5 
IGO 45·9 45.4 40.8 37·5 35.8 

-----------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sources: Previous tables plus International Associations, 1953, no. 12, PP• 505-507 

1959, no. 10, PP• 704-710 
1967, no. 5, PP• 354-355 

* Data from 1953 and 1959 arc placed under 1954 and 1960, respectively. 

.. 

"" \0 
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10, Isomorphism, As noted many times already, the IGO and INGO 

systems map differently on the nation state system, We wonder 

whether this difference is changing, in partil)ul"ar wh!ether the IG:O 

system becomes. relatively ;more popula'r among develqpihg'. regions than 
~ . .·' } . ' . . \ 

the INGO system, 
. . .. . ,.. . ' ' ! .:~. i L: 

' ·. I ' . 

A very crhde measure ~of ''isomorphism i ,s tile SUlll o~ absolu t~· j:Per-

centage differ.l)nces bet~etn pairs of entries ~n Ta~ier 17 and t~·; 
added up columnwise, In Table 25 we have sho~n th~ lgures for lthe 

two most distant time poi~ts. 1 ' 

~ I l, .· : 
~ ! 

~ \ 

Table 25, Differences of the Percentages of Memberships in th~ 
INGO and IGO systems in 195o and 1966, 

Year 

Region 

1956 1966 Difference 
1966-1956 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
North West 17.6 17.7 .1 
Latin America 7.9 2,J --5.6 
Arab countries 2,2 J,4 1,2 

~os tern Asia 4.4 2,J -2.1 
Communist Asia .2 .1 - .1 
Eastern Europe 1.9 1.2 - .? 
!;Hack Africa 1.2 11,2 t 10,0 
Rest ' 0 .• 1 •1 
-----------------------~-~-------------------------~-~~---------~ . . ~ . . ~ 

TOTAL 
;-" ~ .. 

35. 4 J8. J : ·-· 2. 9 
;_ _______ -------:------ ------:---.---""-- __ :.;· __ .;,,:. ___ ~:.. ______ L! -·---- _____ ._,. 

' ' 
'-'-· 

The degree of :isomorphif!m ~s a little higher in 1966 ~ban in 1~5k 
'; I 1- F . 

but the increa:.Se is 

differences on part 

changed its.pattern 

.. ·. I 
not du:e to 

1 
considerable change in 1· the perc~n~age 

nf the! 
' 

two developed regions, "siack Africa'11 

[ J : 

most. The difference between the! percentage· 

differences was 10 per cent, Then :follows 11 Latin America" and 

"Western Asia 11 that also modi:fied their patterns but in the opposite 

direction to a more equal engagement in the IGO and INGO system's, 

We suppose that the African trend will be reversed in the future as 

th··.e region hopefully develops economically and socially, High INGO 

activity depends among other things upon structures o:f relatively 

strong secondary groups and A:fri can nations do not have ·that as yet~ 

But compared to for instance 11 Western Asia 11 there is a high degree of 

involvement at the government level, 
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11. Swnmary. In this paper we have tried to give a quantitative 

description of the development of in tern a tional organizations using 

concepts from system theory, namely domain, scope, intensity, 

.political implication, interc~cte<i£1ess, entropy and isomorphism. 

11le called these dimensions, On all the, dimensions ·we bad 

diachronic data we found strong increases in the 

post World loJar II period, the only exception being the average in

tensity of INGO functions measured by size of paid staff and size of 

budget. A very important trait was the general increase in degree 

of negative entropy, The theoretical and political implications of 

this development of a system based on a new type of social actors 

will be discussed in a subsequent report. 21 ) 

I 
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*) This paper is the first draft of a report from an ongoing research 
project on international organizations at the International Peace 
Research Institute, Oslo, The author wishes to express his gratitude 
to all those who contributed data: Compagnio Generale d 1 Economique 
Applique, Paris? Union et' International Associations, Brussels, 

through Assistant Secretary General, A,J,N. Judge, Prof. Louis 
Kriesberg 1 Syracuse University, U,S,A,, Prof, Paul Smoker, Inter
national Relations Program, Northweste:r;n University, U.S,A., Prof. 

David Singer and Michael Wallace, University of Michigan, U,S,A,, 
and finally the nine hundred Secretaries General of international 
organizations that found time to complete a long questionnaire, He 
also feels much indebted to the staff of the International Peace 
Research Institute, Oslo that has contributed tremendously to the 
realization -of this study both in terms of theoretical guidance, 
practical assistance and general encouragement through inspiring 
team-work. The responsibility for the conclusions rests with the 
author alone, however, 

1) A very thorough collection of information on Intergovernmental 
organizations has been done by Michael Wallace and David Singer in 
connection with the ffCorrelates of lvar" program at the University of 
Michigan, Cfr, their report: Intergovernmental Organization and 
the Global System, First Draft, 1969, 

2) For a good introduction, cfr, Ludwig von Bertalanffy: General 
Systems Theory, Foundations, Development, Applications, George 
Braziller, N,Y., 1968, 

3) Cfr, Rosenberg, Andrea: International Interaction and the 
Taxonomy of International Organizations, International Associations, 
1967, no, 11, pp, 721-729, 

3) The !GO category in this chapter includes all intergovernmental 
organizations listed in the Yearbooks of InternationaL Organizations, 
that means the UN-family, the European Committees organizations and 
all other, The INGO class excludes EEC and EFTA business and profes
sional groups and national organizations in consultative status with 
UN, altogether 289 organizations in 1968, The definitions of orga
nizations wo use are identical with those explained :in Yearbook of 
International Organizations, 12th edition, pp, 11-12. 

4) Cfr, the definition of politics by Robert A. Dahl in "Modern 
Political Analysis" • 

.5) Cfr. Galtung, Johan, Entropy and the General Theory of Peace,. 
Proceedings of the In tornati onal Peace Research Association, Second 
Conference, van Gorcum & Camp., N. V, Ass en, 1968, 

6) Cfr. Galtung, Johan, A Structural Theory of Integration, Journal 
of Poace Research, no. 4·;. 1968, 

7) Cfr. Wallace and Singer, op,cit, They uso a different defintion 
of intergovernmental organization than does the Union of In tern a tional 
Associations. The main difference is that they include bilateral 
organizations, while the U.I.A. require members from at l;ast three 
different states, 

8) Speeckaert, G,P., The 1,978 International Organizations Founded 
Since the Congress of Vienna - A Chronological List, Union of Inter
national Associations, Brussels, 19.57, p, 1, 
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9) Personal communication from Assistant Socret~ry Genoral of tho 
Union of International Associations, Mr. A.J.N. Judge. 

10) Smoker, Paul: 
g~ation, Jourmal of 

Nation State Escala·tion and Intornational Into
Peace Resoarch, no. 1, 1967, pp. 67-75. 

11) I am grateful to Per Olav Reinton, PRIO, for this point: 

12) Year to year trends of intornational meetings are distorted by 
international exhibitions. 0fr. Gonevieve Deville: 11 Les Reunions 
Intornationales on 1958 11 , International Associations; 1959, no. 6. 

lJ) 

14) Cfr,: The Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in International 
Intellectual Cooperation. Report of a Seminar Sponsored by The 
American Council of Learned Societies and The United States National 
Commission for UNESCO, April 28-JO, 1964, Gould-House, New York, 

15) Angell, Robert C,: An Analysis of Trends in International Orga
nizations, Peace Research Society (International) Papers, Vol. III, 
1965, pp, 185-195. 

16) The gamma correlation between size of paid staff and size of 
budget was .88 for INGOs in 1964. 

17) Cfr, Etzioni, Amitai: Political Unification, Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston Inc,, N.Y., 1965, pp. 53--54, and Haas, Ernst: The Uniting 
of Europe, Chapter 8, 

17b) Cfr, Speeckaort, op.ci t,, p, XIV. 

18) Cfr. for instance Nye, J,S,: The Problem of Regionalism, in 
Chapter I in: Regional Organizations and lvorldPolitics, Harvard 
'Jnivorsity, forthcoming, 

19) Mainly cultural and intoractional variables aro used by Russett, 
Bruce M. in: International Regions and the ·International System: A 
Study in Political Ecology; Rand McNally & Company, Chicago i 1967. · 

20) Cfr, Russett, op.cit, 

21) The major theoretical contribution in this field is made by Johan 
Galtung, Cfr, for example his article: 11 A Structural Theory o:f 
Integration" (sse :footnote 6), and "Non-Territorial Actors and the 
Problem of ·peace", First Draft, International Peace Research Institute, 
Oslo, 1969, mimeo. 
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APPENDIX A Regional Classification of Nations and Ter.1·i torios. 
(Based on PRIO list of Nations ·and -Terr:ftories) 

North West 

Andorra, Australia,,Austria, Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, 
Faeroe Islands, Finland, France, German Federal Republic, Gibraltar, 
Greece, Greenland, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Liechten
stein, Luxembourg, J.Valta and Gozo, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, Portugal, San Marino, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Sv1i tzer
land, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, Vatican, 

Latin America 

Antigua, Argentina, Bahama Islands, Barbados, Barbqda, Belice, 
Bermuda, Bolivia, Brazil, Canal Zone, Cayman Islancls, Chile, 
Colombia, Corn Islands, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican 

Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Falkland Islands, Grenada, Gaudelope, 
Guatemala, Guiana- British, .. Guiana - French, Haiti, Honduras, 
Jamaica, Martinique, Hexico, Montserrat, Netherlands Antilles, 
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, St. Kitts-Nevis
Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Pierre and J>jiquelon, St. Vincent, Surinam, 
Trinidad. and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands, Uruguay, Venezuela, 
Virgin Islands (UK), Virgin Islands (US). 

Arab countries 

Aden, Algeria, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, 
Marocco, Euscat and Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan," 
Syria, Trucial Oman, Tunis, United Arab Republic, Yemen. 

\iestern Asia 

Afghanistan, Bhutan, Bonin Islands, Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, 
Ceylon, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Kashmir, Korea.- South, 
Laos, Nacao, Malaysia, Maldive Islands, Nepal, New Guinea, 
Pakistan, Papua, Philiphines, Portugese Timor, Ryukyu Islands, 
Sikkim, Singapore, Tai,~an, Thailand, Vietnam- South. 

Communist Asia 

China, Korea -North, Mongolia, Vietnam- North. 

Eastern Europe 

Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, 
Hungary, Poland, Rumania, U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia, 

Black Africa 

Bechuanaland, Burundi, · Cameroon, Central .African Republic, Chad, 
Congo - Brazzaville, Congo - Kinshasa, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Gabon, 
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Equatorial, Ivory Coast, Kenya, 
Lesotho, Liberia, Nadagascar, Malawia, Mali, Mauritania, :Mauritius, 
Niger·, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierre Leone, Somalia, Swaziland, 
Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia. 
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Rest 

Angola, Canton and Enderbury Islands, Cape Verdc Islands, 

Christmas Islands, Cocos Islands, Comoro Islands, Cook Islands, 

Fiji Islands, Guinea - Portugese, Gilbert and Ellicc Islando, 

Guam, Ifni, Jogjston Island, Midway Islands, Mozambique, Nauru 1 

Ne\·J Caledonia, He~J Hebrides, Niue, Norfolk Island, Padific Island, 

Pi tcairn·, Poly.ncsia - l"rench, Reunion, Rhodesia, St, Eelena 1 Samoa 

Ar.~crican, Samoa- 1-/estern, Sao Tome and Principe, Seychelles, Solomon 

Islnnds - British, Somaliland .- French, South .il'est Africa, Spanish 

NorthAfrica, Spanish Sahara, Tokel<m Islands, Tonga, Uake Islands, 

ivalli s an~l FU tuna Islands. 

North America 

Canada, United States. 
Northern Europe 

Denmark, Faeroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, S-.Jeden, 

EEC- Group 

Belgiun, i"rance, German Federal Republic, Italy, Lux<:nnbourg, 
Nethcrlando. 
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Paper delivered at the Third Conference of the Inte=ational 
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A TEST OF COGNITIVE BALANCE THEORY 

IN A FIELD SITUATION: A FACTOR

ANALYTIC STUDY OF PERCEPTIONS IN 

THE CYPRUS CONFLICT. 

Malve= Lumsden, 

Institute of Psychology, University of Bergen • 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The 'image' held by participants in a conflict has been 
the subject of considerable research attention particularly 
since Boulding's (1955) discussion. The first half of Kel~ 
man's (1965) compendium presents a representative collect~op 
of major studies. 

In a previous paper, Lumsden (1968) made a game-theoretic 
analysis of the perceptions of the situation held by two sa~p
les of Greek Cypriot high-school students, using Cantri~' s; 
(1965) Self~Anchoring Striving Scale as a measure of the uti
lities of several hypothetical outcomes to the Cyprus conflict. 

In this paper a test is made of several hypotheses :re-
-~., . 

garding the perceptions that the actors have of each other 
using Semantic Differential ratings (Osgood, Suci & Tannen
baum, 1957) collected at the same time (Lumsden, 1965) apd 
from the same respondents. 

The major hypothesis is that the participants in a con
flict will strive to achieve cognitive balance (Heider, .1958). 
In its simplest form this implies that if A believes he is 
both right and good, then B, with whom he is in a confl~?t, 1 

must be wrong and bad. 

Such forms for misperception in conflict situati9ns have 
been examined in more detail by Ralph K. White in his studies 
of Soviet-American relations (1965) and of Misperceptions in 
the Vietnam war (1966, 1968a; see also 1968b). White spepi• 
fies 6 types of misperception: Selective inattention, miritary 
overconfidence, absence of empathy, a virile self-image,' a· 
mom+ selt;-J,mag§, and a diabolical onemv: imag~. Tho three 
latter types will be examined here. 

If there is a stress towards balancing perceptions, this 
should, of course, influence both parties. Thus Bronfenbrenner 
(1961 ;· see also White, 1961 and Osgood, 19t0 ). has proposed 
that participants in a conflict will develop a mirror-image 
of each other: That is, each will see the other as the oppo
site of himself. It was hoped to.test this hypothesis here 
but in the event data was only returned from one.of the par
ties. 
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The theory of cognitive balance. (Heider, 195"8) becomes 
more interesting however, when a third party is present, whi9h 
is exactly the case in Cyprus. Cognitive balance theory will 
be shown to have serious implications for the role of a thi~4 
party, such as the United Nations Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) ~ 

Doubts are occasionally cast on the usefulness of 'pul:JHc 
opinion' research in international relations, as its role in·' 
the determination of political decisions remains obscure. 
(See, for example, Kelman's (1965") discussion): In the pre?ert 
context it must be pointed out that, in cbmmon With other 
ethnic conflicts (which, even in turope, are the cause of 
current concern), the 'public', rather than the political 
elite, have engaged in open hostilities. The young, who pro
vide the present data, are frequently much involved in the· 
fighting (See Lumsden, 1966). The damping of local incidents, 
relatively unimportant in themselves, has in practice prov,ed 
to be one of the major tasks of UNFICYP, since such episoqes 
can lead to a larger conflict, involving the central authori
ties. Thus the 'image', is not so much an abstraction pre~i
ding in faraway capitals and public opinion institutes, 
but a phenomenological reality directing everyday fnce to 
face relations. 

The research reported here is part of an ongoing re!iiearch 
programme into cognitive factors in conflict situations. +n
sofar as there are elements of decision in political and 9ocial 
actions, then the cognitive processes leading to these de9i
sions are a relevant factor in the study of conflict. 

In this paper, the focus is upon the attempt to balance 
the perceived relationships between social groups. To study 
this we must measure the 'perceptions' that these groups have 

' 
of each other, where by perception we mean connotative ev~
luations or meanings. (The term has long been disputed but 
continues to be the most current). 



2. THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL (SD) 

AS A MEASURE OF INTERGROUP PERCEPTIONS 

The complexity of person and intergroup perceptions has 
led to the advocacy of a number of measurement techniques. 
Beach & Wertheimer (1961) recommend recording the free responses 
of the subject and then applying systematic content analys~s, 
rather than predetermined scales. Doob (1962, 1964) in his 
studies of nationalism in South Tyrol, used a number of tech
niqes - confronting the respondent with a set of statements 
on cards to which they should comment; a sentence completion 
test; and essays written by elementary school pupils. The 
topics covered (which were much wider than the perceptions 
of the ethnic groups involved) were selected on the basis of 
considerable prior interviewing, newspaper reading and inten
sive discussions with a small number of intellectual leaders 
(methods used here in the field study in Cyprus). 

Bannister and Fransella (1966) have used a form of per
son perception, employing the grid test, to study schizo~ 
phrenic thought disorder. The patients are asked to rank 
(twice) eight photographs (four of men, four of women) oh 
six constructs: Kind, stupid, selfish, sincere, mean and 
honest. The constructs are selected by the investigators, 
and so do not necessarily reflect dimensions important to the 
subjects. Other investigators have used the Adjective Check 
List (Leary, 1957). 

The problem in each case is to find indicators of the 
attributes which people perceive in others. Such attributes 
are likely to vary from person to person, and culture to cul
ture; consequently so will the efficiency of the indicators 
in detecting the underlying dimen::dons• Probably the best 
general method in research is therefore to start with a 'free 
response• method, derive the most important dimensions, use 
these in the next stage of the research process, and refine 
them on the basis of the further results. That is, an 'Induc
tive-Hypothetico-deductive spiral' (Cattell, 1966) seems the 
most appropriate way of conceiving of the problem. If one is 
interested in measuring perceptions in a variety of social 
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situations and cultures, then it is difficult to rely on a 
free response method, since the categories employed in the 
subsequent content analysis will probably vary. Similarly 
there are problems beyond those of simple translation in using 
an adjective check list, or an arbitrarily-selected set of , 
constructs. In each case one must first resolve the questio~ 
of the comparability of meaning systems. 

For these reasons the Semantic Differential has here 
been employed. Not only does the SD provide measures of a rather 

' -, 

sensitive kind, but it represents themostthorough attempt ~o 
determine the global dimensions of semantic space. It offers 
the possibility of a sophisticated psychological instrument ., 
which can be objectively applied in any culture, in a variety 
of situations, with a minimum reliance on the arbitrary choices 
of the investigator. (Not all studies employing the SD ha~e 
lived up to these claims, including that reported here). 

The Semantic Differential became widely known with the 
publication of The Measurement of Meaning (Osgood, Suci ~ 
Tannenbaum, 1957). By now it can claim to be one of the most 
widely researched tools available to the psychologist. While 
one of the original studies used the SD to measure the per
ceptions of political figures, the method is intended to .mea
sure the dimensions of general semantic meaning. The SD con
sists essentially of a set of scales of the type: 

good : : : : : : : : ------- bad 

warm • • • • • .. • 0 . .. " . . . . . cold -------
Usually these scales are seven-point, as shown, and may be 
coded 1 to 7, or +3 to -3. The adjective poles are determ~ned 
by initial free-response methods. Respondents are asked to 
rate on these scales a set of concepts ·(e.g. mother, hand, 
thief, egg, horse, punishment, sun, ~now~edge). The results 
are then subjected to factor analysis, td give the underlying 
dimensions: that is the scales are found lto group themselves 

I together, in a limited number of groups, ~here such a group 
of scales has a high inter-correlation, 
factor. An impressive number of studies 

or 'loading' on a 
hhve indicated three 

I 

I 



basic dimensions of meaning: Evaluation (good-bad)~ Potenc~ 
(strong-weak) and Activity (active-passive). These three 
dimensions have been the basis of many subsequent applications 
of the Semantic Differential~ and are assumed in several major 
studies of international relations (e.g. Holsti, 1962). 

Maclay and Ware (1961) reviewedthe literature on the 
cross-cultural results, showing the same. or similar factors, 
in Japanese, Korean, and a number of American Indian cultur;es. 
Triandis and Osgood (1958) have shown similar factors in 
Greek culture (our justification for using the SD in Cyprus). 

' ' 

Burke and Nennis (1961) found three factors, accounting for 
86% of the variance, in a study of changes in perception of 
self and others in a human relations training programme. Many 
studies have therefore taken these factors for granted and have 
not carried out a factor analysis, but 
a few scales regarded as being heavily 
dimensions. 

hftve rather selecteid 
' ' 

lbaded on these three 

I 
The importance of the Semantic 

greatly increased by the subsequent 
Diff~rential has been 
researches of Osgood and 

I ; 
his associates (see Hiron & Osgood, 19661). In an attempt :to 
make a systematic investigation of the gbnerality of thes~ 
dimensions some twenty languages, represientative of all the 
major language groupings were selected. 'In each language . 
qualifiers, eventually to be used as scalles were chosen, en
tirely intra-culturally, to avoid biases1 from a predetermined 
set. (This is in contrast to the studies! mentioned above, ' 
where the scales chosen were based on tJe original American 
studies). The 60-70 most frequently use~, diverse and ind~p
endent qualifiers were presented to each of ten judges pro-
ficient in the language who were 
(for the selection criteria, see 
The 50 most clear-cut pairs were 
point scales like those above. 

' 
' asked ~o say the antonymr 

Miron ~ Osgood~ op. cit.~ 

then expanded into seven~ 

I 

By similar procedures of selection.100 readily-trans-
latable concepts were chosen, each to b~ rated on each of the 
50 scales in each of the 20 language communities (using male 
high-school students as subjects). A 'pan-cultural' factor 
analysis, with varimax rotation, gave strong support to three
dimension structure. 
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While this is 
where the concepts 

. I 
the situation for .1 general' meaning (i.e. 

I 
are single, unrelated nouns, drawn from a 

Thesaurtis) 1 evidence for an interaction between scales and 
concepts c6mes out when special sets of concepts are used. 
Thus in Suciis study of political concepts (Osgood, Suci & 

I Tannenbaum, 19?7) only two factors appeared ('Benevolence' 
and 'Dynamism•). A study by Osgood, War~ and Morris (1961) of 
Morris' 13 •Ways of living' showed the ~sual three dimension~ 
collapsing into a single Successfulness dimension. Miron and 
Osgood (1966) suggest that the Activity dimension coalesces 
with the Potency dimension whenever •activity• is not well 
represented in the set of concepts. 

Indeed, Osgood et al. (19?7) felt justified in concluding 
I 

that "the more evaluative (emotionally loaded?) the concept I . 
being judged, the more the meaning ofall scales shifts towards 
evaluative connotation" (p. 187). Thus ~hile •strong' and: 

I 
'active' may be unevaluatively (non-emotionally) applied to some 
concepts (e.g. bulldozer), they may be tery emotionally-laden 
when applied to others (e.g. our w~r he~oes), thus causing the 

I . 

adjective scales to emerge as a single factor from the factor 
analysis. I 

On the other hand doubt as to the kenerality of the, three
factor structure has been cast by Kashikawa (196?), who applied 

I 
a geometric vector orthogonal solution instead of a varimax 

I ' rotation to some Japanese data of Sagara. In this study the 
Evaluative factor seemed to split into J. 'Moral Correctness• 
and a 'Sensory Pleasure' factor. Ware Ckee Miron & Osgood, 
op. cit} had 4o personality concepts jufged by 20 pairs qf 
mature male and female subjects and found eight factors ~fter 
varimax rotation, 

One of the problems with the Semanfic Differential was 
that it required a three-dimenional facfor analysis (scales x 
concepts x subjects) and this was not technically possible 
until recently. The data block was therbfore reduced in qne 
way or other to two dimensions, usually! by 'stringing out• 
the subjects x scales. With a three-dimensional analysis it 
should subsequently be possible to stud~ more effectively the 
groupings of concepts, and even the grohpings of subjects 
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(\vhich so far have usually been homogenous groups such as 
high-school males). It is obvious fromithe results above 
that where we wish to use the SD for special purposes, as in 
studies of person perception or politic,al concepts, special 

' analyses must be carried out. 

Kashigawa's study showed that diff:erent methods of factor 
' analysis and rotation should also be born in mind. By Cattell's 
I -

( 1966) standards three factors are very 'few, and it is sur-_ ; 
prising that only these factors should have resulted from s9 
many studies, where only an orthogonal lvarimax rotation is 
typically used. If more complex factor ;structures are indi
cated in future research in 'special' s~tuations, oblique 
rotation may be important in reducing the factors to maximum 

I simple structure. 1 
' ' 

If people have a more (or less) differentiated semantic 
i 

space depending on the nature of the concepwrated, it is 
I 

conceivable that there are differences between cultures and 
individuals after all. In evaluating stimulus persons, values, 

' ' 
or political concepts different dimensibns may be utilized 
in different cultures, which may not be obvious f:rom a factor 
analysis of 100 general concepts •. It may be m'ore than a. qo-

. ; . ' . ' . ·. I;. 

incidence that the ratings of Morris' 1~ Ways (reflecting 
various values) factored essentially to[Successfulness:in the 
United States sample, whereas Kashigawa 'and Sagara fii-ld tpa t 

. . I . ' ; 

Moral- Goodness and Simsory Pleasure are 1 important factors 
' 

in Japan. (Successful-unsuccessful was ~mployed as a· scale 
in the present study, but there turned 6ut to be no direct 
translation in Norwegian, a fact which n;tay seerri incredible to 
an Anglo-Saxon). As yet there appear to

1

be no good cross-cul
tural studies-of the dimerisiorts of meaning of specific sets 

I 
' ·of concepts such as persons. 
I 

Clearly cognitive similarity or di~similarity, as re-
flected by dimensions of meaning, are i~portant for communi
ea tion between language and culture comnkni ties and their. 
representatives. Rommetveit (1955) argu~d that acquintanc'e 
with the other person's' dimensions was necessary to permit 
communication. T'riandis (1960) gives sup~ort for the impor-' 
tance of cognitive similai:-1 ty in communi:cation in dyads. 



Mushakoji (1967) had Americans and JapanLe as negotiators 
in a simple international simulation and/ showed that the 
Americans were more issue-oriented, specific and universa-

l 
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listic whereas the Japanese had a more empathic, diffuse 
and particularistic style. Where the twol interacted there 
was a much longer 'learning' period, andl much more uncer
tainty and unpredictability in the patte~n of responses. 
One could imagine that, even if they sha~ed the same dimen~ 
sions for evaluating people, the partici~ants' perceptions 

I 
of each other would probably be different, if not mirror- · 
images. If they had different dimensions~, the differences· 
in perception might be totally incompretiensible to each o~her, 
making communication impossible. The reJults of Osgood' s ·. 
'pan-cultural' studies are optimistic f~om the point of view 
of international communication at the 1Jvel of the most general 
meanings, .but the interaction of scales/and concepts means 
that much more work remains to be done when the meanings of 
specific sets of concepts, such as percJptions of people, . I 
values and political concepts, are the focal point of communi-
cation between nations and cultures. ThJ full Semantic Dff-

1 ' 

ferential technique presents the possibi,.lity of carrying .out 
such systematic studies. . 
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3. PERCEPTIONS OF PEOPLE IN CONFLibT: 

A FIELD STUDY 

The intention of using an instrument such as the Sem- · 
antic Differential was that it could be /applied in social ,' . 
situations in different cultures, yet have a rationale ba~ed 
on laboratory experimentation. This rep~esents something o4 
an ideal which is some way from being a9hieved, but in thr . 
field study of Cyprus an attempt was made to use the same set 
of Semantic Differential scales which w~re used in the labo
ratory to investigate the perceptions tAat the major groups 
il'lvolved in the Cyprus conflict had of ~ach other. Of parti-

. .. . . . I . 
cular interest was the Uhited Nations' !peace force• in Cyprus. 
In theory (but not entirely in practice} this might be imagined 
to be a new group in such a situation, ko that there was no 
previous experience on which to base pebceptions and expec
tations. If a measure such as the Seman~ic Differential could 
be used in such a conflict it could conceiveably act as a 
'thermometer 1 , which could be 'dipped 1 knto the local popu
lation at regular intervals to give a c/ontinuous measure' of 
how the force was being perceived. If there is something in 

I . . 

the social distance theory, for ins;tance, one would (imagine 
that the UN force should be rated in a !neutral position be
tween the conflicting parties, by both parties. Regular mea
sures might show whether the force was being seen as moving 
more to 'our' side or more to 'their' side. It might be hoped 

I 

to make the same measures of the perceptions that the UN sol-
diers have of the locs.l population, to/see whether they had 
a more favourable impression of one side of the other. Just 
as in the experiment differences in be~aviour may effect the 

I 

perceptions created, so it may be imagined that different 
•strategies' of peace-keeping, as well/as the general behaviour 
of the troops, effect the perceptions created. These perceptions 
might be of crucial importance to the s~ccess of failure of 
the peace-keeping m~ssion. This at lea~t was the reasoning 
behind the present study. I 

I 
I 
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Procedure. 

Sixteen scales of the semantic differential were selected 
from Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum (1957), Jupposedly loaded ~n. 
the evaluative dimension and 4 each on ihe Potency and ac~ivity 
dimension. These. were used as a measurelof the perception::l, 
that two groups of Greek Cypriot high school students had of 

I . 
themselves and five other groups directly or indirectly in~ I . , 
volved in the Cyprus conflict: The Turktsh Cypriots, Scandin-
avians (Swedes, Danes and Finns are in rhe UN force), the 
United Nations• Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP), the British and 

I 
the Americans. These groups were presented to the subjec~s one 
at a time, without them knowing which wls coming next. Their 
own group was presented last. The tests were introduced With 
standard instructions. 

For practical reasons the pairs of words making up ~he 
SD scales were written on the blackboard by the teacher,' the 
words having been previously translatedlinto Greek. The fact 
that the scales were chosen to be on various dimensions· was 

I 
explained to the translators to assist in determining shades 
of meaning. The subjects made their jud~ement on sheets of 

I 
paper containing sixteen scales of the type: 

1. : : : : : : : 1 • 
------~-

The number at each end of the scale referred to the word pair 
which was written on the blackboard. 

As mentioned previously, even after initial permissio~ 
was received from the Turkish Cypriot a~thorities, it diilj-not 
prove possible to get the tests carried out. 

Results. 

Results were obtained from a sampl
1

e of thirty-four high
school students in Limassol and forty-three in Nicosia. 
Table 1 shows the mean ratings of each ff the six groups on 
each of the sixteen scales. It is obviols (and expected) that 
many of the scales are intercorrelated. The question arises 
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as to whether there is .a smaller number of independent (un~ 
correlated) dimensions which can adequately describe the data 
matrix. A factor analysis by the principal axes method resulted 
in three factors, by two different criteria (Kaiser's test and 
Cattell's Scree test (1966). Diagram 1 shows the relative ~ize 
of these factors in terms of the latent roots and the percen
tage of the total variance accounted for. 

Table 2 shows the factor loadings of the scales after · 
Varimax rotation. Inspection of the table makes it clear tpat .. 
8 scales are highly loaded on the first factor, which is o9-

i viously what Osgood et al. (1957) have called a potency factor. 
4 scales are loaded on the second factor (an activity fa9tor) 
and 1 on the third (an evaluative factor). In the present 
context the connotations might be more appropriately indtcated 
by the labels virility, temperamentality (ill-tempered-even
tempered) and morality. The second factor discriminates the 
groups least. 

Several points should be noted about this result. Firstly,, 
it is unusual for the evaluative factor to come out third. 
However, in this investigation, the nature of the ·Jonce11ts 
rated makes it clear that there is a high dor;~8s (,:_' evaluation 
(emotional investment) in all the factors. It :l.s nevertheless 
interesting that, in this conflict situation and from t~~ 
viewpoint of the dominant party, the potency factor accounted 
for by far the largest proportion of the variance; 

Secondly, the factor analysis shows that the factor struc-
ture differs from that assumed a priori, which was the ba'sis 
for scale selection. This emphasizes the importance, whe~ em
ploying the semantic differential, of carrying out a factor 

i 
interactions between the analysis because of the 

scales and the concepts 
. ' 

specific 
rated. 

Table 3 gives the deviations from the mid-point of ,scale 
for each of the 6 groups rated, taking the means over the 
scales highly loaded on each factor. This provides a convenient 
measure of the Greek Cypriots• images of themselves and the 
other groups. 
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It is immediately obvious that Factor I is equivalent 
to White's virility and Factor III to h s morality and the 
Greek Cypriots rate themselves by far the highest on both 
factors. This may be taken as support, for two of White's 
six sources of misperception. The Turkish Cypriots on the 
other hand are seen as being bad, egoistic, cruel and dis
honest - that is the Greeks have a diabolical enemy image, 
the third of White's types of misperception, In general the 
Turks are seen as the opposite of the Greeks on all dimensions. 
(While no systematic data was obtained from the Turks, infor
mal interviews and Turkish propaganda, emphasizing Greek 
bestiality, certainly indicated a mirror-image),-

It is noteworthy again from Table 3 that the greatest 
discriminations are made on the 'virility' dimension - not, 
as might be expected, on the 'morality• dimension, 1) (It is 
possible, of course, that a formal analysis of equivalent 
Turkish data might have reversed the order: The 'under-dog' 
might perceive itself more in terms of a just cause, whereas 
a •top-dog' migh perceive itself more in terms of power 
relationships, able to put down the upstarts wh0 dco.re to 
challenge the dominance hierarchy. This is an l.J:.tt.c;resting 
thought in relation to conflicts involving S1lpsrr,o·wers). 

Of particular note here are the perceptior,s of third 
parties, The data indicate that the United Nations' Force in 
Cyprus was perceived as low on potency, low on activity, and 
low on evaluation. On the first two factors the UN Force 
rates lower than any other group except the Turkish Cypriots, 
though the ratings are considerably~ss extreme than those of 
the Turkish Cypriots. While the morality rating is rather low 

1) 
THIS MAY BE SPECIFIC TO GREEK CULTURE, A DESCRIPTION Of THE GREEK SELF-IMAGE IN MEAD 
(1955) INCLUDES THE FOLLOW;NG! "FOREMOST IN THE GREEK 1 S VIEW Of SELf IS HIS SELF-ESTEEM, 
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO HAVE GOOD RELATIONS WITH GREEKS UNLESS ONE IS AWARE Of THIS, THE 

GREEK PHILOI!MQ •• ON THE PHILQTJMO ALSO RESTS GREEK NATION,\LISM .. A GREEK •• HEARING 
HIMSLEF OR HIS WAY OF LIFE DESCRIBED IN OBJECTIVE ~~r~!D{'I"{~'!C TERMS IS GREATLY OFFENDED 

•• THERE IS NO REFERENCE TO S:OFTNESS •• THE BEI.CV~2;) ; S r"' S'....! t~~ :"::.TRAIGHT, TALL, HARD, 

RESISTANT •• FIRMNESS AND STRAIGHTNESS ARE EXTRH't:_LV DF.:SI?..t.bU: F'':?SONAL QUALITIES ••• 

HoTNESS MEANS A LACK OF CONTROL, UNTHINKING RESPONSE •• FORTITUDE AND HARDIHOOD, FIRM 

WILL •• ARE COMMON TRAITS". (P, 60FF). 
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the rating of the Americans is Slightly lower. All the ratings 
of the British and Scandinavians are moderately positive, but 
the Scandinavians are seen as slightly more 'good' than 'sprang', 
whereas the British are seen more as 'strong' than 'good'., These 
relationships are illustrated in diagram 2. The signs of the 
ratings on the third factor, evaluation or morality, will be 
taken as indicative of the perceived links between the groups 
and analyzed from the point of view of cognitive balance theory. 

4. COGNITIVE BALANCE THEORY 

In the last two decades a great deal of research has been 
carried out into cognitive balance (Heider, 1958), cognitive 
dissonance (Festinger, 1957) and congruency (Osgood & Tannen
baum, 1955). The term 'psycho-logic' was introduced by Abelson 
and Rosenberg (1958) to refer to these and other processes. 
Overviews of these theories as related to foreign policy may 
be found in Osgood (1962), and their current status and research 
findings are reviewed by Zajonc (1969). 

The basic principle of cognitive balance is the old tenet 
'A friend of my friend is my friend; the friend of my enemy is 
my enemy', etc. This is another way of emphasizing that the 
perceptions the parties have of each other in part determine 
the form of their interaction. 

The theory of n-person games makes certain predictions 
about the formation of coantions based on the payoffs available 
to the various possible coalitions. According to the theory, 
n-person games reduce to 2-party games between coalitions. 
However, each coalition may then be unstable, at least where 
side-payments are allowed. For example, in a 3-man game, the 
odd man out can offer a larger percentage of the payoff to one 
of the coalition partners to join him in a new coalition. 

Cognitive balance theory, on the other hand, would pre
dict that the players would act so as t9 balance their subjec
tive interpretation of the structure of inter-relationships. 
Thus in a 3-party game, once a coalition between two players 
had formed, this should be stable. ("The enemy of my friend is 
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my enemy"), On the other hand, the possibility is opened for 
a joint co-operative strategy between ~~l three players 
("The friend of my friend is my friend"), which is a balanced 
structure and the ideal end-result of the peace-maker); 

It is no doubt possible in certain circumstances to 'buy 
loyalty', that is, to induce others to change coalitions,' though 
in spite of game-theoretic applications to international poli
tics, few examples can be pointed out. It is probably a question 
of involvement of self-identity, which has been demonstrated 
in a number of experimental studies. In politics such identi
ties are in addition public; sides can only be changed insofar 
as allies and voters can be prevented from realizing that they 
are being 'sold down the river'. True, changing sides is more 
accepted in som cultures and political systems than others. 
In game theory, changes are purely a question of 'power' (as 
reflected in the dsitribution of payoffs and the degree of 
control over them), It would probably be a mistake, however, 
for Americans to believe in a quick change for Roumania, since 
the self-identity relliains socialist. In balance theory changes 
would only occur in converting an unbalanced structure to a 
balanced one. 

The theories of cognitive consistency refer not only to 
relationships between individuals or groups but also to atti
tudinal elements. ThusW1en a purchaser finally decides between 
two makes of cars (the traditional North American example) 
several studies have shown that he then reads the advertise
ments for the chosen car more often than those for other cars, 
in order to give further cognitive support to his choice. Such 
post-decisional behaviour may also involve other factors, such 
as self-identity, since the new car-owner may now more closely 
identify with the ideal individuals portrayed in the advertise
ments -a major moment in modern advertising). 

The extent to which post-decisional dissonance affects 
more important significant decisions is as yet unknown. There 
are_important implications for decision-making, since what the 
theory says in effect is that, once having decided between the 
alternatives in a given payoff matrix, the decision-maker then 
alters the utilities so as to post-justify his choice. The theory 



has derived from one-shot, no-strategic situations. Gaming 
experiments, on the other hand, usually allow the possibility 
of choosing between the same set of alternative over as many 
as three or four hundred trials. Neither situations reflects 
political reality, since, while there are usually many oppor
tunities to act, each action may change the structure of the 
payoff matrix at the next choice-point. 

Several other predictions result from these theories. 
If, for example, a disliked person makes a desirable choice, 
dissona~ce results. The dissonance may be resolved by 

(a) coming to like the person; 
(b) denying that the choice was desirable; 
(c) denying that the disliked person really made the choice; 

Since the first two possibilities involve injuring one's 
self-esteem and public standing, the third may be the more likely. 
Thus, John Foster Dulles, on being informed that the Russians 
were demobilizing troops and laying up warships, commented: 
"I would rather have these men standing around doing guard duty 
than making a tom bombs". (Quoted in Fleming, 1961 ) • 



5. COGNITIVE BALANCE PROBLEMS 
IN THE CYPRUS CONFLICT 

Hi. 

The Cyprus conflict can for many purposes be usefully 
regarded as a two-party conflict into which a third force hqs 
been injected. This third party is not freely-acting but jo~ns 

! 

the 'game' only with the agreement of the two primary parti~~<, 
and under strict terms: It may not use force except in selft 
defence; it may not seek to ensure ariy particular poli tica;I.: 
solution; it does not stand to gain any particular payoff, • 

' other than assisting the two parties in obtaining a peacefUl 
outcome, at which point it can itself withdraw from the sc;ene1). 

In spite of these reservations about the third 
of the three controls military forces which are the 
conflict. For the Greek and Turkish Cypriots, these 
drawn froB the local populations, though both sides 

party, each 
focus'of the 

forces are 
i 

had ii:l 
addition forces from the •mother' countries. The third forces, 
on the other hand, were entirely ex-patriate, drawn from tre
land, Canada, U.K., Finland, Sweden and Denmark, with in addi
tion civilian police units from Sweden, Denmark, Australi~, 
New Zealand and Austria, and a military field hospital from 
Austria. 

1) 
THESE CONSTRAINTS ON A PEACE-KEEPING FORCE CLOSELY RESEMBLE THOSE ON INSTITUTIONALIZED 
PEACE-RESEARCH, POINTED OUT BY JARVAD, (1969). THE PEACE-KEEPING FORCE'S ONLY LEGI
TIMATE GOAL IS NFGAT!yE PEACE (ABSENCE OF OPEN FIGHTING), AS OPPOSED TO POSITIVE PEACE 
(HARMONIOUS INTEGRATION OF THE CONFLICT PARTIES (SEE GALTUNG), AND IGNORES OTHER VALUES 
SUCH AS SOCIAL JUST! CE AND PROGRESSIVE CHANGE, THE ABSENCE OF ~IH I CH I~AY BE MAJOR F AC
TORS IN THE CONFLICT; LIKE PEACE RESEARCH, THE UN FORCE, IS SUPPOSED TO BE UNCrn·~IITTED 
IN THE CONFLICT, A FACT WHICH IS NOT ONLY DIFFICULT FOR THE CONFLICT PARTIES TO Cot·I
PREHEND, BUT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT IN fRACTICE; THIRDLY, PEACE-KEEPERS AND PEACE
RESEARCHERS SHOULD NOT ADVOCATE PARTICULfR POLITICAL SOLUTIONS, THE NET EFFECT OF WHICH, 
IF ANY, MAY BE A TENDENCY TO STABILIZE ~N EXISTING SITUATION RATHER THAN REALIZE A 
NEW ONE. 
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It is conventional to map out the pattern of inter-relation
ships with signed diagraphs (directional graphs (Harary, Norman 
& Cartwright, 1965). Thus if A likes B, but B dislikes A, this 
would be illustrated (diagram 3): 

DIAGRAM 3. 
+ 

In the Cyprus conflict it is trivial to begin by pointing 
out that both signs betveen the Greeks and Turks are negative 
(diagram 4): 

Greek 
Cypriots 

DIAGRAM 4. 

Turkish 
Cypriots 

The present data (Table 3) confirm this for GC-TC edge, 
though data was not available for the 'return' relationship. 
On the assumption that it is also negative, then Graph 2 is 
balanced. It shows what Newcomb (1953) and others have called 
1 symmetry'. 

A considerable amount of research indicates that as far 
as dyadic relations are concerned, attraction or repulsiop 
(e.g. Newcomb, 1956, 1961) tend to be mutual (Bronfenbrenher•s 
mirror image effect). We shall assume this is the case here, 
and use the simpler graphical conventions of Flament (1963), 
where a solid line indicates a positive symmetrical relation
ship, and a dotted line a negative symmetrical relationship. 
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Thus diagram 2 becomes simply: 

DIAGRAM 5. 

GC - - - - TC 

We should note in passing Heider's (1958) warning (defini
tion): "A halanced state is •••• a situation in which the 
relations amongst the entities fit together harmoniusly; there 
is no stress towards change". (p. 201, my emphasis). 

The introduction fo the UN Force requires a triangle to 
illustrate the relationships between the three parties. Using 
the sign rule of classical algebra (two pluses give a plus; 

' two minuses give a plus; a plus and a minus give a minus), we 
may define balance in a triangle as those combinations of posi
tive and negative relations (edges in the graph) the produ,ct 
of which is positive (see Flament, 1963, p. 92). That is, ,a 
triangle, is balanced if and only if it has 
tive edges, and is unbalanced if it has one 
edges (diagram 6). 

DIAGRAM 6. 

zero or two nega-
, 

or three negative 

Examples of balanced and unbalanced triads, 

' \-------7 ,--- - --j 

\ \ \ I 
\ \ I \ \ I 

\ \ I 

\ 
\ I 

\ I \ I 
I 

' I 
I 

\ \i \ \; 
I 

Balanced Unbalanced. 



So long as there are negative relationships between the 
Greeks and the Turks in the Cyprus conflict, therefore, the 
following hypothetical triangles can be ruled out (diagram 7): 

DIAGRAM 7 

Untenable triads in the Cyprus conflict. 

GC TC GC TC GC TC GC TC 
' \ ----·---- \ 7 

\ 
I 

I \ I \ I 
\ I I \ I 

\ I \ I 
\ I \ 

I . \ I 

\/ \ I \ I 
\I \1 

UN UN UN UN 

Crucial to the analysis now are the relations between 
the UN Force and the Greelc and Turkish Cypriots. The ideal 
of a UN Force is to have good relations with both sides, as. 
shown in diagram 8. 

Graph 

DIAGRAM 8 

0 • • 0 • 0 0 • • 

GC 

UN 

Ideal relations of third party 
in a conflict situation. 

TC 
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This structure is unbalanced. According to the theory 

of cognitive balance, there will be cognitive pressure to 
balance the structure. Arguing from the Greek Cypriot view
point (since that is where we hava data from), a negative 
relationship with the Turks is not compatible with a posi~ive 
relationship with the UN Force if the UN Force at the sam~ 
time has a positive relationship with the Turks. (The same 
would hold from the Turkish vieWPOint). 

Two ways of resolving this imbalance are available to the 
Greek Cypriots: Developing a positive relationship with the 
Turks (the ideal from the point of view of the third party), 

! 

or developing a negative relationship with the UN Force. The 
data indicate the la~ter (Table 3). 

DIAGRAM 9 

All-negative (unbalanced) triad. 

GC TC ,---------..., 
l 
I 

\ 

\ 

\ I 
\ I 
1/ 

UN 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

The perception of a negative relationship between the 
Turks and the UN Force in addition (diagram 9), while symme
trical, is unbalanced. Thus, the mechanism would be, "If you 
are not for us, you axe against us'' (i.e. for the other side). 
Since a UN Force is(theory prevented from being for either 
side, it may, especially in t~e early days of suspicion and 
ignorance as to its role, be p~rceived negatively, greatly 

I 

inhibiting its peace-keeping a~d peace-making capability. 
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A number of factors worked to reinforce this perceptio~ 
in Cyprus. In several unfortunate incidents members of the 
UN Force were caught smuggling arms to the Turks. Secondly 
one of the most public activities of the UN Force was main
taining the Green Line' border between the Greek and Turkisq 
areas of Nicosia; since the Turks were attempting to secede. 
into their own areas, this structural position of the UN 
appeared to support the Turks more than the Greeks, who re
garded the Turks as rebels to be put down by force (Lumsden 
1965, 1966 b). (Cf. Congo/Katanga - where the UN - eventual~y -
did help to put down the rebels; and the present conflict in 
Nigeria/Biafra, where some might like to send a UN Force). 

6. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON BALANCE THEORY 

The finding of a tendency for the Greeks to form a nega
tive perception of the UN Force, rather than a positive p~r
ception o~ the Turks, could have been easily predictable ~f the 
notion of salience, or degree of investment of self-estee~ in 
a relationship, were more explicitly incorporated into ba~ance 
theory. Heider himself used the concept of unit formation• to 
refer dyads which formed a unit in relation to an outsider. 

' Osgood and Tannenbaum's congruency theory hypotheses that the 
more polarized of two associated concepts exerts relativefy 
more influence on the less polarized; for example in a si}u
ation where liked person A makes a disliked statement B, ~f 

A is liked more than B is disliked, then the statement wifl 
be rated more favourably. Here we are reverting to Heider!s 
approach in suggesting that what is important is not only the 

'value•ascribed to the cognitive element, but'also the strength' 
of the relationship between the elements. Thus, the reference 
person or group, p, will have more salient relationships 
(positive or negative) with some elements than with others. 
Under the stress towards balance, the least salient relat~on
ships will be modified in the direction of balance. A number 
of recent experiments involving explicitly the importance of 
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the bonds give support to this notion (Jordan, 1966, Zanjonc 
. & Burnstein, 1965 a, 1965 b). As an example, in the present 

study the Greek Cypriots• relationships to Scandinavians may 
be less salient than those with British and Americans. 

It may be noted that most of the experimental studies 
have involved positive relationships, where the general int~r
est has been in the extent to which admired leaders c~n gaip 
the acceptance of disliked policies without losing allegia~ce. 
In a conflict situation the primary relationship is by def'i;ni· 
tion negative. Newcomb (1953) believed that bal&nce theori 
only applied where the primar1f relat:l.Ohship was positive; .•. 
the discomfort of the negative relationship, he believed, .was 
more disturbing than the imbalance resulting from the disliked 
other person liking something liked by p. Rodrigues (1966) 
has in addition proposed that for important issues, agree~ent 
seems to matter more than balance. 

While some notion of salience, particularly of negative 
relationships, is of paramount importance in the study of con-

' flict, it must be concluded that research to date has been 
lacking on this point. 

The present study also shows that intergroup perceptions 
are mul tijimensional. To lvha t extent are these independeJ1t 
and to what extent is there stress towards making the di~en
sions congruent? Osgood et al. indicated that in more salient 
relationships the latter tendency was potent, causing cor.re
lations between the underlying dimensions. 

On the other hand, if the dimensions are independen~ and 
not affected by congruency, an outgroup, o, may be negat:i,ve 
on some dimensions and positive on others, e.g. the Amer~cans 
in this study, who were seen as bad but strong. Does balance 
only affect the 'good-bad' dimension, or does it affect all? 
If the latter, hovl is balance achieved where the ratings of 
some elements are not congruent on several dimensions? 

It may be simply that complete balance can never be 
achieved, but that only between the most salient relationships 
is balance attempted. 
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The saliency of a relationship may perhaps be measured 
from data such as that used here by the degree of polarization 
of the ratings. If the perceived object or group is non-salient 
ratings will be randomly distributed around the mid-point of the 
scale, giving average deviations around zero. If a relationship 
is salient, then ratings will tend to polarize towards the posi
tive or negative pole, since there will be a systematic 'bias' in 
one direction or the other. Table 4 sums the absolute values over 
the three factors for each group rated to give such a measure 
of salience. If this measure is justified, it is interesting 
that the US rates slightly more salient than the UN force. (It 

-is of course common knowledge that it was the US intervention, 
not the UN, that prevented a Turkish invasion of the Island 
some 9 months before the data were collected). 

On the other hand, the slightly higher rating of Scandin
avians than British casts doubt on the soundness of the measure. 

7. FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY 
TO THE ROLE OF THIRD PARTIES . 

The prediction from balance theory (and finding of the 
present-data) of a tendency to perceive the third party negatively 
-is perhaps ~ot surprising, though disappointing for the prospec
tive mediaturs. The importance of the attempt to forge a posi
tive (at least non-conflict) link between the two conflicting 
parties sometimes leads to two variants of the saliency hypo
thesis being proposed. 

(i) A UN Force (or other representative of international opinion 
or world authority) should have sufficient military might to compel 
the conflicting parties to make peace. (This tends to be a un
thought-out derivative of the theory of military might to compel 
an opponent to 'make peace' - i.e. submit). The threat of force, 
greater than that wielded by the conflicting parties, thus serves 
to make the relationship to the third party more salient. Each 
side would therefore seek to form a positive link 
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TABLE 4. 

Polarization as a measure of saliency 
of intergroup relations. 

!I I' 

Greek Cypriots 
Turkish Cypriots 
UNFICYP 
British 
Scandinavians 
Americans 

3. 51 
4.79 
1.68 
0.92 

1~09 
1 .83 

In order to ach:iele balance of the salient re1ationships, 
congruency between the perceptual dimensions must first b~ 
sought; that is,on the salient relationships, there is a ?tron
ger tendency for dimensions to correlate and thereby coal~sce 
into a dominating first factor. This we may test em~icaltY 
with the present' data. A measure of congruency is indicated 
by the proportion of the total variance accounted for by each 
fo the first two factors as expressed as a ration of the two. 
The more dominant the factor, the higher this measure. 
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with the third party 1 vrhich (since the triangle would then be 
unbilanced) would use its influence to 'encourage' the parties 
to form a positive linl·: between themselves. Alternatively, 
the third party would be then so hated by both parties, that 
they would unite to combat it. 

(ii) That the third party should have large positive means of 
making its relationship to the parties salient - such as an 
offer of a massive development scheme (irrigating the Sinai 1 

as a 'new Palestine', etc.). This appeals to the more phci~ 
fistically inclined, while retaining a certain modernity. 

Both of these approac-hes could no doubt be analyzed game
theoretically, taking account of the comparative utilities if 
these utilities could be measured. However 1 no serious attempts 
have yet been made to measure utilities in such situationp. 
(See 1 however 1 Lumsden 1 1966 1 1968). The saliency theory pro
posed above 1 however, stated specifically the need for the in
volvement <;>f the self-1mage to be taken into account. According 
to this theory, both the above proposals vmuld 'dishonour'• 
the self-image 1 and in conflicts in which ffilf-esteem >vas highly 
involved (i.e. in all serious conflict) 1 this fact orould over
ride apparantly rational (to outside non-involved observers) 
utility calculations. The psychologic might take the folloving 

' 
form: 

Case (i) (diagram 8): Party 1 and Party 2 have the primar~ 
conflict relationship (1). Party 3 enters with a positive-rel
ationship to the concept 'Party 3's military might' (2). This 
force is directed against Party 1 and it is therefore vie~ed 
negatively (3). To balance the triangle of relationships petween 
Party 1 1 Party 3 and Party 3's military might 1 Party 1 mu:>t 
view Party 3 negatively (4-). As a consequence, to balance. the 
triangle P1 1 P2 1 P3, Party 3 must be seen as having a positive 
relationship vli th P2 ( 5'). Finally 1 therefore 1 to balance the 
triangle P2, P3, P3's might 1 the relationship between P3's 
military ~ight and P2 is seen to be positive (6). 



DIAGRAM 8 

Party 1 
1 Party 2 

In other words. third party intervention with military 
might would be seen to work in favour ofthe enemy and therefore 
be opposed as totally unacceptable. 

In the case of a UN Force, which typically, as seen in 
Cyprus, has forces much smaller than either of the conflict 
parties, the use of these forces is clearly ambiguous to the 
parties. Thus interviews with leading politicians on both 
sides gave evidence of a psycho-logical process starting ~ith 
the hoJm that the link between the UN' s military force and 
the opponent was negative: In this way the link with the UN 
could be positive (diagram 9). Both sides accepted the UNForce, 
both sides hoped that it would be employed more, but against 
the other side. Since the UN Force was not directed unequ1-
vocally against the other side, the positive link with the UN 
was difficult to sustain. 

DIAGRAM 9 

Party 3 2 Minor Force 

5 
' 

3 

' . 
'- I 

------ - _',J 

Party 1 1 Party 2 
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Case (ii) (diagram 10). In this case P3 has a positive link 
with •massive aid' (2). The point of the aid is not only to 
help P1~ but also P2 (i.e. positive link between P2 and aid 
(3). As a result~ the link between P2 and P3 is seen to be 
positive (4). Since P1 has already a negative relationship, 
with P2~ the link between P1 and P3 will be seen as negatiye 
( 5). Finally~ therefore~ the link between P1 and the aid w?-11 
be negative (6). 

Thus although the sequence of the logical steps may be 
different, the end result is the same: The third party and his 
aid are unacceptable. 

DIAGRAM 10 

Party 3. Aid 

~/ "' ~ ' / 

I '0--
/ 

I '-?:' 
/ 

I ' 
5 ~I 3 // I 

/ 
I -----~ / 

k:_"'~ - -

Party 1 1 Party 2 

According to the theory- suggested here the only way to majl:e 
··third party intervention successful is to start with a si:tu
ation where the relationship between the third party and each 
of the conflict parties is positive~ salient and primary {i.e. 
existing prior to and independently of the conflict situation). 
This relationship must be at least as salient as the parties 
to each other. This is (supposedly) the case with the in~titu
tion of Law in civil cases; with the. mutual friend, doctor 
or priest in whom marriage partners confide, etc. 

At the international level some cases are successfully 
solved by the International Court of Justice. The Russians were 
successful at Tashkent. The United States prevented Greece and 
Turkey (both NATO members) going to war over Cyprus. 



8. BALANCE PROBLEMS OF THE THIRD PARTY 

The question of balance affects all the parties, each 
from their own view-points. As shown in diagram 6, so long 
as the two parties are in conflict, for the third party to 
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see itself asr:ositively linked with both is unbalanced. (The 
same appliesht is negatively linked with both). One would 
predict, therefore, that members of UN Forces and other third 
parties would tend to 'like' one side and 'dislike' the other. 

In general the UN has attempted to solve the problem by 
the policy of maximum non-interaction between the UN Force 
and the local population - a policy, perhaps, of "in the con
flict but not of it". Balance theory, since it cannot cope 
with degrees of participation in the conflict any more than 
it can cope with degrees of liking and disliking, makes ~o 
statement about such a policy. However, it becomes clear:exactly 
what the UN policy implies: Not just neutrality in the s~nse 
of liking and disliking each side equally, bu neutral in the 
sense of neither liking nor disliking (i.e. indifference to 
each side equall~ That is, in the terms used here, rela~ions 
to each side could be equally non-salient and perceptions 
equally non-polarized. 

While this is an interesting hypothesis worthy of further 
investigation it is difficult to believe that anybody involved 
in a major conflict could understand that a third party - who 
was actually (and at great cost) intervening - could remain 
indifferent. Secondly, this •subjective' theory is complemented 
by the 'objective' fact that probably very few cases hav~ been 
recorded where third parties have in practice been indifferent. 
This is a function not only of the complex of emotions a:roused 
by the conflict situation (to which indifference might easily 
spill over into callousness and bruta~ity1 ), but by the ~ocial 

1) 
THIS IS ILLUSTRATED MOST SHOCKINGLY BY THE WHITE MERCENARIES IN THE CONGO IN THE 
STATION COLOUR REPORTAGE .FILM AFRICA Aop10. 
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cultural, political and historical origins of the third party, 
as an institution, and its members as social beings. 

Thus it would not be surprising if progressive African 
leaders recalled the fate of Patrice Lumumba and rejected the 
institution of UN intervention in Africa; nor if Western 
members of such forces, for example, reflected the dominant 
attitudes expressed in their political culture and gave support 
to Katanga, Israel and the Turkish Cypriots. 

We would therefore hypothesize that, rather than remaihing 
indifferent to the conflict, a third party, such as a UN Force, 
would be perceived, and its members would perceive themselves, 
as helping one side against the other. Which side the memb,ers 
of the force would tend to help would be determined by the poli
tical and social prejudices they took with them into the qon
flict situation, reinforced by selective inattention maki~g 
expectancies self-confirming. 

In this way, without being required to modify their basic 
world-view, third parties can achieve cognitive balance in an 
essentially dissonent situation. 
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TABLE 1 • Mean ratings of grouEs on 
each semantic differential 
scale. (N 

Scale 
. GC TO 

successful-unsuceessful.,· .. 3:2 5.9 
intelligent-unintelligent 2.0 5.2 
strong-weak 3.3 5.3 
severe-lenient 3.1 4.1 
brave-cowardly 1 • 3 5.5 
active-passive 2.2 5.3 
deliberate-unintentional 2.3 5. 1 
difficult-easy 3. 1 4.3 

sociable-unsociable 3.3 6.2 
congenial-quarrelsome 4.5 6.2 
masculine-feminine 1.4 3.7 
excitable-calm 2.8 3.0 

good-bad 2-.7 5. 1 
altruistic-egoistic 3.8 5. 1 
kind-cruel 2.9 5.9 
honest-dishonest 2.3 5.8 

1 • GC = Greek Cypriots 
TO = Turkish Cypriots 
UN = UN Force in Cyprus 

= 77) 

GrOU;E 
UN UK SK 

5.5 3.2 3.9 
4. 1 2.8 3.0 
3.9 3.0 4.1 
4.7 3.7 4.4 
4.6 4.2 3.9 
5.0 3.1 3.7 
4.9 3.2 3.7 
4.5 3.8 4.7 

3.6 2.3 2.6 
4.5 4.0 3.6 
4.7 4.8 4.5 
4.0 4.7 4.4 

5.0 3.9 3.0 
5.0 4.7 3.6 
4. 1 2.5 2.5 
5.2 3.9 3.7 

UK = British 
SK = Scandinavians 
US = Americana 

us 

3.2 
2.9 
2.1 
3.9 
3.8 
2.9 
3.0 
3.4 

3. 1 
4.9 
4.2 
3.6 

4.7 
5.6 
4.2 
5.2 
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TABLE 2. 

·.::' ,:-::. 
Scale 

. ' 

suqc~ssful..-unsuccessful 

int.elligent-unintelligent 

strpng-weak 

sever~-lenieilt 

brave-cowardly 

activ~-passive 

deliberate-unintentional 
• 

difficult-easy 

socia',ble-unsociable 
\ 

congenial-quarrelsome 
' 

masculine-feminine 

excitable-calm 

good-bad 

altru:j.stic-egoistic 

kind-cruel 
• ' 

honest-dishonest 
.• 

Factor loadings after Varimax 
££Pation on 16 semantic 
differential scales. 

~s_tor I Factor II Factor 

.88 -.29 -.29 

.80 -.27 -.53 

.89 -.37 .14 

.76 .44 -.30 

.67 .21 -.66 

.90 -.08 -.41 

.90 -.02 -.42 

.91 .39 -.03 

.55 -.75 -.36 

.26 -.77 -.56 

.35 .78 -.50 

.09 .97 .01 

.36 -.07 -.92 

-.08 -.07 -.99 

.42 -.61 -.66 

.46 -.02 -.88 

III: 
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TABLE 3. 

Group 

Mean deviations from mid-point 
of ratings of 6 groups on the 
3 factors: semantic differential 
data from 77 Greek Cypriot high
school students (Spring, 1965). 

1 
(Potency) 

Factor 
II III 

(Activity) (Evaluative) 

..--.----------------------------
Greek Cypriots 

Turkish Cypriots 

UW Force in Cyprus 

I?ritish 

Scandinavians 

Americans 

+1.44 

-2.53 

-0.65 

+0.62 

+0.07 

+0.85 

+1.00 +1.07 

-0.78 -1.48 

-0.20 -0.83 

+0.05 +0.25 

+0.22 +0.80 

+0.05 -0.93 
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Summary 

A distinction has been made between the impact of the East-West 

conflict and the impact of a "divided nation factor" on the position 

of the divided nations in the diplomatic network" Two main sets of 

hypotheses about the effect of this factor has been developed. A 

preliminary test made of some of the hypotheses seems to support 

them. 



1, The Concept of' "Divided Nation" 

>le shall not attempt to give a formal or legal definition of' the 

concept but define it extensionally as denoting the following four 

pairs of' nations: 

East Germany (The German Democratic Republic) 

West Germany (The Federal Republic of' Germany) 

China (The People's Republic of' China) 

Taiwan (The Republic of' China) 

North Korea (The Democratic People's Republic of' Korea) 

South Korea (The Republic of' Korea) 

North Vietnam (The People's Republic of' Vietnam) 

South Vietnam (The Republic of' Vietnam) 

All pairs are characterized by the fact that external and internal 

forces have created and maintain two units wh~re originally only one 

existed, and that neither of' the two units have accepted the new state 

of' af'f'airs as a permanent arrangement. 

2. The Problem 

The presence or absence of' a diplomatic connection .between a pair 

of' countries is related to the following three very general factors: 

a. whether or not the nations have recognized each other 
as legal actors in the international system; 

b. how "important". the nations are f'or each other. The 
importance is heavily linked to economic and political 
aspects of' the relationship between them; 

c, if' there is a conflict between them, the intensity of' 
the eo nf'li c t , 

Factor c. is related to such well-known phenomena as rupture of' 

diplomatic relations, or abstention from tho establishment of' new ones 

that may seem natural as judged by criteria a. and b, This points to 

the double function of' diplomatic relations: the instrumental one 

related to the goals associated with b., and what might be called the 

expressive one (which of' course may be instrumental f'or. other types of' 

goals) related to conflict behavior. 

These three factors, a,, b., and c., are interrelated, but we will 

not here try to specify the nature of' this interrelationship. 
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The position of the divided nations is connected to all three 

factors, but we want to focus our attention on factors a. and c. as 

betng of particular importance and interest. For our purpose we will 

treat these two factors as one single conflict factor. That conflict 

influences interaction is well known from all levels of social organi

zation, and the nature of this influence ,will be dealt with later in 

this paper. 

Our thesis is that the effect of this conflict factor on the posi

tion of the divided nations in the diplomatic network can be decomposed 

into two components, the first one being associated with a major inter

national conflict -· the East-1-Test conflict - and the second one being 

what we have termed a "divided nation effect", related to being one of 

the two parts of a divided nation. The two are closely related to 

each other. No attempt will be made, however, to link the findings 

with theories of peace and conflict, and thus no policy implications 

will be discussed. 

3. The East-lvest Conflict 

Our choice of the East-West conflict in this connection does not 

imply a general judgement of the "importance" of this conflict compared 

to other and more asymmetric types of conflict carrying the labels of 

the North-South conflict, 1 colonial and nee-colonial conflicts, con-

flicts related to imperialism etc. Indeed, it can be argued that the 

problem of the divided nation to a large extent is related to asymmetric 

conflicts. 

Leaving the que1:3tion of asymmetric versus .sylinnetric aside, we shall 

only make the following remark: Diplomatic relations are formal links 

between governments - the official decision-making centers of nations -

and as such they seem to be more influenced by the East-Hest conflict 

than by the other conflicts mentioned. To the extent the latter 

influences diplomatic relations between nations it seems to be along 

the Eas t-liest dimension as we later shall define ·it. This points to 

a possible relationship between the East-West conflict and other inter

national conflicts
2 

A.nd indicates that the East-l•Test conflict is still 

an important one for the international system. 

4. The Division of the World 

1-le will divide the world into three groups of nations: East, West 
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and Non-aligned. For this division 1ve have adopted the definition 

given- by Kurt Jacobse~: 3 vlestern countries are countries participating 

in military alliances having the United States.as a member (NATO, 

CENTO, SEATO, the Rio Pact, and bilateral def'ence agreements \Vith 

th~ United States).' This gro.up consists of' 45 n~tions. (For a list 

of' the nations included in the dif'f'erent groups, see the Appendix). 

Eastern countries are countries allied with the Soviet Union (the 

· ·. ··1oJarsaw Pact and other def'ence agreements). 9 countries belong to 

this group. 4 All other:nations, 'totalling 73, are put in the non-

aligned category. Thus, according to our def'ini tion, 1,J'est Germany, 

Taiwan, South'Korea and South Vietnam all belong to the.llest. East 

Germany belongs to the East, and China, North Korea and North Vietnam 

are non-aligned. 

5· The Data 

The diplomatic exchange data are based on diplomatic lists f'or 

104 countries. The diplomatic list is an of'f'icial publication put out 

by the f'oreign ministry of' a country and contains information about the 

f'oreign diplomats accredited to the country. Almost all the lists 

collected are f'rom the period 1966-67. Since there seem to be no 

major changes in the diplomatic netlVork in this relatively short 

periodS we \Vill assume the data to-be synchronic. 

Our uriiverse of' independent nations comprises 127nation-s6 which 

means that f'or 23 nations we have no data about received diplomats. 

'How~ver, the diplomats s~nt by these 23 nations to the 104 f'or which 

we have such data is reflected in the diplomatic_li~ts of' the latter. 

This gives us t\Vo 127 x 104 matrices of' diplomatic ex9hange data. 

1) A 0.1 -matri~ indicating the presence, (1), or absence, (o), of' a 

diplomatic connection C= embassy or legation) in the pair of'- nations. 

Note that the pairs are ordered. In principle diplomatic connections 

are symmetric, i.e. if' nation A has an embassy or legation in nation B 

then B has an embassy or legation in A. In practice this is f'or various 

reasons not always so. 

2) A many-valued matrix giving the number of' diplomats in the ordered 

pairs, i.e. the "strength" of' the connections. 

In our analysis we'shall mainly f'ocus on the horizontal rows of' 

matrix 1, not the columns, lVhich means that lYe are interested in the 

diplomatic activity of' the nations as sanders of connections and not 

I 
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in the diplomatic attention paid to them by the international system. 

6. The Diplomatic Ac'tivity of' the Divided Nations 

Two dif'f'erent indicators are presented in ethe Table. 

Table 1 • 
Average number 

Number of' Rank within of' diplomats Rank within 
connections the pair per connection the pair 

''Test Germany 82 1 7·9 2 

East Germany 9 2 17o7 1 

Taiwan 48 1 6.5 2 

China 37 2 11.5 1 

South Korea 26 1 8.5 1 

North Korea 15 2 8.3 2 

South Vietnam 16 1 6.3 2 

North Vietanm 13 2 7,0 1 

At least two aspects of' the Table may be commented upon. 

One is the consistent tendency f'or the western part of' a divided 

Hation to have more diplomatic c::onnections than the .other part. The 

tendency is extreme in the case of' East and 1.iest Germany, Correcting 

f'or the positive relationship f'ound between the size of' a nation and 

the number of' connections? the tendency only becomes more pronounced 

f'or the last three pairs. If' we assume that the potential economic 

and political importance of' a country f'or another one is positively 

related to its size' we may' conclude 'that the tendency observed is 

probably caused by f'actors a. and c. mentioned on page 1, or, to be 

more specif'ic, by the conf'lict f'actors we are going to study. 

If' the nations in each pair are ranked according to number of' 

connections and average strength of' the connections the ranks are not 

concordant in three of' the f'our pairs and the dif'f'erence between the 

nations in f'ourth is reduced when we pass f'rom looking at connections 

to looking at "strength". Since the general tendency f'or the whole 

system is a positive relationship between the number of' connections 

and the strength of' the connections, 8 this lack of' concordance may be 

interpreted as a symptom of' the same conf'lict, vle may also note that 
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although the western nations, as we have defined them, represent only 

45 nations of' a total of' 127 they seem to serve as the main legiti

mizers of' the international system, 

7• The East-11est Profile 

v!e will start with a def'ini tion: 

Density of' diplomatic connections is defined as the actual number 

of' diplomatic connections divided by the theoretical maximum number 

of' connections. 

Example: vlest Germany has a diplomatic station in 41 .of' the 56 

non-aligned countries for which we have diplomatic lists. The density 

for >fest Germany among these non-aligned countries is 41/56 = 0.732. 

If' a nation has a density with East, non-aligned, and 1iest of' 

respectively x, y, and z, we call the vector {x,y,z) the East-West 

profile of' the nation. 

vle will now look at the East-"lvest profiles of' the four pairs of' 

divided nations. 

Table 2. pensity* 

,East Non-aligned .Hest 

1i/est Germany .143 ( 1 ) .732 ( 41 ) 1 .ooo ( 40) 
East Germany 1 .ooo (6) .054 ( 3) .ooo ( o) 

Taiwan .ooo (o) .304 (17) ·7 56 ( 31) 
China 1 .ooo (7) .418 (23) • 171 ( 7) 

South Kore.a .ooo ( o) • 1 43 ( 8) .450 ( 1 8) 
North Korea 1 .ooo (7) .143 ( 8) .ooo ( o) 

South Vietnam .ooo (o) .107 ( 6) .250 ( 10) 
North Vietnam 1.000 (7) .107 ( 6) .ooo ( o) 

*The numbers in the parentheses indicate number of' connections. 

The Table shows quite convincingly for each of' the four pairs of 

divided nations how differently the two nations in the pair are loca-

ted on the East-West dimension. The four western nations all show a 

strong western preference with no connections with the eastern coun

tries, except for t-lest Germany ( vli th the Soviet Union). 9 
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SimiJ.arly, l<~ast Germany and the three non-aligned countries are 

connected to all eastern countries, '~i th no connections to the western 

countries, 

vlith the important exception of East and v!est Germany the simi

larity with respect to degree of representation in the non-aligned 

countries is high. The striking difference between East and 1•!est 

Germany and the almost total diplomatic absence of East Germany out

side the eastern countries
10 

support very well our intuitive notion 

about the weak international position of East Germany relative to 

West Germany. This may point to asymmetries and problems in this 

pair which are not present to the same degree in the three other pairs. 

The rather trivial conclusion that the East-West conflict ia im

portant in determining the number and the direction of the diplomatic 

connections of the divided nations leads to the question of whether it 

is possible to distinguish between a "divided nation effect" and a 

"pure" East-1-Jest effect when '~e want to e:>..-plain the difference in 

diplomatic behavior in a pair of nations. By "difference in diplo

matic behavior" '~e then mean the distance between the East-West pro

files, for instance as measured by means of the Pythagorean theorem, 

or - as we have chosen here - by the sum of the absolute values of the 

differences between the components. The last measure gives us values 

~anging from a theoretical minimum of 0 to a theoretical maximum of J, 

This question may seem meaningless since it can be argued that the 

phenomenon of divided nations is an artificial creation of the East-

1~est conflict, and that the continuation of the conflict is the basis 

for the ccntinuation of the division. The question may be meaningful, 

however, if it implies a comparison of our data '"i th '"hat we would 

have.expected if the divided nations had been·"normal" nations every

thing else being constant. 

lie 'dll assume the East-lJest profile of a nation to be related to 

·the following four factors: 

A.l. The geographical position of the nation, 

A.2. The "size" of the nation, 

A.J. Block membership, 

A.4. If the nation is one of the two parts of a divided nation 

we will expect an additional effect of this. 
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It may correctly be objected that diplomatic relations are closely 

related to political and economic relations not mentioned in the list • 

. 1</e assume, however, that the latter two types of relations to a large 

extent are functions of the four factors mentioned, especially since 

we have .chosen an economic definition of "size" - the size of the 

gross domestic product. Of course, for any nation a great number of 

other factors may influence the East-Vlest profile of that particular 

nation, but believe the first three factors to be more important for 

explaining the general tendencies in the data. Factor 4 is a much 

less general one, whose impact we will try to study separately. 

Some comments about the assumptions 1, 2, and J•-

• About 1. There is a vast number of studies supporting the hypo-

thesis that there is a negative relationship between the amount of 

interaction in a pair of social units and the geographical distance 

between them. 12 This negative relationship also comes out in our 

diplomatic data. 1J Controlling for the influence of size and block 

membership the probability
14 

of a diplomatic connection between two 

countries is a decreasing function of the geographical distance 

between them. Geographical distance is, however, of much less impor

tance than size and block membership. Since the distance between one 

nation and the others (eastern, western, and non-aligned) is trivially 

related to the geographical position of the country, assnmpt:i.on 1 

seems quite plausible. 

About 2. The hypothesis about the positive relationship between 

the size of a country and the amount of interaction with other units 

also has a strong empirical support. 15 · 1"hen size is operationally 

defined as the size of GDP the hypothesis is strongly confirmed for 

diplomatic connections. 16 Given a pair of nations, A and B, the 

probability that A will have a diplomatic station in B is an increasing 

function of the size of A. Assumption 2 is thus supported. 

About 3. The term "block membership" here refers to belongingness 
-

both to the eastern and the western system and to the category of 

non-aligned countr:'-os. 'Hith our use of the words "system" and "cate

gory" we have already pointed to a difference between the set of non

aligned countries and the two other sots. 17 The last sets are sets 

with a structure defined by the military relations between the units. 

All nations are connected with all the other nations either directly 
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or via one other nation, which in this case is connected directly to 

all, 

Each of the two groups are designed to act as one actor for some 

types of behavior - especially military behavior - towards the members 

of the other group. This is closely related to the concept of inte

gration which has been defined as " ••• the process whereby two or more 
18 

actors form a new actor" 11 

vle will expect this "integratedness" with respect to military 

behavior to be related to some amount of similarity and coordination 

between the natiorls within a block with respect to other types of 

interaction ·too, including diplomatic relations • 

• 
Because of the lack of a corresponding structure among the non-

aligned nations there will probably be a much greater variation in 

diplomatic behavior among them. Nevertheless, and as an overall ten

dency we will expect some effect of the factor they have in common: 

they are not regular members of any of the two organized blocks, and 

for this reason subject to neither of the two quite contrary, homo

genizing influences related to membership in them. 

Various studies have demonstrated that membership in different 
i9 

blocks tends to inhibit the interaction between two nations. This 

also holds for the diplomatic data: The probability that nation A has 

a diplomatic station in nation B is greater if A and B are members of 

the same block than if they belong to different blocks, This is also 

the case for non.:.aligned nations~ 

About 4. (the divided nation factor). 1ile will distinguish between 

two cases: 

a. The nation is a member of one of the two military groups. Five 

nations belong to this category, namely East Germany, lrJest 

Germany, South Korea, South Vietnam, an~ Taiwan. In this case 

we believe the divided nation effect to be a strengthening of 

the block membership effect. 

given under h. 

b, The nation is non-aligned. 

The reason is similar to the one 

In this category we have China, 

North Korea, and North Vietnam. 
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Since 1) there is a conflict oetween these three and their 

"opposite numbers", and 2) the latter have all added to their strength 

by' joining the western group, we will expect the former to try to 

balance this by closer relations with the eastern group. In addition 

we will expect them to maintain a relatively low level of interaction 

with the allies of their "opposite numbers". 

The conclusion is: 1rTe will not expect an increase of the effect 

of belonging to what according to our definition is an unorganized 

category of non-aligned nations, but an effect in the same direction 

as the effect of membership i~ the eastern group. 

To summarize both a. and b.: The divided nation factor increases 

the polarization between East and Hest. 

8. The Distance Between East-~Jest profiles 

From what we have already said about the East-West profile of one 

nation we will conclude that the distance between the East-West pro

files of two nations will be positively related to the values of the 

following three variables: 

B.1. The geographical distance between the nations. 

B.2. The dissimilarity
20 

in size between them. 

B.J. That they are members of different rather than the same 

blocks. 

In addition we will expect an,effect of 

B.4. The divided nation factor, which ''ill have to be spelt out 

in more detail. 

Given a pair of nations we shall distinguish between six types of 

pairs: 

1. Both nations are members of the western group. 

2, One nation is western and one is eastern. 

J. Both nations are eastern. 

4. One is western and one is non-aligned. 

5. Both are non-aligned. 

6. One is eastern ar:,,d one is non-aligned. 

Based on our discussio'n in A.4, we will now give one set of pre

dictions for the types 1, 2, and J, where no non-aligned nations are 

involved, and one for each of the others. The general principle behind 

all is the one of increased East-Hest polarization as being the essence 
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of' the divj_ded natj_on effect•. 

9. Types 1, 2, and 3 

The distance between the Bast-11fest profiles ·of the two nations 

in the pair will increase as indicated by the numbers in the six

fold table (assuming an ordinal level of measurement). 

Table J, 

Divided 
nations 
in the 
pair 

None 

One 

Both 

Same 

0 

1 

0 

Block 

Different 

0 

1 

2 

10. Type 4.(0ne western and one non-aligned nation) 

The distance between the profiles will increase with increasing 

numbers in the Table. 

Table 4. 

Divided 
nations 
in the 
pair 

None 

One 

Both 

Same 

--
--
--

Block 

Different 

0 

1 

2 

11. Txpe 5 (Both nations are non-aligned) 

As for types 1 ' 2, J, and 4: 

Table 5· 

Block 

Same :)ifferent 

Divided 
Nong 0 

nations 
One 1 in ·the 

pair Both ! 0 
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12. Type 6 (One nation is eastern and one is non-aligned) 

Here our prediction will be a little more complicated. Because 

we believe the divided nation effect to be an effect in the direction 

of increased bipolarity in the international system we expect the pro

file distance between the nations in the pair to be influenced by the 

divided nation factor in the direction suggested by the six-fold table. 

Table 6. 

Divided 
nations 
in the 
pair 

None 

One 

Both 

! 
; 

I 

Block 

Same Different 

-- 0 

-- +1 -
-- 0 

We get -1 (a decrease of the profile distance) if the divided nation 

.is one of the non-aligned, and +1 (an increase) if the nation is eastern 

(East Germany). If both members of the pair are divided nations we 

expect these two conflicting tendencies to neutralize each other. 

This can also be illustrated by the following four-fold table: 

Table 7• 

Non-aligned 

Divided Not divided 

Divided 

I: 

0 1 

I East 
Not 
Divided -1 0 

Because of the apparent identity of the predictions in'Tables 3, 4 and 

5 one might question the necessity of keeping' thein apart. However, 

since our predictions are on the ordinal level of measurement only we 

have no reason a priori to assume that the numbers 0, 1 and 2 in Tables 

4 and 5 correspond to the numbers O, 1 and 2 in Table 3· 

13. A t:.est of the assumptions 

A direct, test of the influence of factors B.1., 2 and 3 has been 
zl 

carried out, and the following results were obtained: 

a. The influence of geographical distance on profile distance 
seems to be very small •. 

b. There was a stronger influence in the expected direction of 
block membership. 
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c. Size turned out to be the most important factor. Keeping 
the size of one of the nations in the pair constant the 
profile distance was found to be an increasing function of 
the difference in size between the two nations. 

14. A test of the predictions 

> 

Our predictions involve the profile distances of 127x126/2 = 8001 

pairs of nations. 1ve regret that we have not had time enough to make 

a fully satisfactory computer program for a test of the predictions 

based on all the 8001 pairs. The results obtained so far, however, 

seem to be positive. 

Instea.d, for this paper, we will only test some of the predictions 

on a very small proposi ve sample of pairs. vi ell aware of the danger of 

building verification or falsification into the sampling procedure, we 

will try to justify our selection in terms of the values of the pairs 

on the variables B.1., 2, and 3, as well as on other variables that 

might be thought to influence the profile distance in each specific 

pair. 

We have chosen to test the predictions in Table 3 and for European 

pairs only" By doing this we have narrooved down considerably the range 

of variation in a large nrnnber of cultural factors that may by important 

for the profiie distance in specific pairs but not for the general 

tendency. In addition the information about our indicator of size is 

probably more reliable for European countries than for most other 

nations. There remains, however, the problem of the comparability of 

the figures for capitalist and social.ist countries, but we shall assume 

here that they can be compared directly• To repeat the predictions, we 

have hypothesized that the profile distance in a pair is positively 

related to the numbers in Table 3. 

During the testing we will try to keep the values of the pairs on 

the variables B.1.-3. constant, only changing the divided nation fac

tor. He must note that the values of the pair along thG horizontal 

axis of the table are identical with their value on B.3., so that the 

predictions in each column must be tested separately. Horizontal com

parisons in the upper two rows may be meaningful, however,· if one wants 

to measure the influence of block membership on profile distance. 

For testing the predictions in the right column we have chosen 

the following three pairs: 
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1, Czechoslovakia- United Kingdom 

2. Czechoslovakia.- vlest Germany 

3· East Germany • West Germany 

We will assume they are sufficiently similar in all relevant 

variables, and that only the divided nation factor is subject to varia

tion from one pair to the next, The reasons are as follows: 

a. In addition to the fact that the countries are geographically 

close to each other, geographical distance has been shown to be of 

minimal importance. 

b. vTe will gi've the GDP figures for the four countries: 

Czechoslovakia 21738 mill, dollars 

East Germany 21455 mill. dollars 

United Kingdom 85241 mill. dollars 

vlest Germany 97488 mill. dollars 

The differences in the pairs we think are sufficiently similar con-

sidering the absolute size of the numbers. 

c. The nations in each pair belong to different blocks, lflTe 

have no specific expectations about the influence of other factors. 

The East-West profiles of the four countries: 

Czechoslovakia: (1.000, 0.589, 0.512) 

East Germany: (1.000, 0.054, 0,000) 

United Kingdom: (0.857, 0.839, 0,975) 

West Germany: (0.143, 0.732, 1,000) 

Computing the profile distances.for the• three pairs we. get (when 

profile distance is defined as the sum of absolute differences between 

the components) : 

Czechoslovakia -United Kingdom:· 0.846 

Czechoslovakia - vlest Germany 

East Germany - 1lest Germany 

1.388 

2.535 

Putting this into our six-fold table.we get a confirmation of our 

prediction for these three pairs of nations. 

Divided 
nations 
in the 
pair 

None 

One 

Both 

Same 

--
--
--

Block 

Different 

I 0.846 

1.388 I 
I 

i 
2,535 
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Turninc; to the left column we will not be able to include the 

cell in the lower left-hand corner, since we have no case of two 

divided nations in the srune block which aro both situated in Europe. 

For the other two cells we choose the pairs 

Netherlands - United Kingdom, 

and 

Neth,erlands - lifest Germany 

The GDP for Netherlands is 17039 mill. dollars, and we will accept 

the two pairs as satisfying our conditions. 

The East-1-Jest profile for Netherlands is (0,714, 0.661, 0.850), 

and we get the follo..,d.ng profile· distances: 

Netherlands - United Kingdom: 0.446 

Netherlands - Vlest Germany 0.792 

Inserting the results in the Table and summarizing the results, 

we get once more a confirmation of the prediction 

Divided 
nations 
in the 
pair 

None 

One 

Both 

Block 

Same Different 

0.446 0. 81+6 

0.792 1. 388 

--- 2.535 

15. The "Diplomatic Contact ··Jlrea" for a Pair of Nations 

.We will now turn our attention to another aspect of the position 

of the divided nations in the diplomatic network. To put it briefly, 

we want to know the extent to which two nations are connected diplo

matically to the same nations in their environment, the size of their 

"diplomatic contact area", 22 and how this is related to.a hypothesized 

East-lfest factor and a divided nation factor. This is analogous to an 

empirical test of the effectiveness of the Hallstein doctrine, which 

prevents West Germany from establishing or maintaining diplomatic rela

tions with countries also having diplomatic relations with East Germany. 

The Hallstein doctrine is nothing but a foreign policy application of 

a graph-theoretical definition of balance stating that a cycle is· 

balanced if and only if it contains an even number of negative links.
23 

16, The measure 

Consider the pair of nations A, B, and assume that the total number 
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of nations is n. Then the common environment of the pair A, B consists 

of n-2 nations. Let nation A have diplomatic stations in a subset U 

of nations in this environment, and let B have diplomatic stations in 

a subset V, T = UnV, the intersection of U and V, is the set of 

nations connected both with A and B. Let u, v and t be the number of 

nations in U, V and T respectively. t, the number of nations connected 

with both A and B, indicated the absolute size of what we have termed 

the diplomatic contact area between A and B. This number will obviously 

be related to the size of U and V, The theoretical maximum value of t 

is determined by the smallest one of the numbers u and v, 

In this paper, however, we are interested in a measure whose 

theoretical maximum and minimum do not depend on u and v. Assuming u 

and v consta~t we divide the empirical value of t by the theoretical 

maximum value of t; the result is a measure of what we may term the 

relative size of the diplomatic contact area between A and B, RC. We 

get the following simple formula: 

RC = t/min u,v 

where RC has its minimum value, 0, in the case when A and B are connec

ted with entirely different sets of nations,and its maximum value, 1, 

in the case where one of these sets is a subset of the other one. 

, \cle have not tried to explore the mathematical relationship between 

ciifferent profile distances and'different values of RC, but shall·avoid 

the question by focussing our attention on the degree to which two 

nations are connected to the same nations among the non-aligned ones. 

This we also consider to be more interE>sting·for shedding. light on the 

position of the non-aligned nations in relation to the East-1;'est conflict. 

We shall assume RC to be related to the same factors as the profile 

distance in a pair of nations (cfr, B.l.-J,). Some differences in the 

form and explanation of the·relationships should be noted. 

C.l. There is a negative relationship between the value of RC 

for a pair and the geographical distance in the pair. This 

can be shown to foll9w mathematically from the negative rela

tionship between the probability of a diplomatic connection 

between two nations and the_ geographical distance between them. 

c.2. Our assumption about the nature of the relationship between 

size of the nations in the pair and the value of RC is more 

complex. Given two nations of the same size and other things 

being equal we will assume the total number of connections 
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for each of them to be the same. Keeping the size of one 

of the nations constant and increasing the size of the other 

one we will expect the value of RC (if it is not already 

maximum) for the pair to increase. The increase in size will 

lead to an additional number of connections, and the proba

bility is that one or more of the additional connections 

will be with nations already connected to the first one. 

This should lead to the conclusion that the value of P..C is 

positively related to the dissimilarity in size between the 

nations in the pair, Since the number of' nations is rela-

tively low and the big countries are connected to most of 

them there is likely to be a ceiling effect limiting the 

influence of dissimilarity in size, 

C.J, The value of RC will be higher when the two nations in the 

pair belong to the same block then when they belong to dif

ferent blocks, 

~le shall discuss two explanations f'or this: one multilateral and 

one bilateral. 

a. One possible explanation is that the non-aligned nations are 

not necessarily neturals in the East~1tlest conflict, but that one group 

of' them - including among others North Korea, North Vietnam and (which 

can be debated) China - lean more to the East and another group more to 

The l!lest. As a consequence there will be a certain tendency f'or East 

to concentrate their diplomatic attention on the former group, and f'or 

West to concentrate on the latter, thus reducing the values of' RC 
24 between the blocks, 

This· is the same as extrapolating the East~1<es·t conflict to 

some extent into the category of non-aligned nations, and explain the 

variation in RC between East and 1•Test as a result of' .the difference in 

density bet1~een intra- and intergroup interaction. 

The possible division among the non-aligned nations mentioned 

above may of' course also lead to a corresponding difference in the values 

of' RC between these groups, On the average, however, we will expect thE 

value of' RC f'or pairs where both parts are non-aligned to be higher 

than .the values f'or pairs where one nation .is non-aligned and the other 

is not. 

The variation in P..C-diff'erence also points to the possible rela-
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tionships between the East-'lest ·conflict and asyuunetric conflicts 

involving non-aligned nations, and suggests the possibility that they 

belong to the same underlying conflict dimension. We have, however, 

no data for exploring the nature of these relationships here. 

b, The bilateral explanation is that when nations in a pair 

belong to different blocks a mechanism - though g!:lrierally much weaker 

analogous to the one that makes for the functioning of the Hallstein ,, 
doctrine will reduce the probability of a connection between one nation 

and another nation if the latter is already connected to a nation in 

another block. 

vle have no data which· llk'lY 'enable us to chaos e between these two 

explanations, nor do we knmv the extent to which they are contradictory • 

. It may very well be that they only describe different aspects of the 

same mechanisrno For the purpose of explaining systematic tendencies 

in the total network of diplomatic connections we prefer, however, the 

multilateral formulation. 

C,4, The divided nation effect on the variation in the values of 
• RC, we believe, is mostly a Hallstein doctrine type of effect 

described under C.Jb above. The effect is, as is well known, 

extreme in the pairs where both states are parts of the same 

divided nation, but we will' hypothesize an effect also. in the 

case where only one of the nations in the pair is a part of a 

divided nation. 

We will make the same distinction between different types of pairs 

as we made for profile distance. The predictions will also be quite 

similar to the ones developed for profile distance, the only difference 

being that where profile distance is said to increase we will hypothe-

size RC to decreaseo Instead of repeating the predictions we refer to 

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

The predictions are derived from the same principle as the one that 

is assumed to explain the divided nation effect on profile distance, 

the principle of increased East-''Test polarization. The mechanisms are 

already described under C.J.a. 

16. A test of the assumptions C,1.-3. 

A direct test of the assumptions 2 5 seems to confirm them relatively 

well, except that total size of the nations in the pair seems to be mor3 
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important for the value of RC than the difference in size between them. 

Both the importance of block membership and geographical distance is 

clearly demonstrated, geographical distance turning out to be more 

important for the value of RC than for profile distance, 

17, A test of the predictions 

We have to repeat the regret that a full test of the predictions 

• for the 8001 pairs has not yet been completed, but the preliminaL · 

results obtained seem to go in the right direction. 

For the purpose of this paper, however, we will make a partial 

test using the same sample of pairs. as was the basis for the testing 

of the predictions about profile distance. 

He shall not repeat the procedure, only the hypothesis that there 

is a negative relationship between the value of RC and the numbers in 

Table 3• The results are given in the following Table and confirm 

our predictions on this sample, 

Divided 
nations 
jn the 
pair 

None 

One 

Both 

Block 
• 

Same Different 

'0.865 0.848 

0.606 
i 

0.730 
i 

--- j 
' 

o.ooo I 



Rank 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10,5 

10,5 

12 

13 

14 

1 5, 5 

1 5, 5 

17 
18 

:9,5 
'9,5 

21 '5 

21 '5 
23 

24 

25 
26,5 
26,5 
28 

29,5 
29,5 
31 • 5 

31 • 5 

33 
34 

35 

, 
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1\.PPENDIX 

The western group of nations 

France 

USJ\. 

United Kingdom 

Italy 

Hest Germany 

Netherlands 

Belgium 

Japan 

Argentina 

Spain 

Brazil 

Canada 

Denmarl<: 

Turkey 

Taiwan 

Chile 

l'lexico 

Uruguay 

Greece 

Pakistan 

Portugal 

Venezuela 

Norway 

Peru 

Iran 

Australia 

Colombia 

Panama 

Thailand 

Ecuador 

Phillipines 

Dominican Republic 

South Korea 

Costa Rica 

Guatemala 

Number of connections 
~ 

98 

95 

92 
87 
82 

76 

75 
73 
64 

61 

61 

59 

57 
54 
48 

48 

47 
45 
4.4. 

44 

41 

41 

4o 

38 

37 

36 
36 
34 
31 

31 

28 

28 

26 

25 
24 
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Rank Number of connections 
~ 

36,5 Haiti 23 

36,5 El Salvador 23 

38 Bolivia 22 

39 Nicaragua 
,, 

20 

40,5 Paraguay 19 

40,5 Honduras 19 

42,5 New Zealand 16 

42,5 South Vietnam 16 

44 Luxembourg 9 
45 Iceland 8 

The Non-aligned Group 

1 Switzerland 70 
2 United Arab Republic 69 

3 Israel 66 

4 India 65 

5 Sweden 63 
6 Yugoslavia 58 

7 Austria 51 
8 Indonesia 49 

9,5 Vatican 46 

9,5 Finland 46 
1 1 Lebanon 42 

12 Ghana 41 

13 Cuba 38 
14,5 China 37 
14,5 M:orocco 37 
16 Saudi-Arabia 34 
18 Syria 33 
18 Iraq 33 
18 Algeria 33 
20 Nigeria 29 
21 Ethiopia 25 
23 Jordan 24 

23 Tunesia 24 

23 Sudan 24 
26 Burma 22 

' 
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Rank Number of' connections 
sent 

26 Libya 22 
26 Liberia 22 

29 Ceylon 21 

29 Senegal 21 
29 Belgian Congo 21 

31 Malaysia 20 

33 Ireland 18 

33 Kuwait 18 

33 l>.f'ghani stan 18 

35 South Africa 17 
36,5 North Korea 1 5 
36,5 Ivory Coast 15 
38 Guinea 14 

39,5 North Vietnam 13 
39,5 Camera on 13 

41 '5 Mali 12 

41 '5 Cambodia 12 
44,5 Yemen 1 1 
44,5 Laos 1 1 
44,5 Nepal 11 
44,5 Tanzania 1 1 
48 Somalia 10 
48 Burundi 10 
48 Zambia 10 
51 l<iauri tan 9 
51 Uganda 9 
51 Dahomey 9 
54 Upper Volta 8 
54 Niger 8 
54 Madagascar 8 
58 Central Republic of' Africa 7 
58 Chad 7 
58 Cyprus 7 
58 Rwanda 7 
58 Kr;nya 7 
62,5 French Congo .6 

62,5 Trinidad - Tobago 6 
62,5 To go 6 
62,5 Gabon 6 



Rank 

66 
66 
66 
68,5 
68,5 
70 
71 
72 

7J 

1 
2 

J 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
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Singapore 

Jamaica 

Malawi a 

Malta - Go. 

Sierra Leone 

Gambia 

Hald/Isl 

Rhodesia 

l'lestern Samoa 

The eastern 

Soviet Union 

Poland 

Czechoslovakia 

Bulgaria 

Hungary 

Rumania 

Albania 

Mongolia 

East Germany 

group 

Number of connections 
sent 

5 

5 
5 
4 

4 

2 

1 

0 

0 

70 
61 
60 
50 
47 
42 
16 
11 

9 
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NOTES 

1, Jacobsen (1969), p. 6, concludes from the study of UN voting data 
that the East-West conflict seems to remain stable, while the North
South conflict is increasing. 

2. Jacobson (1969), p. 6, also points out that the North-South con
flict is becoming highly correlated with the East-1,Test conflict. 

J. Jacobsan (1969), P• 5-6. 

4. Thus Albania is included since she formally was a member of the 
''!arsaw Pact until September 1968 (according to Keesing 1 s Contemporary 
Archives) while our data are from the I)eriod 1966-67. 

5· 1\.n exception here being the ruptures caused by the ~!iddle East 1rTar 
in 1967 of the connections between Israel and East Europe and of the 
connections between the United States and some of the Arab countries. 

6. Since there appears to exist no consensual definition of the term 
"independent nation" we have had to rely upon our own judgement using 
a combination of criteria, the major one being whether they in fact 
send or receive diplomats. 

7• Reidar Kvadsheim (forthcoming) 

8. See under 7• 

9. Since the data-collection was completed "!'!est Germany has also 
established diplomatic relations wit.h Rumania. This may be inter
preted as a softening over time of the effect of the divided nation 
factor we are studying. 

10. The recent establishment of diplomatic relations between the 
United ilrab Republic and East Germany may mark the beginning of a 
change here. 

11. Size is a rather diffuse concept. One may operationalize it in 
different ways (like area, population, etc.) and the result will pro
bably all go in the same direction, T1le have chosen an economic indi
cator, the size of the gross domestic product (GDP), because we 
believe economic resources to be more important for interaction between 
countries than other types of attributes for nations, It is important 
to note, however, that the relationship between the values on the 
different indicators of size may be important for some types of beha·
vior, namely aggressive behavior. See Galtung (1964), 

12. For a bibliography see Gleditsch (1968). 

1J, See under 7• 

14. The probability is defined as a relative frequency. The nations 
are grouped according to size and the groups are ranked afterwards, 
Geographical distance are given two or three (or at least a moderate 
number) values. Keeping constant the rank of sender and receiver, the 
geographical distance between them and block membership, we define 
the probability of a connection in one of the pairs as the observed 
number of connections divided by the theoretical maximum number of 
connections for all the pairs, 



15. For examples from the international system see Galtung (1966) 
and Gleditsch (1968). 

16. See under 7· 

1. 7. Galtung ( 1967), P• 39· 

18. Galtung (1968), P• 377· 

19. See for example Galtung (1966) and Gleditsch (1967). 

20. 1ve prefer the more general term "dissimilarity" because 
"difference" involves an assumption about linearity which we believe 
does not hold empirically. 

21. See under 7• 

22. An example that the diplomatic contact area in fact may be 
related to diplomatic contact .between the two countries are the 
talks in vlarsaw between China and the United States, and the 
recent negotiations in Stockholm between China and Canada about 
the establishment of normal diplomatic relations. 

23. Cartwright and Harary (1956) as referred in Gleditsch (1968). 

24. The groupings obtained by Russett and Lamb (1969) may indicate 
this. Their groupings are, however, based on the total number of 
diplomats exchanged in the pairs and not on connections in 
ordered pairs. In addition they use factor analysis which is based 
on an entirely different theoretized model from ours. 
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1. Introduction: the extended concept of' revolution. 

The Ne~J Left has made one. (among many) extremely important con

tributions to social theory and social practice by extending the con

cept of' revolution. There has always been agreement that not any 

change in the po'I'Ier structure of' a society, deei!Ed illegitimate by 

the former vlielders of' power, deserves the proud name of' a revolution, 

But the limitation in usage to the one-dimensional axi·s slave ~ 

f'uedal ~capitalist ~ socialist ~ communist societies, with special 

emphasis on the relation between means and modes of' production is too 

narrO\v again. The Hew Lef't has brought in to social reality, not only 

into social theory, a concept of' revolution directed against feudal~ 

capitalist and socialist societies on the contemporary scene, attacking 

political groupings located widely apart on the conventional political 

spectrum for alleged contra-revolutionary leanings. In so doing they 

have made the concept of revolution more universal; it is directed 

against regimes in East and West, iri North and South. 

They are not alone in this. One finds corresponding trends in 

f'or instance many Gandhian, pacifist and generally communitarian 

oriented circles, !•fell knowing that there are tremendous differences 

in basic social cosmology, in the views on the legitimacy of open 

violence and in the choice of means in general they seem to share !mlch 

of the same goals: a more egalitarian society with ample decentrali

zation, with less or zero difference between high and low and also a 

society which does not accept the scale of values found not·only in 

capitalist societies but increasingly in all industrial societies all 

over the '"orld, 

This paper does not claim to account f'or, to synthesize or even 

to discuss all these important trends of thought or action. But the 

point of departure is the same, although perhaps put even more in 

focus than is often done: '"e have to know what a revolution is against 

in order to make it meaningful. The old f'or!mlla 11 it is against capi

talist society in order to bring about a socialist order" seems to be 

sa tisf'actory to few below 40 (50). Hence a new conceptualiza tion of' 

the pre-revolutionary order is needed in order to develop a theory of 

revolutions: only by having a relatively precise image of what a 

revolution is against can one meaningfully define what it is for. 
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• 
But this should be done at a relatively general level to be maximally 

useful as a map to guide. theory-for~tion and social action, Again 

the New Left has 121ade a lasting contribution by directing attention to 

revolutions at the micro level, within organizations in addition to 

revolutions at the national and international levels, 

More precisely, a theory is needed that is independent of 

1. level of social organization, valid for relations 
among nations as well as within nations and within 
organizations, 

2, space, i,e, the precise social context and circum
stance 

J, time, i.e. there should be no doctrine of the final 
revolution. 

• 

Any theory of revolutions within revolutions satisfies the latter 

criteria even if these criteria contradict the particularizing tendency 

in much of marxist thinking, Theories satisfying all three criteria 

would be truly general and would not tie thinking or action to any 

particular revolution, Another matter is the amount of specification 

that is needed to derive from general images the concreteness needed 

to guide action in any specific situation - "specific" meaning level, 

space and time specific. 

But there is also one more reason why this type of thinking 

seems important, Peace research has been extremely biased towards a 

search for an understanding of the conditions of overt or personal vio

lence, it has done much less to account for covert or structural vio

lence and its concomitants, not to mention for how to reduco structural 

violence, Hence it seems appropriate that such tasks are undertaken 

within a peace research context however much this may smack of efforts 

towards soft pacifism and class conciliation for some and of efforts 
. 

to make an opening towards sanguine revolutions for others, 

2. The feudal triad: the social amoeba 

Since this is a general theory our point of departure has to be 

general, Hhat we need is some very general terms from the general 

theory of social systems, such as: 

1, Actor, who may be an individual or a collectivity (group or nation) 
in search of goals 
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2, Interaction, whj.ch we define as exchange of value and/or informa
tion bet~Jeen t-.To actors (bilateral interaction) or among more than 
two actors (multilateral interaction). The interaction nny be 
asymmetric (unequal terms) or symmetric (equal terms), which. we 
shall often refer to as one-way vs, two-way interaction, 

J, Social system, S(A,I) which is a set of actors interconnected by 
relations of interaction 

4. Rank, VThich is c. differential evaluation of actors (or of the· 
statuses they occupy in formal systems) in terms of topdogs (T), 
middledogs (H) and underdogs (u). 

For our present purpose h<>re we shall !!.£:!:. try to penetrate into o.ll 

the difficult problems these definitions lead to since vie sho.ll use the 

concepts as basic concepts for what we are about to develop. More 

particularly 11e shall not try to define the distinction between asym

metric and symmetric further, but shall assume that asymmetric inter

action co.n only be found in vertical interaction, which ~1e define as 

interaction bet1-1een unequals, not in horizontal interaction between 

actors holding the same rank. Nor shall we explore further the notion 

of rank (this Nill also be done in the examples) except by stating 

that among other things it also has to do with capacity for interaction: 

the higher the rank the more resources (money, material resources, 

energy, training, time) available for interaction, 

A very basic problem now is to find the number of possible 

~atterns of interaction for systems with various numbers of actors, 

This· problem is easily solved by very sim.ple combinatorics: 

Table 1, The number of interaction pc.tterns of various kinds in systems._ 
tvi th m actors 

Trees of interaction Number of actors 

2 3 4 5 • m 

Bilateral, mininn.1m 1 2 3 4 m-1 

Bilateral·, two-way, 
minimum 2 4 6 8 2 (m-1) 

Bilateral, two-~my·, 
2(~) maximum 2 6 12 20 

Trilateral 1 4 10 (m) 
3 

Tetra lateral 1 5 <4> 
Pentalateral 1 (~) 

Multilateral (m) 
m 
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The minimun number needed to connect m actors, according to general 

graph theor-.:r, ·is m-1. However,· if we stipulate that the interaction 

should be hTO:-~my·, then the minimum would be 2 (m-1) - either no link 

or a double link. However, since we have (i') pairs in general the 

maximum number that would fill the whole system (as in a small face-to

face group >1hich by definition is strongly connected, everybody inter

acts.with everyone else) is obviously 2(i'). But to this \·le have to 

add all the possible forms of multilateral interaction involving three 

at a time, four at a time and so on ending up with all m. As an 

illustration may serve the subdivision of' a committee in all kinds of' 

sub-collll!littees, ending up with a meeting of the Committee of' All. 

Obviously, there are also asymmetric ways of organizing multi

lateral interaction as· \"lEi shall see later, but let us disregard that 

for a moment. The number of possibilities is already considerable: 

with m actors we get a total of' 

N(m) + • • + 
2 

m -3m-2 
2 

patterns of interaction ~Ihich increases rather quickly. 

Having established the ~imum interaction saturation of a 
• 

system with m actors, obviously the most complex system, let us now 

return to the other end: the system of minimum complexity. This 

system is connected by interaction, but that does not determine the 

system unaMbiguously for we have not specified whether it is bilateral 
• or some kind of' multilateral interaction, and we have not brought in 

the dimension of rnnk. Ue shall no\v do both and define the system of 

mininrum complexity as the system of' mininrum interaction cost to the 

actors. We then assume that it costs more to the underdogs than to the 

topdogs to interact, without having to specify how much more (in o. 

more general theory this will have to be dorie). 

Since multil~teral interaction involves all members of' the 

system as senders, not only as receivers of' interaction (a point to 

be developed further later on) we are in a position to say that it is 

more costly and hence represents a higher form of organization than 

the corresponding set of actors 'connecte<l through one topdog or a sot 

of interacting topdogs only. Hence, if we now assume that each system 

has at least one topdog and not more topdogs than underdogs then the 
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least costly forms of organization for systems with 2, J nnd 4 actors 

respec'tively '10ul:d be: 

Topdog 
level 

Underdog 
level 

2 actors 

T 
0 

1 
0 

u 

J actors 

T 
0 

1\ 
0 0 

u1 u2 

4 actors 4 actors 

T THT2 
0 0 0 

/1\ 1 l 
0 0 0 0 0 

u1 u2 UJ u1 u2 

First of all·, all patterns satisfy the m-1 rule: there is one link 

less than there are actors. Second, almost all interaction is vertical 
•• and one \1ay, from topdog to underdog, since. this is the cheapest form 

(only one-\;ay needed, an.d.the topdog has most resources}. Third, in 

the case ~1i th two topdogs the connection is made at the top since they 

have more rGsources. It has to be two-,•ay interaction since it is 

horizontnl, but apart from that it is the solution involving minimum 

costs. In that sense these are primordi.;tl systems, the simplest 

systems possible. 

Since the case of two actors is trivial and the case of four 

actors is unnecessarily complicated, let us focus on the case of three 

actors (individuals·, groups, nations, regions, globes}. The character

istics of this minimal system are: 

1:.' interaction one wax: onlv (from high to low} 

2. inter:action vertical onlr (nothing b·etween the underdogs} 

J. interaction bilateral only (only involving two at a time} 

He call this system the social amoeba because we conceive of it 

as a primordial form, as the apex in a genealogical tree from '"hich 

much more complex social forms can be derived in three ways: 

1 • by grouing without eh an ging the s true tu re 

2. by changing the structure without growing 

J. by means of both 

But we also conceive of it as primordial in at least three other ways, 

one fairly obvious·, one more hypothetical but also more challenging, 

and a third one '·Jhich is the basis for much of our reasoning. 
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First of all·, the nuclear family is a slightly modified social. 

;amoeba with four actors·, or with three actors if we collapse fnthor 

and mother into parents: 

Parents 

or / \t 
Sibling

1 
Sibling2 

The family is built around two types of interaction: one horizontal 

and sexual. beh~een a man and a woman and one vertical and power-oriented 

from parents to offspring, In other words, mcst human beings gro~! up 

with t\~o simpl.e social. experiences firmly engraved on their minde;: 

there are vertical. rel.ations of dominance from high to l.ow~ and there 

are al.so highl.y significant horizontal relations, but they are monopo

l.ized for the top of the system and eve·n made systematical.l.y invisibl.e 

to the underdogs. Incest taboos against sex rel.ations in the father

daughter nnd mother-son dyads preserve the social distance bot~1een 

high and lm: and. the third type of incest taboo, against in tercourso 

between son and daughter, serves to monopolize this horizontal inter

action for the top of the system. To this should be added the taboos 

against sexual. relations in the father-son and mother-daughter d.yads 

of a mixed nnti-incest and anti-homosexuality nature, also preserving 

the distance between the two cl.asses in the family system, 

Of course el.l. this does not preclude a dominance relation 

between the parents or some horizontal relations between sibl.ings, 

But from the point of vievJ of the siblings, the parents together 

exercise one-way authority at least during the first years of chil.d

hood (later the eldest son may well prevail over the mother in some 

societies), and the tie between the parents is at least in very many 

systems stronger than the tie between the siblings. In other \vords, 

it does seem reasonable to hypothesize that most people grm·J into (and 

perhaps never out of) a structure with highly pronounced amoeba proper

ties: vertical. interaction tends to be from high to low, horizontal 

interaction is predominantly at the top and there is little mul.til.ater

alism. 

The second hypothesis is more fundamental.: it is the idea that 

we do not come into this world completely neutral where social struc-
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ture is concerned, we are not born tabula rasa. There is a structure 

engraved on our mind, a social structure like there may be a linguistic 

deep structure (Chomsky) or an innate kinship structure (Levi-Strauss). 

If that is so"; then our guess would be that the amoeba is the social 

structure prototype", and that what we do after we are born is not only 

that certain social experiences from the first social environment 

encountered leave their imprint, bttt also that we act out what is 

already engraved in us. 

1·le have not the slightest evidence for this, and it may "l'lell be 

that we only say this because it is a la mode to say something like 

this. But: 

>·rhy does this structure seem to be so prevalent; at all 
levels"; at all points in space, at all times? 

why do 1~e find the form of the pointed triangle so often 
in architecture (pyramids, gothic cathedrals), and in 
more abstract structures (the ideal axiomatic system) 
deened to be 11 esthetic 11 ? 

why do so many who try, on paper or in reality, to con
struct some ne\'1 organization, conjure up something in 
the direction of the social amoeba? 

All this is perhaps explicable in terms of the first factor above. If 

that factor, the impact of the family structure, is really significant; 

then we 11ould also expect considerable variation in the tendency to 

enter into amoeba-type interaction depending on the variation in family 

backgrou.:1.d experience. For instance, there should be considerable 

difference betv1een the first born and the others since the first born 

by definition is only exposed"to vertical interaction (for n period of 

at least nine months - multivle births excluded) with no chance of" 

being trained in horizontal or multilateral interaction patterns. Th<'.re 

should be considerable difference between people who have grown up in 

this type of family structure and people who have grown up in other 

family structures'; for instance families where the parents have a highly 

egalitarian relationship and also invite children to discuss family 

problems multilaterally. And there should pe considerable difference 

between people who have grown up inside and outside family structures; 

e.g. in orphanages, although these are usually also modelled after the 

amoeba. 

This type o:f research exists, and the hypothesis that the eldest 

son tends to be more conservative and authoritarian is generally con-
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firmed, it seems. But since this r<'S<Hn"ch is not contrasted ¥ritb, 

hypotheses that may be derived :from the other hypothesis (if we had 

the indicc:.tors needed to operationalize it) it is of less value. 

Hm<ever, -.re· shall nevertheless draw upon this type of research to 

some extent, c:.nd above all because the nuclear family may itself 

disappear, even shortly·, as a major c;tructural form of procreation 

and socialization and lead to new patterns of either. Whether these 

patterns \·Till be less amoeba like remains to be seen. 

So far we have mentioned two hypotheses, one intra-individual 

(the pre-programming hypothesis) and one inter-individual at the 

micro-level (the fawily socialization hypothesis). But there is also 

a very important inter-individual hypothesis at the macro-level 

involving the basic categories of time and space, and the whole idea 

of cost briefly touched upon above. But in·order to develop that 

hypothesis ,.,e shall first contrast the social amoeba -.lith the maxi

mally complex system. 

J. The defeudalized triad 

Given three actors, one of them a topdog and two underdogs, an 

interaction relation 2.nd the constraint that the three actors shall 

be connected 1'1<3 end up \•lith the social amoeba, also called the 

''feudal triad", as the minimum structure satisfying these requirements. 

Let us then proceed by building it out completely. Uhat ue can do is 

to add the remaining four possible bilateral interaction relations, 

two of therJ vertical and two of them horizontal, and the one possible 

multilateral interaction relation so that we get: 

which we simply 
present as A u <:" ) u

2 1 . 

or A 1 2 

In doing so 1·1e have not changed the actors directly, but we have 

changed the interaction structure: 

1. by adding interaction from lmv to high 

2. by adding horizontal interaction 

J. by adding multilateral interaction 
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'\rle' shall refer to this triad as defeud.alized, or as 11 d.e-anoeba-izecl." 

to stick to that jargon. It is a much more complex configuration 

which also soon >'lill give us some cues as to why it may be seen as 

less primordial. But let us first give some interpretations in order 

to demonstrate that we are developing a paradigm within which >'le can 

discuss important problems: 

1. Family relations, It is hardly necessary to add that the difference 
between the feudal and the defeudalized family structure is an i!!1age 
of the c'ifference be t>1een the classical authoritarian fanily pattern 
and the more democratic family pattern. In the former the parents 
hand do~m decisions taken by the "parents" (often meaning father only) 
to the children; often handling them one by one, In the latter they 
would all come together to discuss or "interact" in general, bilaterally 
both ways as >Jell as multilaterally. vlhether this is ultimately mean
ingful retaining the se1rual monopoly on top we do not knoH but there 
is no doubt that fami.ly budgeting, for instance, can be handled in a 
less feudal nanner than is commonly found today. 

2. Bureaucratic relations, vlhother in a bureaucracy, in a firm or in 
an institute the feudal triad is a good picture of most organizations, 
Orders flow fron above, and that is all. Often this one-~my inter
action simply crJstallizes into more or less permanent instructions, 
i'lhen the lo,·ler levels talk back, in both senses of this expression, 
two-way interaction has been introduced between high and lm·l, \·!hen 
they start interacting among themselves the horizontal interaction is 
added. 1'111.en open meetings are introduced .mul tilateralization has 
also been added, Often these three clefeudalizing factors exist all 
the time as an "informal" structure (e.g. as a coffee-break structure), 
synchronieally or diachronically superimposed on the 11 forrn2.l" struc
",;ure which is then the feudal triad. 

J. Professor-student relations. The feudal triad is ·a good picture of 
a professor tutoring tv10 students, or talking with two assistants, 
one at a time, 1·lh<m the students or assistants start talking back, 
if only in. the form of questions, interaction from lo\• to high has 
been added. 1•Then they start <:]isc,ussing between, themselves, even to 
the extent of forming colloquia, horizontal interaction has been 
developed. l·lhen they all meet together in the form of a seminar 
multilateral interaction has been added, 

4. Intranational relations. Let us present an image of modern society 
well known from current debate: 

Establishment 
(economic and administrative) 

work~ ~udents 
The structure is feudal, Defeudalization consists .in.more symmetric 
interaction vertically, direct interaction between workers and students 
(for instanc~ bocnuse "workers nnd stu_cients have cOmmon interests") 
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and f'j_na]ly mu1·t.i1!'lt:Ara1ization, unti1 ono arrives at this pattern. 

Establishment 

5· International relations. This image of international society is 
only too well known: 

Big Power 

/ ~ 
Satellite1 Satellite2 

It is also clear what defeudalization consists in: talking back, direct 
interaction between the satellites and finally, multilateral inter
action. 

1ife cannot add anything about inter-global interaction for the 

simple reason that Earth has no globe with which to interact. If the 

moon and Mars are colonized, however, our bet would be that inter-. 

action would be via Earth, in other words, amoeba-like. On the 

other hand, Earth has a peripheral position in a solar system that is 

in a peripheral position in a galaxy that in turn is in a peripheral 

position in the universe, so chances are that in any tacit cosmic 

interaction going on Earth is pretty much on the underdog side. Maybe 

we are just at the bottom end of somebody's universe-size amoeba, 

being exposed to truly cosmic manipulation? 

It is now important to concretize somewhat the feudal triads by 

asking the important question: what is it, concretely, that impedes 

two-way vertical interaction, horizontal interaction and multilateral 

interaction? It is important to notice that in every single case there 

are very concrete (at least from the point of view of a social scien

tist) impediments: 

1. Family relations. Parents have a bedroom together, siblings of 
different sex have separate bedrooms in middle class families all 
over the world. But there is no doubt much sibling cohesiveness that 
does not conform to this model, for which reason horizontal sibling 
relations have to be contrasted to the intensity of the sex rela·tion 

• 
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on top to make the social amoeba a more adequate model, It iS to this 
type of interaction that the feudal model above all applies, and.there 
are countless small patterns in family life, over and above the ~ncest 
taboos, that contribute to the structure - e.g. patterns of decency, of 
nudity and so on. 

2. Bureaucratic relations. Here the spatial division is often crucial 
with secretaries separated in small cubicles and local telephone lines 
sometimes following the feudal pattern. But even if this is not the 
case the feudal triad is simply what is known as the organizational 
chart, for which reason one of the purest cases of the social amoeba 
to be found is any standard bureaucracy. 

3. Professor-student relations. The classical auditorium gives the 
spatial setting that corresponds to the three norms: don't talk to the 
professor when the professor talks, don't talk to each other and con
sequently no multilateralization either. It is not necessary to have 
students or assistants in separate.rooms to obtain a feudal triad, 
Another way of saying this is that time is segmentalized so that a cer
tain time-chunk, the "class", is given to the professor alone - and 
then he disappears, Obviously, seminar rooms should all be equipped 
with round tables or small tables that can easily be organized in 
symmetric patterns~ The classical auditorium is the amoeba translated 
into architecture. 

4. Intranational relations, In this case it is a question of institu
tionalized interaction: workers interact ~~th economic establishments 
that in turn interact with administrative establishments that interact 
with students - but there is little or no direct, institutionalized 
interaction between workers and students. By "institutionalized" we 
simply mean that if they interact 1 then it is not gua worker or gua 
student but in some other status \for instance as members of the same 
ideological movement or party, or when workers go to evening universities 
or students have summer jobs), 

5· Inter-national relations, One pattern here is economic: economic 
relations are set up in such a l~ay that big and small exchange manu
factured goods in return for primary products but small and small often 
have the same primary products and no manufactured goods to export, 
hence no possibility of exchange, There may also be geographical impedi
ments: they may be separated by mountain' chains, they may be oceans apart, 
and so on. And, as in all of these cases: the costs of interaction may 
be insurmountable for the underdogs, easy for the topdogs, and this means 
that the resources available to participate in interaction are concen
trated on the topdogs. 

In all these cases, however, there are also some important common 

factors: interaction among underdogs is low because 1. the short-term 

gains in concentrating on topdog interaction appear more attractive and 

the underdog at the subsistence level has to think in terms of' short-term 

gains, and 2. underdogs are vying f'or topdog f'avors and are hence in.a 

competitive situation from which they cannot withdraw for fear that the 

underdog may benefit from withdrawal, and 3. since they do not trust 

each other they cannot divert sufficient resources to horizontal inter-
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action, and. since they do not interact horizontally they do not develop 

sufficient trust in each other. 

It should now be noticed that we have no specific model to 

suggest when it comes to the time order of these three possible aspects 

of defeudalization that add up to a transition from a minimal to a 

maximal triad: there cannot be less interaction than in the feudal 

triad, nor more than in the defeuda1ized triad. But when it comes to 

exactly how this takes place one could imagine starting in any corner 

in the triangle below, clockwise or counter-clockwise giving a total of 

six time-order patterns: 

1-2-3 is no doubt an important pattern, but 2-1-3 should also be impor

tant for the reason mentioned above: the underdogs often have to come to 

some agreement among themselves before they can change their relations 

vis-a-vis the topdog. Evi~ently, 2-3-1 is the more revolutionary stra

tEgy: first underdog interaction, then multilateralism and finally 

STnmetric vertical interaction, 

But one may also start with multilateralism, Since we define 

multilateral interaction as interaction where all send and receive to

gether, it is quite possible to combine one-way bilateral interaction 

from high to le>v and lack of bilateral horizontal interaction with multi

lateralism. Multilateralism may not affect bilateral relations at all. 

It is quite possible that all meet and talk multilaterally, but none of 

the underlings talks back to their superiors, bilaterally, and they do 

not address each other when they are alone, .Evidently, multilateralism 

becomes much more meaningful when it is combined with a complete net of 

bilateral interaction, vertical as well as horizontal, but it is logically 

as well as empirically independent ·of the other two. This .means that all 

six patterns .are possible, and they all have spGcific social and politi

cal implications. 

Since inT-eraction has to take place in space and time it somehow 

hac ~v uvercome boti> or them. It ha~ to fill a certain amount of time 
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and to reach across a certain distance - small or big - and since time 

is scarce and the means to reach across distance likewise interaction 

costs. The costs may be simple costs of communication arid transpor

tation or time taken for meetings that could be used for production, 

and there may be all kinds of psychological, so.cial and political 

costs. This is the first approach to the third explanatory hypothesis 

we have to offer for the prevalence of the feudal pattern, and it will 

be elaborated .below. However, the basis is already presented for a 

fundamental theorem in the theory of feudal systems: defeudalization 

is most likely to start at the top of the system for this is where the 

costs of extended interaction can most easily be met. This will also 

be developed further below. 

4. Defeudalization and the concepts of democratization, revolution and 

integration 

Let us now briefly compare the image given here of what we have 

called the defeudalization process with what is often called democra

tization or revolutions to get some basis for understanding better 

what defeudalization is and what it is not. 

Democratization has something to do with equality in rights and 

more particularly with equality in polorer, as expressed in the one man

one vote principle. Defeudalization says nothing about that, nor does 

democratization necessarily say anything about defeudalization. How

ever, an argument can be made and will be made later for defeudaliza

tion as a structural basis for a. meaningf'ul democracy. Equal votes 

in a feudal structure gives the topdog excessive structural influence 

over underdog vote; defeudalization makes for structural or positional 

equality and hence gives more reality to the formal equality expressed 

in the one man - one vote principle. One might even say that it is 

~ fundamental: a system of interlocking defeudalized units arriving 

at consensus may be an expression of a basic structural equality even 

though there is no machinery available to translate any one man - one 

vote principle into a guide for political action. There is no party

formation, no elections. Hence, in the theory of defeudalization one 

may also find a basis for evaluating (African) one-party or no-party 

systems relative to parliamentary democracies, although it should 

immediately be added that there is no reason why structural equality 
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could not be combj_ned ,,;_ th voting equality. 

But, the critic will immediately point out, in this model there 

is still a rank di.f'f'erence, a difference between topdogs and underdogs. 

This is true, we have not assumed anything about total disappearance of' 

rank differences. However, with def'eudalization one extremely impor

tant component is taken out of' the stratification system: the corre

lation between rank and central position in the amoeba. Since struc

tural position has been equalized what we might call "structural power" 

has also been equalized; there is no variation and hence no correlation. 

This does of' course not mean that all kinds of' power have been equa

lized. There may still be unequal access to. resources, e.g. to the 

type of' power that "comes out of' the barrel of' a gun", and there may 

be personal inequalities not to mention the inequalities in decision

making referred to above. But our assumption is nevertheless that 

equalization of' structural power or def'eudalization is a basic cate

~· Uhen that has been obtained the collectivity may decide on 

collective ownership of' power resources and equality where decision

making is concerned. 1'lhat remains is a personality component that can 

be reduced by means of' rotation. To reduce it to zero one would 

probably have to introduee some type of' genetic control combined ~th 

standardized socialization patterns so as to ereate perfectly similar 

individuals. If' the actors are nations this would presuppose that 

the nations are not only exactly equal in size and shape and resources, 

including climate, but also that they are all equidistant so that one 

nation does not have an edge over the others by having less resistance 

to overcome in interaction and can accumulate these advantages over 

time so as to introduce itself' on the top of' a feudal pattern. Since 

nations are located on the earth, in three-dimensional space, it is 

easily seen that these conditions of' def'eudalization can only be satis

fied f'or exactly equal and equidistant nations. This might work f'or 

two nations (trivial), f'or three nations located on the apexes of' 

a spherical tri.angle and f'or f'our nations located at the corners of' a 

tetrahedron inscribed in the globe. But it does not work f'or f'ive 

because they cannot be equidistant in three-dimensional (Euclidean) 

space; not to mention f'or 135 nations highly unequal on most dimensions 

of' importance. 

In general much, but certainly not all, rank difference can be 

eliminated by means of' def'eudalization; how much will be discussed in 
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the next section. But it is quite clear that de~eudalization cannot 

be identi~ied with democratization as commonly conceived o~, and it 

cannot be identi~ied with revolution either. But the paradigm permits 

us to distinguish between three precizations o~ the term "revolution" 

as that term is o~ten used today: 

1. Substitution o~ one topdog ~or another: the intra-class 
circulation ~ound in coups, golpes, retaining the ~eudal 
structure. 

2. 

3· 

Substitution o~ underdogs ~or the topdogs: the inter
class circulation ~ound in most revolutions, retaining 
the ~eudal structure. The ~ormer topdog can become an 
underdog, or be eliminated physically (extermination, 
internation) or socially (banishment, sel~-exilation); 
and the ~ormer underdog becomes a topdog by de~inition 
because o~ the structural position he obtains. Experi
ence seems to indicate that a~ter some time he also 
acquires the other paraphernalia o~ rank. 

De~eudalization o~ the structureA retaining the under
dogs and the topdogs. Combined'~ith no.2 above this 
constitutes a recipe ~or revolution within the revo
lution, ~or a structure that may counteract the ten
dency o~ the ~ormer underdogs to develop into a new 
class. 

Sloganized and super~icially, but perhaps more correctly than 

wrongly, one may perhaps say that 1 is "revolution" in the sense o~ 

the present Brazilian leadership, 2 is the Stalinist model and 3 is 

'ti1e model implicit in the Cuban and Red Guard programs. Leaving no. 1 

aside as merely semantic one is le~t with 2 and 3· The present criti

cism against model 2, expressed in our very simple terms, is that it 

changes· the names and the social origins o~ the topdogs, it may even 

change the ideology o~ the ruling class and hence the ruling ideology 

and may direct the. system towards new goals- but·the structtire.is 

just the same as be~ore. Plus xa change, plus c'est la meme chose. 

But a corresponding criticism can just as well be leveled against model 

3: it changes the structure but the persons are all the same including 

their background, the ideology may be the same and the goals o~ the 

system the same. Hence, a combination o~ models nos. 2 and 3 might be 

more satis~actory ~rom a revolutionary point o~ view: new perspectives 

brought by new people into all positions in a new structure. 

Finally, let us tie this preliminary account o~ de~eudalization 

to the theory o~ integration. By "integration" we mean the process 

whereby there is a ~usion o~ several actors so that one new actor 
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emerges, by 11 disintegration11 we mean the proc_ess whereby there is a 

fission of one actor so that several new actors emerge. The birth 

of a (con)federation is an example of the former, the secession of a 

province an example of the latter, and at the subnational level 

marriage and divorce may serve as examples. This also serves to 

underscore that one cannot meaningfully talk about ''one" or "several" 

actors ~rlthout giving a system reference. Thus, the states or 

republics in a federation may still be actors at that level but at 

the international level there has been integration so that foreign 

policy has been coordinated, just as a couple is one actor in some 

legal contexts. 

Defeudalization is not the same as integration but it may be one 

way of arriving at integration. As it stands here defeudalization 

involves some kind of mulii,;i,lateral interaction and the typical model 

is, of course, the meeting. But a meeting is an association and not 

yet an actor. It has to be given some permanence, some agreement about 

common behavior tol~ards other actors (e.g., it has to be a coi1DDon 

market, not only a free trade area), and there probably also has to 

be some actor(s) whose major concern is the relation with the outside 

(such as the general secretariat of the multinational organizations, 

1.-hether they are governmental or non-governmental, profit or non

profit). 

Hence, defeudalization is not a sufficient condition for inte

gration, and it is easily seen that. it is not a necessary condition 

either. The topdog in a social amoeba may decide to "integrate" it 

and appoint himself as the face towards the outside, and in so doing 

may often achieve a more "efficient" integration. This is important· 

for integration theory has for a long time been marred by a much too 

narrow egalitarian approach as if this were the only or indeed statis

tically the most frequent way. 

5. The feudal system: the giant amoeba 

life shall now proceed further in our explorations by presenting 

a more complex system. Instead of only three actors distributted on 

two levels we introduce m actors distributed on n levels. However, 

for simplicity let us assume that actors at the same level have the 



Clas
sical 
feudal 

King 

Lord 

Vassal 

Serfs 
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same interactlve capacity r , that thore is only one actor at the top 
. n . 

level and that thj_s is level 1, ~fe then get: 

• • • 

For r
1 

= r
2 

= rn_ 1 = 2 we get m= 2n-1, which for n=2 gives us the 

three actors in the social amoeba, and for n=4 gives us the fifteen 

actors (and hence fourteen interaction links) in the giant amoeba 

below: 
Bureau
cracy, 
upper 
tiers 

Minister 

Chief of 
Section 

Chief of 
Bureau 

Chief of 
unit 

Univer
sity, 
upper 
tiers 

Rector 

Dean 

Chairman 

Professor 

Univer
sity, 
lower 
tiers 

Chairman 

Professor 

Assistant 

Students 

Army, 
upper 
tiers 

General 

Colonel 

Major 

Captain 

!!:!!!l' lower 
tiers 

Captain 

Lieutenant 

Sergeant 

Private 

To the left is the original interpretation that carries some of the 

burden of definition. However, we are not so concerned with whether 

the system prevailing in Europe in a certain period and in other 

regions in other periods under the name of feudalism was feudal in 

this sense or not. Our definition is as follows: 

A (pure) feudal system is a system of m actors divided into strata 

1 to n so that 

1, the interaction is from level i to level i+1 (from high to 
low only) 

2. there is no horizontal interaction (vertical only) 

J, there is no multilateral interaction (bilateral only) 

4. there is one and only one actor at level 1 (system closed 
at the top) and there is more than one actor at level n 
(system open at the bottom) 

Apart from the last condition this is just a generalization of the 

characteris.tics of the social amoeba defined in section 2, and the 

last condition was superfluous in that case. 

Of course, this defines an ideal type system that would hardly be 

viable at all, Empirical cases are somewhat less absolute. The 
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interaction re_lation _; $ h.i.ghJ.y asynnnetrj_c so that influence flows 

much ~ from high to low than vice versa and the exchange of value 

in general takes place on terms that favor higher strata more' than 

lower strata. Further, there is little horizontal interaction rela-

tive to the amount of vertical interaction. And, there is little 

multilateral interaction relative to all the bilateral interaction 

there is. 1{i th these more relaxed definitions the other examples 

also become somewhat less unrealistic. 

However, the idea is of course not that the feudal system is 

always the best model of systems where those statuses are involved: 

they may defeudalize. In most such organizations today there is the 

slogan of team-l~ork and its social structure is if not a completely 

defeudalized system at least some deformation of the giant amoeba. 

Thus, typical of the type of military organization known as guerrilla 

is perhaps a defeudalization of the classical feudal military struc

ture rather than clandestinity, use of certain tactics and strategies 

compatible with a high entropy in the territorial mixture with the 

enemy. Typical of industrial democracy is the effort to defeudalize 

the structure of the enterprise, typical of the student revoluti'on is 

the corresponding effort at the university, typical of the party 

democracy found in New Left party groupings (and according to them 

not in orthodox communist parties) is the two-way communication, the 

direct contact between lower levels and the multilateralization, and 

the same is found in the search for congregation democracy in several 

churches. Exactly the same tendency towards defeudalization is found 

in institutions managing deviants. These institutions themselves were 

or are certainly not deviant in the sense that they were not feudal: 

hospitals managing patients 

psychiatric mentally ill 
hospitals managing patients 

prisons managing delinquents 

In other words: to what extent the complete or pure feudal system 

is a model of an empirical system is in itself an empirical question. 

But this does not only mean that feudal systems are ideal types that 

can serve as base-lines so that one can measure the degree of departure 

from it and announce it as a measure of the degree of defeudalization. 

We mean that the feudal system is not only present as a base-line but 

as a latent potential, as a primordial structure to which the system 
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may regress any time simply by divesting itself' of' some of' the "un

necessary" interaction links. The complete feudal system is the 

shadow brother of' any system, it is always there, and only very 

concrete mechanisms to be explored later can prevent it from coming 

into being. 

Characteristic of' the feudal system, hence, is that all inter

action is vertical. l.J"e assume, of' course, that there is some impulse, 

some initiative floating upwards in the system, so this means that 

the correct "Dienstpf'ad" ·is always to approach a collateral via 

lineal ties, via the superiors. By def'ini tion all interaction is 

with or via superiors or inferiors. If' we now use the standard graph 

theory definition of' distance as number of' links between two actors, 

we get the following simple conclusions: 

1. The shortest maximum distance to others is from the actor at the 
top level, the system center, 

2. The closer to the top, the shorter the maximum distance to others, 
the further away from the top, the longer the maximum distance to 
others. 

J, The longest maximum distance to others is from actors at the 
lowest level, the system periphery• 

All of' this is mathematically trivial, but it is not trivial in its 

social consequences, which we shall now try to spell out, 

6. The feudal system: three canonical variations 

We have now presented some basic aspects of' the· f'eudal··s.ystem in 

its pure form, and time has come to present three major variations of' 

the system. The logic behind these variations is simple. 1¥e retain, 

of' course, the major three characteristics of' the feudal system 

according to the definition in the preceding section, but we relax the 

fourth condition(s). According to that condition the pure feudal 

system is closed at.the top and open at the bottom. The three canoni

cal variations present us \vi th the other three possibilities: open at 

both ends, closed at both ends, and the inverse amoeba which is open 

at the top and closed at the bottom. 

1, System also open at the top: the truncated system or the "missing 
topdog system". In this system one or more of' the top levels is 
removed, leaving us with a set of' unconnected feudal systems or 
blocs: 
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Removal of one level Removal of two levels 

This is an important variation because we still assume the latent 
presence of the complete system, e.g. _as an effort' to unite bureau
cracies, universities, armi.es,.countries, regions etc .• , into world. 
bureaucracies, universities, for instance. Again the point is that 
the failure to close the system has to be explained in terms of 
forces counteracting this closure. Thus, this is evidently a much 
better model of the international system today: two superpowers with 
some middle size powers and some small pow·ers (although that applies 
better to the NATO than to the 1\farsaw Pact sys tern - with England and 
France formerly being the middle size powers, the former with some 
influence in the Germanic countries - except the Federal Republic -
and the latter with some influence in the Latin countries). 

For the truncated system with more than two blocs another graphical 
representation, the daisy model, is sometimes more-suggestive: 

The four blocs now appear as four petals, with the topdog level as a 
center and the underdog level as a periphe~. Most of what happens in 
the total system happens in the center fie.ld with. the periphery as· 
spectators receiving the outputs of various kinds from the center, 
without having ·much input to the center. 

2. System also closed at the bottom: the shared underdog system. So 
far we have spoken as if the system always has to extend downwards 
because one (relative) topdog has several underdogs whereas one 
(relative) underdog has only one topdog. But we could change this 
around and introduce the shared underdog in a simple system with 
four levels often found in offices: 

Director (male) 

Assistants (male) 

Secretaries (female) 

Messenger boy (male) 

If the system is closed at both ends as here it is also known as a 
lattice. 
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J. System closed at the bottom, but open at the top: the inverse 
feudal system. T~is is- the top heavy system of.many organizations: 

V 
0 Resea;r-chers 

Assistants 

Secretary 

The system will often be unstable with a tendency to change (perhaps 
via the two other variations) towards the pure system, because the 
pure system expresses ~ also in terms of centrality and interactive 
capacity, In the inverse feudal system topdogs even have to share 
underdogs, often leading to conflicts, and the bottom underdog has 
t_he most central position. 

These are the three major variations of the feud~l theme· at this 

level of abstraction and complexity. Obviously, through variation of 

r 1 to rn and by relaxing the 

many different shapes of the 

assumption of constant r. for any level i 
]. 

feudal pyramid can be produced, but 

these variations are of less systematic importance. The above varia

tions are what seems to matter theoretically, 

7• Defeudalization at the top: the amoeba with a head 

In section J the defeudalized triad was introduced, and after a 

discussion of the feudal triad in section 2 the logical next step 

now would be to introduce the defeudalized system. However, defeudali

zation of the total system, of the giant amoeba, is a highly complex 

process so we shall start with the simplest case: defeudalization at 

the top. Moreover, we shall show that far from defeudalizing the 

amoeba it actually reinforces it by giving the amoeba a head. 

In 2 and J it was mentioned that defeudalization was associated 

with costs and hence expected to be overcome most easily at the top 

which has two advantages: the distance is minimum and the costs are 

maximum. The two other possibilities, that defeudalization should be 

evenly distributed in the system and that it should be overrepresented 

at the bottom are certainly not impossible but much less I:ro':lable -

and in those cases (to be discussed in section 10 below) the feudal 

system would really be challenged. Here we shall only discuss the 
• 

case where two-way vertical interaction and/or horizontal interaction 

and/or multilateral interaction are entering the system at the top. 

To see better what this means let us discuss it in terms of the 

\, 

' ' 
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six illustrations mentioned in the beginning of section 5l 

The King has multilateral meetings with the Lords, called a Royal 
Court, ' 

The Minister has rrndtilateral meetings with his Chiefs, called a 
Morning Mee "tl.11g, 

The Rector has multilateral meetings with his Deans, called an: 
Academic Senate , 

The Chairman has multilateral meetings with his Professors, called 
an Institute l'iee"tting, 

The General has multilateral meetings with his Colonels, called a 
GHQ Staff, 

The Captain has multilateral meetings ·~th his Lieutenants, called 
a Company Staff. 

OT course, others may also have meetings but we are now as 

always counting only the institutionalized meetings. ''!hat we ·find 

is simply that there are such meetings and they are above all at the 

top. 

Far from weakening the feudal system it is one of' our basic con

tentions that def'eudalization at the top strengthens the system 

tremendously. Instead of' the loneliness of' the supreme topdog, iso

lated by power and by distance to the bottom (although he has the 

lowest maximum distance of' any actor, he has the highest distance to 

the bottom layer) there is now a collegium of' topdogs at the top 

benefiting from all the liberation of' creative energy that is to be 

expected as a result of' def'eudalization, 

Expressed differently: the supreme topdog decreases his structural 

power over his immediate underlings, but in return for this the total 

topdog group increases their structural power over the rest: 

upper 
class 

lower 
class 

The system is much more able to handle underdog resentment and revolt 

for all the good reason commonly advanced in f'avor of' def'eudalization. 

But tt. most dramatic •demonstration of' this is not of' the types we have 

mentioned or of' their counterparts in the international system (big 

power concerts like Security Council was intended to be or executive 

committees inside alliances a la de Gaulle), but in modern mass 



societies. 

This pattern is the paradigm of societies with structural demo

cracy on ~op and structural feudalism on bottom: a democracy of whites 

exploiting scattered blacks, a democracy of rich, educated etc. 

exploiting scattered poor, uneducated etc., not to mention the urban 

sector exploiting the rural sector. The latter example is important 

for the basic rationale behind urbanization is precisely to cut down 

the costs of interaction, which means that defeudalization is much 

more easily obtained in cities than in the countryside, by and large. 

(There may be class obstacles to overcome with social distance far 

more costly than spatial distances,) 

Hence, as a preliminary conclusion let us state that one of the 

best ways of preserving a feudal structure is to defeudalize it at the 

top. The borderline between top and bottom is then often decided by 

some simple criteria such as race, age, sex, ecology, education, 

occupation and so on. Depending on the proportion available in the 

system of these categories defeudalization may be extended to a very 

small minority at the top only, controlling the rest (as when 4% 
whites in P~odesia control 96% Africans), or it may extend downwards 

in the system leaving only a small feudalized fringe at the bottom to 

be exploited by the rest. This also applies to the level of organiza

tions where academic or professional staff are often defeudalized 

leaving the service personnel scattered and unintegrated. 

8~ The feudal system as the instrument of structural violence 

We have so far described the feuqal system in positive terms: it 

is the system that hangs together at minimum interaction cost. At the 

same time it is congruent with experiences from early socialization, 

and it is possibly a projection of a deep structure, although this is 

a highly pessimistic outlook that we would prefer not to accept. 

We shall now go more into detail with the consequences of this 

structure, and we shall focus on the highly negative consequences. 

However, doing so it is easy to lose sight of the obvious positive 

consequences, The feudal system is not merely a mechanism of manipu

lation of the bottom levels. It is also productive: it produces value, 

outputs that may serve as inputs to other systems - such as decisions, 
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knowlocle;", p:r:l mary, seconclnry and tertiary products o:f production 

processes, and so on, To produce these values time is needed, and 

since time is scarce and production as well as interaction take time, 

time used in interaction is oTten seen as time taken away :from pro

duction. This is seen very clearly in enterprises where the directors 

insist that industrial democracy type meetings should take place 

during lunch-breaks and not encroach on time allocated to production 

proper. In this specific sense the :feudal system is a system that 

maximizes efficiency; a highly de:feudalized system one that has opted 

:for talk in :favor o:f work. 

However, the obvious objection to this type o:f analysis is that 

it portrays the relation between production and interaction as con

stant-sum: time given to one has to be taken :from the other. There 

is no room :for the idea that the relation may be o:f the increasing

sum kind: more interaction may release creative and productive :forces, 

with increased motivation as intervening variable, And there is the 

concomitant idea o:f the decreasing-sum relation, more evident to 

those at the top: de:feudalization may lead to less motivation, to an 

accumulation o:f expectations and grievances that in turn lead to even 

more decreases in production than can be explained in terms o:f ti·me 

taken away in order to interact. 

But it is no mere coincidence that systems that are called upon 

to produce outputs extremely quickly, e.g. a military organization in 

a battle, has a tendency to crystallize into amoeba-like structures, 

There is no time available :for interaction over and above the minimum 

needed to connect the system. And even de:feudalized systems have a 

tendency to revert to this :form under stress, in conflict, in times o:f 

crisis, when maximum attention should be given to produce outputs 

that are both quick and correct. "When we need it most, we abolish 

democracy" - and there are many reasons :for that• Some o:f these 

reasons are best seen by exploring the highly negative consequences in 

some detail, And in so doing we shall not merely produce a list o:f 

all the ills o:f the world and try to blame it on the amoeba, but try 

to deduce them systematically :from the amoeba, 

8.1. The :family model 

We would like to start by exploiting once.more the parallel with 

the :family, In any :feudal system as we have depicted it there.is a 

direct relation linking a topdog to some underdogs (we disregard the 
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canonical v:1ri"tions), One very important point which is implicit 

in the whole feudal interaction structure should now be highlighted: 

there is not only absence of horizontal interaction (except on top). 

but also of diagonal interaction. There is no link between a topdog 

and the underdogs linked to some other topdog. Hence the underdogs 

of a given topdog in a pure feudal system become his underdogs, not 

only because he relates to all of them, but also for the negative 

reason that no other topdog does. 

This means that the basis is laid for a relation of ownership. 

The pater familias, or any father for that matter, talks about 11 my · 

children", the minister of 11 my chiefs of section", the King of limy 

Lord~", tha superpovJer of 11 my allies", the rector of 11 my deans", the 

general of 11 my staff 11 and so on and so forth. Basic here is, of 

course, the family relation as a model. The topdog becomes a father 

figure, and there is hardly any structure of this type where com

parisons are not made with the family structure, for good or for bad 

depending on what experiences the person talking this language had 

with either type of family system. The isomorphism is glaringly 

evident and fundamental since it is tied not only to socialization 

but to the phase of the first imprinting onto the human mind (vihether 

that mind is pre-programmed or not). 

tJithin this setting, if the feudal pattern is retained with little 

horizontal interaction and little multilateral interaction particu

larism will. develop. By this we mean that the topdog will h,...,e 

rlifferent patterns of interaction with different underdogs, for there 

Will be no. medium· (horizontal interaction, multilateral interaction) 

in which comparisons can be carried out with standardizing conse

quences, Of course, the topdog sitting at the apex of the system 

can make such comparisons himself and he may prefer to play the 

interaction game in a universalist manner, but he is not forced to do 

so. This gives him a particular lever for the exercise of power: 

the underdogs all perceive themselves as having special (particular) 

relations to the topdog and hence will have less incentive to develop 

relations among themselves, 

In the old artisan model of production the relation between 

master and journeyman, and indeed between master and apprentice, was 

like this. But the pattern was not only familistic, it was even put 

inside the fa:nily. The journeymen lived with the master as his child-
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ren anddirlnot marry before they became masters themselves. Then 

and only then were they fully adult in the sense of' being at the top 

of' some little amoeba, and could establish their own family amoeba 

in addition. 

8.2. The power aspect 

Keeping this f'amilistic pattern as a background, the first thing 

that comes to ono 1 s mind looking at the feudal system, ci'nd we are now 

almost always thinking of' the version that is def'eudalized at the top, 

is the old adage divide et impera. 

mechanisms in much more detail:· 

Let us spell out the precise 

Table 2. The distribution of. some basic power in~dients in the 

f-eudal structure 

Power ingredient 

1. Organization f.or 
concerted action 

2. Decision-making 
for the system 

J. Flow of. inf-or
mation and ideology 

• 

4. Flow of. communi
cation 

5. Images of. parti
cipants at the same 
level 

At the topdog level 

easy because or low dis
tance and resources, de
feudalization most 
likely a.t the top 

for structural reasons 
very easy at the top 

originates at the top 
and flows downward or 
impinges on the top & 
is passed on. Almost 
no information received 
from below. Topdogs ori
ginate and pass on their 
own ideology and infor
mation. compatible with· 
it. 

via other topdogs, 
hence intra-class 

"Pluralistic knowledge",: 
they communi ea te and 
know where they stand 
so that they know whe
ther they have minority 
or majority views and 
act accordingly. 

At the underdog level 

difficult because of 
high distance and limi
ted resources, .defeu
dalization least likely 
at the bottom 

for structural reasons. 
impossible at the 
bottom 

since information flows 
downhill underdogs re
ceive images that. ori
ginate in or passed on 
by topdogs (two-step 
flow of communication). 
Underdogs internali·a 
topdog ideology; tl;e 
ruling ideology becomeD 
the ideology of the 
ruling class,. 

via topdogs, hence 
int@r-class with impli
cations for control 

"Pluralistic ignorance"; 
for lack of communica
tion they may all have 
the same attitude (e.g. 
revolutionary) and yet 
feel completely i sola
ted and lonely and hen·oE· 
impeded from acting, 

' 



Power ing>cedient 

6. Images of' the 
total feudal system 

7, Internalization 
of' the goals of' the 
system 
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complete ime.ges as seen 
from the top9 bow the 
system functions is 
obvious 

Maximum: it is their 
system, Little need for 
efforts to convert and 
proselytize, remunera
tion often unnecessary 
and coercion completely 
unnecessary 

At the uncterdog level 

distorted, fragmented 
images as seen from 
the bottom• bow the 
system functions is 
a mystery 

Minimum: it is not 
their system, High need 
for ideological moti
vation, for remunera
tion and/or for coer
cive measures to make 
underdogs coqtribute 
to the system 

In short, almost everything is tilted in f'avor of' the topdog 

level. They can organize and coordinate, they control decision-making, 

information (both of' the one-step and the t-.lo-step, originating out

side the system, variety) and they can develop clear, realistic images 

of' participants, of' the system as well as of' the goals of' the system, 

The underdogs are underprivileged by the very structure where all 

these things are concerned, If' one adds to this structural or posi

tional component the resource component as well as the idiosyncratic 

personality component (of' the individual or the nation actor) men

tioned in section J above, the topdog power becomes so overwhelming 

that there is little wonder that very small minorities throughout 

buman history have been able to con_!;rol vast majorities, The vulgar, 

amateurish way of' doing this is by means of' resource power alone, 

partic.uiariy of the variety that comes out of the barrel of a gun·. . . 
The professional, like the British imperialists whom many other im-

perialists try to imitate, uses st'ructural power, 

B.J. The exploitation aspect .. 
We have now to some extent discussed the feudal system as an 

instrument of power, of control from above, and now turn to a con

erotization of bow that power may be used. This leads us to the 

highly related aspect of exploitation, and we shall distinguish 

between three directions of' precisation: 
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l:u~on•ot:i.on as exchange of value is asymmetric, on 
unequal terms, so that higher levels are able to 
extract a surplus from lower levels. 

higher levels· decide alone over the application of 
surplus extracted from lower levels (e.g. for invest
ment or luxury consumption) 

higher levels benefit from differential levels of 
living relative to the lower levels, and the latter 
may even be below subsistence standard. 

l~e shall refer to these interpretations as the interaction, marxist 

and liberal interpretations respoc~ivoly, Very often the three are 

combined: interaction is set up in such a way that surplus is extracto~ 

the topdog levels thon decide over tho su:rplus and decide to spend 

it in such a lrlay that the differentials between high and low increase 

or at least do not decrease, 

But there is also a certain lee-way in the system. One can have 

exploitation in the marxist sense without exploitation in the liberal 

sense: the upper classes may decide alone, as a concession, to use 

the surplus to equalize completely life chances, This is often 

referred to a paternalism; much of what happens under the name of 

•technical assistance" is of this kind, and is generally rejected 

today. And one may have exploitation in the liberal sense without 

exploitation in the marxist sense: decision-power may be completely 

equalized or put in the hands of #the underdogs for that matter, and 

the ·decision may be to maintain differences or introduce some new 

kind of difference. However, in .either case the underlying condition 

is exploitation which then may involve both, eithe.r or neither of the 

other two types of exploitation. 

The basic point is now that 11 work 11 or rather "production n as the 

more general terms since there are so many types 

be vertically organized, It tends to follow the 

0 
of output, tends to 

rules of the faudal 

system, of the giant amoeba, usually equipped with a head. In other 

words, work and production are organized vertically with interaction 

between high and low being much more important than direct interaction 

at the same level because of the feudal structure; it is not the feudal 

structure that emerges because of any intrinsic properties of work or 

production as such. Along the assembly line the foremen interact with 

the workers directly, but the latter interact with each other only 

indirectly, by way of the products - and correspondingly in a 
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bu~eaucri:!.cy ... 

But from the ve.L .. ti~A.l u;:t"ture uf work organiZ.?,tion anything 

:follows about exploitation, In general, it is :far :from easy to 

operationalize "exploitation" using the more :fundamental o:f the 

three de:finitions above, the one based on the concept of asymmetric 

interaction (th~ other two are easily operationalized analyzing 

patterns o:f power over certain decisions and distributions o:f indi

cators o:f levels of living), The general di:f:ficulty is that it is 

not quite obvio_us l>hat one shall compare, nor quite obvious !2~ it 

can be compared, For this purpose the image we have used of inter

action 
\ 

A( B 

is not the best one, Much better is 

1\. A in > €J Bout >B 

(A out B in 

because both parties obviously have both inputs and outputs relative 

to the interaction, Thus, if I is multilateral and A and B govern

ments then the inputs may be the dues and the ideas and the manpo"wr 

put in by nations, and the outputs may be the services, I:f I is 

bilateral and A and B are persons, then the inputs may be messages 

sent and the outputs may be messages received, and so on, 

vue can now make the :following de:finitions or precisations of 
11 exploitation

1
11 , assuming that A is the topdog in the relation: 

1. Input exploitation: A. > Bin l.n 

2, Output exploitation: Aout ) Bout 

J, Profit expl oi ta ti on-: Aou t-Ain > Bout-Bin 

In the :first case A puts much more into the interaction (like the 

nation contributing most to an IGO) and that nation itsel:f and/or 

its environment converts this :fact into exploitation2, the power to 

decide over the sum o:f all outputs, In the second case A gets much 

more out o:f it than B does, and in the third case this is seen 

relative to what he .has put in, In all three cases there is the 

problem o:f whether one should measure the four in absolute terms or 

in terms o:f what, they "mean to the actor", e.g. in proportion o:f 

total trade, relative to total value disposed over by the actor, or 
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accor<Hng to snh.i"><'tivo utility, In the latter case it might be.come 

rather difficult to develop invariants on which a definition of ex

ploitation is based, Exploitation should bo conceived of as a struc

tural, objective concept independent of tho state of consciousness 

of the actors, not based on volatile sentiments, 

We would in general prefer precization no. J as it stands with

out any relativization, If the two terms on eith<Jr side aro divided 

by some value the denominator on the left is likely to be higher than 

on the right, which means that the inequality may disappear or even 

turn around, One thousand dollars is much 1 ess relative to one , 
million dollars than one hundred dollars is relative to one thousand 

dollars, or relative to one hundred dollars, or relative to nothing 

for that matter, The assumption behind ·this type of relativization 

is usually that 11 al though the poor make less what they earn means so 

much more to them because they are so poor 11 • Although this piece of 

ari thmoti c may make complete sense tran sla tod in to the psychology of 

utility functions (more complex functions would be needed, though) 

this is simply a way of building exploi tation
3 

into a model trying 

to define exploitation 1 , with obvious consequences in masking the 

whole relation. 

But we are still left with the problem of ~ to carry out those 

comparisons even if we decide what to compare. Let us look at some 

speo!al casas as a basis for discussion. 

Thus, imagine B is a slave who is flogged and otherwise coerced 

into production. In that case Bout is negative so that the relation 

is exploitative even if the slave-owner only breaks even, and if the 

profit is handsome as it so often was in that case, the exploitation 

was liket;ise, To this the slave-owner would retort that Ain was 

considerable: the efpenses of housing, clothing, feeding, providing 

minimum security (from anybody but the slave-owner) were high. But 

profit is profit, it means that the sales value of the production 

exceeded these investments. B could be willing to enter them posi

tively on his side, yet rank them low relative to the negative 

utiligy of the terribie treatment he was exposed to so that Bout ~muld 

still be negative, 

• 
Next, imagine B as a volunteer working overtime. for the company, 

The output to B is not negative but not positive either; the power is 
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not coercive but normative. His input may be considerable, and the 

company-own or will still cash in a vary handsome profit, even more 

than the slave-owner because of the costs in tarms of money,· time 

and energy in maintaining a coercive machinery. But A will answer, 

and probably B likewise, that although the non-monetary rewards B 

received cost little to A {a citation, a diploma, a pat on the back) 

they meant very much to B and came on top of the internalized 

r·ewards, the feeling of doing the right thing, the good thing. It 

is not eas:v to reject this argument completely, but what still remains 

are, of course, exploitation of types 2 and J. 

Next, imagine that B is a wage worker. In this case Bout is his 

salary, Bin the work he puts in, Aout is the income to the capitalist 

and A. is his investment so that the difference between the latter J.n 
two is equal to his profits. It is not always quite clear whether 

the comparison is With one worker or with all workers, but let us 

imagine that we compare owners of the means of production per capita, 

and users of the means of production per capita. If we now keep the 

A side constant but increase Bout (higher wages) and/or decrease 

Bin (number of working hours) it seems to us that the sign of 

equality would sooner or later have to turn around. However, it 

seems that according to some interpretations of marxist theory this 

will 1, never happen empirically {which may well be true), 2. even 

if it happened there is still extraction of surplus (because it is a 

more subtle concept) and J. the power to decide over the surplus 

would, at any rate, rest With A- which brings us to oxploitation 2 • 

But we prefer a definition that makes it possible for thoa sign to 

turn around, otherwise the conclusion that 11thoa capitalists exploit 

the workers" seems rather tautological, 

Next, let us consider the standard image of world trade, much 

like the image of the family presented in section 2: 

High productivity countries; 
developed countries; 
secondary and tertiary 
sectors well developed 

Low productivity countries; 
developing countries; Jr 

0 secondary sector (and tertiary) 
badly developed ----+) raw materials 

======~~>~ manufactured goods 
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ThiS is a l'10Utia1 s-ta·u(_'d .. urc.; and if' we now m~ke a distinction between 

the two kinds of trade (with raw materials, and with manufactured 

goods) and between the five kinds of relations (high to high, high 

to low, low to high, low to low and diagonal) we get the following 

chart with some of the traditional reasons why this system is an 

amoeba: 

TYPe cif relation Trade with raw materials Trade with manufactured 
~~. 

High to high -thoy have nono or little + supply and deman.d 

High to Low -they have none or little + supply and demand 

Low· to High + supply and demand - they cannot compete 
. 

Low to Low -'~hen distance is low the -they cannot compete, they 
raw materials·are .often cannot balance this. trade 
of the same kind, when in raw materials, there 
they are different the are doctrines of national 
price of transport may self-sufficiency, diffi-
be too high cul ties in agreeing on 

division of labor 

Diagonal -one gen oral reason: the world is divided by the 
coloniali st pattern into a set of vertical trade 
blocs with the former or present colonial polver 
trading with "her" countrieso 

Hot•over, this is an explanation of why the system :.s feudal, 

not an exploration of whether the interaction relation we are par

ticularly interested in, from high·to low, is exploitative, The 

countries are trading manufactured goods ·for raw materials, or rather, 

they are trading either for money since thoro has to be some yard

stick of relative value involved" Hence, 

A • what A gets of raw materials Bout' what B gets of out· 
goods 

Ain: what Il. pays for it Bin: what B pays for 

The .refation is obviously expl oi ta ti ve if one can meaningfully say 

that "A buys raw materials cheaply and re-exports them in a processed 

form at a high price 11 
o Let us for a moment say that this is a mean

ingful statement" 

it 
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In that case it seems to us that if the prices of manufactured 

gnn<'l.s «ere lowered and the prices of raw materials made higher, then 

the inequality sign would. soon er or la tor have to turn around. Again 

we are in the same type of deba to: some would not accept this. And 

then there is the problem of the comparison: where is that absolute 

yardstick according to which one can say that the raw materials are 

bought at a 11 low 11 price, the manufactured goods at a· 11 high 11 price? 

If one man-hour of work is the basi.c unit, then the differences in 

productivity lead to different prices - or is it rather that the 

different prices define differences in productivity? t~e leave this 

to the economists of various persuasions to discuss, but reserve 

hero as in the preceding example the right to imagine conditions 

under which the sign would turn around, 

As a next example, in a sense t<J> well known to be mentioned in 

much detail: this economic structure is repeated i·nside nations 

whether they are developed or developing. The metropolis extracts 

from the satellites; the capital from the provincial capitals, the 

provincial capitals from the towns, the towns from the villages, the 

village· merchants from the farmers, the farmers from the farm hands 

or tenants, the tenants from their children and their women and that 

is whore the chain ends unless ono brings in animals ate, The losers 

are the women and the young (and the very· old) in the countryside, 

The communi cation structure in side nations reflects this with a 

system of radial rather than peripheral roads, and this is ofton 

reinforced by means of· n·atural impediments, Major towns are located 

whore valleys and rivers coalesce; roads across the mountains are 

poor or non-existing, and so on. 

But this combination of the internal and external. amoebas, the 

doubly giant amoebas extracting from the periphery of the world and 

bringing it to the canter, or from the satellites to the metropolis 

if one prefers those terms, does not only work so as to transport 

economic value upwards,· It has the same function for Skills: he who 

distinguishes himself at a lower level is .discovered and transported 

to a higher l·evel, This is called promotion when it takes place at 
• • 

the initiative of the higher levels within a well-defined, regular 

network ;.. e.g., a governmental bureaucracy, a trade union with regional, 

national and international headquarters, or 

a multinational corporation) with branches, 

a commercial firm (e,g,, 

It is called brain-drain 
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when the underdug bjmselr takes the ini tiatlve: higher talent seeks 

higher levels in the amoeba, Accurding to this intermediate levels 

should receive from. below and yi old to above, as does Britain receiving 

scientists f.rom .Indian and other Commonwealth countries, sending 

British scientists to the USA, The theory predicts very little 

horizontal mobility, and practically speaking no vertical mobility 

dol"mwards, The type of inverse brain drain, or the "brain filling" at 

lower levels takes place under the following three conditions: an 

ideology of volunteerism (peace corps as it was intended), extra 

remuneration (UN salaries or salaries often offered to entice people 

to underprivileged regions) or coercion (education offered only on 

the condition of a pledge to serve a nwnber of years in such areas)" 

In the case of brain drain the lower levels invest in training 

and lose the investment, the higher levels have paid nothing and reap 

the harvest of the investment at lower levels, and this is, of course, 

the exploitative relation, HOlvever, the transaction is not necessarily 

completed as simply as this, First, the middle levels, exploited from 

above can exploit do1ilnwards and by domino tactics transfer the exploi

tation to the very lowest·levels, who are also the most defenseless, 

Second, it depends much on what the brain drained or promoted person 

does at his higher level, He may retain his lower level identification 

and behave as their envoy·, He may send salaries home, he may send 

knowledge home (oven as a spy, complicating the exploitation equation 

further) and so on. However, very often he is just out for his ol'm 

gains, acting on behalf of nothing more than himself and his 01iln 

(nuclear) family - and in that case there is little gain. for the lower 

levels, only loss, 

This is perhaps seen particularly clearly in the relations 

between students, assistants and professor_::;..2. The assistant conducts 

a seminar over his own research and the students contribute a number 

of ideas, The assistant notes them down and uses thorn, without any 

compensation in the form of, e.g., written acknowledgment. This is 

then repeated by the professor when he organizes a seminar for his 

assistants (or graduate Btudents), and the same thing happens to him 

wpen he goes to a conference as a low-status person: 

of the feudal quotation matrix (the 11 who quotes whom" 

The basic rules 

matrix) are threE•: 

never quote downwards, rarely quote horizontally, do quote vertically 

upwards - particularly if you can add 11 in a private communication". 
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In this way the world academic amoeba, which is a combination of the 

·external world amo<>h" "nd the internal national amoeba, serves as a 

mechanism to transport ideas upwards. On the other hand, the high 

status professor, the low-status professor and the assistant might 

also add that although they stole some idea they gave a lot in return: 

their time, their advice, their ideas that exceeded what 'they got in 

return both in quality and in quantity. To this the lower levels may 

answer that they were paid for doing so, and so on. 

We let that do as a list of examples. The question is: who is 

right? Are the underdogs always exploited in the sense that they are 

by definition exposed to asymmetric interaction, or are they sometimes 

not? Can the sign turn around? 

Our provisional answer is as follows. We think we know what 

to compare to answer this question, but not quite bow to compare it, 

There is a simple reason for this: since interaction is vertical the 

two parties, A and B are exchanging value of ~ferent kinds, They 

both have something the other does not have; if they bad had exactly 

the same (compare the international trade example) they would have 

been at the same level. Even in the academic setting the professor 

in a seminar with his assistants often exchanges what he has of intra

paradigm ideas for what the assistants may have of extra-paradigmatic 

ideas (whether that is because they have another paradigm in mind or 

because they are not well enough trained in any paradigm), Hence it 

will probably never be possible to arrive at any definite answer within 

a givin context of vertical interaction, 

But two things are nevertheless possible and highly meaningful: 

1, one may talk about changes in the level of exploitation 
towards conditions favoring the topdog more, or favoring 
the underdog more 

2. one may talk about the forces opposing these changes, 
and particularly about forces opposing changes favoring 
the underdog, 

And this is whore the feudal system enters, Although the top~ 

decide to engage in less asymmetric interaction and to equalize life 

chances (exploitation in the first and the third sense) the very struc

ture gives them power to decide. They may decide to keep the exchange 

rates in the interaction system constant, or to change them, but the 

point is that as long as the system prevails it is in their power to 
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decide, Hence the feudal syo;tem becomes "n instrument for exploi ta

tion in all three senses, It is neither a necessary, nor a sufficient 

condition but experience seems to show that the more feudal it is the 

more easily is the system used for exploitation of all three kinds. 

That makes the feudal system a supreme instrument of structural 

violence; it is to st~uctural violence what the nuclear bomb is to 

open violence, 1\nd just like the nuclear bomb it has its defenders. 

The holders of top positions are understandably interested in per

petuation of status quo, become conser!_~yives, and will tend to 

rationalize their attitude by exaggerati;:Jg the value of" the values 

that flow downward in the system - such as 11 law and order", The 

lower levels have similar interest in changing the system, they 

become radic<lls and will tend to belittle the value flowing down and 

exaggerate the value flowing up or being extracted from bottom to top, 

There is also the libera~ who does not challenge the feudal structure 

the amoeba, but wants to 0qualize life chances for all positions. To 

him the system has no structure, it is a set of detached individuals· 

and he wants all of them to have the same values on indicators of 

life chances, 

9. Defeudalization and refeudalization: four basic types 

As a counterpoint to the preceding section let us now proceed 

by developing further· a theory of defeudalization, The start was 

made with 11 defeudaliza"tion at the top", but it was seen as a mechan

ism to preserve rather than to abolish the feudal structure, In 

this type dofeudalization and refeud.alization coincide, 

Total defeudal~zation would mean the establishment of 

1. two-way vertical interaction between actors at different 
level 

2. horizontal interaction between actors at the same level 

J. multilateral interaction for any triple, •• n-tuple 

This means that we can also develop a very simple index of the degree 

of defeudalization, based on the ideas developed in section 2 about 

the maximu'"!l and oinimum riurnber of' interaction relations: 

Def I - I . mJ.n 
-=I---I . 

max 1111n 
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In other wurds, tho oxoess of the present level of saturation over 

the minimtun level, relative to the maximtun excess. When the system 

is feudal we have Def 0, when it is completely defeudalized we have 

Def 1. However, this is not a very sensitive index since it pre

supposes that all.interaction count equally, so it should more be 

seen as an illustration of a way of thinking. 

~le have said repeatedly that defeudalization can be seen as a 

problem of overcoming costs, and hence dependent on 

1. the price, Which varies with the distance to be overcome 

2. the resources, which vary With the rank of the actor 
involved, and consequently With the """'t'O'tal rank of the set 
of actors involved, 

Hence, we can formulate this theorem: 

The lower the distance between the actors, and the higher their total 

rank, the more probable is 

two-way vert;cal interaction between actors at different levels 

horizontal interaction between actors at the same level 

multilateral interaction for any triple, • • n-tuple 

The 11 defeudalization at the top" in the preceding section is one 

immediate consequence of this theorem since the distance is minimum 

and the total rank of the actors interacting is maximtun. This also 

indicates clearly the two hopes lower ranks may have if they for some 

reason want to avoid this top defeudalization which they, rightly or 

wrongly, interpret as a collusion against them: that the distance may 

be insurmountable (e.g. because of·hatred, conflict etc. at the top, 

i.e. because of an institutionalization of the truncated pattern), or 

that the resources may be insufficient (e.g., because of internal 

difficulties of a .Political or economic nature). In these patterns 

we see such well-known phenomena as the poor nations exploitation of 

the cold war between the blocs of rioh nations, .called East and West, 

and the upsurge of lower level defeudalization when the top is in. 

difficulties and cannot devote enough resources to control the system. 

In general we do not know which factor is more important, distancE' 

or resources; to know that more information is needed about the par

ticular system, But our assumption is that considerable impediments 

are needed to prevent defeudalization at the top, At the bottom these 



impediments are already built into the system. Since horizontal 

interaction in the pure feudal system is via topdogs complete bottom 

level multilateralization means that one has to work against maximum 

distance with minimum resources - unless, as we shall see, this lack 

of resources for every single underdog actor can be compensated for 

by the number of underdogs contributing. Hence relative number 

becomes an extremely important factor, to be considered more syste

matically later. 

All this does not mean that defeudalization at the bottom is 

impossible, But it does mean that complete dofeudalization can only 

be carried out by moans of increased resources, and if resources are 

kept constant one will have to renounce on the distance. In other 

words, ono may have to limit oneself to the defeudalization involving 

other underdogs sharing the same immediate topdog, with or without 

that topdog, What will happen in the concrete case cannot be pro

dieted from this general theory, specific knowledge is needed. 

It should be noted that the basic theorem also taker' into 

account, implicitly, the important possibility of diagonal intern:ction, 

So far wo have concentrated on vortical interaction with the immediate 

underdog and horizontal interaction among them. But what about 

interaction with the "mediate" underdog? For instance: 

Complete system Truncated system 

The critical diagonal interacti·on is shown as a double lino. In the 

first case the distance is J, Which ,would place it somewhere bet\'ieen 

the distance from A to Band the distance froin A to C or D (2 and 4-

rospoctively). However, the topdog has more resources (even if he is 

not a supordog, S) and this may or may not make this diagonal inter

action more likely that the AB interaction, depending on whether the 

system is structured mainly according to distance or mainly according 

t'o costs. At any rate the TA interaction would be oven more easy: 

the distance is only 1, and the same resources are involved, 
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. Let us then look at the second case, As it is depicted the 

distance from T to C is infinite (the graph is unconnected) which· 

means that the link would be impossible, Ho,,ever, this only obtains 

for perfect bloc formation with the world really divided into two 

spheres of interest with water-tight walls between them (these walls 

were in the old days of a spatial nature, geographical distance and/or 

impediments; today they will have to be normative and/or based on a 

balance of terror with promises ofhigh punishment for any attempt to 

transgress), But this is an unrealistically extreme case. In practice 

the distance can somehow be overcome as the So vi et con tact in Cuba and 

the US contact with Rumania show (the former even coincided with 

detachment from a bloc), In other words, if instead of working with 

these dichotomous graphs (a link either exists or does not) we had 

worked t<'ith graded graphs (e.g. indicating the strength of a link from 

0 to 1, or even from -1 to 1 to include negative relations where nega

tive values are interchanged) wo could arrive at more multi-faceted 

conclusions. But there are difficult technical problems to be solved 
h 

before such graphs can serve as good models of social relations. 

Let us now return to the ea so of tho complete system again, with 

two concrete interpretations, one of them sub-national and one of them 

inter-national: 

Sub-national 
}.nterpreta tion 

Government 

Top executives 

11/hi to collar, foremen 

Blue collar 

~dal system In ter-n a tional 
interpretation 

Uni tod Nations 

Superpowers 

In termedia to 
powers 

Small, poor 
powers 

As mentioned before this is not necessarily a model of any empirical 

system but of the latent feudal structure accompanying empirical 
I 

systems as a potentiality, The important thing now is to spell out the 

forms defeudalization can take. By this is not meant defeudaliza-

tion at the top, known as collusion between government and top execu

ti vos in the .subna tional case and a UN dominated by superpower cooper

ation in the latter. It is interesting to note here that whereas this 

type of dei euialization at the top evidently has taken place in many 

nations in the way indicated it has not yet really taken place in the 

UN, partly because of the long horizontal distance from one superpower 
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to the other (the cold war) and partly because the link via the UN is 

weak, which in turn to a large extent is due to superpower conqern for 

their own blocs and for direct relations. ·Hence the international 

system offers more possibilities of egalitarian, i.e. real, defend"l; .. -

zation because the top is not successfully defeudalized. 

~lo now turn to the four basic types of defeudaliza tion given in 

the figure below. Only the last ono implies complete defeudalization. 

In the first one each triangle is defeudalized, the tbe middle two 

defeudalization is within vertical and horizontal blocs respectively. 

Patterns of defeudalization of a feudal structure 

LINEAL OR VERTICAL 
PATTERN 

LOCAL PATTERN 

UNIVERSAL PATTERN 

COLLATERAL OR HORIZONTAL 
PATTERN 

The local pattern involves relatively low co~ts: each topdog joins 

"his" )lnderdogs in a defeudalized triangle (as mentioned several times 

we limit ourselves to bifurcation in our diagrams since it leads to 

triads and hence only to .one type of multilateral interaction, tri

lateral interaction. Generalization over and above this is easy, but 

presentation in the form of diagrams becomes very unsurveyable). In 

this pattern actors at intermediate levels participate as topdogs in one 

context and as underdogs at the level above. Hence this can be seen as 

one model of defeudalizing bureaucracies: students meet, elect a repre

sentative who meets at the institute executive level, where om represen-
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tative is elected to ti>e top level of the faculty or university; and 

correspondingly for ministries, etc. In our two examples it would 

correspond to a pattern of defeudalization at the working section 

level, with one representative which we here assume to be the foreman 

participating ·at a similar meeting at the enterpris.;· level, and finally 

there is a setting permitting a meeting between the top executives and 

the government. And in the international case we have to think in 

terms of UN-Big Power cooperation, with executive councils within 

both blocs and intermediate powers managing what is then often called 

a "subregion". 

This sounds like a relatively appropriate model of subnational 

systems but not so much of international systems. If we turn to the 

lineal or vertical pattern, however, we get a model which is less 

appropriate for but quite good for some aspects of the international 

system. Defeudalization now takes in much more of the giant amoeba, 

but in a vertical pattern. The international interpretation is, of 

course, the bloc system, and the subnational interpretation is, e.g., 

the Moral Rearmament approach to industrial relations: class concilia

tion in large multilateral, cross-class settings. l<Je have also inclu

ded the possibility of sub-bloc defeudalization and this gives us a 

model of Japanese trade unionism in some stages of development: there 

is the local shop involving also the intermediate level of foremen and 

''hite collars, possibly split according to branches of the enterprise, 

and there is the general defeudalization presented by the level of the 

enterprise as a whole. In the international system the latter would 

be more important, in the subnational interpretation the former. 

1ie then turn to the collateral or horizontal pattern, which then 

fits much better as a description of subnational than of international 

phenomena. The trade unions are now no longer the vertical company 

unions but the horizontal, nation-wide trade unions involving all workers 

in the same field regardless of where they work - as opposed to the type 

of union involving all workers in the same company regardless of their 

specialization. This type of organization can then be replicated in an 

employers 1 union ("blue"), in a white collar union ("yellow") and so 

on; there are all kinds of possibilities depending on how many conti

~·ous levels one would like to involve, 

In the international system some weak horizontal organizations 

exist: the Bandoeng-Beograd conferences of non-aligned nations, the 

Alger group of 77 within the UNCTAD system, the Tricontinental, etc. 
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, 
Bu~ they are weak anrl meet ad hoc, for·ren.sons to ho rl-iscusseO below. 

Much stronger is some of' the partial def'eudalizat:!.on at the top, f'or 

instance between the "!estern top powers, and particularly between for

mer Western European colonial powers in the f'orm of' the Common market 

(only that Britain did not seem quite to understand that this .was the 

great opportunity to maintain a pattern of' dominance when the Rome 

Treaty was signed in 19 57, that vie stern Germany is a colonial power 

that lost her status already after the first world war, and that 

Luxembourg was somehow too small to engage successfully in that game 

except via Belgium). 

Finally, there is the universal pattern, involving all actors, 

in principle with complete opportunity to def'eudalize fully. The UN 

and UNCTAD are cases in mind, company mass meetings and the nation

state likewise, but all these examples immediately bring to our mind 

that even if' structural position is equalized, at least as a potential, 

rank still remains and with that the unequal distrib~tion of' resources. 

Hence, it is meaningless to discuss these patterns of' def'eudali

zation without also mentioning the possibility of' ref'eudalization. Let 

us recall what def'eudalization means: all actors have the same struc

tural position; the structure is symmetric which means that if' they 

changed positions in the structure the result would be the same. But 

In the local def'eudalization type what is gained locally is lo~t at the 

macro-level: the topdog participates at a higher level and controls 

information in and out of' "his" micro-system. This is the system of' 

cumulative representation upwards, known f'rom all democratic organiza

tions with local cells, district organizations and national organiza

tion,. not to mention international level) and what happens is simply 

that the amoeba reconstitutes itself' with these units as actors: 

International 
organization 

National~ 
organization 

~National 
organization 

Local ~ ~ / ~ 
organi
zation 

Local 
organization 

Local Local 
,organi
zation 

organization 

In the vertical def'eudalization type the amoeba is actually still 

present, but in a more Chinese box fashion. The superdog manages two 

blocs, and when one opens each bloc one finds a topdog managing two 
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blocs, .and so on. Within each.bloc there is defeudalization, but with 

hierarchy of blocs tlw amo<>het is still there, only in a more complex, 

hierarchical form. Jv(oreover, even if structural position is equalized 

resources are not so the topdog can always get an edge and smuggle 

in the amoeba by the back door. 

In the horizontal defeudalization type there is equalization of costs 

within each defeudalized unit since it takes place only for actors at 

the same level, by definition. On the other hand, at the macro level, 

involving the whole system, there is still a class difference and the 

refeudalization may actually take this form: 

Upper-upyer 

Lower-up~ er 

Upper-lower 
.J, 

Lower-lower 

class 

class 

class 

class 

or 

Upper class ... t 
Lower class 

But there is of course the possibility that there may be interaction 

both ways due to lower class trade union formation, in which case the 

class system is defeudalized. However, there is still the problem of 

who shall be the spokesman and the possibility of refeudalization within 

the former horizontal groups on that basis. 

In the universal defeudalization type one is trying to do everything 

and may end up doing nothing. First, the number of actors may be pro-

hibitive of real defeudalization, a topic to be 

in the next section. Second, there is the rank 

explored in some detail 

difference with all that 

implies. In short, the probability of refeudalization seems high, and 

exactly for the reasons alrready discussed: limited resources available 

for the interaction needed to saturate the system completely, th'is means 

that. some interaction is cut out, and the result is some variation of 

the feudal system unless defeudalization is protected by strong, insti

tutionalized forces. 

Hence, we should rather refer to these four types as approaches to 

defeudal'ization than as types of defeudalization. But to see more 

clearly in what sense they are approaches we need more insight into the 

dynamism of the. giant amoeba. 

10. The erosion of feudal systems: three dynamic factors 

In this section we shall take a more modest vie\v and talk about 

erosion of the feudal system rather than about defeudalization. Since 
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erosion hero moAns putting in more :i.u.Le.L'tl.0 t.J."J' anrl R; nee interaction 

depends on costs "'" have two uuvious dynamic factors derived from the 

beginnitlg of the .prec<::UJ.ng sect:i.on: 

1 • changes in the P.ri_ ce to be P'~--4 ~• to overcome distance, ~~u ---
2. changes in the relative resources available to the various 

ranks, 

J. changes in the number of actors with whom to interact·. 

, 

The last point was hinted at in the preceding section and is here brought 

in for full. It is actually a sub-point under point 1, for with more 

actors the total distance will increase. 

To discuss this t.re shall see that we are brought to consideration 

of the factor Marx saw as central in the history of JnaQ~ind: the possible 

contradiction between means and modes of production. Far from denying 

the importance of this factor we shall add to it another factor that we 

deem to be of at least equal significance: the possible contradiction 

between means and modes of comm~i~atio~. Actually, we feel that if 

Marx had witnessed the communicatio~ revolution he would have b~come 

not only the most insightful commentator on the industrial revolution. 

He would have added to Das Kapital something about communication

particularly since the steam engine was at the basis of both of them. 

But the· invention made by James 1rlatt was immediately put at the service 

of industrialized capitalism: it took some time before it was put into 

ships and engines and even more time before that and other innovations 

l<hl to a communication revolution. 

The point of departure for our speculations is simple: the basic 

categories of space and time, the categories .to which one always has to 

return in any social science analysis since it is in space and time our 

social life is located. Social events, like the physical ones, are con

ditioned by the properties of space and time.- and vice versa: just as 

the time-space continuum changes when matter is brought into it, it also 

changes when social systems_ start operating in it. 

The basic change from our point of view, throughout history, lies 

in the circumstance that ll'\an has conquered spa~, at least at the inter

mediate, terrestrial level (he is not yet able himself to penetrate into 

the microcosm of the atom or the macrocosm of the universe), ~ ~~an has 

not been able to do anything w:j,.th time. Time flows as it has flown, it 

has not expanded, nor has it contracted. However, this is at the slogan 

level. It is not so easy to make such statements more precise and 

meaningful for we are immediately led to the age-old question: what is 

• 
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"Sticks and Carrots"': Theoretical Assumptions Underlying Current 

Work on Civilian Defence Strategies 

By Andrew Mack 

The "sticks" and "carrots" of the title represent two strategic 

approaches based on very different theoretical assumptions which 

run through most of the work on non-violence and what is now 

called Non-Military or Civilian Defence. Essentially the differ

ence lies on the one hand between techniques based on the idea 

of punishment and denial ("sticks") and on the other those based 

on the idea of reward and cooperation ("carrots"). That these 

strategies have their counterparts in conventional defence is 

obvious: John Foster Dulles was the high priest of big "sticks", 

while the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee in Geneva may be 

seen as a compost heap of rejected "carrots". That the propaga

tion of "stick" policies may be antithetical to the success of 

"carrot" overtures is not a new idea either. If A threatens 

(and uses) "stick" strategies on B, B may well ask whether or 

not A's simultaneously (or later) preferred "carrot" is not 

poisonous. History provides many examples where the suspicion 

would indeed have been justified. Both the Trojan Horse and such 

much-heralded contemporary "carrots" as the U.S. bombing pause 

over North Vietnam (which was paralleled by intensified attacks 

on the South and Laos) are examples which spring readily to mind. 

In donkey psychology (from which the metaphor is drawn) the com

plementarity of "stick" and "carrot" techniques may be valid. 

People - arguably at least - are different. On the point of this 

digression is not to open a discussion on contemporary convention

al "defence" policies - the contradictions between the two 

strategic orientations in this area have been pointed out many 

times before - but rather to note that similar problems exist 

in the field on non-military defence (to which very little 

attention has been paid). 
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There are of course many ways of looking at non-military "defence" 

and many activities - from such limited-objective tactics as bus 

boycotts in Montgomery, Alabama, to national policies of "aid and 

development" - which can be included under the general headings 

of civilian defence, non-violent defence, non-military defence 

etc; For no better reason than lack of time and space I propose 

to limit the field drastically in this paper to the consideration 

of some 6f the proposed non-military defence strategies for 

"developedi' nations. I shall make the further assumptiohs: 

(a) The hypothetical nation in question cannot be said to have a 

viable military defence capability against potential invasion 

by other nations which convention labels "probable agressors". 

(b) That the social system of this hypothetical nation is 

characterised by a high degree of attitudinal integration 

in the sense that there is a general consensus as to the 

legitimacy of conflict resolvihg mechanisms within the 

society and that these are used in practice. 

(c) That the society in question is also characterised by a high 

degree of structural interdependence ('brganic solidarity" in 

Durkheim's terms). 

Thus although the argument will be in the abstract, the conditions 

assumed are arguably characteristic of a number of small European 

nations today - in particular some of the Nordic countries where 

some interest is being shown by policy makers in non-military 

defence strategies. 

We follow Galtung (1967) in defining "defence" as " a collect-

ive attempt to preserve or achieve a form of life or a social 

structure - when that form of life or social structure is 

threatened from without or within". 



Our reason for adopting 

Prof. Galtung 1 s definition is that his work on non-military 

defence represents the only attempt in the (English language) 

literature to provide a comprehensive theoretical basis for 

non-military defence strategies, and an examination of some of 

this work will take up a large part of this paper. 

As already noted non-military national defence can be examined 

from many angles, but we note that most of the literature 

concentrates on defence against occupation. There are several 

reasons for this. We can divide defence policies into ''external'' 

and ''internal'' strategies - that is to say i) strategies designed 

to reduce the likelihood of invasion/attack etc. from potential 

opponents and ii) strategies against occupation/attack etc. when 

i) has failed. 

"External" strategies have positive dimensions (such as increasing 

good relations, allaying fears of agressiveness, associative and 

integrative policies) which shade off imperceptibly into the 

general area of "foreign policy", and "deterrence" dimensions 

which are designed to indicate to potential agressors that 

"attack will not pay". Much of the existing work on the positive 

dimensions of externalist "Civilian Defence" is rather naively 

conceived. For example "foreign aid" and "technical" assistance 

are lumped in an unt!Jipking way into this category. Unthinking 

because the rhetoric of donor nations is accepted at face value 

when in fact gross flows of "aid" are from the underdeveloped 

nations. This may lead to pacification but not to peace in any 

positive sense. Unthinking also because it is not considered 

that the function of foreign aid programmes which were altru

istically conceived might be conflict-promoting rather than 
11 peace 11 -promoting - this has to do with the "revolution of rising 

expectations" arguments; (From one contemporary perspective in 

Peace Research this might be the only argument in favour of such 

programmes.) A much more sophisticated approach is put forward 

by Galtung (1968) in his paper on European cooperation prepared 

3 
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for the Consultive Assembly of the Council of Europe. The problem with 

this approach and others like this is that its workability is dependent 

on its acceptance by the most powerful actors concerned, and in this ...... . 

the chances of acceptance do not seem to be particularly high in the 

near future - especially in the aftermath of the Czech crisis. This is 

not to' say that such approaches should not be followed up, but rather 

that irt th~ case of our hypothetical small nation other options have 

to Be cdhsidered. Another point which shouid be mentioned is that 

Prof. Gaittlh~ ~ees the success of cooperativ~'policies of integration 

and association as dependent on 11equaiity between the parties". 

Equality, of courke, cart be defined in Many ways (% parity in higher 

education for example), but we have the feeling that parity in power 

is the most significant, and here clearly, relationshipsbetween our 

hypothetical nation and any of the great powers - or "second order" 

·powers like Germany, France or Britain - are asymmetric. Amongst the 

other "external" /non-military defence options is, of course, "deterrence". 

But the credibility of the deterrent aspects of non-military defence 

depends on the perceived effectiveness of internal defence strategies -

since retaliation strategies are, by definition, ruled out. Not only 

must the costs of invasion be disproportionately high with respect to 

potential gains, but they must be perceived as such by potential 

invaders. This is one reason why there has been so much concentration 

on defence against, and resistance to, occupation. It is not difficult 

to see why such emphasis is thought necessary since non-military 

defence is based on the assumption that the real struggle starts after 

occupation has been achieved by the opponent, whereas the conventional 

wisdom is that occupation is equated with the battle being virtually 

over. Anyone who doubts this should take note of the hysterical American 

Congressional response to the Rand's Strategic Surrender study -where 

to even discuss the possibility of occupation was seen as defeatist 

thinking and thus emphatically rejected. 

Before going on to consider actual strategies which are proposed 

against occupation, two more points should be made about "external" 

defence. Firstly although retaliation is ruled out by definition, so 

also is pre-emptive attack based on fear of retaliatory power. Indeed, 

one might argue that conventional deterrent capability is inversely 

I 



correlated with the ability to allay fears of aggressiveness. Secondly 

some of the proponents of non-violent defence seem to think that non

violence is a virtue per se. This is clearly not the case, Project 

Camelot for example was a non-violent (in the narrow sense of the term) 

example of "external" defence, and there is other:.evidence to indicate 

that the American military establishment is showing increased interest 

in "soft" approaches to counter-insurgency. Two admirably frank 

expositions are found in T, Tackaberry: "Social Science .. Research, Aid 
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to Counter-Insurgency" in The American Journal of Economics and Sociology, 

January, 1968, and Charles W. Bray: "Towards a Technology of Human 

Behaviour for Defence Use" in The American Psychologist. 

We now move into the domain where the contradictions between "sticks" 

and "carrots" become most apparent from a sociological point of view, 

that of defence against occupation. Should it be objected here that 

there are other motives for attack rather than occupation, we readily 

concede. We also concede that there is little that non-military, 

"internal" defence can do about them either - non-military defence 

would, for example, be of little use against an invasion carried out 

with limited strategic objectives (the Israeli occupation of the Gollan 

Heights in Syria, for example), nor against bombing or bombardment in 

any form. We would simply argue that the last two are not likely since 

they would serve no rational strategic function. (A possible exception 

to this is the pre-emptive destruction of facilities which could be 

used by parties in a wider struggle. But this could be countered by a 

declared policy of denial of such facilities to any party by a 

"scorched earth" policy of self-destruction with credibility attained 

by making this policy as automatic as possible. This would not work 

in the case of the example given above, nor for strategic occupation 

of, for example, the shores of the Danish straits nor again for the 

Norwegian fiords, but since non-military defence is seen as social· 

defence rather than territorial defence, and since such occupations 

would not affect the social system to anybrge degree, this is seen 

as being of lower saliency than in conventional defence. However, all 

these arguments have been dealt with in considerable detail elsewhere 

by Galtung (1967) and will not be taken up here. 



The metaphor we have used of "sticks" and "carrots" to illustrate the 

two main strategic approaches in non-military defence can now be 

elaborated. The distinction has been noted by many writers on non

violence where the terms "conversion" and "coercion" are often used. 

However, Johan Galtung'fl.ork (Gaitung, 1959, 1965, 1967) is by far 
' 

the most comprehensi~~ in its analysis of the two sets of strategies 

and for this reason ~ill be drawn oh to support both. argument and 

counte~argument. in· the rest of this.· p~per •. In "On the ~leaning of 

Non-Violence" (J.'P •. R., 1965), non-viplent action is seen as a form 

of irtfi~ehce, distinctions are made between positive influence 

techniques (1;carr<lts1') ~nd negative influence techniques ("sticks"), 

the former being s~en as facilitating positi~e actions from opponents 

and the latter as impeding the execution of negative. actions. It is 

pointed out that most non-violent action campaigns h!lve been biased 

towards negative influence techniques, and hOn-vi<lliince hits been used 

for expedient rather than principled reasons. The further development 

and use of positive influence techniques is itrged,_·In uThe Strategy 

of Non-Military Defence" (PRIO Publication No. 20-6, 1961), which 

deals specifically with national defence, the same distinctions ate 

made, only the terms positive and negative sanctions are used, and 

the idea of direct human contact or "fraternisation" is introduced. 

Host importantly: " ••• the establishment of a maximum of positive 

contact with the occupant during the occupation should always be seen 

as a basic ingredient of non-military defence." (Galtung, 1967, p. 21.) 

To digress for a moment - one should note that heavy emphasis on 

the positive sanctions approach in the literature has been articulated 

by Naess (1958), Galtung (1959), Bondurant (1963) and Katz and Janis 

(1959), but that the emphasis in nearly all the current work on 

"Civilian Defence" (Roberts et al., 196 7) is much more directed towards 

negative sanctions. Prof. Galtung's work (1965 and 1967) may be seen as 

an attempt to synthesise the two approaches. 

To give a better idea of what is meant by the two approaches, examples 

of typical non-violent tactics are shown below: 

Negative Sanctions: Protest, sabotage, strikes, boycotts, ostracism, 
non-cooperation. 
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Positive Sanctions: Facilitation of cooperation, contact, conversion, 
fraternisation. 

At the beginning of this paper it was pointed out that the complement

arity of "stick" and "carrot" techniques in military defence was highly 

questionable. The same problem exists in non-military defence and is 

recognised by Galtung: " ••• how is maximum contact i:econ~iiable with 

minimum cooperation?" We will return to Prof. Galtung' s answer i:o this 

dilemma later, now we propose to argue on theoretical grounds that the 

two approaches are~ compatible. The following two propostioris will 

be considered: 

(i) Positive influence techniques are dysfunctional for negative 
influence techniques and may also have unintended and undesirable 
consequences for themselves. 

(ii) Negative influence techniques are dysfunctional for positive 
influence techniques and may also have unintended and indesirable 
consequences for themselves. 

Our argument is based on the idea that the negative sanction approach 

is more easily adaptable to social attitudes characteristic of a period 

of invasion than is the positive sanction approach. Given our hypo

thetical, attitudinally integrated society, we may expect (following 

Coser) that group (i.e. national) solidarity 'Jill be increased by the 

existence of an external enemy, and still further increased as a 

consequence of invasion. However, since the implicit conventional rule 

(in the West anyway) tends to equate occupation with defeat, invasions 

in the past have not led to resistance of the efficacy that proponents 

of non-military defence. envisage. Defensive potential has been equated 

with military rather than with non-military capability. Resistance has 

not been (with some exceptions) perceived of as a viable alternative 

to capitulation because occupation has signified that the opponent has 

predominant power in the "power channel" (physical power) which both 

·sides recognise as the most salient. With a policy of Civilian or Non

Military Defence this would - by definition - no longer be true. 
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However, it is appreciated that the re-definition of the occupation 

situatio~which is essential to make non-military defence a viable 

force, forms a cultural barrier of considerable significance - again 

we would note the outcry in the U.S.A. following the Rand's Strategic 

Surrender report. But to advocate a positive sanctions approach demands 

a public re-orientation to the conflict of so great a magnitude that -

for example - the concept of "enemy" becomes redundant. This seems 

unrealistic to expect. Negative sanctions on the other hand still 

imply that one is engaged in conflict with a concrete enemy and not 

a set of abstract "antagonisms". Furthermore negative sanctions are 

potentially conprehensible because they typically characterise conflict 

strategies at lower levels (strikes, boycotts etc.), and their adoption 

may be seen as a rational (expedient) alternative to physical force 

where the latter is unviable. 

Positive sanctions typically characterise relationships of friendliness 

and cooperation. Tentatively one would argue that for positive influence 

techniques to be effective as intended, there should be a degree of 

congruence between the intentions of those using the te'chniques and the 

perceptions of these intentions by the opponent. Further one would argue 

that the degree of congruence is inversely related to the degree of 

hostility which characterises the situation. Thus positive sanctions 

would be suicidal on the battle-field and obviously appropriate for 

integrating a social club. Regardless of the intentions of those using 

negative sanctions they are likely to be perceived as hostile by the 

opponent and thus reduce the probability that positive sanctions will 
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be seen as other than weakness or trickery or simply not understood at 

all. Similarly if positive sanctions are emphasised initially and there 

is somecongruence between the intentions behind their use and perceptions 

of those intentions, then to also use negative sanctions is likely to 

break down whatever atmosphere of trust/cooperation etc. has been built 

up. 

Thus far I have argued that (a) to advocate policies of positive 

influence techniques requires a re-orientation to the conflict 

situation which is so radical as to be unrealistic (especially when 



one considers that the negative sanction arguments of proponents of 

Civilian Defence are considered unrealistic) and (b) fhat even if 

defenders could adopt such a radicai re-orientation, the success of 

positive sanctions would depend to a large degree on their not being 

perceived as either weakness or trickery by the opponent. This in turn 

would require a similar re-orientation on behalf o~ the invaders. 

However, we concede that this could happen in some instances - but one 

must distinguish between the various groupings in the invading force. 

There are many well-documented instances of enemy soldiers. changing 

sides - for example in the East German workers' uprising in 1954 and 
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in Hungary in 1956. However, in most instances it seems that fraternis

ation has been successful between defending groups and the lower echelons 

of the invading forces. (It should be noted that in the above two 

instances many of those who joined the resistance were later shot.) The 

vision of some advocates of Civilian Defence of leaders of an invasion 

being left~randed by massive defection of their troops remains a pipe 

dream - which is not to say that it is impossible. However, the dangers 

with which we are concerned have more specifically to do with inter

action between defenders and the upper levels of the opponents' power 

structure- which is explicitly advocated by Galtung (1967). The point 

we wish to make is that the main drawback of a mix of positive and 

negative sanctions does not relate to the effects of mixing such 

strategies on the opponent but rather to the effects on the defender. 

Galtung notes that polarisation is one of the main reasons why positive 

influence techniques have not worked in the past, for this reason a 

"de-polarised" view of man is advocated. Positive sanctions require 

interaction and contact. But solidarity - the transcendence of the 

manifold criss-crossing conflicts which characterise our hypothetical 

"organic society" - derives from threats from without. The enemy is the 

symbol and the reality promoting both solidarity and the polarisation 

which is its complement. It is this solidarity which is the "psycholog

ical power base" for the effective use of negative sanctions. Inter

action and contact break down the polarisation and thus threaten the 

solidarity. 



The essense of our argument is as follows: it appears, deplorably 

perhaps, that the strongest basis for promoting internal solidarity 

in a group is the existence of an external enetnjr; This is a social 

mechanism which we know exists and whi2h reqtirres no manipulation or 

training to bring into existence. We know that it is an exttemely 

efficacious basis for negative sanctions - for example strikes. We 

know also that it may be undermined by various other mechanisms -

the history of the labour movement is strewn with examples of solid

arity broken by co-aptation, divide and rule and other tactics. It is 

not suggested here that those who initiate positive contacts and who 

interact with the opponent will necessarily be eo-opted in the sense 

of being converted to the opponent's view point - the case of Dubcek 

indicates that co-aptation has many forms. It does not matter that 

those who utilis.e positive sanctions are not eo-opted, what matters 

is the belief or suspicion that this might be the case. This may be 

occasioned by attempts to make contact alone or by an opponent's 

insinuations as to the result of such contacts·. Where efforts to 

divide and rule and to eo-opt are found to have most signally failed, 

the conditions for their success have also been absent -

i.e. the situation has been character

ised by polarisation. When we consider some of the specific tactics 

advocated by proponents of positive sanctions such as the rejection 

of secrecy, treating the enemy as an ally, not attacking the enemy 

where he is weakest etc. (Naess, 1959), it is not difficult to see 

how these might be dysfunctional for specific negative influence 

techniques, nor how they might undermine the psychological basis of 

solidarity. 

However, although the positive influence thinkers have been greatly 

influenced by ethical considerations, their work may also be seen as 
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a response to an awareness of the dysfunctions of the negative sanctions 

approach. It is obvious from the above remarks that negative influence 

techniques may be dysfunctional for positive sanctions and vice versa, 

but, as Galtung and others have pointed out, they may also have con

sequences which are antithetical to their own objectives. Indeed, many 

of the tactics of the positive school might be seen as caveats against 
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the negative sanctions approach- e.g. "do not humiliate your opponent". 

The negative sanctions approach stresses the power aspect of the struggle, 

both unity and motivation derive from solidarity in face of the enemy -

the more negatively the enemy is perceived, the greater the solidarity 

in opposition. To take the example noted above, this has the consequence 

that while humiliation of the opponent gives positive feedback to the 

resistance - it may result in intense frustration in the opponent and 

lead to the escalation of violent repression. Perhaps more importantly 

there may be powerful tendencies towards expressive manifestations of 

hostility. These may lead to tension release amongst the defenders 

while being confused with instrumental action. Without undermining the 

power of the opponent in any meaningful way it may provoke further 

violence. The importance of face-saving devices ¥7hich enable the 

opponent to accept setbacks is also less likely to be perceived with 

the negative sanctions approach. 

As we have noted earlier, Prof. Galtung is aware of the contradiction 

we have devoted considerable time to elaborating - as his question 

" ••• how is maximum contact reconcilable with minimum cooperation?" 

indicates. He suggests that the problem may be resolved by distinguish

ing between the antagonism and the antagonist. Thus one can "refuse to 

transport the enemy officer, yet accept to talk with him or even invite 

him for dinner" (Galtung, 1967, p. 22). We put forward no argument 

against this view point since it seems to us to be an essentially 

volitional perspective and as such unfalsifiable except in praxis. 

Boserup (1969) notes that: "A volitional theory results when material 

constraints are ignored and replaced by the subjective wishes of the 

actor." This is perhaps too strong. However, it seems that prescriptive 

theories may be arrayed along a fatalism-volitionalism continuum. At 

the "fatalist" end there is a heavy emphasis on material determinism 

and little belief that man can significantly change the world by acting 

on it. At the "volitional" end material, cultural and even physical 

restraints are largely ignored, and there is an optimistic belief in 

the ''human wi 11" as the agent of change. 

It seems clear that the further one shifts along towards the optimistic 

end of the continuum, the less need one has for sociology as we know it. 
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Prof. Galtung has in fact pointed out the inherently conservative nature 

of sociology in its easy acceptance of "invariances" (a classic example 

of which is the general acceptance of the Davis and Moore idea that 

inequality is "functionally necessary" in industrial societies) and has 

advocated "invariance bursting" as a fruitful direction which sociology 

might take in the future. (These points were made in a series of seminar~ 

at Essex University in England during 1969.) This means that the "in

variance" upon which most of our argument is based - Coser's proposition 

relating to the increase of intra-group solidarity in the face of extern

al threat - is one which is implicitly rejected by Galtung's affirmation 

of the necessity of a de-polarised view of man, and his distinction between 

antagonism and antagonist. A strong volitional emphasis in approach, it 

should be pointed out, allows its proponent to ignore or burst "invari

ances" which run counter to a theory and invoke others which support it. 

The model for Civilian Defence which has been implicit throughout most of 

this paper is more "pessimistic" than Galtung's in the sense that it 

operates by utilising as closely as possible social mechanisms we already 

know to exist, it demands far less re-orientation towards the conflict 

situation than does the approach criticised, and expediency is seen as an 

acceptable reason for adopting non-violence. 

In drawing out the contradiction we perceive between non-military defence 

"stick" and "carrot" strategies, we have taken up an extreme position. 

The admitted over-emphasis was felt necessary since in virtually all the 

current literature on Civilian Defence the contradiction remains either 

unrecognised or, at best, noted in passing. Prof. Galtung both recognises 

and ingeniously disposes of it by the antagonism/antagonist dichotomy. 

However, cur position towards the pessimistic end of the fatalism/voli

tionalism continuum necessarily inclines us to .a pessimistic estimate 

of its workability. 
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by 

Niels Lindberg, Professor, Doctor of Political Science 

For the purpose of finding strategic targets suitable for conflict 

prevention, various hypotheses are first put forward, and then attempts 

at supporting arguments are made. 

Hypothesis (1). Wars have causes, i.e. phenomena without the existence of 

which no war would result. 

Supporting argument: The causal aspect has been successfully 
applied to other social phenomena, including inter-personal and 
group conflicts. It is therefore likely that also the phenomenon 
of war has causes, 

Hypothesis (2). Wars have more than one cause. 

(a) 
case, 
known 
war. 

If wars had only one cause, this being the same in every 
it would long ago have been recognized. - (b) Justly well
scholars have offered different theories on the causes of 

Hypothesis (3), All wars/the various types of wars have had common causes, 

even if they have also had special causes. 

No supporting argument is given here. The alternative hypotheses 
will be confirmed or rejected only when the causal relationship 
has been clarified, 

Hypothesis (4). Some of the causative factors of war are (a) constant; others 

(b) are variable. 

Ar~ents in support can be given by examples. 
(a) constant factors: (1) War would not exist if the basic physio
logical and psychological features of mankind were not as in fact 
they are. (2) Uneven distribution of certain nature-given produc
tion factors has contributed to the waging of wars. 
(b) variable factors: Ideologies, constitutions, production 
techniques, and possibilities of making a living. In the opinion 
of experts, such phenomena have all contributed to conflicts in 
certain cases. 

Hypothesis (5). In actual life, the variable causative factors are the 

decisive ones. 

Supporting argument: War is a variable phenomenon, in time as well 
as in location. If one or more of the constant causative factors 
were decisive in itself, we would live under constant conditions 
of war everywhere; but this is not the case. 
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Rypothesis (6). The variable factors may be divided into variables 

influenced by the .phenomenon of war and variables not influenced by the 

phenomenon of war. 

Arguritents in support can be given by examples, 
Dependent Variables are such factors as chauvinistic excitement; 
politii:o'-military treaties; artnameritsl and a policy of autarchy 
brought about by the military. ~ All these phenomena influence 
wars and are themselves influenced by ~ars, Not; all of them belong 
to the common causative factorSi for wars have been waged without 
their existence. 
Examples of Independent Variables are certain technical <;)hanges; 
changes in growth and migration of populations; changes of climate; 
or of the basis of production. 

Rypothesis (7), We must focus our attention on the variable causative 

factors if we shall have hopes of finding strategic targets for conflict 

prevention. 

Supporting argument: The constant factors are not suitable targets, 
as they are unchangeable. But there is a chance that some of the 
variable factors, indeed those conditioned by social aspects, may 
be changed by intervention. It can be proved that such susceptibi
lity to influence is likel~ to exist. 

Rypothesis (B). Some of the Dependent Variables may be eliminated as being 

less profitable fields in the search for possible conflict prevention targets. 

(a) Unprofitable are such Dependent Variables as are direct results 
of war, e.g. material destruction; epidemics; loss of national self
respect, etc. Admittedly, these effects may themselves in turn be 
the causation of wars, for instance through vindictiveness; but 
when we treat of the phenomenon of war under a sociological angle 
and are not primarily historically interested in the individual, 
specific war, we may discount these phenomena as causative of war, 
as they will disappear with the disappearance of war, 
(b) Profitable to a lesser degree are those Dependent Variables 
which are indifferent collateral factors. A suitable point of 
departure when examples are to be given, is the inclination of human 
beings to think and act in conformity with their reference group. 
The degree of conformity is a phenomenon that varies with the type 
and mode of the influence, And the concept of ideas underlying what 
people agree on, may change, The very inclination towards conformity 
may be considered as a constant feature that is developed in the 
child through family and group life, On this basis, the grown-ups 
may become partisans of aggressive or of peaceful ideologies, 
depending on the type of external influence encountered at the time 
in question, which influence again depends on various circumstances, 
especially national events in the immediately preceding period of 
time, and the situation on the foreign policy scene, Because of the 
nature of this factor, conformity activities may be regarded as in
different collateral variables. The conformity of the human being 
and his acceptance of national aggressiveness may be contributory 
causes of war if both exist to a high degree - but will lead to 
peace if the degree of endorsement of peaceful ideologies is high. 
There is no need to speculate on intervention in the case of these 
factors. If we succeed in reducing the risk of conflict by means 
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of intervention at crucial points, the above-mentioned degrees of 
national conformity and aggressiveness will also be reduced, 
(c) Among the Dependent Variables which are not exclusively the 
result of war and which are not indifferent collateral factors, 
the variables that exist immediately before the outbreak of ·-rar 
are more difficult to influence than such others as exist at an 
earlier stage, alternatively than earlier phases of the former. 
- The aggressive notes exchanged between governments closely before 
the outbreak of hostj.li ties, are examples of phenomena that are too 
close to be influenced, Incidentally, the hypothesis is supported 
by the often propounded phenomenon called 'escalation of conflict•. 

A purely preliminary conclusion: The factors to be examined under a conflict

prevention aspect must consequently be the Independent Variables and the 

Dependent Variables found more remotely from war, i.e. existing at a re

latively early stage of developments, when the feed-back process of war is 

less pronounced. We shall aim our search-light at such variables when they 

appear in certain phases, interpreting Hypothesis (4) to the effect that 

it is specific constellations of such variables in certain phases that make 

up the common causative factor sought for all wars or for certain types of 

wars. 

By means of a few more hypotheses, we shall further isolate the 

target on which we intend to play our search-light. 

Rypothesis (9). Peaceful conditions, such as they have since long existed 

in Scandinavia, can be possible also in other places, and would exist there 

if constellations increasing the risk of conflict did not occasionally arise 

through the advance into new phases of certain variable factors. 

Supporting arguments: The extent to which international division of 
labour and commercial intercourse is made possible by times of peace, 
offers the possibility of satisfaction of so many important require
ments - primarily for the leaders of production and secondarily for 
many employees in production - that a strong interest in continued 
peace will be found in the population. Further, in the case of most 
countries in Europe, it is true to say that the importance of Royal 
power, nobility, and armed forces is declining, while the middle 
classes and now also organized labour have gained in importance. 
The concentration· of power has been slackened. Attention to satis
faction of requirements that thrive under peaceful conditions has 
grown. But disturbances to this sector of satisfaction of require
ments may lead to situations in which the risk of war will increase. 
Historic examples of this will be given below. 

Rypothesis (10). (l) The risk of war increases with the tension between 

accustomed satisfaction of requirements and possible satisfaction of such 

requirements as are emphasized in times of peace (requirements for food, 

clothing, dwellings, furniture, fuel, household appliances, etc.), and the 
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risk will increase more when the tension is created by reduction of the 

standard of living in the community in question than were it caused by a 

rise in or the creation of additional economic possibilities in other 

communities, possibilities to be effected by actions liable to lead to 

conflict, (2) The risk of war increases with the degree of concentration 

of power in the hands of individuals or groups who are particularly inter

ested in the satisfaction of their own requirements for power, prestige, 

and aggressive activity. 

Supporting arguments: Re (1). In the situation described in 
HYPothesis (9), the social inertia will counteract the emergence 
of conflicts. Should alterations in economic conditions in other 
communities increase the tension, this will influence the incli
nation to start a war less than were such tensions to arise because 
of a decline in the standard of living in the community itself. 
"You know what you have, not what you will get". The risk involved 
by opening of hostilities seem greater when conditions in times of 
peace are at least tolerable and deterioration seems unlikely. But 
should the standard of living suddenly decline, internal strife 
will soon be rife between trades and classes. This will in turn 
threaten the power of the government; and the chances of settling 
such strife by directing the flow of aggressiveness outwards may 
seem greater than the risk of losing the war which is being started. 
Re (2). The tension between accustomed satisfaction of requirements 
and possible eatisfaction of re~uirements need not be so great if 
the government belongs to type ~2) above. For such a government 
will value what may be won through conflict: satisfaction of an 
urge for aggressiveness, power, and prestige, higher than a govern
ment with whom the satisfaction of peaceful requirements ranges 
foremost. 

Rypothesis (11). In all communities, at all times, there will be prospective 

leaders who are specially interested in satisfaction of their requirements 

for power, prestige, and aggressiveness and have strong propensity to 

violence. Chances that they will rise to power increase with the tension 

which has been treated of under Hypothesis (10) 1), as such a situation 

will lead first to internal strife and next to a general wish for strong 

leadership. For this reason, we can limit our attention to the changes which 

lead to HYpothesis (10) 1). 

Supporting arguments: The first part of the hypothesis relies on 
biological/psychological facts and on historic cases. The second 
part relies on historic cases, In the last part a practical 
simplification is made that is thought to be warrantable, consider
ing that especially these historic cases are the most typical in 
recent times, when hereditary political power is rare in the part 
of the world covered by the hypothesis. 
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H.ypothesis (12).'l.. Increase in urbanization a;.'1d utilization of previously 

undeveloped areas means les:> risk of tension between accustomed and 

possible satisfaction of requirements caused by new trading possibilities 

outside the community in question. At the same time, development of 

military tec~,iques causes a rise in the co3t of war. Therefore, we find 

good reasons for focusing our atcention vn the possibility that tension 

is caused by a decline in accustomed. satisfaction of requirements. 

Supporting argument: The creation of new trading possibilities by 
forest clearing, cultivation of steppes (in their day feasible 
because of prog:cess in agricv.l turaJ. technique) has become a bygone 
stage, first in Europe and later in North America. To some degree 
the same holds true in the case of the utilization of overseas 
territories by European states or the U.S.A. The creation and 
development of national states in overseas territories has 
materially contributed to the -~urnabout o£ the course of imperia
lism. 

HYpothesis (13). With the coming of industrial and transport capitalism in 

more recent times, the investment in fixe><:l capital has g:>:"eatly increased, 

relatively as well as absolutely. This has created a risk of economic 

depressions, the spreading of ~1hj.ch has gro~m. with the propagation and 

growth of the credit system. Also, cluriJC.g a considerable period of time, 

the inclination to inter-vene '""'.s rising ~1herever the object was an un

developed area where economj_c interests harl been established. The reason 

was that large capital investments @ade the ob-Gaining of concessions 

desirable, indeed financial1y necGssary, and that in turn the oonces~;ions, 

on occasion, required political ection for their maintenance. However, 

this last-mentioned development has c'.1lrni.nated together with colonialism. 

Supporting argument: Research into economic history and the theory 
on economic trends support the first !Jart of the hypothesis; and 
the second part is suppo=ted by poli tic,;,:C history anc. the theory of 
imperialism. We ourse1 ves are eye-·ui tnosses to what is said in the 
last part of the hypothesis, 

A somewhat less preliminary concl11sion: If it i8 agreed that the hypotheses 

set out above have a considerable <le,;:t~ee of probability, it will be of 

interest to examine a list of types of ehangos the,t fulfil two conditions. 

The changes will have to be such as (l) ~!ill lead. to tensions through 

drastic and rapid reduction in the standard of living, ·-~ithout the chance 

of recovery; and (2) are j_ndependent of ;rers o= at least are not strongly 

influenced by wars, cf. page 3, 
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(1) Climate changes that reduce earnings. 

(2) Depletion of mines; deforestation; erosion of topsoil. 

(3) Economic depressions. 

(4) Deflations. 

(5) Loss of _sources of income in other countries because of the lines of 

policy followed by these or rival countries, or because of civil war 

and anarchy where the source of income is. 

(6) Trade policies introduced by other states - imposing restrictions on 

exports. 

Items (1) and (2) are clearly Independent Variables; (5) and (6) 
are often so, though not always, (3) and (4) may be caused, among 
other things, by ~Tars but still are not so strongly dependent 
Variables that they ought to be struck off the list. In recent 
times item (6) is often motivated by item (3). 

It is easily seen how all these changes may lead to tensions of the 
type we are dealing with. 

Not included in the list is inflation. It is usually a result of 
war. Incidentally, it is generally acknowledged that the active 
capitalists, the organized factors of production, and the govern
ment finances will pull through, so that inflation (except hyper
inflation that destroys the monetary system) will not cause high 
tension. - Under item (6) neither blockades nor sanctions against 
trade are included - though indeed these may be of great effect -
because they are not Independent Variables. Neither does the list 
include an instance often mentioned: a degree of accumulation of 
capital greater than the increase in investment possibilities, 
causing a lower rate of profit. The reason why this instance is 
not included is that the author has never heard of instances where 
the magnitude of divergence was sufficient for rapid creation of 
tension of any importance of the type here mentioned. On the other 
hand, trends pointing towards a falling rate of profit have most 
lj_kely motivated extension of economic activity outside the borders 
of the country in question, In special cases, this has led to 
extensive investments in real property on foreign ground and thus 
to financial interests in the continued flow of income from these 
sources, cf. item (5) above. 

Underlying several of the changes set out in items (1) to (6) are 
changes in production techniques or changes in the availability of 
production factors. Scholars who have worked on the materialistic 
concept of history have given good examples hereof. These technical 
changes have a swift course and are extremely difficult to control. 
If contribution is to be made to the prevention of conflicts in 
these cases, the task must be politically to prevent and control 
the economic-effects of these changes, so that the tensions in 
question will not become too great. The policy needed here requires 
strict control over the economy, which control again presupposes 
adjustment of constitutions. Also, such a policy requires interna
tional economic cooperation. 
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The author has tried to make himself acquanted with the economic back

grounds of the France-German war of 1870; the Spanish-American war of 

1898; Japan's war against Mancuria in 1931; Italy's war against Abyssinia 

in 1935, and the Second World War. He has found that economic depressions 

were decisive or at least of great importance to the historic events that 

led up to these wars. 

This correlation as well as the probability that, in most recent times, 

some of the other changes (1) - (6) are less important, leads the author 

to regard economic depressions as the most important strategic target when 

prevention of war is under consideration, He also finds politico-economical 

preparedness against threatening depressions to be important and feasible. 

{ 
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R e s e a r c h C o m m u n i c a t i o n : 

CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF S~~LL STATE MEDIATIVE 

FUNCTIONS 

Dr. Daniel Frei (University of Zurich / Graduate Institute O'f 
International Studies, Geneva) 

This research communication refers to a project supported by 
the Fonds national suisse de la recherche scientifique under 
grant Nr. 12068. It is still in a preparatory stage - any 
criticism and suggestion will be very welcome, 

1. The neutrals' desire for mediati•e functions 

1.1. General: Public opinion as. well as official foreign po
licy thinking in neutral small (and/or weak) countries tends 
to develop ideas of mission cantering around mediation. "Bridge
building", "active neutrality", "positive neutrality", "active 
impartiality" etc. are slogans well known in countries like 
Switzerland, Sweden, and Austria as well as in countries in 
Africa and Asia pursuing a "nonaligned" foreign policy. 

1.2 •. Motives: It would of course be mistaken to assume that 
the neutrals' desire for mediating functions simply originates 
in an overwhelming, idealistic concern for world peace, Ori 
the contrary, the motives for that desire are of a much sim
pler nature; generally speaking four motives or group of mo
tives can be identified (FREI 1969): 

- the anxiety of being crushed and whiped out by great pow
er conflicts; 

- the will to compensate the arrogant and absolute preten
sions made by the antagonists ("Who is not for me is 
against me.") by a feeling of superiority and of higher 
wisdom that is not less absolute than the pretensions of 
the antagonists; 

- the use of this idea of mission for stimulating national 
pride and hence reinforcing national integration; 

- the use of this idea of mission as a means for increasing 
the national leader's prestige and for reinforcing or 
raising his status within the domestic political system, 

1.3. Evaluation: It does not matter whether these motives 
are good or bad, just as little it matters whether an elec
tric current is good or bad. But as well as an electric cur
rent may be skillfully utilized for very advantageous pur
poses, the "mediative energy" generated by neutral states. 
may be utilized for increasing the chance for non-violent 
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C"onflict resolution and thus for promoting international sta
bility. The problem is: How can this be done? 

2. The problem 

Before answering this question it is necessary to know the 
scope of action open to mediative activity. Empirical re
search has been done on patterns and types of conflict reso•
lution (HOLSTI 1967; HANNAH 1968). Furthermore, studies have 
been done on third-party functions as exercised by the United 
Nations (YOUNG 1967; etc.). The present project aims. at ana
lyzing mediation by single states and/or informal group of 
states. Hore precisely, it aims at identifying the independ
ent variables of successful mediation and at raising hy
potheses on the correlations between these variables and 

<success in mediation. 

3. Two possible research strategies 

3.1. Few hypotheses - many cases: The first possible research 
strategy is to collect data on all cases of mediation occured 
within a certain period (collected e.g. in KEESING's). How
ever, that would necessarily cut down the number of variables 
observed and of hypotheses raised to a very few ones because 
no or too few quantifiable data are available on more de
"tailed aspects. On the other hand, these hypotheses would 
have a high degree of theoretical validity. A research proj
ect following this type of strategy is presently being workB'd 
up by HANNAH 1968. 

3.2. Many hypotheses - few cases: The second research strate
gy .consis.ts in analyzing just a very few selected ,cases on 
which detailed facts can be described. This procedure yields 
a very complex and elaborate system of hypotheses which, how
ever, are valid for the cases analyzed only. In this context, 
r<igorous data-making by quantification would neither be neces
Sary nor desirable. 

3. 3. Combining the two research strategies: The optimum SO"

lution seems <to be a combination of both strategies: first 
developing a complex system of hypotheses by means of the 
type I! strategy, then testing as many hypotheses as possible 
by means of quantitative data analysis of type I. The first 
phase of research will be done by analyzing the mediative 
role of Switzerland in a number of cases in ,the p.ostwar pe
riod. In the second phase, a research seminar to be<held at 
Zurich University in summer 1970 will examine as many cases 
as possible out of the past<l50 years and then try to test 
some of the hypotheses developed in the first phase. 

4. The dimensions to be analyzed 

Since this project is restricted to the conditions affecting 
mediative functions, it is not necessary to analyze the in
tervenor' s repertory of< practice and the patterns of media
tive action (see DAHRENDORF 1963"; YOUNG 1967). Nor do the 
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different degrees of relevance of mediative functions as di
stinguished in international law (informal diplomacy, good 
offices, mediation strictu sensu, conciliation, arbitration, 
adjudication; see I{APLAN & KATZENBACH 1961; DE VISSCHER 1960; 
IKLE 1964; PROBST 1963) need any further elaboration. We sim
ply start from the criterion of "success/failure", using 
"success" as the dependent variable. It may easily be opera
tionalized by "formal acceptance by both antagonists". 

This is a tentative list of (pre-operationalized) dimensions 
to be analyzed and to be related to success/failure of me
diative actions; most of them are multidimensional themselves 
and will need further investigation: 

- the situation {identity and relationship among the actors 
in the triadic system) 

-mediator's relative rank with regard to antagonists 
(objective power and perceived prestige) 

capability of imposing solution by sanctions (types of 
sanctions capabilities: control, persuasion etc.) 

mediator's position as to symmetry/asymmetry 

dependence/independence from (and influencing of) each 
antagonist 
(mediator's interest in conflict resolution: frontier-
ness, detachment, brokerage etc.) 

ideological distance (frames of reference: biases, sympa
thies, partiality/impartiality) 

perception of mediator's partiality/impartiality by each 
.antagonist 

the conflict 

frame or level {interbloc, intrabloc, interstate etc.) 

- intensity (in terms of relative commitment by antagonists;) 

- state of conflict when mediative activity starts 
(deadlock, stalemate, impending breakdown of one antagonist) 

- initiating mediation 

- Who is to make the first step? 

- intensity of initiative (dramatic appeal, confidential 
approach etc.) 

- motives for acceptance of mediation (expressed in terms 
of cost/benefit calculations evaluating utilities) 
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Subjectivity in Peace Research 

by Dr. Bert V.A. Holing, professor of international law 

and director of the Polemological Institute of the 

University of Groningen (Netherlands) 

Peace research has been stimulated by anxiety and has grown out of protest 

against "the international si tuc.-Gion". 

Protest may lead to a song, ,;,t may also lead to a science, the purpose of 

which is, as in all sciences, to increase man's understanding of, and mastery 

,~ver, his environment 1). But the very featu~e of protest explains the 

distrust against peace research which has been apparent everywhere. In 

many countries the young science of peace research has been mistrusted 

and has been attacked. The means of attack can be devided into two types: 

1. undermining of the authority of peace research by imputing "intolerable" 

values and attitudes to it, as e.g. communism, or pacifism. 2) 

2. undermining of the authority of peace research by suggesting that it is 

not a science but a policy, that its findings are "Bekenntnisse" and not 

"Erk:antnisse", that it is nothing more than a sophisticated technique of 

propagating values. 

TJ<e first m.entioned accusation is too ·Buperficial and too malicious to pay 

much attention to it. It has ~matter of fact gradually disappeared. 

The second accusation has had an impact on peace research. Peace· research 

tried to show that it was a science, that its methods were scisntific. 

Hence a tendency to concentrate on hard facts collected in empirical 

research, and also a tendency to claim that peace research was "value

free", and that it had only to do with clarification of factual relations. 

1) We are talking here about peace research as· a science, the 
science of war and peace, developed through research aiming at a better under
standing. As such it is distinguished from peace action, which may be action 
undertaken by the scholar who wants to change society because as a resu~t of 
his research, he has come to the conclusion that action is needed, and that 
he, as a man with special insight in the existing dangers is called upon to 
play a role in the needed change. One should make a distinction between thHi 
action, as a resllt of research, and the action which is considered necessary 
for research in some "free universities" and the Institute of Policy Studies. 
It is the difference between studying the phenomenon of "creative disorder", 
causing this creative disorder to know better what are its causes and effects, 
and causing this creative disorder with the aim of contributing to a better 
world. 

2) It should be mentioned here that recently the new "intolerable 
value" of conservatism and maintenance of the status quo has been introduced 
(in the writings of Herman Scbmid). 
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As a matter of :t:act every social science has the same history on this score, 

e.g. sociology, criminology, political science. Everywhere has been an 

emphasis in the beginning of the empirical, quantitative approach, value

free research on hard facts, to demonstrate the scientific character and 

the objectivity of the researcher. 

The purpose of this paper is an inquiry into the objectivity or subjevtivity 

of peace research, into the question what role values play in peace research. 

= 
Peace research has its origins in the anzi.et:r a.roused by the problem of the 

modern war, fought with means of mass destruction. These weapons made war 

unendurable, and therefore the present international system questionable., 

hc1cause this present international set-up of sovereign national states implies 

the eYistence of war as ultima ratio. Sovereign national states, in which 

the national values and the national interests are determined collectively, 

come into contact vri th each other on the basis of these values and interests. 

Mistrust reigns amongst them, and they make themselves strong to promote 

or defend their values and interests. This has lead in the past to numerous 

wars, and there is no reason to assume that it uill be otherwise in the 

future if the same system continues. 

The price of national sovereignty is an occasional war. That is recognized in 

international la>r, in which war has a rlace::' This system and this law were 

acceptable on the presumption of the existence of only limited means of 

destruction. War is a power contest, to determine who is the strongest. The 

existing weapons in former periods gave this possibility of determination, 

without in most cases doing undue harm. With present weapons war may mean 

mutual annihilation before the power contest has been decided. Technical 

development demands therefore change in the system, in international morality.' 

in international law. 

Through the modern weapons war has become more problematic than ever. In our 

scientific culture the huma,n reaction when man is confronted with danger is 

research, the endeavour to know more about the danger, to find out whether 

the danger can be prevented. 

Peace research grew out of anxiety, with the purpose to inquire whether it might 

be possible to make the world more lj_vable by contributing to the maintenance 

of peace. 

X Compare Eugene v. Rostow: "Law, Power and the Pursuit of Peace", Harper 
Colophon Books 1968, p. 2. 
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The Cold War contributed to the anxiety. Research on Cold War problems 

belongs clearly to peace research. As does solution of the Middle East 

conflict or the fighting in Biafra. Peace research partly consists of 

studies in conflict resolution, the solving of conflicts in the context 

of the present system, on the basis of the establishment. As such it may 

be seen as a tool of the establishment: expression of the common interest 

to prevent that the present world is blown up. With the corrolary that the 

prevention and solution of the violent conflicts contributes to the main

tenance of the present system and the present status quo, and consequent

ly has a tinge of conservatism. 

This is one part of peace research. There is also another. If it is true that 

the international system is not adequate to cope with "the nuclear age", 

it will be necessary to explore whether other systems are feasible better 

equipped against the tensions going with the availebility of means of mass 

destruction. Peace research explores "relevant utopias", utopias which 

might be realized in the given circumstances, and it explores the roads 

that may lead to this realization. As such it is futurology, it deals with 

the future, retrospective and prospective, and with planning for the future. 

This aspect of peace research is progressive, and may be revolutionary. 

= 
Peace research reacted against the accusation that it was not scientific. 

It wanted to demonstrate- with a view to the remarkable amount of scepti

cism, hostility and apathy- that peace researchers can use rigorous, 

quantitative methods to examine theoretical questions in the field of 

world politics. 1). It concentrated on empirism. 

This reaction of the new science on this criticism by existing disciplines 

is easily understood. But it is a dangerous one. The danger is that peace 

research as a social science might become ultra-empirical, and would become 

"split into a series of discrete technical problems of social readjustment", 

to borrow here a phrase from K. Mannheim (Ideology and Utopia, 1936, p.288). 

Tendency might develop to restrict research to "researchable" relations, 

to the surface facts which carybe measured and quantified. And with it the 

tendency might develop - all science aims at better understanding of the 

environment with the purpose to do something with this better understanding 

to restrict the use of the result of research to the solution of practical 

technical problems. This would lead to· the solution of small social incon-

1) Compare J. David Singer (ed.): Quantitative International Politics. 
Insights and Evidence. New York-London 1968, P·3· 
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veniences on the basis of the existing system. To quote Carr: "But the 

attempt to avoid generalization and interpretation by confining oneself 

to so-called 'technical' problems of enumeration and analysis is merely 

to become the unconscious apologist of a static society" 1). 

Restriction to empirical research harbors this danger. In case peace research 

would be so limited in its scope, the c~iti0 ism of H. 'sohmid 2), that 

peace research is a tool of the establishment would be valid. But peace 

research. is not per se restricted in this way. It knows of other methods 

of research. It is a study not of society at rest (for no such society 

exists), but of social change and adaptation. Consequently, it has to do 

with values, because the significance of change and adaptation are measured 

against specific purposes. And purposes indicate values. Two values have 

been indicated already: the short term aim of the prevention of (nuclear) 

war by the solution of present-day controversies within the existing system, 

and the long term aim of the prevention of (nuclear) war by the alteration 

of the present system, such that it is more able to cope with the existence 

of weapons of mass destruction. 

= 
Let us return to the problem of subjentivity, to the question what role 

values play in peace research. 

The first instance where we are confronted with a value is the motive of the 

peace researcher to do peace research. As it has been indicated above: 

the motive of peace research as a new scholarly movement was the desire 

to prevent (nuclear) war. "The goal of peace research formulated in one 

sentence is clear: to clarify the conditions of peace, i.e. the factors 

that facilitate peace and impede war" 3). This goal depends on the attitude 

of individuals, who are against war for reason that war may mean the end 

of civilisation or even humanity, or for reason that war is moraDy unbear

able. This attitute rests on the acceptance of values: of humanity and 

human culture, and humaneness. 

1) E.H. Carr: What is History? London 1962, P• 60. In this study 
of the subjective elements in peace research, I lean heavily on the observations 
and findings of Carr, which he put together in the lectures "What is History", 
lectures from which every peace researcher might profit. 

2) Herman Schmid: Peace Research and Politics, in Journal of Peace 
Research 1968, p. 217-232· 

3) Johan Galtung: Peace research: science, or politics in disguise? 
in Internationals Spectator (den Haag), 1967, P• 1573-1603, p. 1574. 
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These values are pre-scientific, albeit that may be strengthened by 

scholarly understanding of the factual situation 1). The choice to take 

up peace research is determined by the wish to contribute to the mainten

ance of peace. But this subjectivity only determines the field of research, 

namely the relations between states and peoples in their relevance for peace 

or war. 

The· choice of this broad field may be further limited by the 

subjective attitude of the researcher.· He may be especially interested in 

specific relations as military relations or·economic relations. Or he may 

explore the possibilities of change.by doing research on the possible effect 

of teaching or preaching in case education or spiritual leaders would pay 

attention to the peace problem. Here again, the subjectivity of the resear

cher plays a role, but only in determining more specifically the relations 

he is going to explore. This choice does not imply that the findings as a 

result of the research would not be objective, in the sense of not being a 

correct assessment of reality 2). It means only that what is found as the 

truth about society is only a partial truth, because not all the available 

facts in society have been considered. 

However, subjectivity doe·s not end with the choice of the research

object. It cannot be denied that it has bearing also on the research itself. 

I would like to mention some aspects. 

1. The peace researcher, who came to peace research because of his interest, 

his commitment, to peace, will not loose this commitment in his research. 

His attitude, and consequently his corresponding sensitivity, will have 

bearing upon his perception. It will contribute to seeing some things 

1) Compare Julius Stone: Problems confronting Sociological Enquiries 
concerning International Law, Academie du droit international de la Haye, 
Recueil des Cours, 1956, P• 167. "When the simple pursuit of truth in the 
apparently abstract fields of physics and mathematics may lead mankind to 
the prospects of global devastation and genetic mutilation, the questions 
of adjustment between the values of truth, justice and the common weal, and 
even mercy, scarecely brook further evasion, or confusion, or even forget
fulness". 

2) Value-based subjectivity does play a role in determining the 
·research object. It may also play a role in the refusal to do research in 
a specific field. The scholar who realizes that the result of his research 
will be used in an unacceptable manner by the political decision-makers, 
e.g. research to invent means of destruction, or research to manipulate the 
masses, may consider it his moral duty to abstain. 1 
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very clearly, and other things not at all. The standpoint one takes deter

mines more or less the contents of the observation. The peace researcher, 

as every social scientist, is part of society, which is an ever moving 

process. The point at which he finds himself, his viewpoint, determines 

his angle of vision over society. 

This subjectivity is characteristic for human perception. It should not 

be denied, but made conscious. The only remedy is the openness in explaining 

the research, ·and the con:fiontation of .the used techniques and the findings 

with the techniques and findings of others. The remedy of this subjectivity 

is multi-subjectivity. 

2. Related with the subjectivity of the perception is the subjectivity in 

the judgment which facts are relevant for the research. One might say, 

with a variant on what Burckhardt said of history: social science is the 

record of what the scholar finds worthy of note in society. The same 

applies for peace research. Here again, the confrontation of the research 

and its findings with the research and the findings of other scholars 

may mitigate this subjectivity. 

3. Subjective attitu~e, implying emotional involvement, plays a role with 

respect to the capacity of logi~al reaso~ing. Psychological experiments 

indicate that emotional involvement easi1y leads to faulty logics. Errors 

in logical reasoning corresponds.with a desired outcome. However, this kind 

of mistakes are the least difficult to correct. Logic is one of the few 

purely objective disciplines. The proneness to faulty logic can easily be 

redressed in open discussion. 

4· Related with this is the subjectivity in the evaluation of evidence. 

It is without any doubt that the attitude of the researcher has bearing 

upon the question whether specific evidence will convince him of the ex

istence of a specific relation. In peace research the laboratory experim·ent 

is only seldom available. As in other social sciences the researcher often 

lacks the opportunity to do and to repeat experiments until he is convinced 

of a special relation among variables. Statistics of social facts may indi

cate the working of specific forces. The question is at what point the 

researcher feels entitled to assume a generally valid relationship and to 

consider it a·: proven. Reasoning by analogy and by generalisation - so 

familiar to the.lawyer is sometimes the only means for arriving at general 

propositions. But always will the doubt remain whether the general propo

sition is valid for similar relations in another part of the world or at 
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another time 1). Like the historian, the social scientist and the peace 

researcher are concerned with the relation between the uniQue and the 

general. And the peace researcher should be well on his guard that a 

disired outcome of his research does not seduce him in accepting as proven 

what others would not consider as based on convincing evidence. 

Another guarantee against subjectivity in this area, is that the peace 

researcher should be reQuired to make full use of such method~ statistics 

and sources of information as are available. Wherever statistical inference 

can be used j_ t should be t:sed and if this is not done for whatever reasons-

conclusions should be stated tentatively. Where sources of information 

are available which may decide an issue the researcher should not be content 

to rely on his intuition. For example, it was fairly common for historians 

to state that American public opinion remained favorable with regard to 

expectations of cooperation with the Soviet Union for several years after 

the war. Data from public opinion polls >rhich 1;ere available all along 

show that this was not in fact the case. Expectations of cooperation 1;ith 

the Soviet Union, never very high by any standard, dropped steadily after 

the close of the war 2). 

Here again the individual subjectivity might be remedied by confrontation 

with other, more sceptical colleagues. 

5· Subjectivity clearly plays its role in determing the relevance of causal 

relations, the relevance of specific connectedness. Social science, looking 

for these relations, is a selective system. The thinking of the social 

scientist is teleological thinking. He wants to discover social relations 

because he has a purpose. The purpose of the peace researcher is the 

furthering of peace. A-,are of the future of mankind if it leaves develop-

1) Carr mentions the finding of Burckhardt concerning the growth 
of the modern state in the sixteenth century: "The more recently power has 
originated, the less it can remain stationary- first because those who 
created it have become accustomed to rapid further movement and because 
they are and will remain innovators per se; secondly, because the forces 
aroused or subdued by them can be employed only through further acts of 
violence" (J. Burckhardt: Judgments on History and Historians, 1959, p-34)• 
Carr is inclined to generalize those findings to the present. (What is 
History, o.c. P•58) 

2) William A· Caspary, United States Public 09inion during the 
Cnset of the Cold War. Peace Research Society (International), Papers, 
Volume IX, 1968, Cambridge Confel'ence 1957, pp 25-46 
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ments to the blind social forces, he remembers this future in his explo

ration and imagination of the past and the present 1). He wants fruitful 

generalisations, and they are ·fruitful when lessons can be learned from 

them. The search for causalities in social science is impossible without 

references to values. From the innumerable causalities which might be dis

closed, the peace researcher c:mcentrc;tes on the causal relations relevant 

to him. Here again, his subjectivity need not cause J.ncorrectness of his 

general propositions. It only is rc~onsible for the choice made. And if 

this choice would lead to a too limited selection and conse~uently a too 

narrow view, the confrontation with other scholars might provide the needed 

remedy. 

6. In peace research as in all social sciences the object of the investigation 

is not independant of the investigation itself, Social life changes as 

it is studied. The peace researcher who is aware of this is liable to avoid 

conclusions which might effect change in an undesired direction. ~ere is 

a real chance that his findings may conflict with what we have called his 

pre-scientific values. If this occurs the peace researcher will be tempted 

to leave out such findings or to relegate them to a footnote. More likely 

still, he will consciously or unconsciously make a selection at an earlier 

phase of his investigation to insure that the dilemma does not arise. 

7• The peace researcher does not operate in a social void. This is bluntly 

stated by Hans J, Morgenthau: "The mind of the social scientist is the 

meeting place of all the pressures emanating from particular groups and 

society as a whole, and his 01m reaction to these pressures will determine 

the objects, methods and results of his scientific investigations'' ;1), 

Experiments have shown that most people are reluctant to take stands on 

specific issues which are at variance with those of the group to which 

they belong or in which they are placed. That group pressure may result 

in perceptual distortion of the individual is an established fact. There 

is no reason to .assume that scientists are immune to this influence. 

Though the effect of group pressures may vary from one individual to the 

next depending on his personality characteristics, there is no doubt 

that in the scientific domain too, social pressure may induce conformity. 

The rather one-sided treatment l1hich the cold war recei.ved at the hands 

of a host of historians in the fifties testifies to the fact. 
xxxxx 

1) I apologize for this variant on L.B. Namier: Conflicts, 1942, 
P• 70: Historians "imagine the past and remEllber the future", as ~uoted by 
Carr, O·C· P· 117. 

2) Hans J, Morgenthau: Scientific Man vs. Power Politics, Chicago 
1946, P• 164 
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It cannot be denied that subjective elements (through value-attachment) 

play a role in peace research. Sometimes a regrettable one (as in the 

case where subjectivity influences perception and interferes with the 

capacity for logical reasoning or the sound judgment in weighing evidence), 

sometimes an indispensable one (as in the case where value-orientation 

determines the relevance of social facts and the relevance of social 

relations). 

The ~uestion is, whether in view of this, one may still speak of a science. 

There has been a period in which the social sd.entist was out on the 

discovery of objective, hard, iron laws, the absolute truth. It was the 

period in which social science >Tas influenced by a natural science >rhich, 

still untroubled by the identification of subject and object, claimed to 

discover solid relations in the physical world. 

At present over the whole spectrum of sciences a greater awareness of rela

tivity prevails. Scholarly activity is out to obtain, not the absolute 

truth but hypotheses concerning relations, as a means of understanding, 

as a means also of ordering facts; as a starting point for further research 

and as guidance for decision makers. It was the mathematician Henri Pain

care who in 1902 1) put forward the thesis that the general propositions 

enunciated by scientists were hypotheseg designed to crystallize and or

ganize further thinking, and were subject to verification, modification 

or refutation. All scientific thinking re~uires acceptance of certain 

presuppostions, based on observations which make this thinking possible, 

but subject to revision in the light of that thinking. They need verifi

cation. These hypotheses may well be valid in some contexts or for some 

purposes, though they tu:Vnr:out to be invalid in others. The test in all 

cases is the empirical one whether they are in fact consistent with ob

servation, effective in promoting fresh insights and are adding to our 

knowledge. Their significance depends on the ~uestion in how far the acci

dental is excluded in favour of the general, in how far the hypothesis 

has relevance to the end in vie>•, and in how far it is observed to be true. 

Even the verified "truth" is relative, truth for the time being, its cri

terium might be that it is accepted as such by the experts. Important is 

that the social scientist, the peace researcher, applies the right standard 

of significance. 
Y...XXXX 

1) Henri Poincare: La science et l'hypothese. 
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If it is true that the bias of the sooial scientist can be judged by the 

hypotheses which he adopts, and that this bias is socially determined 

- then it is easily understood that the proposed generalisations and 

hypotheses will vary according to the part of our unequally developed 

and divided world from which the scientist stems. Hence the desirability 

and necessity of national ( reg'.onal) rsace research, >•hich will give an 

interpretation of society according to the national (regional) bias. 

Such national (regional) interpretation is valuable, because the findings 

of peace research should be understood by the society in which they develop. 

The peace researcher wants to influence the community in which he lives, 

and he is the first to be called upon to have this influence. Starting 

from, and based upon, the national or regional bias the peace researcher 

will turn his interest to possible developments ~<hich are relevant in his 

society. To give an example: in the Western world the rhetoric is based 

upon "peace and freedom", ;rhich means that the researcher ;rill be especial

ly interested in possible developments relating peace with freedom, self

determination of national and regional groups. But such developments are 

the very developments which appeal to the society in >rhich he lives, and 

are consequently relevant utopias because they accord >rith the ment-ality 

of the group in which the peace researcher lives and in which he wants 

to have influence. 

But if peace research is primarily developing j_n the national or regional 

setting, it is selfevident that confrontation between "the national versions 

of tru·th and justice" is needed. 

Hence too, the necessity of confrontation of the different scientific findings 

(as purported by IPRA), for the hypotheses need constant verification by 

new facts or newly discovered relations. 

This confrontation can be fruitful for the very reason that society not only 

is a national or regional society, but also a mundial society. Man is not 

only part of a nation or of a regional group, but also citizen of an-in

terdependent \forld. So is the socj.al scientist. As citizen of the 1-1orld 

he is open to wider vision, he is open to the point of view which makes 

wider vision possible. 

In this connection the question might ':le put: is peace research defined by 

its "objective" point of view. Johan Gc.l tung has time and again maintained 

that this is essential for the peace researcher, that this marks the re

searcher as peace researcher. According to Johan Galtung: "Peace research 
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presupposes a symmetrical point of view where the world is not seen in 

terms of one's own group as against other groups but in terms of values 

of the total international system" 1 ). One may agree that this is the 

ideal to be aimed at, but that it is almost unfeasible in the present time, 

in which thinking in terms of nationality prevails, in which the value 

of nationality seems stronger than any other value, religious and ideo

logical values not excluded. To demand the rigorously giving up of thinking 

in national terms, to qualify as peace research only the research based 

on the values of universality or huma~i ty, may demanding too much. It would 

exclude quite an amount of scientific thinking which one may not want to 

see excluded, namely the thinking which has in view the long-term national 

interest. In an ever-more interdependent world the long term national 

interest is bound to take into account the other parts of the world. For, 

these other parts will react on national policy which only serves short-

term l , ·.1ational interests. The long-term national interst in international 

peace will bring in this national outlook an international element. It may 

be a value still distinguished from "the value of the total international 

system". But the thesis may be maintained that the road to universalism 

in our present world is the national thinking in long-term prospects. 

The needed extension in space may be enhanced by the more easy extension 

in time. 

To say the same in another way: it is selfevident that "the point of view 

where the world is seen in terms of the values of the total international 

system" is the viewpoint which correspondends with the factual interde

pendence of the existing political units (the national states) and with 

the necessity of fundamental change in the present world-order. But social 

science, including peace research, aims at having influence on the decision

making of present actors in the political field. In using already now the 

rhetorics of "the world", in circumstances in which the decisions of policy

makers and the opinions of the masses are still dominated by national 

rhetorics, the peace researcher would put himself outside the thinking 

of the establishment, and would consequently eliminate himself as factor 

in the national decision-making. 

1) Johan Gal tune Towards a definj_ tion of peace research and criteria 
for the selection of institutions to be included in the Repertory, Introduction 
to International repertory of institutions specializing in research on peace 
and disarmament, UNESCO, Reports and Papers in the Social Sciences, No. 23,1966, 
P• 5-8. P• 7• 
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It should be added here that some parts of peace research need "the value 

of the total international system", namely where peace research is exploring 

the "relevant utopias" concerning a changed international system• This 

research is as peace research "avant la lettre" already very old. Especial

ly after devastating wars the peace plans bloomed, proposals for a better 

organisation of the world, defended with arguments of universal justice. 

Those arguments, formulated in terms of universal justice were mostly 

"orationes pro demo", the organisations proposed might correctly be called 

"organisationes pro dome", because in almost all cases they served the 

special interests of the country of the proposer. One may refer here to 

the brillant lectures at the Academie de Droio International de la Haye 

by professor J. van Kan 1). It was no wonder that these plans never rra terial

ized, but their one-sidedness was not the only reason of their failure. 

In most cases they 1;ere abstract plans, wh.ich did not at all take into 

account the political prospects of the proposal. Unless something is forced 

upon the world by a dictatorial superpo>mr, international plans only have 

any chance of success if they start ·from reality, taking into account 

power relations, interests and opinions. And a new international system 

should develop slowly, as it were organically. 

Peace research wants to have impact on society. It has a purpose: to contribute 

to a more livable world. The general propositions of peace research, con

cerning the world, can only have this impact in a national society if they 

are acceptable to this national society. This acceptance will find its 

expression in the fact that these general propositions are recognized as 

truths. Not absolute truths. Vfhat can be stated as absolute truth has little 

significance in life. Hhat concerns us is the provisional, tentative truth, 

the hypothesis "bis auf Weiteres". Significant is that the general propo

sition is accepted as valid, that it is shared by others. 

We are here on the domain of' rhetorics, the ~·heory of convincing, which teaches 

that it is necessary to have a common starting-point, the locus, topos, 

if one is to agree at all. "Pour disputer il faut etre d'accord", namely. 

about the sta~ing point. This is significant for our divided world in which 

the nations use to cherish their national versions of truth and justice. 

For in this circumstance it has advantage to speak in the national verna

cular, in the national rhetoric. 

1) J. van Kan: L'idee de !'organisation internationals dans ses 
grandes phases, Recueil des Cours 1938, Tome 66 Vol. IV, p. 295-611. 
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One may object that the reasoning in the terms of national rhetorics in 

a world-conversation will be e~uivalent to speaking in an incomprehensible 

foreign tongue, leading to a Babylonian confusion. We may well live in 

such a perfect Babel of tongues. It may be assumed that only gradually 

"loci communes" will develop, shared by the whole "orld 1), the ideal 

situation being that such "topoi" are used which might, according to 

Plato 2) be able to convince even the Gods. As Perelman and Olbrechts

Tylica state: "si l 'attitude envers le reel etait universelle, on ne 

la distinguerait pas des verites" 3). But it "ill be a long way for mankind 

before one co:>es to thinking in terms of humanity instead of in terms of 

nationality.The growing factual interdependence and the introduction of 

long-term thinking may contribute to bridging the gaps. In the me~ntime 

a dialogue and an argumentation is possible. I may ~uote here the 1wrds 

with which Perelman and Olbrechts-Tylica conclude their monumental "Traite 

de l'ar-umentation": 

"C I est grace a la possi bili te d 1une argumentation, ~ui fourni t des raiSOlOc .'' 

mais des raisons non-contraignantes, ~u' il est possible d 1 echapper au 

dilemme: adhesion a une verite objectivement et universellement valable, 

ou recours a la suggestion et a la violence pour faire admettre ses opiniop:·; 

et decisions. Ce ~u 1 une logi~ue des jugements de valeur a en vain essaye 

de fournir, a savoir la justification de la possibilite d'une communaute 

humaine dans le domaine de l'action, ~uand cette justification ne peut 

etre fondee sur une realite ou une verite objective, la theorie de 1 1 argu

mentation contribuera a l'elaborer, et cela a partir d'une analyse de ces 

formes de raisonnement ~ui, ~· o:i;ue indispensables dans la prati~ue, ant 

eta negligees, a la suite de Deocartes, par les logiciens et les theori

ciens de la connaissance" (o. c. p. 682). 

Forgive me the rather abstract diversion from the main theme of this paper: 

the inevitable subjectivity of peace research, which follows from the 

fact that the social scientist is the product of the society in which he 

lives, and 1;hich is related with the purposes he aims et when he tries to 

understand better his environment. 

1) Compare c. Perelme.n et L. 01 brechts-Tylica: Trai te de l' argu
mentation. Tome Premier. Premiere Partie: Les cadres de l'argumentation, 
par. 7 L 1 audi to ire universelle. Paris 1958, P· 40 f ·f. 

2) Phaidros 273 d-e. 
3) Q. c. p. 101. 
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A last g_uestion should be answered: what is this purpose? As we saw above, 

the furthering of peaoe and the diminishing of war. But such a definition 

is still unclear. What kind of peace do we have in mind? And ·what do we 

mean when we speak of war? 

There is almost a consensus that peace research has not only to do with what 

is called "negative peace" (tha absence of war), but also with positive 

peace. Negative peace may seem to be the easiest concept, albeit that a 

distinction might he made between passive negative peace (absence of war 

between nations which have so little :relations that 1<arlike relations are 

also absent, as e.g. between the Netherlands and Nepal), and active negative 

peace, as being the absence of war as result of purposely arranged disso

ciation. 

The concept of positive peace is more difficult. One can agree with Johan 

Galtung: "Exactly what one fills into this concept is more unclear- and 

this is one major short-coming of peac,e research today" 1 ). One may think 

here of an integrated society (in the words of TCinnies a "Gemeinschaft" 

instead of a "Gesellschaft", a "community" instead of a "society" 2), an 

accepted order in which the parts live by common standards of justice. 

But in our divided world the concepts of justive differ. It would be im

possible to formulate already now a generally agreed upon definition of 

positive peace. However, a kind of new world-ethos has been developing 

after the Second World War. It is defined by the universal recognition 

of human rights and the outlawry of war as a means of national policy. 

And it should be emphasized, that under the recognized human rights in the 

Conventions of 1966 are mentioned before anything else the right of self

determiniation of peoples (art. 1 in both conventions), that not only the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (art. 22 and art. 25) but also the 

International Social Charter (art. 11) mentions everyone's right to an 

existence worthy of man, that the Universal Declaration (art. 28) as well 

as the International Social Charter (artt. 2 and 11) mentions the right 

to a government making every effort to guarantee this existence worthy of 

1) Johan Galtung: Peace research: science, or politics in disguise? 
O•C• P• 1576 

2) In this distincion "a community" may be defined as a social 
group in which behaviour is based on the solidarity of its members, "a society" 
as a group for the adjustment of diverging interests. 
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man, and that art. 28 of the Universal Decalration reads: "Everyone is 

entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and free

dams set forth in this declaration can be fully realized" 1 ). 

Both negative peace as well as positive peace belong to the aims of the peace 

researcher. In some situations nothing more than negative peace is feasible 

for the time being, the maintenance of the status quo is then the only 

possible method of preventing a violent crash which might be the end of 

both antagonists. Such is the situation at present in the northern part 

of the world, the technically highly developed part, in which the prevention 

of a nuclear war between the superpowers has the highest priority. At present 

this negative peace is brought about by the recognition of sharp frontiers, 

limited contact, and heavy deterring armaments at both sides. This situation 

cannot be maintained for long. Negative peace through dissociation is a 

provisional, temporary solution. In the long run it would break down because 

it prevents developments, and the tension between the need for change and 

the artificial immobility would lead to an explosion. 

Negative peace is status quo peace ,;ithout due regard to justice. For that 

reason it is not a solid basis for lasting peace. Such.a lasting peace 

is only feasible as a relation which assures the realisation of justice, 

and this means that this relation must -be flexible. While negative peace 

is static, poative peace needs to be dynamic, a process. The urgent need 

for positive peace is apparent in the ;rorld of developing countries, where 

gradually the tension of the status quo has become unbearable. 

It would be incorrect to state that peace research has only to do with positive 

peace. Both concepts are significant, and the priority will be different 

in different periods and different places. 

= 
The science of peace and war has not only to do with different concepts of 

peace but also with different concepts of war. Following the UN-Charter 

we should avoid the concept of war in the legal, technical sense. What 

concerns us is the mass-violence, the use of force. Consequently we have 

not only to deal with the external war, but also with the internal war, 

not only with open violence, but also with the structural violence hidden 

in quasi-legal systems. 

1) See further B.V.A. Holing: Human rights and the war problem, 
in Netherlands International Law Review 1968, p. 346-361. 
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Peace research aims at diminishing violence, conse~uently it is confronted 

with dilemmas. For instance, where research would lead to the conclusion 

that the only effective means to remove structural violence would be 

through violent revolution. It is, however, not the peace researcher who 

makes the choice. Re .will concentrate his research on the conditions of 

change, and will in specific cases come to the conclusion that revolution 

cannot be avoided unless drastic changes are introduced. By his attitude, 

which brings him to peace research, the researcher will explore all 

realistic means of preventing violence, including the possibilities of 

tolerance, even tolerance of injustice. But he might discover that toleranG3 

of violent inhumanity has its limits. His purpose is to clarify existing 

situations, and by that clarification to contribute to peao ;ful solutions. 

Here, apparently, great difference of opinion amongst peace researchers is 

apparent. Rerman Schmid, in his article "Peace research and politics" 1), 

maintains that peace research should not aim at diminishing "war" in its 

widest sense of mass-violence, .but at eliminating situations of conflict 

in the sense of "incompatible interests built into the structure of the 

system where the conflict is located" (p. 226). He realizes, however, 

that the interest-definition of confli.ct has the obvious weakness of the 

difficulty of deciding what the interests are. This difficulty arises 

when the criterium is rejected of the conflict-attitude and the ·conflict

behaviour of the parties. I Quote Schmid: "How does one decide what the 

interests are? One cannot rely on what the conflict actors think them

selves- that would mean to return to a subjectivistic definition. I do 

not knm·r of any satisfactory solution of the problem; to me, this is a 

challenge rather than a reason to abandon the ieea of an interest defi

nition of conflict" (p. 227). 
The problem is clear: if the opinion of the actors is excluded as the decisive 

factor, it is the opinion of the peace researcher which_ comes ·to. the .fore' 

the peace researcher who has his opinion how relations between persons 

or groups should be, who introduces into the situation his subjective 

opinion what justice would re~uire. In this way a subjective concept of 

natural justice is introduced, according to whicJna given situation a 

latent conflict is present, which latent conflict should be made manifest. 

Therefor the peace researcher should study the ways how to sharpen con

flict relations a.ooor'ding to Rerman Schmid ( p. 228). 

1) Journal of Peace Research, 1968, p. 217-232. 
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The concept of natur-al justice, with which Scbmid operates, apparently is 

based on the principle of e~uality (compare the latent conflict between 

the master and the sla:ve, P• 225). But he would come into insoluble dif

ficulties - as any adept of natural justice could confirm - if he were to 

apply this standard in practical ~uestions. E~uality is a relative concept, 

changing with the needs of time and C]lace, and dependent on the prevailing 

opinions in a given society. 

Scbmid proposes no longer to call the scientific discipline he advocates 

"peace research" "given the usual connotations of the term" (p. 230). 

In the summary of his article it is stated "The article proposes e_ change 

of peace research from research for control and integration of the inter

national system, toward research for liberation and revolution" (p. 232). 

As a matter of fact, it would be misleading to call such research peace 

research.It is research in the service of the realisation of international 

justice and morality. As such it might ·be of great significance for our 

world which is more and more in danger of losing sight of the demands of 

justice. But it would be confusing to call it peace research. 

Let there be no misunderstanding. It is not my intention to state that peace 

research has nothing to do with justice. The concept of positive peace 

is strongly related with the realisation of justice. Hhether negative 

peace will deserve priority, or the concept of positive peace will dominate, 

depends on the circumstances. 'l'he North is in the first place interested 

in avoiding ''ar between the opposing po1<er blocs. Peace research, in its 

search for finding the conditions under which negative peace can be main

tained here, serves vital interests of humanity. For, let us state openly: 

this negative peace is not assured by the balance of terror. Too many 

blind forces are operating, which are creating unbearable tensions, and 

which will lead to a gigantic explosion in the long run.The maintenance 

of negative peace - indeed the maintenance of the status ~uo - may give 

the needed time in which new elements for a positive peace may develop. 

Maintenance, for the time being, of the status ~uo in the developing >Torld 

would not be possible. Here the concept of positive peace· prevails, and 

we have no need of. subjective concepts of natural justice to indicate 

what we should aim at. The minimum standards of justice may be found, if 

not in established. international law, .in the declarations of the General 

Assembly of the UN.· 
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What we need here is not a theory of revolution but a theory of change. 

It might be that research would show that change cannot be brought. about 

without violent revolution. But peace research should explore every way 

in which needed change might be realized without violence. For this theory 

of chenge.we might need other methodology than only empirical research 

on present reality. More emphasis mig~t be given to the reasoning by 

analogy of systems. The laws of changG and development apparent in national 

systems may indicate possible development of the international system 1), 

and speaking in this respect of the laws of change, I have in mind not 

only the laws governing the blind social forces, but also the legal pro

visions which are the instruments of intentional change. 

1) As an example I may refer to my "International law in an expanded 
world" (Amsterdam 1960), in which I tried to compare national and international 
socio-economic develo~ments. 
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been ma::)_~·.,c.;d out by surveyino .aJ.ul t: :ceactions tci va.:rious for·::igl1 :policy issues. 

:':"~c5~o..rch has corrtrG..steG_ Q,:tu.~t res~Jonses on c1o:nostic i.s.-:..:ues to their responses to 

:;.·orei[;rl afi'a:L:.."s, 17itl1 t11a repe~1.tcc1 f'indin,ss that the 2.veragp citi:~en :i:l)ovrs uore. 

at:c•'-r'c C.o::t:;:;s·Cic C.t011 ,iiJout i'OT•Ji[;t1 af'f'a~·-rs, c..nd :'chat his inte~.:>est -in -tt1e i'orner is

',Tell a00Vt] l1is intc:·l'Cst in t~·1e laJ~ter.l 

'.J:1e stro..i2;htfo:::\L'.X'd surve,y 8Ilalysis oi.' clistributions of attitudes 

t.'-lcories from 

socj_al r)s.~rch·Jlos.;r and psyC:wana\;sis l:1:::..ve been brought to be:::.u.' in order to explain 

·;;:1c ·3. LGr~oncc of attitudos _to international ::?olitics. Psychological variables 

SuCh finclings 

::;ug_·est th2:C isolationis1·,1 cruJ usefnlly bO vle,-red as a failure in early socializa-

~ion ·Go Crc.::·Js:_·Li i.; intor11ational norms. Ancl _ :cClosky fi11ds that isol·ationism corre

lo.:Ccs ~)osi tiv:Jly wi tl:1 o. cluote1:· of tr::.:i ts rOlated to chilili1ooO. socializatlon such 

M o..ut "o1~1to.r.La.niset, :.-::.a.£_;-.').atism, doEtina.nce, ru1or:Ue, etc.2 

1i113 psycl1olobical a:?~Jron.ch- adrls to Ot.U' l·::no;.rledge of the way attitudes 

aJ..'e ljJ"l~:ed to co.ch other 8.11C1 the vrey they operate ·to mcdin.te between the person-

eJ.ity ne . .::ds oi ... t.!1e citizen and the outside .environment. Ord].narily, ha:rcver, 

2-J~-licn.ti.Jn of this ap)roach to the studY of at Gi tude develcrnm:en_~ relies mainly 

t1:!_Jon ac.lults 1 :::·ctros~:JCctionn. 1hcre is insufficient dir·cct investi,sation of the 

rrey attit"Jclcs 'b:tt tha international .sy:-:;tem Cl.evelo:9 iD e2.rly year·s. 



' 
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c.;_uc s ·tion s: ( 1 ' '..... .1 ., , • - "' \ _) : ll1D. C QO C.Cll..!..\J.X'811 conf'lict c-.nC! Uni tec1 

~·rations? ( 2) ··LlCli c1ocs .~~ ~is inf'orlll.ation oxise? (5) '.'iha:t acco·'"urts i'Ol" v:::u:iations 

i::.1 

af'i'D.iJ..~s, t!1cy -- an cl several n-'cudies of c~lilc1:t:en in other countrie.c -- report cvi-

;_·Jational ·o·:)lli1cl2..l'ics. 

J".cnl-dJl[;S' invc.stication is fJased on a s~n::_Jle oZ hie;~ schoul seniors 

·~·r.:: stucly, ;,-rh:Lcfl deal;:; \iitl1 the 111-.. _c:.J-..:i..cl.ult Orientations to· 

tiono.l }JOli<~:Lcu_ to 2. [.;:CCcrter clc ~::.:·ce thml tl1ey a::e of l1D..t:i.onal, l.'C~ional 01 .. locoJ. 



.. :oc·.: 

'l'hi s 1 according to 

~ 

·G~l8 ·~2Tt.C:..']:l:.t:·1 ~0l1al :v~tem O.Dci.. LlD..clC t~'lQ~~l r;l0l"'0 i.so:La.ti011i3·~s. O 

Sige 1 • s Llo.i~l 

about onc-tl1ird of the 

i:::ie.:.htet..~i i)C:c cent descr:Lbo<l hi.n as c. pc::_;.ce-mal:er and 

si;c~een ;JGr cen-C L1cnC:Loned othel" forei.;n o..ff'nirs of a ;::;mleral :natu:·e. 
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C~-.:.L:_:lJ..·en ':.:; ·c:onc:;;rn for ::}C;:J..C-8 and. sen2:~tiv_:l.ty to t:1e il/vc~:·:'.lai;i•.Jn~ 

L>cc:De ·:t.:;:::.·e >.:12X:.:Gc1. "liLr..:.:. is no c11·)tltr~ t~l~:·:·c ~/·oun0 G~lilll.~-"'e11 -.-~ere 
a:~l~u.,c t:·lat t:1e~l livaa i11 ·~ro<.:l)lud tiaos :=· __ ,_:!_]. oi' irri:;~l~national 
coni'licd;8 .:~nu. c1.."W1:.:ers oi' ... • ../•~-:::ei.Jl .::i"'fo..:_l"'S an<l :peace tojet:-Lr 
y,-cr•-.:.; uc~YC:~oncrl uoro i'rccf\.1ontly ·!;i.1o.n D.l1:/ o"th::.;l .. iusuc. 9 

~l'0SEmt 

It ·iJOuld 

n:::.t::.onal :J~L'VGJ 011 c .. ildren b;.;·~·~;oc11 tl1c second nnQ cij.xth cracles suc:;csts further 

coni'irms.tion c·:mc::;rning tl1.e: chilD. 1 s orientation to the international sys·C-:..:·.1. 

1.:d1ese authol"'S find t;hat as the ci:.ild gro1ts older, the Uni tea. l~atio11s b~corJ.es more 

so.lien-[:; to l1i.YJ. anQ :1e ~x;rc:..:iV=3S of it as 8. p::.:ace-mnl:cr :·.1orc SO theJJ he does of 

r.>·~uD..ics 08.::.trin.:; rlij_•ectlj# on the child 1 s evaluation of conflict s::_·Cuo..tions have OOen 

rilie i!Il?·:tus for these stuclies 

eo :tC.s l'ror:1 developJcntc.l ' . .'Orl:s pu:"Jlishcd by c .d.lJ ~n;ycholo[::;ists, notaOly .Jean P:l..ar;et • 

. re ~·-1~'· first note Coop ... r 1 s Iiri tis:'l and Jo.pancr.e ntuay oi' 1111:.'1.6 Develop.~1ent of t..~e 

Gm·Jco:::i~ o:i.' ,:ar, 1111 ru1c1 then see s:.Luilox ntuilies in :..Jol""'i-Ta;J b-J A.lvikl2 and. in Sncden 
,' 
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con:C'lict. 

il.cccn"cl:~.n6 to i:-:io..c;:.;.:t, -~he child 1 ~ in-:;clJ.ectual cleveloprn.cnt 
1)roceeds th1·ou[;i1 the forn.::.:..tion of operations. Operations a...""e 

c..ctions \l~1ic:1 Il:::.vc iJee:::::. ::..nter'l1::...lizeQ into -~-louj.YC: t~·lr:;.J~ o..re 
ro:::V..J:.:':"J:;_iJlu ruk.1 coo::::>J~;_:l:..:.tecl :ilrCo · zys·~ems Ol' scl1Ctil.:::,_-'..;a -~~r~·:icll at 
caC:1 .st2._·>~ D..l'G in a stage of. cquil:~Drilll~l. -~~~eh se;"1eno. ho.s a 
ci1.uc.ct-..:.:..··_;_ztic structUl'e ea"'or"J..cing all thcze actions and 
OIJBrc.t~.Ol1f.i rel:::t:..::c1 to it, D.S cloes eac~1 ov.::r-aJ.l oper·ational 
s:;'8tcu. OJ.>~:L·c.ticmal s;y.ste. ~~ c:-ilOrge 1r-.:C~i tl1e formation of in
V2..Tirults ·-.Th81.'0by th;;; chiJ.C~ a;:_:r_c)r3Ci~~tcti the constancy of' aspects 
of his cnv.lronE1ent and the j_18csssa.r~r ::elatioDs l.xd;Ymcn tl1ese 
asl;;_;cts. Ih<.! -Icl-:_-- .~'01.U1[; ci'1ild l~lerel·_- ferns t:-le invc..r:_IU1ts of 
pcruaneDcC of objCcto. Lo.tcr, othJr inva1'iru1ts emerge, for 
c::::21.1ple, the invq.rj_ants o:i' npace, time, -rreiQlt, causalit~r al)d 
::; o :Corth.l4 

Ecnce, accordil1,:; to Coop:.:;r, the :rou.n.::.;e:~ child, as early as 7-8 years, 

2;~ o.blc to l)c·r.c...::ive of var in j_t.s co!1:crete fonn, n~:Lcly tl1a.t it. involve-s the use 

of \Jea:.JGlls. At t d.2 :::to.;:~;e o:l' hirJ rlevelo}"Ji~le11t, "'~1e child is tmable to Qifferentie.te 

3u·c as the ci1:cld mature::; a!lll os~:Jecinlly a:rtsr fue 

c...sos of 11 and 12, he b.:;gins to react to the consequcne:::s of -rrar, as rJcinifested 

i11 clcstruction 2Jld killi11t;, to identifY ·_C~JD participants, even to eJqJrGss a judge-
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·;__,or.tii1uing to clrnxr Dll Piagct, Cooper SL![;-~;ests ti1at 'the·· ·ahilcl:' s 

a:n cq_ually i1:1portant secr..lencc of his personality 

it r:oulQ h.~ usc:L"\_:.1 to refer iD alnJ si brief' to Piaget•s a.·m discusilion 

of Ghc chilll.' s rn.o::.·o:L c1cvelopmcnt. Acco~'C!ing to Pia[;et, the r)ersonality development 

::;~e of' 7-, -Che cll.ild iz lo..rg?lY t.;cocentric. He le:J..rDs to uce his notor sld.lls 

in aJ.1 tsoc::..o.l r;-a:y, (}evoid of 311Y nen:.:;e of obligation C'..Tld lJ.nderst::u.1d.:U1[:; of social 

o1' In his clealings Ylit~1 signif:Lc:..l.Dt the ec·o'of the 
u . 

11 o.ncl 12, -'~he loCLrn:L11g of 

ri~~~-·:t :..1.ncl ··.l:r·m1:::;. -~ti.s ::10ral juclgcLnent is no lon.g:0r an e~:tens:i.on of t_._Iat of adults .• 

Acc:e:._ .. -Ca:_lc8 ul' 311(} cJ...,i'·:a·elJOC to authoiity is no lont;o_r t.milateral, it is acco:i1paniod 

nent Ol". exclm.nge of infonno.tion \Jlti.ch talws place betvieen -c~w chilC. 0.114 significant 

to t:1in~·.:in[; about _justice or rnora.lity D.i.lOng chilaren.l5 

I11 li[j.-J.t of the aDov~ reElu.r}:n, it is possible to aUiam;._1I'ize the rest of 

Cooper • s<Cii1Clil1E;S :i.D thG follovr.Lne; rnrumer: (1) 'l'he younger child, ymose eeo is self-

0 .::;iri;red, iJox·ceivJs of Yr:JJ: in _--~~rms of hiE: o-,~m personal anc1 physical insecurity; he · 

hJ.ck::; a Dense of' belori j.n:; ·eo 3:· social co;Jmunity, by not being able to ili:flerentiate 
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-L:lw :Ll:~;;lic.::tt:Lon oi' .. o.::: on otllCrs; 

In other ".rordn, hi.n judr;e;·;l3nt is 

o:::." ·:,'o.r tllC'JJ ti1e,y al'G of YlCJY3 to roduce it cu:;cJ. comJ_Jrehencl its :i..m::_Jlications on society 

~ o.. 1rl1ole, Gl·10y are or1 t!1e vJhole mor:: pacifistic thro·l Enc;lish children. 1his, 

o..cco:t.."a:l.11t.; to llvik, is due -to the l1orriegian culture vrhich stroesses· pacifism r.1ore 

tl1ro1 the ~nslish cultu1~G does. He finds little chanr:;e be-t·ween ~es 8 to 12 in 

d.ifl'eren·G:L:::•.tion oi' t~1e ·concrete o..s contrn.sted to ·C.te abstract asrects of war. 16 

b::.·3..cb..::ts, is ;_tQJ:'o s;L~~;nific01rC -thw~ it is for the two ot~ol~ abili·C~r levels, namely 

r-e se-.::n.s tho:C eO.uc .tecl TKlrents ·;rho ccx.1c fro::: up-~)er· soc:l-o-ec-::Jnor-rri.c 

ci;.ilLlre!l in order to f::.cilit3..te its assimilo.tion in t~leir coc;nitivc i'ram.evlork: 

.?urt .. ~e:c e.n~l~.rses j~1ll:J_c;_;.-l;G t1u~-c Eiliility of' reciprocal reasonil1,z 
w.;; ·.:.rell as t.7J?O oi' socio-econc;r,ric bs..cl:sround play an importatlt role 
in t.i.1e I:lO:.:'D.l ~ud.:.::;er:1ent o :::~ the ··;fa:r. 'l,he 1"0lation fmm:U, ·e • .:.:;., b6t-\{GC~1 
Gql..~i·Cy .:mO. ·Ghc conception o1' '.Tar as he~J.1C ~"'i[;ht und.8r·~ certo.il1 co'ndi
tim1s caJJ t1:1us l)l"'obo.";JlJ bu ·:::~)lc...lneCl ol"J the Oasis of' both these indices 



·u3i:.1~ ;.ru.u,:l-:r~i~.Jlc ~~o t1·1e :i.n:!:-'luC:;nco oi.' :Ln~el:L:-:.:ctual l'"'D-"'nn-;1)'-· 

;;.s ·Jell as to i.ni'or.:1atiun 2:iven by GclucatcC. l'C..l"ClY~s:l-'7 .. _, .._, 

}:_oc~-11 · .. ·l1.:; ;_.-Cuaied 193 cl1:~llil·en of ages 8, 11 cmd lh in ei'i'cct 

Intelligence a.11rJ. age m:J.orge in his 

r::ocial cl8.r::s •. ;:I-JDco, ·:ih::.lc social clu.::;s ·-:raz not to.ken into accotmt by ~i:o:::.ell, 

i-:.~s :f'i""oct is. :lnplicit i11 his il1telli;Sence :E"'inding.s. 

In d~Lscassin,z ·Ghc var~:_ous :i..nflucnces of socia.lizil1g_ agei1ts, Hosell 

'.1.'h:.; fomily 1 s 

influence as ~ .source of information increases bet·lfeen the ao~s of 8 t9 11 years, 

In contra.::;t to this, the influence 

of t:1e ~-l:J..GS me<lia increo.ses with age through the 8 t;o ll~ ;:.rea:!."'S sJ_Jan and is greo.ter 

iYl its overall contr~_-oution than the influence of the f::u-J.ily.l8 

~11e above sura:.1ary shcras tha·c the moral jud.~;ement of the<ilild Ylith respect 

·eo IJOli tical is, :ues follo·,·~-s a :-:nm·m dcvelol1m:J:ntal :LXJ.ttern vhic~1 is in line· with 

tilC -~neory 011 c. ·ilcl r)s,ychology. :i1.le en::.:>irical fin dill. :s to -ba ~;resented below focus 

in tf1e firs<:; ~)art of the discuosion upon t::1e child's reaction to the Vietna:.cn con-

· i'lict clurin:::; o~1c of' i·Gs hiL;:.1 peaks in early 1967. An at·Cernr)t is made to ·examine 

::_nCellicence u:pon the c~ilc1's pcrcCl1t~_on of conflict holdin the Ccmad.ian case. 

'1':.'1.0 second ~Jal"'t of t~1:i.s clir;cuss:l.on e:-:runinos t~:.e G11ila' s m1derstru.1cling _ 

li1c fact thQt t:.ic; sample is a Canad~·i.an one lms of course soue beo.ri.ng 
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t~w.t in li[·~1"G ol' C8.l1acia' s peaceful imo.;:.:c, \Thic"'l i.s often projected on·tq the 

:i.nGC1-tt12.tionaJ_ scene, t:::c.t n.s~1ects of this ·no1it5_cal culture dio filter dovm to the 

.':l1ile ko .. :;~)i:•:~; -t .. 1is i).ct in mind, the pUT]?OSC of the discussion is also 

-'~o j:1ut t:1a results il1·Co tho context;s of what is l:::no".-,'11 about the develo ... -:.cnt of 

chilcfl·en t S D.tt:i.-G"J.d.eS to political i5Sl1GS, in -C~:ri.s C:J.S8 to i11t0:.:·l1aJcional events.l9 

i.;o co..C'.1 o-::;her :L-1 a sorai-ruro.l 2.rca in l>l"itir>~l Columbia, Canada. J.:he ;·.1a:I..n tool of 

·>:~ltn.11Jia Ol"' Ca ... rw.c1a o.s a -.:tl·lolc. ~-Tevortheless, t:1o stu-~-:..:~ contributes in an exploratory 

Yro,:;-· to o:;:;·.3J.1in~·; UJ.J on w:K1Grc.l.evelo:ped aspect of tile fBDt grovring literatu~ on 

.j_Joli·Cical o.:ttituc1es of' children, ro1d it further serv"es as a source of h.y}.JOtheses 

for :G-'. t-.J.re ::·c .se arch. 

~3ocial cl3.Es, age and :i.ntelligenco are tile i:Llajor varia1Jles considered. 

~Jccas:~onaL!.;:_r, ·i.;he ini'lucncc of sex di:L"J.-·crenco is taJ:cn into o..cco\.mt. 

··x;-oulo.t :_,~n ir~ clivid.ea into three socic.l clo.sscs. 21 
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fo::. .. ty-i'iVt:) ::.x~:c cent c.rc oi' sl:ilJ.oc1 and :'lal1ual bacl:gr01.:u.1d (Glass II); scve;:rt;een 

I. Q. results -,.re re :provlclerl D~l the school. A score o:f 110 'JD.S used 

'~i1oso ~-n ti1e 11 etvui':J..,Se 11 cc..te&ory ho.c.1 a ocore .range fron 35-110, vrith a :·nean of 105. 

'.1.hosc bc·(;·,1ce11 llq-l:)O+ \Iere cla;:;sified as ho.v:~ng a nhigh11 I.Q. with a meru1 of· 115. 

An overall brcru:dO'illl of the srunple in ter.:ts of age (grade level), social 

clo.ss, sex ru1d intelligence is ~Jresentcd- in l'aUle 1. 

Insert Table 1 •. 

(l) 'J.hc Uhilc1'::; ,,v~i tudc to;-ra.rd Internati)nal Conflict. Sigel' s22 

observations menti.._-:ne~ ea::·l~er co1JC;=jl"IL~n,:;. the child. 1 s i:n.:·eoccu::_:>ation niti1 international 

oi' vaJ..~ ru1cl ~Jeaco is re~lectecl even in res1Jonses to .a. question Ylit}l no e;:p:.icit 

i'';;::o.Q u."bm.1t, ~COi.l on tel8vis~on, or llCD.l"'d over the ro.dio, fourteen per cent of 

i·Ccnn :::·elated to i.nCo:."'no.t:i..•Jnal conflicts. LDce\-rise, in an ansu.;;::r to V.vo succen::;ive 

i-Cemn on the queotionnaird 11 Cau :JlOU th:i..11~·: of a narrs stor-.t Yr~-Li.ch ::t.::'l.d.e .:.rou feel 

there· 
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-~·~·e c.. l1',_!i.tiJ6r oJ." i.ni:;c:ci.Ja-~.:::..o~J.cl 31.-:.S'.ie::.~s. I:in:..:tce~J ::_Jc:.~ cc:.1t of' t.I1e total sa:.:~Jle 

l':.:f\.n• -~ v s:...:.li n:.::·,;·s s·~ol~ies, in lJo.rt: .c.:uln.r to ·Cllc Viotna!:1 conflict, aild ten :Jer 

cent I'e~•01.>t hap._y nc.7s stories n::1icfl rel'lect hope i'or ,Jnd.ing int•crnational conflicts, 

os::)ccially tL.G Vietnau '.Ia:r. !Iit.-.l reference to ·Ghe VJ..ctD.Xll i .::.::ue, some :Jf the 

l't:c·-~~onscs 2.1-.c nresentca L·elo·:r c..ccord.:·t...:.:l~~ to grade ana a:~e level. 

/ ' -.,a,~ il. th~.:r·d ,~rn.der 
11 .lc-.-:o coUJ.1t1·ies 

(2 yerccs) refers to a 11 sn.d. ne-rrs story11 ·;rhich has to do Yrlth 
·r"l. r;.;l.• .. : 11~-' .001' ''1(" rea~on io 

<.J i.o-... u J. J.:J o;;u • 

(b) ..:·i. fourth ::_:rc.r.J.cr ~9 y~c-,.rn) ::.·sne::lOer.s o.. nc':Js utor:;r 11 a.'buut a war and. s01:1e chilCb:·en 
~)3-'ctj_nz bomlJod. 11 

lci -' .t:·l·_,.,_,_ · c•·;·•<;,·1cr ,'1~-~ ~r.·ars'l ~-~o··l·i f'o"'' :1a'·J·.··y 1'--",'lC00Ll t:l"" ··ral"C' --.. rer·e ,...,..,,.,.,, .. -ll ._ 1 .. J..;..J.V ..... .__.-~~u ·,---J·' ~ .. v.·~- ,_.v.~..~-.:.-:' 11 -"-'•• """' vv....--• 

( ")' '· ,.,_ . .,.,-.~.-i o o o·p rr.,o.:- ""-·- i o··1 ~~ -i'o..,... ""J. x·-'-11 ~-~-~au'e-.o (ll \re;.-, ·t•s\ c:J,:.-.l ,....,.., ··tr~-:-e J.-,,, -i nvolvel'Jent u. .tl. •J'-'- •.• ._. .1. '.f...._ "'--""- l..., ..._ ... '-" -~ i.;l 0.L .J...:;) v .....__._ ) ~ ... ! .• U._I,__. c-" V-~'-' ...._ • 

of t!1e olll·,;r· child rli tl1 i11t:::r:nati.onal 2.f':Cairs. J..\z 11 interost:U·1g ne-.:is stories, t: 

tl1o sixth £7aders rc~)ort itc::m such. as nt~.Lking ::_JictLu·es of·t~-10 lTor·Ch 'lietna:raese 
solClic:rs in due, n or tta front :_Jo.s-e story· sl1o-.T.Lnc t~1: U.S. trying to [:;et back 
tl1eir er:tb.J.~;sy, 11 01· '"when l~o~::ea accused the s~rip Puublo of beins in ter::citorial 
·;,r::;__-~c:::s. U rll·wre D.l'C t,H)SC C~1ilc1.ren I'ThO conceive of \'fD.l.' in tcrus of' 20..rticip8lltS 
SL.lch as "thc.t ·Jz:r ··:ras ,}eclared by -~he u.s. 11 or hoiJinc for "victory for the U.S. 
in t.lk:: Viotnain Ytar." 

(c) .:i ~cvcDth c;raclel' (12 y·e'urs) rofers to readinz, st,Jrics aDout nyrars· ruHi noboc1y 
~-:.._-::.n,:~ -r:LI..lCh z.bout this or e:ven carin.:s about it. 11 .d.notlL:c seventh ::.~rader,· says 
;,:rit;! o....'J~Gl', 11Ju:.:;t hsnxil1,._: about ·-;nJ.rs o..nd fig.hSing and kilJ.il1£.; uade me 1::1ad, 
·i-i'~1y D ·:,; z)cace ??? 11 

S.hese c::.uotations, rill: le ·C~1e_y pcrha2_JS cai·.no-~ i'ti.~-ly r0veaJ.. the inn or 

::_)s_yci1c ·Yi:' tl1o c!lilcl_, cl1o;r n. cl:.;~n coJ:Jccrn for inturnationa2. conflicts. 

;~1e '.::;::~..:;c- J·~ o:.."' tllC cl:J.ild' s incol7c:_:le21t \7i th -'C:'!c world :..;rotmd hj;::l is 

:.~z·o'O::C. iJ,}' :~:o~in[_~ t:1e i'ollo-·:d.l1[~ qu,:;:-:. Cion, ·.rhicl1 also o::.'fers no explicit political 

cu;;;s: :IT--:> 
.~rou co· .. !ld C:J.10)l~~0 th8 

:~;ou u.::.:..:.,:e ? 11 Oi' the ·t-otal sa:~~_-:;le, 

-.rorlu i:1 any wey you narJ'ced, \Jha.t change nould 

l \":' :.u per cent aivo I)Oli·Cical aTIE.L'lOrs, ravolvine 

~:.:r:·, :t:l1d :.::::.: ::.~1.:_: ·Jar'S, povor·~.>r <:1.l1d hun~~er. 1l~10 di strib·J.tion is a.s · follo'.7s: 31 per 

ccmt 8-'J."'t.:.: :t'or cncl:i.ng all \7c.rs, 12 r>Cr cent o.:.·e for cnili.11g l;ov-.:.:rt,Yi anU 1+ per cent 

i'or' ···1a·:-.~ , .. -.--,n~·uc'l. C"'"' 23 -.-L ---''L, .:._JJ. ""•.J v.. ~,__.• 



Tixi.s 

.._, :;_Jos~:tive l'Gl2.tionship be-GYrc~n t!:w politicD~ d.oveJ.o:.:_)ucnt of tl1s child and _his 

social po~Ji ·Cion. 

to z;;: :ten& ·~he:i..r inv :~l v ,.:;~.t.ent b:::yontl the i.r i1:JLlGdio.te su:;.:·.:·ountli.'YJ,SG. ~lccording to 

ot.rGs~.llu 1'ru:lil.:-~ El.fi.'ai:·s. 211-

Insert '.Cable II • 

In c.drli:Cion _to social clo.ss, coznitivc Sl"'OYrth acc:o;_u1ts for a. large 

}.J::. Yre have seen, Piaget 

,:-_,..;:w. ~·1is follo-."itJrs .st·r-e::s that self'-ccntred I·esponses cl1<::cr"acterize the anS\'rers 

o:Z' -;~he low clei·nentary srade pupil. l.-b;1y at the l011er srades :.::-::.·::f'er no chm1ge 

or' u.s is u:::;·:pl""essed tn the worcls of sane :pupils 11 };:C38J? ·~he -\-rorld as it is." The 

An alr:tost 

[!..Jj .shovm in l.1able III. 

J 
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H ::.·e .. !G. ~oc.T a l10.:lC 

:.1oic tl1an Go pe:L' cent oi' tl'e entil•0 sar:mle do 
< -

cL::.ting baci: to Pi:rty-

t-.·.ro 11er cent c:c:;:;:;:·ds::; an o.:::;±:J.ion as to ··.in.ic.:.1. country is at fault. With respe_ct 

both siCLes, eicht lX.:l' cent blarao the United. Sta-;~es, seven per cent blame Ho::cth 

eight 

)LT cent bln.nG Vic-Cno.r~1.. in 2:cneral; one ~Jcr ce11t blane Cbina; one per cent blame 

nobody. 

Insert 1.1able IV. 

The a;:.fa11 cneos of the t.:'lil'Cl. and seventh craders di:rf'ers in scapC rind 

sp::;ci:22.city. ..:-dthou.c;h ci1?.ld::.·m1 i'l•olil all crades refer to ',Ja.r ztiori:Qs. is "interesting" 

t1c~:i-s .itams, t"i1o t~:i.t·d grader .-Call;::s about -rtaJ.:•s in ge:1eral, · I'Thile the. seventh grader_ 

nai'l·3S Sl)ec:ific ·:rro"E, tlle p2.rticipnnts involved jn it and even expre;:::s~s ro1 opinion 

'.i'ablc V demonctrates clec.rly t;w ccnnGct'ccn between 

cor;ni tivs ;;,xorrth a_; d t.·~lO saliency of Yra:r- as c. to2ic to rer:1er1ber, A SiP'...ilar obser-: 

vc.riable, a.s is sha.n.1 in T.ible VI. 
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m1 r:.:n;:_.)vctcU i'eature of cognitive clevelopmcnt. ~Icnce, it folloYtS t~'l8.t inte~~li[::ence 

To r.1alce -c~lG div1.f.>ion of I. Q. a:r.(.i. a:;,e Ewre !!WC.rlingr'\11 in terms of' 

the devclolmwnt2..l "!;~1oory outlined earlier, the pu:t;,iln -;i·ere clivided into t-rro age 

1ll1.us, [;raUcs t~J.:rce, four and fivo, a0es 8 to 10, curnprise one group 

·-·l~lil3t [~l·acJ.es Six a.r1d seven, ~..ges ll to 12, comprise the o-!;her. TabJ.es 7III and 

IX be~LOJ shovr that 2Ulfu .. en of hij.l I.Q. \7itl1in each ace group do not necessarily 

cmY~rrwt Cl.oes euerr;e: Yf.1:e11 -~he t·ivo age groups e.re comlJ::-rea. i'fnereas 31 and 23 

l)Cr Cellt of the oli~_._:l.' C~lilrJ..ren eive 11Don •t l::noyJ'1 !'CSponses Or blrune Vietnam in 

senor:J..l, the :::.Jurcenta.c;es OiJOilg the .:rowgel" age group are 59 and 55· Age then 

Ins8rt 'l'able VTI. 
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rel: __ -_tcd to co~11itiv:::: development o..nd ;aoral juG{;:J:-,1ent ue:nt.l.oned O<:l.rlier, e.g., 

L;-JopJr ancl. .. ~lvi!;:. the joun,ser child distributes t~1e Dlauc; equally on both sides 

to a g:cG<:.ttel'· 2xtcnt -t:;hai.J does the older child. '11J.1C:L'G se0rns to be a point of 

·cr~:ns:Lt.~_on bet·:·mcn ·ChG 2.6-·;;s Of 8 t~J 10 and 10-12 ·.I!le:ceOy i11 tile latter st;af_~a a 

111hj_~ :Ls i·:;;f'l13c-:; .. .;·d il.l t}:te :)ercenta,c;cs of' i?~li)iJ.~ from th0 ~'ourth and f'ifth grades 

who o.ssi.(71 the blame on one o:f' the two lJarticiyants (15 an cl 13 per cent, r.:;spccti-vcly) 

to t.1use ~-}:_i.i;·ils i'raa [:rz..cles _six and seven (42 and 51 pc1· cent, rcs1x~ctively). 

\fnile equal ))Cr"CC:clta.-:;o.s flXkt sJ.l social clazrJes a~Jsign blllillG on both 

: . .:~d~s, ·:.:;he upper clz ... s:~ child tal:es siclcs ·with the .r~o.rt:i.cipMts inv- !lved to a 

sracctecr c::tont. 'rable XI shor.-s that whereas fourteen per cent of e>ach Class I 

an cl II c:-::r>r~::"ss moral: juJ.srement by. blrunin:_; one of the antagonists, the percentage 

a.::1on.c; Glass III r;~ad1Ds the 30 per cent level. 

In3ert CJ:able x. 

PinaJ..ly, the relationship ·bct;'teen I.~. and moral judz~ement is considered 

in To.blc XI. 'lhe only meru1insful contr&St is bet·decn:, rather than Y;ithin, the ·two 

'lhat the olcler ci.1:Lld, irl~CS:!_)ective of ·his I. 'i· level is more inclined 

to t.JJ:e _pa.rt in o::·;:pressin~ his cpinio11 on i:;;sues of this 11ature, adds additional 

\·rcigh.t to Cl1e observatj_rJn made earlier, na·:1ely tho.t alt~1.ough social class is 
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r·0l.:.te6. t:D ti1..:; cl1il(~ 's a~.:arene ss of intt:l'national con f'licC s, I>..is moral juc1t:,tement 

s,.;;._:.;•,1~~ to "ba [;rcatl~~r determil1ea by his age and c_o~pitiv~ gr~Nrth.· 

A great najorit,y of the children G:d"lib:i.t initial farnili.9.rj.ty r-rith 

the ·united 1-Jr:.t:jms. l)f the total po]:lulation, U5 per cent responded. positively to 

·tl1e quesCion, "Have you ever heard oi' th.e United Yfations?" Table XII gives the 

responses accordill£; -~ .- ,grade level, social class and sex. 

Insert r11able XII. 

In spite of th:e ra:Lnimal role. played by t;·w ·school in formally educating 

the y._-;W1::;er c~1ild. about such an instJ.tutiOn as the United llations, the responses 

obtained frou th8 c,maclian chil:'bon r·evcal a basic understru1d:i.J.1g of the United 

HaCions as a. politicaJ. entity. In terns of the ·~otal population, 24 l)GI' cent of 

the ·cl:1ild1·en i~e})ort h2.vi.ng hec.rd. about thG: United Hat ions by means ·of the mass 

ued.ia. Line l)cr· C(:l1t r~;fer to t.":1eir parents as the source of i.nfonnn.tion. 

l•~ourteen ~)er Cent identify both the pCU'ento and tl~e rnn.ss Bedia as a source of infor

uation. Jnly t110 p-.cr cent identifY the school as an inf'luencing factor. ;'fuen 

consiCiered in ,tdrms oi' social class, the children consistently and regardless of 

ti1eir class af~'iliation rrulk the r!!ass ;nedia first, folowed by the family, school 

,~a peer 6roup.25 

Ali i~.:12_)0~cta:nt as_~J'Jct of the c;:-lilc1 1 s tmc1ersta.nc1:ing of the Unit;ed Nations 

is flis C·AiCG~··~i·Jn of its role. tabJ.e XlV describes the i~,-.age children have of the 

Uni tecl .:."ations. 

.Insert 'l'able XIII. 
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10.blo XIII su.~<_:est.s a few conclusions: ~(1) ;.i11e role of the United 

l'·r8.tions o.s a ·peace Dalcer increases with o..:..:_e; its role u.s .solely benGvolent 

hel:~;:ing .i1ungry children -- dcc.:·e:D.Dcn ·.rlth age,· in pa::..--t:Lculo.l' ·-.1}1cn the t~-:;ird ,srade 

(2) UnclascifiablG and "don'-t k10Yt 11 ru1s·.vers decrease 

(3) Social class h~~.z so:~10 ·0eo.rinc upoli l~ale 6.iff'erentiat:Lon 1 bat not 

in ru1.f consistent f~ts~·lion, except for the trro extreme cases ( Clas_ses I -·ana III) 

-,}hero there a:ce clifferclJCos conccl'ning ro1 objective role descrJ.ption (such as 

11iao..Les peo.ce 11 
/' benevolence -- Yi:l.th i.lo:ca lcr.crer clasS children describing the United 

r--:-at:Loi1s_ as curing for hU11gry children -- and "·5..:.ln 1t ·~·cao\T11 :r·esponscs. (4) Dif':i'erences 

Sil'ls d8scribe the United Nations politically, rr11' .. le UOl'e girls combine affective 

and objoctiv:J dcscl~iption of the Uni tec1 Hat:l_ons into one (52 1)0r cent compared 

·eo ·67 per cent). 1
.J.

1hese results corresr.Jonc1 very closely in t11eir overall patterns 

tollliess and '.i.'ol'lV.:y' s fil·HJ.:i.ngs on the TJnited l-~·ations cited eal.'"lier. 26 

l?inally, a11 attempt is made to ti~Qce thE: c~lild.' s peroel)tion of the 

nat~:_ono.l vs. t:ne i.llt·.:.::..··n·at:Lonal le-.;~els of' government. :c-ne cb.ildren are askGd to 

::valuo:~e CanaUa 1 s r·ola vis-a-vis the United Hat;iolls ·uy posing the fol~~OYling 

question to th8:n: "In Cw1ada a friend of' the United Lations?" 93 :!JG:t' cent ans-

"'.J:;:r0d in t_J.e af'fil'mative. Hardly any Vf:.l.l'iations exist in ter:ns of <J.8G, sex or 

:.:.ocial_ class. :iliis cosn_r;:,_Jolitan feelin;;~ is re flec·C3d in t11c children's acceptance 

of' f'0rGigncrs in gon~rc·.i.. lilor exa,j:_Jle, 86 per csnt of the tot nl ;;;roup are pre_p::·..i'~d 

to ··;mlcome neucomers to come and llve in their neighbourhood. 
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./:i.th ~.'(..:i'erC!ncc to t.~1S' c:1ilQ' !-.3 involvonent l"!i th intcrnatim1.::cl affairs, 

I , 
\1) as u2..rly as 8 yc::;Ll.'s of' ~:1.ge, the child is aware 

(2) _4-z;e and social class s.re db:'cctly_ related to 

.t:·1e C:.1:~ld 's s:bi:Lity to :pcrceiv~ the need for political char1ge as a means tm7ard 

1';.::ducii-J;;; coni.'lict. 'il:1ile social cl~ss, intellig.:;nce and age ar::;: con.side·red 

in the li -~.:: 8 ::.:·at ure of in thj_s study, 

·;1itl1 :-cs:l:'e:cencc to t!1u V.iotnrun conl'lict, e..ge alor1s sec:<ls to be tl1e major determining 
'· 

(l-r) Gcnerall,y, t}1s ca:i.ld reacts i'D.\i'DUr~;bly to t;he Uni b;d l~ations. '.i'his 

·,)osi-tivo orientation is eq:'-lally matched by a similar :ceaction to the natic~mal level 

of' e~overnraent in Oru1atla. 

·~rniJ.e ti1c c:v:Ldellce iJJ:.'csented here is not all that conclusi,re, the 

cxmi'lict ;::_upports .J'ciL·ings 1 :.:\X'/·;l.unent tlY.:t there c:;-:ists a hierarchy of pol-itical. 

If', as t~c lituratnrc nu.::;.s0::;ts, a feeling q,f:.' paro.chialisrn 
·!1,.~· 

Under· \.lhat cm1d.i-Cions EU1d stases in 

of ~Joli-~il::al attituC.es? li\u,ther rese::u:·ci1 along these lines aclds an important 

C:_j.!,1.:,;nsio:i.l to politic<:~l saciali:-~at:.\.on re:~ecxch, t~1c di.!:1ension _of chan,se. 

I1'1is study sug~~c~ts tD.at, conCr0.ry to t~1e s~plistic· image adults 

have cf c:1il6.r·en as politiccl bGinzs, tile child's c·1orld is coloured by political 
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m.'JJiiO~.:; _·1ulp bu·i.,:; c:.:;:.r:.·ee ';'ri·~~] t:~o:.::e o,·.r;_lo <ll'[_;ue for a ;.1or·e con:-..:tructive :role J~o be 

::.·,e;:,:of\J:i:';lC:1 .bJ C:1(:; School az -.iclJ. M th.:,:; l10J1G. 27 i:Jarly 30Ci~-tli;;:atiOl1 in international 

~~· . .!l'.d:J is .t:)n-3 ·nC~e.:d:; ·..-ray tu·:rol:cc1 i\1.-t· ... lre J..'.::duc-Cion of conf'lict and an inc.:::..'.Jase ·in 

co-o:::Joration. 
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S.lJipset -a.110. E~ E-eud:li (eds) .('Glancoe: lilre0 Pl~ess); J:l"'red Gree11stein ..9.E!._c_1..!!_ • 
... , ) r:•: '~-·h · .l.-'_:, • ..• _.-.!..'-'Vo 

25. A prClirainary 311alysis ·oi' the parents' responses tp issues deaiine with f'.oreign 
a:i'i'~.t.~i.l:.s anJ the Uni t~d Nations r2f'lects tyr>es of r·esponGes which m·e in ag:ree
mGnt vri th t11Dse of the ci1ilclrens 1 •· 'rhe parents 1 resiconses to , two items dealing 
\!fith the Unite-d Nations are as follow·s. (1) r_ro the question 11 Is it {SOOd to 
have tbe U!1i-tad J-!atJ.ons ? 11 96 per cent ansvrer in th;;:: ai.'f'irmative. (3) To the 
qucstiorl, 'rD_o you a~ree vtith CL1.nada's image as a peace-maker?" 71 per cent 
ailmier in the affiriaative. .,iith reference to t,1e last question, the positive 
iEl:J.~}:) of' Carlada is not as unanimous as it is atuorig chilcJ~-.en·. ~~e critical 
evaluation of Canada 1 s role by the ;>arents in obviously the result of adult 
socialization. !.:Jut -r;t.:1at is significant about the findings is th.~.t such. a. 
cri'dcal outlook is not 1Jassed to the children. It is ra;:;sible to hypothesize 
that tlw overall favor;;..f-Jle responses ·.-p·arGnts hr:;.ve of Canada is transm:U;·Ced in 
orle l'la~,· or the other tO tile ehildx·en. 'li1is h.r:>)the·sis is confin-ned to some 
e:-.:tent by nc>-tin& tho t:_ype 0±" rel_c..tionGh.ip -paieiits have Vlith their u:£'1'spring. 
liinety-f'ive pGr cent of' the entire adult sa'>rgle al1S'Nered positively to the 
question, ":tn it alright i'or children to· ask questions about politiCs?" 
Ei&'1ty-one per· -.cent answered 11Yes 11 to the c}.t0stion, 11Do you eVer ans-~~~er q~stions 
fro.:'i .'/.our cllild or ci1ild:cen about ]!Olitics'~·~~ li.i:nety-onc: par cent said that they 
would en courage their ci1ildri::n to write to public officials 

, 
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Le2s ..:ll1cl2rsm1 and .~D.:aes :::ecker, in a recent article s-tress the role of the 
school in ~Jrouotinc int·~Inational educ.::ction by saying: :11£i.1is clarificution 
of the .structdre nnc1 oOjccti ve of in-Gerna·~idnal studies is a hish priority 
!;as:~ of '.'-I"B are to e11~1a11ce si_,J1ifj_ca;Ttly -the perfvrtaance of the schools as 
cJrganisation n.r;ents in iJrGerna-Gional educ . .-,.tion. u "Improving Ir.tornational 
:Odcwation i.n .Jo..le::l<;Ylcar} anc:i 8eCO!lda:c·y 8chO·Jls: A ::;tudy of Ecsa.3.l'oh and Devel
opL'lcnt Heeds. u In ~E!~?:t~o_ll~~--p.~~ud_ie~_ :~u_E.rterly, Vol. 12, ho. ), Sept. 1968. 
P• 3~-l-349· 



1'ABLE I 

BASIC DA'rA ON AG:S, SOCIAL CLASS, INTELLIGENCE AND.SEX 

COI!POSITION OF THE SAHPLE 

~iean No. of Social Class I.Q. Sex 
Age Grade Pupils I II Ill Av.· High M F. 

8 3 36 29';, 225S If% 23% 21% 26% 17'!0 

9 4 34 24 13 21 20 12 20 21 

10 5 38 17 26 21 24 ·21 22 23 

11 6 27 11 21 18 16 19 17 14 

12 7 33 19 18 36 17 27 15 . 25 

----- --'--

'rotal 1 OO"fo 100% 1 oct;~ 1 00",.6 100% 1 OO"fo 1 OO"fo 

N = 168 58 76 27 103 58 89 78 



'rABLE II 

RK;PCNSGS BY SOCIAL CLA:.;s 'l'O ((UES'l'ION CONCERNING HOVI THE 

\vCRLD SHOULD BE CHANGED AND TH:C 'rYT'E OF CHM!GE DESIRED 

Social Class 

I II III 

Answered 72% 71~% 89% 

Did not ans·.oJer 28 26 11 

Total 10C%. 10<Y/o 1 00",6 

N = 58 76 27 

Change 

Political 60"/a 68% 75% 

Non-political 19 13 8 

No change 21 19 17 

11otal 100% 10<Y/a 100% 

N = 1f2 56 21+ 



TABLE III 

TYFE Of' CHANGE DESIRE:D BY GRADE LEV8L 

Grade Level 

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
(8 ;trs.) (9 :z:rs.) (10 ;trs.) (11 ;trs.) (12 :z:rs.) 

Political Change 
14% 5Cf3[, 55% 56% 79''10 

Non-political change 28 12 39 26 12 

No change/Did not answer 58 38 6 18 . 9 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100"/o 

N = 36 34 38 27 33 

TABLE IV 

JIB!LITY TO REMEMBER AND NAME A <IAR 

Named a Specific War 
Claimed to Remember a War (Of those who claim to remember a war) 

Yes 86% 

No 10 

Did not 4 
answer 

'l'otal 100% 

N = 168 

Vietnam War 

Previous Hars 

Hiddle East \v'ar 

Did not name any 

r_rotal 

(86% of total) 

5 

3 

100% 

144 



,. 

'l'ABLE V 

PERCr;NTAGE OF CHlLDilEN ABLE TO NAME THE VIETNAM WAR 

Grade Level 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
(8yrs) (9yrs) (10yrs) (11yrs) ( 12yrs) 

Able to remember 14% 56% 66% 65% 84% 

Unable to remember 78 30 29 35 12 

Did not answer 8 14 5 4 

Total 1 00"/o 1 00",.6 100% 100% 1 00",.6 

N = 36 34 38 27 33 

TABLE VI 

ABILITY TO REMENBER AND NAME A \{AR BY SOCIAL CLASS 

Type of ReGponse Remember a War - by Social Class 

I II Ill 

Yes 78% 8f-'i% 96% 

No 15 10 

Cannot remember 7 2 4 

1Q(_t% 100% 100% 

Name of War - by Social Class 

Vietnam \Yar 48% 551· 81% 

Other ~-.Jars 7 8 8 

Do not know lf5 37 11 

'.Potal 1005'b 100% 100% 

N = 58 ?6 27 



.. 

'l'ABLil VII 

IDEilTI.F'lGi\'l'ICf·l OF AN'i'fi.::~CT,n::;'r;_; Il·-: VI ~:~TNAFl CONFLICT BY 
6TH AliD. 7TH SRAJl :Ii.S (11-'12 YB/\RS) ~~:r::ORDING •ro T.c:,. 

Name of Antag6nists 

North vs. South Vietnam 

U.S. vs. Nortll Vietnam 
and Viet Gong 

Vietnarr in r,eneral/llo not ·.now 

Total 

N = 

1'ABLE VIII 

Av$rage 
(85-110) 

31 

100% 

33 

l.Q. 
High 
(110-130+) 

33% 

33 

34 

27 

II)~~i·::riFIC/i 1I'TON OF AN'f.AGOI-liST\3 .IN VIE:'rNAJ11 GON"f''LICT bY 
3·.'D, lfT'-l J\HD 5Tl' G!HD":23 (il-10 YEARS) ACCORDING i'O I.1,;. 

North vs. South Vietnam 

u.s. vs. Ncrth Vi.etnam 
and Vi~t Cong 

Vietnam in ~erJeral/1Jo not kno~ 

Total 

Averar;e 
(35-110) 

2 r:.,('/, 
·"'" 

16 

59 

100% 

I.G;.;. 
High 
( 110-130+) 

16%" 

29 

55 

29 

,, . 
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3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
(8yrs) (9yrs) (10yrs) (11yrs) (12yrs) 

fault of both Gides 56~~ 8Cf}6 47% 41% 29"/o 

North Vietnam and 
Vi et Gong ' _, 6 18 29 

Jlll 

u.s. 10 12 24 21 

Vietnam in cene>ral/ 
Do not know 1+4 5 35 17 21 

Total 100% 100% 1 Oct76 100% 100% 

N = 36 34 58 27 33 

TABLE X 

I'IOHfli" ,JUDGZMJ::NT ACCORDING 1'0 SOCIAL CLASS 

Social Class 

I II III 

Fault of both sides 25% 26% 26% 

;·.Jorth Vietnarn and Vi et Cong 5 7 19 

u.s. 9 7 11 

Vietnam in general/ 
Do not know 61 60 44 

~rotnl 100% 10C% 1 00"/o 

N = 58 76 27 



.. 

N= 

Fault of both 

North Vietngm-
Vi<?t Cong 

u.s. 

TABLB XI 

lt:ORAL· JUDGEMENT BY I.Q •. AND GiUDE LE!JEL 

sides 

and 

Grades }, 4, and 5 
. I.(t• 

Average High 
(85-110) (110-130+) 

3(1;6 17% 

2 

3 3 

Vietnam in general/ 
Do not know 65 80 

--· 
Total 1 OO"t<i 100% 

N = 71 29 

TABLE XII 

Grades r:, and 7 

Average 
(85-110) 

21% 

24 

12 

42 

1 OO"fo 

33 

I.Q. 
. High. 

( 110-130+) 

z 26% 

7 

19 

48 

100'~ 

27 

Fl':HCENTAGE OF CHTLDRgN ~/HO HAVE HEARD OF ·rHE HNl'J"ED NATIONS 
BY A(;E:, SOCIAL CLA:of: AND S leX 

Grade Level Social Class Sex 
3rd 1;th 5th 6th 7th I II III M F 

58% 91% 87%· 82% 94% 82% 81% 9clo 81% Bcfo 

36 34 58 27 33 58 76 27 89 78 



The U.N.: 

TI\BLE XIII 

'rUE ilOLJo OF' 'rHE U.N. BY TO'l'AL SAHFLB, GRADE LEVEL, 
SOCIAI, CLASS AND SEX 

'fetal Grade Level Social Class 
Sample 3' '+' & 5 6 & 7 I II III 

Makes Fe ace 15% 12% 23% 'Ji~ 21% q9% 

t~akes War 2 c 2 1 7 _) 

Helps 
huncry 
children 
and makes 
peace 61 60 67 75 53 63 

Do not 
kno\-J 22 23 10 14 25 11 

-- ~ 

Total 100% 100% 1 00')6 . 1 00"/u 100% 100% 

M = 168 108 60 5'l 76 27 

Sex· 
M F 

20% 1 O"fo 

3 2 

57 67 

20 21 

100% 100% 

89 78 
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Charles Boasson 

THE HARRY S TRUMAN INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR 
THE ADVANCEMENT OF PEACE 

THE HEBREW _;UNIVERSITY,. JERUSALEM 

This paper, submitted to the Third Conference of the International Peace 

Research Association to be held at Karlovy Vary in September 1969, represents 

the personal views of the author and does not purport to state any official attitude 

of the Truman Center. 

THE NATURE AND POSSIBLE PHILOSOPHIES OF PEACE RESEARCH 

1. This is essentially a discussion ''"'' paper for the first topic of the said con

ference, written on the understanding that the discussion should, in principle, 

follow the lead of Herman Schmid, "Politics and Peace Research", 

Journal of Peace Research V/3 (1968), pp. 217-232. 

2. Accordingly, an abridged exposition is hereby given of some dissenting 

views, sharpened, in part, in order to reveal the features that distinguish 

them from the views of the said article. A more general and moderate 

exposition will be found in my A Prologue to Peace Research, a forthcoming_·: 

Truman Center publication. 

3. Herman Schmid made important observations as to: 

a) the possibility and usefulness of tracing inarticulate assumptions underlying 

ongoing peace research (one could not agree more~); 

b) the risk that some such assumptions may or do give an undesirable slant 

to the ongoing research (again one would voice agreement); 

c)· the undesirability of the presumed consideration that this world is good 

enough to be spared its conflicts or to have its conflicts smoothly resolved; 

and parallel with this; 
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d) the idea that the world is so bad that all conflict should be welcomed and 

that the promotion of conflict should be regarded as a chance for achieving 

a better world (whilst in almost total tlisagreement as to (c) and (d), I agree 

that these are most worthy topics for discussion). 

4. Serious flaws in Herman Schmid's exposition seem to be his neglect of 

previous peace research (even that in Norway. Is he really unaware of 

Arne Naess, Bj\ilrn Christiansen or of the work of the Oslo Institute of Social 

Research before the sixties?) and his disregard for general philosophical 

peace research problems, some of which have been raised generations ago 

but some of which relate to philosophical perplexities which desers,e to be 

raised as soon as possible. 

5. Another important point of Herman Schmid's exposition deserves full attention 

(partly in, but even more outside, the discussion of this Conference). He has 

put into a convincing model for understanding peace research theory (not ,. 

philosophy I would say) the presumed "ideal" relationship between the peace 

researcher and the "conflict actors". He shows that there seems to be a kind 

of consensus about the ideal of a "neutral" or "symmetrical" attitude towards 

the "conflict actors", (somewhat primitively thought of as merely two actors 

one on each side of "the" conflicts we find in this world). Such a presumedly 

ideal "symmetrical" attitude towards conflict actors - even if rescued from 

the primitive simplicity of dual antagonism -may indeed have a most 

undesirable influence on actual "applied" peace research. Typically, however, 

I did not receive a clear notion whether he considers this, let us call it 

dangerous, theoretical ideal of the "netural conflict observer" a result of or 

leading to such mistaken philosophical assumptions. 

6. Herman Schmid indulges on the one hand in an adoration of the writings of 

Johan Galtung to such extent that even great admirers, as I am myself, are 

prompted to sound a word of moderation. On the other harid, to some of his 
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criticism of those very same writings I would not subsribe. Johan Galting 

will surely formulate his own answers his own way, but it is important to 

note that readers of his works need not and did. not at all conclude, that 

Galtung is defending the world as we find it or considers it so perfect, 

as to wish to keep it out of the turmoil of all conflict. 

7. My general disagreement with Herman Schmid may be summarized thus: 

a) the nature of peace research is not, and can not be (whether philo

sophically or otherwise) monolithic; 

b) peace research has developed in the last decades without adequate 

consideration of its possible, desirable'. or eventually actual basic philo

sophies (the plural applies here); 

c) the very term is recklessly, one might say irresponsibly, unphilo

sophical: 

Note: It can not be denied that such peace plans as came from the pens of 

Jeremy Bentham and Immanuel Kant in the 18th century make the impression 

of unphilosophical superficiality. These plans, however, should not be taken in 

isolation from the enormous and mostly profound philosophical output of 

these scholars. Not only did this output antedate those proposals but it is 

also indispensable for the understanding thereof. Recent peace research 

seems still largely "in search of" a philosophical output of its adepts; 

d) no peace research rrn kes sense if we are not also agreed 6r hope to 

agree as to what kind of world we may eventually achieve or at least aspire 

for; 

e) the art of discussion, the use of several kinds oflogic,the ways of 

bridging the is and the ought, of bridging "field theory" and "atomism", 

of linking the past, present and future, the attitudes towards religion, 

utopia, health and education, all these are intimately bound up with possible 

philosophies of peace research. 
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8. My specific disagreement relates to the following points: 

a) I do not believe that peace researchers must assume that the world in 

its perfection should not be plagued by "conflicts". In the first place, no 

peace researcher will dream of obviating all kinds of "conflict" whatsoever. 

His concern, .in so far as he must occupy himself with conflict, is about 

certain patterns of conflict and conflict proneness, about ways to channel 

conflict or to prevent disastrous conflicts. There are certain patterns of 

persecution, tyranny, civil or international war he will indeed want to obviate, 

but this leaves open the possibility of other forms or patterns of conflict -

realization (such as voting, arbitration, compensation, retribution, exchange 

of territory or population, assistance to migration, re-allocation of resources). 

In the second place most peace researchers indeed dream of changing the world 

(through institute formation, through preaching, through education or through c 

a mixture of these approaches). 

b) I believe that a person who knows too well (or thinks he knows once and 

for all) what kind .of changed world he desires to construct, is not a good 

peace researcher any more, but rather a demonstrator, a revolutionary, 

a politician. I really could imagine Herman Schmid continuing in one of 

those directions - away from having a common language with peace research -

indeed he suggests the possibility himself. 

c) I believe that usually a peace researcher does want to change the world 

as he finds it, although he may not in all details be very precise as to the 

desired changes. A peace researcher, however, does not want to "smash 

the world up" in his zeal for reform and he thinks that some kind of wars and 

revolution involve the risk of such a "smash up" as would mean even the 

apriori destruction of his planned reformed world. 

d) I do not believe that a peace researcher is necessarily a pacifist or 

a conscientious objector · nr believer· in non-violence under all circumstances. 

Nor should a peace researcher try out a neutralist ideal towards all ongoing 
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conflict (probably ~neutralist however than entremist conflict :actors 

themselves - but not even that ll. tort~et-ll. travers). He should at least 

occasionally attempt to place himself in the shoes of both conflict actors. 

No peace researcher should want to play the role of a conflict-monger. 

(Again one can see Herman Schmid moving into the role of one of those 

mentioned under 8 (b) rather than into that of a peace researcher.) 

9. Whatever philosophical outlook the peace researcher may have, his scheme 

should be open-ended and unfinished, without any "(:losure of the Gates", to 

use a term borrowed from Islamic jurisprudence (where heavenly inspiration 

is denied to those following the area of Revelation), and without any pre

deterministic beliefs about the damned or the saved. This means that he may 1· 

have strong opinions about the course to be preferred and conflicts to be met 

with all strength in that course. It does not mean, however, that he should 

welcome, or foster conflicts for their own sake. 

10. The peace researcher should be well aware of the fact that issues of war and 

peace are not simply issues settled by a philosophical debate. People under 

terror and threat of political and economic conditions or plagued by individual 

and social anxieties are not in a mood to listen to philosophical analysis. 

Any call for patience and reflection in those circumstances may even have 

boomerang effects. N'est pas philosphe qui veut: and many do not wish 

to be philosophers. For those the remedy does not consist of philosophical 

refinements and open-minded discussion, but neither does the remedy consist 

of the acerbation of the prevailing conflict-proneness. The peace researcher 

should, while fully aware of irrationality and conflict proneness, discount these 

in his theories and adapt his philosophy to their existence. He need not make 

the promotion of conflict the goal of his endeavours. 

r 
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UNITED NATIONS VOTING PATTERNS 

by 

Hanna Newcombe, Michael Ross, and Alan G. Newcombe 

Canadian Peace Research Institute, Oakville, Ontario. 

The voting record of the United Nations General Assembly is a rich source 

of information on international political alignments since 1946. While many 

interactions between states took place outside the United Nations, a significant 

number of these would be expected to be reflected both in the alignments among 

nations in U.N. voting, and in the type of issues voted upon. In a study of 

patterns of interaction, the voting record of the Assembly has the advantage of 

being quantitatively recorded, and therefore amenable to certain statistical 

analyses. 

1-19 A number of previous studies of U.N. voting patterns exist • Many 

of these are verbal discussions of political alighments, but some attempt a 

quantitative analysis. They differ in their definition of a "bloc": there 

are regional groups (such as are recognized unofficially in voting fer the 
voting groups. 

non-permanent seats on the Security Council), interest groups, caucusing groups. I 

Many authors simply list some of these groups whose existence is inferred 

from political observation, without using quantitative criteria. A common 

quantitative definiti'on of a voting bloc is "any group which consistently 

votes as a unit on all or particular kinds of issues"2 or, more particularly, 

"a group of S or more nations voting as a unit at least 80% of the time on 

all issues selected"13. 

.Factor analysis as a method for delineating_ voting blocs and issue 

clusters has been used only in the various papers 
7-10 by Russett and Alker • 

. •. . 13 . 
Rieselp~<:~ proposed bloc. analysis>·· 
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indices of cohesion and likeness, arid Guttman scale analysis. 14 Lijphart 

criticized certain other mathematical methods and recommended a particular 

one, th·e Rice-Beyle method. While a comparative discussion of these methods 

will not be attempted'here, we· feel justified in using 'factor analysis, which 

is becoming the standard method for discovering clusters in aggregate data. 

It seems obvious to us that non-quantitative discussion is inadequate; 

for example, the Common~ealth ·is considered a bloc by some writers, on the 

basis of. tradition, U. N. custom, and the fact 'that they sometimes caucus to-· 

gether. Yet we clearly confirmed Alker and Russett's finding that the Common

wealth shows no trace of voting together. The members of the Old Commonwealth 

vote with the West or 'the imperial bloc, the New Commonwealth with the Afro-

Asian bloc. The need for quantitative criteria is therefore quite clear. 

I. METHODS AND DATA 

Our factor arialyses differ from those of Alker and Russett9 in the follow-

ing respects: 

1. ··we studied all regular plenary sessions of the U.N. General Assembly 

..• 'j'roiri .1946 to 1963 inclusive, while A. and R. covered only 4 selected 

sessions frolll this time period (1947, 1952, 1957; and 1961). We 

' intend later to do th~ 4 Special Sessions and 4 Special Emergency · 

Sessions ~p to i963, as well as the sessions from 1963 onwards. 

2. While A. and R. included roll call votes'from sessions of the main 

c~mmittees (committees of the whoie)as well as plenary sessions, 

(eliminating the duplicatiohs of course), we covered the plenary 

sessions only. 

3. While A. and lt. selected· "imp.ortarit" roll call votes· for· the analysis 

(using criteria. stated in their book). we included all roll call votes. 

With respect to the question whe'ther to. include votes taken on separate 

• 

• 
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parts of .a resolution which was voted on in parts, our: rules of inclu-

sion ·,·:aried from those of A. ancl R. 
11 

We followed the rules of. \olrigley , 

whose data ca;:·ds of the U. N. voting record we used for our analyses. 

Factor analysis is a '!'athema~i.cal tuethod used for discovering clusters of 

related items .in a colleC'tion of .data. In our case, this would mean a) national 

alignments, i.e. clusters or ;,locs of nati.ons that tend habitually tci\ vote to-. . . . 
\ 

gether, and b) clusters of isaues on which the nations tend to align themselves 

similarly. The type of factcr ;:malysis appropriate to. obtaining the national 

alignments is called Q-mode factor analysis, that used for obtaining the issue 

clusters in R-mode factor analysis. The clusters in each case (nation blocs or. 

issue clusters) are called "factors". Some details of the factor analysis 

method, suitable for understanding by a non··mathe.matician, are given in Alker 

9 ?O 
and Russ.ett , pp. 33-39, and in Rummel-

We carried out a Q-noJe factor analysis to discover nation blocs over the 

* whole 1946-63 period, i, e. 18 regule1· General Assembly sessions. This was 

divided for .purposes of analysis 5.nto 4 time periods of 4 or 5 years, separated 

in each case by a significant event in the l.ife of the U .N. 

Perioli 1, 1946-50,. is te:,·.Jerl b;; Al..ker and Russett 9 "the period of the 

Security Counc.il", in .1;:1ich U .N, ;::e:nbC!r countries tried to operate the U.N. as 

it was conceived in the Charter. Th:i.s was the period in• which the Cold \olar 
. ' 

' 
began, about half way thro•.c;;h it, c.:1<l ended l<ith a Soviet boycott of Security 

Council sessions and the oudrreak of the Korean War, 

Period 2, 1951-55, is designated by Alker and Russett9 as "the.period of 

the General Assembly", when the UnHing for Peace Resolution tried to obviate 

the veto-bound Security Council .. It. ended with the admission of 16 nations from 

East and Hest in a "package deal", thus ending the stalemate in the membership 

expansion of the U.N. No one has vetoed or rejected by vote a new member's ap-

plication ·since (the··,.rran.glc about China is not an admission of a new member, 

'' The criterion for determininf( the number of factors 10as that the eigenvalue of 
even the least important factor should exceed 1. Tlue factors >Jere rotated orthogo
nally hy the Varimax criterion. 
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but an argument about which government represents an existing member). 

Period 3, 1956-60, has been ·called "the period of the Secretary-General", 

when Dag Ha'1ll!larskjold took personal initiatives in U.N. peace-keeping in the 

Middle East and the Congo. It ended with another great expansion in U.N. 

membership, . with the admission of a liuga number of newly independent African 

countries 'in· 1960, which was followed by many more in succeeding years. 

Period 4, 1961-63, is the period during which some powers called a halt 

tu this.unofficial and gradual reinterpretation of the Charter, and started 

insisting again on ·the primary responsibility of the Security Council for 

peace and secur'ity. This period just predates the culmination of the dispute 

over payments for U.N. peace-keeping, which led in 1964 to a vote-less session 

of the General Assembly. 

lhe next period 5, which has not yet been ana~yzed, 1964-1968, would 

be of great interest, because some new trends are again emerging. These years 

are a period of decline in U.N. peace-keeping, of tacit U.S.-Soviet agreement 

in the wake of the ·traumatic Cuban missile crisis (accompanied by some overt 

arms control agreements such as the partial test ban and anti-proliferation 

treaties), which is sometimes resented by the smaller nations, and of limited 

wars such as Vietnam, not covered by superpower deterrence and not dealt with 

by the United Nations.* 

we· also carried .out an R-!'llode factor analysis in order to discover• 

clusters of related issues. In this case, because of the large number of roll 

call votes taken in each session (30 to lOO), we had to carry out the factor 

analysis separately for each annual session, not over the 4 or 5 year periods 

as was done with the nation-bloc anaiysis discussed above, since the computer 

program cannot handle too large a matrix of data. This work has not been 

* It is_our intention to tabulate and analyze this period later, if_financial 
./ 

resources can be obtained. 

•. 

,, 
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quite completed; the gaps in the 1946-63 period are fcir the fo'iio~iing years: 

1948, 1954, 1960; 1962, 1963. 

II. RESULTS 

Q-mode Factor Analysis of Nation~ 

The results of the Q-mode analysis for nation-blocs for the 4 periods are 

given in, Tables 1-4. Each column 'of numbers represents a "factor" (in this case 

a voting bloc of nations) as obtained from the computer calculations. The 

numbers represent "factor loadings"; they range from -1.0 to 1.0, and indicate 
. . 

how strongly each nation's voting behavior is correlated with each factor or 

bloc. A high loading (either close to -1.0 or to 1.0) indicates a strong 

correlation of that nation >rith that factor, i.e. 'membership" in the bloc. 

(But if the sign of the loading is opposite to that of mos·t of the other 

' 

high loadings in that column, then that nation tends to vote opposite to that 

bloc.) Loadings close to 0 mean no cor=elation with the bloc. Loadings are 

underlined if they exceed 0.5 or -0.5 or if they are the highest loading for 

that nation in any column. The nations ~rhose loadings are underlined can 

then be considered members of that bloc, the more firmly so the higher their 

landings. The headings of the columns, i.e. the names of the blocs;'were 

supplied by us after inspection of the bloc memberships. These namesc.,tire only 

roughly descriptive.'· There an: some columns ,.,j•:hout headings; these··.ire 

spurious' ''factors", produced by the calculations because the c~puter' pr~gram 

specified the isolation of exactly 7 factors, when perhaps the significant 

alignments were fewer than 7. 

Place Tables 1 to 4 abou here 
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It is also kno-..'11 from the calculations hm~ much of the data is "explained" 

by each factor. This is expressed in terms of "percent total variance accounted 

for", and the sum of these for "'ll factors should c~me fairly close to 100% if a 

sufficient number of factors has been used; the remainder up to 100% is "un

accounted for", or random variation. The first factor in each table alw"lys 

accounts for_ more variance than the others, then the second, and so on. 

A summary of the factors (blocs) observed in all the periods, together 

with their percent total varlance (in brackets), is given in Table 5. This 

gives a quick overview of the changing bloc structure over the years. The 

numbers are rank order numbers, i.e. "2" means this was the second most impor

tant factor in that til'le period. Hm~ever, to g~t a more complete picture of 

the trends, we also need to know which nations belonged to each bloc in each 

period and which loaded the highest on it, since this internal structure of 

each bloc also changes with time. The complete data for this a:::-e of course 

in Tables 1-4. ,(N(Jte: The nations with the ,highest loading on a bloc are not 

necessarily the "bloc leaders" in the political sense, but the nations who 

voted most often and most consistently with the bloc. They may have been on 

the rece.iving .end .of persuasion rather than the initiating end, i.e. satel

lites rather than leaders.) 
Place Table 5 About Here. 

Blocs and Trends 

The numerical data presented in the Tables contain far more information 

than is extracted here; but this is our selection of the trends which appeared 

most important. 

The Western bloc started in Period 1 with a membership of Western Europe, 

North America, the Old Commonwealth, and a few Latin Americans. (Most of the 

Latin Americans separately at this time.) The most typical nations in the 

bloc (i.e. highest loadings) were the Scandinavian countries and Britain -

the countries who had Democratic Socialist governments at the time (Australia 
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and New Zealand had fairly high loadings too). The least typical (marginal) 

nations in the bloc were the 4 Latin Americans, with loadings below 0.6, and 

1~ith very high loadings on another factor (Latin American); uith the next 

least typical.;,being Greece and Turkey, on the geographic::1l margins of the West. 

In Period 2, this picture changed. The U.K. loading remained· high, but 

the Scandinavian countries' loadings dropped considerably; in fact, they now 

loaded higher on a separate factor of their own (Scandinavian). The other 

high loadings in the \~est tend to belong to the fmpcrinl powers (those possess-

ing colonies or recently having possessed them): U.K., NeH Zealand, Belgium, 

France, Australia, Netherlands. (There are of course some overlaps between 

the democratic socialist and the imperial po11ers, but the dropping out of 

Scandinavia· and the aAcendancy of France, Belgium and the Netherlands' creates· · 

the impression:) Membership in the bloc of Latin America and Israel, as 

well as Scandinavia, is marginal. 

There is a drastic change in Period 3. The Latin &~erican countries 

have now soli:d'ly joined the West (their own bloc no longer exists), and in 

fact have become the most typical nations in the Western bloc. (Manna's 

study6 shows that the Latin Americans lead the list of nations who are most 

often on the winning side of U.N. votes.) The Scandinavians have completely 

dropped out of the Wes'tern bloc and their bloc was joined by IreVmd and· 

Iceland; but now everi the imperial nations 'have partly or completely· dropped 

out to form their own bloc (Imperial); even the U.K. is marginal i France :.is 

gone, and israel;s loading is low, (This is the immediate post-Stiez period, 

but the critical votes on the Suez crisis are not included in the data ·analyzad; 

since they occurred in an Emergency Special Session.) 

In Period 4, the Latin Americans remain as the most typical natio.ns in the 
... ,:, . 

West, but both the Scandinavians and the imperial powers partly rejoin the 

West, The hold-outs in the case of Scandinavia are Sweden and Finland {they 
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are not NATO ·members, rather, "European neutrals"), and in the case of the 

imperial powers, Portugal, the last nation with large colonial holdings in 

Africa. 

It is" interesting to note that the United States is not the most typical 

nation of the West in any period. Canada is usually between the u.s.· and U.K., 

except in the last period; but these "distances" show up better in the factor 

plots given later. 

The Afro-Asian bloc, which according to Table 5 is second in importance 

in all but the second period when it is first in importance, also shows great 

changes in membership, due mainly to the fact that the Africans were admitted 

late in the U. N. history, and even some of the Asians were not members in the b·~-

ginning. In the first two periods the most typical nations of this bloc are 

the Arab c~untries; in Period 3 the most typical are South Asian countries such 

as Indonesia and India and they are still the most typical· in Period 4. Many 

of the African countries (the French-speaking ones) form their own bloc in Period 

4 -- the "pro-West neutrals" -- but some Africans, such as Ghana, Mali, and 

Nigeria, belong to the Afro-Asian bloc ·in Period 4, 

The most significant change is that, in Period 4, there is a partial merger 

of the Afro-Asian and the Soviet blocs. While the Soviet bloc still loads 

on their own separate factor, they also load marginally on the Afro-Asian bloc. 

The significance of this will be illustrated and discussed later. 

It is also intercstL1g to note that a group of nations have negative. 

loadings on the Afro-Asian factor: South Africa, France, Portugal, Belgium, 

U.K. Though primarily members of the West, 'they appear as the "enemies" of 

the Afro-Asians; they are the countries of the former Imperial bloc. 

The Soviet bloc, ·third in importance irf the first two periods, is a very 

tightly knit group; with an almost identical voting record for· all its member 

countries'.' Yugoslavia, however, drops out in Period 2 and thereafter remains 
* "Importf'nce", defined in terms of the amount of variance accounted for, seems 
to parallel roughly the number of nations in the hloc, i.e. the voting strength. 
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with the Afro-Asian bloc. In Period 3 the Soviet bloc is joined by the newly 

admitted nations: Rumania, Bulga:rih, Albania, Hungary. In Period 4, Cuba 

joins the bloc. in· Period 4 also, ·as already noted, a partial merger with the 

Afro-Asians takes plac·e. 

We can only wish that Mainland China had taken part in U.N. votes, so that 

we could observe the development of the Sino-Soviet rift in our analysis. 

Albania gives no indication of this, probably because ncne of the issues voted 

on were such that a difference of opinion would arise. (If China had been present, 

such issues might have been rai&ed.) When Period 5 is analyzed, such a differ<:>nce 

may appear, owing to votes on non-proliferation. 

the Scandinavian bloc showed surprising strength, especially in Period 3, 

when it accounted for more variance than either the Soviet or the Imperial bloc. 

Since the Scandinavians are traditionally the "peac<:>-keeping" natfons (as· is 

Ireland, a marginal member), we wonder if this reflects a rise in U.N. supra

nationali~ (and a drop in it since 1959). However, unlike AlkerB, we did not 

isolate any supranational cluster of issues in our issue analysis (see below). 

This could be because we did not analyze the Special Emergency Sessions, which 

were the ones that initiated peace--keeping. The separateness of the Scandinavian 

bloc may have been accentuated in these sessions, but it is strong enough to 

appear even in the ordinary sessions. 

We have to confess'to a certain disappointment at the complete absence .of 

Canadafrom the Scandina.;,ian bloc. Traditionally a peace-keeping nation; :Canada 

apparently has such strong ties to the mainstream of the West that no supra-

national teiidencie.s become apparent in the U .N. voting pattern. 

The Latin American bloc, as already noted, was separate in Periods 1 and'2, 

but merged 1•7ith the West in Periods 3 and 4. The second (smaller) Latin American 

factor in Period 1 consisted of only five 
three of Hhich, 

countries,,., Guatemala, Mexico, and Uru-' 

guay, joined the Afro-Asians in Perioc! 2. Mexico showed some tendency to remain 

as a Pro-West neutral when the others joined the West out-
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right in Period 3. Cuba defected to the Soviet bloc in Period 4. 

The factor plots given later shmv that the Latin American bloc occupies 

a position intermediate bet~<een the West and the Afro-Asians. When the merger 

with the West occurred in Period 3, this position bec.'l.IIle occupied by a group 

we call the Pro--\>lcst neutrals, with an entirely new membership. It is very 

wea:k in Period 3, having fel< members with low loadings, some of them predomin-

antly members of other blocs. It is greatly strengthened in Period 4 by the 

influx of ne<1 African nations; most of thB French-speaking AfricB.ns voted with 

this bloc in Period 4, and a few nations, such as Israel, Laos, and Haiti, 

joined it marginally but are primarily members of the Hest. 

Finally, the Imperial bloc, when present, was always small and ill-defined. 

The most typical nation in both periods of its existence, Periods 3 and 4, 

was Portugal. Among its members, South Africa and Luxembourg (a Benelux nation) 

do not have any overseas possessions, but their presence in this bloc is 

easily understood on political grounds. In Period 4, this bloc is more promin-

ent as the negation of the Afro-Asian bloc than as a bloc in its own right. 

The overlap with the West is always so considerable that the group might be con-

sidered,as m~r~ly a sub-bloc of the Hest. 

\>le might also note some interesting movements and crossings between blocs 

by some individual countries. The defection of Cuba to the Soviet bloc and of 

Yugoslavia from the Soviet bloc have already.been mentioned. China (Taiwan) voted 

with the Afro-Asians. in Period 1 (before the Communists took over .the mainl?nd), 

formed a factor all by itself in Period 2, then, joined ·the West. Israel, not a 

member in Period 1, voted with the Latin Americans (who could also be. considered 

pro-West neutrals) in Period 2, along with the, Latin Americans joined the Hest 

in Period 3, and was mainly with the West and partly with the pro-West neutrals 

(French-speaking Af~icans) in Period 4, Bolivia, a marginal IVestern me!llber in 
. ' 

~eriod 1, crossed over to the Afro-Asians in, Period 2, then returned to the \vest 
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in Period 3. 

The trends and movements described in this discussion are illustrated in 

the diagram in ·Fisure L The ·blocs. are arranged from "left" to "right" accord-

ing to intuitive political complexions, although this is an oversimplification 

of the ~:ore complex relationships. The width of each "stream" represents the 

number of countries who belong to it. The right margin contains some world 

events occurring simultaneously. 

Place Figure 1 about here 

Pactor ·rtots --------
Another very useful way to represent the data in Tables 1-4 is by means 

of so-called factor plots.- {Figures ... 2-:8.) These are plots of one factor against 

another, with each nation being represented by a point whose coordinates are its 

factor loadings on the two factors. This produces a sort of a two-dimensional 

map of national groupings, which shows the relationship more clearly than a 

one-dimensioual (e.g. left to right) visualization as in Figure 1., It should 

be remembered, however, that even these plots are merely projections of more 

complex patterns, "slices" through a multi-dimensional model. lve did build a 

3-dimensional model (cf. Plate 1) to show relationships of three factors, but 

even this is an oversimplification, since our 7-factor system can be fully 

represented only in 7-d:imensional space,· which of course is a mathematical 

abstraction incapable of visual representation. 

Place Figures 2-8 here 

In Figures 2-,80 the nation blocs appear as "islands" of points,. each point 
···...... ·"•-. 

representing anat"!;;ti;' w.fi:h 7 factors, '21 different· pairs of factors can be 
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formed, and therefore 21 plot" ·~(;~ctors could he drawn for each of four periods. 

However, some of the seven factors are nearly "eriipty" and some combinations are 

of less interest thau others. We have limited ourselves to plotting West ~gainst 

Soviet and West against Afro-Asian blocs for each of the four periods, or a total 

of 7 plots, since in Period 4 the Soviet and Afro-Asia" blocs merged. 

A comparison with Alker and Russett9 shows some similarities. Their 1947 

diagram (p. 54) shows the Western, Soviet, and Arab group, while our diagram 

for 1946-50 ()"igure 3) has the Western, Soviet, Afro-Asian (mainly Arab), and 

Latin American group. Their 1952 diagr&~ (p. 80) has the separate Scandinavian 

and Latin American gcoup, like our Figure ~. and a closer approach of the Soviet 

bloc to the Afro-Asians. Their diagram for 1957 (p. 98) again shows the closer 

approach of the Soviet and Afro-Asian blocs, and an overlap between the Latin 

American and Western blocs, which in 1952 were still separate (Cf. our Figure 7). 

Their 1961 diagram (p. 121) shows the Soviet-Afro-Asian merger, as our Figure 8 

does, but still has the Scandinavian group eeparate. The Imperial bloc does 

not show up as clearly in their diagrams, although they have a West European 

and Old Commonwealth group. 

Alker and Russett's results, then, while obtained with a different sample 

of issues, generally confi<m our results. Our results are based on more exten-

sive data ·(18 sessions rather than 4). 

If we compare the corresponding diagrams (either West-Soviet or West-

Afro-Asian) for the different time periods, the most striking trend observed 

is the rapprochement· of the Soviet and Afro-Asian blocs and the simultaneous 

alienation between the Western and Afro-Asian blocs. Before we jump to the 

conclusion that "the Soviets are winning the cold war in the Third World", let 

us take a closer look at this phenomenon. 

The following tests were· made.:. 

1. To test if.'the trend observed in the 2-factor plo·ts is real, or merely 

an·artifact due to neglect of the other 5 dimensions, we calculated 
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the 'l!istance" in 7-dimensional spac.e between pairs of nations whic~ 

are .representative of their blocs •.. This calculation can be done .in 

spite of the· fact that the 7-dimensional plot cannot be represented 

geometrically. The calculated distance is the square root of the sum 

of the squares of the differences between coordinates of the two 

nations which is a generalization of the formula for calculating the 

distance between two points. in a·plane. 

·2. ·To test if this trend is due to a change in the type of issues with 

which the U.N. votes were concerned, we exmnined the issue cluster 

results (R-mode factor analysis) to see whether there has been a 

shift from cold-war issues to colonial issues betweenthe time periods~ 

As the discussion of results below shows, no such shift was observed 

in our data. 

Bloc Distances 

To calculate this distance in the manner noted above, we have to choose 

particular nations as typical of their blocs, since the seven coordinates 

for.the.bloc as a whole are not known. This choice of typical nation is 

somewhat arbitrary: we could choose the nation with the highest loading, 

or one near the centre of the "island" in the factor plot. We preferred 

the latter method and m1;1de the following choices: 

Western bloc - Canada. Scandinavian bloc - Sweden. 

Soyiet bloc - USSR. Imperial bloc - France. 

Afro-Aeian bloc - UAR or India. Latin American bloc - ·s:razil.·'; 

Though UAR _was more centrally located in its "island", we also calculated 

the distances using India, in an effort to avoid the criticism that the UAR 

·is known to. have more pro-Soviet .tendencies than the rest of the Afro-Asians. 
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(Actually this is more a post-1963 phenomenon.) 

The pro-West neutral bloc was not included in this calculation, because its 

membership shifted too much to make it possible to pick a typical nation. 

There are 15 pairs that can be formed between six nations, but only r;ome of 

these were of interest. The distances between Canada-USSR, Canada-UAR or 

India, and USSR-UIL~ or India, thre8 in all (five if we also calculate with India), 

should be enough to confina or disconfirm the reality of the movement of the 

Afro-Asians from the West tmvard the Soviets. However, because of the intrinsic 

interest of some of the other combinations, we calculated a total of nine of 

these 15 distances, and then added the two with India for a total of 11. These 

are given in Table' 6; 

Place Table 6 about here 

Besides the distances, Table 6 also gives the "correlations"; these are 

direct measures of the frequency with which the votes of the two countries coin-

cide. As expected, a large distance usually means a low (large negative) cor-

relation. Since the correspondence bet:.1een the rank orderings of distances and 

correlations is almost perfect;* either could have been used. 

The change in the distance between n~tion-pairs with time is plotted in 

Figure 9. This shows clearly that all the distances between any of: the UAR, 

India, and USSR on the one hand, and any of: Canada, France, Sweden and 
on the .other hand, 

BrazilJare increasing over the years, while the distances--between USSR-UAR, 

USSR-India, and Canada-Brazil are decreasiug. The trend is thus not simply 

one of the West "losing the third world" but of increasing bipolarization, for 

* The rank order correlation coefficients for the four p-eriods are respectively: 

0.78, 0.98, 0.99, 0.99 

.,_. 
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Latin America is approaching the West while the Afro-Asian bloc is approaching 

the East.* (See note on page 19.) 

Th<;> large downward dip in the UAR-Sweden curve in Period 3, and a corres-

ponding upward swing of the France-Sweden curve in the same period, coincides "ith 

the time in which the Scandinavian bloc was most prominent. This shows that 

Scandinavia was moving at that time from the Imperial powers to their opposites, 

the Afro-Asians. In terms of the bipolar trend, this would mean away from the 

\4est and tovmrd the Soviets. In the fourth period, hmJever, this trend for thr 
Scandinavian bloc Has reversed, 

S.ubstituting India for the UAR as a representative of the Afro-Asians had 

the ten~ency to diminish the trend avmy from the West and tmvard the Soviets, but 

the movement was still real. 

As an alternative way to represent this trend, we plotted the triangular 

diagrams in Figure 10. Each vertex represents a nation, and each side the cal 

culated distance between them. The pipolarization trend is again apparent, more 

so with the UAR than with India. 

Place Figures 9 and 10 about here 

R-Mode Factor .Analysis of Issues 

As explained above, this was carried out.year by year, with calculations 

not yet completed for some sessions. The complete factor tables are not given, 

to save space, but the results are summarized in Table 7, which lists the factqrs 
(roughly parallel .to the nut"Ober of roll-call votes) · 

for each annual session in their order of importance, along with the percent 

" 
:·····variance each factor accounts for. The number of nations and the number of issues 

in each session is also given. The names of the factors were supplied by us, 

from an examination of the issues which load highly on that factor. The summary 

il 
of issues on which roll call votes were taken, compiled by Glen Foster 

* Jacobsen5 also found that in 1947, 1952, 1957, and 1961, East-West conflict 
dominated over North-South conflict-- a third bloc has not emerged.Hhile our Fi
gures 2-8 consistently shoH one or more "neutral " blocs het1·reen East and Hest, 
their membership is not constant and is numerically decreasing. 
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from the Official Record of the,General Assembly, was used to estimate the 

subject-matter of each roll call vote. It might be desirable to make a more 

thorough study of the debate surrounding each resolution in order to gain a 

greater understanding of the context and significance, but the sheer amount of 

material made this impossible for us at this time. 

Place Table 7 about here 

An examination of Table .7 shows a great variety of issue factors. Per-

sistent ones which carry through many sessions are, not expectedly, cold war, 

colonialism, South Africa, and China representation. These are also often 

among the factors which account for most of the variance. 

Time Trends in, Issue Factors 

The observed trend of the Afro-Asian bloc away from the West and toward 

the Soviet bloc could be due to a shift in the issues that come up for a vote, 

from purely cold war issues, on which the Afro~Asians might be neutral, to 

colonialism issues, on which the Soviet bloc would tend to vote with the Afro-

Asians against the West. To test this possibility, >re collected in Table 8 

numbers on the percent variance accounted for by cold war issues and colonialism 

issues in every eseesion analyzed.' Even with the gaps in our results,, this 

covers most of the years until 1961., 
; ; . 

Place Table 8 about here 

Hare than,one factor was taken sometimes, when they seemed to fall under 
Africa 

the heading of,either cold war or colonial issues; e.g. South Africa and Southwest/ 
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issues Here counted '·lith colonialism, votes on admission of ne~< members at the time 

of controversy (1951) <~ith cold Har issues. The factors taken into account are no-

ted. The results Here then averaged over the time periods corresponding to those 

over >Ihich the nation-bloc analyses >Jere done. A comparison of the 4 cold >Jar/ 

~ coloniaLi~ ratios (right column at bottom) does not reveal any monotonic pattern, 

but there ~<ms an increase in cold-Her issues in 1956-59 and an increase in colonial 

issues in 1960-63, although not enough data >Iere obtained in the latter period. 

Perhaps the separation of the Scandinavian and Imperial blocs from the Hest 

in 1956-59, and the Soviet merger ,.,ith the Afro-f.sians in 1960-63, is linlmd ,.,ith 

these fluctuations in issues. Jacobsen
5 

also found, by a different method, that 

llast-l>lest conflict in U.N. votes fluctuated: it Has 62% in 1947, 52% in 1952, 57% 

in 1957, 62% in 1961. He quotes Alker and Russett as obtaining the follo>Jing: 45% 

in 1947, 51% in 1952, 64% in 1957, 68% in 1961. 

III, CONCLUSION. 

The main pattern discovered in the changes in nation blocs "ith time is a 

trend toHard increasing "bipolarization" (see note on p. 19 for a discussion of 

the definition ,of polarization and bipolarization): The Latin P.Jnericans joined the 

Hest, >Ihile the ll.fro-Asians joined the Soviet bloc. Brief a~tempts at forming sepa

rate Scandinavian and Imperial blocs proved abortive. The pro-Nest neutral bloc 

Has small and fluid in membership. 

Increasing bipolarization. is a trend V>hich seems . to contradict the observations 

of political analysts. He have to remember, however, that our record stops in 1963, 

and the break-up of the blocs "hich is being discussed nowadays >Ias then barely be-

ginning. Also, mainland China, not being represented in the U.N., does not appear 

in our calculations. The trend •re found may not continue into Period 5,1964-68, 

>Ihich may sho>I other interesting features, such as an alignment of the smaller na-

tions against the superpmvers (on non-proliferation, ocean resources, etc.). 

IV, FUTURE RESE!J<CH. 
Besides filling in the gaps in the analysis of issues, the follmving needs 

to be done: 1. Obtain data for, and analyze, the four Special Sessions 
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and four Special Emergency Sessions up to 1963. 

2. Obtain data for, and analyze, the sessions for 1964, 1965-68. 

3. Calculate the "factor scores", Le. the national positions, 

on the issue factors. 

4. Apply these results to devising a workable, equitable and 

acceptable formula for weighted voting in the General Assembly. Such a formula, 

to make it acceptable, should be based on the stipulation that each of the 

major blocs should win at least a certain proportion of the time on the issues 

which are important to it. If we pick an issue cluster and a pair of opposing 

blocs who differ on it, e.g. cold war issues and the Western and Soviet blocs, 

we can find ranges of coefficients in a regression equation for the voting 

weight on a number of national indicators (population, GNP per capita, etc.) 

that would satisfy this criterion. We can repeat this for one or more issue 

clusters and correspon1ing nation blocs, and perhaps arrive at a set of 

coefficients that satisfies them all. 
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Note on Polarization and Bipolarization. 

1. Polarization can be defined as the distance (in the 7-dimensional factor space) 

betHeen 0.10 nations chosen as representative of their blocs. Table 6 and Figures 9 and 

10 show the time chartges in these distances. The Canada-USSR distance (ind:Lcating Hest-
and the USSR-Sweden and USSR-Brazil distances (Hith SHeden and Brazil also close to theHc:st) 

Soviet polarization)l'shoHed a change bet1-1<'!en the first and the last period ~Jl:ich VJas not 

signific2.nt by statistical test. Other bloc distances did change significantly. 

2o "Bipolarizationjj is used htlre to mean an increasing approach to a division of 

the world into 2 Groupings only, Hith any intermediate group waning in mnnbers and 

importance as time goes on. It is in this sense that ·t-re claim to observe a trend to-Hard 

bipolarization, since a merger occurred bet«een the Afro-Asian and Soviet blocs, on the 

one hand, and betHeen the Hest and Latin i',merican blocs, on the other hand. The only 

intermediate bloc left, the pro-\-Jest neutrals, is relatively ,.]eak. 

3. Polarization bet,;een the Hest and Soviet blocs could also mean the positioning 

of the two blocs on the factor diagram at opposite ends of a line passing through the 

origin, instead of in such a way that the lines joining the centres of each bloc to 

the origin form an angle. Figures 2-8 actually shoiV that this angle decreases over 

the years, showing decreasing polarization in this sense. 

\Vhat this means physically is the follo,nng: If two blocs are on exactly opposite 

sides of the origin (angle 180°), then the nations belonging to them vote on opposite 

sides on most issues. Toe smaller the angle, the more often do the blocs vote together 

on some issues. 

Thus what has happened over the years seems to be the follm;ing: \Vhile most of the 

nations in the U.N. have grouped themselves into 2 lare;e groupings, these 2 groupings 

have shown an increasing tendency to vote together on at least some issues. 

One ,;onders if this apparent convergence is promoted by a force outside the U.N., 

namely pressure from China, and hoH the presence of China in the U.N. would affect 

the voting patterns. 
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Factor Analysis of Nation-Blocs, 1946-50 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Afro- Latin Latin 
Country West Asian Soviet Amer. Amer. ·-- ---
Lebanon 0.15 -0.90 0,12 0.13 -0.23 -0.25 -0.10 

Afghanistan 0.01 -0.92 -0.13 0.06 -0.17 0.30 0.13 

Burma 0.13 -0.93 -0.17 0.00 -0.18 0.2i 0.13 

U A R 0.16 -0.95 0.06 0.05 -0.15 -0.22 -0.05 .. 
Saudi Arabia' -0.04 -0.95 -·0. 00 o.os -0.14 -0.25 -0.01 

.. 
Pakistan 0.05 -0.96 -0.04 0.06 -0.14 0.23 0.07 

Syria 0.02 -0.96 -0.04 0.09 -0.16 -0.19 -0.01 

Iraq 0.02 -Q.97 0.07 0.15 -0.17 -0.11 -0.05 

Yemen -0.09 -0. 9~ -0.02 -0.04 -0.08 0.04 0.08 

Yugosla.via -0.27 -0.07 -0.80 0.26 0.41 0.10 0.19 

Poland -0.38 -0.03 -0.91 -0.06 0.16 o.oo -0.01 

UK s S R -0.37 -0.04 -0.91 -0.06 0.18 0.02 0.00 

u s S R -0.37 -0.03 -O.Sl -0.07 0.17 0.02 -0.00 

Il s S R -0.37 -0.03 -0.91 -0.07 0.17 0.02 -0.00 

Czechoslovakia -0.34 -0.03 -0.92 -0.05 0.16 -0.08 -0.01 
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:..~,-:!.!ador 0.35 -0.1f3 0.21 0.25 -_o. 7 4 0.20 0.04 

Argentina 0.38 -0.28 0.23 0.10 -0.83 0.05 0.15 
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Factor Analysis of Nation Blocs 1951-55 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 

Afro- Latin Scandi- China 
Country Asian West Soviet Amer. navian Greece ---- ·---- --- ---
Turkey -0.07 0.83 0.24 -0.46 -0.02 0.19 0.00 

. SQl.lth .M:ri<::a ... 0 ..... 31 . 0. 77 . 0,28 -0.17 0.26 0.04 -0;37 

::Jerimark -0.15 0.73 0.02 -0.03 -0.66 0.07 b;o"o 
~ S A 0.11 o. 72 0.21 -0.53 0.20 0.30 o;n 
Sweden -0.09 0.69 '-0. 06 -0.07 -0.71 0.06 0.02 
Ncn:-way -0.19 0.68 -0.01 -0.11 -0.70 0.04 o. 02 
Co:Lumbi<:> -0.11 0.6~ 0.28 -0.62 0.05 -0.14 -0.29 
Pc;ru -0.31 0.64 0.27 -0.60 -0.08 0.14 0.18 
Iceland -0.33 0.61 -0.01 -0.40 -0.44 0.40 0.10 

Israel -0.12 0.58 -0.19 -0.66 -0.34 0.15 -0.21 

Brazil -0. 24' 0.56 0.28 -0.71 -0.18 0.10 0.07 

DOI!lin Repub -0.23 0.56 0.25 -'-0.69 0.06 0.03 -0.31 

Czechoslovakia· -0.33 -0.29 -0.89 0.15 -0.01 -0.03 o.oo 
B s S R -0.32 -0.28 -0.89 0.15 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 
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.. •o.oo 

Poland -0.32 -0.28 -0.89 0.14 o.oo -0.01 0.01 

UK s S R -0.32 -0.28 -0.89 0.14 0.00 -0.01 0.01 

Venezuela -0.50 0.49 0.18 -0.57 0.13 0.38 0.05 

Costa Rica -0.48 0.32 0.05 '-0.69 -0.07 -0.01 0.44 

Chile -0.44 0.30 -0.09 -0.76 0.01 -0.06 ~0.35 

Cuba -0 .• 33 0.24 0.19 -0.81 -0.10 0.32 -0;15 

Nicaragua -0.15 0.48 0.13 -0.84 -0.09 0.02 0.09 

Panama -0.21 0.47 0.04 -0.86 -0.04 0.01 -0.04 

Paraguay -0.22 0.24 0.23 -0.88 -0.05 0.15 0.19 

China -0.39 0.30 . o. 12 -0.47 -0.20 0.68 -0.14 

Greece -0.1•8 0.41 0.02 -0.49 0.06 0.59 0.12 

; . ,·: ("< ••• 
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TABLE 3 . 
Factor Analysis of Nation Blocs, 1956-59 
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Nicaragua 
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Bolivia 

Brazil 

Honduras 

Argentina 
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Chile 

Paraguay 

Thailand 

El Salvador 

Costa Rica 

Uruguay 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 
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-0.90 
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-0.92 

-0.93 

-0.93 

-0.93 

-0.93 

-0.93 

-0.94 

-0.95 

. -0. 95 

-0.96 

.·-0. 96 

-0.96 

-0.96 

-0.37 

-0.13 

-0.11 

0.23 

0.04 

0.20 

.-0.38 

-0.23 

0.09 

0.13 

0.06 

0.04 

-0.03 

-0.08 

-0.02 

-0.14 

-0.02 

0.05 

0.09 

-0.17 . 

-0.24 

0.10 

0.06 

-0.02 

0.04 

-0.08 

0.05 

0.01 

-0.09 

-0.06 
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0.02 

0.01 

-0.53 

-0.62 

0.21 

0.17 
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-0.11 

0.18 

0.15 

0.19 
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0.06 

0.24 

0.20 

0.10 

-0.04 

-0.02 
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0.13 

-0.00 

-0.25 
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. -0. 76 o. 25 

-0.79 0.04 
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-0.85 0. 25 
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-0.93 .. -0.01 
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0.02 

0.10 

0.20 

0.15 
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0.08 
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0.10 

-0.27 

-0.12 

0.05 

0.13 

-0.02 

0.07 

-0.30 

0.08 

0.08 

0. 02 

-0.26 

-0.04 

-0.18 

-0.21 

~0.73 

. -0. 63 

. ·:..o. 67 

-0.60 

-0.50 

-0.09 

-0.16 

-0.10 

-0.05 

-0.25 

0.01 

0.01 

0.00 

-0.16 

0.07 

0.05 

0.01 

-0.24 

-0.25 

-0.05 

-0.27 

-0.24 

-0.20 

-0.23 

-0.19 

-0.07 

-0.14 

-0.17 

-0.22 

-0.10 

-0.21 

-0.14 

-0.07 

. o. 20 

0.38 

0.33 

0.36 

0.31 

0.57 

0.12 

0.37 

0 .. 25 

0.39 

0.34 

0.31 

0.26 

0.13 

0.21 

0.11 

. 0.18 

-0.06 

0.01 

0.11 

-0.03 

0.12 

0.05 

-0.17 

-0.03 

-0.14 

-0.11 

-0.14 

-0.14 

0.05 

-0.12 

0.14 

-0.05 

-0.07 

-0.02 

0.07 

0.08 

0.14 

0.03 

0.07 

-0.19 

-0.28 

0.07 

-0.03 

-0.00 

-0.05 

0.01 

-0.05 

·-0.01 

-o,oo 

Imperial 

0.27 

0.26 

0.01 

-0.03 

0.14 

0.22 

0.13 

0.20 

0.02 

0.13 

0.08 

0.06 

0.02 

-0.05 

0.07 

0.03 

-0.03 

0.09 

o.oo 
-0.06 

-0.01 

-0.07 

-0.09 

-0.09 

-0.26 

-0.11 

-0.11 

-0.15 

-0.13 

-0.02 

-0.06 

-0.01 

-0.08 



TABLE 3 (continued) .· 

Lat. Amer. Afro- Scandi- Pro West 
Count·ry & West Asian navian Neutral Soviet Imperial ----
Norway -0.38 -0.29 0.85 0.03 -0.14 o.oo 0.18 

Denmark -0.42 -0.29 o. 83 . 0.08 -0.18 0.02 0.11 

Sweden -0.35 0.40 0.82 0.07 -0.14 -0.08 0.11 

Finland -0.13 ·-0. 50 0.80 -0.02 0.09 o.oo 0.29 

Ir:eland -0.44 -0.26 0.71 -0.47 0.09 0.04 0.10 

Romani.a 0.30 -0.41 ~0.07 -0.08 0.84 0.01 0.14 

u s S R 0.30 -0.42 -0.07 -0.08 0.84 0.02 -0'.12 

Bulgaria 0.30 -0.42 -0.07 -0.08 0.84 0.02 -0.12 

Albania 0.30 -0.42 -0.07 -0.08 0.84 0.02 -0.12 

Czechoslov 0.30 -0.42 -0.07 -0.08 0.84 0.01 -0.12 

B S S R 0.30 -0.43 -0.07 -0.09 0.84 0.01 -0.12 

UK s S R 0. 31 -0.42 -0.08 -0.08 0.84 0.02 -0.13 

Poland 0.31 -0.43 -0.07 -0.08 0.83 0.03 -0.11 

Hungary 0.37 -0.38 -0.01 -0.08 0.82 0.00 -0.20 

Portugal -0.49 0.11 0.38 0.09 -0.32 0.12 0.69 



Country 

Finland 

Pakistan 

·Portugal·· 

Laos 

~~wed en 

South Africa 

M:>laysia 

Cyprus 

Denmark 

Norway 

Haiti· 

U K · 

Iran 

France 

Spain 

Philippines 

Iceland 

Netherlands 

Belgium 

Luxembourg 

Australia· 

U.S.A. 

Thailand 

New Zealand 

Mexico 

Ireland 

Venezuela 

Austria 

Greece 

Italy 

Turkey 

Bolivia 

Table 4 
Factor Analysis of Nation Blocs, 1960-63. 

Afro- Pro-
West + Asian & \·lest Scandi-
Lat. Amer. Soviet Neutrals navian Soviet 

-0.59 

-0.62 

-0.64 

. -0.64 

-0.67 

-0.69 

. -0.69 

-0.73 

-0.74 

-0.75 

-0.75 

-0.76 

-0.76 

-0.79 

-0.80 

-0.81 

-0.82 

-0.82 

-0.84 

-0.84 

-0.84 

-0.85 

-0.85 

-0.85 

-0.87 

-0.87 

-0.87 

-0.88 

-0.88 

-0.89 

-0.89 

-0.89 

-0.90 

-0.20 

-·0. 46 

..... 0.42· 

-0.37 

-0.07 

0.54 

-0.01 

-0.50 

-0.51 

0.05 

0.05 

-0.05 

0.40 

-0.34 

0.53 

0.38 

-0.00 

0.13 

0.33 

0.41 

0.36 

0.35· 

0.33 

-0.01 

0.24 

-0.27 

0.07 

-0.29 

0.07 

0.23 

0.27 

0.17 

-0.04 

-0.04 

-0.23 

0.00 .. 

-0.62 

-0.04 

0.11 

-0.64 

-0.23 

-0.33 

-0.11 

-0.12 

-0.54 

-0.00 

-0.28 

-0.10 

0.01 

-0.46 

-0.15 

-0.12 

-0.14 

-0.21 

-0.07 

-0.12 

-0.33 

-0.17 

-0.15 

-0.07 

-0.19 

-0.14 

-0.13 

-0.16 

-0.04 

-0.36 

0. 77 

0.03 

0;08 

0.08 

o. 72 

0.02 

0.26 

0.09 

-0.01 

0.64 

0.63 

-o. 20 

0.33 

-0.18 

0,06 

-0.09 

-0.06 

0.49 

0.28 

0.10 

0.17 

O;.Z5. 

0.25 

0.03 

0.32 

-0.06 

0.46 

-0.13 

0.43 

0.16 

0.13 

0.20 

-0.06 

0.10 

0.10 

·o.l6 

-0.03 

0.15 

0.19 

0.14 

0.19 

0.11 

0.11 

0.11 

-0.05 

o. 21 

0.12 

-0.02 

0.21 

-0.01 

0.16 

0.17 

0.08 

0.17 

·0.17 

0.11 

0.13 

0.10 

-0.04 

0.11 

0.10 

0.11 

0.13 

0.15 

0.15 

0.11 

Imperial 

0.05 0.02 

-Q~-2.~ -0.03 

·o;n · ""0';61 

-0.22 -0.09 

0.00 0.03 

-0.01 -0.43 

-0.14 -0.01 

-0.32 0.13 

-0.25 0.06 

-0.05 -0.06 

-0.06 -0.07 

-0.26 0.17 

-0.13 -0. 31 

-0.34 0.12 

0.06 -0.24 

0,06 -0.38 

-0.33 0.06 

-0.15 -0.04 

-0.09 -0.24 

0.06 -0.29 

-0.04 -0.24 

~0.16 . -0~ 21 .. 

-0.15 -0.24 

-0.37 -0.06 

-0.14 -0.16 

0.22 0.30 

0.01 0.05 

0.13 0.23 

-0.03 0.03 

-0.18 -0.26 

-0.07 -0.24 

-0.24 -0.22 

0.17 0.15 



Country 

Canada 

China. 

Uruguay 

Columbia 

Japan 

Ecuador 

Chile 

lJicaragua 

Paraguay 

Honduras 

Panama 

Peru 

El Salvador 

Guatemala 

Costa Rica 

Brazil 

Argentina 

Domin. Rep. 

Liberia 

Hungil.ry 

Ciechoslov 

Poland 

Romania 

u s s· R 

B S S R 

UK S S R 

Bulgaria 

Albania 

Cuba 

Jordan 

To go 

Lebanon 

: '· c 

·.:' 

West + 
Lat. Amer. 

-0.90 

-0.90 

-0.90 

-0.90 

-0.91 

-0.91 

-0.91 

-0.92 

-0.92 

-0.93 

-0.93 

-0.93 

-0.94 

-0.94 

-0.94 

-0.94 

-0.95 

-0.,96 

-0.50 

0.36 

0.34 

0.36 

0.35 

0.35 

0.35 

0.35 

0.35 

0.33 

0.39 

-0.25 

-0.18 

-0.33 

Afro
Asian & 
Soviet 

0.25 

0.19 

0.08 

0.21 

0.10 

-0.20 

-0.05 

0.24 

0.15 

0.21 

0.15 

0.16 

0.14 

0.11 

0.10 

0.08 

0.08 

0.19 

-0.56 

-'0.65 

-0.66 

-0.66 

-0.67 

-0.67 

-0.67 

-0.67 

-0.67 

-0.71 

-0.73 

-0.76 

-0.78 

-0.82 

.-. 

TABLE 4 (continued) 

Pro
Hest 
Neutrals 

-o.11· 

-0.28 

-0.37 

-0.35 

-0.20 

-0.27 

-0.36 

-0.22 

-0.33 

-0.28 

-0.30 

-0.27 

-0.25 

-0.27 

-0.30 

-0.27 

-0.28 

-0.15 

0.46 

-0.03 

-0.04 

-0.03 

-0.03 

-0.02 

-0.03 

-0.02 

-0.02 

-0. OL, 

o.oo 

-0.23 

-o.5o 

-0.12 

.. ,. 

'·· -

Scandi
navian 

0.27 

-0.04 

-0.14 

0.11 

0.19 

0.12 

0.03 

0.09 

-0.01 

-0.04 

0.08 

0.01 

-0.02 

-0.03 

-0.02 

-0.09 

-0.06 

0.02 

-0.16 

-0.08 

-0.10 

-0.08 

-0.08 

-0.08 

-0.09 

-0.09 

-0.07 

-0.09 

-0.10 

-0.48 

0.05 

-0.38 

Soviet 

0.15 

0.03 

0.08 

0.01 

0.15 

0.06 

0.09 

0.20 

0.14 

0.07 

0.10 

0.06 

0.18 

0.13 

0.10 

0.03 

0.03 

0.09 

0.13 

-0.66 

-0.66 

-0.65 

-0.65 

-0.65 

-0.65 

-0.65 

-0.65 

-0.61 

-0.54 

-0.01 

-0.03 

0.04 

Imperial 

-0.11 -0.12 

-0.14 -0.23 

0.03 0.15 

-0.00 0.02 

-0.22 -0.12 

0.14 0.12 

0.05 0.13 

-0.07 -0.02 

0.03 0.03 

-0.00 0.11 

0.03 0.07 

0.05 0.14 

0.01 0.06 

-0.07 0.10 

0.01 0.04 

0.14 -0.01 

0.11 

0.06 

-0.41 

. 0. 02 

0.03 

0.01 

0.02 

0.02 

0.02 

0.02 

0.02 

0.04 

0.03 

-0.26 

-0.20 

-0.16 

-0.01 

0.06 

0.12 

0.05 

0.04 

0.04 

0.03 

0.03 

0~03 

0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

0.08 

0.09 

0.24 

0.16 
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Periods West 

1946-50 1(43.87) 

1951-55 2(26.73) 

1(41.34) 
11956-59 . (merged with 

L.A.) 
I 

1960-63 1 (38. 94) 
(merged with 
L.A.) 

' L ' . 
. 

Afro
Asian 

2(15.23) 

1 (33. 21) 

2(22.17) 

TABLE 5 

Summary of Factors 

Soviet Scan 

3(5.55) 

3(7.37) 5(2.76) 

5(2.80) 3 (6.58) 
(more 
members) 

2(24.65) I 5(2.92) 4(3.52) 
(merged ; (mainly fewer 
with ;; with members) 
Soviet) Afro-

Asian) . 

Total 
Pro-lo/est. Latin Variancp 
neutral Amer Imperial Explained . 

' ! I 4 & 5 
(7. 52) 

71J 

4(3.57) 72 

4 (4 ,83) (merged 6(2.47) 79 
with 
West) 

3(5.6~) 
(merged .6(1.83) 80 
with (mainly as 
\-lest) opposite 

I. to Afro-
Asian 

I I 

I 



TABLE 6 
Sip,nificance 

Distances Between Some Nation Pairs - Variations lVith Time test >': 

·k 

1946-50 1951-55 1956-59 1960-63 

Cor. Cor. .Cor. Cor.: 
Dist. Coeff. Dist. Coeff. Dist. Coeff. Dist. Coeff. 

Canada-USSR l. 487. -0.561 l. 678 -0.364 l. 777 -0.497 l. 795 -0.547 not sir-. 

. tiSSR-UAR 1.420 -0. 103 1.020 0.430 0.763 0.662 0.583 0.765 sig 0.001 

Canada-UAR 1.227 0.217 1.486 -0. 103 1.641 --0. 266 l. 741 -0.419 sip: O,Offil 

France-Sweden 0.598 0.533 0.764 0.591 1.228 0.168 0.9598 . 0. 377 sig o,tfs-

Canada-Brazil o. 8117 0.497 0.6585 0.583 0.5540 0.641 0.5241 0.684 sig 0.001 

UAR-Sweden 1.178 0.220 1.326 -0. Oll 1.193 0.254 1.530 -0.103 sig 0. 001 .. 

UAR-France 1.177 0.183 1.613 -0.254 1.799 -0.527 1.849 -0.581 sig 0. 0('1 

USSR-Sweden 1.564 -0.423 l. 493. -0.098 1.530 -0.104 1.638 -0.310 not sig 

USSR-France 1.581 -0.323 1. 724 -0.427 1.837 -0.610 1.805 -0.516 sig o. c 1 

India-USSR 1.6309 0.195 0.9045 0.445 0.9327 0.510 0.88 0.516 sig 0.001 

India-Canada · 1.34 0.104 1;42 0.035 1.524 -0.107 l. 57 -0.167 sigO.OOl 

USSR-Brazil _1.481 -0.373 1.693 -0.348 l. 763 -0. 488' ' . l. 663 -0.322 not sig 

Canada-Sweden' 0.2523 0.709 0.6092 0.651 o. 9072 0.462 0.6302 0.675 not sig 

* The differences bet1-1een the correlation coefficients in 1946-50 and 1960-63 Here 

tested for sip,nificance by the z' transformation method (Edwards, A,L., "Statistical 

Nethods for the llehavioral Sciences", Rinehart, NeH York, 1954, pp. 304-7 ;) 



Facto~ An~lysis of Issu~s - ' -·· 

Factors Issues 

Assembly 
& Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

res.'l Truste<e-1 Indians 
! I 

1946 1 43 Anti- Proce- j Post Hurry Non- ' ' 
51 nat.jship & !inS. · Fascist ·dural , W.W. II procedure Self I 3. 09 

'~ Procedu-1 A~rica pro- (Sec. j 4.10 4.06 Gov. 
ral . 

1 
Human Soviet Council) Terr. 

37.58 !Rights 7.37 & ECOSOC Conf. i 
10.60 6.17 3.17 ' 

I I 
1947 2 32 res. Colon- I cold Spain U.N. in Gena- - s. Afr.& 

58 nat.jialism& lW & New Europ<o cide Korea ,2. 71 h'rustee-I ar 
Human 15.23 members 5.73 4.00 3.30 ~hip - Rights· 9.40 . 

I 2. 38 
44.2J. -

1948 3 97 res. 1 

1949 4 64 res. Cold jPales- Colonia- Social Welfare 
59 nat. \-Jar tine lism & welfare in Trust - - -

39.78 17.65 s.w. 4.27 Territ. 2.95 2.21 2.04 
I Africa 3.49 
I 9.63 ' 
i 

1950 5 53 res.! Cold S.Afri- • Trustee- Korea Spain Place -
60 nat. I War ea Col- - ship & China 2.86 of nex 2.39 

i (Korea, onial. 
7.54 6.57 3 .• 95 Ass. 

' ·disarm) Human 2.62 
36.44 rights 

. 20.36 

1951 6 25 res. I Colon- Cold Admit Tension Status Defini- Indian 
Morae-

60 ialism l-Iar members I reduc- of tion of in s. 
eo 

nat. 
& Human 22.68 5.71 I tion women aggres- Africa 2.20 
rights i 4 . .73 4.15 si on 2.59 
43;45 I 3.14 

.. : 
1952 7 49 res. Cold Co.loni- Popula- Coloni- - Rights Pales- Horae-

60 nat.IWar 

1 

alism tion & ialism 3.15 of tine CO 

40.98 19.49 race 4.11 women 2.69 2.09 
7.14 2.78 

1953 8 26 res. Colon- ls.Afri- Cold Rights Rights Colonial- - -
60 nat. ialism · I ea & war of of ism 2.38 1.99 

(Tunisiaf race 11.13 women women (pro-
Morocco)! 16.59 4.29 3.46 cedure) 

' 48.21 2.48 

1954 9 I 
i 
I . ' ... 

1955 10 37 res. AdmiS- , Cold Colon- Admis- Somali- i Sec. Unloc. Horld 
60 nat. sion of l1~ar? ialism sion of land 1 Council . 3.25 Court 

West. i 20.77 13.92 Comm. 3.5o I election 2. 59 
states states 3.26 
32.45 8. 77 I ·---

~-. res .. = resolutions 

nat. = nations 



TABLE 7 (continued) 

Factor Analysis of Issues 

' 
~s~~ Issues 

-
!J'.dmit 

I 

1956 11 45 res. Cold Colonial· Pales- ~ights 
79 nat. War ism tine 5.63 4.38 !members of 

(half 41.71 14.27 7.04 3.70 ~omen 2.37 
non 3.36 
loc)* ---

1957 12 35 res. Cold Colonial - China South Commit- Sec- Admis-
82 nat. War ism 6.68 Repres. Africa tees ~et- sions ' 

47.53 12.56 5.07 4.31 3.09 fl.riat 2.38 
2.79 

1958 13 33 res. Cold South Lm• of lllgeria Develop- China Spec- Colonial 
81 nat. I War Africa the 5.07 ment aic repres. ial ism 

46.39 17.43 Sea 3.43 3.07 Fund 1.65 

1959 14 54 res. 
82 nat. 

1960 15 102 res. 

1961 

1962 

·--

l963 

t964 

16 

17 

18 

19 

75 res. ! 
103 U...'1 t. 

44 res. 

30 res. 

---------

Algeria Trustee
& Fr. ship 
nuc. 
test 
44.45 

Council 
reorgani· 
zation 

13.57 

Colon- lcold 
ialism \war 
48.47 ,lLll 

. 

I 
' 

I 
' I 

; 
I 

Conf. 
9.78 

Cold 
\.Jar 
8.48 

non-~ 
inter) 
5.90 

i 
! 

I 

China 
repres. 

4. 17 

3 

South 

I Africa 
Develop 
ment 
3.09 

: Pal"s- I 
tine & 

! 
West 

.I ! Irian 
3.16 

I 
I 

2.42 

Came- Land 
roons Reform 
pleb is 1- 2.49 
cite 
2.74 

Ruanda~ 
Urundi 

2 28 . I 

l 

2.04 

Trustee-
Council 
reorgani 
zation 

2.24 

!Congo 
expenses 
1 7 

I 
• 2 

I 

i 
I L I t l l \ ---·-- ____ ___j_ _____ !_________ -··--·--·-····'---·------J.. ______ 

21 * Half the issues were reported "non-locatable" by Foster and were not included in 

the analysis. 



TABLE 8 

Change in Issues With Time 

Cold :·:er Colonialism 
Issues - % total vote variance Issues - % total vote variance 

1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 

1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 

live. 1946-50 

Ave. 1951-55 

F 2 
Not done 
F 1 
F 1 

F 2, 3 
F 1 
F 3 
Not doue 
F 1, 2' 4 

F 1 
F 1 
F 1 
F 3 

Not done 
F 2 
Not done 
Not done 

. ,.,_ ... -

live:: 1956-59 ··· 
' . . ~ :1 t. • 

Av_e.::. 1960-63 (nqt ;enough 
data) 

.';:. ~ . ; ,. ·, ·. : 

·' •, .. 

:_., 

; : ~ :_. : 

0 
:5.23 

39.73 
36.44 

28.39 
loO. 98 
11.13 

65.25 

41.71 
47.53 
46.39 
8.48 

11.11 

: ;. ;;.>_. 

37 •. ~4 
3{;',03 

(ll._lL) 
.·, .: . I 

" ' ' . 

._., :; . 

F 2 
F 1' 8 

F 3 
F 2 

F 1 
F 2, 4 
F 1' 2, 6 

F 3 

F 2 
F 2, 5 
F 2, 5, 7' 8 
F 5 

F 1, 4 

. ;_' 

'·: -~ . . ' . .. l : ·; 

-·: . . :'' ., . 
' .: .. '21. 82 .. '· 

37.08 

14.79 

.(52.90) 

' ' 

10.69 
46.59 

9.63 
20.36 

43.45 
23.60 
67.28 

13.92 

14.27 
16.87 
24.93 

3.09 

52.90 

Approx. 
Ratio 
Cold war/colonial 

3'/2 i 

1/1 

' 5'/2 

1/5 
··r, -:•· 

',' ' 
.,', _1, ''I 

·. ~. 

j ·' :•-; 

·._ 'J 
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1947 

1951 

1953 

1955 

195<; 

1957 

·-,. 

1961 

I , 

12,t.ntin American bloc joins West bloc. 
l3.TUnisio joins. 
14,Mexim le!l\'es blO<:. 
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l6,Swtden and NoNay estahUsh Scnrv'linavion bloc. 
17 .Denrork,Finlnni arrl trelnrd join bloc. 
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. Greek Civil War 

· : ! India free 

' ' The mr.lbcr of nations in a 
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China Revolution 
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FIGURE 2 

Factor Analysis of Nation-Blocs in United Nations Voting .• 1946-50 
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FIGURE 3 

Factor Analysis of Nation-Blocs in United Nations Voting, 1946-50 
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FIGURE 4 

Factor Analysis of Nation-Blocs in United Nations Voting, 1951-55 
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FIGURE 5 

Factor Analysis of Nation-Blocs in United Nations Voting,1951-55 
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FIGURE 6 

Factor Analysis of Nation-Blocs in United Nations Voting, 1956-59 
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Factor Analysis Of Nation-Blocs_ in United Nations Voting, 1956-59 
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Factor Analysis of Nation-Blocs in United Nations Voting, 1960-63 
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FIGURE 9 

Variation of the Distance between some Pairs ot·countries with Time 
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FIGURE 10 
Distances between some Nation Triads in different periods 
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ECONOMIC HIP ACT OF TilE RHODESIA SANCTIONS. 

by J~rgen Rasmussen 

Introduction 

Both the Convenant of the League of Nations and later the Charter of 

the United Nations placed great hopes in economic sanctions as a means for 

maintaining international order through concerted action by the e~tire com

munity of nations. Nevertheless, there are only two instances in which 

economic sanctions have in fact been implemented by these bodies. The first 

was when the League imposed sanctioncon Italy to bring the war with Ethiopia 

to an end. This case is generally held to have been an almost complete failure. 

The second instance is the application of sanctions against Rhodesia 

by the United Nations in continuation of the sanctions originally enacted 

by Britain. These sanctions are still ongoing. Both the sanctions enacted 

by Britain and those of. the U.N. were intended to bring " ••• the minority re-
-I 

gime. in Sourthern Rhodesia to an immediate end". This has not happened so 

far, and the following analysis is an attempt to find some of the reasons 

for this. In addition to economic effects the sanctions were also expected 

to bring political and psychological pressure to bear on the government: "Co:>.

certed U.N. action on these measures {the economic sanctions} would outlaw 

and isolate the illegal regime and compel its leaders to realize that they 

had inflicted grave damage on the trade, economy, and currency of their 

country." (Foreign Secretary, Michael Ste~1art, in the U .N. Security Council, 

November 12th, 1965)~ The following analysis concentrates on economic 

factors only, but this is not to imply that "the rebellion" could not have 

been brought to an end as a result of political and psychological effects 

alone. Appa::cently, however, the main effect of the sanctions so far, ignoring 
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economic ones, has been to rally support around Ian Smith and the Rhodesian 

Front. 

The analysis is based on data from 1965. This is because more recent 

reliable data are not available. On the basis of these data alone it can be 

seen that reasonable doubts about the effects of the sanctions could have 

been raised already at the time when the British Prime Minister, Harold Wil

son, according to the expert advice available to him, believed that the 

cumulative effects of the economic and financial sanctions might well bring 

the rebellion to an end t·lithin a matter of weeks rather than months". 3 

The analysis and calculations below clearly indicate that the sanc

tions were bound to fail in their proclaimed objective of damaging the Rho

desian economy, The ma1n reasons for this 2.re on the one hand that the Rho

desian economy is fairly diversified and not too dependent on foreign markets, 

and on the other hand that trade relations would not be broken with the sur

rounding countries, first of all South Africa, which predictably, would 

either not participate in the sanctions, or if it did, would not show much 

zeal in applying them. Not only can Rhodesia maintain its trade with these 

countries, but it can also maintain its trade with the rest of the world in 

those commodities which cannot be readily identified as destined for, or 

originating from Rhodesia, Rhodesia's trade with the rest of the world has 

ah1ays passed through the surrounding countries, and since many Rhodesian 

firms are. subsidiaries of South African ones, the sanctions in many cases 

mean little more th2.n the typing of an additional invoice. 

This does not mean that the senctions have had no effect at all. In-· 

deed, they have contributed to a change in the economic structure, detrimental 

to agriculture but favorable to the development of Rhodesian manufacture. The 

aggregate effect on national income appears to be very small indeed. 

The first part of the paper analyses the development in the structure 

of the Rhodesian economy up to 1965. In the second part some "reasonable" 

assumptions are made about substitution in the Rhodesian economy and about 

the behaviour of Rhodesia's neighbours, and on this basis a quantitative 

evaluation is made of the effects of the sanctions on various sectors of 

the economy. Finally, the results of the calculRtions are compared with 

whatever ~r.eagre data are available on actuai economic trends since 1965. 

This comparison suggests that the calculations using pre-sanctions data do 

in fact reproduce the main features; not only do they show correctly that 

the sanctions would not work the way, the British government claimed they 

would, but they alsD seem to reproduce fairly well the structural development 

in the Rhodesian economy since the sanctions were enacted. 
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I. Resources, Production and External Trade. 

Before engaging in an analysis of the structure of the Rhodesian 

economy a brief summary of the most important products and production. sectors 

of the "Buropean" sector might be tiseful.4 

Agriculture. 

Rhodesia has always had some export of agricultural products. Ori

ginally the main crop was maize, primarily produced for. the domestic market, 

but always with a minor surplus for export. The maize export was severely hit 

during the depression in the 1930's, and the whole sector was sheltered under 

public subsidy. 

Tobacco has been grown in the area since the original European 

settlement, but was neither quantitatively nor qualitatively important before 

the end of the 1920's. The attempts to step up tobacco production reached a 

climax in 1928, but the crop's quality was poor, and therefore unmarketable. 

After this the output dropped sharply. A recovery came after the introduction 

of the Empire Preference System,5and the indystry's output increased. The 

most important expansion has come since the Second World War, due to the 

Sterling Area's dollar exchange controls. Since 1934 tobacco prices have general

ly risen, as a consequence of, among other things, improved quality. 

Two factors have contributed to the expansion in the output of to

bacco: the substitution of tobacco for maize on the established European farms; 

and, the expansion in acreage under cultivation with an increase in the number 

of farm units. In the 1930's the former was the more important where tobacco 

expanded at the expense of maize, due to the collapse in maizeprices. The post

war expansion in production has been largely accomplished through an increase 

in the number of producers. 

Agriculture is still one of the most important contributors to the 

national income. Rhodesian agriculture produces a broad variety of products, 

tobacco, maize and sugar being the most important contributors to income, but 

the country is self-sufficient 1n meat, hides and dairy products. The mafn crop 

in the African sector is maize. 
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Rhodesia is self-sufficient in tea and produces some cotton for ex

port. Until a few years ago it was necessary to import sugar to cover domestic 

demand, but a domestic sugar industry has been set up, and the country is self

sufficient in this product. Some of the sugar is used locally by distilleries 

and for other manufacturing needs. Other Rhodesian agricultural products are 

groundnuts, vegetables and some coffee.6 

Mining. 

Mining has always been one of the most important economic sectors in 

the Central African Countries, indeed the geological riches of the area provided 

the main rationale for European settlement and enterprise. Historically mineral 

production has been directed almost entirely to export. But the economic im

portance of the different mineral outputs has altered appreciably over time due 

to changing economic conditions, both domestically and on foreign markets. 

Originally the mining sector concentrated on gold. The early settlers 

had high expectations for the possibilities of this mineral, but the Rh odesian 

deposits were not as rich as in other areas of Africa, e.g. South Africa. Rho

desian deposits were scattered and the quality of the ore was seldom high. These 

factors precluded large-scale workings, and the industry has therefore con

sisted of a small number of medium scale and a large number of small-scale ope

rators. However, in recent years, there have been some attempts to concentrate 

on bigger units. 

Asbestos has become Rhodesia's most valuable mineral export. Pro

duction has generally been dominated by two large mines, although some small 

workings have come and gone. When the market broke in the early 1930's, output 

was sharply curtailed. Although prices more than doubled between 1935 and 1947 

output has remained virtually static since the 1930's. However, in the end the 

general upward trend in prices attracted several new firms which began to ex

pand the output in 1949. 

Six new ventures were incorporated for work in the territory in 1950 

and 1951 alone, all of them largely financed by external capital. TWo of the 

new organizations, however, had suspended operations by 1954. Assisted by the 

contribution of the new entrants to the industry, output had risen since 1950. 
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A third important mineral product is chrome ore. The production.of 

this mineral has to some extent been affected by transport bottlenecks in the 

Rhodesian economy. As a high bulk and low value connnodity, chrome ore is low on 

the scale of priorities set up by the Rhodesian Railways. As well as internal 

transport difficulties, inadequate ore-loading facilities at the port of Beira 

has further restricted exports. Relief has been afforded in recent years th~ough 

the construction of an alternative rail-link to Lorenco Marques, and through 

the establishme.nt of a local plant for the processing of the ore into ferro

chrome. 

The Rhodesian der.~and for coal is co,ered by the country 1 s own mines. 

At the moment only one of the deposits is being exploited, but 13 other areas 

are known to have considerable deposits of various qualities of coal. During the 

years up to 1965 there was a decreasing demand for coal, mainly because of the 

advent of the Kariba power plant, and the increasing use of diesel engines by 

the railways. 

In recent years the production·of copper and tin has gained import-

ance. 

Manufacture. 

The development of manufacturing has taken two forms; firstly the 

processing of many locally produced raw materials, and secondly, the supply of 

the internal market. Development in the sector is comparatively recent with the 

most rapid growth occuring during the post-war years, particularly between 1953 

and 1962, when the growing local market (which then included the whole of the 

former federal custom area) began to be utilized. Originally this manufacturing 

was on a small scale basis, mainly in the form of processing agricultural pro

duct£ and of repairs. The manufacturing outside the agricultural sector was 

mainly based on the production of consumers goods of low quality and invest

ment goods for the construction sector. The market for the low quality con

sumer goods was mainly the domestic African population. 

This slow industrial development may be dt•.e to lack of protection. 

The Southern Rhodesian government mainly favored "free trade". One of the 

factors working against an industrial development in Rhodesia was a preference 

agreement with South Africa. The trade relations with South Africa on the other 
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hand had some indirect effeets on the direction of industrial development. An 
example of this is India's severence of trade relations with South Africa af

ter independence. After this the South African demand for import of Indian tex

tiles and hessian was covered by imports from Rhodesia. Part of the Indian goods 

came in via Rhodesia, and part was produced in Rhodesia utilizing imported In

dian raw materials. 

In addition to setting up the Federation in 1953, a protection policy 

aimed at industrialization was adopted. The Southern Rhodesie.n government 

initiated an active industridlization policy in the form of protection, by set

ting up publicly owned factories, artd through irtvestment in the infrastructure 

needed for.manufacture. (E.g. the Karibadatn ) This process of industrialization 

also tiertefited from the bigger home m~rket whert Zambia and Malawi ~ete included 

in the Federal Custom Union? It should be noted that Southern RHode~ta got the 

"lion's share'' of the Federation's public investments, In the federal govern

ment's plan for the period 1957~1961 the Kariba Da~ took £ 75 million and the 

Rhodesian Railways £ 29 million out of the total budget of £ 122 million. During 

the six year period up to 1959, Malawi only r~ceived £ 10 million out of the 

Federation's total budget of £ 261 million. The construction and location of 

the Kariba Dam seems to have been determined only for the benefit of Southern 

Rhodesia, the power plant having been placed on the southern bank of Lake Kariba 

in the Southern Rhodesian territory~ 

It can be seen from Table q 9 that manufacturing has not only in

creased its contribution to the national product, but that it has also become 

more diversified. This is illustrated by the decreasing importance of the food 

industry and the increasing importance of manufacture of textiles and machinery. 

External Trade. 

The above mentioned industrial development in Southern Rhodesia is 

also reflected in the composition of the external trade. From Table 2 it can 

be seen that the imports are largest in the sections where machinery and other 

means of production are registered. The import of machinery and transport ma

terials amounted to £ 38 million in 1965. Tobacco contributes over l/3 to 

exports. However, the export of various manufactured goods (Sections 6,7,8) 

with £ 45 million is almost as important as the tobacco export. After this 



Value added in 

Food and eve rages 

Textile and clothing 

Wood manufactures 

Non-meta1ic mineral products 

Chemicals and rubber 

Metals except machinery 

Machinery and repair 

Paper and printing 

Other 

Total 

% of Gross Domestic Product 

Gross Domestic Froduct 

manufacture 

Table 1. 

1938-65 

1938 

E m. % 

0.90 39 

0.05 2 

0.12 5 

0.16 7 

0.13 6 

0.2 8 

0.44 19 

0.25 11 

0.07 3 

2.3 100 

8.4x) 

27.4x) 

1953 

E m.· % 

8.0 31 

3.1 12 

1.6 6 

2.3 9 

1.5 5 

3.9 15 

3.4 13 

1.6 6 

0.6 2 

26.1 100 

19.5x) 

133.6x) 

factor prices . 

1960 

E m, % 

JO .& 24 

5.4 12 

2.0 4 

3.8 8 

4.6 10. 

7.2 16 

5.8 13 

4.0 9 

0.7 2 

44.5 lOO 

15.8 

282.4 

1965 

E m. % 

14.9 23 

9.9 15 

2.9 4 

2.4 4 

8.8 14 

10.6 16 

9.3 14 

5.3 8 

1.3 2 

65.3 100 

17.8 

367.7 

x) Tbe figures from 1938 and 1953 are "Net geographical product" and not comparable with figures from 1960 and 1965 

Source: 13th Report on the Census of Industrial Production Salisbury 1955 

National Accounts 1965 

Hillia~ J, Barber: The Economy of British Central Africa, StimforC. 1961. 

I ..... 
I 
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comes the export of food at £ 15 million, and the export of various mining 

products, asbestos heading the list with £ 19 million. The export of gold (not 

shmm in the Table) is about £ 7 million. 

Table 2. 

Rhodesia's External Trade Classified After SITC 

1000 £ 

import export 

(f.o.b.) (f.o.b.) 

Section 0 Food and live animals 9.344 14.654 
11 1 Beverages and Tobacco 3.480 49.805 
11 2 Crude materials, inedible, except 

fuels 4.890 19.392 
11 3 Mineral fuels, lubricants, re-

lated materials 5.911 9.489 
11 4 Animal and vegetable oils and 

fats 1.303 316 

" 5 Chemicals 13.450 4.576 

" 6 Manufactured goods classified 
by oHtcri als 31.067 25.585 

" 7 Machinery and transport equip-
ment 38.010 8.584 

11 8 Miscellaneous manufactured 
articles 11.280 10.020 

" 9 Commodities and transactions, 
n.e.s. 1.054 1.501 

119.789 142.455 
========================== 

Source: Annual Statement of External Trade 1965 

Table V and VI 

The importance of imports as a source of supply to Rhodesian production 

is also reflected in Table where imports are disaggregated according to 

final use. It can be seen from the table that only about £ 22 million of the 

total import of about £ 122 million is used in consumption. The rest is ma

chinery, raw- and auxilliary material. Some part of the means of transportation 

is, however, used in private consumption .. 
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Table 3. 

Import of commodities, classified after final demand. 

1000 £ 

Consumption 

1) Non-durable goods for consumption ............. 
2) Durable goods ................................. · 

Machinery etc. . ......................................•... 

Transport equ1pment ..................................... . 

(f.o.b.) 

18.634 

3.381 

14.246 

18.692 

Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.837 

Raw and auxilliary products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 58.993 

Total 119.789 

Source: Annual statement of External Trade 1965 Salisbury 

Table Ill 

==~==== 

Rhodesia's trade partners are made up partly by the Western industrial 

countries, and partly by the country's African neighbours, the most tmportant 

trade partners being shown in Tabl<> 4 • The countries shown in the table take 

nearly 80% of Rhodesia's exports and almost the whole of its re-export. Further

more they contributed 75% of Rhodesia's imports. The composition of the trade 

is not the same for the single countries. The Western industrial countries main

ly bought Fhodesia's export of primary goods and delivered mainly manufactured 

goods for production an~ consumption. Rhodesia's trade with its African neigh

bours revea~ the opposite picture. From Rhodesia these countries mainly buy 

manufactured goods, and they mainly sell primary· goods. The South 

African Union is a kind of an intermediate case between these two groups of 

countries. In addition to this the trade with African Countries, excepting 

South Africa, is characterized by a big re-export from Phodesia and a Rhode

sian export surplus to these countries. 

This is also shown in Table • where the trade with the roost important 

African trade partners is disaggregated on the commodities' S.I.T.C.-classification. 
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Table 4. 

Rhodesia's Trade with selected countries. 1965 

1000 £ 

export +)re-export 

f.o.b. f.o.b. 

Great Britain 31.151 288 

South Africa 12.795 1.642 

Zambia 36.090 9.825 

Malawi 7.738 1. 733 

G.F.R. 12.808 104 

Japan 7.400 5 

U. S .A. 3.494 34 

Others 30.976 1.810 

Total trade 142.455 15.441 

+) Commodities of Rhodesian origin. 

import 

f.o.b. 

36.355 

27.461 

4.320 

1.397 

4.865 

6.606 

8.120 

30.665 

119.789 

Source: Annual Statement of External Trade 1965. Table XIV 

Table 5. 

Rhodesia's External Trade with Selec-ted Countries,· ·by · 

s.I.T.C. section, 1965 

1000 £ 

Zambia Malawi 
export import export import 
f.o.b. f.o.b. f.o.b. f.o.b. 

0 Food and live animals 3, 721 344 1.362 636 

1 Beverages and tobacco 921 2.200 556 431 

2 Crude materials, inedible, 
except fuels 351 285 146 

3 Mineral fuels, lubricants, 
related materials 8.333 97 104 

4 Animal and vegetable oils 
and fats 13 15 41 

5 Chemicals 2.897 1.011 556 13 

6 Manufactured goods classi-
fied by material 7.393 2.379 131 

7 Machinery & transp. equipm.5.309 35 904 

8 Miscellaneous manufactured 
goods 7.152 348 1.862 

Total 36.090 4.320 7.738 1.397 

Source: Annual Statement of External Trade 1965. 

South Africa 
export import 
f.o.b. f.o.b. 

539 3.333 

1.523 197 

3.606 909 

187 868 

73 

299 3.747 

2.518 8.851 

1.513 6.175 

2.620 3.254 

12.795 27.412 
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In. addition to manufactured goods, energy is an important part of the 

export to Zambia ( cf. Section 3). In 1965 this export was slightly over E 8 mil

lion, more than half of this being electrical power, and the remainder coal and 

coke. The most important single commodity imported from Zambia was raw-tobacco 

which amounted to a little over E 2 million. The trade relations t~ith Malawi 

show a big surplus on the export side, mainly consisting of manufactured goods, 

while imports are mainly primary goods and fewer manufactured goods. The trade 

relations with South Africa show the inverse pattern. For this country Rhodesia 

has a large import surplus and both export and import are highly diversified. 

This particular trade pattern, whereby Rhodesia exports manufactured 

goods to countries with lower incomes, and primary goods to countries with higher 

incomes, may be a consequence of the structure of the Rhodesian economy. 

The principal feature of this structure is the division of Rhodesia's 

population into o<o clearly differentiated groups, characterized, among other 

things, by different income levels. The high-income level comprises the European 

population, employed mainly in the money economy, while the African population 

constitutes the low-income group. 

One hypothesis in the theory of international trade}Owhich has been put 

forward recently, may explain the above-mentioned "dual" structure of Rhodesia's 

external trade. According to this hypothesis, one of the prerequisites for a 

country developing an export in manufactured goods is that there is also a dome·· 

stic demand for these commodities.The export is then determined by the structure 

of demand on the home market and is exported to those foreign markets which have 

the same demand structure. One of the decisive factors determining the structure 

of demand is the level of income, and hence the.trade partners for manufactured 

goods will be those countries which have the same income level. The manufacturing 

which grew up in Rhodesia Has mainly based on sales to the low-income groups~l 

and the exports accordingly became composed of the types of commodities used by 

the African population. The most likely trade partners for these commodities arc, 

therefore, the neighbouring African countries. This characteristic structure is 

illustrated in Table 6 . The prices of the external trade in clothing and foot-· 

wear have been calculated from the information in the external trade statistics 

(where both exports and imports are calculated on a f.o.b. basis and, therefore, 

are comparable). The table shows the type of commodities where the statistics 

give information on both volume and value, for exports as well as imports. 
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Table 6. 

Footwear and Clothing 

export f.o.b. import f.o.b. 

number E E/unit number E E/unit 

shirts 2.326.029 1.018.965 0,44 107.285 113.591 l ,06 

pull-overs 1.434.149 594.079 0,42 378.792 435.014 1,15 

singles and vests 3.927.264 370.920 0,09 166.664 29.327 0,18 

men's footwear 701.250 753.817 1,07 219.290 376.250 1,72 

ladies' footwear 169.698 125.433 0,74 394.206 506.315 1,28 

Source: Annual Statement of External Trade 1965. 

The import of these commodities comes from the Western in

dustrial countries and the price level is about double that of the same goods 

exported to the surrounding African countries. 

An attempt at evaluation of the importance of external trade for the 

Rhodesian economy is made below12Firstly the dependence of the production on im

ported raw and auxilliary materials and the im~ortcontent of consumption and in

vestment is analysed. Secondly the possibilities for substitution of imported 

goods with commodities of domestic production e.g. with former exported goods 

are investigated. Thirdly the role played by countries not participating in the 

sanctions is analysed. 

In Table 7 imports are disaggregated by their various uses. In this 

Table the imports are calculated in the same way as in the national income

statistics, and this means that they include both commodities and services. 

Further it is calculated on a c.i.l?basis which means that transport and in

surancecosts are included. It can be sean from the Table that imports for pro

duction purposes amount to nearly 45% of the total demand for raw and auxilliary 

materials, and further, that a little over 1/3 of the fixed capital investments 

came from imports, while only a little over 1/10 of the goods used in private 

and public consumption were imported. 
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Table 7. 

Rhodesia's importstructure 1965 (factor prices), money economy only. 

million E 

import total % 

Raw-materials 77,3 178,0 43,4 

Private and public consumption 35,3 263,9 13,4 

Fixed investments 15,8 45,0 35,1 

Stock changes 8,4 5,3 

Exports 12,4 180,5 

Total 149,2 672,7 

Source: National Accounts Table 59. 

Imports were thus particulary important for production purposes, while 

the imports for consumption were of minor importance. However, this way of esti

mating the importdependence of the production does not take into account the 

possibility of substituting imported goods by the same type or near substitutable 

goods of domestic production. This process might take place in different ways: 

through the substitution of imported commodities by others which are easier to 

import; through the replacement of imported goods by domestically produced goods; 

and finally, by new domestic production. The analysis concentrates here on the 

case where imported goods of the same typl\re already produced in Rhodesia. 

Imports are divided into goods which compete with domestic production and goods 

.rhich do not. Imported goods were considered competitive if the corresponding 

item in the classification also appeared in the production statistics. 15 

Table 8 shows the distribution of the "competing import" 10 its various 

uses. It can be seen that only about 23% of the total import could not be produced 

domestically. This figure must, however, be treated .rith cautioril.tboth because the' 

capacity of the domestic industry may not be sufficient for complete substitution 

and because the same entry in the commodity classification may include commodities 

which are not identical. On the other hand, the fact that a given commodity is not 

produced in domestic industry does not necessarily mean that it cannot be. 
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Table 8. 

Imports divided on "competing and non-competing" with domestic 

industry. 1965 

(million 

Re-export 

Raw-materials 

Private and public con-
sumption 

Fixed capital investments 

Change of stocks 

Total 

Manufactured goods 

Food and beverages 

Textiles 

Footwear and clothing 

Wood and furniture 

Paper and printing 

Rubber and chemicals 

(factor prices) 

£) Import 

(1) (2) (2)/(l)xlOO 
Total "non-competing" 

12.4 

77.3 

35.3 

15.8 

8.4 

149.2 

Table 9. 

"Competing" 
import 

7.1 

14.7 

4.9 

2.4 

5.2 

13.1 

2.7 

24.1 

3.9 

2.7 

1.6 

35.0 

export 
total 

17.4 

3.4 

7.3 

2.5 

1.9 

8.3 

22 

31 

11 

17 

20 

23 

"non-sanction 
countries" 

3.2 

1.7 

3.8 

0.4 

0.4 

1.3 

Zambia 

4.1 

1.4 

3.3 

1.1 

1.3 

3.6 

Non metalic mineral products 1.2 1.5 0.4 0.8 

Metal products 11.0 10.0 2.7 2.8 

Machinery incl. electrical 15.3 5.3 2.0 2.3 

Transport equipments 15.8 7.6 0.7 3.0 

Other 5.0 1.5 

Total 95.7 62.7 16.6 23.7 

Source: National Accounts 1965. Annual Statement of Foreign Trade. 1965 
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One of the most important methods of substituting is the replacement 

of imported goods by former exported goods and this is also one of the simplest 

countermeasures against the sanctions. Table 9 lists the "competing imports" 

for various manufactured goods compared with the corresponding exports. It can 

be seen from the Table that while substitution for imported goods is not able 

to offset exports in each commodity group, production in the manufacturing sector 

as a whole is not necessarily hit by substituting home produced goods for formerly 

exported goods because in this sector "competing imports" exceeded exports by 

£ 33 million. On the other hand, the result of this process would be an unsatis

fied demand for imports of this size. Some industries finding the domestic market 

too small to replace the export market, might be forced to diversify >Ihile others 

>Iould be forced out of production. Other branches of manufacturing would find 

themselves in the opposite situation, and might not have sufficient capacity for 

meeting the demand for their products. It .can be seen from Table 9 that 

relatively few branches are in the first situation, those most severely hit being 

the clothing and footwear, the tobacco, and the textiles industries which face 

a drop in demand. 

The importance of the export of manufactured goods to countries which 

do not participate in the sanctions against Rhodesia is apparent from the column 

headed "non-sanction countries" in Table 9 The 

South-Hest Africa, Mozambique, Angola, Mala1;i and 

countries are South Africa, 

Bechuanaland~7The Table also 

gives the figures for trade with Zambia. Although this country has stated its 

inten.tion to participate in the sanctions, it does not seem likely on the basis 

of the 1965 figures that this policy can be carried out, because Zambia is 

economicauyso dependent upon Rhodesia. Table 9 shows that the "non-sanction 

countries" imported for £ 17 million manufactured goods from Rhodesia. In addition 

to this Rhodesia should be able to keep at least part of the E 24 million export 

to Zambia for some time. 

It can also be seen from the Table that the export \MS high to "non

sanction countries" in precisely those commodity groups where the total export 

exceeded the "competing import". 

For agricultural products imports were small in comFarison Hith exports. 

Hence there Has little possibility for remedying a decline in agricultural exports 

by substitution. Export of raw-tobacco, the most important export product from 

the agricultural sector, amounted to about E 47 million, meat products to £ 7 mil-
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lion, and sugar to £ 4 million. Nearly all exported tobacco was sold to the 

Western industrial countries, especially to Great Britain. This market also 

bought 1/3 of the exported sugar and meat products, while Zambia took another 

third. The rest was exported to Rhodesia's other neighbours. The likelihood 

seems small that the export of agricultural products can be retained by in

creasing export to"non-sanction" countries. 

In the long run a decrease in the export of agricultural products might 

be remedied by an increase in tHe sales to the domestic market. This could happen 

in tHo ways. One is to increase the internal demand for food, for instance by 

raising the income of the African population. This would require replacing pro

duction of tobacco by food production. Another possibility is to increase cotton 

production to substitute for the previously imported product. 

The export of mining products is shown in Table 10 • Export of these 

products amounted to a little over £ 33 million. Only a minor part, about 10% 

of these products, was exported to "non-sanction countries". These countries 

bought a little under 10% of the asbestos export, 1/4 of the export of various 

ores and 1/6 of the export of coall,S The export to these countries of the other 

mining products was small, especially because South Africa itself has consider

able exports in these commodities. As the import of mining products into Rhodesia 

is very small, there are feV> possibilities for using them domestically. 

Asbestos etc. 

Metalliferous ores 

Non·-ferous metals 

Coal etc. 

Gold 

Total 

Table 10. 

Exports of mining products. Rhodesia 1965. 

£ 1000 

(f.o.b.) 

11,461 

5,328 

7,271 

2,922 

6.794 

33' 776 

Source: Annual Statement of External Trade 1965, 
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The most important economic sectors for export, manufacture, agriculture 

and mining, have been analyzed with regard to the possibilities for substitutin3 

exports for imports, and for keeping exports to "non-sanction count~ies". These 

two possibilities were open to the manufacturing sector, ~1hile the agricul tm:al 

and the mining sector had to face difficulties in selling their products. 

However, on this point, the possibilities Rhodesia has for increasing its export 

to countries which do not participate in the sanctions have not been analyzed. 

An increase in exports to these countries may come Rbout if they start importing 

from Rhodesia what they used to buy else~<here. Futhermore, it is lik,!ly that 

these countries allow Rhocesian goods to p~ss t.hrough their area, and in this 

way come out on the world market. These countries can also increase the export 

of some of their own products and letting Rhodesian goods fill the resulting gap 

on their domestic markets. A quantitative evaluation of this is attempted more 

fully belo~;~'but some of the decisive factors can be mentioned here. The Rhodesian 

export of manufactured goods is mainly to the surrounding African countries. 

The smaller of the "non-sanction countries" may not be able to increase their 

imports of commodities of this type from PJwdesia but South Africa ~<hich had an 

export surplus to Rhodes;_a hefore 1965 and which is a big market compared to 

Rhode.sia, could substantially increase its imports of manufactured goods from 

Rhodesia. South Africa is itself a big exporter of mining products, and this might 

make it less H_kely that it can increase its imports for domestic use. Hm·~ever, 

the export of these types of commodities from South Africa is in nearly all 

cases so large that the Rhodesian mining exports could be exported through 

South Africa to the world market without attracting much attention. Such possi

bilities are not open to the same degree for the export of agricultural products, 

particulary for tobacco, becat'se Rhodesia is the only country in Africa having 

tobacco exports of this size .20 
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II. The Effects of the Sanctions: An Attempt to Quantify. 

Up to this point only the economic background of the sanctions has been· 

analyzed. P.hodesia 's dependence on its external trade in general has been 

evaluated,, and this analysis suggested that the dependence was not large for 

those commodity groups and markets, where the sanctions had some possibility of 

working. A quantitative evaluation, however, has not yet been made. The simpli

fied input-output system published in the National Income Statistics for 196S2l 

can be used for this purpose. This system covers only that part of the P.hodesian 

economy which belongs to the money economy. Some of the items appearing below 

are therefore not comparable to the complete national income statistics. 

The input-output analysis is well suited for analysing how changes in 

external trade affect the economy; it more or less suggests itself. Actually, the 

model is used by Curtin and Murray2~o study the effects of the first limited 

sanctions against P.hodesia. These authors tried to determine the effects of the 

U .N. resolution measures. Assuming that all countries would participate in the 

sanctions they simply subtracted the volume of P.hodesia's trade in embargoed 

goods from its total trade. A summary of their results is given below. 

The present analysis takes another point of departure. Since the original 

sanctions were enacted,' more and more types of commodities have been included; 

early in 1968 all economic transactions with the country were finally forbidden. 

The question will therefore be put the other way round: What types of trade is 

P.hodesia able to keep? This analysis will also take account of the effects of 

violation of the sanctions, by some of P.hodesia's neighbours. 

There are a number of advantages in using input-output models instead 

of more aggregated models. The main advantage is that it is possible to treat 

the sectors one by one. Changes in exports from the agricultural and manufactur

ing sectors are not likely to have the same effects. 

The basic idea is that the productive system is subdivided into a number 

of "sectors" or "industries". The output of each sector is measured by its value 

in a base year, (in this case 1965) and thereafter treated as a homogeneous 

"commodity". The inputs into this industry of the various "commodities", each 

of which is the output of one other industry, are again measured by their 

values in that base year. The ratios of the various inputs to the output of any 

one industry are computed and are thereafter used as if they were technical 
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input-output coefficients, specific to the method of production of that industry. 

This method is treated as the only process available to that industry, subject 

to variation only in the scale of application - that is, proportional variation 

in all inputs and in the unique output. 

The assumption of constant relative prices is also implicit in the model. 

If the relative prices change substitution might be expected from the commodities 

which have increased in prices relative to others. 

The structure of the.Rhodesian economy is shown in Tables 11 and 12 • 

Imports are divided into two main categories. One category consists of commodities 

which compete with domestically produced goods, the other of those which do 

not. The distinction between "competing" and "non-competing" commodities has no 

absolute meaning. The classification is based on commodity groups which were 

imported in 1965 and produced domestically in that year. All commodities to 

which these criteria apply have been classified as "competing" whatever the 

volume produced. Some potentially competing commodities are not included since 

the sanctions may have affected relative prices in such a way that rrew commodities 

become competitive. 

'fhe columns for each sector shoo• the value of commodities which were 
used by each of the others sectors. These columns can therefore be 
interpreted as productionfunctions. As an example the mining sector 
used a total of f 8.4 million from all domestic sectors, including 
f 3.9 million from the manufacturing sector and £ 1.8 million from the 
sector el & water. The sector imported £ 3.6 million and has paid 
f 0.6 million in indirect taxes. The value-added represents the diffe
rence between the above-mentioned components and the total output, since 
total input is by definition equal to total output. The value-added 
consists of wages, salaries profits, dividends, etc., i.e. payment to 
the primary factors of production. 

It is possible to calculate the GDP from the input-output table. It is 

the sum of the value-added for all sectors. Furthermore, it is possible to cal

culate the balance of trade because exports are shown in the final-demand cate

gory and imports appear as the sum of imports used as input in production and of 

imports which go directly to the different categories of final demand. It is 

further possible to calculate the relative importance of the various sectors for 

the economy, according to their contribution to GDP. Given certain assumptions 

it is also possible to calculate how changes in final demand affect employment. 
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Each column is now divided by its total output in order to obtain the 

technical coefficients shown in Table 13 The interpretion of the columns as 

production functions now becomes clear. The assumptions that the production 

functions are linear implies that whatever the level of output of the manufactu

ring sector 14,26% of the input is taken from the agricultural sector. But this 

is only the direct effect. In order to deliver to the manufacturing sector, the 

agricultural sector needs input from other sectors, which because of this in

creased demand need additional input from the agricultural sector. These in

direct effects are included in the mode1?3 

Given alternative compositions of final demand it is now possible to 

calculate the total output from each sector. The constant production functions 

are used to calculate the import, the value-added, the demand in various sectors 

for other sectors'commodities and so forth. 

As mentioned above the linear input-output model does not take structural 

changes into consideration, i.e. changes in the technical coefficients. Following 

the theory of international trade, such changes must however be expected to

occur, at least when changes in trade are more than marginal. Accordingly, the 

input-output model must be combined with a model for "structural changes". 24 

The linear input-output model and international trade models are built 

on assumptions which are incompatible. While the input-output model assumes 

constant relative prices, the foreign trade model assumes that the relative 

prices will change. The input-output model does not operate with the possibility 

of substituting, but it is one of the fundamental assumptions in the theory of 

external trade that substitution does take place. In principle it is possible to 

build some of the assumptions of the theory of external trade into the input

output model. This, among other things, ~10uld require more accurate data than 

are available. The analysis below therefore follows a more modest procedure. 

Another question is how long time the substitution process may take. 

At first domestically produced goods of the same kind are substituted for pre

viously imported goods, while in the longer run the substitution process will 

also include products not formerly produced. It is a substitution model of the 

former type which is used below. 

The substitution of imported goods by domestically produced goods takes 

place in two different ways: The demand for investments and consumption goods 



Table 11. Input Output Model for Rhodesia 1965 Million £ 

Intermediate Demand Final Demand 

Agri • Hi- !1anu- Con- El Trans- Go- Ser- Ex- Pri- Govern-Fixed Stock Total Total 
cul- ning iet~- strur- and port vices ports vate- ment Ca~ Chan- Final Out-
tu re tu re tioL Wa- and vern- Con- Con- pi tal De-ment ges put 

ter Dis- sump- sump- For- mands 
tribut. tion tion mat ion 

Agriculture 23.7 38.7 9.7 1.8 o.s '"1.5 49.2 72.9 

·Mining 0.2 2.7 0.1 o.s 32.8 1.1 0.4 t2.0 32.3 35.8 t 

' •Manuf ac ture 12.8 3.9 8.0 0.7 5.0 0.3 64.5 63.1 1.9 5.7 0.5 135.7 166.4 

·Construction 0.4 0.2 6.7 1.0 5.4 18.4 23.8 32.1 

·El and Water 0.7 1.8 2.5 0.2 0.7 4.4 4.5 1.8 0.1 10.8 16.7 

Transp. & Distrb. 4.4 2.0 8.7 2.9 0.4 0.7 25.4 54.8 2.9 4.1 •G.l 87.1 106.2 

:;overnment 0.2 0.5 15.7 16.4 16.4 

"3ervices 0.2 0.7 3.1 0.7 0.3 4.5 2.1 53.2 12.2 67.5 77.0 

rotal Industry 18.7 8.4 40.7 11.8 1.7 17.4 2.0 168.1 186.9 41.7 29.2 .. 3.1 422.8 523.5 

Imports 2.8 3.6 56.6 4.7 0.7 4.2 4.7 12.4 33.3 2.2 15.8 8.4 71.9 149.2 

Indirect Tax etc. 1.3 0.6 2.8 0.4 0.1 4.0 4.1 11.9 1.8 13.7 27.0 

'Value added 50.1 23.2 66.3 13.2 14.2 80.6 16.4 66.2 332.2 

"rotal Supply 72.9 35.8 166.4 32.1 16.7 106.2 16.4 77.0 

oSource: T. Curt in and D. Hurray: Economic Sanctiors and Rhodesia. London 1967 

National Accounts and BaJ,.nce of Payments of Rhodesia 1965, Table 59. 



Table 12. Imports of the Rhodesian Economy 1965 i1illion £ 

Intermediate Demand Final Demand 

Agri·- !Ii- Manu- Con- El Trans- Ser- Ex- 'Pri~ Go- Fixed Stock Total Total 
cul- ning fac- struc- and port vices ports va.:e vern- ea- Chan·- Final 
ture tu re tion Wa- and Con- ment pi tal geos Demands 

ter Dis·· sump- Con- For-
tribu- tion sump- mat ion 
tion tion 

Competitive: 
I 

Agriculture 0.1 2.4 0.3 1.1 1.1 2.4 4.9 "' "' I 

t1ining 0.6 0.6 

Hanufacture 2.2 1.4 32.6 3.5 0.3 3.3 0.2 9.2 23.2 0.8 13.1 5.7 52.1 95.5 

El & Water 0.4 0.4 

Distribution 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Services 0.2 0.6 0.9 4.6 S.5 0.6 6.0 12.3 

Non Competitive 0.5 2.0 20.4 1.2 1..7 3.1 0.8 2.7 1.6 10.9 35.0 

Total Imports 2.8 3.6 56.6 4.7 0.7 4.2 4,8 12.2 33.3 2.2 15.8 8.4 71.8 149.2 

Competitive 2.3 1.6 36.2 3.5 0.7 4.2 4.8 0.5 30.2 1.4 13.1 6.8 60.9 11 4.2 
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Table 13. Technical Coefficients 1965 

Agri- Mi- Manu- Con- El Trans- Go- Ser-
cul- ning fac- struc- and port vern- vices 
tu re ture tion Water and ment 

Distr. 

Domestic 
Industry: 

Agriculture 0.1426 

Mining 0.0027 0.0162 0.0060 0.0047 

Manufacture 0.1756 0.1089 - 0.2500 0.0417 0.0471 0.0039 

Construction 0.0055 0.0119 0.0631 0.0130 

El & Water 0.0096 0.0503 0.0155 0.0063 - 0.0066 

Transp. & 
Distribution 0.0604 0.0559 0.0523 0.0906 0.0238 0.0091 

Government 

Services 0.0027 0.0195 0.0187 0.0219 0.0179 0.0424 

Total Domestic 
Industry: 0.2585 0.2346 0.2453 0.3688 0.1013 0.1639 0.0260 

Competitive 
Imports: 

Agriculture 0.0014 0.0144 

Mining 0.0036 

Manufacture 0.0302 0.0391 0.1691 0.1094 0.0179 0.0311 0.0013 

Construction 

El & Water 0.0238 

Transp. & 
Distribut. 

Services 0.0056 0.0036 0.0086 0.0597 

Non Competi-
tive Imports 0.0060 0.0559 0.1227 0.0375 -
Total Im-
ports 0.0384 0.1006 0.3406 0.1469 0.0417 0.0395 0.0610 

Indirect 
Taxes 0.0178 0.0168 0.0168 0.0125 0.0060 0.0377 0.0532 

Value Added 0.6872 0.6480 0. 3977 0.4 719 0. 8512 0. 7589. 1.000 0.8599 

Total 
Supply 1.0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
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shifts from import to domestic production, and so does the demand for ral~ and 

auxilliary materials. The first substitution effect will work its way through 

the final demands and can be calculated by moving the relevant type of commodity 

from the import category to the comparable domestic sector. The second substi

tution pr'ocess, on the other hand, alters the technical coefficients and there

fore also the inverted matrix. It is assumed here, as did Curt in and Hurray, 

that 50% of the import competing with domestic production can be substituted 

by domestic production. 

To calculate how much of the "competing" import can be substituted by 

domestic production,say in 1966, the rate at which substitution takes place 

must be known and so must the utilization of capacity within each sector. The 

rate of substitution is presumably different from sector to sector. It is 

probably easier for diversified branches and sectors to substitute than for the 

strongly specialized. The estimate of 50% substitution in all sectors during 

the same period is therefore rather crude. A qualitative correction is, however, 

possible ex-post because the effects of a bias on one of the coefficients can 

easily be determined~5A more refined substitution model would have required a 

re-calculation of the inverted matrix, while the matrix used by Curtin and 

!1urral~an be used as basis of calculation by accepting a substitution effect 

of 50%. The altered technical coefficients thereby obtained are shown in 

Table 16 • 
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Curtin and Murray's analysis. 

Curtin and Murray based their calculations on the sanctions originally 

enacted by the U.N. in 1966~7 These sanctions were imposed on 12 products. To 

this they added the sanctions which Zambia had imposed in order to reduce demand 

for Rhodesian commodities and services. The calculations are based on the as

sumption that the sanctions would be effective in the sense that the export of 

the products included under the sanctions would stop completely. A summary of 

the export of the affected commodities is given below. 

Mining. 

The export of asbestos was in 1965 £ 10.8 million, the export of 
chrome £ 3.8 million. The export of iron-ore and copper was estim
ated at £ 6.0 million. 

Manufacturing. 

Export of pig-iron etc. was estimated at £ 2.5 million. The export 
value of hides, skin and leather, and manufactured meat products 
>Ias in 1965 £ 5.6 million. The export of tobacco consists of t>Io 
elements. One part is the £ 33 million export of raw-tobacco, in
cluded in the export from the agricultural sector below. The rest 
of the tobacco, £ 5.6 million, is manufactured domestically, and 
is, therefore, included in the export of manufactured products. 

Agriculture. 

In addition to the export of raw tobacco amounting to £ 33 million, 
the sanctions also hit the sugar export of £ 3.5 million. 

The zambian sanctions are estimated to reduce the export of mining pro

ducts by £ 3.0 million (mainly coal), the export of manufactured goods by £ 20 

million and the export of the transport and distribution sector by £ 11.1 mil

lion. 

Furthermore, Curtin and Hurray take account of the Rhodesian govern

ment's buying up and stockpiling of the tobacco. The idea behind this policy is 

that the tobacco is still produced, thus preserving the demand from the agri

cultural sector for the products from the other sectors in the economy. The re

sults of these calculations are shown in Table 15 • It can be seen that the 

effect of the sanctions is a decrease in GDP of only £ 13 million. 
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Table 15, 

Value Added after the Original Sanctions 

(Million E) 

Agriculture ................................ 
M

• • . 
1n1ng •••.••••..•••••••.•.••.••.•••.••••.•• 

Manufacturing 

Construction 

.............................. 

.............................. 
El and Water .• .................•.... ~ ...... . 

Transport and Distribution ••••••••••••••••• 

Government .....•..••....................... 

Services .................................. . 

1965 

50.1 

23.2 

66.1 

15.1 

14.3 

80.6 

16.4 

66.3 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 332.2 

Source: T. Curtin and D. Murray, Op.cit., pg. 45. 

The Effect of the General Sanctions. 

After Sanctions 

51.0 

8.2 

72.3 

14.7 

13.7 

72.0 

16.4 

71.2 

319.5 

More and more types of commodities have been included since the origin

al sanctions were enacted. Furthermore some of Rhodesia's neighbouring countries 

made their attitude to the sanctions clear already from the beginning. Some of 

them declared the sanctions illegal while others stated that it ~1as necessary 

for their economies not to participate. It is, therefore, reasonable to pose the 

question the other way round. How much of its initial trade can Rhodesia retain? 

The first assUEption in the analysis below is that Rhodesia cannot be 

prevented from importing as long as trade relations exist with South Africa. 

The only constraint on import is then lack of foreign currency. Thus possibili

ties for import depend on exports and on the possibilities for obtaining creditr. 

abroad. The analysis concentrntes on the export. Moreover, it is based on the 

results obtained from the analysis of Rhodesia's dependence on external trade. 

(cf. pg. 6ff}. 
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Table 16. Technical Coefficients with 50% Import Substitution. 

Agriculture Mining Hanufacture Construction El & Water Transp. Government Services 
& Distribution 

Domestic Industry: 
Agriculture 0.1660 
Uining 0.0027 0.0200 0.0061 0.0047 
Hanufacture 0.1908 0.1285 0.3047 0.0513 0.0627 0.0047 
eonstruction 0.0055 0.0120 0.0631 0.0134 
El & vlater 0.0096 0.0503 0.0172 0.0063 0.0066 
TFansp. & Distrib. 0.0604 0.0559 0.0580 0.0906 0.0241 0.0094 
Government 
Services 0.0027 0.0223 0.0227 0.0219 0.0181 0.0467 

Total industry 0.2718 0. 2569' 0.2839 0.4235 0.1116 0.1838 0.0275 
Imports Competitive: 
Agriculture 0.0007 0.0080 
Mining 0.0020 
Hanufacture 0.0151 0.0196 0.1087 0.0547 0.0091 0.0156 0.0007 
Construction 
El & Water - 0.0121 
Distribution 
·services 0.0028 0.0020 0.0043 0.0308 

Non Competitive Imp.: 0.0069 0.0559 0.1360 0.0375 
Total Imports 0.0227 0.0783 0.2567 0.0922 0.0211 0.0199 0.0315 

Indirect Taxes 0.0178 0.0168 0.0186 0.0125 0.0061 0.0377 0.0548 
Value Added 0.6877 0.6480 0.4408 0.4719 0.8612 0. 7589 1.0000 0.8861 

Total Input 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
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The agricultural sector. 

The possibilities for increasing export to "non-sanction countries" 
or for clandestine export to traditional markets are small. The 
export of these products has to_ be cut with the amount estimated by 
Curtin and Murray. 

The mining sector. 

The export of gold of £ 6.8 million, and of metal-ores etc. of £ 
12.6 million can presumably be transported through South Africa as 
this country already has large exports of these commodities. The "non
sanction countries" bought 10% of the export of asbestos, i.e. £ 1.0 
million. Thus the total export of mining products is estimated at 
£ 20.4 million. 

The manufacturing sector. 

The export from this sector to "non-sanction countries" totalled £ 
16.6 million in 1965. Presumably, Rhodesia will be able to maintain 
about half of its exports of manufactured goods to Zambia. These 
goods are especially adapted to the Zambian market 
and it may be difficult to cover demand for these commodities from 
other sources. In 1965 the export to Zambia of manufactured food and 
of other manufactured consumption goods was £ 1.9 million and £ 3.6 
million respectively. The exports of machinery to this country was 
£ 2.6 million. It is further assumed that Rhodesia can compensate the 
loss to the Zambian market for manufactured products by increasing its 
sales to South Africa. This is so because Rhodesia already has a mar
ket for the same type of commodities in South Africa, has an import 
surplus in the trade with South Africa, and because of South Africa '.s 
political willingness to back Rhodesia. This gives a total estimate 
of the export from the manufacturing sector of £ 28.3 million. 

Electricity and water. 

The export of electricity to Zambia is assumed to remain at its 1965 
level of £ 4.4 million. 

The transport and distribution sector. 

Changes in the export of different commodities, presumably do not af
fect the transport sector in the same way. However, because of lack 
of data, the estimate is based on the assumption that the export of 
transport services varies in proportion with the total export. This 
gives an estimate of export from this sector of £ 13 million. 

The export column in Table '11 is now replaced by the figures ob

tained from the estimates made above. In.addition, the technical coefficents 

are changed according to the 50% substitution effect (shown in Table 15 ). 

Using the inverted matrix based on the new technical coefficients the effects 

of the changes in imports and exports are calculated. The result is shown in 

Table 16 • 

Table 16 compared with Table 11 (the original input-output table) 

shows that exports have dropped from£ 168.1 million to £ 75.0 million, imports 



Table 17. Input output Table. Assumed. Impact of Sanctions. l1i11ion £ 

Agri- Hi- i-!anu- Co-.. .. ~ El Trans- Govern- Ser- Ex- Pri- Govern- Fixed Stock Total Total 
cul- ning fac- struc- and port ment vices ports vate ment Ca- Chan·- Final Out·· 
tu re tu re tion Wa- and Con- Con- pi tal ges De- put 

ter Dis- sump- sump- For- mands 
tribut. tion tion mation 

Domestic Industry: 
Agriculture 2.1 10.2 1.8 0.5 32.2 47.0 74.4 
Mining 20.4 1.1 0.4 -2.0 19.9 23.9 
!1anufac tu re 32.8 74.7 2.3 12.2 8.9 130.9. 164.8 
Construction 5.4 18.4 23.7 31.3 
El and Water 4.4 4.5 1.8 0.1 10.9 16 .. 5 l 

Transp. & Distribution 13.0 55.0 2.9 4 .l -0.1 74.9 93.7 '" "' Government 0.2 0.5 15.7 16.4 16.4 I 

Services 2.1 55.9 12.5 70.6 80.5 
Total Industry: 20.2 6.1 46.8 13. 'i LB 17.2 2.2 75.0 202.0 42.4 35.7 39.1 394.3 501.5 
Imports Competitive: 
Agriculture 0.1 0.5 0.5 1.2 
Mining 
l1anufacture 4.6 11.6 0.4 6.5 2.8 26.0 
Construction 
El and Water· 
Distribution 0.2 0.2 
Service 2.7 0.3 3.0 

Non Competitive Imp. 2.7 3.1 0.8 2.7 1.6 10.9 
Total Imports 1.7 1.8 42.3 2.9 C.3 1.9 2.5 7.5 18.1 1.5 9.2 4.9 41.3 94.6 
Indirect Tax 1.3 0.4 3.1 c.~ C.l 3.5 4.4 11.9 1.8 13.6 26.9 
Value Added 51.2 15.5 72.6 14.7 . lb. 2 71.1 16.4 71.3 327.0 
Total Input 74.4 23.9 164.8 31.3 lf.5 93.7 16.4 80.5 449.2 501.5 
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fron\ £ 149.2 million to £ 94.6 million, so that the export surplus in Table 11 

has become an import surplus. If this surplus cannot be covered by foreign 

currency reserves or new credits abroad it will have to be reduced. This can 

be brought about by a total stop on imports for private consumption, but that 

would result in a cut in the supply to the domestic market of consumption goods. 

This again may lead to inflation, unless the government is able to control do

mestic demand, either via the Budget or by introducing a rationing system.· 

Under the assumptions made above, the effect of the sanction on the 

GDP is a decrease of £ 5.2 million, or about 2%. This figure, however, may 

underestimate the loss, because the value added of the agricultural sector is 

overestimated (cf. pg.25 above). This change in the· GDP may, however, not be 

significant, if allowance is made for errors in the statistical material. 

More significant than the change in the GDP, is the change in the 

relative importance of the different economic sectors, as a result of the sub

stitution process. The manufacturing sector has increased its relative contri

bution to the nationai product and so has the service sector. This has happened 

at the expence of the mining sector and of the agricultural sector, when allow

ance is made for the declining prices of tobacco. Not surprisingly, the effect 

of the substitution process is a move from the primary sector to the manufactur

ing and service sectors. 

Table 18. Predicted effects of the Sanctions 

Agriculture ••••••••• 

Mining .••••••.•••••. 

11anufacturing ••••••• 

Construction •••o•••• 

El & Water •••••••••• 

Transport & Distrib •• 

Government •••••••••• 

Services . 0 •••••••••• 

Total 

Value Added I £ million. 

1965 

50.1 

23.2 

66.1 

15.1 

14.3 

80,6 

16.4 

66.3 

332.2 

After sanctions 

51.2 

15.5 

72.6 

14.7 

14.2 

71.1 

16.4 

71.3 

327.0 
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The predicted· effects of the sanctions on individual sectors are summarized 

in rable 17. The assumption behind the calculation is that parts of the im

ports can be substituted with domestically produced goods, and that the ca

pacity proble~ created hereby is partly compensated for by the decr~ase in 

export. If the conclusion is justified that it is possible to substitute 

within existing capaCity the resulting transformation of the economy need not 

lead to inflat.ional:y tendencies. 

The predicted effect of the sanctions on the total foreign trade is 

that exports will go down from£ 168,1 million to £ 75,0-million (f.o.b.) 

i.e. by 55%, while imports are expected to decrease from E 149.2 million to 

94.6 million (c.i.f.), or by 37%. 

Data on the Economy since UDI. 

Only few and scattered data are available on the Rhodesian economy and its 

relations with the surrounding world after the sanctions were enacted. The 

following is an attempt to put some of this information together, and compare 

the picture of the economic development which this gives with the results 

arrived at in previous sections on the basis of data which refer to the si

tuation as it was prior to U.D.I. and the beginning of the sanctions. 

National income, external trade and balance of payments: According to in

formation provided by the Rhodesian government in July 1967~8the Gross Na

tional Product decreased by 2.1% in 1966, the first year of the sanctions, 

while the drop in Gross National Income was 1. 9%. In the Rhodesian "Economic 

Survey" from April 1968, however, it is said that in 1967, the second year 

of sanctions, the Gross National Product increased by no less than 8,6% in 

current prices. If one is to believe this figure it is the highest since 

1956, although in fixed prices the increase in 1967 was only 2% higher than 

it was just before U.D.I. in 1965. According to the same source, the export 

fell from £ 95.4 million in 1966 to £ 94.6 million in 1967 (as compared with 

£ 164.7 million in 1965) while imports increased .from £ 85 million in 1966 

to£ 94 million in 1967 (£ 119.8 million in 1965). The balance of payments 

showed a deficit of£ 1.6 million in 1966 and£ 0.7 million in 1967. 

Prices: The European consumer price index increased from 107.5 in 1965 to 

110.2 at the end of 1966 according to the Rhodesian Quarterly Statistical 

Summary. April 1967. The same source reports that the consumer price index 

for the African population increased from 100.8 in the end of 1965 to 103,1 

at the end of 1966, (1962 = 100). 
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Employment: According to the data, there is no sign of increased unemployment. 

The Quarterly Statistical Summary reports an increase in employment outside 

the agricultural sector from 351.000 to 352.000 from 1965 to 1966. In the 

same period the employment of European labour decreased slightly, from 84.600 

to 84.500. These figures may, however, hide some tendency for unemployment 

because the population is increasing. No information is available on employ

ment in agriculture, but according to the information given by the Rhodesian 
29 government in July 1967, the employment of African labour in agriculture de-

creased by 9.000 from 1966 to 1967. 

Migration: The Quarterly Statistical Summary shows a dramatic increase in 

net immigration, from 2. 750 in 1965 to 15.970 in 1966. This figure is the re

sult first of all of a decrease in immigration, from 24.890 in 1965 to 14.910 

in 1966, enhanced by a modest increase in immigration from 27.640 in 1965 to 

30.880 in 1966. 

No official information is given concerning individual sectors of the econo

my. The above-mentioned information from the Rhodesian government says that 

the_volume of manufacturing increased by 5% in 1966. On the other hand the 

Index of industrial production given in the Quarterly Statistical Summary, 

which includes mining and el. production in addition to manufacture shows a 

decrease from 118.4 in 1965 to 110.3 in 1966 (1963 = 100). This indicates 

that production in the mining sector has gone down. The index of the value 

of retail trade decreased from 100,0 in 1965 to 91.0 in 1966. No information 

is available on construction. 

All sources agree on the fact that the agricultural sector faces 

serious problems, and the sector is now heavily subsidized; the Rhodesian 

government is buying up the tobacco for stocks. The Salisbury Correspondent 

of the Sunday Timei
0
reported that about one third of the farmers have changed 

from tobacco to wheat, cotton and maize as the main crop. The production of 

these products is less labour intensive than tobacco, and this is claimed to 

have caused the unemployment of 10.000 African agricultural workers (or 

approximately 4%). The correspondent further reports that the income of the 

tobacco farmers has decreased by 60% as compared with the pre-sanction level. 

In summary, the available information gives the impression of a slight 

(and temporary) fall in Gross National Product in 1966, a decrease in foreign 

trade, a stable development in prices and only uncertain signs of unemployment, 
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(with some indication of unemployment of the African population, however). 

The available data seem to indicate a decrease in production in agriculture, 

mining and distribution, >Thile manufacture has increased its production. 

G·iven the inaccuracy of the data, this conforms rather well' with conclusions 

from the previous section. Both for exports and imports the figures given in 

this section are calculated on a f.o.b. basis, and they are, therefore, not 

comparable with the figures used in the input-output model above where im

ports are calculated on a c .• i.f. basis (this different basis is the reason 

why the figures calculated and the actual values for imports after the 

sanctions are so different). Assuming, however, that the freight and insurance 

costs vary in proportion to the total trade (which, of course, is not quite 

true as both are likely to have increased as a result of the sanctions), it 

is possible to compare the changes predicted by the input-output model with 

the actual changes. In this way it can be seen that the changes predicted by 

the model are considerably overestimated •. Because of the linearity of the in

put-output model it follows that ·our calculations must have also overestimated 

all other changes in the economy resulting from the sanctions. In particular, 

even the very limited effect of the sanctions on national income, which the 

model led us to expect is probably an overestimate. 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of th:i.s paper has been to find out l<hy economic sanctions 

~1ere bound to fail the objective of hurting the economy. It Has shown that 

one reason why they failed this objective, is that the economic developm~nt 

in Rhodesia since l.Yorld l.Yar II has resulted in an economic structure, Hhich 

is more related to the surrounding countries, than it is to countries over

seas. Furthermore, this could have been foreseen '•hen the sanctions l?ere 

enacted. This result may lead one to ask two sets of questions. One relates 

to the impact of the sanctions as a specific event in the ongoing economic 

and political development in this part of Africa. 

The sanctions are both a consequence and a determinant of the eco

nomic and political development in Rhodesia, Originally the Central African 

economies were based on primary production, almost all of it being directly 

exp_orted. The Rhodesian government has therefore traditionally been follm<ing 

a free trade policy. But, as a result of Horld Har II, domes!:ic tr.anu-

facturing grm<s up besides the original extractive industries. At the begin

ning it l·Tas principally construction and repairs, but later it became also 

the production of cheap consumer goods. l.rhen the Central African Federation 

was created the domestic manufacturing sector had gro~~ strong enough so 

that the original free trade policy Has changed into an active policy of 

protection, at first l·Tith regard mainly to lm<-quali ty consumer goods. This 

policy was backed up by public investments to develop manufacturing. l.rhile 

the domestic manufacturing l?as the economic basis for the gro•1ing European 

population it Has relying on the African population both for markets and 

labour. 31 

Southern Rhodesia l?as the only area inside the Federation where this 

sector was important. The situation Has therefore very different in the three 

parts of the Federation l·Jhen the pressure for independence came from the 

African leaders. The international mining companies operating all over Central 

Africa were probably largely indifferent to independence as long as they 

'·10uld not be constrained in their operations, and majority rule uould not be 

an essential threat to them, all the more so since they paid wages to the 

African labour Hhich ,.,ere already leading in the area, Domestic manufacturing 

in Southern Uhodes ia Has not opposed to independence, only to maj or.i ty rule. 

To this sector independence would be a ''ay to preserve its economic base, 

>Thile majority rule Hould have threatened it~2 The pressure for independence 

and majority rule lead to a split of the Federat:i.on, l-lala>Ji and Zambia gain

ing independence and the problem remaining unsolved in Southern Rhodesia. 
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Simultaneousiy >Tith the growt!). or domestic manufacturing the demand 

or the European population tor high-quality consumergoods like motorcars, 

T.V. sets e. t. c. <<aS grow·ing. This demand brought in a ne<·l group of inter

national companies, different from those which had traditionally been ope

rating in the area. Hhile the traditional companies produce in Rhodesia for 

overseas markets·, the neH have their production based overseas and it is 

mostly as a market that they are interested in Rhodesia. This competition 

prevents· the domestic manufacturing from expanding into the market for high 

quality products. ( The other <'lay to expand uould be to increase the income 

of the African population, but this 1·10uld mean raising the costs of production 

in the short 

in the short 

run and l'lOuld 
33 

run.) 

therefore undermine their competitive position 

This structural basis is reflected in the structure of the foreign 

trade. The primary sectors of the economy are traditionally exporting to the 

overseas markets and the domestic manufacturing has its main export market 

in the surrounding African countries. The surrounding countries in turn 

supply primary goods, l'lhile import of high-quality commodities comes from 

overseas. Because the sanctions have mostly affected trade 1-Jith overseas 

countries, not l'lith the surrounding countries, their main effect has been to 

make domestic manufacturing more competitive on the home market and thus for 

some time to help solve some of the problems of the Rhodesian economy. On the 

other hand the sanctions have brought hardship to the agricultural sector 

and have thus primarily hit the African population if one is to judge by the 

ratio of African to European employees in each sector. 

The question l'lhich remains is l'lhy, in the first place, l·Jere economic 

sanctions chosen in preference of other means of influence. The analysis 

above cannot ansl'ler this. In his study of the background for the decisions 

to use sanctions against Italy and against Rhodesia Frederik Hoffmann says: 

"l'lhen sanctions are used, the manifest goal will probably 
not be attained, because the very decision to apply sanctions 
probably indicates that the motivation of the sanctioning 

·country is relatively loH. The decision to apply sanctions, 
then, indicates that the political motivation is not 
sufficiently strong to cope sucessfully Hith the great 
difficulties involved."34 



Appendix The inverteq matrix with 50% import substitution 

Agriculture !1ining Manufacture Construction El & Water 

---------------------------------------------------

Agriculture 1.0344 0.0236 0.1732 0.0542 0.0100 

Hining 0.0073 1.0035 0.0217 0 .0072 0.0075 

Manufacture 0.2071) 0.1423 1:0436 0.3265 0.0607 

Construction 0.1)108 0.0054 0.0061 1.0081 0.0142 

El and l-later 0.0144: 0. 0536 0.0212 0.0135 1.0019 

Transport and Distribution 0.0637 0.0678 0.0735 0.1146 0.0300 

Services 0.0090 0.0284 0.0298 0.0367 0.0216 

Source: Timothy Curtin & David Hurray: op.cit. 

Transport Servi,ces 
& Distribution 

0.0145 0.0017 

0.0066 0.0003 

0.0875 0.0101 

0.0648 0.0141 

0.0090 0.0004 

1.0130 0.0113 

0.0514 1.0011 

I 
w 

"" ' 
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Notes. 

This paper is a much revised version of a graduate thesis in economics at 
the University of Copenhagen. The Danish Conflict Research Group has contri
buted towards financing the study. 

1. Resolution of U.N. Security Council. 19/11 1965. Keesings 65/66 pg. 21133. 

2. Keesings 65/66 pg. 21132. 

3. Keesings 65/66 pg. 21198. 

4. The following is mostly based upon W. Barber, Op.cit., ·pg. 119 ff. 

5. Barber, W., Op.cit., pg. 143. 

6. Barclay's Bank, Economic Survey of Rhodesia, 1964, pg. 13. 

7. Keatley, P., Op.cit., pg. 365. 

8. Barber, H., Op.cit., _pg. 258. 

9. On the concept "Net Geographical Product". See Barber, H., Op.cit., pg. 103. 

10. Linder, S. Burenstam, Op.cit., pg. 87. 

11. Barber, W., Op.cit., pg. 141. 

12. Below pg. 18. 

13. The value of the import, when it crosses the Rhodesian border. 

14. i.e. with same con®odity classification as in the trade statistics. 

15. This is problematic because of the "dual" structure of the economy. 

16. Oil is almost indispensable, if not as a fuel then as a lubricant. Rho
desia's total export has to drop to f 6 million (The value of the oil im
port in 1965-1966) before the consumption of oil need be cut down, since 
it can safely be assumed that as long as foreign currency is available it 
will always be possible to find a seller. Whatever happens, Rhodesia's 
ability to pay for imports is very unlikely to fall below f 25 million, 
since exports to South Africa in 1965 were f 17.2 million, and the pro
duction of gold is marketab"e everywhere. In 1965 the gold export was 
about £ 7 million. An expo:t of about f 30 million would be enough to 
cover the import of oil at cts 1965 level, but this would only leave a 
narrow margin for the impor: of other means of production compared with 
the 1965 figure of £ 93.1 mcllion. (See Curtain Murray. Op.cit. pg. 24) 

17• Keesings 65/66 P~· 21130 ff. 

18. Annual Statement of External Trade, 1965. 
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19. C.f. below pg. 18. 

20. In addition to these possibilities for substitution in production and 
markets to evade the effects of the sanctions on the European population 
group, two further factors can be mentioned. One is the possibility of 
withholding capital which under normal conditions would have moved out of 
Rhodesia. The Sunday Times' Salisbury correspondents report on the 13/10 
1968 that the amount of dividends etc. withheld was at that time estimated 
to f 45 million. The other possibility is economic discrimination against 
the African population. 

21. National Accounts, Table 59. 

22. Curtin, T. and D. Hurray, Op.cit. 

23. P. N~rregaard Rasmussen Op.cit. pg. 31 ff. 

24. Rasmussen, P. N~rregaard, Op.cit., 1956 pg. 128. 

25. Waugh, F.V., Op.cit. 

26. Curtin, T. and D. Murrey, 0)2.cit. 

27. Curt in, T. and D. Murrey, Op.cit. 

28. Keesings 67/68 pg. 22163. 

29. Keesings 67/68 pg. 22163. 

30. The Sunda~ Times, 13/10 1968 pg. 37. 

31. Keatly, P., OJ2.cit., pg. 365 ff. 

32. For a presentation of the situation as seen by the Europeans in Rhodesia 
see Kenneth Young, Op.cit. 

33. W.J. Barber, Op.cit., pg. 146. 

34. Hoffman, Frederik, Op.cit., pg. 155. 
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The Stanford Studies(l)of the 1914 crisis: Some comments. 

Perhaps the most exciting advance in political science in recent 

.years has been that concerned with the collection of data. The initial 

attempts to collect data by Richardson I and \'lright were pioneering effprts; 

~ut the sophistication employed by more recent data collectors has be~n 
I 

equally exciting. By far the most all-encompassing and rJ.gorous of these 

data collection programmes has been that carried out by the Stanford ~roup 
I 

under the directorship of Robert North. 
I The data is taken from the documents collected from the prewar crisis 

of 1914 by means of content analysis. (2) \'lhen the group was formed 

contemporary researchers felt that there was some need for a method of 

indicating and measuring international tension. By designing, proces~ing 
I 

and standardising the content analysis technique, tile Stanford group have 

I obtained fcir the intending researcher a most useful technique for ' 
. I 

extracting an index of hostility from documents. Now that it is comp~t-

erised, this technique can be adapted to extract data from any historical 

document. In doing this the group have also provided excellent data ~ith 
·which to test hypotheses concerning the prewar crisis of 1914 and morb 

generally, the behaviour patterns of decision makers in crisis situat,ions. 

I 
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However, in testing such hypotheses with the data, the Stanford group 

have been less rigorous and as a consequence much of the good work achieved 

in the generation of the data has been invalidated. The comments produced, 

and the tests carried out here are a!) attempt to demonstrate how the 

invaluable work of collecting the data can be supplemented by adequate and 

rigorou:s statistical testing. 

What follows •is divided roughly into four parts. The first part will 

consider the interaction model and discuss the hypotheses. The second part 

will involve some consideration of the statistical tests used and the 

measures involved. The third, and largest part, is a complete breakdown of 

the studies, with comments on the inadequacies. There will also be 

suggestions on how to improve the studies. In the majority of cases where 

the data is fully published, the suggestions are tested. The final section 

is a summary of the major points of the paper, 

I 

It has been remarked by Jervis( 3), in a 'traditionalist' comment on 

the Stanford studies, that contrary to the norm, the hypotheses tested by 

the group have been far from trivial or peripheral. A list of the hypo

theses support such a view. 

The higher the tension (i) the more time will be seen as a salient 

factor (ii) the more the decision makers will be concerned with the immediate 

rather than the distant future (iii) the more the decision maker will 

perceive that his own range of alternatives is restricted (iv) the more he 

will perceive the alternatives open to his adversary to expand (v) the 

heavier the overload upon the channels of communication (vi) the more 

stereotyped will be the information content of messages (vii) the greater 

the tendency to rely on extraordinary or ~mprovised channels of 

communication (viii) the higher the proportion of intracoalition - rather 

than intercoalition - communication, 

The majority of these hypotheses have used hostility as an independent 

variable. Other, no less important hypotheses, have also been tested. 
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These include (ix) a state may go to war not because it thinks it can 

win but because its perception of hostility is high, that is, its 

decisions are based on psychological effect rather than military 

capacity. North, the director of the group, has written that 'it was 

thought that newer methods ought to be combined with older ~~thods; 

that content analysis should be paralleled, supplemented or cross

checked by other t~chniques; and that data could and ought to be analysed 

in different ways,•< 4> 

Basically, three different kinds of study have been carried out, 

(a) studies using 'tension' or 'hostility' as the independent 

variable, 

(b) across-the-model tests of the variable s-r:s-R without testing 

for the sequential patterns, 

(c) across-the-model tests, with added tests for sequential patterns. 

We shall look at these studies later, but before we do, we shall 

refer to the general technical mistakes that they-- contain, 

There have been comments about the usefulness of the interaction model 

around which much of the data collection revolves. The mediated-response 

model (Diagram 1) allows measurement at four crucial points in each 

state of a dyadic system. 

Diagram 1. The Interaction Model. 

state A 
r s 

perception ortstatement of 
B's attitude 1tA's plans and 
and behaviour intentions 
towards A towards B 

state B 
r 

_: perception o 
-R-SiA's attitude 

I and behaviour 
towards B 

behaviour output 

Measurements are taken =~ 

s 
statement o 
B's plans an 
intentions 
towards A 

R-e~ 

(i) immediately outside the information receptors of the nation 

states, these being the stimuli (S) to the decision group, 
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(ii) just inside the decision group, monitoring the perception 

(r) of the stimuli (S) , 

(iii) inside the decision group, monitoring the group's perceptions 

of their own attitudes·and intentions (s) towards the 
' 

opposing state, 

(iv) immediately outside the nation state, monitoring the action 
' ... 

responses (R). This acts as a stimuli to the opposing state. 

In the studies, the general rule is that the perceptual data (r) 

·and (s) are taken from the coded documents and that the action data are 

·taken from various other sources. In one study, the action data are 

taken from the mobilisations of the different armies, in others the 

·action data, are taken from any military act. Some researchers h.ave 

expressed the view that the variables are vague,<SJ they seem confused 

by the diffe~ent forms of measures used by the group as action data. 

North has replied to this allegation that the group had tried many forms 

of data for (S) and (R) and had found that none of them were entirely 

suitable. (G) 

The perceptual data has enjoyed far less criticism. The method of 

extracting this data is well documented and can be re-applied at \<Till, 

There appear to be some conceptual difficulties in lumping attitudes 

and intentions under the same variable. As for operational difficulties 

of extracting the data, there are some where variables overlap. For 

example, where a decision maker makes a public speech. This could be 

viewed as an action variable, or it could be coded as a perceptual 

variable, in terms of attitude etc., or it could be both. Apart from 

this, the operational use of the model has been sound. Had more time 

been spent on describing the action data the confusion mentioned above 

may not have occurred. 

The Stanford group saw the need for a model that would be general 

in its application enabling comparisons to be made of differ~n~ crises. 

The mediated-response interaction model fits this role adeq11ately. 
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II 

The Stanford group has fallen down badly in the statistical 

processing of their carefully collected datao The remainder of this 

paper puts forward criticism which is formidable, and to a large extent, 

unanswerable, Errors range from those of judgement of which tests to 

apply, to those of simple miscalculation. 

There will also be other criticism regarding the suitability of 

some of the measures used. These criticisms have appeared elsewhere and 

are only included here for completeness.(?) The misuse of measures has 

led to occasions where the natural meaning of the measure has been 

distorted for operational purposes. For example, in one of the earlier 

studies of the data( 8) the following opposing hypotheses were tested. 

'A state will not go to war ••• if it perceives its power as "significantly" 

less than that of the enemy ••• ' and the opposite hypothesis, 'if a 

state's perception of injury to itself is "sufficiently" great, this 

perception ~Till offset perceptions of insufficient capability.' The 

study then goes on to find in favour of the second hypothesis, largely 

on the basis that there were 482 perceptions of hostility against 128 

perceptions of capability. To use the total number of perceptions of 

each category as some measure of importance, appears questionable. In 

a reply to this particular criticism North has written, 'It is doubtful 

that the studies in question ever proceeded far on the assumption that 

if perceptions of intent outnumbered those of capability, decision 

makers would pay more attention to the former.' (g) Despite this, the 

test of the hypothesis did include a straight count of perceptions of 

capability and hostility. 

A more damaging example occurs in the testing of the hypothesis, 

• ••• The higher the stress in a crisis situation the more stereotyped 

will be the information content of the messages,,(lO) To operationalise 

a measure of 'stereo,typed content', a count of the number of words per 

message was used, on the 'premise that richness of information ••• (is) 
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more characteristic of longer documents.' The usefulness of the test 

is invalidated by the use of this measure. Stereotype, as defined by 

Webster, refers to 'fixed or conventional expression, notion or mental 

pattern'; it is unlikely that any measure involving the length of a 

message has anything to do with the natural meaning of this concept. 

For length of message to be used as a measure of stereotype there needs 

to be some empirical links between the two. This would only be possible 

if a measure for 'stereotyped content' was available. But if it was, 

this problem would never arise anyway. 

In the same paper, there is the arbitrary use of the measurement 

concepts of 'immediate future' and 'distant future' in hypotheses 

concerning perceptions of time in crisis situations. No effort is made 

by the Stanford group to show how these two categories were distinguished, 

and although it seems possible, it is difficult to decide how such an 

operational category could be constructed. 

It appears that much effort and care went into the establishment of 

a rigorous measure of the affect variables within the model, but far less 

attention was paid to the measures used as the dependent variable. It 

may be that good arguments can be put for testing hypotheses which only 

involve variables within the model. 

A second, more general, criticism of the Stanford studies, concerns 

the interplay between frequency counts of hostility statements and 

intensity scaling of hostility statements. In one of the initial studies 

relating the across-the-model variables, the Stanford group test a 

hypothesis about conflict spirals.(ll) At first the intensity measure 

• was used, when the hypotheses were refuted. The group then turned to 

the frequency measure where the hypothesis was supported. They did not 

show how the measures were related and made no attempt to discover why 

one measure refutes the hypothesis while another supports it. 

Using the data provided in that study, it is possible to combine 
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the two individual measures to form one composite measure. This 

composite measure is formed by multiplying the two individuC!,l measures, 

and the total a!l)Otirit of hostility that this produces is then used as 

the measure. The testing of this composite measure demonstrated its 

efficiency; the tests will·· be shown later,·· · 

In processing the data for these .studies, the Stanford group have, 

in all cases, found it necessary to aggregate. The reasons for this 

are in the nature of the dyadic interaction model and the data. 

The model can only <Qbnsider two enti.ties at one time. Because of 

this, what was a five.:.nation interaction has to be converteel into a 

dyad, particularly in across-the-model tests. Consequently, tpe most 

obvious split is that involving the alliances existing at that time. 

Basically, this is concerned with the level of analysis problem that 

has beset political science. Concerning this problem, the Stanford 

group argue( 12 l that, • ••• The choice of a unit of analysis for st~dying 

international relations is entirely arbitrary. Each level of 

aggregation or organisation - for example, nation states, populations, 

or decision making groups - can be considered potentially useful but 

for different research tasks. Each alternative, moreover, carries with 

it potential advantages and disadvantages and its own peculiar set of 

assumptions which the analyst must adopt with his choice of research 

focus.' The common sense of this approach is compelling, but neverthe

less the researcher is failing in his duty if he does not consider and 

document the possible effects of aggregation. In statistical studies 

particularly, a statement of the statistical effects of aggregation is 

expected. Nowhere in the Stanford studies are there any such statements. 

In all of the studies the data is pooled in terms of alliances. 

But before this there is an aggregation at the lower level by pooling 

together each decision maker to form the nation state group. So at the 

alliance level, the data has been aggregated twice. 
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It is difficult to predict the effect of aggregation, but it would 

seem sensible to collect the data in terms of alliances, if the level 

of analysis is to be at this alliance level, This would seem more 

preferable than a policy of collecting data at a lower level of analysis 

and then aggregating up to the alliance level. 

In many of the studies (all except those by Dina Zinnes) there has 

been a second form of aggregation, to a large extent due to the condition 

of the data. For many of the initial days of the crisis there is very 

little hostility monitored. Consequently, large gaps appear in the 

data. To get around this problem the documents were divided into roughly 

twelve amounts, so that some measurement ~1as obtained in each period. 

Because of this, all the resulting time periods are of different lengths. 

Six of the time periods involve one day, two periods involve two days, 

one period involves four days, two periods involve five days and the 

remaining one fourteen days. This obscure method of aggregating data 

does not permit the subsequent data to be used for time based tes·ts -

surely such tests of the data are the most interesting? A more reason

able aggregation would have been to collect the data in terms of three 

day intervals, which >·lould have still produced twelve time periods. 

There may be periods of zero hostility, but zero hostility is relevant. 

This strategy would not have excluded time series tests of the data. 

Earlier comments regarding the responsibilities of the researcher to 

predict the effects of aggregation apply equally to this time 

aggregation. 

Bearing all these general criticisms in mind, we shall now look 

at the Stanford studies individually. 

III 

At the beginning of this paper we saw that there were three 

different kinds of studies of the 1914 data. These 1>1ere (i) studies 

using the affect variable 'hostility' as the independent variable, 
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(li) across-the-model tests of the relationships between the variables 

s-r:s-R and (iii) across-the-model tests including some ti~~ dependence. 

However, two of the earliest studies do not fit into any of these 

categories so we shall deal with them outside the framewor~. 

A paper by Zinnes, North and Koch(l 3) attempted to test the 

following alternative hypotheses. 

(i) A state will not go to war if it perceives its power as 

'significantly' less than that of the enemy at the time 

when such a decision must be made. 

(ii) If a state's perception of injury to itself is sufficiently 

great, this perception will offset perceptions of insufficient 

capability, making the perception of capability much less 

important a factor in a decision to go to war. 

To test these hypotheses, four measures were dev~loped. These were 

based on the frequency of the following perceptions . 

perceptions of cap~bility 

perceptions of hostility 

perceptions of coalition 

perceptions of significance of conflict 

The table 1 shows the frequencies. 

Table L Frequency of Perceptions for Five Nations : 1914 crisis. 

Austria England France Russia Germany Total 
perceptions of 

capability 26 16 18 28 34 122 

perceptions of 
hostility 1:?9 32 26 50 138 425 

perceptions of 
coalition 54 35 27 34 88 238 

perceptions of 
significance of 
conflict 6 25 2 14 22 69 
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vle have mentioned earlier. (page en the limitations of using: 

frequency of perceptions as a measure. It is questionable to conclude 

that since there are approximately four times more perceptions of 

hostility than capability, this implies more concern for psychological 

injury than for military capability. The authors support this doubtful 

evidence with anecdotal evidence from the documents. This seems a 

misjudgment, since the whole statistical approach to internationa+ 

relations has been motivated by a need to get away from such traditional 

anecdotal evidence. 

In this initial attempt to study the data, there was .great 

reliance upon visual displays of data rather than on statistical testing. 

Hypotheses were supported or rejected exclusively as a result of 

straight comparison of the frequencies of these arbitrary measures. 

Perhaps the most disquieting feature of the paper is that the totals 

for the individual perceptions do not add up to the totals provided by 

the authors. A frequent assertion in the study is that there were 

128 perceptions of capability, 482 perceptions of hostility and 283 

perceptions of coalition. The totals shown in Table 1 are considerably 

less than this. It would seem that some of the data or nations included 

in the count could not have been included in the analysis. 

The second study follows on in many ways from the "Capability ••• " 

study.(l4) The hypotheses tested were basically the same and, as with 

the previous study, relied completely upon, 'visual display. The Stanford 

group, perhaps realising. the inadequ~cies of the original frequency 

measures, developed the following operational indices. 
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index of persecution "' 
units ·Of· hostili t;:i as tar~et (r) 
units of hostility as agent ( s) 

indeX·of rej13ction "' 
units of friendshiJ2 as a~ent (s) 
units of friendship as target ( r) 

index of injury = 

units of hostility as target + unit of friendship as agent 
units of hostility as agent + unit of friendship as target 

. Using these measures the fol16wing results were obtained (Table 2) 

Table 2. Indices values by nation. 

AH. Ger'y GB, FRANCE RUSSIA 

index of persecution 2.47 2.25 0.6 6.3 0.59 
index of rejection 1.69 5,04 4,63 1,59 6.20 
index of injury 2.21 2.73 2.07 2.70 l.BO 

It is extremely.difficult to imagine what these measures represent. 

Because of this it is also difficult to assess the reliability of the 
. ' 

findings; it would seem intuitive that the indices of the majority of 
• 

people would be greater than unity since people generally believe that 

they are more friendly than everyone else they interact with. We see 

that the only interesting results are those of Great Britain and Russia 

who appear to have an index of persecution less than unity. 

Both of these earlier studies were obviously exploratory. No 

attempt was made to carry out a statistical analysis of the data. 

Inferences were obtained from visual a~rangements of the data. The 

measuring units were highly contrived affairs, and this was reflected 

in the results. The Stanford group were experimenting with different 

measures (hostility, friendliness) !15 ) but still depending largely 

upon traditional anecdotal evidence. The content of the studies is 

far from scientific although by having hypotheses, data, graphs and 

tables, each of the studies has a scientific aspect, 

The first category of tests, those. using 'hostility' as the 

independent variable, are exclusively collected and published in a 
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paper called 'The 1914 case'. (lG) In all there are ten basic 

hypotheses tested although the points we shall make include only 

eight of these. Most of the hypotheses are 'As tension rise~··· etc.' 

To simplify the testing of the hypotheses, the whole crisis period 

has been divided into two periods: up to and including July 28th 

(low stress period) and from July 29th until August 4th (high stress 
• period) • The outbreak of war between Austria and Serbia is taken as 

the dividing point. Statistical comparisons over the whole period 

show that the two periods are statistically different. It can be 

shown that any dividing point taken after the 19th of July will give 

significantly different data because until this time the process is 

stationary, but afterwards it is not, containing at least ~ second 

order trend.Cl7) However, this is not too important a point ~ith 

these tests, although July 19th would have been more preferab:).e from 

both a statistical and a historical point of view, as it~as on ~his 

day that an article by von Jagow appeared, (!B) implying some possibility 

of aggressive action by Austria. 

The first two hypotheses are concerned with perceptions of time. 

· (1) As stress increases in a crisis situation ti~e will be 

perceived as an increasingly important factor, and 

(2) as stress increases in a crisis situation, decision makers 

will become increasingly concerned with the immediate 

rather than the distant future. 

The Mann-Whitney test,< 19>supports the first hypothesis. With 

the second of these hypotheses, however, there is no indication of how 

the researchers distinguished between immediate and distant future, 

and although the hypothesis is supported, it is difficult to estimate 

the relevance of the finding. The omission prevents an assessment of 

the validity of the measure. 

Another set of hypotheses dealt with decision. makers' pe+ceptions 
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of alternatives. 

(1) In a crisis situation decision makers will tend to perceive 

their own range of alternatives to be more restricted than 

those of their adversary, and 

(2) In a crisis situation decision makers will tend to perceive 

their allies' range of alternatives to be more restricted 

than those of their enemies. 

The following categories of decision latitude were constructed to 

test these hypotheses. 

choice - all statements in which more than one course of 

action is perceived 

necessity - all statements indicating that the author sees 

only one possible course of action 

closed - all statements indicating that one particular course 

of action is not possible. 

The testing of the hypotheses involved the most unnecessarily, complex 

series of tests. For example the test shown in Table 3 was carried out. 

Table -:r. German~ 

choice necessity 
se 0 

enemies 21 

chi-squared= 73.6 
p <' 0,001 

0 

0 

3 

choice closed 

se 0 

enemies 21 0 

chi-squared = 22.2 
' p \0,001 

Although this test gives significant support for the choice/necessity 

categories and the choice/closed categories, there is no test of the 

necessity/closed. If the Stanford group had adopted the test below 

instead, they would have obtained essentially th17 same results (in terms 

of support for the hypothes!sl and all the categories would have been 

tested simultaneously (Table 4,). 
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Table 4, Germany 2 x 3 matrix. 

choice necess:Ltv closed 
self 10 109 

enemies 21 3 0 

chi-squared = 69.5 (see note 30) 

p(o.ool 

For the other four nations the results obtained by using the 

2 X 3 matrix instead of the two 2 X 2 matrices are as follows . 

Austria-Hungary chi-squared = 1.4 not significant 

Russia chi-squared = 9.5 p(o.ol 

France chi-squared = 20.8 p ( o.ool 

England chi-squared = 46.1 p < 0,001 

The support that these results give is similar to that given by the 

Stanford group tests. 

The second hypothesis was also tested in this complex man,ner. In 

this case, though, it was perhaps more critical in the sense that for 

the Triple Entente there is no significant difference between the 

choice and closed categories, although there is between the choice and 

necessity categories. The adoption of a 2 x 3 test resolves this 

inconclusiveness. (Table 5) 

Table 5. Contingency Table for testing alliance alternatives. 

Dual Alliance. 

choice necessity 

a 3 

enemies 21 

20 

6 

chi-squared = 12,7 

p < 0.01 

closed 

0 



Tri12le Entente. 
I 

allies 

enemies 
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choice necessity 

30 17 

39 6 

chi-squared = 8.0 

p<' o.os 

closed 

7 

3 

';. .~, 

··The next set of tests involved the patterns of communication. 

Four hypotheses lvere proposed. 

(i) The higher the stress in a situation the heavier the overload 

of communication channels. 

(ii) the higher the stress in a crisis situation, the more 

stereotyped will be the information content of the messages, 

(iii) the higher the stress in a crisis situation, the greater the 

tendency to rely on extraordinary or improvised channels of 

communication. 

(iv) the higher the stress in the crisis situation, the higher the 

proportion of intra-coalition - as against inter-coalition -

communication. 

To test the overload proposition, the number of messages and the number . 

of words were counted. The hypothesis was tested using both of these 

measures and the Mann-Whitney U-test. The results were encouraging 

when the volume of documents measurement was used, but inconclusive 

when volume of words was used as a measure. We shall return to this 

result shortly. 

The hypothesis concerning stereotyped messages has been discussed 

before. The measure was shown to be entirely unsuitable because its 

use implied some empirical relationship between length of message and 

stereotype message. The existence of such a relationship \\fOUld negate 
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the need for the derived measure. The support that the data gives 

this hypothesis is more suited to a hypothesis concerning the,rise 

in tension and the length of a message. 

Such a result is related to the previous result. We ha~e 

obtained evidence that as tension rises, the number of documents in 

the system increases and we also have evidence that as tension rises 

messages get shorter. Since the total number of words flowing in 

the system is some function of the product of these bro measures, it 

appears reasonable to expect support for the hypothesis that 'the 

number of words in the system remains constant throughout the crisis'. 

Such a hypothesis wa~ not tested but its alternative was tested in the 

hypothesis concerning the overload of communication. This occurred 

when using the volume of words measure. The results of the test were 

inconclusive (only 6 out of 15 tests were significant); this result 

lends some support for the alternative hypothesis that 'the number of 

words in the system remains constant'throughout the crisis'. This 

relationship between the hypotheses was not seen by the Stanford group. 

The hypothesis concerned with the improvised communication channels 

was tested quite satisfactorily. Of the 2780 inter-state messages, 

1530 occurred in the low-stress period. Of these 1530, only 74 were 

direct communications between decision makers. A direct communication 

between decision makers is taken as an extraordinary channel. In the 

later period of high stress, 116 out of 1250 messages were sent straight 

to decision makers by-passing amabssadors. This change is significant 

at the 0.001 level when subjected to chi-squared test. 

The final hypothesis concerning the proportion of inter-coalition 

messages was also tested using. chi-squared. Of the 1530 messages in 

the early, low-stress period 700 were between alliances (45.7%); in 

the later, higher stress period this ratio increased to 53.6%. This 
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change is significant at the 0.001 level. 

The hypotheses tested in this section have been far from trivial. 

In many cases the tests employed were inconclusive. In some cases this 

was due to the measure applied, in others to the statistical test. 

Throughout the whole of the tests, the data was aggregated over alliance 

and over time. The effects of this research S·t;rategy were never 

considered by the Stanford group. 

The most obvious weakness of the studies so far is the inability 

of the Stanford group to develop dependent measures which match the 

hostility measures in terms of reliability and homogeneity. This 

argues for a series of tests across-the-model and within the interaction 

model, where the data has these properties. 

There have been four major studies of this kind and the first to 

be considered concerns some propositions about hostility spirals during 

crisis. ( 201 

The data for (S) and (R) were taken from the mobilisation levels 

of the armies. The perceptual data ( s) and ( r) ~1ere taken from the 

coded documents. A series of Pearsonian correlations were then carried 

out in an attempt to show the spiral relationship between the 

perceptual variables (r) and (s) • The perceptual variables were 

measured in two ways; one was a frequency count of the perceptions of 

hostility, while the othe·r was an intensity scaling, Using the intensity 

scaling, there was inconclusive support for the spiral hypothesis 

(Dual Alliance~ r.-<+ 0,87, 10 d.o.f., p<o.ool ; Triple Entente: 

r = 0.33, not significant). However, using the frequency count, 

significant support is given to both alliances, (Dual Alliance : 

r = 0,78, 10 d,o,f., p/0.005 ; Triple Entente : r = 0.86, 10 d.o.f., ., 
p< 0,001). Although these results are not consistent, the Stanford 

group make no attempt to explain the differences in the data that 

caused the inconsistencies. 
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It can be shown, however, that the two measures do not correlate 

very well. The results below show the correlations of the measures 

over both alliances and both variables. (Table 6.) 

Table 6. Correlation of intensity scaling and frequency measure. 

variable r variable s 

Dual Alliance 0.56 0.62 

Triple Entente 0.82 o. 24 (n. s.) 

The Triple Entente correlation of the variable (s) is not significant 

and this would account for the discrepancy betWeen the spiral 

correlations when using the different measures. 

It is possible to develop a more consistent measure by multiplying 

the two measures together. The product will be the total hostility 

perceived in the time period. This measure was correlated with both 

the original frequency (F) and intensity (I) measures and the results 

are shown below. (Table 7) 

Table 7. Correlations between the composite measure and the original 
measures. 

F - frequency measure 

I - intens.ity measure 
Dual Alliance Tri12le Entente 

r s r s 

F 0.76 o. 77 F 0.85 0.42 

I 0.97 0,97 I 0,99 0.98 

The composite measure correlates with the other individual measures 

far better than they do with each other. The spiral correlations of 

(r) and (s) were tried vTith the new measure. Both, of, ,,the alliances 

showed significant correlations (Dual Alliance: r = 0,76, p(O.Ol; 

Triple Entente: r = 0,63, p(0.05). 
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correlations, aimed at detecting conflict spirals, were also 

performed for the variables s-r and s-R for both alliances. However, 

the most glaring errors were made in the selection and processing 

of the action data (S) and (R) • The Stanford group unaccountably 

include in the mobilisation levels, those of the peripheral nations; 

Serbia, Montenegro, Belgium and Turkey. None of these nations are 

included in the document coding to obtain the perceptual variables. 

It is difficult to imagine why this action data was included since 

tests show that they have little effect on the statistic. 

A second, more serious,error concerns the accumulative process 

used by the Stanford group. The mobilisations within a particular 

alliance are added to the level of mobilisation existing. This gives 

a running total of the number of men at arms for a particular alliance. 

This accu.,;ulat,j..ve process disallows the use of the Pearsonian product

moment correlation test because the individual readings are not 

independent; an important assumption. 

In Table 8 the data is set out showing this accumulation for both 

action variables in each alliance. The figures on the left are those 

produced by the Stanford group, those on the right are those which do 

not contain the peripheral nations, and which are not accumulative. 

The spiral hypotheses of S-r and s-R were tested using the revised 

action data. The results were not convincing (Table 9). This result 

is opposed to that found by the Stanford group who used the original 

data. However, the correlations obtained by the Stanford group are 

unusable because of the violation of the independence assumption in 

using the correlation test. 
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Table 8. · Stanford Act:ion data and the revised action data. 

-

Time Dual Alliance Triple Entente 
Period 

s R. s R 

1 o.o o.o o.o OoO. o.o o.o q.o o.o 
2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
3 o.o o.o o.o o.o Q.O 0.0 o.o o.o 
4 o.o o.o o. 2 0.2 o.o o.o; 0,18 o.o 
5 0.18 o.o: 0.2 o.o o. 2 0.2 0.18 0.0 
6 0.18 o.o o. 2 (),0 0.2 0,() 0,18 0.0 
7 0,18 o.o . 0.2 o.o 0.2 o.o 0.22 o.o 
8 0,22 o.o 0.2 o.o 0,2 o.o 1.02 0,8 
9 1.02 0,8 0.2 o.o 0.2 o.o 5,12 4.9 

l<i 5.12 4.9 0.74 0.54 o. 2 o.o 5.31 o.o 
11 5.31 o.o 5.04 4.0 o. 74 0.54 6,4 1.09 
12 6.4 1.09 5 .04 o.o 5.04 4.00 6.82 0.47 .. .. 

. 

The figures on.the left of each column are the Stanford figures, and 

those in the right column are the revised data. 

Table 9. Results of Spiral Correlations using revised data. 

s - r r = 0.48 0,05 ( p( 0,1 
Dual Alliance 

s - R r = o. 36 not significant 

s - r r = 0,01 not significant 
Triple Entente 

s - R r = 0.66 p(0.025 
' 

The poor results may be due to the action data. There is little 

reason to suppose that mobilisations were the only stimuli which 

produced perceptions of hostility. It was pointed out earlier that, 

several types of action data were tried, but none were entirely 
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suitable. It may be the case that no action data, collected 

haphazardly, will give good results when processed with the 

rigorously-collected perceptual data. This would imply that the 

most useful studies would incorporate the perceptual data only. As 

a final, general comment, the data was averaged over both alliances 
' and time, without any consideration of the possible-effects. 

A second paper, related to the first, was produced about the 

same time although it was not published unt~l 1968.( 2ll Although the 

papers are related, there are significant differences in the data. 

There will, of course, be differences in the action data between the 

two studies because in the second study all military actions are 

coded as data while in the first, only mobilisations are coded. 
"' 

However, there are discrepancies in the perceptual data. In both 

studies the methods described for obtaining the data are identical 

and from this one would expect that the data would be identical. 

Since the techniques of extracting the data are similar and the 

document universe is similar it is only to be expected that the data 

should match. The two sets of data are shown in Table 10. The data 

from the first paper are headed I and those from the second paper are 

headed II, Notice that only intensity measures are used in the 

second paper. 

Table 10. Comparison of data in two different studies. 

Time 
period 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Dual Alliance 
r 

I II I 
4.23 3.98 3.62 
3.88 3.93 4.03 
4.04 4 .os 3.42 
4.20 4.45 3,87 
4.98 4.87 4.15 
4.15 4.10 4.25 
5.12 5,16 4.21 
4.88 4.89 5.02 
6.03 6.62 5.03 
5.46 5.48 6.38 
7 .os 7.00 7.20 
6.59 6.50 5.67 

s 

II 
3.55 
3.39 
2.92 
3.66 
3.89 
3.97 
4.42 
4.79 
4.25 
6.29 
7.19 
5;7o 
" 

Triple Entente 
r s 

I II I II 
3.67 2.67 - o.o 
4.22 o.oo -· 0.0 

- o.oo 4.00 3.67 
4.25 o.oo 4.20 o.oo 
4.82 6 .oo 5.67 o,bb 
5.31 o.oo 4.75 o.oo 
5.08 o.oo 4.82 -7.33 
6.18 5.33 4,08 3.40 
5.85 5.33 4,93 4,89 
5.98 6.43 4.96 5.00 
6.27 6.19 4.18 3.97 
6.28 6.98 5;51 6.17 
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Correlation tests show that only two of these sets of perceptual 

data correlate. For the Dual Alliance the (r) data does ~ot correlate 

and for the Triple Entente the (s) data does not correlate, Th~s 

throws some doubt upon the data collecting technique, and more 

seriously upon the validity of the measure. An attempt by the Stanford 

group to link these papers would have helped to avoid these difficulties. 

The basic assumption of the study is that the Dual Alliance was 

highly-involved in the crisis and that the Triple Entente was lo~

involved. Using this assumption, the Stanford group examine hypo,theses 

concerning parties who are high- or low-involved in crisis situations. 

One can argue that this approach leads to two basic weaknesses in the 

reliability of the findings. 

The first point is that the Triple Entente was not low-invo7ved 

for the whole of the crisis. It seems reasonable to suggest that their 

interest was relatively low during the early stages, but not in the 

later period (after 19th July when fears were aroused by the von Jagow 

article). Consequently, the more reasonable research strategy would 

have been to test the hypotheses with data up to an(! including the 

19th July. (In fact, when the tests are reconstructed later -in this 

paper, July 28th is used as the dividing point. This is done because 

in all the Stanford studies where a split is used, July 28th has been 

chosen, In another series of tests(l?) July 19th is taken as the 

dividing point.) 

This, however, would not have eliminated the other weakness, 

which concerns the number of variables present. Unless we are happy 

to work under an assumption that decision makers' personalities 

differ from one man to the next, the res~arch design should remove 

this variable. Table 11 shows the arrangement of these variables, 
·'' . . 
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Table 11. Arrangement of Variables. 

Triple Entente Dual Alliance 

involvement I low high·. I 
decision maker :~~~~~s:e:t:~A:~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~s:e::t~·:B~~~~= 

The tests are designed to show differences between the high-

and low-involved alliances. If differences are shown, this may 

be because of the different set of decision makers rather than the 

fact that they were high- or low-involved. 

By adopting the following test design it is possible to eliminate 

both of the weaknesses described above. Using only the data fro!ll the 

Triple Entente we test the early period (up to and including 28th July) 

against the late period (29th July to the outbreak of war). In this 

way high-involved is tested against low~involved, and in both 

categories we have the same decision makers. 

In testing the data the Stanford group has used non-parametric 

tests in all cases. There are no technical reasons why such tests 

should not be used, but it is puzzling that parametric tests were not 

used, The data is in an interval scale and the parametric tests that 

this allows are, in general, more powerful than their non-parametric 

counterparts. 

The first hypothesis tested in the study is :-

The correlation between input action (S) and policy response (R) 

will be better in a situation of low-involvement than in one of 

high-involvement. 

There appeared to be some confusion regarding the results of this first 

test. Using the Spearmann Rank test( 22 l to determine the correlations 
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between (R) and (S) for both of the alliances, the Stanford group 

inexplicably obtained results of rs= 0.463 and rs= 0.678 for the 

Triple Entente and the Dual Alliance respectively, It is then 

asserted that this supports the hypothesis, which it does not. After 

reprocessing the same test the following results were obtained. 

Triple Entente 

Dual Alliance 

r = 0.743 s 

rs = 0,495 p slightly greater than 0.05 

This result does support the hypothesis, with the reservations made 

previously regarding the '~<Tisdom of using these alliances as high- and 

low-involved participants. 

Having cleared up this confusion, the hypothesis was tested with 

the early-late model suggested earlier. Both the Pearson product-moment 

test and the Spearman Rank test were used. The hypothesis, interpreted 

in terms of the early-late model, would predict that there would be a 

higher correlation between (S) and (R) in the early period than in the 

late period. The results are shown below, 

Spearman Pearson 

early 

late 

None of the correlations are significant, The hypothesis is therefore 

not supported. 

The second hypothesis tested in the original paper states :-

In a situation of low-involvement, policy response (R) will 

tend to be at a lower level of violence than the input (S) , 

whereas in the high-involvement situation, the policy 

response will tend to be at a higher level of violence than 

the input action. 

The implication of this hypothesis is that in the early-late model 

the relationship (S-R) will be positive in the early period and 
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negative in the late period. The Stanford group adopted the Mann-
' 

Whitney U-test, which is inappropriate. The data is shown below. 

Table 12. Distribution s - R for early and late Triple Entente. 

pe:dod early period ~ 

1 -0.13 
2 1.67 8 0.99 
3 0,38 9 0,04 
4 -1.45 10 -0.40 
5 1. 70 11 0,40 
6 0.42 12 -0.15 
7 L19 

The Mann-Whitney U-test is the non-parametric equivalent of the 

Student's t-test, whose ability is limited to testing to see whether 

the mean of two distributions>are significantly different from each 

other. This hypothesis, however, asks more than this. It asks whether 

the two different distributions are negative or positive in character. 

This cannot be shown with either of these tests. So that these tests 

can be used it is essential to return to the original data to see 

whether the distributions (S) and (R) are different and then to 

determine whether their individual means are either positive or 

negative. 

The revised test is shown below (Table 13) • The showing of the 

whole test will only occur in this case although the same misuse of 

tests occurs in all of the Stanford tests remaining in the study. The 

statistical policy followed throughout the remainder of this review 

is (i) to determine whether the means of the distributions are 

positive or negative, (ii) to determine whether the pairs of 

distributions are significantly different from one another by (a) 

using the Mann-Whitney U-test on the original distributions and (b) 

using the Student's t-test on the original distributions. In this 

way we shall provide a facility for.comparing parametric and non

parametric tests. 
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Table 13. The Marin-Whitney U-test of the early-late. This is to 

test a hypothesis that the distribution (S - R) is 
positive in the early period and negative in the late 
period. · 

early late 
. 

mean = +0.54 mean = +0.18 

Mann Whitney u = 18, p = 0.228 u = 9, p = 0.274 

Student's t t = 0.9342, n.s. t = 0.4298, n.s. 

The hypothesis has not been supported. 

The Stanford group now tested a hypothesis concerning the 

perceptual distortion of the incoming stimuli •. This hypothesis 

states that :-

' 
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In the low-involvement situation, r will tend to be at a 

lower than (S) , whereas in the high-involvement situation, 

(r) will tend to be higher than (S) • 

Using the corrected tests on the original distributions the following 

results were-obtained; 

early late 

mean = +3.18 mean = -0.456 ...... ~ ..... ., _____ ,,~-~ . -·-· 

'' 
Mann-Whitney u = 7, p = 0.013 u = 7, p = 0.155 

t = 3.226, p(O.Ol t = 1.01~'/~'ri. s. 
... --Student's t 

The hypothesis would have predd.cted a posfffve l)iej!n,_f()r the early 

period and this is found to be signff4c~ptly supported. For the 

late period the prediction of a negative mean was supported but not 

significantly. 

The third hypothesi~ concerned the perceptual variables (r) 

and (s). This stated that:~ 

To the extent that there is a difference between the perceptions 

of the other's policy (r) and statements of own intent (s) 

perceptions of hostility in (r) will tend to be higher than (s) ., 

in both the high and low-involved situation •. · 

This hypothesis would predict that both for the early and late period 

the two distributions would be significantly different and that the 

mean of the joint distribution (r - s) will be positive. The results 

are shown below. 
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. 
early late 

mean = 0,33 mean = +1.3 

Mann-Whitney u = :n .5 I not u = 2 I p = 0,016 
significant 

t = o,2378i not t = 2 .• 38311" p < 0.05 
significant 

Student's t 
,.,.-.. . . 

The hypothesis is only pal'M.ally supported. Th;ls ... may .be due to the 

data. In the early period, of the 14 available·readings (2 pairs 

of 7), 11 are zero. Any results based on such data must be viewed 

with suspicion. 

The final hypothesis tested by the Stanford group concerns the 

variables (s) and (R). The hypothesis states :-

In a situation of low involvement statements of intent (s) 

will tend to be higher than action responses (R) whereas 

in the high-involved situation (s) will tend to be lov1er 

than (R) , 

This would predict significant distributions in both the early and the 

late data, but a positive mean in the early period and a negative 

mean in the late. The results are shown below. 

early late 

mean = 2.31 mean = -0.734 

Mann-Whitney u = 9, p = 0,027 u = 7, n.s. 

Student's t t = 2.011, p(o.o5 t = 1.35, n.s. 

The results do not support the hypothesis. 
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This completes the set of tests of across-the-model variables 

in this study. Because of the difficulties of following the hypotheses 

and the results of the tests, a table has been prepared (Table 14). 

The results show that when the hypotheses are tested under the 

more rigorous early-late model, they are rarely supported. This is 

surprising since all of the hypotheses appear to be reasonably 

intuitive. One must always be careful not to exaggerate expected 

re~ults, but results that are not expected provide motivation for 

further testing. The results in this case may be due to the data. 

The variables (r) and (s) are homogenous data when combined in tests. 

The interval scale of the two measures will be the same and the 

scaling is done from the same universe so that the data is comparable. 

This is also true of the action data. However, when the action 

variables are tested with the perceptual variables there is a non

homogenous mix, as the scaling is not from the same universe. This 

puts severe limitations on the kind of test applicable to relationships 

between the two sorts of variable. The two previous studies that we 

considered showed that correlation tests between action and perceptual 

variables support reasonable hypotheses. Such tests are both possible 

and valid between the non-homogenous data. However, when relationships 

involving absolute levels are tested, it is not wise to use this data. 

Most of the hypotheses tested in this paper involve tests of absolute 

relationships. This may account for the surprising results. The 

consistent agreement between the results of the parametric and non

parametric tests should also be noted. 
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Table 14. Showing compari.son of tests using the Stanford model 
· and the early-late model 

1 - using data of Triple Entente versus Dual Alliance 

2 - using early-late model for the Triple Entente 

Hypothesis Original tests Present tests I 
I 

I I 
I 

Non-parametric I Parametric 
I 

' 
--~---------- --------- . 

1 
I 

1 2 2 data I results (incorrect no significant no significant 
' ' calculation) support ! support ' ! support v1hen I 

i corrcct.Gtl. I 
' 

~0 2 data 1 2 2 
results significant no significant significant 

support support support ! 

3 data l 1 ' 2 
supporJ 

2 
results significant partial partial 

support only support 
only 

2 2 4 data .1 
results no significant partial partial 

support support only support only 

5 data 1 2 2 
results no significant no significant no significant 

support support 

I 
support 

! 

Except for the initial confusion over the calculation of the 

r.esul ts of the first hypothesis, errors appear at t1r10 distinct levels. 

At the technical level, the adoption of incorrect tests resulted in 

the inaccurate testing of the hypotheses. The hypotheses b10 to five 

suggest that one or other of the variables of the interaction model 

' 

~ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 

I 
' I 
' I 
I 
' I 
I 

I 
I 
' ! 

is larger than the other. This implies.either positivity or negativity 

if the variables are combined in any additive relationship. The 

Stanford group used the Mann-Whitney tests on data derived from the 
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original data. This technique was shown to be wrong. The probl~ms 

involved when processing non-homogenous data, have also been discussed, 

At the research strategy level, the Stanford group made errors 

in the selection of which data to process. There were two weaknesses. 

One is that the Triple Entente was not a low-involved alliance for the 

whole of the crisis and so the testing of data on this assumpti?P does 

not lead to correct results.. Secondly, while testing high-involvement/ 

low-involvement in this way, any variability due to the different sets 

of decision makers is not processed out •. By using a comparison·of the 

early period of the Triple Entente against the late period of the Triple 

Entente when retesting the data, these weaknesses were avoided. 

Again a general remark concerns aggregation, which was done over 

alliances and over time. Remarks made earlier concerning this practice 

refer also to this study. 

Two more studies can be fitted into the category of ~tudies of 

across-the-model variables. They are both by Dina Zinnes and are 
(24) < clearly the most competent efforts. The first of these·concern 

hypotheses about the expression and perception of hostility. 

Four basic hypotheses are tested :-

(i) if x perceives itself to be the object of hostility then x 

will express hostility, this is represented by, 

If xP then xE 

Unlike the remainder, hypothesis (i) is non-directional. 

(ii) If x perceives that x is the object of y's hostility, then 

x will express hostility to y, or 

if xPy then xEy 

(iii) if x expresses hostility to y then y will perceive this, or 

if xEy then yPx 
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• (iv) if x expresses ho~tility towards y, then y will express 

hostility towards x, or 

if xEy then yEx. 

Some of these hypotheses overlap as the diagram 2 shows. 

Diagram 2. Expression and perception hypotheses_. 

then by then by then by 
xPy-- hypothesis 2 --+ xEy - hypothesis 3-----+ yPx - hypothesis 2 ~ 

l:J1en b!l 
hypothesis 4 

To test these hypotheses, three pasic models were employed, each 

allowing for different memory capabilities. 

(1) no memory model - the events of the previous day have no effect 

on day n. That is, in terms of hypothesis (ii) 

(xEy)n = A(xPy)n 

(2) imperfect memory model - the memory span was assumed to be four 

days, so that in terms of hypothesis (ii) 

A(xPy)n + B(xPy)n-l + C(xPy)n-l + D(xPy)n_3 
(xEy)n = -------------------------------------------

A + B + C + D 

(3) perfect memory model - all previous days effect the behaviour of 

the decision maker on day n, 

(xPy)n + (xPy)n-l ••••••••~·· + (xPy) 1 
(xEy)n = 

n 

In addition and in order to allow for any lags that may occur in the 

passage through the system, the following lag-memory models were 

designed. 
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(la) no memory-lag 

(xEy)n = A(xPy)n-i 

(2a) imperfect memory-lagmodel 

A(xPy)n-l + B(xPy)n_2 + C(xPy)n_ 3 + D(xPy)n_4 

A + B + C + D 

(3a) perfect memory-lag 

(xPy)n-l + (xPy)n_2 + ••.••••••••••••••• + (xPy) 1 

(xEy)n = -------------------------------------------n-1 

In all the equations, the equality sign represents a correlation 

function. All the statistical tests are Pearsonian product-moment, 

correlating the left hand side of the equation with the right hand 

side. The coefficients represent the weightings given to each 

component. 

At the same time, six different data conditions were generated. 

Referring to the interaction model (modified in diagram 3.), the data 

is taken from the perceptual variables only. 

Diagram 3. Modified interaction model. 

State x State y 

(xPy) : (xEy) 
·~----

(yPx) : (yEx) 

r . s r : s . 

This modified interaction model is not explained in the Zinnes 

paper, despite it being the most acceptable use of the data since it 

only uses homogenous perceptual variable~. 
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The six data conditions are below :-

( 1) Frequency count of all statements 

(2) Frequency count of threat statements only 

(3) Frequency count of action statements only 

(4) Intensity score of all statements 

(5) Intensity score -of threat statements only 

(6) Intensity score of action statements only 

The distinction between action statements and threat statements is 

that the former refer to the past while the latter refer to the 

future. The generation of these six data conditions, combined with 

the six models, gives thirty-six different ways of testing each of 

the four hypotheses. 

But in the majority of cases the results failed to support the 

hypotheses, Holsti( 2Sl has suggested that, ' ••• One interpretation 

of these findings might be that in crisis "actions speak louder than 

words"; that is, in the hypotheses one and two, x's perceptions are 

probably based on y's actions as well as y's expressions. Hypotheses 

three and four, however, are concerned only with the relationship of 

expressions of attitude, and perceptions of these attitudes. Thus 

Zinnes' study suggests the limitations of working solely with perceptual 

data, to the exclusion of action data.' The point expressed is an 

essential argument of what must be theoretically included in the 

interaction model. But the use of bad data is counterproductive. 

Action data must be as rigorously collected and scaled as any other 

data in the model, and one feels that this is not so with the data 

used as action data by the Stanford group. 

To a large extent, the poor results may be due to using the 

individual measures of frequency and intensity. We have seen earlier 

that a composite measure combining these two gives mqre satisfactory 

testing. 
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It is also possible to suggest a more realistic memory model. 

This model'would allow for a sliding scale of memory so that days 

nearer-the day of perception t would have a greater effect on that 

perception, while days 

-at 
(xEy~ 1::. = e (xPy) t 

further away would have increasingly les9 ,,effect 

+ e -:-a ( t+l) (xPy) e~a (t+m) (x·P· y) 
t-1 + • • • • ·-· .+ ... t-m 

"The lag sophistication cotild also be included in this model. 

This study was the first of all the Stanford studies to consider 

the problems involved w.ith aggregation. It was observed that< 26 l 

' ••• It is possible to question the assumptions inherent in pooling the 

data over six states. Explicitly, this procedure assumes that the 

states exhibit similar behaviour, or that they would exhibit similar 

behaviour if we could observe them for an unlimited period of time. 

Whether or not these assumptions are valid must in part depend on the 

results - if we obtain good results, we would consider the assumption 

warranted, if not, we might wish to revise it.' This is a rather 

arbitrary criteria, but at least an acknowledgement of the fact that 

problems are involved when data is aggregated. 

Despite not publishing the original data, it is felt that this 

study is the most soundly structured of those seen so far. The models 

are carefully thought out and the various combinations of lag-memory 

models are extremely productive. Had a composite intensity/frequency 

measure been used, the results may have been more rewarding. 

The final paper to appear in this group (across-the-model) comes 

from the same author.< 27 l In this paper Zinnes attempts to compare 

the data produced by content analysis with that produced by the 

Brody/Driver n-nation simulation. Thirteen separate hypotheses are 

tested. The intensity scaling measure was used with impressive 

combinations of parametric and non:parametric tests. In the ma,jprity 
' ;·;; ::- _.; 

of cases significant results were obtained. In many ways thE¥ study 
-: .'• 
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was an extension of the previous one and there seems little point 

in providing a detailed critique of it as all the relevant points 

have already been made. 

The last category that we shall cover concerns tests of across

the-model tests, but with the added sophistication of establishing 

· time series characteristics within the data. Only one study that 

fits this category has come from the Stanford group.( 2Sl This was 

produced by Zinnes, and has the same stamp of competence about i.t. 

Although it is not documented as such the study involves two 

models :-

and 

where r and s are defined as in 
the interaction model, and R 
represents the reception of a 
hostile message. 

Verbally, these models propose that :-

(a) a hostile perception on day t is some function of the hostile 

perception on day t-1 combined with the reception of hostile message 

on day t. 

(b) a hostile expression on day t is some function of the hostile 

expression on day t-1 combined with a perception of hostility on day t. 

In testing these models the data was divided into two states. 

For example, the perception data was divided into (i) no perception and 

(ii) positive perception. A similar division was made in the expression 

data. This allowed the generation, for perceptions, of the transition 

probability matrices in diagram 4. 

Diagram 4, Transition probability matrices : perceptions. 

R = 0 R = positive 

r = + r = 0 r = + r = 0 

r = positive a b r = positive e f l r = zero c d r = zero g H 
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The probability (a) is that of moving from a positive perception of 

hostility on day t to a positive perception on day t + 1, given that 

there is a receipt of a hostile message on day t. The probability (f) 

is that of moving from a positive perception on day to to no perception 

on.day t + 1, given that there is no reception of a hostile message on 

day t. Similar techniques are used in the Perception/Expression model. 

The results that Zinnes obtained were good as far as they went, 

but the arrangement that she adopted was the simplest possible. The 

major consideration was that the statistical sophistication needed to 

compare the.matrices is inproportionately complicated by any movement 

away from the 2 x 2 format. 

The data available is not in a condition ~o support a large matrix, 

but is possible to increase from a four-cell matrix to a nine-cell 

matrix by using the first difference of the data. For example, the 

first difference from a series of data can be in three states. It can 

be positive, zero or negative. This trichotomy generates the nine-cell 

matrix (Diagram 5). It also allows some testing of hypotheses of 

escalation and de-escalation. 

Diagram 5, Transition probability matrix 

pt = + 

pt = 0 

pt = -

Rt = 0 

pt+l= + pt+l= 0 pt+l= -

a b c 

d e f 

g h i 

Pt= + 

p = 0 t. 

pt"' -

perceptions : 9 cells. 

Rt:: + 
pt+l= + pt+l= 0 pt+l= -

. a' b' c' 

d' e' f' 
. 

g' h' i' 
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In the diagram Pt is the first difference of rt such that, 

Pt = rt - rt-1 

This matrix has been produced elsewhere and tested using the same 

data. ( 171 The same tr<!nsi tion matrices can also. be produced for the· 

Perception/Expression model. 

A further improvement upon this study can be obtained by 

introducing closed models as well as open models. It may be useful 

to test a general hypothesis that perceptions on day t are some 

function of perceptions on previous days, and only on such previous 

· perceptions. This would be testing the model :- ·· 

rt = f(alrt-1' a2rt-2' a3rt-3' •••••• , amrt-m1 

The data is .unlikely to support such a general equation but it 

might support a more limited model . 

~t = f (alrt-1' a2rt-21 

By using such a model it may be possible to determin~ the sequential 

aspects of the data. ··.• ( 17) These improvements ate carried out elsewhere. 

Similar arguments can be put for the expression of hostility behaviour 

patterns. 

Although in this study the data has been aggregated over alliances, 

the effect is not so pronounced as the data was collected in terms of 

alliances. The study is statistically competent, as are all those 

produced by Zinnes. 

IV 

The Stanford group invested much time and money in the attempt to 

measure indices of tension. They succeeded in developing a good method 

of extracting reliable data from historical documents and fitting it 

into a most usable interaction model. The methods of obtaining the data 

and structuring it into the interaction model are extremely generalised 

and capable of fitting most crisis situations. This has been the most 

significant contribution that the Stanford group have made to pol~tical 
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science. 

In many ways the advance on this contribution has been spoiled by 

the slipshod manner in which they have used the data to test the 

hypotheses. Mistakes range from those of calculation to those of 

which tests to apply. 

Difficulty has been caused by the operational measures chosen by 

the group. Those outside the perceptual framework, such as 'st~~eotype' 

etc., have not been at the level of sophistication of those inside the 

framework and this has seriously reduced the power of the tests. Within 

the framework, the constant switching from an intensity scaling measure 

to a frequency measure has also created difficulties. There is much to 

be said for a composite measure made up of these two individual measures. 

Because of the nature of the interaction model and the data, it 

has been necessary for the Stanford group to aggregate the data. Much 

has been said of this because it is such a crucial point. Aggregation 

affects the statistical analysis, and for this reason alone, the 

possible effects must be considered. The Stanford data, and the possible 

effects of aggregation into alliance formations has been tested else

where. Cl?) The results show that aggregation into alliances is 

statistically acceptable. 

The inadequacies of the Stanford studies are the opposite to 

those normally encountered in empirical studies in the social sciences. 

In economics and international relations,< 29 l the most questionable 

data have been processed by extremely powerful statistical tests. The 

results are as questionable as the data. 

The Stanford group have provided a rich data gathering technique 

and an extremely useful interaction model that allows comparison over 
I 

different crises. The hypotheses tested will also prove to be important 

to any general theory of crises. It is essential that these hypotheses 

are tested adequately. 
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1far' will exi.s:t until. that distant day. when 
.the .conscientious ob•jector enjoys the same 
reputation and pr.es:tige that the ~arrior 
does today •. 

.J,F. I~ennedy, Notebook 

Like among the beasts,among men too po~<er is 
·the unique. measure.-, and the cult of po~rer do
minates the human artistic expressions from 
its beginning.Art reveals that men like to 
bovr before the strongei•,and so they kneel · 
the ones before the other during centuries, 
being rather indifferent to;rards the death o:f' 
their fellm<-men, especially if it brings thellll 
gain. 

M. Krle~a: Podravski motivi 

Those >rho propo'se this arrangement of the re
turn of the refugees hope that .Jordan \fill o~

, struct its realization, despite the suffering 
of the unfortunate people,- out of prestige. 

F'rom the Press,September 1967 

_The bases on which various people raise prestig 
claims,and the reasons others honor these claim 
include property and birth,occupation and.edu
ca tion, income and po1<er - in fact almost any
thing that may invidiously distinguish 'one per
son from another.In the status system o~ a so
ciety ,these claims are organized as nules and 
expectations which regulate 1<ho successfully 
claims prestige,from whom,in what ways,and on 
what basis.The level of self-esteem enjoyed by 
given individuals is more or less set by this 
s.ta tus system. 

C,\f, Mills: Ylhite C.ollar 

It is easier to give examples for the Chinese 
"FACE",than to define this faoe.Fbr instance 
that official from the capital city 1<ho may ro'
ce with his car at a speed of 60 milcs,when the 
speed limit is 35"' gains enormously in face. If 
his car hits someone,and he, ~<i thout a 1<ord pre
sents his visiting-card to the traffic~officer, 
1<hich disappears with a friendly smile-,he ·will 
"get an even greater face",( ... )One can neithen 
translate,nor define this ;;ord of "face".It is 
similar to honour but not identicaL-One cannot 
buy it with money,and nevertheless it gives a 
concrete decorum to persons. It is an empty word,, 
but men fight and 1<emen die for i:lt. It is invi
sible, but it' can exist only if it is presented 
to the public( ••• ) 

Lin-Yu-Tang: My country and my people 

In Jammu City you 1<ill soe them collecting fil tr 
from the street 1;i th their bare hands. This is 
the degradation the society requires from them, 
and to this they >rillingly submi t.Thcy are· dirt: 
they 11ish ~o appear as dirt.( ••• ) 



And the cadet of the Indian Aruninistrative 
Service,when asked. why he had joined the sei'
vi.ce,rcplies after some thought:"I·t give6 me 
prestige",His colleagues,uho arc present do 
not disagree,It is an honest reply;it ex:plain:s 
why 1 vrhon the Chine se invade, the a.runini strass:iio, " 
in Assam 1..-ill collapse, 

V,,S,. Haipaul: An Area of Darkness 

Credulity must sometimes b:c ignored,credulity 
deliberately cultivated fo:r: the sake of pres
tige and edification is indefensi0le. 

14 •. Gaffin: Some Refle:dons on Supersti-
tion and CrcduHty 

' ' 

ARROGANCE is the habit of despising everybody, 
except oneself. ( .... )He 1>ill never make the 
first approach to anyone,(,, ,.)if he passes you 
on the street he >rill not speak to you, but 
keeps his head bent down,or 1>hen he chooses, 
looks up in the air. 

" . 
PETTY AMBITION will be familiar as an undigni
fied craving for marks of respect. ( ••• )vrhcn as
ked out, sets great store by sitting next to ·the 
host himself,He takes his son off to Delphi 
for his ceremonial haircut.He truces trouble to 
have a black slave to attend him on the street. 

Theophraste s :· 'Characters 

I prefer to hunger with my family,but I am not 
1'1illing to do manual labor.I suffer enough from 
the shame inflicted on us to have ·to live in 
the quarter inhabited by North African immig
rants. 

A Patient 

You 1dll never "do1mgradc" me again with your 
ironical remarks' Next year,when I'll have my 
PhD 1 I won't have any need for you and I 1>ill 
throw y:m to the dogs 1 

A Patient to her lover 

Child A. : My Daddy is a head taller than yours. 
Child B.: But mine is a belly fatter than yours 

SO!.IE THOUGHTS. ABOUT PRESTIGE 

•. Fe>r 1wrds appear so frequently on the pagGs of neuspapers and often enough 

those of books dealing ;ri th qui to different subjecto as "prestige", also in 
• I quote at random from books I happened to read lately --· an investigation in the field 

of peace re,searcjll emphasizes recent changes in the composition of defence establishments 

dv,J to the enormous increase of the presti~,;e of scienco;an an';hropological study mentions-
11he fllO.t that ono of the importn.nt reasons :l:.'>r migration of Polynesian ::thoriginals uas 

._the unsupportable sense of loss of prestige if ·lefoated;and in another one I read about 

"a Brahmanc1>ho murdered his uifc's lover for darh.g to enter the house by the front door 

instead of sneaking in through the back";a historic~l treatise analyses the respective 

prestige of Constantinople and Rome in the eyes of mea.tnval Christianity;mcasures of preE 

ttge of professions comprise ten's of pages in a textbook of sociology;in a rcoant 1·rork 
on the <l.iplomacy of the Vatican, the letter of Paul VI to l'iae--Tse-Tung is quoted, strcssine 

"the prest'i<:c 1fhich China. no1·r rightly enjoys" and in a modern nc.-ml th0 sentence ap,ears: 

"Animal hunt for protcin,ue hunt for protein and prcstigo",And in ncuspapers,as ment~onr.>rl 
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1 who killed three policeman before. being overpowered,and the efforts of the delegate of 

a East-European country at the UN, seeking a face-saving solution,after the defeat of hie 

proposition in the plenum. 

This ubiquitous and generalized striving of individuals and groups to secure and i~crease 

prestige (for the time being we shall equate it with its everyday usage,suggesting: es

teem, social standing,regard revealed by one's fello•~€n 1 influence,object of honour ••• but 

also honour itself,etc) appears to be a fundamcn·~al trait and driving force in man,and 

thus one is tempted to approach the subject. under a somewhat oldfashioned (18 century 

.styled) heading of "AN ESSAY Olf HUMAN NATURE" .But, immediately,a second idea imposes it

.self:since prestige is bound to some traits and/or positions (virtues,p01iers,achieve

ments, values, professional or national identity, etc) which the others, those who admire· 

~he one bestowed with prestige do NOT POSSESS,it is quite evident that the analysis of 

our subject has to evolve in the frame of reference of the· (19 century styled) theme 

•of HmiAN INEQUALITY. 

vlhy only human?All we know about animal psychology and 

enjoy in the eyos of others and 

social life,in relation to the 

the prestige of the powerful "respect" some species 

and/or •rise individual in the crowd,making him its leader,could suggest a beyond-human 

biological-social dynamism regulating relations and "values". 

The HIERARCHICAL aspect, when· prestige is more or less synonymous 1·Ti th STATUS. (though 

the t;ro notions overlap but are not totally 'identical :eg. the minister of a small count

ry gains in prestige,but no incre~se of status following the visit of a representative 

of a big power;it is usual to speak about prestige-suggestion, but not status-suggestion, 

the first concept evoking more the connotation of "force", ;rhile the second rather of 

posi tion,al though, if one thinks about suggestion as a high degree of influence· it is 

clear that the sta.tus of the source of command is ••• suggestively .influential)--i.e. pre

stige conceived as a reflection of SOCIAL STRATIFICATION is the presently prevalent u

sage of this term in (at least American) SOCIOLOGICAL texts."This hierarchical ordering 

we may call prestige,which is the relative esteem in which an individual is held. in. an 

ordered system of differentiated evuluation"-stntes T.Parsons ("The Social System"),and 

his <TOrds,as also those of.G.lt.Mills quoted in the motto,clearly sho>·r that the emphasis 

is here more on the formal,"objective"(as to consensus) and positional and less on the 

subjective-psJ'chological and. psychodynamic or the philosophical-reflective aspect of the .. 
phenomenon.Such a conceution of "Sozialprestige" (as originally used by Leopold) does 

at least partial justice to the claim of Kluth,requesting an elaboration of this notion 
• from a functional-structural standpoint. 

If.the link between status,power and prcstige,and also the fact of the relativity of 

PRESTIGE I~~ERESTS and its criteria in different social strata,moulded by fashion and 

convention (lo!. Heber: "Gesammel te Schriften zur "llissenshaftslchre") are the predominant

:ty social frame of our subjGct;thG problem of PRESTIGE SEEKING,its dynamic role in indi

vidual and group life, the FEELING OF PRESTIGE ·conferred by possession of talents even if 

uhrealized (I~. Heber, op. ci t.), the relationship of PRESTIGE-SELF ESTEEM and PRIDE on the 

one hand,and of LOSS OF PRESTIGE-SHAME. and DEPP~SSION (a relationship to be elaborated) 

on the other,and especially the RATIONAL and IRlliiTIONAL (destructive,self-destructive) 

determinants and results of prostige-seeking,seem to be· its predominantly PSYCHOLOGICAL 

dimensions. 



Needless to say,this distinction is rather theoretical,in most of its practical manifes

tations "prestige" is to be investigated on a socio-pnychological as well as socio-phi

losophical background. 

An illustration of this is the INDUSTRY OF· PRESTIGE,on its collective-official level 

( educ2. tion, propag~.nda) and individual-inofficial level (advertisement, the industry of 

deception built on th0 manipulation of SNOB;..APPEf•L). on the one side,and criminal and 

psychopathological phenomena (the impostor,pseudologia phantastica) on the other side 

••• all of them aimimng to make it app~ar that someone's (or something's) value and. stan

ding are greater than they reelly ere (because he possesses such and such a car,or such 

·and such a grendfatiler,etc).A vast domain of social life is characterized by FAKING of 

values,showing off facades and overstressing apparan0es ••• in order to increase prestige. 
1:· 
The recent development enabled by mass communication, when. a politician can buy an IMAGE 

in order to impress voters, is certainly less criminal (in the technical sense) then the 

outright b~g. of votes,but whether it is less dangerous for society and its supposedly 

democratic rules of the game is at least questionable. 

(There is probably a link between the gradual disappearance of the former distinctioru 

between LEGITIMATE anc'. ILLEGITIMATE prestige and the actual prevalence of the norm of 

SUCCESS. at any price in the democratic-competitive societies,when any means --also of 

pretension,faking,etc --are de facto considered as legitimate in order to climb the 

MOBILE social ladder). 

But certainly no industry could have been built on snob-appeal if the tendency to preten

sion and to the display of (non-existent) superior traits were, not somehow preexisting 

~ deeply anchored in "human nature" ,and, it seems, even independently of the type of so<-~. 
\._.cial <:>rgo.nization. (Display of FALSE HUMILITY -1rhen the latter is n.n estimated value -

is evidently a speciel case, >rhen content and structure diverge ;ho1<ever at least Tartuf

fe's example seems to prove that humility is hardly an original "drive" in man). 

We repeatedly emphesized the components of fakcness,display,show off and trick as means 

of impressing others (and o.s intermediate categories one can mention acting,playing, 

theatrn.li ty in g&neral) .Here 1<e encounter the older, today J:learly forgottEl'n meaning of 

prestige,derivating from PRESTIDIGITATEUR ,the illusionist,the "magician" displaying by 

tricky art supernatural powers and thus achieving extraordino.ry effects on his credulous 
public • 

.... 
However ••• Hhere are the exact limits bet1·reen conscious make believe and true persuasion, 

between play and magical-technological activity,the display of the juggler and the ritual 
• art of the "true" sorcerer,betHeen the TALENT to impersonate and the prestigious VIRTUES 
of "superior" powers? Here,an additional dimension of prestige reveals itself: the 

FASCINATION of the naive by the sug&estive art of the actor and juggler,o.nd also that 

of magical and religious expericmce - a person possessing prestige is supposed to hav':l 

CHARIS~1ATIC powers,or he is even the source of the SACRED. 

F.'inally,when reflecting about prestige and prestige-seeking,a third essay imposes itself: 

a philosophical-satirical treatise on the HISTORY OF HU!I'JAN ]'OLLY. 

Observing with an impartial ~nd detached regard and meditating (in the oldfashioned 

sense of WISDOM) on the tremendous efforts,thc irrational activities,the disproportiona

te RISKS and often DESTRUCTIVE and SELF-DESTRUCTIVE methods men arc ready to choose and 
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endure in order to increase or to save prestige,to build up an empty facade,to pretend 

a fake identity,to maintain what is felt to be honour (1-~hich may a generation later. ap

pear ridiculuous,cruel and nonsensical) ••• one cannot but wonder about the unreason of 

li!bmo sapiens. 

Innumerable examples,from antiquity (Aesopus' frog "competing" with the ox is as illustra

.~ive as some of Theophrastes's characters) up to modern times (for instance "le bourgeois 

\gentilhomme" of liloliere)' and our very recent days (dictators sacrifiying their armies and 

spcial climbers their own health 2.nd the happiness of their families) are tragi-grotesque 

documents of distress and disaster caused by obsession with prestige. 

Human coexistence is regulated and ••• endangered by this fatal ambition.Because,if group-

•piide and national prestige become involved,there is every chance that even the mature,the 

rational ·and the Hise will forego sound deliberation and renounce clear judgment.The same· 

·persons who will vrith scorn and contempt condemn the arrogant bickering (leading eventual

ly to bloodshed) of obstinate drivers, unwilling to let the other to cross a narrow bridge· 

first,and treat as dangereous psychopaths young thugs solving "disputes of honor" in the 

pub with knives or firearms,may find war as the only honorable issue in order not to loose 

prestige in a border conflict concerning a few square miles of land,and to, approve inves

ting billions to have their national A-bomb to augment LA GLOIRE,instead of investing them 

in public health and education; 

Analysis of human co-existence.,meaning also the study of the possibility of peaceful coexis 

tence of human groups,ha.s necessarily to concentrate on the investigation of the "social 
' 

philosophy" of these groups in relation to prestige. 

m. 

A DEFINITION AND A SCHEME OF PRESTIGE 

For the sake of brevity (and more or less ignoring here the prestige of OBJECTS,eg. 

of famous cities) we ;rill define prestige as the ESTIMATION OF (ONE'S) I!I'J'ORTANCE,EMANATlllJ 

FROM AND ESTABLISHED BY THE VALUATION OF OTHERS. 

We do not pretend that our definition of prestige is necessarily more accurate than some, 

others.lfe wanted to emphasize the DEPENDENCE ON OTHERS,the unfreedO!Dl of the individual 
(prestige-seeker) even if his "prestige-forces" are among the strongest.* 
_J... ________ _ 

*The relationship of the prestige-seeker to;;ards the others (by whos.e appraisal he is domi
nated and dependent) is by no means a simple one:he tends to be a heteronomous,but often 
aeocial (and even narcissistic-autistic) personality,vrho,though despising "common people" 
helplessly depends on them for his narcissistic libido supply.Only transcending radically 
the ·limits of the "normal" becomes the prestige seeker "free" from the others, in his delu
sion of grandeur he ~<ill himself fix his (divine,etc) prestige. (Cf. here a much discussed 
comnientary of Rabbi Shimon Bar Jochai 1 of the biblical passage., ><hen God says to the people 
of Israel:"you are witnesses of the Hords of God,and I nm God",meaning possibly:if you are 
not my vritnesses,so I am not God). 
As to the relationship SENS~TIVITY ("It is easy to hurt me" )-OTHEP.IliRECTEDNESS ("Public o
pinion is very important for me") and PRESTIGESEEKING: most of my sensitive patiens (and 
those of t;m of my colleagues) confirmed the relation among this triasp<hilc the first two 
variables arc selfevidently interrelated,the third one is not in a logically binding way 
linked to thcm.Only vievring prestige through our definition,and also taking into conside
ration the slightly paranoid element of all of the three variables,bccomes this empirical 
finding also theoretically explicable.An experimentnl study we arc engaged actually,tries 
to clarify additional points. 

I 
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This dependence on others is inherent in human (coe)existence and is a force of cohesion 

of ordered social systems in general. The "out-cast-group" (see Schema) is iihe only excep

tion,where,either voluntarily or involuntarily, the hierarch::.;w· of off;i.cial values is. rejec

·ted,,,or reversed,But even here,and even disregarding the well-known 1 rigidly binding codex 

of values and prestige of their own of anvmic groups,the question arises,whether in one 

form or another the valuation of the (imaginary 1 intcriorized;etc) "others" is not indispen-

\sable· in order to be able to play one • s role. 

·rhe story of the hermit-candidate (A. France) who ;;illingly consents to every deprivation 

and suffering, but when warned by God. that children will not kno•r about his hardships and 

;rfdows will not weep on hearing of his motrtyrdom, sighs:Lord this is too hard •- suggests 

that it is almost impossible to break completely with the ;;orld-order and norms of our 

fellow-men. 

As to the compplex relaj;ionships and. structures presented in the Schema,they are,atleast 
• ;.l 

so we hope, clear enough,and need only a fel·r comments. 

The link bet;;een the "highest" and "lowest",the monarch and the hangman,is given not o,_ly 

by the "pragmatic" element (the usual excessive employment of the latter by dictato:bs),but 

also by a more general socio-psychological structural motif;we refer to the stimulating 

observaj;ions of R. Caillois* about the similarity in the "outlaw" (or above-law) position 

of both,whose interaction is necessary to thG ordinary functioning of the social body regu

lated by law.~loreover, concerning the (specific, frightening, infamous, fascinating) prestige 

of the outla;rs,we want to dra;r attention to another text by the· same author¥'.*: the gain of 

SUPERNATURA.L po;rer through TRANSGRESSION and violation of the fundamentals of the establi

shed order, becoming a (tabooed) outla;r; as, for instance 1 the African chieftain who before pai'

ting in war has sexual intercoursCJ with his sister.The Gigante's and the b,iblical Nephilim, 

are another example. 

Again 1 the perhaps at first glance surprising link between the actor·(and impostor) end the 

dictator becomes less strange if one thinks about the theatrical element and sho;;manshLp 

in the roleplaying.of every tribune and dictator,as stressed for Cola di Rienzo and Musso

lini by Barzini***, . .and one !il:ould possibly generalize Silone' s thesis concernin:g the dicta

tors of the modern ·world: they are failed artists.**··*·* 

•. 

• 

JD:I 
FACETS OF PRESTIGE: SELF-GOAL AND "INVEST!IlEllT", ITS FURTHERING AND SELF·-DE

FEATING (SELF-DESTRUCTIVE) FORMS, 

If many cases of prestige-striving impress us very much as chapters in the his

tory-of human folly" becauce of the.price and risk involved and since apparently no gain be

yond lthe prestige itself is visible,in other cases one. cannot deny that increase of prestit;e 

•bring additional gain of a material or other kind ••• furher increasing the prestige. 

"'G,f.R. Caillois:"Bburreau et Souverain" (in:"La communion des Forts".Etudes Sociologiques). 
"*Cf.R'. Caillois: E-'homme et le sacre", 
*** Cf. "Cola >:as Italian. He spoke eloquently, 1mre handsome clothes, invented flags, staged 
the most tremendous feats and ceremonies of his days,sent elegant letters to all and sund
~,put his trQst in fragile juridical formulas and historical precedents,but neglected to 
mild a real republic( ••• )He· never for a moment suspected that it 1~as not· enough to build. 
1 life-like persuasive facade.The facade a.i:ld reality, for him too 1 1-rere one and the same thine; .. 
:in:L.Barzini:"The Italians") 
'***Cf. I'. Silone·:The School of Dicta tors., 



.. 

Of course, exc;:ept in extreme cases (especially of the self-destructive sort) one can hard" 

1y draw e. cloarcut line between cases that one could designate as"solf-goal" prestige 

versus those of. "investment" prestige;nonetheless these two e.spects of prestige seekine 

are distinguishable'. 

A.s an example,a magazine <>.rticJle I have just been reading 1 could illustrate the pcint.It 

tells about the current fashion of gymnastic courses 1·1here young men spend many hours a 

a day in order to develop an athletic body;the highlight of their life becoming the 

hours on the beach,where they display their statue-like torsos,admircd by members of the 

other sex.Jin some case'S the prestige of the attractive male body is an excellent "in

vestment" facilitating the seduction of the admiring girls.In other cases,however,there 

is no S\lCh intention whatsoever. On the contrary 1 the muscular Apollo >·rill resist any se-

duction,being affraid that the effort involved in the love affair cvuld be detrimental 

to his perfectly shaped muscles. Here·, the athletic body and the prestige it lends is a 

SELF"-GOALasauring nothing beyond the prestige itself.This last statement is too catego

rical:there is the gain of being admired i.e. a kind of exhibitionistic pleasure.Howe

ver,the "self" -element is present, since exhibitionism is a form of AUTO-erotic activit;y 

the pleasure it gives is predominantly a narcisoistic one-. 

]h those cases uhere prestige is equivalent <~ith power ,it is mostly also "investment" 

(the prestige of a victorious army pa.ralyzes. the potential enemy) .lllien it is equivalent 

, with SOCIAL STANDIIID it depends on the particular case,and the price paid for it,which 

of the two forms is prevailing.In most cases higher status (occupations,etc) is linked 

with more re-.rard, though in some occupations a job linked <~i th higher social prestige may 

mean a decrease in income in comparision <~i th the one (say blue-collar -.10rk) which the 

person gave up;here the prestige is sclf-goal.The extreme example in this sense would b~ 

of those Ind:j.an chiefs,whose honor is ruinous,since the task of being the "provider" (of 

feasts,gifts,etc) is the most essential element of his position.The same is true in most 

cases 1<here the sacrifices and devprivations needed to attain or maintain status are 

out of any reasonable proportion,for instance in the case of the empoverished. noble fa

mily (in one of Zola's novels) where mother and daughter ~ive in self-imposed privation, 

in order to be able· to give a reception once a month. Here·, one could however assume so

me hypothetical variations,which could change the "nature" of their strenous efforts • 

.. Supposing there is a fair chance that the daughter 1iill meet a sui table fiance' during 

such ~.n occasion, the prestige-upholding could bo a more or less sound investment. I•f. on 

,. the contrary,bcyond the fact of enduring sacrifices for entertainment,clothing,food,etc, 

spending all the money on reception means renouncing the possibility of schooling •·rhicJ· 

'could enable the girl to attain a ;rell paid profession and this CAUSES. real DECLA$SATim 

\.e are dealing not only -,ith an irrational gesture· in maintaining an empty facade,pres

tige as self-goal 1 but also with a SELFU-DEFEATING tragi-grotesque cndeavour.,Another ques

tion could ,however.be whether this facade was not a safe&~ard against an emotional 

breakdown due to dowmrard social mobili ty.':!)he relation. betueen status seeking-and achie< 

menta - and emotional straim is not an unambigious one,as maght appear at firct glan

ce-. One, of the prices to pay for successful social climbing in the strain of the. CHAW:.. 

GES,,the intense efforts to keep up appearances in liV'ing according the new style·, is 
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emotional strain and not so seldom nervous breakd01m* ;-.(the specific details of this re

lation being outside the scopo of our text). 

The price paid for prestige seeking may rend the exertions and labour not only irratio

nal and self-defeating but even SELP-DESTRUCTIVE,if the RISK involved is too great ~eg, 

endangering life) or the objective investment out of pnoportion to tho ge.in which cam 

be expected. 

This is especially truo for casos where prestige is equivalent to HONOUR**,,.hen croup

norms lend such value to its maintenance that life seems worthless and degraded if this 

"virtue" is lost. (Be.ttlefiold- "'champ d'honneur") 

. . 
It depends of course on the specific culture 1<hether this unconditional !>lUST l·rill be pai 

ticipation in an especially dangerous sportive competition,challonging someone to duel 

because of an offensive remark,the obligation to commit suicide of the aristocrat if he 

1ms unable to pay his gambling debt (debt of honour') 1<i thin 24 hours or of the "disho

noured" girl (~rho had sexue.l relations before marriage), or even of someone who only 

"lost face"· (according to Lin Yu T<mg: she ~ras seen naked by a stranger); the obligation 

of the brother to kill his boloved deviant sister in order to save family honour-pres

tige (and may aft<erl<ards suffer in bereavement all his life). or to respond according to 

the Samurai code,to a slicht insult by commitinc suicide at the doors of the person 

who in.jured his honour,instead of e.ssaul ting him ••• <:.11 are sui table examplo·s of the 

SELF-DESTRUCTIVE natura of pres~igc-valuation and of h~~an folly embodied in some of 

its lia.a.au.•. 

*Cf. V. Packard:"Thc Status Seokers",especially chapdler :"The Price of Status Stri
ving11. 
A few lines from this text, as an illustration: "Many socially deciining or clo~~rard
-mobile people turn to alcohol or drugs for support. ( ••• ) T.he people l·rho succeod in 
moving up the class scale in a conspicious way must typically pay a price,too. As 
;re have inC.icated,they feol impelled to take on ne;r habits,neu modes of livinc;, new 
attitudes and beliefs,ne>: addresses 1 ne1~ affiliations,nel-1 frionds- and discard old 
ones.The resolute striver is a lonely man makinc his l·ray on a slipery slope. (. ... ) 
His family :re.solutely tried to prove its·gentility.For one thine, ~lr.Starr thoueht 
to mako his paronts soem upper class,too,by disintorring their remains in tho city's 
lol~er class cometery and re burying them in the city's upper class cemetery" •. 
Concerning the NOUVEAU RICHE or NOUVEilU NOBLE in a totally different social frame, 
his in'securi ties and strivings, I want to quote G.Tillion ("Le harem et les cousins"),: 

"i.e notable CHA-T-DIYA est assez bon mouton pour espcrer. de la consicleration,pas as-.• ~ . 
. sez pour .l'obtenir a coup sur, - d'ou l'acharne~ent qu'il deploie quand il s'agit de 
'son prestige;plus que les autres il fora crand etalaee de devotion et bouclcra her
metiquement ses filles et ses femmes. 

• Nous avons connu en France des cas analogues c''ascortsio-n penible,assorties do pretentions, 

**Hbnour has at least three dimensions,th~uch in all of them the social-narcissistic ego 
svpply derives from the honouring of the othors.It may be positional,honour given to sta
t\ls, title ( re(';CLrdle,ss <Thether achieved or ascribed); it can be a super-e&o function ( cha
racter tr.ait) if one acts ("exists") according the social codex: (eg. paying the dobt of 
honour ;rhich payment can not be enforced by la1~;by resistinc libiclinal impulses,etc) but 
!llso an "object". If a girl is dishonoured,loosine her virc;inity,regardless >rhether she 
succombed to her id-impulses ("feeble" char<1cter) or if she 1ms rapped, so in the second. 
ease honour-prestige is almost an impersonal capital-object,havine its price-value but 
independently from one's moral personality. 
One more remark,concerning honour-prestigc-nobility.Among the many penetrating observa
tions of G.Tillions boforernentioned book, I 1mnt to dra>r o.ttention to the distinction 
between "noblesse Averroes et noblesse Ibn Khaldoun". Prestige is nearly al;rays based on 
hierarchy and comparision. But in the case of Ibn-Khaldoun type nobility of almsot total 
endocamy (family) prestice is non-hierarchical --or,the only one is "pure" versus "mixed" 
••• and every comparision is objectionable. 
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PRESTIGE,, POWER AND IDENTITY (FACE). L.OSS. OF PRESTIGE (,FAILURE-SUBMISSION) 1 

SHAME. AND DEPRESSIOl!. 

lin spite of all. his foolishness (and Homo Se.piens is indubitably,at the same tim\' 

a fundamentally unre2.sonable being;-the reasons he is ready to risk unnatural death for, 

as we huve el~;here pointed out,scem to be a convincing proof of a partial degeneration: 

of his instinct of self-preservation*},- = father 1-rould probably kil.l his beloved di:.ugh

ter. 1·rho dishonoured family-prestige , no middle class businessman would over1<0rk himself 

:r'isking coronary infarct in order to buy a new and superfluous car "to keep up with the 

Joneses" ,no Japanese student candidate would commit suicide bec:tuse he fa.il.ed at the ent

rance-examine. tion, and maybe even sta temen 1-rould not risk the lives of ten 1 s of thousands 

of their soldiers, delayin.:; peace-talks because· of prestige, if this "El•IPTY 1-I.ORD" 1 or more· 

exactly the qualities :tnd relations it stands for,were not someho1·r coupled. with the sense 

of.one's identity,the sense of integrity and intactness of one's self in its personal and 

transpersonal dimension and/or if it were not at least a relic of functional regulatory 

mechanisms of a previous social system.** 

The intimate link bet1·recn individual identity and prestige is expressed by ih usual 

figurative designation (in many languages) of FACE (the equivalence of face and individu

ali ty,again, is nell kno;m in psychology) ,and n.lso by its overlapping >ri th STATUS (meaninG 

"belonging" as well as "power"). One• of the dimensions of my identity-definition (I am a .. •) 

relates to the belonging to a formal or informal croup (to the French nation,the medical 

profession,to the category of successful drivers,etc). 

~herefore,every threat to prestige,meaning a degrading a.nd humilin.ting change,is a threat 

'to iC!.entity itself.This aj>plies to one or both scnses:of group-belonging (instead of a. high 

ranking official one becomes ~ subordinate,instead of a call girl one descended to the class 

lf streetualkers); ~nd/or power-possession,in all its passible meanings (instead of a weal

thy merchant a poor one;instead of~ talented <ITiter,one whose creative capacities are ques

tioneC.;instead of the irresistible seducer,a failure and impotent,etc) and finally also to 

1Y self-definition (a.nd self-esteem) and my definition by others as a HONORABLE man (super

-ego-ego harmony) . 

:ncrease in prestige means additional narcissistic supply, engendering p1'j,_de .. :tnd ego-ela-'1;-i);;H· 

;ion~-**, ,;hi le loss of prestige (besides the reaction of shame and depression, to be mentioned 

;ho~tly) means humiliation and ego-restriction,accompanied by feelings of worthlessness 

.nd impotence. 

t js relatively unimportant in this context,that,since prestige is assured by the esteem 

f the others, the crucial point is their BELIEF and FAKING of virtues is often legi tim~.te 

nd even an element of the rules of the game·,provided the make believe is convint:ing.:rt 

s th~ belief of his tribesmen vrhich gives the sorcerer his supernatural po,;er and makes 

he prestigious persons (rulers,etc) ABOVE-laws. 

esides the relatively rare cases of persons endowed uith spiritual chn.risma,in most soeie-

:;.f. our: Le suicide,la conscience et l'organisation sociale. (Ann. Med..Psych.l958,oct) 
*'As an example for the function,.lity of the jealous guarding of virginity (and its pres
ige,as well as of having many children) in the l<iedC!.iterranian socio-cultural frame see 
.Tillion, op. cit. esp. chapters III and V. 
'* Cf. our :"Man's Most Dangerous Hyth"-Today. IPRA I I. Ge .•. Conf. 1967 
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ties until a short time ago,and in some aspects even today, physical (NUSCULAR and SEXUAL 

ROV/ER is certainly the chief source of prestige ••• and historically maybe also the founda

tion of the ruling class.The number of (leeally) murdered enemies,c.s .stated in another 

text*.-,is a measure of prestige,from the number of scalp~ the Indian wore on his belt,up 

to the nlliT.ber of lines drawn on the tail of one's plane,indicating the number of enemy 

::;>lanes kno.cked down in our mechanized forms of bellige.rency.Similarily,'.lp to the last ge

nerations,and in many societies also today,the number of chilclren,as::;>ecially male~childre 

was a measure of potency and ::;>restige**, both in the sense of "ego-stregnth'" (,to use this 

expression of ego-psycholoGY i·ndicating that degree of prestice power is equivalent with 

healthy and se£f~secure identity) and of honour. 

~(Tin a recent divorce case in Israel,<~hen the mother temporarily secured guardianship• of 

the seven children,the. Arab husband exclaimed in pain, and incredulity:·Jtldge,but this is n< 

• i[>Ossible,they ;;Lre part of my HONOUR'} 

As said before·, loss of prestige· (declc.ssation, failure, submission) result in SHAME and 

DEPRESSION. 

rlhen ;.,ill the first ensue and when the second reaction, is a problem still to be studied, 

having no decisive significance for our discussion,since both are ego-deflating and. erodir 

pr.oce.sses.Tentatively,one could remerk that ACUTE shame may turn into a chronic. state of f 

ling of humiliation and/or depression;that being observed nude does provoke· only shame bu1 

not depression; a mixture of both may ensue where beside failure (submission) the indivi

dual is also guilty for his act,and/or responsible of his collective's loss of prestige 

as ;rell. 

The intrinsic relation between loss of prestige and. shame .can be better understood. if ,.,e 

remember that shame appears especially as a re1'.ction to being seen NUDE (in the physical 

and spiritual sense), ;.,hich means also POh'ERLESS, >rhen being DEf.IASKED (i.e. >rhen the facade 

turned down,the lie exposed,etc) and in most cases of FAILURE «not living up to the expec

tations) and even more in case of submission. (Being vanquished. after fighting till the bi 

ter end,but not capitulC.tinB,horrever may evoke admiration). 
~ ' 

A fm., remarks are appropriate in this context: 

The more or less instinctive reaction to shame (even more than hiding the denuded genital 

parts),is burying one's FACE*** in ones hands.Similarily the more elaborate posture of 

~----------
*'Cf. our: The Autoportrait of Contemporary Man. (Izraz,l96l,jan). 
**Concerning POTENCE one is reminded. of Freud's remark as to the etimology of ZEUGE (in 
~nglish:TESTimony,from tcsticules). · 
If impotence in the male is today still a subject of derision,>rhile his donjuanistic succe 
ses one of admiration and source of prestige (<:>.nalogouo succe·ases of the ~roman provoke va
riated reactions) -having many children is in modern societies no more a source of pride a; 
prestige.To the contrary,such a person is a slightly comic fiGure,because in a time of fa
mily planning (mostly preconcltion for social elevation, f::tir upbringinG of the children and. 
of the possibility that the >rife too should have a profession) the father of a very large . 
mily appears as a failure - not ~no>ring contraception. 
***Cf. the passage in Erikson (Gro>rth and Crises of the Healthy Personality): "Shame is an .. 
infantile emotion insufficiantly studied.Shame supposes that one is completely exposed and 
conscious of being looked at- in a <~ord self-cons.cious.One is visible and not ready to be 
visible;( ••• )Shame is early expressed in an impulse to bury one's face or to sink,right thc 
and there,into the r;round..This potentiality is abundantly utilized in the educational methc 
of "shaming" used so exclusively by some primitive peoples, w·here it supplants the often mo: 
destructive sense of guilt to be discussed later.The destructiveness of shaming is be.lancec 
in some civilizations by devices for "SAVING FACE".Shamin,~ exploits an increasing sense of 
being small,>rhich paradoxically clevelo::;>s as the child. stands up as his c.<~areness permits h 
to note the relative measures of size e.nC. po>rer. 
Too much sh~ing foes not result in a sense of propriety,but in a secret determination to 

;. 



submission (in the animal world) includes b01?ing the head and partially burying in the body; 

aeain, the expressionle.ss face in the extreme f0rm of depression (melancholy) the "Larven

gesicht" reflects loss of INDIVIDUAL fen.tures, 

The feeling of "being small" is dominant,both in shame and depression, 

The "instinct of submission" (Vierkandt) has a clear survival V<~lue in the 2.nimal •·rorld,prorr 

-tin~ the victorious opponent 
\ ~ 

r,ealm (due to super-ego norms 
. ~ 

to cease fi;:;htint;;i ts (partial) disappearance in the hum11n "'. · 

and prestige-valu11tion) could be an acldition2-l proof of the de 

generation of the instinct of self-preservation. 

Shame as a reaction to Bl<JING DEMASKED seems to prove further that the FACADE (of any kinC., 

clothes,lies,suggesting superior qualities,otc) are 11n indispensable ego-shield,tho nude e

go_is powerless in its (cooperative but 11lso basically hostilly) surrounding;clevices of si~ 

mulation and dissimulation,some of them prestige building,are a precondition of survival in 

cOJ!!petitive human coexistence.*Belonging to the group,havine; its protection is one of the 

basic forms of ego-shielding,thus becominc; an outcast or even only a declasse."means loss of 

the protection emanating from ego-group-identity.(For the same reason,as stressed by Lewis, 

even the "cast" of the "outcasts" in a caste society gives more protection,than the lack of 

belonging in the "cultures of poverty"). 

v. 
THE FACADE (PERSONA) -(HlAGE) - (AS IF) - FACE SAVING ~~ APPEARANCES AND THE 

SOCIAL CONTRACT OF CONVENTIONAL LIES. 

Upholding or restorinc; prestige by FACE SAVING is a manipulation based on some 

kind of make believe by the person involved,but sometimes also with the consent and even co

operation of the partncr-opponent,or the 1<1lolo community,where two basic issues are decisive 

l)The "arrangement" or lie cn<J.bles retreat 1·1i th digni ty;ancl by tacit consent to such 

an arrangement tho organization (system of soci<J.l equilibrium) is spared too violent clashes 

and disore;o.nization. The (pretended) APPEARANC~~ is acco:,Jted <J.S if it "'here true, moreover it 

may be a norm tho. t the. appearance ( i. EJ. the empty f<J.cuc'.e) meaning the FACE VALUE of the 

structure is more important than its real content. 

2) This face-saving,~3 part ?f the rulos of the socicl crame,~s said,prevents dr~stic 

ac.tions of o.n often extremely aggressive or suicidal nature WITHOUT CHANGING THE liOPJt.S, 1fhich 

woulC. simul to.nously oblic;e the person or the group to act if his failure (riccicule, etc) ;;ere 

ma,,de explicit, the violation of the mores loudly proclaimed or 'the de-classo.tion became for-

~· Gont.) ·~ry and gc;t away with thintSS ;rhon unseen, if, indeed, it cloes nor result in delibera
te SHAMELESSilliSS". 
One flhould note in this context: shamelessness in the me,ninc of impudence reads in Crtitatiam 

bareFACEDNESS, in Huncario.n El'ELESS!fESS, in Hebrew: !{AUGHTY-FACED. 
I ~end to ccisagree to a certain degree with Erikson,as to the t:;reC'.ter clostructivene::;s of ~y:'.: 
guilt than shame.True, the others can declare me GUilty as well a.s shame me, but shame has mo-

re ·the character of a 11 r-::.pe", of beinc; denud.eC.. by force and ridiculized; since I 1-iill feel 
guilty only if I accept the norm of tuilt,but I can be dc;stroyed by the ridiculc;.The punish
ment of the pillory ( >rhere the scorn and laughter of the hostile collective is an essential 
part of it) is illustrCLtivc :Jf this clo0rlly exposure.Suicide as a reaction to shame is not 
seldom in primitive societies. 
r.:n::r some decades ago E.Cassierer rightl;)' sta.ted ( in:Tho lfJyth of the State) tha.t actually 
myth's can be fabrica tod in a.n industrial ;m,y, like any other commodity, today an industry of 

prestige-" images" exists.For i'Jstance,prusently an American and a British 1mblic rP.lation 
agency are e!le;aeed in selline:; an appropriate imago for the fascist mili tn.ry ,junta in Greece • ." 

__ j-



mal (or conscious) 

Soc.iaL stability is .:.t loast' Pc'rtially based on simib.r conventiomcl lies. By safeguar

ding the appearance' of the prestige-component of identity,uphe.lding tho nominal rank 

anC. restricting anomia, that nece ssa!j> clac;rec of el'asi tici ty ~.of norms, lmrs and ideals) 

is assured which is indisp\)nsable for the more or le·ss int2,ct functioning of collective 

life and reducing violence, self-hate, depression and vengeance·; 

This is the case in the hal.fhearted duel in "Rashamon" .A man feeling' momentary impotence 

G.o,plains of a headache· or i>Uddenly "remembers" an urgent appointment and his disappoin-

. tect but tactful partner pretends to believe him, enabling a"honorable retrea:.t"· <ri thout 

. shame. or subsequent neurosis*', and possibly the continuation of the liason at other occa

sions ( of course it would be muGh simpler if such indisposi tions were awoved as a nor.

" mal occurence not invo~ving prestige problems); it is the case in innumerable cases of 

"diplomatic hl:lnesses"·;in the tacit acrreement of the conservative environment to accept 

·a person's pretense that he believes that his wife is visiting :Or.X. because of medical 

reasons, since to acknowledge· before himself or others(or to become fully conscious,there 

are different derrr.ees of belief) that the Doctor is her lover would oblige him to kill 

her to s-?.Ve his honour or (especially if he is despised and ridiculed by the community). 

to feel burnine shame. and worthlessness for not doing so. tfe give the old, somewhat senile 

president of the corporation a honorary title,instead of proclaimimg that the ol~ fool 

may endanger the interest of the collGctive. an<l ousting him• purely and simply.**Insteacl 

of sh~ming him ~nd probably causing depression an acceptable solution is found,Last but 

not least,the opponent is given-a faco saving opportunity to cease resistance;since the 

demand for UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER would totally destroy his prestige ~nd force him to 

fight to the bitter end,or,because of the unbe~rablo humiliation,leave him obsGssed by 
an impulse of revange. 

Bnth expressions,of FACE-saving and of an HONORABLE way out indicate the involvement and 

safeguarding of ego-integrity,enabling compromises.Such compromises based on conventiona: 

lies form"'a regulatory system,playiiill& a mi tir;ating role· in intGrpersonal and intercommu

nitary re~ations,cnabling conflict resolution and simultaneous norm (ideal)-preservation 

However,if face saving as~ mitigating process has its positive aspects,some 

dangers inherent in it should not be overlooked: 

a)The PERSONA ("Il!Lo1GE") part of the individuality may become its most valued. dimension, 

FOill•!ALISD! a supreme virtue., unnatural mannerism the domineerinG ;ray of life***,and the FA' 

CADE the most appreciated part of r0ality.Potemkin villages are applauded and corrupt 

practices toleratcd,provided they are donG in the accepteC. ;ray.**** 

b)Formal prestige tends to increase so much in value that in becomes not only a self-goa: 

causing petrificatio~ of valuGs,but also a deep resistance to envisaging REALITY in gene

ral and to accepting the idea of absolutely necessary SOCIAL CK\NGES (imlying also chan
ges in values');in which case,in the long run (as for instance in tho case of the Mbay?. 1 . 

or the., feudal lords in the Southern-Europea.n countries who refused to be en(5ao:;ed in oc

<>u.pations "incompatible <rith their standinG") prestige uphelding Hill become self-de

feating anC. even self-destructive. 
-----------
*Cf. F~ud's famous case of obsessive ncurosis,<rhose symptom~tology originated in the r& 
gj;e¥~~dn~'lln:;r gfgR~>;ring rGd ink on the bed sheet to hide the impot<mce of the husband 

tt6n1g§~mci~~~e _societies one would~._ out. gf "ra·hional'!bc'!.eli bcrations, kill the old chief 
c.;,.,.~.J....:ma,nof. "tO enaangcr vue ll.J.e o! tnc "ti'J. e. 

***Cf. in C. Levy-S.trcmss' book, to bo quoted, the Mbaya•s horror of the nature.l ("naked")" 
as the explanation of thG abundant tattooing of f~ces in this tribe obsessed with presti1 
**'*·*Cf. "Battles were lost and empires sacrifiecl, since the eonerals 1-rere preoccupied not 
1<i th mili tarv t~cti.c_,_but bar.Taine<i to "ccept defeat undGr n. honorable title or in n.n in
nocen~ manner.\Lln ru T~ne,o~.cltJ 
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c) Aa:knowledgment of the LEG1TIJ.!ACY of maintaining prestige (of rulers, states, etc Y 

as absolute necessity in internatio~al conflicts,can have disastrous effects for world. 

])eace. 

V1I. 

THE ANTI-MIDAS OR THE PATHOLOGICAL OBSESSION WITH PRESTIGE •. 

' In two of our papers ("The Narcissistic Personality o,nd its Relationship to the Abso-

solute" and ·"Narcissism,Ore,li ty,Gravidi ty") l·TC described psychodynamic relations in pa.

tiens obsessed with succeas,and their restless activity to be the first,a~d if this is 

not possible· "at the top",umrilling to recover from a depressive state",in orc'.er to b& 

"first" at the bottom. 

The breakd01m and prolonged periods of paralysis in creative uork usuallyensued 
after a tot~lly insignificant loss of prestige and/or the success of a rival.Com
pulsi ve ri ve.lry lVas the central moti vatin[i force of their b(lhaviour. Shortly after 
achieving a brilliant career, they would leave their 1mrking place, to start ane.r 
and va~quish a(lain all the rivals on the way to the top.No concrete and definite 
goal •ms conceivable, which. woulc~ satisfy the pathological success-seeking and in 
a sense these patients became a '!function of the rival" :their aims being deter
mined not by themselves··but by the careers of the others.TotC!.l iriabili ty to make· 
compromises and dGmanding the -!'absolute" (unlimited, unrestricted and undefined) 
turned them into Sysiphuses of prestige-seeking;mirroring an unconscious (impos
sible) attempt to achieve a RESTITUTION IN I~~EGRUM of heing AB~SOLUS,the only 
chile'. (a Wundcrkind),lVho enjoys the undivided love and admiration of his parents. 

In the meantime another (highly gifted and successful) patient of this category,rGvealed, 

i'n his semi-conscious,desperate and greedy seeking "of the absolute"·, experiences,which 

could be designated as those of an "anti-Midas".Besides being frightened by the idea that 

by marrying some girl. he .rould be obliged· to renounce the possibility of contracting a 

l.WRE perfect marriage, if he afterwards met a more charming .roman,he• also became disinte

rested in any .roman the· moment he possessed her (more exactly,_already the moment she .ras 

.rilling to become his i.e. <rhen he could "enter her on the invi-aible bank-account of hiG 

successes", just as it •ms also sufficient if some famous person accepted his invitation 

to dinner;neither the pleasure of the sexual intercourse nor that of·the pleasant foo~ 

and conversation had any importance, -moreover,it was not only allimportant to be seen 

and envied. .rhen he .ras with women of outstanding beauty,but ••• he had the painful impres

sion. that the moment the girl became his she turned into something ugly,dull and lVOrth-
·• ·. 

_le·ss, lVhile those of his friends seemed charming and sophisticated. "The· pasture on' the 

other side of the fence is greener" appe<1red to him in a monstrously aU(;11lented manner, 

since,if everything Mi,das touched w<Ls transmuted 'into golc'.,everything he himself touched. 
' became filth. (From the standpoint of satiating huneer there is no practical diffore·nce). 

The grotesque situation arose, that several times in succession his· fiancii'e appeared to 

him to be ugly and boring while with him,but glamorous (and to be reconquered) the mo

ment they broke up,and she became friendly with someone else. 

Also,he repeatedly had the impression of being an impostor,that all his (very real') 

professional and social successes are FALSE and that one day he would be demasked and 

humiliated. 

He .ras the offspring of a DECLASSE,a nnce rich and highly esteemed patrician family,and 
' suffered all his childhood by making comparisions between himself and his peers,c'.eeply 

ashamed of his parents. (He loved and "protected" the >reak,unsuccessful father, but un-
' 

consciously despised him,and hated the agrrressive,somewhat primitive and domineering 
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mother.Among the worst memories of his childhood ~re scenes in the bedroom,the father sup

licating his rii.fe,~nd she refusing him). 

A.ll his agitated,restlcss striving uas determined. by an obsession to overcome (the once re

al ,but certainly exaggeratedly felt) socio-economic an~ emotional ~evripation. 

His obsessive prestige-seeking and accumulation of honours 1-ras not only self-defeating 

in the psychological sense (since he fought against imat;inary misery) but also self-destruc

tive·, because he could not attain his undefined goal of nbeing happy" ,and moreover h~d to 

pay with a sort of slave-labour ... th·> attem:;>t to reaeh a QUIE'r family life. 

One of the serious difficulties of the therapy Has, that such <rast l~yers of shame*' (and fli

ght_ from the threat of shame) dominated his inner life, that it was almost impossible to 

reach the l11yer of guilt-feelings, which engendered. the se-lf-punishing il!lpulses, arosed by 

his. hate townr~s the "miserable" parents. 

Viii. 

THE SOCIAL PATHOLOGY OF GROUP VALUATION AND PRESTIGE-SEEKING.DANGERS INHERENT 

IN ::'lJHE GOALS OF THE "ARISTOCRATIC" TOP-DOG NATIONS AND OF THE HUJHLIATED 

UDER-DOG NATIONS, NUCLEAR 'WEAPONS AS PRESTIGE-SYMBOLS. 

' Although group-narcissism, the delusion of grandeur of the collective and. prestige-see

king (maintainance) are revealed in V·?.rious forms (of caste, r.:tce, national, etc-prestige), 

it is in all its m.:tnifcstations more uncvitically ~angercus and pathological than the obses

sion with prestige of the indi vidu.:tl. 

It may el!lphasize beliefs of intra-or inter-ni'tion~l superiority,being more of a primary or 

secondary (overcompensatory) ch~racter**.In some cases the sacred myth of the group suffices 

to"prove" its· chosenness and confirm status e.nd. values,1rhile in others there may exist some 

more tangible and objective criteria (m:n;l th,etc) and even a kind of international consensus 

in prestige allocation •. It may manifest itself chiefly in isolationism and conservative re

sistance to change (caste societies, ghetto Judaism,feudalism at its decline,etc) or,on the 

~ontrary, in an aggresAi ve. expansionist tron~ ( 0olonialist powers,Nazism, etc). 

1 striking example of the isolationist tendency,cauSill£ social atrophy and thus self-destru~

tive to an extreme degree, is the l·lbc.ya tribe of the C2.~uvoos,1-rhose very simple and therefore 

nost "convincing" myth of origin assuros their role of rulers and o;_)pressors***.C, Levy-

3truuss ( .. "Tristes Tropiques") notes concerning this prcsti[Se-obsessed society: 

"On racontait alors aM'un0 femme blanche n'avait rien a crain~rc do sa capture par 
' les Mbaya,nul suerrior ne ~~vant songer a ternir son sang par uno telle union.Certaines 

dames Mbaya refuserent de rencontrer l 1 ipouse du vice-roi pour la raison que seule la 
reine de Portugal eut et<!' digne. de leur commerce ;une autre, fille.tte encore et connue 

,.sous le n::Jm cle Dona Catarina,doclina une invitation a Cuiba du gouverneur. du r.i.:tto Gras-, ' . ' / 

.. so;comme et2.it elle ·deja nubile,ce seigneur,pcnsait-elle,l'aurait demandee en mariage 
---------- ·I 

>One more remark concerning (absurd and murderous) society and the shamed individual unable 
to grasp 1<hat his guilt is;the last sentence in Kafka's "The Trial" reads: "WIE EIN .!fUND' 
>AGTE ER,ES WAR ALS SOLLTE DIE SHAM IHII UEBERLEBEN". 
'*It is quite difficult to determine 1-rhcn a conception of chosenness is primary,and 1<hen 
lecondary, as for instance Th. Reik ( "Der eigeno und fremde Gott"} presumes that e. collective 
1arcissistic trauma engendered the myth of the chosen people in Judaism. 
'**At creation,when nll occupations 1-rere ctlreac~y distributed t::J various tribes, a deity dis
)overed the ancestors of the l•lb.aya at the bottom of <1 bac;;and no other occupation remaine~ 
:or them disponible but to rule ~nQ subdue the others. 

I 
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et elle ne pouvai t se mesallior ni l' offenser _par son re£us(. •• < )Quant. a.u dame ··noble,_ 
olles entretenaient des sieisb~es qui, oouvent etaient aussi leur ame.nts sans que les 
maris daign13.ssent m~r.:.ifester une jalousie qui lenr eu fD..i t perdre le. face. ( •• ,) 
Los Mbaya eta~ent d·ivi"s~{s en trois castes;cho..cune €tai t clomine'e :par des preoccupatinnc 
d'etiquettc..Por des nobles,et jusqu'a,_l;m certain decre ;?our les [:;uerriers,le probl'!m 
essentiel etai t celui cle prestige. Ledcriptions anciennGs nous les montront paralyses 
par le souci de carder la f:'!.ce,de nG 'pas cleroger,et sur-tout de ne p2.s mesallier •. U"nG· 
telle socie'te' se trouvai t donee menacec par la seerec;a:tion.Soi t par volonte·, soit par 
n.ecassi t8~, chaque caste tend(l.i t ~ se replier sur elle-m~~·me aux depens de 1~ co!lc::-Jion 
du corps social tout onti.er.En particulier, 1-:'-endogamie dos castes et la mul tiplicati.on 
des nu2.ncos de la hiera:-:-chie devaient compromettre los possibili te's cl' unions confo"·mco 
o.ux ~ece sBi te~s concre·Ge C.c la vie collec.ti ve .. Ainsi seule!nent s t explique· le paro.doxe 
d'une sociBte· retive a J.r::. procree,tion~q:ui~pour se proteger des risques de ln. mesallia:.1-
CG interne,en vient ~ prn.tiqucr cc r:l.cisme a l'envcrs que constituo l'adoption syste
mn tique d 1 er..nemi s ou d i 6 trangcrs. ( .~ .. ) 

The fanaticism of upholdir.g uncomprom~sing segree£\tion necessarily results in SOCIAL ATTIO

PilY and DISF!n~CTIONS OF COLLECTIVI: LIFJ<::. It seems, that a dream about a more na. tur?.l and ra-

tional way of life did ex:.st,but it coulee find expression only in a disguised manner ••• 

in art. 
11 Ils n'ont done pas eu 1:-t chA.ncA de rcsoudre leur contradiction,ou tout au mains de• 
se les dissimuler grace .i des institutions :n·tificieuses .. f!iais ce remede qui leur a r·:''"'J. 
manqu( OUr le pJ.an SOCi!l.l, OU qU! iJ.s BP. ~ant interdi t Q 1 8l1Vi_EJager 1 ne pouvai t quand merrl'' 
leur echaper compJ r.t.r~mont. J'le f-:1Con incidieu sr:: ,.il n. contiu.uo o. 1 <HJ troubler.;.E.t puisqu f 

. il~ no :pou-.:a:..:..ollG pas en prendre conscience et le vivre,ils se so1l.t mlo .1. ).Q rcve:~:oNOll 
pas sous uno forme <lirc:cte qui se f11t heurtee a leurs prcjuges, sous une forme transp0-· 
see et en appnrcnoe· inoffcnsi ve ;de .. ns lour c.:.~t. 

The primitive "feudalisti<;" lsz·oup-ntJ.rcissism end prestige-seeking of this Indian tribe· hr-.d 
predominatly self-defeating effects,thc fu\CISM and IRlli\TIONALISM of the hi;:;hly industria-

lized German society 1 Hher: dominated by the theory of the "Uebermensch" (and the "inferio:;:-" 

raceo whose task is to serve 'ohe master race) was net only (nationally) SELF'-DESTRUCTIVE 

but DESTRUCTIVE for tens of millions of innocent people. 

There has e.risen •• <blood 2.gainst formal reason; race ?_gainst purpo~eful rationality; ho
nour against profi t;uni ty against clisintegration;martic..l virtue agains·li bourgeois se-
curi ty;the fold against the individual ~.nd the mass"' (E,Kriek,quoted by F'.Neumann' 
"Behemoth") 

For A. Hitler, instruction a;1d science h2.d to be "a means for promoting national pride" and. 

"No boy or girl must leave school. 1-1ithout havin;:; been lecl to the knowledge of the necessi

ty and na·Gure of the purity of blood" ("lo\ei.n I~<>mpf") ;a direct line leads fl'om this iJaranv~.d 

conception of the r.ns';er nation to :ruthless ex:;>loi tation and genocide. 

It is harcl to say th.O>t +.he post-Ausch1·dt7. and post-Hiroshima generation learnt the lesson' 

o.f the consequences of' glorification of nation.2..l prestige and of militaristic values. 

The prestige-seeking ancl ex,J.ggcrated pride of the (yesterday oxploi ted, shamed etncl humilin-

tj3cl) nations of the Third 1-/orld m11.y be psycholoc;ically undorstancl."'.hle-X·., but it is by no 

men..ns mor-9 rational or progressive than that of their former rulers,the present da.y :ttop

dog·nations.True,it is the antagonism of the Great Powers,implying exorbita~ expenses not 

onlY f'or nuclco..r o.rmemant, but also for the space-re.ce (the latter ha vine t 1.~?. r.~~~'!· ~~:--i.c:r- •')· 

prestige competition) •rh:i.ch directly en<langc:;:-s th" ~-" •.-;.-" .. " •.·r man e1.nd imp2des a rational 

~'·1 "'~"r""-'1! for the unc1ordevelo:;>od ,_- ,, ,1..DClt the P""estige-seeking of the medium-po><ers,aj __ 

mi'ng at nuc-lear a,.,,_ '" .,~,, oc•: to become· members of the Atomjc Club>, the fe.ct that -(,>)~e~tcy
:;. ). :'~' ~.''f! 
y.:mrg to prevent the proliferation of imcib<i:!lr; .. MJmS the Gre:.J.t Powers are generous. providerr; 

7:-The common past of humiliation and oxploi tation is perhaps the moct important link amonrr 
among the members of the so-called "neutralist block" and ·the reason of their alie-;ment 1-;i t 

_1-ri'tlh the' Soviet block--The:t.r uni'ty (o..t lec..st n.s to v~ting in the tm) disD..ppears (e1s pointed 
out by K.Jaccbsen ("Some Aspects of m; Voting Patterns, II IPlli1 GEN,CONI•·. 1967) the moment 
tlie West cloes not vote in r-. unified wayo 
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of conventional ones to their allies*, and 1ruinous military expenses of the sm?,ll nations 

(often solely to foster national pride and prestige) are only relatively and only for the 

time being less catastrophic than the competition of tho Giants of "Horld Har Industr.r" 

(K. Boulding). 

Reasons· of REALPOLITIK or of mispalced gulit-feelings tend to prevent not only politicians. 

but also many researchers from jut',ging objectively and 1·Ti thout complicity inhum:m and re

actionary manifestations of the chauvinism and inverted racialism of the emerging nations • 

. This attitude is scientifically false and humanly indofonsible.Tho massacre of hundreds 

of thousands of national minorities and political enemies (as in Indonesia) and.genocide 

of e'thnically different neighbour-groups (as in Rwanda,Sudan,Bi::.fra) are by no means more 

_justifiable if perpetuated by African or Asian (sometimes Socidist?) nations, than by 1~hi te 
~ 

fascist,colonialist or nGo-colonialist top-dogs.Et is high time that this should be unambi-

,g~ously ·said (as did R.· Dumont,in his "L'Afrique noire est mal partie",concerninG another 

context of the problem); decolonization,while uncloi~g one of the most abject forms of hu

man exploitation in history,by simultanously giving birth to new but already obsolent na

~on-states,engendered all the evils of new nationalisms,with all the antihumanistic and 

reactionary trends inherent in them. 

To disguise this simple truth,to condone the paranoid pride of the new· nations,their fal

sified histories and invented national mythologies,and moreover to present this as a REVO

LUTIONAR~ ACT is objectionable• from scientific and humanistic reasons as well.And such an 

approach in the context of peace research seems to me· outrightly nonsensical.** 

The nation-state e.nd nationalism (of whatever social or racial pattern) is inseparable frorr 

xenophobic and militarism.In the very axiomatics of the nation-state is the obligation of 
' the citizen to commit war-murder, ao part of the NA'i'ION AR!o!EE, led. by the high-prestige 

caste of technicians of warfare. 

*It is a sad phenomenon,that wile the help of developed nations ~s food and know how pro
v;i~.ers are often ressented as thremtening national independence and prestige,p01·1ers pro
viding arms are greeted and appreciated as "comr~t'.es in arms".· 

**' I am refering here to the article of H .H. Trui tt: "l!lthos ,Hi story and Ideology as Forma
tive Factors in the Rovolutionary J:lovements of the Emerging World" (Peace Research Inter
disciplinary, Vol .• v,, 1-2) where the author· in a spirit of APOLOGETICS describes tendencies, 
in spite of his knowledge that they are mode led on the "Blut und Boden"-myth,ancl as revo
~utionary the attitude as considering people as enemies NOT because of their present posi-
tion,but because of the role of their forebears. . 
"In the first instance,it may be <O,nticipa·ted that in an emerging nation in which borders 
~re amorphous (loosely defined or disputed) and/or in which there is relative cultural he
terogeneity,the immediate objectives of revolution will be !)explicit definition of terri
torial boundaries and territorial consolidation, 2)lincuistic homogeneity and 3)cultu
ral-religious-philosophical solidarity (and in some instances racial homogeneity).( ••• ) In 
th\il second instance, 1<e must take full account o.f the me ani ne; of "received national histo
ry".It is especially important in this re15ard to AVOID historical "objectivity".fls curious 
as it may sound it is an essential point in understanding the revolutionary objectives of 
any struggling people. ( ••• )The enemies of any rGvolutionary movement 1iill be identified by 
the participants not exclusively on tl1e basis of current complicity and/or opposition, but 
very largely on their historical role 1 relative to the country and institution in question. 
( ••• )This phenomenon we will desicnc.te tho DRIVE FOR SECURITY FROM AND RETRIBUTION AGAINST 
THE HISTORICALLY DEFINED ENEI·IY". 

If such an ideology is revolutionary and socialist,I am certainly at lost to gr~sp what 
fascism is. 
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of all the revolution~ry-technical changes,with quite unchanged pt~tistic patters of 

international community;and although the legitimacy of wars is formally denied and its 

rationality questioned (when interested militn.ry circles do their best to redefine the 

notirm of "r!! tionc.l use of force)* 1 ;r;:..rs ( convcntional 1 popule~r 1 civil and "puni ti vo e:&-pe

ditions") ravage the world over;education in all the ng.tion-states continues to extole 

the glorious,prestigious war-lords of the national past,ann the power of military pres-

. sure [{roups, even if they are not the openly rulinrr junta"* have gn.ined unprecedented clime: 

·· sions, in the old 2.s 1-rell as in the new st:l.tes.Ancl oven uhere the power of the military 

is not yet overbearing,the intermingling of the conception of national honour and mili

tary prestige-symbols increases dangerously. 

A striking example is India.Perpahs in no culture is the value of non-violence so deep

_.ly ingreaned.The struggle· for natione~l liberation of no other people 1~as so much influen-

ced by non-violent principles as that of India.But only a feu years after 0chieving in,;..:··· 

dependence, hysterical masses clemonstra ted in its capi tal,1-1i th placards: We want OUR A

Bmm::r 
And to reiterate what ~;as said concerning the Middle Eastern conflict :obsession with fa

ce savine anc: national honour***(1fhioh reads:annihilation of Israel)is one of the funC!.a

ment:ll obstacles, beyond all the ob.jecti vo difficulties, to find a reasonable solution of c· 

compromises. The tenor of Radio Ca.iro,declaring a few days before the Six Day v/ar (25. V. 

196'Jr) :"The Arab people is firmly decide<'. to erase Israel from the ~rorlc', 2.nd to restore 

Arab honour in Palestine" is echoed toC.ay ;ri th autistic obstinacy ••• reinforcing the in

transigence not only of Israeli extremists,but also of many moderates. 

Inflated national prestige-valuation is not lacking 2.lso on the much mor.e rational Israe

li side (though here rational thinking is primarily impaired by nee-biblical mysticism). 

Discussing Hi th I~. Dayan, uhether the 1·rar coulc'. have been prevented, the reporter ( "l•\a.ari v" 

30.IV. 1968) asks:"My question does not ref~r of course to '"' situation implyirmg renoun,.. 

cement of vital interests or national prestige".He S2.id OR; i.e. national prestige is not. 

identical with vital interests ••• but it IS an"El<IPTY HORD" people are ready to die for. 

And in Viet-Nam,though pe2.ce tt;Aks did start,villages are destroyed and child

ren burned by napalm,since (as st2.ted in Nouvel Observateur,Sept. 1968):"( ••• ) et selon 

les derniere.s analyse.s C.e Washington, le prestige historique de Johnson n' est pas compa

.tible actuellement avec les concessions sans lesquelles les Viatnamiens ne transigeront 
·jamais. 11 

.*'·"'llhe destruction expected in the application >:of this tecnoloey is so enormous that it 
has become very difficult to conceive of modern war being waged 1·Ti th a vie1·T of achieving 
some specific political or strategic advantage.Hence the people who think of internatio
na-l relations predominantly in terms of power strug;po ere re faced <Ti th a choice bet1<een 
a), abandoning the notion that 1<ar can be conceived an instrument in conduct of foreiGn 
policy and b)rcdcfining the notion of rational use of force so ac to escape the conclu
sion that organized violence is but a peculiar (possibly fatal)aberration afflicting the 
human race.Those who have made the latter choice no1< find themselves in the rank of prin
c:ipal strategic ..,.dv:!Jers to policy makers of the Great Poerers" (A. Rapoport• T1<o Vieers 
on Conflict:The Cataclismic and the Stratecic Models". IPRA I.GEN.CONF. 1965) 
** In the period bet1<een June 1965 and April 1967 alone 35 military putches 1<cre execu
ted the <Torld over. It is unnecess13.ry to stress here the influence of the "hawks" in vari
ous regimes and the connection between defence spending and class-and prestige interests 
of the military. ' 
***Here gain,as in other context,HONOUR has other meanings too.In a recent research con
crning Palestinian refugees,it became apparent,thatin some places on the 1fest Bank of the 
Jordan,their economic situation is not norse at all,than of the local population.!Iowever, 

~~~tcin~g~~ ~fta~0 ihR?~f~~~d¥ft~ttgg~Qr~~¥.~~~ k~eh1~Wee¥i¥s~nt~~Ee~~ft~pgft~a~~ffd0tomlfggi~0-
pro es~,~nere are aiso 1n ~geneous ~n1efs cnoug ,~ne answer 1s: fou nave no Lana, no 
HONOUR ••• the thief is amonG you".(Communication Dr.Shamir). · 
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ViiilL. 

THE COI'!TEMPORARY DIOGENES lnWER THE SHADOH OF THE LTO!IiiC MUSHROOi>l. 

REVOLUTION TODAY l·iliANS.: RETHINKING ALL CATEGORIES Al'!D CONTES'l'ING ANA

eHRONISTIC. VALUES AND PRESTIGE-OBJECTS. 

The prestige-seekinG of the individual means his being dominated by the others on uho~ 

his self-esteem clepends,and especi£clly so if his self-esteem derives from grou:p-belonging. 

Prestige-seekinG of collectivities menno their being dominated by the relationship towards 
' the groups they attempt to dominate· or to segret;ate from.In both cases one deals 1rith a 

funde.mental relation of unfreedom. 

"Free" fror.J this overwhelming and subduing clepen<lence on organized society and its values 

are only the various outcasts (represented on the bottom of our Schemo);voluntary and in

vtluntary outcasts who refuse and/or are refused the norms and hierarchical location of so

ciety (whether they have or do not have their o1<n norms).So fa! one can only be free OUT-. -
SIDE society.Nonetheless if one rejects the rules of the game of societal valuation one 

has assured at least c. minimum of personal inner freedom and independence from having "'-'·

j:).iiil:;.self-esteem regulated by others. 

The cynical philosopher and the beatnik (in order not to complicate issues with the lo~r

prestige beggar and the sometimes high-prestige holy hermit) could serve as examples of 

such a refusal of the rules of the came. 

The classical paradigma of such a philosophical viewpoint is indeed Diogenes.When ansuering 

AlexandeT the Great's question concerning a 1-ri sh he would fulfil: "Please, only don't take 

away that which you are un2.ble to cive-"· - since the prestigious conquer<:>r cast a shadow 

about him; pointing out the "weakness" of the omnipotent ruler he forcefully expresses his 

rejection and depreciation of accepted po.,ers o.nC::. values. 

Diogenes o.nd his school,in seekinG ABSOLUTE freedor.~,by beine independent not only from so

ciety at large, but also from one's family and one's 01-m· needs, situates himself of course 

in an extreme and necessarily a-social and practico.lly unviable frame of human condition. 

A contemporary Diogones would hoHever find it difficult to realize even such an .~-social 

existence,already havine troublCl to find a place (<rhich ~roulcl hot be private or public pro

perty) to put his barrel. And today it is no longer the "natural" shadow of a potentate 

that beclouds the sun over the philosopher,but t~ atomic mushroom of prestige-seeking na

t~ons;there is hardly a ple.ce,evCln in the remotest desert where he would be free from being 

poisoned by strontium,uhile most of his philosopher colleagues today became orderly systema

tized. university bureaucrats docilely t.'.ccepting the ordained. system of salaries and presti-
' 

ge valuation. 

But -no philosopher -:md n0 intellectual is worth,y of the no.me if he is not able to free him

RelD from the values of his bureaucratic society at least so far as to be able to recognize 

~rith a detached 0-nd removed regard the relativity,the fake e.nd tho destructive folly in the 

striving of his fellou-men,and to have the courage as a heir of Diot,enes,Erasmus and Voltai

re:to cry out against the criminal luno.cy of croup-idolatry and eroup-fano.ticism. 

"Y'ou shall kno><,:poor human creature",answered the c;enie from the interplanetary 
, spe.ces. "But first of all you must weep". 

He bel)an with the first pile. "These,hCl said,are the t1'Tenty-three thousand Jewc 
;rho danced before a calf, 1;i th the twenty four thousand w·ho were killed. lfhile ly
ying uith i1idianitish womon.The number of those massaorod for such errors and 
offenses amounts to nearly three-hundred thousand. 

. ·I 



In the other m?.lks c.re the bones of the Christians slaughtered by each other 
in metaphysical quarrels.They ere ~ivided in several heaps of four centuries 
each. One heap Houlcl he1ve mounted right to the sJr..y, so they have to be cli viclecl". 

"Hhat" 1 I cried.. "Brothers havG treated their brothers like this,and. I · 
have the misfortune to be of this brotherhooc'L"' 
"Here",said the spirit,"are twelve :nilliorr.Americans killed in their ne.tive 
lend because they h:owe not been b:1!)tized." 
"My Cod' 1·rhy did you not le:1ve these frightful bones to C.ray in the hemispli:e
re where their bodies were born 1 n.nd <rhere they were consicned to so many dif.:. 
ferent death? Why assemble here all thGse abo~inablG monuments to barbarism 
and fan:t ti ci sm ?" 
"To instruct you." (V·ol tairG :Philosophic.?.l Dictions.ry) 

Little h<:ts changed 1 and that perhaps 1 for the worse,sincG the massacrGs mentioned by Voltaire 

Anc< it is questionnble 1 whether in;some decades; at. a time when science -,rill have enebled. man 

to become himself an interplanetary being 1 Volte.ire 1 s genie from the interplanGtnry places 

ui'il find humans on our E:>.rth 1 or only a plD.net-cemetery moving amonG the inanimD. tee'!. ce

lestial bodies. 

A late heir of Voltaire,G. Steiner,noted recently (VI Israeli-American Dialogue,Re£gg~~t! 

·. 

"Nationalism ancc trib:1lism -its at.,.vistic spectre- are t)l.e niGhtmare of our 
age.In their hollow ~~e human being have visited,and are visiting,lunatic· 
ruin on one another.In the· ~<ake of a coloured piece of c.loth nciled to a. 
stick,over the matter of fifty miles of stony grouni!.,men otherwise rational 
are prepared to perprtrate ~ny me~sure of violence.The REASONS for this luna
tic pa.rochialism,for this recrudescence of trib<:~l S<:lvageries which the eigh
tee·nth century hD.d in sicrnificant measure overcome,are C.ifficul t to make out. 
The passionate desire of men to be only 1·ri th their o1m kind even >rhere such 
localism is economically s~icidal (i:t Belgium,in the Alto Adige,in Nigeriaa) 
may embody a desperate reaction to the splintered,intellectually fluid cha
r<lcter of modern technological civiliza:tion.UnablG to cope with the world we. 
cling to our villo.ge.But 1;hatcver the deep c2.uses,the CONSEQlJENCES are cettinr; 
plainer and plainer:2:.rmed 1vi th modern iieu:pons of mo.ss destruction anc"!. r:tenipu
lated by the "nee-primitivism" of electronic hysteria,nationalism may brin& on 
final wars, w<1rs 1o1i th no calculc.ble .c.ftermath.This crisis, this "barbarism of 
blind loyalties" must lead one to rethink this whole matter of "belonging" and. 
"trec..son"There may be n. sensa in v1hich the act of treason is a premature but 
prophetic image of sanity.It mt.y well be that we shell not survive unless r. 
number of men and Homen -fe>r at first,more by force of examole-free themselves 
from the myths of nationalism and proclaim that whereas trees do indeed hava 
roots,human beings h~ve leGS with which to move freely omonc ec.ch other.It may 
be that our only way out from the present tunnel of mutu:o.l h:o.treds is to ~s
sert that passports are bilateral contracts covering cert<:~in obligations and 
B'-l.feguards,no mystical instruments binding a man to some legacy of collective· 

' cliches.Perhaps the darkest corrnnission of treason is to yield one 1 s intellicen-
ce,one's morr,l uncertainties,one's instinct into the lunds of the nation-sta
te*. 11 

*:The nation-state >ri th its egoistic end deeply immoral RAISON D 'ETAT ( eg. Gastro 's recent 
condoning of the occupation of Czechoslovakia') is not only D. meno..ce to humanity given the 
antagonistic inter-state relations; its inherent despotism tends to enslave its 01-m citizens 
whose rights it supposedly protects.Illustrative is the bickering of the representatives 
formula·ting the Interr-ational Covenant of Civil ~n~ Political RiGhts (cf. R. Cohen: Int. 
Cov·. on Civil :o.nd Pol. Rights, Int.Problems, 1968,0ct) and especially the steps to cur
t:o.il the right of IlffiiVIDUAL PETITION. 
"'llhose delee;ations <rhich opposed the inclusion of the right of inc!.ividual petition in the 
Covenant argued that it compromised the principle of n"tiona.l sovereit;ni ty; ( ••• )that the· 
first concern of a developing nation W<:tS the protection of the State and not the inC.ivi
dual;( ••• )that many States <roulc!. not b8 able to ratify the Covenant if such a provision 
were included in its text. ( ••• )The deleG,~te of TANZANIA said:"You can.110t build hUJJian rights 
on the ruins of a State'.'• 
My contention is :ONLY on the ruins of states <;ill a (cistant day become possible to build 
human riGhts. 
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We may a~d,educatio~.'for national pres~ige-seekinc is .today treason against humenity,com

mi tteC. del"ibcr~t-ely o~ out of icnom.nce ,motiirdod by pf'.ssion or inertia of touc;ht. · . . . 
One has to·rep~at and·~o repe~t again,only by ri REVOLUTIONARY cha~ge in thinkinc· (as was 

stated by Einf!tein,BouEing rmd others) and by contesting the legitimacy of perhaps all 

the norms D.J;Id values, embodied in present-day laws' and irleologies,cal1 1ie saf~E;"Uard hu

man ey:fstcnce. 

Are there indications tha~ such a contesting and revolutionary change of mind is occu

ring in the masses of our mass-soc~eties? 

S11;perficial-ly1 one could conchi.c'..e ·that we live in an uge of revolutionury social convul..: 

si,ons amrl re-apprais.al of :value~.Convuisions,yes, but whether all "the self-entitled revo

lutionary._.movem~nts C:re really a procressive mutC~tion indispensable for the survival of 

m~'lkind, is at lep,st doubtful. 

·:Tbe· a<:tual' l;ulf pe~weel! the eenerations is ceftainl;:r such a dramatic novel ty.c.· LevY

·st~?USs (op;cit) is right in stating, that while today distances. in space have disappea

red,an ·unpre'·cede~ted d~S·t'ance in ·time ( th~. ell. stance between generations) has become UP

parent, a_s proved by. the· anomie ·of youth. 

· However,analysing t.he various (violent and non-violent,poli tical· 1.'-nd apolitical) pheno

mena ~:f anom.ie of the .risinG generation, ono can discern, that while some of them f!xpress· 
.. 

'. 

(though .often in a di'ffuse ,· socio-pa thological e.nd "stychic" ~ray) a fu,;damentd rejection 
• 

of prevailine; :i!Oci::.:(-:rJ.Orms .~nci. vdues, others again, though understand<>.ble ·and maybe also 

morally ju_sti:t'ied in their violcmt negation of the oppressive regimes of the exploiting 

nations (mces,.classes, et c). do b:1sic'-llY contest only the codex, but not the philosophy 

of inequaHi.ty, violence e-nd. pate.-. ·O)f yrimi ti vc tribalism. and power-idolatry. 

·So for instance, the o,u.tlaws of. the blackshi::-t-type, conmii tting their hD.ir r:tisingly brukl 

crimes, arc deYiants again -the .social order only in the sense that their·· violence commi ttoc 

·in UNIFORMED. COLLECTIVITIES is·committed not against the enemy desfe;nated by the statc,bu· 

their acts and. the prestige og their cruel leaders are only a caricature of the ideals 

.(commando fighters,ctc) glorified in innumerable textbooks and films. 

The violence of '~les C.amncs de la terre" (F.F::mon), the euerrilln upheavals of the huncry 

and oppressed people, living under conditions 1-rhcn "eve11 Christ 1·rould take arms" (Father 

Thorres) 1 the riots of the humiliated Nagros in the USA, etc, are na tur~.l rec.ctions against 

i;lhumo.n societies,.lfut,even disregJ.rding the question wheth.er revolutions on en internc.tio

tml scale are still a realistic conception, one C<'.n hardly say that INVERTED RACIJ',LISM of 

fho Black Power movement or nn.tionalist antaconi·sms present even amone; Guevo.rra's cuerri

leros embodies a REVOLUTION/il.lY ideal.· .. if revolution means proe;ress towards a JUST CQ!.!HU

NITY OF MEN •. 

Contrariwise, in spite· of all the ;:,morphous,nn.ive arid unarticulated elements· in ·the stu

dc;mts anti-authori t?-rian extrnparllimentary opposi tionc..ry movements the 1<0rld. over (agains· 

nElo-capi t.b.lis]; and sociaist-bureaucratic alienatin[S technocr3.cy) and maybe also the psy

chopathologicc..l phenomena of the dosperite 1-S-D-religion of the hippies (desperate. be

cause.there is an intuition that technological society cannot be transfo~med.by revolu

tions,thus the fliGht into the contemporary "opium of the people"?) r~veal· a more basic 

contestation of the fundamentals of our technocratic 1 tribalist 1 obsolent nation;-s.tate_s.J. 
. r: . . . .. 

headed to>rarC.s co. tastrophe. "Make love and not 1mr" is a slogan of LLFE; and. the. d2.;y l·rh.en 

.Soviet poets Hill be free ~ • .p<:,raphrasc the bev.tnik f •• Ginsburg:"USSR fuck yourself ID,th 

:· ···.T> ::_'\..,":"' 

~ .: , 
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your H-bomb", without risking be in& deported into slave-camps f.or "re-education" ••• humani-
' 

ty will make a creat step forwards towards freedom and chance of survival. 

]X. 

COEXISTENCE -- INEQUALITY PRBSTIGE OF GROUPS EXISTENCE 

It is futile to ruminate· in abstract reprobation o.bout the sad state of human ineo:ua

~lity and the stupidity and self-destructiveness of prostice-seeking competition of inQi

..._viduals a,nc: armed collectivi ties.But it is umi-orthy of thinking human beings to 1rcm in 

conformisti.c acceptance t<D> the irrr,tionali ty n.nd danger of fosterinG n1'.tional prestige 

and militc.ristic ideals. 

No society is yet kno;m ••here equality for all i to members ever '3Xistcd (P.Soroldn) and 
~ 

it could be -that it is D.n utopian vision thilt it will ever exist.The Marxist founders. of 

~odern Socia,lism,visionaries of a clo.ssless society nidiculcd the abstract moral indig

nation about Greek; slavery,which disregarded the fa,ct th:tt ,;ithout such a diffc;rentiatior 

and division of labor of antique societies,no progress >TOuld hn.ve been possible. 

One could he·re,moreover,venture a brutal idaa:there were THID major dates in the develop

ment of prim.i tive man: first,>rhen he succeede9. in domesticating enimals,and second,.,hen 

he succeeded in "domesticating" man (slavery) ,exploiting the most intelligent of enimals, 

able to perform Hark 1<hich no other n.nimal is apt do do.The inequ1:1li ty of the· ;_oowcrless. 

(in·~~~ridical sense) slave and.his powerful master is probably the sourse (or at least 

one of its dimensions) of power-prestige n.nd a model of the later more differenti1:1ted 

group-prestige relations. 

But exploitation of man (n.nd· human groups) in lii.ts classical forms,beyond being morelly 

un,just h2..ve lately become progressively unproductive and self-defeating; other.;ise de eo-· 

lonization would have not been accomplished by such relative easyness. 

Nonetheless,the competitive ideals of domination anc other manifestations of prestige

seekinG follies are far from beinc; overcome.Neither has inequali'ty disappeared nor the 

admiration of the powerful,and it is probable that in foreseable future, in .xhe society 

of tomorrou (if there will be one) the follies of group-ideals will not yet be cured. 

But if this should mcan,to cruote Kcnnedy's formula once acain,that the conscientious 

ob:jector uill never attain the same reputation "-nd presti;;e as the warrior has tocby, 

there is every chance that there 1·1ill be not that distant day when war will disappear 
• ~ •• it will be humanity uhich will c1isappear. 

·\Only values. Hhich are more individualistic, more cosmopoli tic, more future -rather than 

past-bound'. (i.e. emphasizinG nation2..l p::Lst,glories,humilia.tions and duties of vencean

CG), the prestige of those contesting n.ncl not those confirming ca1i assure human coexis4-

t~nce ••• and existence. 
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Some passages of this text 1-1ere a short t~me ace presented at the X. Cong-

ress of the Israeli Psychological Association.The autHor regrets that the 

collection "Honour and Shame "(ed. J. Peristiany) came to his attention af

ter he finished .this essay, since many p"metrating analyses r'3levant to our 

subject can be found in those studies. 
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Summary 

The aim of this ~aper is to demonstrate the importance 
and the difficulties of the use. of indicators in P.R •• They 
use today to mathematize our thinking and to speak in terms 
of numbers arldformulas. But it is not easy to achieve this 
ideal because it is necessary before to introduce direct or 
indirect metrics. Hence the use of indicators. But as regards 
the Peace Research we must ~onsider that this process of opera
tionalisation of the theories is not so easy.as in physic?. 
Here the bridgmanian axiom "concept = set of operations which 
define it" is only appr~ximatively possible to achieve. But 
in social researches this equivalence is not so easy and possible. 
In fact the concepts in social theories are not generally 
univocally defined and uniformly used. The common language has 
still a great importance. Therefore we speak about the dimensions 
of the concepts following the theory builded. 

After defined the indicators, a simple conflictual model 
as example and the r8le of indicators introduced in this 
model, are discussed. It is useful to remember now that peace 
researches can be of two kinds. The £irst one considers the 
interaction among nations. The dimensions of this interaction 
are treated in our model and a discussion about.the pr9blem 
of the measure of this interaetion is presented. Principal 
component analysis is remembered as useful tecnique for the 
syntesis of many indicators. Regarding the aspects of 'inter
action among nations, the second kind of peace researches 
concerns public opinion polls. The problems of this kind 
of research are not treted into detail in this paper because 
public opinion surveyes are a common subject of analysis in 
sociological methodology. 

The paper is completed by a brief discussion on the 
forecasting power o£ peace· researches following what we have ' . said about the choice of indicators as atoolof interpretation 
of the theories on the reality and as a meamns of val~dation. 
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Introduction 

The aim of this paper is pointing some ~uestions about 
the operationalization in Peace Research. As in physics also 
in social science .the need "f operaticnalizating some or all 
the concepts of a theory, is usually accepted by researching
workers in the cont·ext of validation, that is in validating 
s0me thellry by a prnper set of data, sp·ecificBlly collected 
and processed. 

But there are some differences between physics ~nd soci~l 
sciences (Peace Research, as we shB.ll subsequently show, is 
a branch of social sciences). We therefore·cennot tout court 
assume the brigmanian concept of soci8.l rese~rch, e.s until 
now we know it, Hence we shBll show thes·e differences and 
how operationalisatinn is actually carried out. For this 
end we shall take into acc<'unt an nutline of a conflictual 
model under given hypothesis and we shall show the possible 
difficulties. 

It is well-known that Peace Research endless stroves 
to theorize the several aspec·ts. nf interaction among nations 
as war, diplomatic exchanges, c0mmerce exchanges, and so on. 
Besides"Ghese questi1ms, Peace. Research also considers the 
public opinion about these ab~ve questions. Therefore we can 
find peace Research surveys designed follr•wing typical so
ciological ted:m:iques. 

In order to summarize we must say that the Peace Researches 
are scientifically well established but they must pay.attenti~n 
to the validation ted:m:iques, ~articularly in the choice of 
indicators and in scaling techniques. · 

In the following pages we shall try to treat these 
questions. 
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1 - THE SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM AND PATTERNS OF RESEARCH 

Before anolysin,q the specific questions ef c,.nflictual model, 
it is necessary to spent a few words on the structure of a scien
tific system because the. considerations ab•ut the operationali
zation are depending on the problems peculiar to the scientific 
modus ~perandi. In this brief note it is not ptssible t'" deep 
all the problems but we shall strove to make systematic our 
statements, as well as possible. 

It is well-kriown that in the scientific modus operandi 
there are two distinct steps: the first one named the c~ntext 
of discovery and the second one named the c~ntext of validation. 
The first fase is not interesting for us as methodol•gist, but 
it is fairly interesting for the psychologist vf the scientific 
discovery. Therefore we shall consider only the context of vali
dation. 

If we consider the work of a scientist we can observe 
that the main aim pursued is to ascertain a scientific law. 
A scientific law essentially consists in a·rational ascertaining 
'of' the systematic appearance in space and time· of a relation 
between two or more events or classes of events. This aim is 
difficult in achieving and chiefly it is impossible to reach 
the Truth. But if we are pragmatist in our thinking we must 
be ready to accept this trumbling condition. There are some 
fields of study as physics in which it is possible to ascert'ain 
a law. There are other fields as sociology in which it is dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to ascertain a law. Neverthless it 

is for me that.a means of overcoming this essential difficulty 
is to introduce the concept of model. Now therefore we relen~ 
quish the hope of understanding the "secrets of nature". Hence 
the model is as regards the "scientific laws" in an inferior 
standing. We can say that a model is "suitable", indeed ,or not, 
subduing it to a process of wasting away, because the experiences 
progressively compel the research-workers to neglet the previou..J 
models and then to build more suitable new ones.following the 
new observations. 

We must now consider the scientific system and the role 
of the models. A scientific system can be conceived, as a gene
ral Iule, as a set of operations on symbols and objects. A 
sketch of the operational structure of a scientific system can 
be pictured as in the following table 1 (pag. 5) 

A few words of explication are necessary now. As you can 
see we are in face of 6 steps in the process of the scientific 
procedure, 5 of which ~re validating steps. We shall call the 
set of these 5 steps a scientific'system. We call also 'theory', 
steps A1+A2+A

3
+A

4
+A

5
; 'ded' .. <etive system', we shall call steps 
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Sketch of the scientific procedure 

A 
0 

Prej.udices of 
the observer 

Facts freely 
observed 

Assumptions, 

·Hypotheses 

A2 ,-----=----, 
' ' I ., 

I I '- --·"-! 
r··---.. l 

.Choice of 

a calculus· 

1--------.l I 
. / . ' 

I 
Valuations i ' Design of the exp,gl 
of the resulte:V----·

•<;: 
of the expe- 1" 

-- riments , sampling I 
j ;;anning and so I I riments 
I 
1-r::r--'-------L 

I I ! 

A 4 ·.) ! / I ! A ~ 
,------'-Y"'-__ Iul-; 3 ~ 1 
' OparationalizatioJ. I New statementJ 

of the theory ~~_:_=::==--=~-:-: \ b~6 ~~;~~lus I 

i J !. _____ j 

Fig. 1 
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A
1

+A2+A
3

; we shall call 'model' steps A
1

+A
2

• Furthermore we 

shall call A1 a 'basis for a theory', A
2 

a 'calculus", A
3 

as 

1deductior2 , A
4 

as 'operationalization', A
5 

as 'experiments', 

A
6 

as the 'feed-back'. Therefore the procedure of a research

worker is the following one: being over the step '0' which is 
called the 'context of the discovery', the research-worker 
enunciates a set of hypothesiis, internally structured, that 
is a set of statements formed by some theoretical concepts; 
these concepts are all primitive concepts that is c~ncepts 
not further on analysable or definable in te1ms of other 
concepts. Besides the concepts and the hypothesis·it is ne
cessary to assume as true, statements which belong to previous 
theories, until now well accepted. In summary in step 1 we have: 

1) Primitive concepts c
1

, c
2

, ••.• cn 

2) Not d."mo~tr.able assumptions or axioms for the theory, 
(A1' A2, •..• As) 

3) The terms of the logical vocabulary (and, not, or, imd 
so on) 

4) The hypotheee a 

These bricks are not sufficient. It is necessary a motor 
for moving the whole. Indeed the sci·entist must adopt a calculus, 
that is a formal mes.ns which allows· to combine prj.mi tive concepts, 
axioms and hypo thesE J. If we· denote with K. a parti.cular calcu
lus, then a nevv statBmentS. can be conceiv~d as a function of 

J 
(C

1
, c 2 .•.• Cn; A

1 
••• • 1\; H

1 
•••• Hm) that is 

( 1-1) S.= K. (0; A; H; s . 1 ' .... s 1 ; ) 
J l J-

where 0 = ( c 1' c
2

, .. ~.o) or a proper subset of it; 
' . n 

A = (A1' A2, •... As) or a proper subset of it; 

SJ.-1, SJ·-2•···· 8 1 th . t t t .b are e prev1ous s a emen s y 
this means deduced. 
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C=(c
1
,c 

2
, .... ct) n+ n+ 

Until now we, are in face of a formal theory with none 
empirical relevance. 

1 - 1 THE PROBLEM OF THE OPERATIONALISATION OF A THEORY 

As known, a theory wi thou.t concret validation, that is 
without those links between theoretical concepts and propo
sitions and the reality of the concret events, is an empty 
box. On the contrary a theory is a means for explicating 
the reality and therefore for forecasting new events. 

Therefore, considering the new propositions well deduc
ed, for validating a theory or, it is the same, for test
ing the-original hypothesis, it is sufficent to control 
the forecasts. Strickly speaking it is necessary to remember 
that usually it is .not possible to control the original 
hypothesis. lve shall debate this question as regards the 
social researches and more particularly as regards the peace 
researches in subsequent paragraphs. 

Considering the application of a calculus K. we arrive, 
for fstance, at a statement s ~~.>S 1 . The form 'of this sta
tement may be whichever you want. We can have a mathematical 
formula 

Y = f(x
1

, x
2

, ••• xs) 
in which the form of the f can be or not specified, or we 
can have a formal implication 

vx (Px -+Qx) 

where P and Q stand for a given Property and V is "for all" 

Horeover this statement can be deterministic or probabiiistic, 
in terms of words or in terms of mathemathical symbols. How
ever it is not interesting for us, the form of these statements. 
What it is interesting for us is the fact that we have at our 
disposal one or more controlable statements. 
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' 1 - 1 - 1 - THE USE OF INDICATORS 

Let us consider now that we have a statement which links a 
given class-of events to other classes of other events. We 
can summarize this f9ct in this manner: 

(1-1-1-) 1 

where X and X are "factors" or "causes" and Y is the 
"effect" 1or the2"consequences". Today mathematics is a usual 
tool for every scientist.Not only physics make:ruse of mathe
matics but also biology,psychology and other sciences as so
ciology,and so on. Now mathematical models in social research, 
as for instance in Peace Researches,are act~ally used.These m~ 
dels can be deterministic or stokhastic.Therefore.it is usual 
to speack of variables or of variates.The possibility of using 
mathematical or statistical techniques allows lndeed to benefit 
by the powerful tools furnished by these doctrines.We cannot 
obviously remember in this paper a·ll the math,enathical and sta
tistical tools at our disposal and we put off interested stu
dents to the suitable books of mathematics and stati?tics.Of 
course the use of mathematics in social sciences is neither more 
nor less then only a powerful tool.Therefore it is only for 
this reason that-we use mathematics or-- statistics. In summary 
it is necessary to think in terms of" as if •.••. " 

-But it is not easy to change all the concepts in ma:asurable 
concepts.This fact is particularly true in social researches. 
Therefore the effort is tawards the measure tools because in 
this case it is possible to make use of mathematics and stati
stics.!£ we must verify,for instance,the model M

1 
(formula 

(1-1J1)-1 )we can write a system of equations of this type: ,_ 

' 
I x1 = e1 I 

(1-1-1)-2l 
x2 = c21 x1 + e2 I 

I 
I 
I y a X + b x2 + e3 I - 1 
I 
L 

where e. ( i = 1,2,3 ) is a random variable and X. is expres
sed in tefms of deviation from the expected value,tfiat is 
X. = x. - E(x.) ,where x. is the actual variable; c 21 ,a, bare 

1 1 . l 1 . 1 ff" . tne part1a regress1on coe 1c1ents. 
In this case it is necessary to verify that c

21 
= O, that is 
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the simple correlation coefficient R should be zero.There-
x1 ,x2 

fore we must calculate this correlation coefficient and verify 
it on empijical data. 

In any case it is necessary to collect suitable data ,in 
terms of number expressed and therefore it is necessary to mea
sure y-concept,x -concept and x

2
- concept. 

Having accePted the necesslty of the transformation of the 
empirical concepts into measurable concepts,it is necessary to 
spend some words.about the problem of measure operation.We have 
seen that when new statements are deduced and new concepts are 
introduced it is necessary another '?C.~p,that is the binding·· 
of these empirical concepts with the observable events" We con
sider a measure operation as this bond.Now as you can see,it 
is necessary to speak about measure operation" '\ve distinguish: 

1) Direct Measure : a measure is direct if it is possible 
to find an instrument which associates in a suitable man
ner to the empirical observable event a number that we 
can read on a suitable scale.Conditions for direct measure: 

a) The scale really measures what we like to measure 
b) The instrument does not affect the event· 
c) there is only a ~·,anner ·for associating event and 

ins.trumen t 
d) ~f the observer repeats the association ,obtains 

the same number 
e) If two observers measure the same event with the 

same instrument, they should obtain the same number. 

2)Indirect Measure: a measure Y is indirect if it is not 
possible to find an instrument which possesses properties 
a),b),c),d),e), but if it is possible to bind Y with the 
direct measure of other observable events(x 1 ,x2 """'xk~ and we can write 

y = f ( x1, x2, ••••• xk) 

· In this case we must know the form of th,e. function or we must 
assume it. In some cases it is possible to know.· the form of the 
functicin,for instance when the theory gives explicit~ly indica
tions. In other cases principal component analysis is a useful 
technique for knowing the new variable Y • In these cases we· 
are in front of a linear combination of the variables (X

1 
••.• x) 

with sui tab.le coefficients. It is necessary to pay a great att~n
tion when we adopt.these technique.EYfectively the new variable 
could not be sui table for the concept that we will measure in
directly.Obviously if the variables x •••.• x are not measurable 

1 n · 
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directly, it is pecessary to solve the same problem just now di
scussed.Therefore we have: 

Y=f(x, ••.••. x) 
1 n 

xi= gi (x~ •.•••.. x~) 

X s g (x' ' x" ) ·~-~,j ,,······,k 
I I I 
! . ! ! 

and so on until we can ·reach a set of indicators (h1 .. , .••• h,) 

directly mesurable. This procepure is obviously always possible. 
A probtem of direct measure must be solved for instance when we 
.are in front of a concept with many dimensions.In this case.~t 
is necessary to synthetize many dimensions in only one dimen
sion.Useful technique is in this case partial correlation coef
ficient.We shall not deep in this paper these·technical problems, 
as previously indicated. It is sufficient for our pourpose to 
arrange only the whole matter. 

It is time now to explain how these abstract considerations 
are actually valid in problems of peace research.In subsequent . 
paragraph we shall.discuss a simple example ,that is a confli
ctual model.We shall discuss.the problem of forecast of a possi
ble conflict under particular conditions and we shall show how 
it is possible to operationalize an abstract.model . The model 
consider firstly a decisional aspect under optimal behaviour and 
subsequently the operatiqnal aspect of measure effectively on the 
reality the parameters.of the model. If we shall encounter the 

' values of the parameters as we have assumed in the model,then we 
can forecast something with a given prob&bility • 
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1-1-2 An example of forecast of conflict.The model. 

Let us consider now a country c which can choice between two 
alternative courses of actions,A and B, for instance to choice 
war or to choice peace,with suit ble strategy. W~ shall develop 
our model formally in advance.We shall put events A and B with 
Pr(A) + Pr(B) = 1, where Pr(A) and Pr(B) are the probability of 
the choice of A or B,mutually exclusive events. Now we have: 
if c choice. A then obtains x1 (0 "" x1 = 00) or x ( o "' x2 .:. 00) · 
with probability respectively Pr(x ) and Pr(x2).§ince x and 
x are conditional events it is mofe clean to write res~ectively 

. F~(x /A) and Pr(x2/A).Of course we have Pr(x /A) + Pr(xzlA) = 1. 
If c 1 choicer B then obtains y and y ( o = y 1

£ 00 and o = y lt =- 00) 
·with probability respectivelY Pr(yJB) and Pt(y2/B) so tha~ · 
Pr(yi/B) + Pr(y /B) = 1. .. 
We cah represen~ this situation with the following graph: 

Obviously we have 

fig. 2 

Pr(x2) = 1 - Pr(x 1) 

Pr(y2) = 1 - Pr(y1) 

If we calculate E(x) and E(y) ,where E stands for the expected 
value of the variable x and y , we shall obtain 

1-1-2)-1 
x, Pr ( 

y1 Pr ( 

Now if Y .:::> X ::::::::~ 

red". Obviuusly Y and 

\ \ 

x~) + X 2' Pr ( x2 ) =X 

y1 ) + y2 .Pr ( y2 ) = y 

B ,' A , where > stands for "is prefer
x are E(y} and E(x) and it is easy to see 
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that we are in face of a typical decision criterion.Consider now 

Pr ( x1 ) = a = costant 

Pr ( x2 ) = b = 11 

Pr ( y1 ) = a'= " 
Pr ( y2 ) = b'= 11 

x· = c = costant 

y = c• = cost ant 

and consider that x1, x2, y1, y2, are now variables. Then we 
have a system of two linear equations .We also put in this case 
x1 = y1 and x2 = y2 • Therefore we obtain 

__ . a x
1 

+ b x
2 

= c 
1-1-2)-2 -..__ 

--..__a 'X + b 'X = C 1 

. 1 . 2 

where'obviously we have 

Therefore we can deduce that 

1-1-2)-3 . ..--.a x + ( 1 - a ) //" . 1 
< -- . 

a + b = 1 
a'+ b'= 1 

x2 = c 

--__a •x + ( 1 - a'). x2 ·= c' . 1 

and then in reduced form 
' 

( 1- a c 
1-1-2)-4 x1 = - -----) x2 + ----

// 
a a 

/ 

"'x1 ( 1 - a• c• = - -----) x2 + a' a' 

(straight line r,) 

(straight line r ) 2 

( r,) 

( r2) 

In order of g1v1ng a graphical representation we put (r
1

) and 
(r2) in canonical form: 
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X x2 . 1 
1 ( } /··-=F-- + ------ = r1 c 

-..,--

1-1-2}-5 1~. a 

~ X 1 x2 
1 ( r } ------- + ------- = 

c' + c' 2 

a' -;:a:• 

x1 

. /---~~--

£-1-2}-5' .·· 
'~. x1 , _____ _ 

+ ------ = 1 
V 

+ ------ = 1 
U I. v' 

\ 

where c 
u c: 

a 
c a 

V = ----- = u . -----=-· 1 - a · 1-a 

u'= c' ----- v'= c' u' a' ------ - . -------
a' 1 - a' 1 a' 

and graphically we have the two straight lines r 1 and r~ whose 
point of intersection is indicated as P. 

Graphic 1 
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we shall call P as point of " indifference ".It is easy to deduce 
the coordinates of P. WE have 

1-1-2)-6 

now if we put a = 1 

1-1-2)-7 

x1 ,! 
' :; i 

_:_12-=-~~s:_:_il-=-~~l~-
a (1 -a') - a'( 1 -a) 

---E~-~-=-s~~------~------
a (1 - a•) - a'( 1 -a) 

' and a' = 0 we shall have 

and x = c' (see graph.2) 
2 

: . r . . ··e-r---------F-----·-.... _. __ _ 
I · 1 
! i . 
t I . 

--+---------e-r-------- ------------

f!raphic 2 

If we put a= 0 and a• = 1 we shall have 

1-1-2)-8 

1 

' ' 

and x = c ( see graph.3) 
2 

' iN 
~iT--------+ ·--------··-----·--------

\ 
i 1_, 

! 
' ' ! ·----1------·-·-·-··--.......---.l...----------·-

i 'c 
---x2 ____ _ 

Graphic 3 
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a·= 1 and a'= 1 , then we shall have If we consider 
0 

X1= --0--- = indeterminat~·form; c - c' x2 = ___ 0 ___ = 00 

If we consider a = 0 and a' = 0 ,then we shall have 
o· 

· x2. = ~-0--- = indet.erminate form.· c - c' · 
X = ------- = 00 

l a - a' 
Obviously we can consider the two straight line_s r 1 and r 2 for 
all the possible values Qf a and a' , in the plane(x1,x2). 

For instance : a= a• = 0,5, we shall have 

u = · 2c u• = 2 c' 

V = 2 C v' = 2 c• 

and graphically_we can see: 

i 
' I 

2;~ 

! """' ! "'... r "'J "-._1 
2c I"" ~ . 

'-.. ""-.. . 

I~""' .. · i r2 ... ____ T---~c -. ----~~--------------

c > c• 

' 
Graphic 4 

that is two parallel lines. If c = c• ,then we shall have 
r
0

} = r 2 , the two straight lines are overlap ing and the choice 
A or of B is obviously indifferent. . 

In subsequent paragraph we shall consider a particular value 
of a and a' following the interpretation of the model. Now we. 
must only remember that u,u',v,and v• are dependent from a and·a•. 
and that the two lines represent the two choices. 

It is n·ow time to introduce some axioms 

1 ) A,>- B if and only if c .~·c. 

2) A B if and only if Pr ( A ) ·~ Pr ( B ) 

3) A ·'·"- B if and only if ·pr ( A) = Pr ( B ) 

where t .:;..:; I means that the. choice is indifferent. 

Theorem If A B then Pr ( A 
1 

: •. ) '> ---- 2 • 

indeed if A .> 'B then Pr (A ) ,_ Pr ( B ) --
but Pr· ( A ) = 1 - Pr ( B ) 
then Pr ( A ) > 1 -Pr ( A ) 
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therefore 
endly 

p.r (A ) + Pr ( A ) 
2 Pr ( A ) 
·pr(A) 

). 1 
_:o. 1 

> 0, 5. 

Let us consider now the values > x2 e r1 and 
x

1 
e r 

1 
' 

and overall 
ation on the 

1-1-2)-9 

x1 e r 2 then , for a' = 0 
a ~ a' , then we shall have 
plane ( x

1
,x2). In fact the 

( and therefore 1 - a'=1) 
a very particular situ
two straight lines are: 

= c' 

and if we conSider x2 = - y , as a loss, we have t·hat c .·' c' 
and ttherefore ,cons~dering theorem previously demonstrated, 
we have A . B and Pr ( A ) .. > 0, 5 . It is important to 
consider that we take into account only the probability, 
that is the values of a and a•. Graphically we have: 

x
1 

i 
I 

· . . l /r 
1" 1 

-00 

P(-y ,v> ___ £ t 
y + 

Graphic 5 

As you can sEe x2= c 1 "' P ( - y ) is always at the left,on 

the y axis ,of the intercepting point of r
1 

on y-axis. 
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1-1-2-1 Interpretation of the formal model, 

Let us consider now an interpretation of this model so 
abstract, Let us consider: 

A = Peace Choice with given political strategy 
B = War choice with given military strategy 
x ( A ) = Pr0 .fi t from peace or happiness or gain 
x~ ( A ) = Sufference or loss frorri;' peace choice 
x ( B ) = Profit from War (nuclear ) 
x~ ( B ) = Loss from nuclear war 

Empirical situation : 

1) They use the nuclear weapons and ICBM 
2) Deterrent menace ,that.is·rre,cond strike is as much 

destroying as the first one, 
subcondition 2') There are not technical solU,tions against 

Consequences 

I c B M that is the reliability of an A B M 
system is near zero. 

1) It is possible to destroy wholly the enemy 
2) Country C can wholly destroied considered. 
3) Therefore the loss is OO,if W choice B. 
4) The loss or the gain in a strategy of peace . 

is never a priori 00 
5) The probability of the·· loss in a nuclear war 

under prevjo us condi tioi'JS is near 1 

Putting empirical situation and consequences in terms of variable 
we have 

1) a and b I o 
2) X ( A ) I 00 

1 . 
and X (B)'fOO 

1 . 
3) a' = o ( therefore b' = 1 ) 
3') a ; a' obviously 
4) x2 (~ ) = - y ( B ) = - 00 

5) x
1 

I oo 
Graphically we have the situation of graphic 5 • Here we have 
the straight line r. always at the right of the straight line r

2 which is reduced to·fhe point P (- 00; 0), The meaning of / 
this situation is clear, In fact for r the loss is neve OQ,Of 
course the gain is determined, Therefole the choice of r

1 
and the

refore of of A is too obvious in this context. Formarly: 

1-1-2-1) - 1 
r ) a x - b y(A) = c ( c surely finit~) 

1 1 

r
2

) a•x
1 

- b'y(B) = c• 
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- b y ( B ) = c' 

c' = 00 
c t ). c 

A few words are necessary at this point.We put two questions: 
a) Is the empirical situation near the reality? 

It is necessary to remember what we have said in paragraphs 
1 and 1-1. Effectively the relation between empirical 
reality and our models is not unique. That is,it is pos
sible to conceive many models for the same empirical ' si
tuation following the the choices that put on our percepti
on of the complex reality. A model is always a ·simplifi
cation of the. reality and the forecast is therefore never 
exact.To sum up, if the empirical situation is not well 
reproduced in our model,it is possible to build another 
model,model more complex and then we can have a ·succession 
of models M1, M2, M'\ • : . . . . that w.e think never conver· -
gent to the reallt".f. M, that we do not know . Therefore it 
is not possible to fix a measure of .the error M. - M in . 
a direct manner but only indirectly by the errorlin our 
forecast and it is not possible to link this indirect mea
sure with the unkognoscible direct measure . Therefore even 
if we obtain a good forecast ,we cannot say that we know 
the realityin her essence. 

b) Are we in front of a good translation into numerical terms 
of the empirical condition ? 
Our answer is obviously 'yes '.In fact we have supposed 
an extreme situation. Our duty now is the check o'f the 
piints 1), 2),3),4),and 5) • But how can we verify that 
conditions 1), 2), 3), 4), 5), are really true? It is necessary 
to define some indicators • In fact until now we have only 
developed a theoretical model . We shall discuss these 
questions in subsequent paragraph. 
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1-1-3- Operationali•zation of the model previously discussed 

In last paragraph we have indicated five conditions and fol
lowing the model we have a forecast , that is that Pr (A) .:'- 0, 5. We 
must assume the axioms and verify the conditions. These conditions 
are presented in a theoretical language.therefore it is necessary 
to introduce an empirical language and to furnish some indicators 
for evaluating operationally the p.arameters • At this point there 
are many possibili11res.Let us consider before: 

1) a,b, a' ,b', are probabil-ity 
2) x

1
(A) , x

2
(A) , x

1
(B) and x

2
(B) are gains o.r losses. 

The probabilities previously mentioned are conditioned probabili
ties. In fact we have: 

a= Pr(x
1 

I A choiced ) 

a'= Pr ( x
1 

I B choiced ) 
and so on . 

. Theorem on conditional probability gives: 

Pr (A~ x
1 

) = Pr A) • Pr ( x
1 

I A) wher ~means ' and'. 

It should be interesting to know pr( A A x ), fhat is the proba
bility of the choice of A and the subsequGJt succces x • But _ 
must know Pr(x1 I A ) = a and so OJ;l. 

1 . 
We can consider empirically a,a',b,and b' ·as the results of 

the calculus of the political and military managers of the. coun
try c. This calculation is grounded on informations (i .... ,i ) 
and on the importance attributed by the same managers to thes~ 
informations.Informations are grounded on a global analysis of 
interaction amo~g the country c and its enemies. 

Consider no~r two countrics·,c o.nd N • . ks~ previously ind·icatetl the 
problem ~f th~ poli'tical and military mahagers~ b 0f evaluating 
·the·parameters·a,a~•·,·b. ·.-The ::infor-riiHions u.re t:1.e following.e 

z1 = Reliability of e I c BM system of N. 
·'·. Reliability of z2 = e I c BM system of c 

z3 = Reli.ability of A B M system of N 

z4 = Reliability of A B M system of c 

z5 = % of the whole capability of fight of N,destroied 
by a first strike of C. 

z6 = %-of the whole capability of fight of C,destroied 
by a first strike of N. 
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z7 = % of the whole capability of fight of N, des '·roisd 
by a second strike of c 

z8 = % of the whole capability of fi_ght of C,destroied 
by a second strike of N 

z = %of the population of c surviving the first 
9 strike of N 

z = % of the population of N surviving the first ,o 
strike of C" 

z11 = % of the population of c surviving the second 
strike of N 

z12= % of the population of N surviving the second 
strike of c. 

These indicarors are all with range ( 0 -- 1) and _also the 
parameters a,a',b,b', are with range (0 -- 1 ).The choice of 
these indicators is obviously arbitrary but we think that in
teractionbetween C and N, in this particular case ,can.be 
measured by these variables;obviously we can choice other 
variables and obviously we shall have,it may be,other results. 

In this case we have 12/airect measures ,that is we are 
in front of simple estimates.If we must measure really z

1 
•.• z

12 
we must consider other just carried research works on this 
particular problem. Our aim now is to know the estimate of 
a,a',b,b', and therefore evaluate the link of these parameters 
with z ••.•.•. z 2 as we caa.find in the mind of the political 
and md.itar:J' marlagers of c. In fact we want not.to choice war 
or peace ,but only forerecasting · war.Tnerefore we can have: 

a = f ( Z 1 o~ooooz 12 ; C
1

ooooCk ) 

a'= g ( z
1

oooooez

12
; c1 ..... eh) 

b = 1 - a 

b'= 1 - a' 
where c. ( . 1 ) and c •. ( . h) . _ 1 1=1. , . K J J=1 , , 
ar-2 parameters ·of the func:ti.ons 

At this point it is necessary to specify the parameters c. and 
c',that is specify the form of the two functions f and g. 1 

If we have not at our disposal a suitable theory we can choice 
th,i,s · strategy of research. 
Let us consider a sample of n managers and ask for ordering 
the 12 variables. There a:re available many tachniques for rea
ching this aim and we shall suppose that we can weigh the 12 
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variables with sui table numbers .. Successively let us 
>wing 12 linear re ations between a and z ••. ,,z 

relations between a' and z , •••• ,z ,that1is 12 
1 12 

1-1-3)-1 a(z
1

) =m z + n 
1 1 1 

........... .,,,.,,.,.,r, 

and for a' 
a' (z ) = m• z

1 
+ n' 

1 1 1 1 

~oo•oooooo•oo<><><>ooooo 

a• (z ) = m• z + n' 
12 12 12 12 12 

put the foll 
and 12 linear 

Now wk ask the sample for joining_ , for ev¥y z., in k steps , 
the· 2 subint~:rvJ.lo of a or a' w~ th the 2 subi1itervals of z .. 
Let us consider for instence step 1 and a with z

3 
. We shall have 

1_ - 1 

o,s~ """0,5 
' 

l 

0-'- -~ -0 

and at step 4 ,for instance ,we shall have 24 subintervals; 

step k 1 1 
~· 

-~ 
..:. .. 
' 

- T'" 
a{z

4
) 0,5 .L. ;... 0,5 _z4 t .~~ 

l ·• 

' 
t·-

4 f 
0 .;.. ;... 0 

and soko~ until ·step k. To sum up we build progressively a scale 
with 2 subintervals.For k = 4 we have 16 subintervals.We shall 
call this procedure as interval dichotomy and mappping . 
When. we have colllected the datea f~r the whole sample· we can 
biild the following table in which 
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1. (a.) and lk ( z.) are the subintervals builded for a (z.) and 
z~; n.~( ·) are theJnumbers of the pairing in the sample ofJn indi 
viduais.JNow we can calculate simple regression coefficients with
su;il:able correlation COefficients (Sq··.::.reS) as measure Of goodness Of 
fitting the straight lines. Therefore we have for any z. and for 

1· 
a and a' 24 tables of this type 

Tot. 1
1
(a.) ..... li(a.) ...... l 2k(aj) 

~~~-----~~~-----~~~----~-----> 
1 ( ) ij ~ ! 

1 z 1 !·! . n 1 , 1 • • • • • • · • • · • · · · • • • • • · • • • " • • ' 1: n 1 , 0 l 
! J: .•• 0 " ................ 0 " ...... 0 " " ......... " .. 0 ...... 0 l 

~~ o " o a • o o <> o <> o o <> • o o o o o o o o o • <> o " o o o o ·o o <> • J 

1 (z. )~ nk,o 1' k l r 0 0 " ~ " a " " 0 " " .. " 0 nik ( j ) .. 0 ~ "' .. " 0 " .. 0 <> " " " " 

I:O<>OOOOI><>O<>O~O~'>OO"'""""""""""""""""" ( I 

I
, ~ I 

12k(zj: ..••••.••.•.•..•• ·.•.•.•.•.••.•.. -Jn·-~-1 
~- 2 , 0 

Tot i .1 n ' lna:·1 n )' ' . n~ . 
' , 1. 0 k 

i------------------------------'~2~--~-------~ 

Fig.3 

It is possible to eliminate some indicators. For instance we 
can consider that the pure reliability of a country can . consi
dered as a new variable 

0 =. z1 = z 1 . ( 1 - z4) = 1 

or z,, = f '( z5, z3, 

z5 = g ( x3 ) 

and so on. Otherwise we can reduce some indicators by stati
stical devices. 

At t~is point we can evaluate the 48 coefficients of the linear 
relations and evaluate a weighted mean value of the 12k)1~ values 
of the 12 variables as previously calculated and then est1mate 
the various possible values of a or of a•.we can also plot the 
graphic of the functuon 

a = f (z
1 
....... z

12
). 

or 
a',= f (z

1 
....... z

12
) 
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Therefore we. can know for what combination 
we can look forward the particular value of 
ble us to forecast pr(A) .> o, 5 and so on. We 
Pr .. ( A A x ) , It is necessary to point th t 
of a problJm of optimal choice ,but only in 
of forecast, 

of values 
a and a' 
can also 

- -
z1:····z12 
wl'l:nch ena-
evaluate 

we are not in front 
front of a problem 

1-2- Power of forecast oF these types of research 

In this paper we have presented an outline of an explicati
ve research.We have followed the plane in the first paragraph 
indicated and we have demonstrated how to go on.We have shown 
the role of the indicators introduced and th~refore how can we 
operationalize our procGdure .The operationalization is so im
portant because. a good forecast,(and we know that explication 
is equal forecast)is essentially dependent on a good choice of 
the same indicators.We have also said that the choice of ibdi
ca tors does not follow the same procedure ao· phj:sics where J. t 
is possible a narrow link between concept and physical operation. 

Unfortunately in Peace researches it is not possiblato 
achieve this result but it is necesaary to be satysf1 eof the 
availability of the data and of the good knowledge .of the 
empirical problem.To convince oneself it is sufficient .to give a 
look at the papers issued in the Journal of Peace Researches 
or in the Journal of Conflict Ri;.solution. This arbitrary choice 
influences the goodness of forecast ,neither it is sufficient 
the use of tests techniques ( ;,~, t , or F ) , No statistical devt· 
ce can obviate a bad choice. Thus the forecast can be confir-
med or not confirmed. But if we.have a bad forecast it is im
possiblG to locate the sources of the error, We must remem-
ber that in our model we have hypothized a conflictual situa
tion.Vle have choiced further 12 indicators as a:n operational 
tool for evaluating a or a' . 

To conclude our condiderations it is necessary to spend 
some words on the types of forecast. In fact we can have two 
types of forecast proposition .. the first one is of the type 
in this paper just introduced that is for instance 

Pr ( A ) -'· 0, 5 and therefore Pr(A A x
1

) •:-. o, 5 
obviously if we put a= 1 and b = 0, 

The second kind of forecast is the forecast of a number 
with a given confidence interval. 

The second kind is obvious 
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The second kind of forecast is the forecast of a number with 
a given confidence imk:rval:for instance we can say that in 
1980 we shall have in Italy 59,000,000 of individualsowith 
a confidence interval of 1,000,000 at livel of confiednceof '95%o 

This kind of forecast it too obviousoBut when we consider 
the first kind of forecast ,as for instance Pr(A)_':., 0,5, what 
is tha meaning? This forecast can be conceived fairly deceiving 
from the point of view of the man in the street which fears the 
waro And even from the point of view of the man ,generally 
speaking .• which fears uncertainty and chance an~ therefore 
the possible damageso 

Unfortunately science today can offer only some probabilities, 
more or less well deduced from the models that our mind can· 
build on the reali tyo. Also in peace researches this fact 1.s 
true and we consider peace research a scientific discipline 
as can be conceived every social science o In fact we have 
in peace researches : 

1) A language ,more or less definedo 

2) Available data (directily or indirectily collected) 

~) Some technical devices as statistical devices 

4) Problems and hypotheses 

5) There esist a context of validation 

6) It is possible therefore to explicate and to fo
recast new eventso 

As regards our model we hope that it shallnot be denied. 
But we have only a probability and therefore we are in the same 
situation of a gambler with a device that can produce two events 
with ,respectivelu, probability more than 0,5 and less then 0,5, 
since the two events are mutually exclusive so that the sum 
of the probabilities is 1. We must therefore conclude that can 
happen sometimes in the long run the unfavourable event. 

But shall we be always in a conflictual situation? 

Antonio Bellacicco 

Roma 10 -- 8 - 1969 
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1. Introduction 

In the f'ield of' "rank theory", definitions and theoretical state-
1 ments abound. The purpose of' this article is to attempt to isolate 

some hypotheses relating rank and £'unctions of' rank to interaction, 

and to see whether the hypotheses can be derived f'rom a smaller set 

of' assumptions. 2 Finally, the hypotheses will .be applied to some data 

on interaction in the international system. \<fhereas some previous 

empirical material f'or the international system will be reviewed later, 

no ~ttempt will be made to review other empirical studies of' rank and 

interaction. J 

2. Social structure: definitions and basic assumptions 

lie def'ine: 

D.1. a rank variable as any variable upon which social units rank 

themselves and 

f'or nations)
4 

others (e.g., sex f'or individuals; national income --· 
D.2. a status as the value (or position) of' a un1.t on a rank variable 

(e.g. "male'' or "female" on the sex variable) 

D.J. a social system as a set of' two or 

two or more interacting. units with 

more rank variables and a set of' 

an associated set of' statuses5• 6 

D-4. a rank as the value of' a status 

(e.g. the rank of' "male" is high; the rank of the 

l:'n:.ted States on "national income" is n$625 mill") 

D.5. the status set as the set of' statuses occupied by a unit (e.g., a 

"rich11 "man", a "large", nunder-developed" natiOn) 

D.6. the rank prof'ile of' a unit as the set of' ranks associated with the 

status set (thus we shall label the s.tatus set of' a rich man TT, 

indicating that he has two high, or "topdog" statuses; whereas a 

poor woman is UU or twice an "underdog") 

D.7. the total rank of' a unit, t, as the sum of' ranks on several rank 

variables 0 

D.8. the total rank of' a pair (a dyad), T, as the sum of' the total rank 

of' each of' the two units in the pair 
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For simplicity we now assume a society \vi th only two rank variables 

and that the two rahk variables are normed linearly such that the highes 

rahk is 1 and the lowest is o. 1fe denote the rahks of units A and B on 

the two variables a 1 , a
2

, b 1 , and b
2

, and write: 

Total rank of·A: tA = a 1 + a 2 

Total rank of AB: TAB = a1 + a2 + b1 + b2 

Rahk profile of' A: ( a1 ' a2) 

Furthermore, we can now define 

D·9· the total rank dissimilari~y of' a pair as the absolute value of 

the difference between total rank of' one unit and total rank of' the 

other, i.e. for AB 

SAB = /a1 + a2 - b1 - b2/ 

D.10, the total rank similarity of' a pair as the reverse, i.e. 

D.11. the rank profile dissimilarity of' a pair as the sum of' absolute 

values of' rank differences on individual rank variables, i.e. 

D.12. the rank profile similarity of' a pair as the reverse, i.e. 

D.1J. the rank incongruence of' a pair as the absolute value of' the 

difference between the differences between the two units on indi-

vidual rank variables, i.e. 

D.14. the rank congruence of' a pair as the reverse, i.e. 

CAB = - CAB 

D.15. the rank imbalance of' a unit7 as the absolute difference between 

ranks in its profile, i.e. 

• 

D.16. the rank balance of' a unit as the reverse, i.e. 
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l•Te can now define ticte four axioms of the tbocry: 

A, 1, !4obili ty axiom. Units seek to increase their total rank. 

A.2. Balance axiom, Unite seek to obtain balanced rank profiles and to 

avoid imbalance. 

!\, J, 

A.4, 
Similarity axiom. Units seek to interact with similar units. 

Interaction axiom. Interaction is a ra~~ variable. 

A few words about these basic assumptions: 

The essence of the mobility axiom is expressed in its label, 

although "upward mobility axiom" would be even more appropriate. One 
,• 

could, if one wished, go "behind" this axiom and postulate that high 

rank carries with it rewards of different kind (or, even more generally, 

utility) and furthermore that units seek to maximize their rewards, 8 

The second, or "balance" axiom is related to psychological theories 

of cognitive balance. Again, we can go beyond this axiom a>;d postulate 

that units seek cogni t·ive balance and that this includes their sel1-

images. Thus, if a self-image is formed on the basis of a unit's rank 

on each rank variable, a balanced rank profile is necessary to achieve 

cognitive balance.9 

The third, or "similarity" axiom is the same as the "homogamy" 

thesis in sociology, which has a long empirical tradition, In particu

lar, numerous studies have demonstrated that like marries like and that 

one selects similar people as friends. 10 

J, Interaction: theorems and hyPotheses 

~Je can now state four theorems relating the r~~ concepts to inter

action. 

T.1, Units will seek to obtain balance between interaction and ot!Br 

rank variables, and to avoid imbalance. 

T.2, Units will seek interaction with other units with whom they ha-re 

high total rank simila~ity. 

T.;. Units will seek interaction with other units with whom they have 

high profile similarity. 

T.4. Units will seek interaction with other units with whom they have 

high rank congruence, and avoid interaction with other units ~~th 

whom they have high rank incongruence. 
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T.1. follows f'rom the balance and interaction axioms (A.2. and 

A.4.). It implies that high-ranking units should have high rates of' 

interaction. T.2. and T.J. are merely specifications of' the similarity 

axiom f'or two dif'f'erent definitions of' similarity. 11 

T.4. follows f'rom the balance axiom if' one regards the interacting 

pair and the rank variables as a social system in itself' (and this is 

consistent with the definition of' a social system, D.J.). If' there 

was rank incongruence between two units in a pair, then the two unii4 

are also imbalanced within this social system (the pair). In order to 

avoid this imbalance, they can interrupt the interaction, in which case 

the pair no longer is a system. Conversely, to f'orm pair-systems with 

balance, units should seek interaction with other units with whom they 

are congruent. 

A weakness of' the formulation as it now stands is that T.1. is at 

the unit level, whereas T.2., '!'.J., and T.4. are all at the pairwise 

level. 

To a hypothesis corresponding to T.1. at the pairwise level, let 

us assume that there is no particular preference at the pairwise level, 

and that the amount of' interaction in the pair is exclusively deter

mined by the amount of' interaction at the unit level. ~ve can then 

formulate the following theorem: 

T.1.1. Units will seek to structure their interaction such that 

the higher the total rank of' the pair, the higher the 

interaction in the pair. 

On the basis of' these f'our theorems alone (T.1.1., T.2., T.J., and 

T.4.) we are now in a position to make relatively specific predictions 

at the pairwise level with regard to how units seek to structure their 

interaction. 

We shall use a very simple example with two rank variables and two 

statuses only on each rank variable, a high status (T f'or topdog) and a 

low status (U f'or underdog). Table J.l. sets out the relative influence 

of' the f'our rank concepts, T,S,P, and C o~ the amount of' interaction in 

the pair. 1Vithin each column (corresponding to T,P,S, and C) we het'r>a 

ranked the pairs according to the degree of' total rank similarity, con

gruenco-, etc. 
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In order to construct a perfect rank ordering of the pairs in 

terms of the amount of interaction, we would-now have to introduce 

further assumptions about T, S, P, and C as determinants of interaction. 

We ~ould weight them, and add the result, or we could decide on a 

sequential ordering process: first order by T, then by P, etc. However, 

even without introducing considerations of this kind - and we have 

found no theoretical rationale for doing so12 -we can say something 

abo~t the structure of interaction, because certain pairs dominate 

others on~ four counts. Thus, whether we are concerned with T,P,S, or 

C the TT-TT pair has a perfect score, and dominates all the others; 

TT-TU dominates TU-UU because it has higher total rank witr. all the 

other three factors equal, etc. Figure 3.1. gives the hierarchy on the 

basis of Table 3.1. 

• 
With seven different pairs we have 21 relations between pairs. Of 

these 21 we can make 11 specific predictions of the r~nk order with 

regard to the amount of' interaction. Thus, even though the introduction 
. 

of the four rank concepts creates ambiguities - we cannot, f'or instance, 

say whether TT-UU will have more interaction than TU-UT - we can never

theless submit to it a confrontation with empirical data, even without 

further assumptions. 

Table 3.1. Determinants of' interaction in pairs 

Interaction Determinant 

Pair T s p c 

TT-TT 5 3 3 3 
TT-TU 4 2 2 2 

TT-UU 3 1 1 3 
TU-TU 3 3 3 3 
'DJ-UT 3 3 1 1 

TU-UU. 2 2 2 2 

uu-uu 1 3 3 3 

Note: All pairs which are different f'rom each other with respect 
to either T,S,P, or C have been included. 
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Figure J,1, A Hierarchy of Pairs in Terms of Interaction 

. . TT•TT · 

·~~ 
TT-w w-w 

J ~.}~ 
W-UU TT-UU UU-UU TU-UT 

~·: The arrow relation is transitive, The vertical levels have no 
meaning except where they coincide with arrow relations. 

None of the four rank ·concepts can be removed without changing 

the ordering of the pairs in terms of their interaction potential, The 

effect of removing the theoretically most dubious concept, S, can be 

seen in Figure 3.2. The hierarchy is still far from a perfect rank 

order_, but 13 out of 21 pair relations can now be ordered in terms of 
• 

interaction, 

Figure 3.2. A Hierarchy of Pairs in Terms of Interaction: T,P, and C 

Only as Determinants of Interaction 

TT-TT 

~~ 
TT-TU W-W · 

j, ~ . ---------- J, ~ w-uu~ TT-uu uu-uu 

TU-UT~ 
Note: See Figure 3.1. ' 

In order to get from the four theorems to a confrontation with 

data, however, we have to make an inference from the kind of interaction 

structure units seek and the interaction structure which exists, We 
I 

therefore have to make explicit the ( s·o far unstated) assumption that 

interaction is manipulable by the units themselves, We shall therefore 

exclude, for the moment, the possibility that the amount of interaction 

between two units can be determined by third parties, 

The idea that interaction is manipulable introduces a distinction 

between interaction and other rank variables. 1fhereas \ve have assumed 

(A.2.) that there will be a tendency to seek to balance ranks, we have 

not assumed that it will be possible to create a social structure con

forming to this, as far as other rank variables than interaction are 

concerned. Thus, if a country is high on population it may or may not 

be possible to convert this high rank into a high rank on GNP - depending 
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on factors external to. r10tnk theory proper. Rank theory only says. that 

units will seek to balance ffheir ra~~s on the two variables. 

"Manipulability", on the other hand, must be distinguished from 

another constraint on amount of interaction, scarce resources, If 

there was no cost involved in interaction, S and P would not have any 

influence on interaction since interaction would be carried out in TU-TU 

and TU-UT pairs alike. T and C are different, however, since we have 

assumed that imbalance and therefore interaction in incongruous pairs 

will be directly avoided. In the case of no-cost interaction, there-

fore, T and C would be the only rank parameters influencing interaction. 

For practical purposes, however, we may consider all interaction in the 

international system to have at least some cost; hence all four factors 

will operate. 

The next step from here might be to coinpare the structure given 

in Figure ).1. with empirical data on interaction in the international 

system. A weakness of this procedure is that it requires a dichotomi·· 

zation of the rank variables and a consequent loss of information. 13 

On the other hand, having four or five statuses on each rank variable 

would yield such a proliferation of pair types that the scheme would 

become almost unmanageable, 

We shall therefore use continuous variables and make a further 

assumption that the 'rela·tionships ·between the rank parameters and inter

action are lihear and independent; . 
This, however,. creates one. probler11•. As long as we were talking 

in ordinal terms only, we could go from T.1,. to ·T•1 .1. If we assume 

proportionality in connection with T.1., then we. no longer obtain propor

tionality between total rank of the pair and interaction in the pair. 

If interaction at the unit level is proportional to the total rank 

of the unit, then - assuming independence between the two units, i.e. 

that there is nothing special about any one pair, the expected inter

action in the pair would be proportional to the product of the total 

h 14 . 
ranks of the two units, rather than t eir sum, but for one thing: that 

there is no interaction from a unit to itself. Thus, we cannot simply 

calculate expected values for the cells in the matrix as in an ordinary 

chi-square model, but have to make a correction for the a priori zeros 

in the diagonal. This modified'model is identical to the Savage-Deutsch 

model of transaction flows (Savage and Deutsch, 1960) except that the 
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basis :for ca~cu~ating tL2 expected va~ues is an o.-·: oe~·na~ criterion 

(here: tota~ rank o:f each uriit) rather than the tota~ interaction. 1,.5 

We there:fore de:fine 

n.17. the tota~ expected rank o:f a pair, E, as the expected va~ue o:f 

rank in the pair given independence o:f the tota~ ranks o:f the 

two units and zero expected rank in the diagona~. 

'lve now have :four hypotheses: 

3.1. The amount o:f interaction in the pair is proportiona~ to the tota~ 

expected rank in the pair. 

H.2. The amount o:f interaction in the pair is proportiona~ to the tot a~ 

rank simi~ari ty in the pair. 

H.J. The amount o:f interaction in the pair is proportiona~ to the rank 

pro:fi~e simi~arity in the pair. 

H.4. The amount o:f inte:r·actioc_ ln the pr .. :.;.r is proportiona~ to the rank 

congruence in the pair. 

This gives the :fo~~owing deterministic mode~, assumir,g -~;hat the 
1 ' interaction e:f:fects between E, S, P, and C are neg~igib~e: ·-

A stronger version o:f H.J. is mentioned brie:f~y by Ga~tung in an 
.. 

artic~e on East-l•lest interaction patterns in Europe ( Ga~ tung, ~966.;:, 

P• 154:f). That there is more dip~omatic activity between the big than 

between the Sma~~ "is a simp~e consequence o:f the circumstance that they 

are big", and Ga~tung is there:fore "not simply trying to prove that there 

is more interaction, the higher the total rank o:f the pair, but ~~~0 that 

there is more interaction re~ative to what one might expect, given the 

interaction potentia~." The precise meaning o:f "expect" is not cilear 
; ,_ 

:from this, but i:f it means that interaction in the pair shou~d be posi

tive~y re~ated to tota~ rank in the pair even i:f we keep constant the 

expected interaction in the pair on the basis o:f the tota~ interaction o:f 

the units or on the basis o:f ~at we have ca~~ed E, then this is a much 

stronger hypothesis, and one which has never, to our know~edge, been 

tested. I:f, on the other hand, "interaction potentia~" mere~y re:fers to 

the "possib~e number o:f pairs", then this extension represents nothing 

new. 
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4. Bilatera1 and multilateral interaction 

In the derivation of the four hypotheses we have implicitly refer

red to two "levels" of social system: the pair and a larger set of 

units united by a connected graph of interaction. The latter type of 

.social system is necessary to .the theory as a reference point for the 

measurement of concepts such as total rank similarity and rank profile 

similarity. The pair is necessary in the derivation of H.4. because 

only in the pair does rank congruence become the same as rank balance. 17 

But this raises thre!" problems: ~1hy is there no parallel to the 

rank congruence h:;.'1Jothesis with reference to the total system? ~'ThY is 

there no parallel to the S arid P hypotheses with reference to the pair 

system? And why have no systems of intermediate size been considered? 

We shall deal briefly with these three in the order we have raised them. 

First, a parallel to the ranlc congruence hypothesis with reference 

to the total system v;ould be SOiiretl~ing like the following: if a unit is 

imbalanced in the total '2.¥St<:;''!.:...._tl"'.?:.'2i't should try to dissociate itself 

from the system by bre_,~):>::ic.'2'1L.i~)~l inter"0.:t.i_on bonds. ''le have not included 

this hypothesis here, mostly because its effect will be so close to the 

effect of rank congruence that it may not make much practical difference. 

In part, this hypothesis seems somewhat less realistic: it is one thing 

to. break an interaction tie to a single other unit, and a different 

rr.atter altogether to break off all interaction. The latter hypothesis 

ignores the possibility of intrinsic necessities to interact - again, 

these are outside rank theory proper. Or, in other words, the whole 

interaction structure of a unit is less "manipulable" than any single 

link. 18 

Second, why no S and P hypotheses with reference to the pair 

system? A P hypothesis at this level makes little sense since all 

profiles are equally different when the pair is the basis for norming 

the rank variables from 0 to 1 (except the rare cases where values are 

equal, and these can be considered coincidences due to inaccurate 

measurement), In other words, Pat the pairwise level would have no 

variance and could therefore no·t account for any variance in interaction, 

With S it would be a different case but again we felt that it was 

simply unnecessary to include this, since it is not likely to account 

for much extra variation. 

Third, why no intermediate levels? The reason is that we are 

dealing with bilateral interaction only. (Even multilateral forms of 
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interaction, such as organization memberships, can be dealt with in a 

bilateral form- i.e., in the form of 

not without a loss of information. 19 
organizational ~· But this is 

We therefore felt that it was 

theoretically more meaningful to inc.lude only hypotheses relevant to 

the largest and smallest social system included in the theory, the 
; . 

total system and the interacting pair. However, multilateral organiza-

tions may have a sub-universal range of membership. This might be 

taken into account even when analysing the bilateral membership bonds. 

Thus, P and S should refer to similarity between two members of an 

organization, judged on the basis of the range of values among the 

members of that organisation, and not on the basis of the universe of 

nations. Future models might be revised to take accou:r,.ic ,,-r this. 20 

5· The influence of geographical distance 

To improve the model for social systems with a fixed ·''T·r:.tial loca-
' 

tion of the units, we sha.'.l introduce the additional fact,.· •·£' geogra

phical distance in the model. 

Previous reviews of distance and interaction (Olsson, 1965; 

Gleditsch, 1969) have indicated that distance influences .. , •raction at 

all levels of social organization, from the inter-personal ·i;he inter

national. A priori one might. think that this should be pa:.<. .. ::..cularly 

true for the international system, since the distances between _nations 

are greater and _present more absolute obstacles than e.g. the distances 

involved when one has.the choice of going to see a colleague next door 

or to see one on the next floor up. It has also been argued that the 

influence of distance in the international system is decreasing, although 

a previous study by this author found it to be increasing, if by 

"influence" one means the association between distance and interaction. 

(See Gleditsch, 1969 for this discussion.) 

The form of the distance/interaction function has been the subject 

of considerable debate. l·1ost commonly, it is argued that interaction is 

inversely proportional to distance. This relationship can be derived 

from the following assumption: a unit will interact egually with units 

at all distance levels. If the units are evenly distributed over 

space, and if there are x units to interact with at distance d , then 
X 

the number of units at distance dy is x•d /d • Hence the amount of y X 
interaction 

at distance 

lies in the 

with each of 

d is d Id • 
y y' X 

the units at distance dx ~elative to the units 

The unsatisfactory aspect of this derivation 

two assumptions, that one interacts equally with units at 
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each distance level (which is arbitrary) and that units are eveply 

distributed (which is t'alse t'or the international. system). 

It' we assume that distance is proportional to cost, however, (an 

assumption which is partly validated by a correlation of' .95 t'or dis

tance and cost of' i·nterna tional air travel t'rom Oslo to 4 5 other capi

tals in 1965) we can reach the same relationship by a more intuitive 

assumption: a unit ·Will spend egual amounts on interaction with dit'

t'erent interaction partners. Thus, .it' France is twice as t'ar (and thus 

twice as expensive per unit ot' interaction)away t'rom Norway as Sweden 

is and we spend the same amount on interaction with each.country, then 

we interact twice as much with Sweden, This, then, gives the relation

ship that distance is inversely proportional to interaction. 

However, this is only realistic it' no other t'actors than distance 

enter the picture. Here we shall modit'y this assumption to read: ~ 

country will spend an amount on i'!teraction with a given partner which 

is proportional to its signit'icance t'or oneself' in terms of' the rank 

t'actor previously described, 

Thus, it' we take the rank t'actors separately, we obtain the 

t'ollowing deterministic model: 

It should be noted that in this derivation no assumption has been 

made about an even spatial ·distribution of' units. 

6. The et't'ect of' political t'actors 

That political groupings such as t'ormal alliances and dependence 

relationships (military, colonial, etc.) int'luence interaction is also 

well-known and has been demonstrated to hold t'or international inter·

action specit'ically in previous publications (Gleditsch, ,1967, 1968). 

However, the question is how to bring these into the. model. T!/.e .shall 

suggest a distinction between a) military and polarised antagonisms 

where we suggest that the negative et't'ect on interaction will take the 

t'orm ot' a boycott and b) weaker t'orms of' antagonism and int'luence 

spheres with et't'orts to keep members ot' the opposite bloc out of' one's 

own sphere. The latter will be another "cost" to interaction t'or the 

"intruder". Or, conversely, ,,.e argue that just as one will spend pro

portionately more on interaction with countries that are advantageous 

according to the rank t'actors, one will also spend proportionately to 
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the political advantages involved. Thus, this factor will interact 

with distance in exactly the same way. If we write B for the existence 

of a boycott (B=1 if there is a boycott, 0 if not) and POL for political 

similarity, we can extend the model as follows (subscripts deleted): 

( E IC P S POL ( 
I = a +j) + b(D + b 2D + bJD + b 4D) 1 - B)· 

\r:hereas the first versions of the model can be tested by means of 

·ordinary inul tiple regression analysis, the present model requires a 

slightly different procedure. In boycott pairs, I=O. Hence, we first 

eliminate all these pairs and perform the analysis on the model 

E P S b POL 
I = a + b1D + b2D + bJD + 4 D 

Then, using the same coefficients a, b 1 , b 2 , bJ and b 4 to generate 

expected interaction in the non-boycott pairs, we add the boycott pairs 

with an.expected value of 0 and calculate R as the correlation between 

the observed and the expected for all the pairs. 

7• Empirical application to the international system 

'de have applied a somewhat simplified version of the model to 

several sets of data on international interaction, 

The simplification consists of three points. 

First, we have limited the selection of rank variables to gross 

domestic product (GDP) and population. The reason for this is partly 

arbitrary, for lack of good theoretical criteria to limit the choice of 

rank variables. Among the non-arbitrary elements in the decision are 

the following: They are both important variables in an intuitive way 

and they are perceived as important aspects of international "power" 

or, more generally, rank both by, politicians and by traditional 

writers in international relations:1 They cap.ture both achieved and 

an ascribed aspect of nation's status, with national product leaning 

more in the direction of achievement, population more in the direction 

of ascription. They are correlated for the world as a whole ( .8 for 

our data), which moans that there is sufficient rank congruence among 

the attributes that it makes.sense to· hypothesize congruence between 

attributes and :interacti.on. 

Second, for technical reasons, we have not yet been able to cal

culate .E, and .we wil.l therefore use T instead. 
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Third, we have not included here an extensive set of political and 

boycott relationships. The boycott relationships, in particular, raise 

a number of problems. A simple definition would have been in terms of 

diplomatic recognition, but no one appears to have collected the data 

on that for any large number of countries. Furthermore, even where 

diplomatic recognition is withheld, there may be unofficial recognition 

and a resulting interaction. 22 We have therefore limited ourselves to 

including a number of very salient conflicts (Table 7.1.). 

Table 7.1. Some boycott pairs, 1965 

Diplomatic interaction: 

China.- Taiwan 

East Germany - tiest Germany 

Israel - Algeria 

Iraq 

Jordan 

Kuwait 

Lebanon 

Libya 

Mauritania 

Morocco 

Saudi Arabia 

Sudan 

Syria 

Tunisia 

United Arab Republic 

Yemen 

North Korea - South Korea 

North Vietnam - South Vietnam 

United States 

China 

Cuba 

North Korea 

North Vietnam 

Airline interaction: 

The above, plus Latin American eountries to all eo..:ialist countries 

(including Cuba). 
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Apart from tlie "divided countries" 2 3 the Table includes the par

ticipants in the Israeli~Arab conflict (even the Arab states which are 

passive in the military confrontations), the US and 

are listed as prohibited to US citizens in American 

the countries which 
24 passports and the 

pairs between South Africa and the member states of the Organization of 

African Unity. Most of our data are from before or immediately after 

Rhodesian independence,. so the OAU boycott of Rhodesia has not been 

included. 

To judge how such boycotts will be applied, three distinctions 

must be introduced: between public and private interaction, between 

highly visible and not so highly visible forms of interaction, and 

between multilateral and bilateral interaction. 1'/e assume that the 

higher the visibility, the more public and the more multilateral the 

transaction, the less likely that two nations will engage in a trans

action if they are in conflict. 2 5 

Q 
In the following we shall analyse the results for five types of 

international interaction. These are classified in Table 7.2. on the 

three criteria just mentioned, 

Table 7.2. Different forms of interaction 

Form of interaction Public/ 
Private 

~:ternational flights 26 Semi-public 

Public 

Private 

Common memberships in IGos 27 

Common memberships in INGos 27 

Diplomatic bonds (no. of ~iplo-
matic envoys in country)2 Public 

29 
Trade Both 

Visibility 

High 

Medium 

Low 

l\~edium 

Low 

Bilateral/ 
Multilateral 

Bilateral 

Hultilateral 

Multilateral 

Bilateral 

Bilateral 

• 

Thus, flights and diplomatic bonds are the two interaction variabler; 

for which the boycott effect should be present. For the others, there 

may be a political effect, but not a boycott effect. In particular, 

it is important to emphasize that even if all bilateral interaction has 

been broken (even trade) it may be very hard to break all multilateral 

interaction because it implies that one either haS· to accept isolation 

for oneself or that one persuades a large number of other countries to 
JO join the boycott and expel the other country from the organization. 

For "flights" we have introduced an additional "boycott" to improve 

the model: that between Cuba and the other socialist countries on the 

one hand and the Latin American countries on the other. This is not so 
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much a boycott by any of the sides as an extreme case of imperial 

fence-building which prevents interaction between Latin America and 

certain "dangerous countries" • 31 

Finally, it should be emphasized that for the various boycotts 

listed there is no assumption that the boycott is symmetric in inten

tion, only in effect, since all these forms of interaction depend on 

the willingness of both parties to engage in interaction. 

8. Results 

Table 8,1, gives the results for the model 

for all forms of interaction. 

Table 8.1. The rank and distance model. Product-moment correlations* 

Form of interaction 

INGO 
Term member-

ship 

1 • T/D • 407 ( +) 

2. S/D -.223 

3· P/D -. 20f?i( +) 

Ll. C/D -.1T: 

R .47:' 
R includes 
terms * 1 ,._ 

' -
no. of pairs 
included 6441 

IGO 
member-
ship 

• 212 (+) 

- • 11 3 

-.106 ( +) 

- .092 

.248 

1' 3 

6441 

Flights 

,.486(+) 

-.343 

-.340 
-.256 (.+) 

• 531 

1' 4 

8515 

Diplo
matic 
Repre
sentation 

.462. ( +) 

-·338 

-.314 

-:307 

.625 

T,D, 1 

8010 

Trade 

··· the '?J,gns of the 
*Bi variate correla t ;.ons · wi tn; partial correlations in brackets. Since 

the four factors were correlated quite highly, the partials and the 
multiple n are for a smaller number of factors, as given in the second 

last line of the Table, The least important factors in terms of in
creasing R in a stepwise regression have been excluded, 

By and large the results are in the expected direction, although 

the correlations ar~ not large. Once again, T/D turns out to be the 

most important factor for all forms of interaction. The effect of T/D 

is not much reduced by taking into the account of the other three terms. 

The bivariate correlations for S/D, P/D and C/D are all in the opposite 

direction but aft•er the effect of T/D has been taken into account the 

sign becomes positive, as it should, (Not all the partials are reported 

in the Table, however, only those for the terms which remained after 
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the most highly correlated independent variables were removed f'rom the 

repression equation.) 

Of' the three other terms it si C/D and P/D which "behave best". 

This supports our inclination to believe that it is more meaningful to 

operationalize "rank sim:~larity" in terms of' the rank profile, rather 

than in terms of' total rank, althoug..'-1 when the two terms are divided 

by distance they are extremely highly correlated. 

"INGO membership", "Diplomatic representation", and "flights" give 

fairly similar results, This is interesting, because diplomatic repre

sentation is asymmetric, while the two others are symmetric. (However, 

the asymmetry in diplomatic representation is not high). 

The dif'f'erence between IGO and INGO membership is very marked. A 

possible explanation of' this may be that membership in IGOs is much 

more dependent on the other factors, such as the political ones. In 

that case, the application of' the f'ull model ought to give substantially 

better results f'or this dependent variable. 

A number of' related models were tried out, such as 

log I = a + b 1logT + b 2logS + bJlogP + b 4logC - b
5

logD 

which is the same as 

provided one assumes that the stochastic error term is multiplicative,JZ 

models where the rank variables were ranked and the ranks used as values, 

etc. By and large these models gave roughly similar results. In this 

sense, the most satisfactory aspect of this empirical test is that a 

more rigorously derived model can give equally good results as the 

curve-fitting ipvolved in the alternative model.JJ 

Finally, additive models (I=c+b 1T + b
2

S + bJP + b
4
c - b

5
D) were 

tried out, but with much poorer results than the alternative model. 

This confirms previous findings (Gleditsch, l969) and supports the 

rationale f'or the model presented here. 
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9. Extens~ons of the theory 

BrieflY .•. Wl3 :"hall only in<;licate some possible. dir13ctions where 

the theory can be extended. 

First·, new assumption's should be introduced which would enable us 

to derive hypotheses about asymmetric interaction. A common hypothesis 

is that there is more interaction from the high-ranking unit to the 

low-raru<ing than vice versa (Berelson and Steiher, 1964; Galtung, 1968). 

On the other hand, theories of exploitation state that flows of value 

generally run in the direction of the high-ranking members (cfr. Frank, 

1965, for a theory for the international system in these terms). Apart 

from the problem of defining precisely "the amount of interaction" in 

asymmetric relationships, there is nothing in the theory as stated here 

which will let us derive such hypotheses. 

Secondly, the theory deals only with positive interaction and not 

with negative. This is also a limitation. It has been argued that 

high total rank in the pair ought to be positively associated with high 

negative 

(as well 

interaction. High-ranking units emit more conflict behavior 

as 

rank in the 

positive interaction) and we would therefore expect 

pair (or, better, E) to be associated with conflict 

total 

be-

havior in the pair. On the other hand, this is much too naive, since 

for many of the largest pairs, relations are permanently friendly and 

almost no negative interaction is transmitted. Here one would need 

30mething like a "negative boycott" or friendship model of the type we 

have developed above for boycotts to account for the lack of conflict 

behavior in these pairs. However, the criterion for selecting the 

"friendship pairs" remain even more obscure than those for the boycott 

pairso 

Thirdly, we need a typol.ogy of rank variables. ~The distinction 

between achieved and ascribed variables is useful, of course, and it 

seems e.g. to hypothesize that "the higher the achieved rank similarity 

the higher the interaction in the pair". Or, in general, the more 

specific the type of similar rank, the higher the interaction. 

Fourth, the following hypothesis was suggested in Galtung (1966b): 

"A unit will define interaction so as to emphasize its highest status." 

It is difficult to see that this implies much for symmetric forms of 

interaction, but for asymmetric forms the hypothesis is more probable 

because the interaction can more easily be manipulated by one side 

alone. As an example, a small but highly developed country like Israel 
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with its technical assistance programs emphasize guali~Y and expertise, 

whereas e.g. the Soviet Union will go for big TA programs above all, 

because their resources are big. It is not just that the particular 

resources possessed by each country makes the respective form of aid 

cheaper; it also serves to emphasize in each case the high status of 

the country and thus TA may serve to increase prestige. 
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Appendix. Continuoas vs. discrete measurement of rank variables 

Most empirical work in the "raiL!<: theory" trandi tion has worked 

with discrete measurement, of the raruc variables, usually dichotomies 

or trichotomies. Furthermore, the analysis has been in the form of 

contingency. tables, Although. similar arguments may be used in both 

cases, these arc two separate research design decisions. The number 

of variables and their interrelationships make a contingency table 

approach here, and multiple regression analysis is more manageable. 

However, even within multiple regression analysis we could have used 

either discrete or continuous measurement of the variables. The de

cision depends on one's confidence in the meaningfulness of more than 

e.g. three levels of status. (For a statement in favor of three values 

for sociologicaL variables in general, not only for rank variables, see 

Galtung, 1967.) A particularly relevant argument for a small number 

of values in this case is the well-known observation that no individual 

can discriminate between as large a number of different ranks as con

tinuous measurewent implies. Thus, it would be more realistic to group 

the units into a smaller number of classes. The loss of information 

involved in the grouping, this argument goes, is no loss at all, since 

the empirical distribution of the rank variable is not what determines 

the interaction, but the units' perception of the distribution. A 

counterargument is that the closer a stratum of society is to the 

individual, the finer the discrimination. Thus, a middle-class pro

fessional can see the difference between a judge in a lower and a higher 

court, whereas for a working class person he may just be "a judge". 

(The same holds, of course, for discrimination on non-vertical variables; 

a lll:aoist can see a world of difference between himself and a trotskyi te, 

whereas to a conservative the difference is negligible if it is per

ceived at all.) This implies that there is a very exttensive rank 

order in society as a whole, but no one social actor can see the whole 

range, However, we are not interested in the perception of individual 

actors, but in the structure of the social system as a whole. In this 

case, the continuous variable model seems more realistic, although a 

more sophisticated model would make corrections for the contractions 

and expansions of the scale which occur as a result of the limited 

~ocial perspective of each individual. - An argument which applies to 

nations more than to individuals is that with the improvement of inter

national statistics, national decision-makers become increasingly cog

nizant of their nation's exact position in the distribution on the 
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rank variables. An example: Japan was reported to have used as an 

argument in its trade negotiations with the United States in early 

1969 that "we are only number 19 in GNP per capita" (hence we still 

need protective trade barriers). Presumably, the United States nego

tiators had just pointed out that Japan was just overtaking 1</est 

Germany to become number J in GNP. 
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1, The expression "rank theory" was first(?) used as a unifying concept 
for a number of related issues to be discussed at a conference planned 
for Copenhagen in January, 1969 by the Institute for Peace and Conflict 
Research. Whether there is a "rank theory" as such is a matter of 
debate. It m:lght be more adequate to talk in terms of the "rank 
approach" or a language for describing social systems. In any case, the 
present paper is only concerned with a rank theory of interaction 
patterns. 

2. In doing so, we are drawing free1y on the work of Johan Galtung, 
particularly Galtung 1966a, 1966b, and 1968. Many related ideas can be 
found within the large area of stratification research in sociology, 
sometimes expressed in terms of rank, sometimes not. But we are not 
concerned here with intellectual history. Needless to say, there is no 
claim that our hypotheses exhaust the theoretical ideas in the papers 
by Gal tung or others, 

3. A very relevant book is Laumann, 1966. This work also contains an 
extremely extensive bibliography of American works on social stratifi
cation. 

4. "Rank dimension" is a more common term. In view of the increasingly 
frequent use of the word "dimension" for "factor" (as extracted by a 
factor analysis) and the resulting associations of "independent dimen
sions" when "rank dimensions" are referred to, we prefer to use ·n rank 
variable". 

5· For a theoretical discussion of a simple society with two rank 
variables (economic and political) and two statuses on-each dimension, 
see Galtung, 1966a. 

6. This definition does not imply that every unit interacts with every 
other. Rather, we mean that each unit must be connected to all the 
others by an interaction network, i.e. there must be no pair of units 
where one cannot reach one from the other by means of direct interaction 
or indirect interaction through intermediaries. In graph theoretical 
terms, the graph must be strongly connected or strong ( cfr. Havary et al., 
1965). An even more general definition of social status is "a set of
interacting social units" (see e.g. Svalastoga, 1969, p. 13). 

7. Or: rank disequilibrium, status inconsistency, etc. This concept has 
a variety of names, 

• 



8. The motive for going "further back" and defining new axioms from 
which the present axioms can be deduced as theorems might be to increase 
the range of possible derived theorems. The decision to stop going 
backwards is somewhat arbitrary. In this case the range is just wide 
enough to include the empirical phenomenon of interest to us. 

9· For a development of this theme, see Zelditch and Anderson, 1966. 

10. See e.g. Kerckhoff, 196J and Eckland, 1968. 

11. To resolve the dilemma of what .type of similarity is more important, 
the empirical literature in sociology is of little help. Almost all of 
it is "unidimensional", i.e. the authors use single indicators of 
stratification. An exception is the work in the area of status incon
sistency or rank imbalance. However, all of the many works we have 
examined on rank similarity and interaction have been "unidimensional". 

12. 

1J. For discussions of the problems of continuous vs. dichotomous 
measurement of rank variables, see Curtis and Jackson, 1968, P• 115 and 
the Appendix to this paper; 

14. The idea of using the product rather than the sum of unit attributes 
in accounting for interaction between them corresponds to the so-called 
"gravity model'' of interaction. For an application to the international 
system with a number of references to theoretical formulations and 
other applications, see Gleditsch, 1969 • 

• 15. If a simple chi-square model was adopted rather than the Sav.age-
Deutsch model we would implicitly have assumed that internal interaction 
is proportional to the square of the unit's rank. This creates two 
problems. First, that the model is improbable, since all units except 
the largest (the one with highest total rank) would then have more 
ir.teraction with at least one other unit than with itself, (Consider for 
a moment what this would mean in terms of the mail flow.) Second, it 
would involve many practical and conceptual problems to obtain comparable· 
data for internal and external interaction. For these two reasons, we 
prefer to ignore the diagonal and define interaction as inter-unit 
interaction only. 

16. In general, of course, there will tend to be non-zero correlations 
between F,S,P, and C since these are four parameters generated from two 
variables. In empirical applications, then, the standard deviations of 
the coefficients should be observed for possible errors resulting from 
multicollinearity. 

17. A little reflection will indicate that in the n-person group (n>2) 
the distinction between rank congruence and rank balance corresponds 
roughly to the distinction between correlation and agreement, whereas 
for n=2 they coincide. 

18. A well-known hypothesis with regard to systemic imbalance is that it 
will produce "aggression" of some sort (Jackson, 1962; Galtung, 1964). 
In view of what is said here we might modify this hypothesis as follows: 
an imbalanced unit will seek to dissociate itself from the system. To 
the extent that this is not possible, it will become aggressive • 

• 



19. Almost all formal interaction analysis in sociology, economics, or 
international relations known to this author - with the exception of 
coalition theory - has the same limitation: that it deals only with 
bilateral links or a summation of such links. An ingenious example of 
how there can be structure in a matrix which - when analysed in terms 
of bilateral links - seems completely uniform, is provided by a physicist, 
Satosi "\<Jatanabe (see 14atanabe, 1965, and Hatanabe, forthcoming, 1969)• 

20, The distinction drawn here between comparison in the pair and com
parison in a group corresp.onds to a distinction drawn by Anderson et al. 
(1969) between local oomparisons and comparisons in a referential 
structure. l•Jhile Anders.on et al. state with reference to the local 
comparison formulation that--"there are good reasons for believing that 
this is an inadequate formulation of the way in which comparison takes 
place" we have settled for both types of comparisons. 

21. Cfr. Organski, 1958 for a discussion of elements of power. Starting 
with six factors, he eventually whittles them down to two, population 
and GNP/capita, which he, multiplies and then decides to use GNP as a 
single measure of power. 

22. Cfr. note JO below. 

2J Cfr. Reidar Kvadsheim's paper to this Conference. 

24. As of March 19, 1968. The restriction includes transit traffic. 
(However, individual exemptions are now possible.) 

25. This discussion owes much to ideas in Galtung's analysis of cooper
ation in Europe. See J. Galtung (ed.) Coo eration in Euro e (Oslo: 
Norwegian Universities Press, forthcoming 1969 , particularly the 
chapters on a theory of cooperation and on the German problem. 

26. The variable is "no. of scheduled international flights per week", 
1965, coded from the ABC Horld Airways Guide. This variable has the 
advantage of being available for all countries and can be coded with 
high reliability. Its direct importance may be somewhat lower than 
other forms of interaction, 

27. The variable is "no. of common memberships" in IGOs and INGOs, 1964. 
Coded from the Yearbook of International Associations, 1965. 

28. The variable is "no. of diplomats sent or received". 

29, Data for 1965 provided by the International Monetary Fund. 

JO. This is analysed in great detail in a paper by the present author on 
"interaction patterns in the Middle East", presented at a seminar 
organized by the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, September 
15-17, 1969. 

J1. The difference between this and other cases of non-interaction is 
that it is not just a social pattern, but explicit policy. A semi
official report from the (us) Agency for International Development 
(Loy, 1964), based in part on a Rand Corporation report (Heymann, 1964) 
states - in an almost perfect expression of polemized thinking - that 
"However hard it may be to prove harm, there is something disquieting 
about the thought of .1\.eroflot gamboling about Latin America." There is, 



of.course, no general boycott on bilateral interaction between the US 
and the socialist countries, and the same author speculates (p. 43) 
about the possible effects of the US-Soviet agreement to establish a 
direct air link: 

"One additional note about the complications which would flow 
from the signing of a U.S.-USSR bilateral air service agreement. 
A quite respectable argument can be made that even though it 
may be desirable for the u.s., a powerful, stable nation with 
considerable traffic potential, to exchange air service with 
the USSR, it does not follow that .such exchange is desirable 
or safe for politically urtsettled, developing countries, quite 
subject to subversion. On u reC'?~<.t trip the author tried to 
gauge the reaction of foreign go-.c·o,cnment officials to such 
argument. The result was not encouraging. The distinction 
is understood, but no one was willi:ng to ackno<tledge that Soviet 
air service could lead to subversion, certainly not subversion 
which would be more troublesome than present Soviet efforts." 

32. If the error term is additive, then the multiplicate model acquires 
a different procedure for calculating unbiased least squares estimates. 

33· The multiplicative form of the model may, of course, be justified. 
It is the fact of raising variables like T and D to empirically found 
"powers" which smacks of curve-fitting. 
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